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1. Introduction

We welcome the very timely inquiry by the EAC into this important issue and would agree with the
observation that it is unlikely that the transport sector will make a contribution to the Kyoto commitment
of a 12.5% reduction in carbon emissions over the period 1990–2010. From the best information available,
it is clear that transport’s contribution to carbon dioxide emissions is expected to increase both in relative
terms (from 24.2% to 30.2%) and in absolute terms (!17.9%) over the period 1990–2010 (Table 1).1

Table 1

CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS BASELINE PROJECTION BY END USER IN THE UK

End User Category 1985 1990 2000 2015 2030

Road transport 28 35 38 42 49
Railways 1 2 2 1 1
Civil aircraft (domestic) 0 0 1 1 1
Shipping (domestic) 2 2 1 1 1
All transport 31 39 41 47 52
All emissions 156 161 149 153 166

Units: million tonnes of carbon (MtC).

We have just completed a project for the Department for Transport under their New Horizons
programme (2004–05), which examined the potential for a 60% CO2 reduction in the UK transport sector
over the period 1990–2030, using an innovative backcasting scenario methodology. The project has the
acronym VIBAT—Visioning and backcasting of UK transport policy. The EAC is welcome to download
the five reports relating to that study—http://www.ucl.ac.uk/-ucft696/vibat2.html. The Executive Summary
for the study is also attached to this submission [not printed].

The comments made in this submission relate explicitly to the findings of that research (published in
January 2006), as they relate to four of the strategic issues outlined by the Committee—Q1, Q4, Q5 and Q7.
It should be noted that in the Department for Transport project (VIBAT), all forms of domestic transport
were considered, but not international air.

2. Q1 Progress Towards Carbon Reduction Targets

As noted in Table 1, little progress is actually being made in the transport sector in moving towards
carbon reduction targets, as more travel is being undertaken and as car use increases. There is very little
comfort that can be observed in purchasing patterns, despite voluntary EU agreements with ACEA.2 The
latest figures from the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders suggest that CO2 emissions levels from

1 1990 Transport emissions of CO2 39MtC and total 161MtC % 24.2%; 2010 Transport emissions of CO2 46MtC and total
152MtC % 30.2%—this is the relative increase. The absolute increase is from 39MtC to 46MtC or 17.9%.

2 Under a voluntary agreement between the EU and the car manufacturers, the industry (represented by ACEA for Europe and
JAMA and KAMA for Japan and Korea respectively) has committed itself to cut CO2 emissions from new cars to 140 grams
per kilometre (g/km) by 2008 (2009 for the Asians). The 2005 baseline is 185 g/km.
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new cars reached about 171.4 g/km (2004), amounting to a 10% reduction over the seven year period since
1997. The main reason for this has been diesel penetration into the car fleet (17% in 2003). Importantly, over
the same period of time CO2 emissions have not reduced and the total volume of fuel consumed has
increased marginally (to 37.6Mt 2003)—this is due to the increased volume of traYc over time.

One of the findings from our research was that it was extremely diYcult to establish a clear baseline
against which a comparison could take place. It is not so much of a problem over the shorter term (2010),
but over the longer period (2030), it is important to establish a clear business as usual forecast. There seem
to be several small, yet significant diVerences between the data sets used by the DfT, the DTI, Defra and
the NETCEN data. Many of the necessary policy interventions require a long term and consistent
commitment, as changes in urban form and the impact of technology will not have an immediate impact.
It is essential that the baseline is established for at least 30 years (if not 50 years) into the future.

3. Q4 Realistic Expectations and the Role of Demand Management

In the VIBAT study, we examined the potential impacts of both technological innovation and
behavioural change. Over 120 diVerent policy measures were identified and these were put together into
mutually supporting packages of measures. It is argued that the nature and scale of change in the transport
sector is of an order of magnitude that individual policy measures would not have a significant positive eVect
on their own, and it was only when they were combined did a real eVect take place. Over the short term, all
available alternatives are well known and the real challenge is to implement them eVectively. This means
that complementary measures involving information, awareness raising, acceptability and involvement
must accompany all actions to gain support from all aVected stakeholders. The importance of these
complementary measures has been well illustrated with respect to congestion charging in London.

Our analysis (over a longer time period) demonstrated that there were a range of policy packages that
could be introduced with substantial reductions in carbon emissions. A spreadsheet was developed so that
the potential savings in travel from the groups of measures (the packages) could be estimated, together with
the changes in energy use and levels of carbon emissions. The diVerent policy measures were grouped into
11 policy packages (Table 2), together with a range of variants to give an estimate of the overall carbon
savings. It should be noted that these figures are estimates of the likely scale of change and should not be
considered accurate figures. They do however illustrate the orders of magnitude of likely impacts and are
consistent with other estimates (eg Institute for Transport Studies, Leeds University, for Tyndall, 2005).
Further research is required on this issue.

Table 2

SUMMARY OF THE VIBAT POLICY PACKAGES

Policy Variants Comments Potential
Package Carbon

Saving

PP1 Low 1A High (90g/km) and 50% freight Passenger "11.8MtC "18.3MtC
emissions emissions reductions Freight "6.5MtC
vehicles 1B Low (140g/km) and 25% freight Passenger "5.9MtC "9.1MtC

emissions reductions Freight "3.2MtC

PP2 2A (50%) With 1A (passenger ! freight) "9.1MtC
Alternative With 1B (passenger ! freight) "4.6MtC
fuels 2B (20%) With 1A (passenger ! freight) "3.7MtC

With 1B (passenger ! freight) "1.8MtC

PP3 Pricing 3A City and motorway "1.1MtC
regimes 3B National "2.3MtC

PP4 Liveable 4A Limited application "0.5MtC
cities 4B Extensive application "2.4MtC

PP5 ICT and 5A ICT in transport—mainly freight "1.8MtC
travel 5B Teleactivities—mainly passenger "0.8MtC

PP6 Soft 6A Travel plans "2.4MtC
measures 6B Car ownership

6C Travel awareness
6D Car occupancy "0.9MtC

PP7 7A National system "2.5MtC
Ecological 7B National and local system "4.6MtC
driving
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Policy Variants Comments Potential
Package Carbon

Saving

PP8 Long 8A Air travel and some substitution "0.5MtC
distance travel 8B High speed train and coach "0.7MtC
and
substitution

PP9 Freight 9A Freight transport subsidiarity "0.7MtC
9B Freight dematerialisation "2.5MtC

PP10 Carbon 10A 550ppm This is a stand alone "25.7MtC
Credits 10B 450ppm mechanism in its own right "34.1MtC

PP11 Oil 11A $60 a barrel (100p a litre) "1.3MtC
Pricing 11B $80 a barrel (130p a litre) "6.4MtC

11C $100 a barrel (170p a litre) "10.7MtC

Note: Freight dematerialisation includes load factors, scale economies (larger vehicles) and better vehicle
utilisation.

From this table, it can be seen that demand management features in a variety of ways:

Policy Package 3 Pricing Regimes: road pricing can also make a substantial diVerence, whether it is
operated nationally or just within cities and on the motorways. In combination with other policies, road
pricing on an environmental basis (ie the charging relates to the carbon emissions profile of the vehicle and
the number of passengers), pricing can give clear signals to consumers to switch to more eYcient cars or to
other modes of transport. Carbon reduction potential % 2.3 MtC—1.1 MtC.

Policy Package 4 Liveable Cities: this package focuses on using urban form to support sustainable
transport, with higher density development clustered around an upgraded public transport system, and
urban areas that have been planned to vastly improve their urban design quality and attractiveness for living
and working. There is complementary heavy investment in walking and cycling facilities as well as public
transport. Application of this package on a substantial scale has a major impact, but largely over the
medium term, as decisions on the location of new housing and other development take place gradually over
time. These decisions have a substantial eVect on both distances travelled and modes used. Carbon reduction
potential % 2.4 MtC—0.5 MtC.

Policy Package 5 Information and Communications Technology (ICT): this option explores the potential
for carbon reduction, but the levels seem limited, and there may be rebound eVects as ICT may encourage
more, not less travel. The measures are targeted at personal and freight travel, and include advanced route
and parking guidance, car sharing, public transport information systems, freight logistics, local traYc
regulation and teleactivities. Carbon reduction potential % 1.8 MtC—0.8 MtC.

Policy Package 6 Soft Measures: including workplace and school travel plans, future changes in car
ownership (including leasing and car clubs), car sharing, travel awareness and travel blending programmes.
These are important supporting measures to other packages, but they also have an important impact on
carbon emissions in their own right. Carbon reduction potential % 2.4 MtC—0.9 MtC.

Policy Package 7 Ecological Driving: this has substantial immediate benefits, particularly if combined
with lower national and local speed limits. Slower speeds provide extensive savings, with a potential for
some 15-20% reductions in carbon emissions if a maximum speed limit of 80 km/hr is introduced on
motorways and trunk roads, with lower speeds on other roads and in urban areas. Although the fuel use
and speed value curves for new cars are flatter than those for older cars, there are considerable fuel savings
from lower speeds. These speed limits need to be combined with awareness programmes and better driving
techniques to reduce fuel use. Carbon reduction potential % 4.6 MtC—2.5 MtC.

Policy Package 8 Long Distance Travel Substitution: there is some limited potential for long distance
travel substitution of rail for air, and coach for rail, but the savings here are not substantial, particularly if
load factors are high. Carbon reduction potential % 0.7 MtC—0.5 MtC.

Policy Package 9 Freight Transport: freight transport is covered in several of the packages, but
subsidiarity (local production and knowledge transfer) and dematerialisation (miniaturisation, advanced
logistics and distribution networks, load matching and material consumption) can all lead to savings, some
substantial. Carbon reduction potential % 2.5 MtC0.7 MtC.

4. Q5 Action to Reduce Road Transport Carbon Emissions and Congestion

For transport to make a full contribution to carbon reductions, new thinking is required as the order of
magnitude of the required change is immense. In the VIBAT research, the challenging 60% CO2 reduction
target is extremely diYcult to achieve over the period to 2030. Two alternative futures were envisaged, one
similar to the trend forecast, which was heavily reliant on technology to achieve the target, and the other
was based on an acceptance within society that we would not increase our travel and so behavioural change
was central to target achievement. The four main conclusions reached were:
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(a) It was not possible to achieve the 60% target by using technology alone. Even with a maximum
use of hybrid and lean burn technologies, and with extensive use (50%) of alternative (low carbon)
fuels, there was still a shortfall—these measures could achieve about 75% of the target.

(b) The main problem was that with the trend forecast, there is an expected increase of about 35% in
travel over the period (2000–30). If there was no increase in travel, then technological change if
pushed hard now could just achieve the 60% target.

(c) Over the period to 2030, the population of the UK is expected to increase by 9%, and this in turn
adds to the diYculty of achieving the targets.

(d) With the lower levels of travel envisaged in the second scenario, there are several ways in which
the policy packages could be used to reach the objective of a 60% CO2 emissions reduction. But
even here strong action is required on both the technological and behavioural change dimensions,
involving many of the policy packages identified in Table 2.

Several comments should be made. The targets set in the VIBAT project are more challenging than those
in the Kyoto Protocol or those set by the UK government, and they extend over a longer period of time (to
2030 not 2010). This means that there is a longer lead time available, but it does not mean that nothing needs
to be done now. Actions in transport (eg pricing) have an immediate eVect, but actions concerning the
location of new development or technological innovation will take much longer to have an eVect. Yet action
is needed now on all three fronts ı transport, location of new development and technological innovation.

Pathways to reductions on CO2 emissions in transport do not occur evenly and opportunities should be
grasped to maximise any benefits. This means that there should be a full inventory of measures (and their
potential impacts), together with the costs and benefits of action (or no action). Such an assessment should
also address the risks of actions (or no action) and identify those responsible for implementation.
Throughout the period of time (and longer), the outcomes of actions need to be monitored in terms of their
reductions, trying to identify where synergies might take place, for example trigger points where several
actions work together in the same direction to have a much greater beneficial impact. Equally important in
the monitoring is the identification of unintended or rebound eVects, where the expectations are not
matched by outcomes. There is a dearth of evidence concerning many of these issues.

If oil prices remain at current levels ($60 a barrel) or even increase, then fuel prices will also be
substantially raised, making it more expensive to travel (in the short term), perhaps leading to a heightened
interest in purchasing fuel eYcient vehicles. Higher prices may also give the correct signals to the market to
invest more in clean eYcient technologies, to encourage planners and developers to create denser mixed use
developments with shorter travel distances, and to give incentives to individuals to reduce their car based
travel through sharing, the greater use of cycles and public transport, and the internet as a substitute for
travel.

5. Q7 Adequate Coordination

One clear message that comes out from the workshops related to the VIBAT research is the need for a
wide range of stakeholders to be involved in tackling carbon emissions in transport, and that many of the
options available are not only the responsibility of the DfT. Changes in travel behaviour are often the result
of wider policy changes, eg land use planning, the centralisation of health facilities or “widened choice” in
education. The need for multi-disciplinary and integrated strategies and implementation is thus paramount.
There is little current evidence of this.

It is important to open up the debate about the issues raised in this research with all stakeholders as this
begins to create an understanding about the scale and importance of the CO2 reduction issues, and it would
begin to remove some of the barriers to eVective implementation. Included here would be questions relating
to the concept of sector based targets; the relative weight of contribution from each sector; how CO2
reduction targets can become central in transport decision making (including influencing the investment
strategies in future Local Transport Plans, Regional Transport Strategies and the design of Sustainable
Communities); how to raise public awareness and to get the public’s active involvement in seeking solutions;
and how to encourage behavioural change that can be maintained over time.

There is a need for an interdepartmental taskforce that can bring together all involved parties to identify
the agenda together with the key decision points, so that there is a robust and consistent framework for
progress to be made towards reducing carbon emissions from transport. This however should not be at the
expense of taking radical and positive action in the transport sector now (from 2006) so that the transport
sector can start to make a contribution to carbon reduction targets.

February 2006
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Witnesses: Professor David Banister, the Bartlett School of Planning, UCL, and Mr Robin Hickman, the
Halcrow Group, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome to the Professor Banister: They knew that we had done
previous work using a similar methodology in aCommittee, the first public session of our inquiry into
variety of other studies, principally within thetransport. We are delighted to see you here. We have
European Union, and looking there at alternativeread “Looking over the Horizon” with interest. I
futures and they were interested in looking at thewonder whether, just to kick things oV, you would
possibility of using scenario-building methods, whichlike to say how the study came about and in particular
are the sort of methods we have been using, ratherhow the 60% by 2030 was the chosen benchmark?
than the more traditional forecasting methods whichProfessor Banister: Certainly. Could I just introduce
look to where we are now and how we got there andmyself? I am David Banister from University College
then project that forward using certain assumptions.London and together with Robin Hickman from the
What the scenario-building approach does is to tryHalcrow Group we ran the VIBAT project, which
and look at alternative futures and what you arewas sponsored by the Department for Transport
trying to do there is to develop diVerent types ofunder their New Horizons programme of last year.
futures based on diVerent assumptions, whether theyThe New Horizons programme is quite small-scale
are growth assumptions, whether they are moreresearch projects which are intended to look further
socially-based or technologically-based assumptions.forward, looking at new ideas, a bit more blue skies
So you have diVerent futures of a city, or a country inthan most of the work that they carry out, and we
this case, which are seen to be desirable in some sortvery much welcome the opportunity to participate in
of way. Once you have got a broad view of where youthat programme. The study itself had this very simple
might want to be, whether it is pushing the economicsbrief, which was a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions,
or the social side of it, you then say, “Right, we knowthat was the target, by the year 2030. 2030 was where we want to be. We know where we are. Howselected because it was suYciently far into the future can we get from where we are to where we want to

that it allows us to think a little bit more “out of the be?” That is the backcasting approach and the
box”, so it is not looking just necessarily at trends, it backcasting approach does more than that in the
is looking at ways in which we can look beyond trends sense that it then tries to build up, as we have, a series
and looking at what we call trend-breaking futures. of policy packages, a series of options which together
We do not want to be too far ahead because then it can actually move in the direction of the position you
becomes much more uncertain. We do not want to be want to be in. It also looks at the ways in which those
too close because we are fairly confident about policies ought to be sequenced. What do we need to
perhaps what might happen in the next four or five do now if we are going to achieve something in 10 or
years. The 60% target was one which we felt was 15 years’ time? What can we leave for another five
suYciently challenging and what eVectively it is is the years or 10 years? It gives you some sort of insight into
target which has been suggested by RCEP, the Royal the way in which that can actually be achieved.
Commission on Environmental Pollution, but their
time horizon is over a longer period of 2050. So we felt

Q4 Chairman: Coming back to the present for athat was a challenging one and we felt that looking at
moment, the Department for Transport is signed upthe transport sector on its own was one way to look to a 20% target for 2010. Given your experience with

at the possibility within that sector of achieving our the Department, do they really feel committed to
targets. We realise that it is a global thing, it is not just achieving that? Is it something which they seriously
transport which is the problem, but we are looking at envisage taking place?
the possibilities within the transport sector. So it is Professor Banister: This is a bit of a poisoned chalice,
assuming, for instance, that there is a fair share I suppose, but if you want my view on it, I would say
argument there. That was the thinking behind that. that in the transport sector they have got no chance

of achieving that target. If we look at what has
happened in the recent past, we have had (as we putQ2 Chairman: Was there a sense of commitment on
in our note to you) both an increase in absolute termsthe Department for Transport’s side? Was that a
within the transport sector in terms of CO2 emissionsprocess and a target which they were driving you
and transport’s relative share of the total CO2towards?
emissions has also increased, in both casesProfessor Banister: Yes, they were happy with that
substantially, and increasingly as we get nearer to thattarget, relaxed with that. They did not want anything date it will get much harder to reach that sort of

tougher than that because I think, quite rightly, they objective.
thought that would have been extremely diYcult to
achieve, and I think they were relaxed with 60%

Q5 Chairman: Is it harder because this is the resultrather than, say, 40% because they felt that was
of lots of individual choices, that they are not verysomething we ought to be looking at, at the extremes.
susceptible to policy instruments in terms of beingI should say also that the project was testing the
changed?methodology as well as looking at possible futures.
Professor Banister: I think if you are going to
actually make any real progress here we have to

Q3 Chairman: Do you want to say anything about the think beyond looking at simply doing one thing and
fact that you have got these two models there? Did this will cause something to happen, “We will raise
you approach it in that way because of discussions the price here and see if that will actually make a

diVerence.” What we really need to be beginning towith the Department?
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look at is the way in which we can creatively bring a perhaps not to such a great extent. They talk
diVerent range of policy measures together. So I through with the people what their travel patterns
think what has been underestimated is the nature are and ways in which they could actually make
and the scale of the change which is actually those more environmentally sound and reduce the
required. The small incremental policies will not use of cars and share journeys and use public
make very much diVerence. It is really putting things transport, those sorts of things. What they found
together that will begin to have an impact. I think was by doing that and then going back at various
one crucial part of that is also that we are not very points in time the people did change what they were
good at explaining to people why we are doing doing and they did maintain that change. So it was
things in a particular way. To actually get people to not just a temporary change and then doing what
support what you are doing is crucially important in they did before, it was actually that they thought,
this area. If they realise that the environment is a “Well, this makes sense and we’ll keep on doing it.”
problem, if they realise that they are contributing to I think that is the sort of way in which at that level
that problem, are they then prepared to do of detail one can actually begin to make progress.
something, not necessarily a very substantial change Mr Hickman: Lynne Sloman we mention in our key
in their lifestyle, but are they prepared to do things references at the back of the VIBAT executive
which will make that work slightly diVerently? That summary. Less traYc where people live, which was
would lead to a net benefit. So it is the part of done for Transport 2000. There is other researchcommunication, trying to get people to buy in, to get done in Aberdeen, the Jillian Anable workinvolved in the process of seeking positive solutions.

(Complacent Car Addicts or AspiringMr Hickman: If I can come in on that, the VIBAT
Environmentalists 2005), where she tries to segmentstudy tried to set up a dichotomy with two diVerent
people as to whether they are susceptible to modeimages of the future and one is based on
shift. So they look at car-dependent people who willtechnological change, the other mainly on
not change (the typical Jeremy Clarkson type),behavioural change, and we tried to use the study to
people who are susceptible to change, and thenshow that technological changes would not get us
people who are most likely to change. There are fourout of the hole that we are in in terms of carbon
groups which they segment, which is very interestingemissions. I think this demonstrates quite well that
and which is worth looking at.that is the case but, as ever, it is not that simple.

Technological change is also highly interlinked with
behavioural change, so if we are looking to reduce

Q7 Colin Challen: You said in your evidence, andvehicle fleet emissions to 140 grammes per kilometre
indeed in the VIBAT report, that there is a plethoraaverage or less, say below 100, that is also predicated
of past trend and future projection figures for carbonon consumer choices. So we have to buy Toyota
currently in circulation. We have diVerent sourcesPrius-style cars, hybrids, et cetera. So that is where
using diVerent methodologies, diVerentthe diYculty in achieving targets like this comes in.
measurements, diVerent modes and breakdownsAll these things are interlinked and they are very
within modes, and so on. Is all that confusion and allcomplex.
that information a barrier to really making progress?
Mr Hickman: Yes. We thought getting a baseline

Q6 Mr Hurd: I am interested in your comments together for this study would be very easy and would
about the need to communicate. Can you point the take us a couple of weeks, but it actually took usCommittee to any recent research which illuminates about three or four months and we ended up usingthe challenge? I am aware of an old Department for

a combination of diVerent sources. NETCEN data isTransport survey, for example, that found only one
probably the best data which we used for the historicin eight people make any connection between flying
trend 1985 to 2005. For the projection we usedand climate change. Are there any other kinds of
Transport Statistics Great Britain, which goes up tosurveys or research which you could point us to to
2020, and then we had to extrapolate to 2030. Soilluminate the challenge?
there is actually no projection of transport trendsProfessor Banister: There are two things I can point
and carbon emissions past 2020, no acceptedyou to. There is a report which my colleagues behind
projection. The Department for Transport wasme may actually know more about. Lynne Sloman
actually very helpful and it did a run of its nationaldid a report which looked at various options and
traYc model and we used that to look at what eVectlooked at the way in which diVerent types of
the Transport White Paper 2004 is likely to have,measures have been introduced and what their
and we show the graph in the executive summary. Soactual impact was and the diVerent approaches
we used a combination of sources, but they are allwhich had been adopted. She had a scholarship, I
very diVerent. They have diVerent area bases, Greatthink an 1851 exhibition scholarship, and this was
Britain, the UK, England and Wales, so we had tothe outcome of that. The second is some very
use various assumptions putting them together.interesting work which has been pioneered by people
They have diVerent assumptions embedded withinin Germany, a guy called Werner Brög, and he has
them. The DfT projections have the ACEAworked on what they call “personalised travel
voluntary agreement embedded within it and aplanning” and/or “travel blending” where they go
Transport White Paper policy thrust, whereas theand actually talk through the possibilities with
Defra and NETCEN data does not, so it is quitefamilies. It has been used in Australia and in

Germany. I do not know about in this country, but diYcult comparing the two.
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Q8 Colin Challen: Is there any way in which Mr Hickman: It would be incredibly useful if people
could have some store in something like that, yes.researchers are beginning to coalesce around one

sort of methodology? It seems to me that if there is
a great deal of conflicting information, possibly, or

Q13 Colin Challen: But there is no indication, so farinformation which does not quite add up, we want
as you can tell, from the DfT or anybody else into get a proper grip on the problem and therefore
Government actually working together to obtainwant to have the proper policies to do this.
that?Mr Hickman: As I have said, there are a number of
Mr Hickman: I cannot answer that. I do not knowsources. Within the limited budget which we had we
what DfT are working on in their researchtried to put them together as best we could, but I
programme. They might be doing something alongthink further research needs to concentrate on the
those lines.first step of getting together a robust baseline which

Defra, DTI and DfT sign up to and then a robust
projection for 2030 and 2050. Q14 Colin Challen: There is a good chance you

would have heard about it if they were, I would
Q9 Colin Challen: Do you see an indication that they imagine! Has anybody seriously challenged or
are about to sign up to some kind of clear baseline, questioned your figures?
or is that just what you would wish them to do? Mr Hickman: No. We would like them to. We would
Mr Hickman: That is what I would wish them to do, like them to see whether we are coming up with the
but I am not sure whether they are working on that. right levels of change. We think they are pretty

robust in terms of the level of change. I am sure the
figures would vary if people use a diVerentQ10 Colin Challen: Are there any particular gaps in
methodology to look at what impacts alternativethe information which you think ought to be filled,
fuels, hybrid cars or road pricing would have. I thinkwhich need more research?
this area is incredibly important. At the momentMr Hickman: There is a whole list of things we
they have had a £50,000 piece of research done on it.mention in the VIBAT study. One is the baseline.
It needs a lot more rigorous thought developed. WeTwo is an inventory of measures. We identify 120-
think our recommendations and our results areodd measures you could use on the transport side
pretty robust as far as our study and researchwhich could contribute to carbon reduction, but we
allowed. Other research institutions like ITS Leeds1require a thorough and robust inventory of
have done similar work and they are within the samemeasures, a look at good practice and the likely
sort of range, so we are very happy with our level ofcarbon reduction, the potential that each of those
contribution that we show for each policy package.measures has. You need to look at good practice
Professor Banister: I think there are two issues. Onefrom around Europe and elsewhere, where you can
is the research issue, and yes, I think more researchlook at what other people in other countries have
is needed, but I think the messages are clear. It is notmanaged to do in terms of carbon reduction in the
one of these things where we would suggest, “Let’stransport sector. Also, a diYculty looming in this
forget about it for a while and do more research ontype of research is something we did not really
it.” If one is going to have serious policy action, it istackle, which is looking at potential synergies,
clear the scale of change which is actually requiredadditional eVects, unintended eVects, rebound
and it is clear that there are certain things which needeVects, all these problems which can be very
to be done, and those things need to be done soonersignificant in the future. We did not really tackle
not later if transport is going to make anythese in our work.
contribution. So I would see a two-edged approach.
One would be better quality research which has goodQ11 Colin Challen: With all these things, if you were
quality evidence, but also from a researcher’s pointtomorrow to get a huge hand-out of cash from some
of view if things are actually put into action it makesresearch council, what would be the most important
our life much easier as well to actually get muchthing you thought needed dealing with, the most
better analysis done. For example, with the roadpressing?
congestion charging in London a lot of the ex anteMr Hickman: I do not think there is one pressing
work done before was very much based on a lot of, inthing, there are a number of things: those four issues
some cases, fairly heroic assumptions. We now haveI mentioned, but maybe the most important thing is
good quality data for three years after it has beenlooking at the incentives to elicit change, how we can
introduced, so we can be much more secure in theactually get the public and everybody in this room to
sorts of projections we can make and the sorts ofsign up to this level of change, so the incentives
analyses we can do, so please do not take this answerrequired to make major change.
as saying, “Don’t do things,” take it the other way.

Q12 Colin Challen: Are you looking for a gold
standard, if you like? I have found from our Q15 Mr Caton: The figures you present in your
experience that trying to pin down carbon emissions study, even though they do not include emissions
is extremely diYcult. The individuals do not have the from non-domestic shipping and aviation, are very
information and then they will go onto the internet challenging. Are the business as usual projections
and find 12 diVerent websites for the same purpose which you make a worst case scenario?
but with diVerent figures. Would the search for a
gold standard be the Holy Grail? 1 Institute for Transport Studies, Leeds University.
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Professor Banister: Our business as usual is the Mr Hickman: In one of the background reports we
look at phasing implementation and what is likely tonearest we were able to come to what the
happen in five, ten, 15, 20, 25 years’ time, but mostexpectations of the Department for Transport were.
of the work just looks at an end state in 2030. SoThey were moderated at a later stage because there
within any of this work we do not go down that routewere some new assumptions or some new policies
and say which would take us there more quickly, butwhich were put in as a result of the White Paper
there are things which are mentioned which have awhich would dampen down the forecast, but
longer lead-in time like land use planning e.g. if youbasically the business as usual situation is expecting
are trying to increase densities around the publicthat over the period we were looking at, to 2030,
transport network. Land use planning changethere would be a 35% increase in travel over that
typically takes a long time to achieve, so typicallyperiod. If you are looking at past trends, it is less
you will have a 1 or 2% change in the urban area ofthan what has happened in the similar period going
land use. So you can see what the lead time is tobackwards, so we would expect those to be a
change urban forum densities, et cetera, but we doreasonable starting point. One of our scenarios, the
not really explore that to the extent that we could.new market economics one, is close to the business

as usual. You should also be aware that over this
period population will be increasing by about 9%, so Q18 Ms Barlow: Your figures put road transport as
that again will be adding to the amount of travel the greatest challenge, and we are going to look at
which is actually undertaken. aviation and rail transport later. Do you think

focusing on the carbon emissions from public
transport, whether coach, bus or train, rather than

Q16 Mr Caton: You do divert from DfT’s improving the use of public transport distracts from
projections in their White Paper. You clearly believe the real issue? Should not the whole focus of
there will be no decline in emissions from transport attention be on private cars and rail freight as real
between 2010 and 2015, whereas the White Paper contributors to a threatening trend, at least at the
felt there would be. Why do you take a diVerent beginning?
position and why do you think the Department has Professor Banister: My guess is, yes. I am not quite
got it wrong? sure if I have understood your question, but the
Professor Banister: One thing is that embedded main area we are looking to for improvement are in
within, in my understanding, the Department’s road transport and air travel.
forecast there is the ACEA agreement, which is a
voluntary agreement with the motor industry that all

Q19 Ms Barlow: Do you think that the focus shouldnew vehicles by 2008 will have an emissions profile be on making public transport more attractiveof on average 140 grammes of CO2 per kilometre rather than on the actual carbon emissions of public
travelled. The current new vehicle stock has a figure transport, because private road use and road freight
of 171 grammes of CO2 emitted per kilometre is surely a greater danger in terms of carbon
travelled. It is, in my view, very diYcult (if not emissions, so we want to go away from that on to
impossible) to reach that voluntary target at the date public transport?
at which it is actually expected. At the present time, Professor Banister: Yes. In terms of that second part,
the latest figures from SMMT (the Society of Motor yes, the main target is the private car and road
Manufacturers and Traders) suggests that 15% of freight. That is where most of the emissions come
the new car market reaches that target, and that is from, but in terms of public transport I would argue
the 2005 figure. To get that up to 100% by 2008 is that clean public transport is a major contribution to
impossible, but that is part of the explanation, I the quality of public transport. In London now we
think, unless I have misinterpreted it. have a very modern bus fleet which meets and
Mr Hickman: No, we do not make a judgment on matches the strictest European standards in terms of
DfT and whether we think their projection is correct emissions. They are new buses and that again
or achievable, or not. The way we set up the study improves the quality, so again that makes it more
was to have a baseline projection to 2030 based on attractive to people. I think perhaps what the

London buses should be doing is also selling the bus,current acceptance of what the right projection
as well as being new, comfortable, reliable, on itswould be, which we got from Transport Statistics
environmental profile as well. That would give anGreat Britain, which is widely acknowledged as
added incentive to people to use it. I think in mostuseable, acceptable and robust. Our 60% target
cases in public transport we should be using the bestcomes from historical trends, so it is 60% of 1990
available technology to improve that, and again thatlevels of emissions. So they are just both shown to
would improve its attractiveness to the user, but theshow the level of change required. DfT’s projection
main concern is trying to look at ways of reducingis added in to show what they think is achievable
carbon emissions from the private car and the truckthrough the Transport White Paper. So we do not
business. Just following on from what Robin wasmake a judgment on whether we think that is likely
saying to the previous question, I think there areto happen or not.
many ways of doing that and some of them do not
need that much pain. One way to increase eYciency

Q17 Mr Caton: In the two models you present when all round is to improve the occupancy levels. If we
do emissions start to fall oV and which gets us have a full car, environmentally that is probably

quite a good situation. If we have a full train, a fullthere quicker?
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bus, or full anything, that is what we are looking at. comment on the practicalities of enforcing or
persuading such a measure? There are a millionOne way in which the freight sector, for instance, can

begin to look at itself and see how it can improve is people out there—
Professor Banister: I know, and the car industry isto reduce the amount of empty running which exists

within the freight sector, lorries which are carrying wonderful at selling dreams as well as to the way you
do it, but if one is interested in the CO2 emissionsnothing and not doing anything in particular except

getting back to where they started from. If we can side of it then broadly speaking the faster you travel
and the further you travel, the more resources youorganise things and the technology allows us to do

that, we can with not very much pain reduce our use. So the way to eVect change there, apart from
making more eYcient use of everything, is to slowlevels of car-dependence and emissions consequently

as well. things down and to make distances shorter rather
than longer. Some may say that there is a basic
human desire to travel further and faster, in which

Q20 Ms Barlow: Carrying on from that, do you case perhaps transport cannot contribute anything
think the DfT and the Government within this issue to CO2 reductions. We are optimistic, at least I am,
as a whole are trying to do too many things? Would and I think that we can.
it be better to concentrate maybe on one or two
things? If they were concentrating on one or two

Q22 David Howarth: Just to pick up on one thingthings, which policy area or transport issue do you
you said, you mentioned road pricing immediatelythink would be the most important in the area of
rather than tax. Do you have any views as to thereducing carbon emissions?
diVerential between road pricing on the one side andProfessor Banister: To achieve the sorts of targets we
taxation on the other?have been talking about, it is not a matter of one or Professor Banister: Again, it is not one or the other,another, it is a matter of putting probably five or 10 it is both of them. On the tax side, again it is perhapsvery substantial packages of measures together. looking at the possibilities of making theHaving said that, I think the two areas we see where diVerentials between clean vehicles and polluting

you can get the most immediate benefit is through vehicles, or cleaner vehicles and dirtier vehicles
some form of road pricing, and perhaps road pricing (because all vehicles still pollute) much greater. I
on environmental grounds rather than congestion think the present Vehicle Excise Duty has a variable,
grounds. That would mean that if you were using a it is about £100 diVerence between the lowest and the
clean vehicle in some way then you would pay less highest. That needs to be a much greater diVerential
than if you were using a vehicle which was using if it is actually going to have an impact. The
more fuel and making more emissions. If you had company car tax situation seems to me to be more
more people in your car or your vehicle then you sensible. That seems to be working with a bigger set
would pay less than if you had just one person in it. of diVerentials. The taxation system will still be
So it would be done on that sort of basis. The other there, but the advantages of using some form of road
is to look at the possibility of reducing speed limits. pricing, particularly perhaps if it is used on an
If people kept to speed limits and if speed was environmental basis, is that you are making people
reduced on motorways and if within cities stop/start pay essentially for the use of that vehicle rather than
driving was reduced, then that again has potentially necessarily owning that vehicle. So if you use that
very substantial benefits. vehicle you are creating pollution and if you are
Mr Hickman: Technology has traditionally been creating more pollution you will pay more, whilst
seen as the “silver bullet”, that all we need to do is much of the taxation, certainly the fixed taxes, is
concentrate on technology and it will solve the based on the ownership of the vehicle rather than the
emissions problem, but we try to demonstrate that use of the vehicle.
that is not the case. Even though it is critically
important, and we are not denigrating the Q23 David Howarth: Fuel tax, of course, is useful.importance of it at all, we think there are a number Professor Banister: Yes, fuel tax relates to both theof measures—and that is why we list all the policy size of the car and the use made of that car.measures and all the policy packages—and we need
to work on all of them. So it is not a matter of just

Q24 David Howarth: Can I just ask you whetherworking in two or three fields, this requires work in
there are any diVerences between two diVerent sortsa number of fields, and that includes working
of road use, private car on the one side and roadoutside the transport sector—DfT cannot
freight on the other? Overall, I think you are sayingindependently solve this problem for us—it includes
that behavioural change works better thanmatters of education and where education facilities
technological change, but is there any diVerenceare located, because that impacts on travel, it
between freight and private car use when it comes toincludes health and land use planning. So it is real
those two sorts of approach?multi-disciplinary thinking that we need here.
Professor Banister: I think on the freight side there is
quite a lot of potential—and it makes good business

Q21 Mr Hurd: Just a question on the speeding sense to the hauliers—for using technology. We have
statement, which I am sure is absolutely right and mentioned the problem of empty lorries and it is not
clear, but just in terms of the practicalities of that diYcult to work out ways in which you can ensure
suggestion, which appears to fly in the face of that lorries are actually having much higher load

factors than they are at present. Many freighteverything in the real world, do you have any
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companies make extensive use of logistics and other about within the sort of ten, 20 year time horizon.
The way in which to increase eYciency there isforms of technology to allow them to schedule things

as eYciently as they can, but there are one or two perhaps to build larger planes, which is being done,
and this relates to the way in which the airlineother things which are happening. One issue is called

dematerialisation, which is that the loads being industry measures its eYciency, which is in terms of
per seat or per passenger carried. There are alsocarried are becoming much smaller and lighter. They

are higher value per weight. So we are not carrying strong reasons environmentally, as we well know,
why the taxation system within the aviation sectora lot of manufacturing stuV around, that is mainly

produced overseas and brought into the country. A does not operate as it does elsewhere and VAT is not
paid on new planes and on various types of tickets aslot of the freight on our roads potentially is much

higher value and lighter, so that again may or should well. So where you have a situation where you have
an aZuent society and you have cheap flights, youlead to less transport in the sense that you can carry

more of the smaller product on a load, computers or are going to get a huge growth in that market. To
constrain that either by substantially raising the costwhatever it is, than if it was a much bigger load. The

other area is looking at local sourcing and that has of air travel or by making people a lot poorer in
other ways is not an attractive option. So we have abeen happening, for instance, within the motor

manufacturing sector within Germany, where they situation potentially, I suppose, whereby within the
UK ground sector we could perhaps move verywill source products locally and have lower

inventory levels so that they can actually supply substantially towards setting an example to the rest
of the world in terms of reducing our CO2 emissionsthings within a very tight time horizon. That means

that a lot of the goods are actually produced locally in transport, but the air side of things will, by the
year 2030 or maybe a bit later than that, more thanfor assembly into the car, or whatever the output

actually is. So it is thinking about how we can use not outweigh all of those potential savings. So in a sense
that is the hardest problem to actually address.just the transport system but how we can source

things locally to reduce the requirements for
transport. I think there are many things which are Q28 David Howarth: How about the suggestion of
actually being done and again this will, in part, make putting aviation into the EU Emission Trading
some contribution. We say with freight that there are Scheme, which I think the Government is setting
about a million tonnes of carbon we are looking at some store by?
there, so there is quite a potential within road freight Professor Banister: Yes, and I understand the
for that sort of change. minister has also suggested putting surface transport
Mr Hickman: In the freight sector the behavioural in there as well, last week. Yes, that would help, and
technological dichotomy is less clear than in the I think some of the airlines perhaps might even be in
individual travel sector, possibly. You could argue it favour of that. The problem there is that I think we
both ways, but I think it probably is. Logistics, would see that as a sort of mechanism in terms of
planning, load matching, miniaturisation, they are allocating whatever the total amount of carbon
all partly technological measures and partly credits there are among diVerent types of users,
behavioural, consumer choices. People in the freight whether they are aircraft, whether they are surface
industries would have to choose those technologies transport people, power stations or factories, or
and they are very inter-linked. whoever else is in the ETS. The opportunity is there,

I suppose, to actually push that overall level down
Q25 David Howarth: But in terms of the overall very substantially. My guess is that would mean that
priority, you would put private car use higher than the air transport side would probably continue to
freight or more even? think it worthwhile to buy those ETSs and it would
Mr Hickman: I think we need to act on a huge be the other sources, the power stations and the
plethora of sectors and both of those are sectors we factories, which are the ones which actually reduce
need to act in, so I would not prioritise. their emissions. So if you want to direct a strategy at

transport, it might not achieve that aim. It would
certainly raise the cost of transport, but it might notQ26 David Howarth: Could I just move on to
achieve the CO2 reduction targets.aviation, which has been mentioned briefly. What do

you think the prospects are of significantly reducing
emissions from non-domestic aviation by 2030? Q29 David Howarth: So you are saying that a single
Professor Banister: Minimal. Do you want me to measure will not cut emissions very much and other
elaborate? measures are needed. Those measures are going to

be on the behavioural change side because you
cannot see any technological change comingQ27 David Howarth: You could give the reasons for

your answer, I suppose. forward, but those changes are so unpopular you
cannot see them happening. Would that be a fairProfessor Banister: Our study did not actually look

at aviation. We looked at domestic aviation but not summary?
Professor Banister: I think that is the politicalthe big growth area in international travel. As I say,

this is an example of travelling further and faster, so reality, yes.
Mr Hickman: There are two issues we hide away atyou are using more energy. There do not seem to be

so many technological alternatives short term within the end of this (VIBAT) executive summary: oil price
rises and carbon rationing. Carbon rationing, a verythe aviation sector. There are various sorts of

schemes, but I do not think they will actually come radical measure, might contribute to lower
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emissions from the air sector. So if everybody had an Professor Banister: It could do. It depends on the
scale of the change, but that would be one way toequitable carbon ration and they could choose to
take out the volatility or potential risks.spend it how they wished, then that might engender

some cultural change and people would travel less by
air. But the other thing looming is potential Q33 Mr Chaytor: Your judgment is that oil that is
increases in oil prices, so if we do reach “peak oil” $60 to $80 a barrel makes the development of a
production in the next few years and oil prices do go biofuels industry completely viable, or more viable?
through the roof then that would have a major eVect Professor Banister: Yes. It makes it much more
on the air industry. So those two issues are perhaps attractive, yes.
the only way that air travel would reduce.

Q34 Mr Chaytor: And for Government to establish
Q30 Emily Thornberry: If I could just follow that up a form of variable taxation to maintain that
so that I understand what you are saying. You are particular level of oil prices?
saying that if politicians do not want to be seen to be Professor Banister: Yes, that would be quite
putting up the price of air travel directly by taxing it, sensible.
they put it into the carbon trading scheme, but the
airlines are likely to buy it so in any event the prices

Q35 Mr Chaytor: Can I just ask you another thing?will go up. So that is a way of increasing the price of
In the VIBAT report where you list the diVerentair travel and therefore, hopefully, stopping so much
elements of the policy packages there are the twouse of that without the politicians being seen as
components at the end in the second scenario ofdirectly responsible for that?
personal carbon quotas and increased oil prices andMr Hickman: I suppose so, yes.
both of them theoretically deliver the 25.7 million
tonnes of carbon target which you set, but how can
that be because presumably that is based on a certainQ31 Emily Thornberry: It is a good plan!
assumption about the oil price, is it not? What is theProfessor Bannister: I am beginning to understand
assumed oil price which in itself would deliver 100%how you think! Could I just make one more point on
of your 25.7 megatonnes target?the oil price? The oil price rise which has recently
Mr Hickman: We worded that quite carefully and weoccurred I think is important for a series of reasons,
said they were enabling measures, so they were inone of which is that it begins to make the alternative
addition to all the other policy packages.fuels option quite attractive in terms of using

biodiesel or bioethanol. At the moment if oil prices
are about $30 a barrel it is not economic but if they Q36 Mr Chaytor: It says here that they could
are $60 or $80 a barrel it begins to become more contribute 100% of the total target?
attractive. The problem for most types of producers Mr Hickman: Yes, as an enabling measure with, and
for them to switch to that sort of production of alongside, all the other policy packages. So you
alternative fuels is the uncertainty about global oil could not just introduce personal carbon quotas and
prices. So if they go down again tomorrow then get 25.7 million tonnes of carbon saving or increase
everything changes. We have not talked about it, but oil prices and get the same. You would have to do
we mention it in the report, alternative fuels is one that alongside the other policy packages.
quite major way to actually reduce the carbon
content of fuels. There are huge problems in terms of

Q37 Mr Chaytor: Without the personal carbonthe scale of production required and the
quotas, do the other policy packages stand up? Whatimplications of that, but I think again it is perhaps an
is the added value of the personal carbon quota?issue which needs to be thought about and decided
Mr Hickman: That is a diYcult question.whether this is something which can be progressed. Professor Banister: The way we saw both of those is,In certain countries and in the US they are very as Robin said, as an enabling mechanism. One way

much thinking of this as one way forward, using in which you could actually try and achieve it is to
biofuels. give people an allocation of carbon credits
Chairman: There is a couple of points I want to depending on the level of emissions you are prepared
cover, if we can, but also in fairness to the next to have and then they would use them, and if they
witnesses who are waiting patiently here I think we wanted more buy them. The discretion is then left to
ought to wrap up in the next seven or eight minutes the individual in terms of whether they wanted to use
if we can. Is there anything more you want to say it all in one air flight or whether they wanted to use
about oil prices at this point? their bicycles, or whatever it was, to carry out their

everyday life, or if there was a market created
whether they wanted to buy more. But that wasQ32 Mr Chaytor: Yes. On the oil price, two things
really putting the onus onto the individual to decidereally. Your point about the uncertainty over oil
how they wanted to use it.prices and the impact on the growth of biofuels, is

that not an argument for the use of variable fuel
duty, ie the idea that fuel duty goes up as the oil price Q38 Mr Chaytor: My question is, even if there was
comes down, because that would then produce a no personal carbon quota system, would the
fairly predictable and stable overall oil price over a aggregate of all the projections for the other 11

budget lines here still add up—number of years and deal with the issue of biofuels?
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Professor Banister: That would be suYcient in the Q42 Mr Hurd: Which European countries or cities
would you point us to as having made satisfactory orsecond scenario where the target level is lower than
impressive progress in terms of the kind ofin the first scenario because there is less travel
behaviour change you are advocating? The answer isallowed under that.
not Barcelona, by the way.
Professor Banister: I was going to say London,
because I think in light of the nature of your inquiry

Q39 Mr Chaytor: There is no need for a personal you do not want to travel, so I think London would
carbon quota? be a good place to go to, but failing that I think
Professor Banister: There may not be, yes. I think somewhere like Sweden is probably one place.
the personal carbon quota is just there to say it is one Sweden has been making good progress on looking
thing that a lot of people talk about as being one at alternative fuels, looking at flexi-fuel vehicles,
possibility. To actually introduce it at the level which which means that vehicles can use a variety of
would be required to achieve this again may be quite diVerent fuel sources, including biofuels, and Saab
diYcult politically. We have not really explored the have been working on that. They also have in many
ins and outs of that, but it is one of the approaches cities in Sweden, or the four major cities, low
which could be used to achieve the objective if you emissions zones where they restrict polluting
wanted to. There are many ways, particularly the vehicles from coming into those cities. In Stockholm
second scenario, of actually putting the packages for instance, they have had, I think, for 10 years now
together to get roughly the level of saving one is since 1996. There is also Stockholm itself, which has
looking for. a congestion charging scheme which is in operation
Mr Hickman: Our stance really is that within each of until the summer, similar to the London one, in the
the policy packages there is a huge level of change central part. They have had again the sorts of
required and to engender that change—a lot of it is reductions in traYc that we experienced in London
cultural change for individuals—you may require after congesting charging and something which I feel
radical enabling measures and they may include the London scheme has not made as much of as they
carbon rationing and they may include higher oil should have done is that there has been about 20%

reduction in CO2 emissions from transport since theprices. On oil, in one of the background reports we
introduction of congestion charging. So as well asdo try and estimate what a diVerent level of oil price
having traYc benefits, it has had environmentalmight mean in terms of a million tonnes of carbon
benefits.saving. If we have $60, which is the level oil prices are
Mr Hickman: Unfortunately, there is probably notat at the moment, it would save something like 1.3
one city that you can go to and look the future in themillion tonnes of carbon, $80 would be 6.4 MtC, and
face. You have to go to a number of cities and seethen $100 would be 10.7 MtC. So they would enable
where they achieve good practice in particular areas.change of that order of magnitude, and they are
So you might go to Strasbourg and Montpelier to seebased on DfT elasticities which they use for oil
good public transport planning, and you might go toprices. Again, this is an area which needs a further
Freiburg to look at how they integrate new transportlook at and we have not really covered it in much
systems into new developments on the edge of town.detail.
You can go on and on. You can go to Sweden to
look at alternative fuels and the introduction of
hybrid technology. So you have to look at a number

Q40 Mr Chaytor: One final question. Realistically, of cities in a number of areas.
where do you think the oil price will be between now
and 2030 and where do you think it ought to be to

Q43 Mr Hurd: Very briefly, your PP1 low emissionachieve the kinds of carbon reductions we need to
vehicle policy package is hugely ambitious. Whatsurvive?
reaction, if any, have you had from the motor carProfessor Banister: The first one is impossible. I am
industry to that? What discussions have you hadnot into the futures market, but my guess is that it
with them in terms of the practicality of goingwill be quite high in the future, maybe this sort of
further down that route from the very low base welevel but maybe rising. In terms of the desirability,
are at at the moment?we could do the calculations (I do not think we have
Professor Banister: I would agree with the very lowactually done them) to say, “What sort of level
base, because for every Prius sold in this countrywould it be to achieve the total carbon saving, given
there are 50 SUVs2 sold, so 3,500 versus 179,000 isthe elasticities?” I do not know what the price would
the order of magnitude. So ministers may be settingbe there. One could work that back, if you wanted
an example, but that needs to be rolled out to theus to.
nation as a whole. We have had discussions with the
low carbon vehicle partnership people to actually do
a bit of follow-up work, where we would be talking

Q41 Mr Chaytor: But nearer $100? through with the industry itself as to what the
Professor Banister: I think the higher figure, yes. problems or barriers as they see it are rolling out
Higher than that figure it would be, because at that over this time horizon, hybrid vehicles on the sorts
figure that gives 10.7 million tonnes of carbon of scales we are suggesting to meet those targets. We
reduction and that is not halfway towards what we
are actually looking at. 2 Sports Utility Vehicle.
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are still in negotiation about that, but we would very Professor Banister: Yes, one could. It depends on all
sorts of things like load factors and things, but themuch like to engage with the industry to see what

they see the problems and the potentialities are. At problem there again is that all that may be doing is
releasing slots at Heathrow, which will then be usedpresent the costs are higher but with economies of

scale and that sort of thing, with mass production, it for long-distance routes or other routes.
would bring the price down and that may then again
become much more attractive. But maybe they will Q47 Mr Vaizey: So is that your point about high-
argue that those sorts of vehicles at present are only speed rail links?
very much seen as niche vehicles, they are not seen as Professor Banister: I would see high-speed rail
something—you mentioned JC—which the working probably in conjunction with, and maybe
watchers of Top Gear will actually want to get then one is in another debate looking at whether we
behind the wheel of. So again that is part of winning need extra runway capacity within the London
the hearts and minds in terms of saying, “Here is a region, for instance, if we made better use of high-
car which actually has a low emissions profile and speed rail to substitute for the shorter distance air
has pretty much the performance of any other flights. I think the other point is that where you are
similar sort of car in that area of the market.” in a market where something of the order of 90% of

travel in terms of distance travelled at least, and
something of the order of 95% of energy use is on the
road as it were, and by car, then to actually get anyQ44 Mr Vaizey: I cannot believe that the other car
sort of significant switch to rail or something meansmanufacturers have not seen this as a huge
massive growth in the capacity of the rail system. Soopportunity, because I think Toyota is rolling it out
if you wanted to move 10% of that 90% across, itto the Lexus brand, and so on. Is it proprietary
would probably mean doubling the amount oftechnology? Are they just behind Toyota in terms of
capacity that you need to do it. It will help, but Itheir research?
think it is the order of magnitude that it is actuallyProfessor Banister: Toyota’s view is that they are
doing, so you need to direct it at saying, “How canabout two years ahead of their competitors. They are
we reduce the amount of travel which people arelicensing the technology. The hybrid is one
undertaking in cars and private cars, particularlytechnology. You can still make quite a lot of
single occupancy cars, particularly cars which areheadway, as it were, with the lean burn engines, with
using large amounts of fuel?”the conventional engine, and this is the way in which

some other manufacturers are going, like Citroe£n
Q48 Mr Chaytor: The Secretary of State has recentlyare at the moment, where you can produce a car
suggested that surface transport now be included inwhich has an emissions profile which is slightly
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. What are theworse than the Prius but it is in the same sort of order
implications of that and if that suggestion wasof magnitude, round about 100 grammes of CO2 per
accepted, how long would it be before it could bekilometre. So there are other ways in which it can be
incorporated?done, but naturally these cars are small and they are
Professor Banister: I think in terms of the timing, aslower performance cars, and this again may not
I recall it we are talking about 2008 at the veryappeal.
earliest, but my guess is we are talking about a longer
term, 2010 or even longer than that, because the first
round of the ETS scheme runs until 2008 and then

Q45 Mr Vaizey: Just on the diVerence between there is a second round in which they may bring in
private and public, because most of your policy air and possibly now the suggestion has been floated
packages are focused on private car use as being the by the minister to include surface (transport) in
way you can make the biggest reductions, I always there. My guess is probably that it may take longer
thought that the high-speed rail links, and so on, than that to actually get that involved, but the view
would take a huge amount of traYc oV the roads, I expressed earlier was that probably within that
but your document seems to think that it would have scheme it is the areas of transport that would be
a negligible impact? prepared to pay premium prices for the ETS, for the
Professor Banister: We did not mention this before, right to pollute, and it would be the other sources of
but I think high-speed rail has a role certainly within pollution like the power stations and factories that
the UK and within, say, from London to Brussels would be prepared to sell some of their credits.
and Paris and that sort of distance. In terms of
competing, we are there, and you can see that in

Q49 Mr Chaytor: In terms of Britain’s position withinterms of the market share which Eurostar has now
Europe, because of our high dependency on theobtained, about 60% on the Paris line and about 50%
private car we would be in some diYculties thereon the Brussels, and presumably that will increase
because of the targets that we would have to meet?when the link into St Pancreas is open.
Professor Banister: Perhaps, yes, but it may—and
again I think this is another big issue—begin to give
the right sorts of signals to industry and to individuals

Q46 Mr Vaizey: Can you put a figure on the to begin to do things diVerently. One thing we would
contribution that Eurostar has made to CO2 want to emphasise is the lead time which is necessary
reduction in the way we have on the congestion in much of this sort of change. Things like pricing and

behavioural change can or should be able to becharge? Can you estimate it?
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eVected in relatively the short term. When we are given that it is probably easier to get quick progress
on technology than it is on behaviour, would it be fairtalking about the land use and planning side, we are
to say that that is worth doing anyway and it might,talking about the medium term. If we are talking
during that process, help the awareness-raising workabout the hybrid technology, we are talking perhaps
to be done, which then might make it easier to sellof 2025 as the earliest year in which that might be
behavioural change as a complementary step?rolled out as a major sort of component of the vehicle
Professor Banister: My response is that I think westock rather than it just being a niche. It has a huge
need to be working on both equally strongly from dayway to go and it is the time that a lot of these changes
one, but we need to be working on the behaviouralneed to take place. What is needed are the right sort
change as well. We need to be out there. People areof messages to industry, whether it is through
becoming more aware, they are concerned about thelegislation or through the taxation system, or
environment and the quality of the air and they arewhatever, to actually get them to move in the
concerned about CO2 emissions. Let us try and thendirection in which one is trying to go.
take that to the next step and say, “These are things
you can do now.” As I was saying, some very simpleQ50 Mr Chaytor: So even if the technical work was
things like slowing down or sharing a car, or lookingdone to enable surface transport to be incorporated in
at ways in which rather than making five short trips,the ETS by 2010, it would be many years afterwards
you just make one tour, or something like that. Usebefore it would be possible to see significant
the bike to go and get the paper on a Sunday ratherreductions as a result of that?
than the car when it is running cold. These sorts ofProfessor Banister: Certainly the technology, I think,
things are often quite small, but at least that iswill take quite some time.
beginning to get people to make small changes andMr Hickman: Alongside incorporating air and that will hopefully build up. Some of the technologysurface transport in a scheme like ETS you would is potentially readily available, but the question thereneed to work on the policy packages so that you are is rolling it out on a scale which is actually really going

actually ratcheting down carbon emissions from to meet the sorts of challenging targets which have
transport. Again, this is not the silver bullet—ETS. been set. That will take some time and what one does
Even though we would welcome surface transport not want to enter into is the trap that technology will
and air being in there, it is not going to solve the have the answer at the end of the day. I do not think it
problem. You need to work on the diVerent policy will do. It will have to be based on people doing things
packages. diVerently. So I think we need to be moving on twin

tracking from day one.
Q51 Chairman: The picture you paint is not an Chairman: Thank you very much. I think we have
entirely reassuring one! The twin tracks of covered some useful ground. We are grateful to you
technological change and behavioural change are for coming in and we are looking forward to the rest

of our work on this subject. It is very challenging.obviously not mutually exclusive in any way and

Memorandum submitted by Transport 2000

Introduction

Transport 2000 is the independent national body concerned with sustainable transport. It looks for
answers to transport problems and aims to reduce the environmental and social impact of transport by
encouraging less use of cars and more use of public transport, walking and cycling.

The Government has identified climate change as one of the most serious problems facing the world and
has set a target of reducing UK emissions of greenhouse gases by 20% by 2010. Scientists on the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have concluded that globally emissions should be cut
by 60% by 2050, and this implies higher cuts for developed countries like the UK.

Without action on road and air transport, it will not be possible to meet such targets. Transport already
accounts for a quarter of UK emissions, and this excludes international aviation. As other sectors decrease
their emissions, transport’s share of total UK emissions is expected to rise. Emissions of greenhouse gases
from the road transport sector are expected to rise, as growth in road traYc outweighs benefits from
adoption of cleaner technology. Air transport emissions are rising sharply. To be successful, technological
improvements and changes need to be linked with measures necessary to achieve behavioural change from
the public.

Responses to Strategic Issues as Identified by the Committee

What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets and forecasts

UK Carbon emissions from all road transport increased by 5.4% between 1990–2000 (DEFRA). During
this period transport was the only sector to increase its share of emissions. Between 2000 and 2010, transport
emissions are set to rise by 7% (DTI)—with road transport emissions rising more rapidly by 10% (DfT). All
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transport currently accounts for 24% of carbon emissions and this will rise to 30% in 2020 (DTI). With these
figures in mind the transport sector is failing to make progress in meeting carbon reduction targets. A
number of key measures to reduce carbon emissions have either failed or failed to gain government support.

Freight

Carbon dioxide emissions from freight travelling by road rose by 48% between 1990 and 2002. There has
been a failure to implement a number of measures to reduce carbon from freight and to promote awareness
raising of consumers concerning the consequences of their purchasing decisions for the long distance
transport of goods.

European Voluntary Agreement to reduce CO2 from cars in the EU

European car makers have voluntarily committed to reduce CO2 emissions from new passenger cars to
an average of 140 grams per kilometre by 2008. The average new car in the UK in 2004 emitted 171.4 grams
per kilometre,3 with 15.5% of new cars sold in the UK having a CO2 level of 140 grams per kilometre or less.
With assumed success of the European Voluntary Agreement in mind the DfT have assumed CO2 savings.

Changing travel behaviour

Some progress has been made implanting packages of small-scale local initiatives designed to stimulate
travel behavioural change, although progress has been delivered incrementally and not as part of a joined
up package. Evidence suggests that with an ambitious change scenario, car travel demand in peak hours
could be cut by 26%, the impact in a typical urban area could be 33%, while the national impact could be
10%.4

Public Transport

Britain’s railways are now more important than at any period in the last 50 years, although despite
sustained investment by the government little action is being taken to increase much needed capacity. It is
essential that money already being spent is used more eYciently by bringing unit costs down. To achieve
this, a number of measures are necessary: greater transparency of rail costs; better procurement; and better
planning and management of works.

Travel by rail produces significantly less carbon dioxide emissions than road transport. A rail journey
from London to Edinburgh produces over 82% less carbon dioxide emissions than one taken by road.5

Bus services are declining around the country outside of London. In London bus journeys rose by 25%
from 1991–92 and 2001–02, while outside of London bus journeys fell by 21% between 1982 and 2001–02.6
Currently one in three of all bus journeys take place within London while forthcoming research by
Transport 2000 suggest that that figure could rise to on in two.

Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities

Meeting the DfT’s reduction target relies on a coherent strategy. Lack of coherence can be seen in a
number of key areas:

Fair analysis of Rail costs

Current appraisal of rail projects does not include the full benefits while inflating likely costs. The current
system of incremental benefit to cost ratios has been subject to significant criticism of late. It is essential that
rail and road projects and any rail closures are assessed on the same basis, and include the full benefits of
rail, including carbon reductions.

Road building

Approximately 200 schemes have been approved in the last five years, with many schemes predicting or
experiencing significant traYc growth after completion. The A34 Newbury Bypass, for example, has
experienced significant traYc growth. Four years after completion of the scheme, traYc has increased on
the road by 18%,7 while national traYc levels rose over the same period by approximately 5%. Although it
is now a requirement under New Approach To Appraisal (NATA) for project appraisal to quantify carbon
emissions, there is very little analysis of the eVects of road building of carbon emissions.

3 Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders “Towards Sustainability, 2004”.
4 Transport for Quality of Life, Less TraYc Where People Live 2003.
5 DfT/National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory 2004.
6 DfT Transport Trends 2002.
7 W S Atkins, Movement Framework for Newbury 2005.
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Land Use Planning

Planning policies at local, regional and national levels have a large impact on setting transport
infrastructure and changing travel behaviour and as such should be used as part of climate change reduction
strategies. Present planning standards and guidance enable new commercial and residential development
which is both low densities with high levels of parking. As such, current planning policies minimise walking,
cycling and the use of public transport. “Smarter Growth” programmes currently in operation in the USA
suggest that significant reductions in emissions can be gained by integrating transport.

Whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives adequately reflects the environmental
challenges it faces

Current DfT expenditure is predominantly based on reducing congestion and increasing productivity
with expenditure to reduce carbon from the transport sector a distant third.

What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport related carbon
emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so

Changing Travel Behaviour

Through packages of small-scale local initiatives designed to stimulate travel behavioural change could
deliver significant carbon savings from the transport sector. By 2010, by implementing such measures 31%
of the anticipated carbon savings from the 10 Year Transport Plan combined together with the European
Voluntary Agreement to reduce CO2 from cars produced in EU could be achieved.8

Road pricing

It is essential that any future road pricing scheme must have reducing carbon emissions from transport
at its core. The current road pricing scheme in operation in London as a congestion charge has reduced
carbon dioxide emissions by 19% and congestion by 30% in the charging zone.

In addition a number of the measures listed below will have an impact by 2020.

What specific steps that the Department for Transport should take to reduce road transport carbon emissions
over the next decade

1. Tax reforms

— Use fuel duty and other taxes to keep motoring costs constant rather than falling; any money raised
should go into funding transport and local facilities like post oYces to reduce the need for travel.

— Introduce a more steeply graduated Vehicle Excise Duty system with seven bands and bigger gaps
between them, linked to a labelling system giving clear information to car buyers (as with
fridges etc).

— Introduce a graduated purchase tax scheme, with purchase taxes on gas guzzlers balanced by
grants or tax rebates for the least polluting vehicles.

— Work with Norwich Union and other insurers to promote pay-as-you-drive insurance.

2. Incentives for changing travel patterns

The Government is already vigorously promoting school travel plans and a similar degree of vigour must
be applied to influencing other travel behaviour.

— Influence business and commuter travel, through corporate tax credits and industrial building
allowance changes as incentives for workplace travel plan measures; business rate bills showing
the true cost of commercial car parking to businesses and reform of business rates to charge car
parking more and shop frontages less; promoting and funding workplace travel plans actively
through Regional Development Agencies; grants regimes and business advice; and a loyalty card
to give rewards for less car-based travel to businesses and major leisure providers.

— Influence shopping and leisure journeys through visitor travel plans for leisure facilities; support
for public transport services for tourist areas; and business rates supplements for retail and leisure
car parking.

— Influence general travel patterns through programmes of personalised journey planning (shown in
trials to produce significant reductions in car travel); car clubs, giving people access to cars when

8 Anable J, Cairns S, Sloman L, Kirkbride A, Newson C, Goodwin P (2205) “Smarter Choices and Carbon Emissions”.
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they need them, without the problems of ownership; and car sharing through support for groups
such as Liftshare and through employer schemes, to increase average vehicle occupancy (which
has been falling).

3. Roads and road user charging

We need to see road user charging schemes introduced on existing roads using existing technology,
working towards a national scheme. Key requirements are to:

— Actively design a national scheme to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, not just congestion.

— Target schemes at the areas where traYc growth is highest.

— Grade charges according to emissions or weight of vehicles.

— Use the money raised to pay for alternatives to car travel and other incentives.

— Experiment with early adopter schemes allowing drivers to pay road charges and reduced fuel
duty, as planned for some states in the US and building on the Norwich Union trials of pay-as-
you-drive insurance.

— As part of this, review the road building programme to remove schemes that will generate
increased traYc and carbon dioxide emissions.

4. Land use planning

Land use planning and the density and layout of development can have a huge influence on travel patterns
and carbon dioxide emissions from transport. Planning policies at local, regional and national levels should
be used as part of climate change reduction strategies. National government must:

— Tighten planning standards and guidance so that new commercial and residential development is
high density (with low levels of parking) and maximises walking and cycling retain to strengthen
controls on out of town retail and business parks.

— Ensure new residential development has a wide range of local community facilities and services
within walking or cycling distance to reduce the need to travel. Protect/fund key local facilities such
as shops, post oYces, banks, etc.

— Design new development with good walking, cycling and public transport links as well as well-
designed, secure cycle parking facilities.

— Support car clubs with reserved parking; implement them as a standard feature of new residential
developments.

— Include climate change targets as a shared priority in Local Transport Plans.

5. Speed management

Savings in emissions and road casualties from lower speeds need to be considered together and speed
management needs to be part of the Government’s climate change programme.

— Reduce the single carriageway limit from 60 to 50 mph.

— Enforce motorway limits and roll out variable lower limits, which can tackle emissions (by
ensuring smoother traYc flows) as well as reducing congestion.

— Progress in-car adaptive speed limiters (linked to “early adopter” scheme for road user charging
and pay-as-you-drive insurance).

— Change car designs to adapt them to have a limited top speed of 70 mph while generally working
more eYciently at lower speeds.

— Introduce a programme of driver training to encourage more responsible driving behaviour.

— Reduce speed limits in towns and villages to promote walking and cycling.

6. Freight

Carbon dioxide emissions from freight travelling by road rose by 48% between 1990 and 2002. More
eYcient use of freight transport, better road freight management and transfer from road and air to rail and
water all need to be part of any serious climate change strategy. The Government should:

— Promote regional sourcing, for food and construction materials especially, with grants for
appropriate infrastructure (eg local abattoirs) and regulation (eg on maximum journey limits for
live animals).

— Promote collaboration and shared infrastructure along the whole of the supply chain, with targets
and strategies to increase the use of capacity in lorries and vans, reduce empty running and in
particular support smaller businesses.
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— Promote investment in rail and inland/coastal water freight infrastructure through grants and
planning frameworks that encourage alternatives to the lorry.

— Review airport expansion plans based on increased air freight.

— Strengthen requirements for new industrial development to be sited with links to rail/water for the
movement of freight.

— Promote awareness raising of consumers of the consequences of their purchasing decisions for the
long distance transport of goods.

7. Public transport

There is an urgent need to develop the quality and quantity of public transport networks so they become
an attractive alternative for car journeys and improve accessibility for those without cars. The
Government should:

— Promote more travelcards and multi-operator tickets, and change the Competition Act to give a
presumption in favour of operator co-operation on tickets and timetables.

— Set up national programmes to improve interchanges (between diVerent services and between
public transport and other modes) and connections, and to increase accessibility and actual and
perceived personal security for public transport users (all of these are key to persuading car users
to use public transport more).

— Increase the density of the public transport network (ie make services serve more places at a wider
range of times) by increased grants and funding, incentivising operators to grow business and
setting minimum standards/levels of service.

— Review taxi licensing so as to integrate taxis fully within public transport networks.

— Promote bus priority schemes to increase bus eYciencies (for example by giving strategic highway
powers to PTAs).

— Fund rail capacity enhancements such as passing loops and longer platforms/trains and also (cost-
eVective) tram schemes.

8. Walking and cycling

Switching journeys from cars to walking and cycling oVers significant potential savings in transport
greenhouse gas emissions (as well as reducing obesity and heart disease), because they oVer an alternative
to the 60% of car journeys under five miles.

— Provide better conditions for walking and cycling, creating national, regional and local safe routes
and networks, including lower speed limits (with a 20 mph default limit for most urban roads),
Home Zones/Quiet Lanes etc where pedestrians and cyclists have priority and feel safer, links to
(and cycle parking provision at) key destinations, redesigned junctions and roundabouts, and
proper enforcement of road traYc law.

— Better integrate walking/cycling and wider transport and planning activity, including investing in
integrating cycling with public transport, links with school and employer travel plans, town centre
access, etc, as well as road safety awareness campaigns that encourage increased cycling and
walking.

— Provide more funding for cycle training and promotion, including removing VAT from cycles,
cycling equipment and services like cycle training, and more revenue resources for promotional
activities (Bike Week, Walk to School Week, etc), individualised marketing and travel awareness
campaigns.

9. Cleaner vehicles and fuels

As well as graduated VED and a graduated purchase tax, further action is needed to promote cleaner
vehicles and fuels:

— Increase grants for clean vehicles.

— Work towards legally binding and extended EU agreements to improve fuel economy and promote
carbon dioxide reductions.

— Promote alternative fuels using tax breaks and capital allowances and specifying standards
through the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation to promote the development and deployment
of advanced biofuels. Environmental certification is necessary to avoid undue environmental
consequences within the production cycle, to ensure overall carbon dioxide emissions savings, and
to continue to protect land for food production given future shifts brought by climate change, and
the need to minimise food miles.

— Support research and development on hydrogen and fuel cell technology (though this is a long
term prospect).
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In all these areas, the Government needs to review appraisal of transport schemes to ensure that it gives
full priority to reducing carbon emissions.

March 2006

Witnesses: Mr Stephen Joseph, Executive Director, and Mr Jason Torrance, Campaigns Director, Transport
2000, gave evidence.

Q52 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. You change PSA target across Government—and you
will be familiar with the Committee. You have been may want to cover this a bit more later—we have not
here listening to the discussion so far. Is there seen the evidence that the Department is really
anything you would like to say about whether the driving forward on this.
VIBAT study is really going to have an impact on
how the Department thinks or acts on policy?

Q54 Mr Caton: Following on from that, thisMr Joseph: Good afternoon. I think VIBAT ought
Committee has already received a lot of evidenceto have an impact on the Department for Transport.
about the scale of the challenge we face with theWhether it will or not I think is an open question
increase in carbon emissions from transport and youactually. I would make a couple of points about it.
have made it clear in your written submission thatFirstly, I think the scenario-planning approach
you are not very impressed with what thewhich VIBAT took is something which the

Department for Transport ought to pick up and do Department for Transport has actually achieved so
something about, not just in relation to climate far. Notwithstanding that, do you feel that they have
change per se but in relation to, for example, a grasp of the scale of this challenge?
diVerent crude oil price scenarios. You have already Mr Torrance: I would say clearly not. Just looking at
heard from the VIBAT authors what happens if you the canvas on which we are operating here, between
get to $100 a barrel. I have heard AMNESS talking 2000 and 2010 transport emissions are set to rise by
about it going much higher than that. In a situation 7% according to the DTI. This is also bearing in
where 99% of the fuel used in transport is carbon- mind that traYc is increasing by 2% a year and UK
related, that is going to have potentially a very large carbon emissions from all road transport increased
impact. So doing some scenario planning in general by 5.4% between 1990 and 2000. So we see an
would, I think, be very valuable. Secondly, I think incremental increase and things very clearly are
one of the things which comes out of VIBAT which getting worse rather than better.
is very important is the whole discussion around Mr Joseph: I think there are other reasons why the
behaviour change, and in relation to the discussion Department has not grasped the scale of the
you had just at the end of their session one of the challenge, and it should do. Let us suppose that
things we took from VIBAT was that in a sense there climate change was not an issue, that somehow weis not a kind of dichotomy between technology and were not worried about climate change. As we havebehaviour change. Let us assume that the main route

already discussed in relation to oil supplies, theyou are going to take in relation to reducing
scenarios seem to be that because of increasedtransport greenhouse gas emissions is around
demand from emerging economies such as India andimproving car technology. That involves some
China oil prices will increase rapidly. Until verysignificant behaviour change, and I think in fact the
recently the Department for Transport was working,VIBAT authors said that. Therefore, there is not a
as we understand it, on all its forecasting on the basiskind of non-behaviour change scenario out there.
of a crude oil price of $23 a barrel. I do not mean aThere is only a scenario which involves behaviour
central forecast, I mean the only forecast continuedchange in terms of what kinds of cars people buy and
over time. Although we understand they havehow they use them. We would argue that it is
revisited that, we are completely unclear whatpossible to change both of those, and you do need to
forecasting they are using. The second point is thatchange both of them. My impression, by the way, is
as we have seen, for example, with hurricanes in thethat the Department for Transport was playing
United States, it is possible for either natural ordown VIBAT and saying that it was a very
political factors to interrupt supplies and produceinteresting piece of research, it was a very interesting
significant oil price spikes and instability. In bothtesting of the backcasting technology, but that they
those cases, transport would be very hard hit. Just toare not particularly interested in its conclusions on

climate and greenhouse gas emissions. take one very current example of something which
the Department for Transport recently put out, they
produced draft guidance on the consideration of railQ53 Chairman: Is that because they have not quite
closures. You might think that the idea of having agot the nerve to really address the issues with the
railway line is so that if oil prices suddenly doubledurgency and scale of measures which are needed?
or doubled over a period of five to 10 years the caseMr Joseph: My feeling about the Department for
for having a railway line might be rather strongerTransport is that their default is to think about
than it is at the moment. That is nowhere in thatcongestion and possibly productivity, with the
draft guidance and it is an example of what I wouldenvironment as a sort of distant third, and actually
describe as the Department for Transport beingsocial inclusion is probably a distant third equal, so
environment blind, or at least blind to these kindsthey are not particularly interested. Although the

Department is signed up formally to the climate of issues.
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Mr Vaizey: That is an interesting point, because it is rooted in economic modelling and appraisal there is
a sense that the appraisal methodology does not pickhappening with our commuter services as well in the

South East and I think it goes exactly to your point up some of these issues.
about congestion. They are looking only through the
congestion prism. They want trains to run as Q57 Mr Caton: Thank you. As we have just heard
eYciently as possible and therefore the best way to from previous witnesses, the rise in emissions is not
make trains run eYciently is to have as few of them because we are using dirtier transport, quite the
as possible! That is the solution they have come to. opposite, it is about more and longer journeys and

ultimately, as they have said, a behavioural problem.
Do you think the projections for increases in roadQ55 Mr Caton: Do you perceive that the failure of
and air transport used in the VIBAT study areDfT to tackle this is their belief that the changes
sound?which are needed are so radical that they will
Mr Joseph: I do not think we are in a position tobasically scare the electorate away from them?
judge those in detail, but they are, I think, based onMr Joseph: I think at a political level there is clearly
the Department for Transport’s and theconcern, and I guess it would be shared across all
Government’s own forecasts, so in that sense theyparties, particularly in relation to the fuel protests of
are sound. There may be lots of reasons why they2000, although it is noticeable that we have had
may change, for example oil price changes, but Isignificant increases in fuel prices, up to £1 a gallon
think they are a good basis precisely because they arein the last year, without those kinds of protests re-
based on where the Department for Transport’s andemerging substantially. But I think it is also that at a
Government’s forecasts take you.technical level there is a kind of belief that transport

behaviour is simply immutable, that as people get
richer they drive more and there is nothing you can Q58 Mr Caton: The two models which they oVer, the
do about any of that. I think the problem with that is technological and the behavioural, do you think
that increasingly it ignores a wide body of technical they are sound as well?
evidence that travel patterns can be changed, not in Mr Joseph: I think they are very useful for
the sense that everybody gives up their car overnight illustrative purposes just to give a scale of what
or that everybody has to, but that you can change diVerent kinds of packages give you. We think that
enough behaviour by enough people to make a actually it is possible to do rather more detailed
significant diVerence both in terms of congestion but scenarios and we have recently commissioned some
also in terms of carbon emissions. work from a consultant who is going to do rather

more detailed work on diVerent kinds of scenarios
and also to go rather more local. For example, he isQ56 Mr Caton: Of course some of the changes to
going to do some work for us on what a 60%policy which would help reduce transport emissions
reduction in transport greenhouse gas emissions inlie outside the DfT’s power, things like urban
outer London would look like, so we can get a senseplanning, fuel duty, Vehicle Excise Duty. Do you
of a suburban area out of London because it has verydetect any real joined-up Government or even a
good traYc data. So we can actually get a real sensejoined-up approach in tackling this issue?
of what that does. We think that is necessary, notMr Joseph: Occasionally. We have, for example,
just because for technical reasons you can do moreseen a joint programme between the Department for
detailed data, but actually from the point of view ofTransport and the Department for Education in
where we, and particularly you, are coming from weterms of promoting school travel plans, and that has
need to explain to people what reducing carbonbeen a joint initiative. I think there is some kind of
emissions from transport actually means in practice.coalition around, for example the renewable
One early example the consultant has raised is, fortransport fuel obligation was something which was
example, filling in the gaps between the ordinarydone jointly with the Treasury, the Department for
London bus network with more flexible demand-the Environment and the Department for
response transport to reduce the very large growth inTransport, but it is quite clear that in some of the
escort journeys by car, which is one of the big growthvery big areas there are some significant kinds of
areas in outer London. That is a piece of work we aredisjunctions. I think certainly until recently the most
doing on a budget which is even smaller thanobvious one was having, for example, a commitment
VIBAT’s. We think it would be worth theto 60% new households in Cambridge under the
Department for Transport doing a lot more of thissustainable communities plan with no plan for any
kind of work, of getting down to detail rather thanextra rail investment on any of the lines out of
producing national transport models in the ratherCambridge, let alone re-opening the east-west rail
broad sense.link or other kinds of lines, or, for example, you

could have a situation where on the one hand the
OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister was promoting Q59 David Howarth: Can I bring you briefly back to

the way the Department works, because youthe Northern Way, the regeneration of the cities
across the north of England, and on the other hand mentioned the rather extraordinary decisions of the

Department to do with Cambridge, which I am verythe Department for Transport is busy turning down
tram schemes in those cities which might actually familiar with. One of the impressions we always have

in Cambridge is that it is far easier for theenable them to develop in a more sustainable way.
So we see a disjunction in those things and because Department to spend money on roads than on any

form of public transport and that there is anthe Department for Transport tends to be very
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institutional problem. I do not know whether you Q61 Mr Chaytor: But would not the Department’s
argument be that they do not have control over thehave any similar insights, but part of the
key levers, such as taxation? It is interesting that inDepartment which spends money on roads is hived
your submission you respond to the question aboutoV and has a budget and it wants to spend money on
what specific steps the Department for Transportroads, but the other parts of the Department which
should take by listing here the tax reforms, which areare responsible for other parts of transport policy
the responsibility of the Treasury. Is not theare less independent and more susceptible to
Department’s defence that they do not controlspending restrictions?
taxation and therefore they cannot be heldMr Joseph: I think it is certainly the case that roads
accountable for specific carbon reduction targets?are a kind of default measure in the Department and
Mr Joseph: Actually, we start our answer to thatactually if you want to see that in practice you can
question of tax reforms. We were very careful to listlook at an arcane but potentially very influential
nine areas. The first one is tax reforms and it is theprocess which has just been finished, which is advice
case that there are things which are outside thefrom the English regions on regional funding
Department’s control and it goes back to the answerallocations, which I suspect has been going on below
I gave earlier abut joined up Government, or lack ofthe water line, so to speak. Regions have been asked
it, but it is also the case that there are things withinto give advice on the priorities within the regions and
the Department’s control, levers which it is notthey had to give advice on the basis of which trunk
pulling and which it could do. I give a very goodroad, local road or local public transport schemes example, actually. It is nearly a year now since thewere worth having and rail schemes were completely Department for Transport was joined up to the PSA

excluded on the grounds that the oYce of the rail target on climate change and within that year one of
regulator had to go through a detailed exercise to the critical things it could have done something
allocate precisely the diVerent costs of the railway to about and did not was the local transport plans.
each individual line and region before you could Every local authority in England has to produce its
even think about doing that, which we thought was next five year local transport plan. Submissions go in
specious really. There are some good rail projects to the Department at the end of this month. In the
out there which could stand comparison with road. guidance on the local transport plans, which came
So I think that is an example of where, as I say, the out last summer after the Department was
default has been road and rail has tended to be associated with this, there are four shared priorities:
neglected, but I think it is also the case that what you accessibility (which is around social inclusion),
had there were priorities given to big schemes and better public transport, air quality and safety.
one of the points we have made in our evidence, and Climate change and carbon dioxide emissions are
which was also made by the previous witnesses, is treated as, “You can think about this if you want
that there is emerging evidence that actually doing to.” What individual local authorities do about
lots of small-scale schemes actually gets you further transport in their areas will be a determinant of what
in dealing with a lot of transport problems than a few the transport greenhouse gas emissions are not just

in five years but well beyond that. This is an examplebig infrastructure schemes. The danger is that the
of where the Department for Transport had a leverDepartment, which tends to be to an extent capital
available to it and did not pull it. In other cases therich and revenue poor and that is mirrored with local
Department has levers which it has, as it were,authorities, will tend to ignore that evidence or
pushed in the wrong direction in relation to itsrather find it very diYcult, with exceptions like the
approach to road building and aviation. You haveschool traYc plan which I mentioned earlier.
had evidence in fact from our Salisbury group about
what that means in practice on the ground in an
individual case where what ends up happening isQ60 Mr Chaytor: Is there scope for improving the
that in the case of an individual road scheme whichuse of targets with the Department for Transport
it is admitted will increase carbon emissions this isand what are your observations about their current
treated as irrelevant because it is only such a smallPSA targets?
part of the national picture and, as the group rightlyMr Joseph: On targets, I think that at the moment
points out, if everybody takes that view then ofthe targets they have got are specific around
course there will be a big increase in transportcongestion, perhaps more specific than they have
emissions.been. There are some quite specific ones around air

quality. On climate change their only target is to
contribute to the wider Government target and it is Q62 Mr Chaytor: Is the logic of your position that
unclear to us that that is enough. We think that carbon reduction should be the absolute number one
whether within that PSA target or just within the priority for the Department for Transport?
Department itself, it needs to set its own targets for Mr Joseph: It would be nice if it was seen as a
the transport sector, or at least to come up with ways priority, actually. There are clearly other things. As
of measuring the progress on that, otherwise it will I said earlier, we are concerned not just that carbon
tend to push responsibility onto other Government emissions and the environment are treated—well,
departments, including the Treasury in relation to local air quality is a priority, but many
taxation, in relation to emission standards and the environmental issues, particularly carbon emissions,
Department for Trade and Industry and also onto do not seem to be given the priority they deserve by

the Department, but also that social inclusion is not.other sectors.
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The kinds of spending which actually happen at the really. It is an industry which is increasing rapidly, is
subsidised up to, some say, £9 billion a year throughDepartment seem to overwhelmingly benefit richer

people and the richer fifth of the population and the tax breaks and already accounts internationally for
about 3% of carbon emissions.kinds of spending, for example, on supporting bus

services in deprived areas seem to take a back seat,
or indeed tackling traYc problems in deprived Q66 Mr Hurd: Do you have a view on what other
communities. The indictment of the Department, I eggs might change behaviour?
think, is not just that it is environment-blind, it is Mr Joseph: Yes. There is a number of other
distribution-blind. measures. For example, the aviation industry, unlike

in other European countries, is zero rated for VAT.
Q63 Mr Chaytor: You refer to some of the problems I do not mean that the tickets are zero rated, I mean
of methodology in terms of the way that rail projects the industry is zero rated, which means they can
are assessed, for example, because you said that claim back all the tax of VAT from everything down
current appraisal of rail projects does not include the to the printing of leaflets and tickets. That is a
full benefits of rail. Could you just develop that and potentially rather large eVective subsidy to the
give us an example of how that works? industry. So there is a number of other fiscal things
Mr Joseph: Yes. We have had a detailed report done which can be done in relation to creating a slightly
on this by a firm of consultants called Scott Russell more level playing field with slightly more real
Railways, who know this territory intimately, and pricing of aviation.
their point was that a large number of benefits have
not been assessed. In some cases it is simply things

Q67 Mr Hurd: Do you think it would make alike improved personal security does not get
diVerence? If you can fly to Malaga for £19 todayfactored in. Those who read the Evening Standard
and the impact of all you are talking about meanswill have seen how important that is in the London
that the cost goes up to £60, do you think thatcontext. We know that that is very important and
actually people will stop flying to Malaga?the critical point which those consultants made was
Mr Joseph: Let us start with the Aviation Whitethat when the Scottish Executive, in looking at the
Paper and the forecast underlying that of a triplingexpansion of Edinburgh Waverley station, kind of
of air passengers by 2030. Friends of the Earth andtook the brakes oV and allowed them to consider a
the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change, which is onewider range of factors they were able to justify a
of the recognised experts in this area, use themuch larger scheme at Edinburgh than a traditional
Department for Transport’s own model to run somecost benefit analysis would.
alternative assumptions and that showed that just a
15% increase in average air fares stabilised growth.

Q64 Mr Chaytor: So is there a dialogue with the It actually did stabilise growth, so you do not need a
Department about that, or did the Department very large increase in air fares in general to choke oV
reject the criticism? some of that growth. We also think that there is an
Mr Joseph: What seems to have happened is that the issue about looking for alternatives, because
Department has in practice changed the appraisal actually we recognise (as indeed the Prime Minister
guidelines on rail whilst saying that it has not and said the other day) that beating people over the head
not telling anybody about it. The last comment I had and saying, “You can’t fly anywhere,” is not a
from the consultant who did this work was he knew terribly politically attractive proposition. There are
that it had changed. He was working through two two possible answers to that. One is to frame it in the
projects using the new appraisal guidance and he way that the French have started to do, which is that
would let us know in a few weeks whether it was you are contributing to international development;
good or bad, because it was so complicated he did in other words, “We are taxing you but we are
not know himself! putting the money into something which a lot of

people would consider to be a good idea,” and
people can see that. The second thing is to look atQ65 Mr Hurd: Your memo states that without

action on road and air transport it will not be alternatives. You had some discussion earlier about
high-speed rail. We are interested—and we do notpossible to meet the targets, but the memo is silent

on aviation. Quite simply, do you think that the know the answer yet—in whether high-speed rail
could actually reduce the need for expansion in shortEuropean trading system is the solution?

Mr Torrance: I think our previous witnesses pointed haul aviation, particularly in the South East
airports. We think anyway that there will be a caseto dangers in the ETS being seen as a panacea. Let

us remember that we are looking towards 2012–13 for high-speed rail just on the basis of rail capacity
grounds and also for better rail links to airports. It isand by no stretch of the imagination is it a dead cert

really. We also have an aviation industry which is, by quite clear that Heathrow will not be able to expand
anyway, even if it does not get good rail links in. Sothe Government’s own recognition, set to treble by

2030. We see incredibly low cost air flights in the we would want to look at what you could use those
rail links to do. One of the problems with the entirecontext of public transport costs going up while road

and air costs are going down. So in that context I transport debate, particularly some of the transport
forecasting that goes on, is that it seems to take placethink it is very diYcult for people to make

responsible travel choices and I think it is incredibly in a world in which the internet and other kinds of
communications technology have not beendangerous for us to put all of our eggs in one basket

and look to the ETS solving all of our problems invented, or at least have no impact on travel.
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Anecdotally one hears evidence from businesses that Mr Joseph: I think the big one we have highlighted
is number two, the incentives for changing travelthey have started to look and that the finance

departments have started to look at the costs they patterns, simply because there is now good evidence
not just on congestion but on the Department’s ownare paying out in terms of flying people around the

world for meetings and that actually in a world website there is a decent piece of research which says
that this range of measures in relation to influencingwhere video conferencing technology is now much

better than it was even two or three years ago there particularly business and commuter travel, and also
personalised journey planning, could have a reallyare cases where it might actually be worth reducing

those things. In other words, having people flying all large impact. It means it is 16% of a contribution to
the PSA target and an equal 31% to the emissionsover the place is now no longer going to be as critical

for the competitiveness of the country as it might currently expected from a combination of all the 10
year plan policies and the EU emissions. The keyhave once seemed to be.
point about that is that you could start it now and
you could expect to get something by 2010 and rollQ68 Chairman: Just going back to fiscal incentives
it out. The benefit/cost ratio is good, and so on. So Ifor a moment, we touched on those earlier on and I
think we would put that in as one of the core ones.know you make the point that it is only one of nine
We think that freight is important simply becauseanswers to the question, but I rather sympathise with
the carbon dioxide emissions for freight have beeneach of the four tax changes you do mention. I think
rising. I noted the comments made to the previousthey are all attractive and to the point. Realistically,
witnesses about speed management. There is justthe Treasury looks less and less interested in using
one thing which we did not put in the evidence andtax policy for environmental ends. It is increasingly
perhaps should have done. One estimate we havereluctant to do that. Do you think there is much
seen is that if you enforce the motorway speed limitchance that they are going to do any of these things,
of 70 mph at 79 mph (in other words you are notsay in the Budget?
enforcing it at 70 but at near 80) and enforce itMr Joseph: We have made the argument, for
rigidly, you would reduce CO2 emissions by 4% fromexample, on Vehicle Excise Duty that there should
transport, which is big. Similarly, reductions ofbe a top band for that, but we noted very
speed limits on single carriageway roads from 60 tointerestingly that so have the RAC foundation and
50 mph would have some significant benefits. I doit may be that that will make it slightly more
not think we have got to hand the quantification onacceptable for the Government to move in this area.
that. There were some press stories about speedI think it is interesting that the RAC foundation
limits, which the Department for Transport firmlywere able to say, “Look, there is a case for a top
put back in the box, but we think there are someband, balanced by reductions at the other end.” So
benefits from those. The motorway limits, I acceptit may be that a rather larger coalition, though not a
from the previous discussion, are potentiallyformal coalition, saying this would be helpful in that
politically quite diYcult, but the 60 mph to 50 mphrespect. We certainly think that the possibilities
on single carriageways has good road safety benefitsaround a graduated purchase tax scheme would be
as well as carbon emission benefits and would not, Iworth considering and it would also be possible, we
think, be regarded as a big problem politically for athink, to look at a kind of trading scheme which
lot of people. So I think we would pick out speed andinvolved manufacturers of vehicles over 140
freight, and longer term things like road-usergrammes per kilometre having to buy permits from
charging. The evidence from London is clear on thisthose making vehicles under 140 grammes per
and, as the previous witnesses said, that is planning.kilometre. We also think there is a case for looking
In relation to public transport, walking and cycling,at other incentives, things like, for example, mileage
we do think these are important and we think theallowances for business use of private cars, which at
Department needs to think about this in terms ofthe moment give you 40 pence per mile flat rate up
networks of public transport and cycling, and so on,to 10,000 miles. I have heard people even within the
rather than individual schemes and that is what doescar leasing industry saying that environmentally this
not happen at the moment.does not make any sense at all and that you could

graduate that either in terms of more pence for the
first few hundred miles and then tailing oV at the Q70 Ms Barlow: Just to go back to the VIBAT study,
other end, or through carbon emissions, or you have talked about a change of perception and a
something. So we think there are lots of things they change of attitude in terms of transport, in terms of
could do and we note that the Chancellor has said road users in particular. Cutting out how far it goes,
that climate change is one of his five challenges for do you think that an improvement in cleaner
the comprehensive Spending Review, which implies vehicles and cleaner fuels would in time go far
that they are doing rather more work in this area and towards the 60% target?
showing more interest, so we live in hope. Mr Joseph: We do not know more than VIBAT says.

I think VIBAT has done some of the work on this.
The work which we are getting done will, I think, goQ69 Ms Barlow: In your memo you have attempted
into this in some more detail and we will beto assess your nine groups of steps in terms of their
interested to see that.possible carbon savings. Could you quickly run
Mr Torrance: I think there is one additional point.through them and tell us which you think would be
Involving people in making a conscious choice overthe biggest help in dealing with the carbon

challenge? their carbon use, purchasing low carbon vehicles
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and using alternative fuels I think can only be a Q73 David Howarth: But then the other question
becomes prising people out of their cars and ontoreally good thing and encourage people to look at

other ways in which they can reduce their carbon. So other transport, and the costs of doing that. Would
you still stick to your previous position, whichI think there is a wider behavioural change aspect

really, which should not be ignored. would have been mine, that it is certainly worth
spending the money on doing that and that you can
do that at reasonable cost to get the improvement inQ71 David Howarth: Perhaps I should mention
carbon emissions from the use of rail?before I start that I am a member of Transport 2000,
Mr Joseph: I am sorry, you go with road charging asso I should declare that as a sort of interest. At least,
well as public transport?I think I am a member. I feel my subscription might

be overdue!
Mr Torrance: We will check on that! Q74 David Howarth: The question is the cost of

getting modal shift and whether it is worth spending
the money on getting that modal shift as opposed toQ72 David Howarth: Can I come back to the point
spending the money on setting up road pricingyou were making about the contributions of the nine
schemes, enforcing speed limits and subsidisingpolicies. You mentioned public transport last and
alternative fuels?you and I have been campaigning for public
Mr Joseph: Firstly, I think that you need to do a mixtransport for a very long time. If you look at the
and certainly I do not believe in practice that anyVIBAT study, you will see that they are talking
road charging scheme would come in on its own; itabout road pricing, slower speeds (as you
would need to be part of a package which wouldmentioned) and alternative fuels rather than public
include better public transport, as it had done intransport. I was wondering whether you would like
London and other cities which have been doing it.to respond to the view which some people might put
Secondly, one of the frustrations about campaigningforward that public transport is now lower down the
on public transport is that there are lots of very smalllist of priorities as a way of dealing with carbon
but eVective things which can be done, including inemissions from transport and these other matters are
some cases marketing it and telling people that ithigher up? Do we have to change our tune, or can we
exists, which can have a hugely beneficial eVect incarry on with campaigning for pubic transport?
terms of increasing load factors and also actuallyMr Joseph: I think we should certainly carry on
doing a mode shift. The point about the personalisedcampaigning for public transport. We have had a bit
journey planning which I mentioned earlier is thatof work done by the Professor of Transport Strategy
the evidence was that even in a city like Perth inat the Open University. He did a presentation for us
western Australia, which is very low density, justthe other day, which we can let the Committee have,
doing a very strong programme of giving goodwhich is about rail investment and the links with
information to those who want it (which I thinksustainability. His conclusion was that better rail
typically was about half of the households whichservices are good and that actually for certain types
were asked) about the transport options available toof journeys they are very good indeed. He said that
them produced a significant reduction in car travelfor an electric commuter rail journey to work you get
and a significant mode shift, but that meant that thereally significant savings, which work out at 0.65
public transport had to be there to start with, if youmegajoules per passenger kilometres going by train,
see what I mean. There is no point in telling peoplecompared with 3.04 for a medium sized car. When
that they could use buses if there were no buses there.pressed, he pointed out that if you took a top of the
The point we make is that there are things in termsrange Land Rover with one person in it you are
of small pieces of infrastructure which make bettertalking about a factor of seven times that. His
use of the network we have got which would be veryargument was that it very much depends. Load
eVective and very cost-eVective in terms of actuallyfactors are critical, so full but not over-full trains are
getting people out of cars.good, and the point which the VIBAT people made,

compared with cars, where load factors have
actually been falling. That is important, but also Q75 David Howarth: The other option which you

mentioned briefly is reducing the need to travel,what else you do. If people commute by train but do
the other 80% of their journeys exclusively by car, which raises the question of the planning system,

and so on. Could you just say a few words on howthen you have not really gained an enormous
amount. So it is about rail as part of a wider package. you see the potential of that compared with the other

possible options?If you take Cambridge, for example, and the way
Cambridge develops. If it develops so that people do Mr Joseph: Again, it is not an alternative, it is

something which needs to happen over the longerthe commute out of Cambridge by train, or indeed
even by guided bus, but then the patterns of term. It also needs to be something which is built

into transport policy generally. I think the contrastsettlement are designed in such a way that basically
you cannot do anything other than drive to places in here is between the Netherlands, where I have seen

articles in the technical press about Rotterdamorder to get there then you will not have gained very
much. So I think, in typical academic fashion, his having empty trams running around, and they

proclaim this because they have a policy which ispoint was that it depends, but I think his point was
also that if you build rail into it as part of a broader that before a single person occupies a new housing

development the tram is there. By contrast—and thispackage then it is very sustainable and does
contribute. is a fact which I gather is true and this is going back
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a bit but I think it is still an example—the decision priority is link supports and there are some well
worked-up schemes which involve increasing theto designate Milton Keynes as a new town in the

1960s was taken at the same time as the decision to gauge and enhancing the capacity for things from,
say, Southampton and Felixstowe to the Midlandsshut the Oxford/Cambridge railway line, the same

week, announced by diVerent departments, you see. and the North. That suggests that you would be able
to improve the capacity for freight. For example, theSo it can be done right and there are some examples

in this country where it is being done right. There is Felixstowe story is that at the moment freight from
Felixstowe goes via London and gets mixed up within Kent a fast-track scheme, which is a guided bus

scheme being built around some housing the congested London commuter traYc and that a
cross-country route is there and the work is beingdevelopment. The housing development will have

relatively low levels of car parking, but every house done on upgrading it and it awaits funding in the
way we discussed earlier. That has the double benefitwill also have a screen by the front door which will

tell them in real time when the next bus is coming. of providing a good freight route across the country
which can mix in with the local passenger trainsThat seems to us to be an example of getting it right

and of doing the integration. Sadly, that seems to which are there, taking a lot of that through freight
out of London, where there is not capacity, so thathave been an entirely local initiative with no kind of

national policy or guidance behind it, but it is an the two can co-exist. The other point is that in a lot
of cases there are routes which can be used. Some ofexample of what you can do if you try. There have

been some very interesting plans produced for it is about putting in loops which freight trains can
go into to allow passenger trains to pass and puttingHarlow which are about extending Harlow and

doing that in a way which actually makes what I in that freight capacity. A lot of it is small-scale, it is
not great big pieces of infrastructure. There arethink the current Minister for Communities and

Local Government has called “having local facilities options which do involve big projects, such as the
Central Railway Project and similar ones whichwithin pram-pushing distance of new development.”

The problem is that if you just, for example, took a involve whole new freight routes, but that is not
necessarily where the action is, so to speak. It is thesecongestion-based road-user charging scheme the

danger is that you would price up city travel and kinds of initiatives which are about raising bridges
and tunnels to take larger freight trains, perhapsprice everybody out to developments outside the

cities. Therefore, you need to have a kind of land use longer trains, and creating freight by-pass routes.
That seems to be the factor and that allows freight todimension to what you do if you are going to

approach sustainable development properly. grow. The point we make here is about grants.
Actually what is happening at the moment, perhaps
another case where the Department for Transport isQ76 David Howarth: What you are saying is that
going in the wrong direction, is that grants for railthat land use plan has to be combined with an
freight are actually being cut at the moment, or haveexpenditure plan, that the two things have to go
been cut and I think the plan is to cut them further.together and preferably in the right order?
These are small-scale items and we are talking tensMr Joseph: Yes, that is exactly right, and I think the
of millions rather than hundreds of millions here,Government is busy finding this out or slowly
and they have been very eVective in terms oflearning this lesson in relation to the sustainable
promoting mode shift to rail for some freight traYc.communities plan, possibly not quite fast enough.
I think rail freight is something which can grow and
it can grow without very large amounts of public

Q77 Mr Caton: You have mentioned this afternoon spending.
the importance you put on freight and in your
submission you say that transfer from road and air

Q78 Mr Chaytor: Just another question on freight.to rail and water all need to be part of any serious
A point made by Professor Banister in the earlierclimate change strategy and then call on the
part of the session was that the shift ofGovernment to promote investment in rail and
manufacturing to Eastern Europe and the Far Eastinland coastal water freight infrastructure.
had resulted in changes to the nature of freight in thePassenger rail seems to be at or near capacity, at least
UK and lorries were carrying smaller, lighterin many parts of the country, and it is hoped to
packages, and so on. Is that the case, because on thefurther increase passenger numbers in the future, so
assumption that people are still buying cars andis there really room, even with investment, for a
washing machines and radios, I cannot understandsignificant shift from road to rail, and if there is that
why there would be less freight containing thoseroom what sort of scale of investment are we going
products simply because they are manufacturedto need to put in?
abroad? They have still go to be delivered fromMr Joseph: I can answer this because the Rail
Dover to Scunthorpe, have they not?Freight Group has just done some forecasting in this
Mr Joseph: They have. What it means is that thearea, which I think is available now. Firstly, there is
patterns change. I understand that actually the Railroom on the network, partly because peaks for rail
Freight Group has the same kinds of things in it, thatfreight are not the same as peaks for passengers.
traYc tends to be lighter goods, more consumerSecondly, if you look at where the freight growth is
goods, less heavy manufacturing and travellinggoing, the flows which you want to particularly deal
further distances. But what it also means is thatwith, particularly the growth in deep sea container
traYc from the ports becomes very critical and thattraYc (which I gather is one of the big growth areas

with the China, et cetera, factors in there), the is travelling inland, hence the discussion about
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Felixstowe and Southampton, and indeed refrigeration, because of the bulks involved, and so
on, but that with air freight fruit comes out really notImmingham as well. The fact that it is moving longer
very well.distances ought to favour rail actually in principle. It

means that it is moving in boxes rather than big
Q81 Mr Chaytor: So South African apples are good,wagons and you are moving away from the situation
but Gambian mange tout is bad, is that right?where things like coal and aggregates are partly
Mr Joseph: That is the kind of thing, yes.moving heavy freight around between

manufacturing sites and more to finished products
Q82 Chairman: Just wrapping up, on theof one sort or another.
Government’s request to the European Commission
to explore including surface transport within the
Emissions Trading Scheme, what is your viewQ79 Mr Chaytor: I can understand how we are
about that?moving less coal within the United Kingdom, but I
Mr Torrance: I think there are very similar problemscannot understand how we are moving fewer cars
associated with bringing surface transport into thewithin the United Kingdom, because surely it is just
ETS as there is with looking at bringing air transporta change in the nature of the journeys?
into the ETS. It is not a panacea by any means andMr Joseph: We are moving finished products from
it is way oV really. The answer, as we have said andthe ports to manufacturing distribution points Professor Banister stated a number of times, is that

rather than moving bits of steel and aluminium. what is really necessary is a number of small
measures rather than one kind of catch-all measure.
As far as we are concerned, bringing road or airQ80 Mr Chaytor: Less freight containing the
transport into an ETS is far from certain in terms ofcomponents as part of the manufacturing process,
it actually happening and in actually producing theeven though there must be equal or greater freight
kinds of results we want.moving the finished products?

Mr Joseph: Where we are seeing a large growth in Q83 Chairman: Given that is the case, it seems to me
freight because of globalisation is in things like food. a perfectly reasonable analysis. Do you suspect this
We have done a detailed piece of work, which may be a ploy to try and deflect pressure to do
informs some of these freight recommendations something more unpopular and radical?
about, for example, regional sourcing of food, which Mr Torrance: My suspicions are heightened on the
was about carbon dioxide emissions from food. The air transport front, as you may well guess. I am
story there is not necessarily straightforward certainly aware of the road transport discussions
because in some cases it is, for example, more around entering the ETS being a much newer
eYcient from a CO2 point of view to grow tomatoes discussion, but certainly in my belief it is a deflective

move of the aviation industry for more meaningfulin Spain where they do not need glasshouses and
reductions in carbon to be explored really.transport them here rather than expend the energy
Mr Joseph: I think there are some key questions. Itgrowing them here. But in many cases the equation
depends what the cap is, the overall cap for the ETS,does work in the other direction and it is in general
and the level and the assumptions made at whichbetter to do this. That project which we ran has
either air or surface transport enter the ETS.turned into a food and climate research network and
Secondly, as my colleague has said, it very muchthere is some detailed work on this, if the Committee
depends what else is done and what happenswants to pick it up and see it, which is about the
between now and then. Thirdly, there are sometrade-oVs on food transport. What is unambiguous
things which could be done as well which might beis that air-freighted food is really not good at all
more eVective. I have mentioned already the idea offrom the carbon dioxide emissions point of view and a car trading scheme where manufacturers of high

the growth in it is not good. One of the things which emission vehicles buy permits from other low
we have suggested in relation to fiscal measures and emission vehicles and we think that that has in some
aviation is that air passenger duty should be ways more promise because it is simple and eVective
extended to air freight on the basis of, say, 100 in terms of giving manufacturers some serious
passengers per plan to try and put some kind of fiscal incentives to build and market lower emission
brake on that growth in food and particularly to give vehicles.
priority to some kinds of domestic agriculture. That Chairman: Thank you very much, both of you, for
is not to say that all international food is a bad idea. coming in. It has been another interesting session
Actually, the work suggests that taking apples by and we are grateful for your support and look

forward to carrying on the dialogue.ship is not actually a bad idea, even with the
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Members present:

Mr Tim Yeo, in the Chair

Ms Celia Barlow Mr Nick Hurd
Mr Martin Caton Mr Graham Stuart
Colin Challen Dr Desmond Turner
David Howarth Mr Edward Vaizey

Memorandum submitted by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders Ltd (SMMT)

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) is the leading trade association for the UK
automotive industry. SMMT provides expert advice and information to members as well as to external
organisations. It represents some 600 member companies ranging from vehicle manufacturers, component
and material suppliers to power train providers and design engineers. The motor industry is an important
sector of the UK economy. It generates a manufacturing turnover approaching £45 billion and supports
around 850,000 jobs.

SMMT welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the EAC inquiry on carbon emissions from transport.
SMMT has had a long and successful relationship with the Department for Transport and is closely involved
in ongoing discussions about reducing the environmental impact of the UK road transport. SMMT has
submitted a response in December 2005 to the Eddington Review on the long-term impact of transport
decisions on the UK economy and in March 2005 responded to the UK Government’s Climate Change
Review Programme. SMMT also publishes, on behalf of the industry, an annual CO2 report, which has
shown a 9.7% reduction in CO2 from new cars registered in the UK between 1997 and 2004.

The following comments focus on carbon emissions from road transport.

1. Executive Summary

1.1 SMMT and our members in the UK automotive industry, fully support the move to reduce the
environmental impact of transport.

1.2 The automotive industry (represented by ACEA in Europe and JAMA and KAMA for Japan and
Korea respectively) has committed to a voluntary agreement to cut CO2 emissions from new cars across
Europe to 140 grams per kilometre (g/km) by 2008–09, equivalent to a 25% reduction compared with the
base year of 1995. This has required heavy investment in R&D and the introduction of increasingly
technologically-sophisticated new models. Interim European progress targets have been achieved by ACEA
(165 to 170 g/km in 2003). New car emissions in the UK have fallen by 9.7% from 1997 to 2004 to an average
of 171.4g/km and further improvements are expected. Discussions are already under way between vehicle
manufacturers and the Commission to introduce future improvements beyond 2008–09.

1.3 In 2005 the European CARS 21 High Level Group, on which the UK Government was represented
by the Secretary of State for the Environment, established the mandate for an “Integrated Approach” to
reducing CO2 from road transport in the EU9. The “Integrated Approach” combines contributions from
vehicle manufacturers, oil companies, drivers and member state authorities to reduce car CO2 cost-
eVectively through synergies between coordinated measures by all key stakeholders. The European Climate
Change Programme 2 is currently evaluating how the Integrated Approach can be applied to achieve the
EU’s ambition level of equivalent 120g/km average new car CO2 by 2012—not only through vehicle
technology, but also through alternative fuels, driver behaviour and infrastructure management measures.
Against this background, the DfT and Government should recognise that a focus on vehicle technology
alone is insuYcient to achieving its ambitious targets for CO2 reductions in road transport. SMMT
advocates the “Integrated Approach” at EU and UK level to achieve cost-eVective reductions in CO2

emissions from road transport as endorsed by the CARS 21 final report and encourages Government to
engage with the key stakeholders as illustrated in the SMMT 6th Annual Sustainability Report (see
Annexes).

1.4 The Government’s “Powering Future Vehicles” strategy (2002), sets targets for new low carbon
vehicle sales by 2012; vehicle technology is specifically targeted to deliver reductions in CO2 emissions from
road transport. SMMT strongly believe that it is essential for the Government to expand and integrate the
strategy to reduce CO2 from road transport by:

— Providing clean, low carbon fuels.

9 Competitive Automotive Regulatory System for the 21st Century (CARS 21)—http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/
automotive/pagesbackground/competitiveness/cars21.htm
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— Addressing the behaviour of the consumer/motorist in the purchase of vehicles and their use.

— Improving road infrastructure design and management.

— Promoting “Smarter Choices” (Department for Transport, 2004).

— Giving greater consideration to spatial planning issues.

1.5 The automotive industry recognises the good work by the Department for Transport (DfT) in key
policy areas and strategies to support the environment and safety. However, improved communication and
synergy within the department and with other Government departments is needed to enhance eVectiveness
and to understand potential conflicting policy objectives in the pursuit of CO2 reductions.

2. Response to Consultation Questions

Q1. What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets or forecast included in the Ten Year
Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA, Powering
Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents?

2.1 The Government’s Energy White Paper (2004) outlined the challenge for road transport to achieve
a reduction of 2.4 million tonnes of carbon (MtC) by 2020. Current Government strategies focus on the
environmental advances in vehicle technology and on the increased use of biofuels under the Renewable
Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO), which Government expects to deliver a reduction of 1 MtC by 2010.

2.2 Manufacturers in the automotive industry are developing increasingly fuel eYcient conventional
engines whilst also introducing alternatively-powered low carbon vehicles. All vehicles today can operate
on 5% blends of biofuels (biodiesel and bioethanol) which would bring immediate carbon saving benefits
from road transport under the current refuelling infrastructure. Under the Renewable Transport Fuels
Obligation (RTFO) the UK Government aims to achieve a 5% penetration of biofuels (by volume) in the
UK market by 2010. The industry is engaged in technical discussions at European level to enable the future
use of higher percentage biofuel blends (10% bioethanol/biodiesel) in new vehicles. Some manufacturers are
already bringing to market niche vehicles that can run on higher percentage blends, eg flex fuel vehicles
(FFVs) capable of running on up to 85% bioethanol (E85), thereby providing further carbon saving
potential.

2.3 The automotive industry has delivered substantial progress in reducing new car CO2 emissions
against a background of competing and often conflicting policy objectives. Measures to improve CO2

emissions through vehicle technology compete with measures addressing air quality and road safety
objectives, eg making vehicle safer yet heavier and less fuel-eYcient (safety/CO2 trade oV) or lower in
emissions but higher in CO2 (air quality/CO2 trade oV). The CARS 21 report sets out the key principles for
better regulation on vehicle technology going forward. It establishes an integrated approach to CO2 and
road safety objectives as the cost-eVective way forward, and presents a 10-year regulatory road map that
engages all stakeholders involved in the integrated approach and reduces the cumulative burden and
competitive impact of achieving competing regulatory demands on one industry alone. SMMT calls on the
UK Government and DfT to work within the framework set out by CARS 21 to achieve its CO2 and road
safety objectives.

2.4 SMMT understands that around 85% of total CO2 emissions from road vehicles are emitted when the
vehicle is being used on the road10. In addition to industry action on vehicle technologies and fuels,
Government strategies should therefore focus on the end user (individual motorist and organisations).
Through the choices they make, motorists play a critical part in achieving Government’s key carbon
reduction targets:

— Vehicle choice—by choosing a lower emitting new model, motorists can help drive the shift to low
carbon road transport. Lower carbon models exist in each vehicle segment. The new colour-coded
car label, voluntarily introduced by the industry in September 2005, is designed to help consumers
make an informed choice.

— Fuel choice—by oVering modern petrol and diesel engines as well as bringing into the market
alternatively-powered, hybrid and flexfuel vehicles, vehicle manufacturers have significantly
improved the eYciency of today’s cars. Future R&D investment will result in a range of
sophisticated powertrain technologies combined with conventional and/or alternative fuels. These
technology-fuel combinations hold the key to cost-eYcient CO2 reduction from the vehicle fleet
and will depend on the availability of sustainable and carbon—optimised fuels.

— Driving style and conditions—the way a vehicle is driven significantly determines its actual fuel
economy performance. Responsible motoring brings not only CO2 benefits but synergies with road
safety objectives. The industry fully supports improved travel planning, infrastructure quality and
management and eco-driving principles. In January 2006, SMMT launched “Drive Green, Drive
Safely”—a pocket-sized guide to help consumers with practical advice and tips on how to embrace
responsible motoring.

10 10% of total CO2 emissions are emitted when a vehicle is being produced and 5% of emissions are produced when a vehicle
is recycled as an End of Life Vehicle (ELV). (Source: LIRACAR)
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2.5 SMMT is concerned about discrepancies that exist between DfT’s road transport CO2 projections
and modelling by the Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) for the period 2000 to 2010. Government
models would benefit from a standard, consistent approach or definition to ensure all stakeholders have a
clear understanding of the make up of future emission forecasts. The models need to recognise ongoing
vehicle and fuel technology improvements post 2008–09 and integrate a realistic assessment of the
contribution that “soft” behavioural measures (eg eco-driving) and eVective infrastructure management
could play, which SMMT is calling on Government to embrace as part of an Integrated Approach to
reducing road transport CO2.

Q2. Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities?

2.6 SMMT recognises the positive elements of the DfT’s work contributing towards reducing CO2

emissions from road transport, but recommends further development and conscious integration of these
elements under an Integrated Approach on the following policy issues. Wherever possible, common
messages and actions on road safety, air quality and CO2 should be managed across departmental divisions
to bring best value to policy. This requires coordination between key departments to ensure coherent,
integrated policies and improved internal communication on the department’s targets.

— Vehicle Technology. The focus of manufacturers on reducing CO2 encourages research and
development in this field as a primary concern. However, safety and air quality regulations also
require development time and cost. Better co-ordination across Government policies towards
vehicle technology and regulation, should based on the principles of better regulation, cost-
eVectiveness analysis and adequate lead times to reduce the cumulative impact of regulation on
the industry and achieve Government policy objectives at lowest societal cost. SMMT calls on DfT
and DEFRA to work within the framework set out by CARS 21.

— Alternative fuels. The development of the RTFO underlines the DfT’s objective to promote the
introduction and market uptake of clean, low carbon fuels. Crucially for the RTFO to work,
certificates under the obligation should be linked to fuel quality standards so that the biofuels
satisfy all “fit for purpose” parameters. SMMT urges Government to ensure that biofuels which
are incentivised through the UK fuel duty rebate and certificates under the RTFO strictly adhere
to existing and future European and UK fuel quality standards. The HMRC definition of biodiesel
is inadequate and not based on the full range of “fit for purpose” parameters associated with good
quality fuels under existing standards. DfT and HMRC need to coordinate their work to ensure
clear long term signals on fuel quality are sent to the market now to support the Government’s
own biofuels targets.

— Driving standards. SMMT welcomes the promotion of higher standards of commercial driving
skills through the DfT’s recently introduced “Safe and Fuel EYcient Drivers” (SaFED) scheme
along the lines of industry’s own guide to responsible motoring, “Drive Green, Drive Safely”. The
DfT and the Driving Standards Agency (DSA) have a key role to play in communicating and
engaging with motorists on the importance of continuous driver education and integrating
sustainable eco-driving principles in existing training provisions. This could be combined with
activities by the Energy Saving Trust (EST) to promote the lifetime benefits of eco-driving to save
fuel. DfT should work more closely with DEFRA on climate change and sustainable consumption
and ensure that transport is fully integrated in DEFRA’s climate change communications strategy
to more eVectively target consumers and influence their behaviour and attitudes towards
motoring.

— Infrastructure management. The management of traYc flows on motorways and major trunk
roads by the Highways Agency demonstrates the importance of Government’s role in reducing
congestion. SMMT would like to see further examples of an eVective strategy to manage road
transport infrastructure through a combination of good design, traYc management and accident
clearance, for example, to ensure consistent, reliable and safe journeys (see Annex 2).

— Local transport planning. Crucially, local authority transport planning guidance now
incorporates CO2 emissions as one element in guiding decisions on investment and travel design.
However, if CO2 from road transport is the key priority for central Government then this needs
to be taken further and local authorities be given clearer guidance on priorities and incentives for
reducing the CO2 impact of their transport systems. Greater coordination is also needed on spatial
planning between local authorities and the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM).

— Road safety. The DfT is committed to reducing the number of people killed or seriously injured
by 40% compared to the 1994–98 average by 2010 or the number of children killed or seriously
injured by 50% by 2010 (Tomorrow’s Roads—safer for everyone, 2004). DfT policies and
communications campaigns to engage individuals and organisations on road safety should be
directly integrated with CO2 objectives to create synergies and improve their cost-eVectiveness (eg
pre-driver education, principles of anticipatory/eco-driving).

2.7 The above examples areas of policy are diverse, and the DfT must ensure greater synergy between
these policies and their implementation to ensure they are complimentary and cost-eVective.
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Q3. Whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005
departmental report, Annex A) adequately reflects the environmental challenges it faces (see note 3)?

2.8 SMMT believes that better value for money can be achieved at the DfT through improved integration
of DfT activities and further synergies between agencies and key policy issues.

2.9 SMMT supports road transport expenditure that provides consistency and stability over the long-
term to increase certainty for consumers and business planning and investment. All DfT expenditure
supporting road transport CO2 reduction targets should be technology neutral and include a long term
planning element.

2.10 In 2005, the DfT’s flagship Transport Energy grant funding programmes for clean vehicles and fuels
ceased without succession programmes yet in place, following previous years of “stop-start” in grant
funding. The current lack of funding, short-term funding cycles and past technology-prescriptive
approaches have disrupted the market, created uncertainty among customer and vehicle manufacturers and
hindered further potential CO2 savings. The essence of any funding programme is to ensure long-term
planning and investment to kick-start the market. Industry hopes that lessons have been learnt and are being
transferred to DfT funding going forward.

Q4. What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so?

2.11 The combination of a policy on fuel and vehicle technology to recognise total lifetime emissions from
well-to-wheel, and to promote the best use of fuel and vehicle technologies to make the greatest total CO2

reductions.

2.12 Enable and target consumers to increase awareness of their ability to reduce CO2 from road
transport when purchasing and using road transport.

2.13 Support a high quality, well managed road transport infrastructure to allow consistent, safe
journey times.

2.14 SMMT supports demand management measures as one key set of instruments to reduce congestion
and CO2 from road transport and is engaged in some local demand management schemes under the DfT’s
Transport Innovation Fund (TIF). We believe that Government must act now on road demand
management, provide a clear national framework and fully support eVective “soft” transport policy
measures that can deliver immediate CO2 savings. Managing the infrastructure, fiscal policy and driver
behaviour/attitude all contribute to potential CO2 emission benefits, alongside demand management as
outlined in Annex 1.

2.15 Ensure public transport oVers a quality, well-priced integrated option and that the public are well
informed on transport modal choices through initiatives such as Transport Direct
(www.transportdirect.info).

Q5. What specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade?

2.16 The DfT could envisage action in the following key areas:

— Technology—encourage the development of low carbon vehicles for production and sale in the
UK.

— Biofuels—develop the RTFO and ensure high quality fuel standards are in place to support future
development.

— Soft transport measures—address soft policy issues to break down barriers towards immediate
reductions in CO2 emissions. The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) report “Climate
commitment: Meeting the UK’s 2010 CO2 emissions target” states that a high intensity programme
of soft measures can save up to 1.35 MtC per year by 2010, increasing to 2.5 MtC in 2015.

— Driver education—promote an eco-driving style through the driving test and after.

— Congestion/demand management—develop consistent, high quality national standards to
demand management measures under the Transport Innovation Fund (TIF).

— End users—understand the attitudes and needs of diVerent vehicle end users, be this cars or
commercial vehicles. Target eVectively their needs and aspirations.

— Public authorities—use the purchasing powering of this sector to support and benchmark low
carbon technologies on a performance-based, technology-neutral approach.

— Businesses—encourage business to understand and promote their responsibilities to reduce CO2

through their transport as well as other operations.
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In Relation to the Department for Transport’s Powering Future Vehicles Strategy

Q1. Whether the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy were adequate and what progress
has been made against them since 2002?

2.17 The Government’s “Powering Future Vehicles” strategy, published in 2002, established two
challenging targets on the uptake of low carbon vehicles. The following remarks will assesses what progress
has been made:

2.18 By 2012, 10% of all new car sales will be cars emitting 100g/km CO2 or less at the tailpipe.

In 2004, there were 481 registrations of new cars that emitted 100g/km CO2 or less. This represented less
than 0.1% of the 2,567,269 UK new car market in 2004. The complete withdrawal in 2005 of the Energy
Saving Trust’s (EST) grant funding programme for low carbon vehicles and previous short-term funding
cycles failed to accelerate the market adoption of these vehicles. Currently, consumer uptake for low carbon
diesel models and hybrid vehicles falls predominately into the 101–120g/km VED band (Band B) rather than
the 100g/km or less band (Band A). Support and growth of this sector of the market is an important element
toward the next step leading to the accelerated uptake and introduction of models with a tailpipe CO2 of
less than 100 g/km.

2.19 By 2012, 600 or more buses coming into operation per year will be low carbon, defined as 30% below
current average carbon emissions.

The target of achieving 600 low carbon buses by 2012 is highly challenging, representing around 15% of
annual UK bus registrations. In 2003, the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP) developed a Low
Carbon Bus Programme to help promote the introduction and market uptake of low carbon buses. EU
approval of the programme is still outstanding and the momentum within the industry to work towards the
Powering Future Vehicles target is at risk of being lost. The current structure of the Bus Service Operators
Grant does not provide suYcient incentives for operators to consider alternatives to already fuel eYcient
diesel technology.

2.20 Sales of ultra-low carbon cars by 2020

Towards 2020 carbon-optimised combinations of low carbon vehicle technologies and fuels will provide
the greatest potential for reducing well-to-wheel greenhouse gas emissions from new cars—subject to
aVordability and the existence of a supporting infrastructure being in place. The EUCAR, JRC,
CONCAWE “Well-to-Wheels analysis of future automotive fuels and powertrains in the European context”
demonstrates how carbon savings and cost vary significantly between diVerent fuel options, depending on
feedstock, production and conversion process and use eYciency11. A definition of “ultra-low carbon” cars
and targets has to take the well-to-wheels analysis into account. Government strategy has to become fully
integrated itself to foster the potential of carbon optimised fuel and vehicle technology solutions in the
future.

2.21 Other targets. SMMT supports the work in the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP) which
is trying to understand how reductions in CO2 from light goods vehicles can be achieved. The recently
established Centre of Excellence for low carbon and fuel cell technologies (CENEX) and the Foresight
Vehicle programme are critical to stimulate manufacturing and supply chain targets. Close collaboration
between DfT and DTI to ensure that the Government’s low carbon vehicle ambitions are adequately
reflected in the DTI’s technology funding programme is critical to achieve a competitive advantage from
the move to low carbon vehicles and fuels for the UK.

2.22 Looking forward, SMMT believes that the DfT’s Powering Future Vehicles strategy should rely on
more than technological progress from vehicle manufacturers to deliver road transport CO2 reduction
targets. Targets need to fully take into account the impact that fuel technology improvements, behavioural
factors and car usage can have on achieving a significant shift towards reduced carbon emissions from road
transport.

Q2. What organisations and funding sources are involved, whether there is adequate co-ordination between
them, and whether the overall funding available and spent in support of the strategy is adequate in view of the
environmental challenges DfT is facing?

2.23 Since the release of Government’s Powering Future Vehicles strategy and the Automotive
Innovation and Growth Team (AIGT) report in 2002, SMMT has seen a growth in the number of bodies
with the responsibility for engaging with stakeholders and consumers to promote the shift to low carbon
vehicles and fuels. The key bodies that now exist in the field of road transport include CENEX, the Energy
Saving Trust, Foresight Vehicle and the LowCVP. Departments behind the Powering Future Vehicles
strategy are DfT, DTI, DEFRA and HM Treasury. DfT and DTI are driving the strategy, taking the lead
in their respective areas of interest, DfT for vehicle targets and fuels, DTI for CENEX and manufacturing.

11 For a full description of the study including assumptions, calculations and results, interested parties should consult the full
set of reports and appendices available at http://ies.jrc.cec.eu.int/WTW
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2.24 SMMT welcomes the work of these bodies and their objectives. However, there exists a significant
potential for overlap between these bodies who are working towards a similar remit focused on the supply
side of the low carbon vehicle agenda (ie vehicle technology) whilst a complementary level of engagement
on the behavioural aspects of the agenda and “soft measures” is missing. SMMT supports high quality
co-ordination between the existing bodies to ensure best value from Government funding. Greater active
involvement of DEFRA and Treasury in the LowCVP to support future work on consumer attitudes,
behaviour and sustainable consumption would be welcome.

2.25 SMMT is concerned that behavioural aspects and the role of “soft” transport policy issues in
addressing CO2 emissions from road transport do not seem to have an appropriate level of organisational
and funding support in the UK. In October 2004, the DfT published “Smarter Choices: Changing the way
we travel”, which examined a range of “soft” transport policy measures, which provide motorists with better
information and opportunities to help them seek appropriate methods of reducing their car use. The main
options identified for reducing car use were workplace and school travel plans, personalised travel planning
and public transport information, car clubs and car sharing schemes, and teleworking, teleconferencing and
home shopping. A high intensity scenario, achieving a significant shift to these soft measures between 2004
and 2014, would deliver a nationwide reduction in all traYc of around 11%.

2.26 Consumer attitudes and behaviour can be either core enablers or core barriers—they critically
determine whether low carbon technologies and fuels are able to penetrate the UK market in significant
numbers and whether CO2 from the drive phase can be substantially reduced. Given the strategic
significance of better understanding consumers’ attitudes and choices, SMMT strongly believes that greater
emphasis should be given to this core area in future DfT and Government policy, strategy and
communication. DEFRA, DfT and Treasury should improve the co-ordination of their activities relating
to sustainable consumption in road transport and to developing key environmental messages for motorists.
Cross-departmental learning would not only deliver cost benefits but also help to develop eVective soft
transport policy and taxation measures, based on evidence, to help engage with consumers on the way their
motoring choices behaviour impact upon the environment and contributes to CO2 emissions.

Annexes

1. SMMT mind map of managing CO2 emissions

2. SMMT mind map of improving road space utilisation

3. List of abbreviations and key stakeholders

4. SMMT diagrams of virtuous circle & conflicts on sustainable mobility
Source: SMMT 6th Annual Sustainability Report “Towards Sustainability”—Oct 2006 (www.smmt.co.uk/
publications).
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Annex 1
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Annex 2
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Annex 3

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND KEY STAKEHOLDERS
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The virtuous circle of 
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ANNEX 4
Diagram of virtuous circle of sustainable mobility
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Diagram of conflicts of sustainable mobility

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

1. Summary

1.1 This Memorandum has been prepared by the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, the organisation
established in 2003 as an outcome of the Powering Future Vehicles (PFV) Strategy to accelerate the shift to
low carbon vehicles and fuels in the UK.

1.2 Limited progress has been made by DfT towards carbon reduction targets. Road transport CO2

emissions have increased by 8% since 1990, but are projected to stabilise in the period to 2010 as a result of
the introduction of biofuels. The specific contribution DfT is making towards CO2 reduction targets has not
been clarified. Progress towards targets for low carbon buses and cars in the PFV Strategy are likely to be
missed by a considerable margin. CO2 emissions from new cars are decreasing at 1.2% pa and, at this rate
UK average CO2 emissions from new cars will be 164g/km by 2008 compared to the EU average target of
140g/km.

1.3 Whilst there is generally good coordination between the organisations responsible for delivering the
PFV Strategy, the resources and policy mechanisms available for delivering the Strategy are not suYcient.
The suspension of the TransportEnergy grant programmes in November 2004 has further restricted the
support available.

1.4 To achieve significant GHG savings from road transport before 2010 would require measures to
reduce vehicle use or fuel consumption. There is very little scope for bringing forward new vehicle
technologies due to the long development cycles. The introduction of the Renewable Transport Fuels
Obligation (RTFO) is welcomed and estimated to reduce transport emissions by 1.6MtC by 2010. However,
overall GHG emissions improvements will not be as great as this due to the GHG emissions arising from
agricultural cultivation and production of the fuels.

1.5 There is greater scope for technology improvements by 2020, though this timescale is still too short
to achieve a major technology shift. LowCVP supports an integrated approach to reduce road transport
CO2 emissions with technology-neutral market mechanisms used to promote the shift to low carbon vehicles
and fuels.

1.6 LowCVP research has shown a range of activities is needed to stimulate the market for low carbon
vehicles and fuels and that current incentives are insuYcient to achieve accelerated progress. The capacity
of the UK, in isolation, to bring forward low carbon technologies in a global vehicle market is, however,
limited.

2. The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

2.1 The LowCVP was established in 2003 to accelerate the shift to low carbon vehicles and fuels in the
UK. It aims to help deliver carbon reduction targets and give commercial advantage to UK business. The
Partnership is a multi-stakeholder forum with over 190 members including many leading car manufacturers
and fuel suppliers, major fleet operators, environmental and consumer groups, academics and government
departments. This response has been prepared by a committee comprising all key stakeholder groups.

2.2 The Partnership undertakes activities to both encourage the supply and raise demand for low carbon
vehicles and fuels. This includes providing guidance on the priorities to stimulate market development.
Some of our recent key achievements and principal current activities include:

— Brokering a voluntary agreement with the UK motor industry to introduce colour-coded fuel
economy labels in all new car showrooms. On-going studies are evaluating the eVectiveness of the
label through research into dealer and consumer attitudes and implementation rates.

— Input to the feasibility study for a Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation—focussed on the
development of sustainability assurance and carbon certification. Current activities involve the
development of a sustainability standard to complement RTFO reporting requirements.

— Oversight of the establishment of Cenex, a public-private Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon
and Fuel Cell Technologies. The LowCVP is represented on the Board of the company.

— The LowCVP road transport Challenge: a process initiated by the Partnership to bring forward
innovative proposals for delivering carbon reductions from the road transport sector. The best
entries will be presented at a conference in June 2006.

2.3 LowCVP’s response is structured in response to the specific questions posed by the committee.

3. What progress has the DfT made against Key Carbon Reduction Targets?

3.1 The principal carbon reduction target to which DfT contributes is the Joint Public Service Agreement
(PSA) with DEFRA and DTI to:

— Reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 12.5% below 1990 levels in line with our Kyoto
commitment; and

— Move towards a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions below 1990 levels by 2010.
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3.2 The specific contribution DfT makes towards the PSA target has not been clarified. Emissions
trends12 show that the Kyoto target will be met (subject to achieved emissions reductions being maintained).
Recently published DTI projections13 estimate GHG emissions reductions will average 19.6% between 1990
and 2008–12. Net emissions of CO2 fell by 5.6% between 1990 and 2004 and are projected to be 10.6% below
the base year by 2010. This equates to a 15–16 MtC gap in reductions between the forecast and target.

3.3 Since 1990, CO2 emissions from road transport, have increased by 8% from about 30 to 33MtC in
2004—due largely to a 22% increase in vehicle kilometres. Emissions from freight transport, particularly
light duty vehicles, have grown more quickly than those from passenger cars. DTI projections anticipate
emissions will continue to rise from 30.1MtC (1990) to 34.6MtC in 2010. These projections do not include
the impact of biofuels (that are estimated to deliver a potential saving of 1.6MtC) and will stabilise road
transport emissions in the period to 2010. It should be noted that well-to-wheel GHG savings arising from
increased use of biofuels will be significantly less than this—as discussed in paragraph 6.2. Beyond 2010
transport emissions are projected to continue to grow to 36.2MtC in 2020—although these projections
ignore any future measures to continue to improve vehicle eYciency or future policy initiatives.

3.4 Although not an oYcial Government target, the Transport 10 Year Plan assumed the EU Voluntary
Agreement target (to reduce average CO2 emissions from new cars to 140g/km) would be met in the UK.
The assumption was calculated to deliver a 4MtC saving—enabling road transport CO2 emissions to remain
broadly stable despite the large growth in overall vehicle km within the Plan. The 2004 Transport White
Paper diverged from the ambitious assumption in the 10 Year Plan and included a projection of future
average CO2 emissions from new cars of 152 g/km by 2008. New car CO2 emissions have improved by an
average of 1.2%pa since 1995. This rate of progress will achieve a UK average CO2 emission from new cars
of around 164g/km by 2008 and enable the UK to achieve the original 140g/km target by 2022.

3.5 DfT has also established targets for low carbon cars in the PFV Strategy. Progress towards, and the
appropriateness of these targets, is discussed in Section 8.

4. Are the DfT’s Carbon Reduction Targets Underpinned by a Coherent Strategy Across its Full
Range of Activities?

4.1 The specific contribution DfT is making towards the PSA CO2 reduction targets has not been clarified
and no sector specific targets for transport therefore exist. Many LowCVP stakeholders believe there would
be a clearer policy focus on transport CO2 management if DfT had a defined CO2 target against which its
performance could be measured. An overall target for transport emissions, owned by the DfT, would require
the Department to ensure its aviation and road transport policies did not conflict with its overall CO2 target.

4.2 A subsidiary CO2 target for road transport would provide a framework against which to balance
measures designed to: improve vehicle eYciency, reduce the carbon intensity of fuels, promote low carbon
modes of private transport and manage freight transport. It would enable the Department to define policy
priorities on the basis of cost-benefit, lowering the overall cost of managing road transport emissions within
the available cap. It should be noted that taxation and other fiscal policies have a significant influence on
road transport emissions. Treasury should therefore also contribute towards the delivery of GHG emissions
reductions.

5. Does the Current Balance of Expenditure Between the DfT’s Objectives Adequately Reflect
the Environmental Challenges it Faces?

5.1 In general, the LowCVP believes that additional resources and stronger policy signals are needed to
facilitate market transformation in favour of low carbon vehicles and fuels to achieve the scale of emissions
reductions needed in the long-term. While DfT funding to deliver environmental objectives has grown in
recent years, it remains small in relation to funding for complementary economic and social/accessibility
objectives.

5.2 The budget allocated specifically to road transport is a small proportion of total spend on the
environmental PSA target. Furthermore, in 2004–05 and 2005–06 the funds that were allocated to the
Transport Energy programmes to support the introduction of low carbon vehicles and fuels have not been
fully allocated. This arose from the suspension of the Transport Energy programmes in November 2004
after concerns that they may not comply with EU State Aid rules. Of the six programmes submitted to the
EC for approval in early 2005 only two have, to date, proceeded, an:

(i) Infrastructure Programme—£600k, to provide grant funding of 30–50% of eligible costs for
alternative refuelling infrastructure.

(ii) Low Carbon R&D Programme—to provide funding to vehicle developers towards the costs of
developing prototype low emission vehicles.

12 DEFRA 2006, 2004 UK climate change sustainable development indicator and greenhouse gas emissions final figures.
13 DTI 2006, Government’s projections for energy and carbon emissions for the UK.
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5.3 Proposed grants for low carbon cars and buses and programmes to reduce vehicle air pollution
emissions have been suspended. The overall 2005–06 budget for the TE programmes was £24 million. This
included work in delivering advice to organisations to develop travel plans and improving the environmental
performance of their fleet operations. £250k was also allocated from this budget for the LowCVP. The
expenditure achieved for 2005–06 is not known but estimated to be less than half of that originally allocated.
The LowCVP approached DfT to enquire whether any unspent funds could be carried forward to future
years but was informed that this was not possible.

6. What, realistically, could DfT achieve in Reducing Transport-related Carbon Emissions by
2010 and 2020?

6.1 To achieve significant GHG savings from road transport before 2010 would require measures to
reduce vehicle use or fuel consumption. A recent IEA study14 provided examples of how fuel consumption
can be reduced in the short-term. Similarly, a submission to the LowCVP Challenge15 indicates that a
properly enforced 70 mph speed limit would cut carbon emissions by almost 1MtC pa. However, many
LowCVP stakeholders have reservations as to the acceptability or viability of such an approach.

6.2 The DfT has claimed that the introduction of the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO)
will reduce UK road transport GHG emissions by around 3%, the equivalent of taking 1 million cars oV
the UK’s roads (and equating to about 1MtC saved). Many LowCVP stakeholders have doubts that this
level of GHG saving will be achieved as it requires biofuels to achieve an average GHG well to tank saving
of over 60% compared with petrol/diesel. The Partnership has produced research16 showing the cost and
GHG benefits from biofuels vary greatly depending on how the fuel is produced. Incentives can encourage
biofuels to achieve higher levels of GHG saving. The Government has indicated in its RTFO feasibility study
that it does not propose to introduce such incentives at the start of the scheme—although it may do so as
part of a further development of the RTFO post-2010. This decision will aVect the level of GHG savings
achieved.

6.3 By 2010, there is very little scope for bringing forward new vehicle technologies due to the long
development cycles. The main emphasis in the short-term should therefore be to increase the rate of
penetration of the best existing technologies to reduce emissions from new vehicles. By 2010, (assuming a
1.2% pa improvement in vehicle eYciency—the average achieved from 1995 to 2005), new car CO2 emissions
will average about 160.5g/km compared to 170.5 in 2004. Even so, by 2010, any improvement in vehicle
eYciency will only be eVective in less than a third of the vehicle fleet and therefore have limited impact upon
overall CO2 emissions.

6.4 There is greater scope for technology improvements by 2020, though this timescale is still too short
to achieve a major technology shift (such as that which would lead to significant numbers of vehicles
powered by renewable hydrogen and/or fuel cells). If a 1.2% pa improvement in new vehicle eYciency was
maintained to 2020 this would reduce UK average new car CO2 emissions to 142.5g/km by 2020 (higher than
the EU Voluntary Agreement target for 2008/9). However, if it was possible to double the rate of penetration
of new technology to 2.4% pa this would enable UK fleet average new car tailpipe CO2 to be below 120g/
km by 2020.

6.5 There is no consensus amongst diVerent stakeholder groups as to the rate of possible improvements
in vehicle eYciency and how these should be balanced by measures to introduce low carbon fuels, achieve
modal shift and eYcient freight management. It is also important to note that there is a limit to the technical
developments that the UK, on its own, can stimulate as the vehicles and fuels markets are European or
global in scope. International agreements for measures designed to encourage technology change will be
more eVectual than those set at national level. National policies will however remain an important driver
to support market penetration of new technology.

7. What Specific Steps Should the DfT Take to Reduce Road Transport Carbon Emissions and
Congestion Over the Next Decade?

7.1 Although LowCVP activities focus upon measures to accelerate a market transformation to low
carbon vehicles and fuels, all stakeholders recognise the importance of other measures to deliver CO2

reductions including:

— Improved driver behaviour—in terms of both the type of journeys undertaken and the way in
which the vehicle is driven.

— Better freight distribution.

— Modal shift—in favour of lower and zero carbon modes.

— Land-use planning—reducing distances travelled over the longer term.

14 IEA, 2005, Saving oil in a hurry.
15 Anable et al, 2006, Getting the genie back in the bottle: Limiting speed to reduce carbon emissions and accelerate the shift to

low carbon vehicles, LowCVP (unpublished).
16 LowCVP 2005, WTW evaluation of the production of ethanol from wheat.
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— Teleworking—to reduce the need for commuting.

7.2 For measures designed to promote the shift to low carbon vehicles and fuels, LowCVP stakeholders
favour policies that are technology-neutral market mechanisms. Wherever possible, these polices should
also be designed to assist UK-based technology providers.

7.3 With respect to fuels, LowCVP stakeholders have actively supported and encouraged the
introduction of biofuels to reduce the carbon intensity of conventional fuels. The LowCVP provided
considerable input to the Government RTFO Feasibility Study17 focussing on carbon certification and
sustainability assurance systems. The Partnership welcomed the decision to include a reporting mechanism
for GHG saving proposed by the Government as a useful first step. Many stakeholders however believe that,
at a future date—assuming as soon as a practical system can be implemented—RTFO certificates should be
awarded in proportion to the well to tank GHG reduction of the biofuel. This would serve to incentivise
GHG savings and avoid “lock-in” to first generation technologies. Partnership members also support, and
are working to develop, a sustainability standard to help to mitigate wider environmental and social
concerns arising from biofuel production. The Partnership has also proposed that a strategic environmental
assessment (SEA) be undertaken to identify the potential environmental eVects of increasing biofuel
feedstock cultivation and other environmental eVects.

7.4 The Partnership also actively encourages increased supply and demand for more eYcient vehicles and
believes further Government action is needed to stimulate the market. The graph (below) illustrates the
improved eYciency of new cars sold in the UK. This has been principally achieved through increased
dieselisation, the EU voluntary agreement with vehicle manufacturers to reduce CO2 emissions and
company car tax policy. Demand for environmentally friendly vehicles however remains weak. The graph
also illustrates that:

(i) UK new car fleet average CO2 emissions are significantly above the EU average. This is due to the
lower rates of diesel penetration and the historic preference of UK new car buyers to purchase
larger vehicles than the EU average. Similarly high new car CO2 figures are observed in other more
aZuent EU states which, like the UK, do not impose vehicle purchase taxes such as Germany
and Sweden.

(ii) UK fleet and businesses are progressively purchasing smaller and more eYcient vehicles—in large
part stimulated by the company car tax regime. In contrast, since 2002, private buyers have tended
towards purchasing larger vehicles.

7.5
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7.6 Research undertaken by the LowCVP into car buying behaviour18 indicates that a range of activities
is needed to stimulate the market as illustrated in the following figure. Awareness-raising activities such as
Defra’s Climate Change Communications initiative are helpful in preparing consumers to embrace new,
“greener” technologies, but are not suYcient in themselves to significantly alter buying behaviour. Closing
the “attitude-action gap” requires a combination of initiatives by both industry and Government including:

17 DfT 2005, Feasibility study for certification within the RTFO.
18 LowCVP 2005, Car buyer research report.
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— Activities to engage with consumers and address myths, preconceptions and misconceptions about
new technologies and fuels.

— Marketing to enhance the desirability of low carbon vehicle models.
— An increased choice of low carbon vehicle options in all market segments.
— EVective incentives—both financial and in terms of vehicle amenity value.

7.7 The new car fuel economy label, voluntarily introduced by the UK motor industry as a result of a
LowCVP initiative, is designed to make consumers more aware of car running costs and CO2 emissions.
Proposals for a “league table” of the most eYcient models in each sector would complement the label and
would be likely to be picked up by major car buying magazines. Many LowCVP stakeholders support an
approach developed by the Energy Saving Trust and were disappointed that the DfT has declined to support
this initiative.

7.8
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7.9 Many LowCVP stakeholders believe current incentives for low carbon vehicles are insuYcient to
stimulate significant demand. Many stakeholders would welcome the reintroduction of Government-funded
grants for low carbon vehicles to encourage early adopters to purchase new technology. Achieving
widespread market penetration will, however, require market-based instruments to achieve market
transformation. For example; some, but not all, stakeholders advocate a “Feebate” scheme in which tax
reductions for low carbon vehicles are funded through a purchase tax on “gas guzzlers”. Others have
proposed greater diVerentials between VED bands. Financial incentives can be complemented by providing
additional amenity value to drivers of low carbon vehicles—such as preferential parking places and
discounts for road user charging or city congestion schemes. The Government feasibility study into road
user charging showed that the CO2 implications of the policy are highly variable depending upon the design
of the scheme. Many LowCVP stakeholders support designing road user charging to achieve both
environmental and congestion benefits and would like to see greater consideration of this option.

7.10 LowCVP stakeholders would also wish to see further attention given to encouraging “green” public
procurement for vehicles. This needs to be guided by clear criteria based upon the environmental
performance of vehicles. The LowCVP would encourage the use of the Forward Commitment approach
being taken forward by Cenex to reduce the market risk to technological innovators in the automotive
supply chain.

8. How Appropriate are the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy Targets?

8.1 The 2002 Powering Future Vehicle (PFV) strategy included targets to:
— Achieve 10% of new vehicle sales below 100g/km tail-pipe CO2 emissions by 2010.
— Achieve sales of 600 low carbon buses by 2010.

8.2 Progress towards both the PFV Strategy targets indicates that these are likely to be missed by a
considerable margin. In 2004 (the most recent year for which data is available) 481 cars were sold meeting
the low carbon car target which represented 0.02%19 of new vehicle sales. There has been no significant
increase in sales in recent years and a very limited number of models achieving the target are presently
available—or are likely to be—by 2010.

19 SMMT 2005, UK new car registrations by CO2 performance.
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8.3 The LowCVP is presently undertaking a review of the PFV Strategy, the outcomes from which will
be completed by summer 2006. Our initial discussions indicate that the current cars target is not appropriate.
Some stakeholders have proposed amending the target to achieve a proportion of vehicles sales to the less
exacting VED band B threshold (less than 120g/km). A much larger number of models is available that
achieve this performance. The market share of cars with CO2 emissions below 120g/km grew from 2002 to
2004 to about 3% but the pace of improvement has slowed since then.

8.4 Some Partnership stakeholders have reservations about the appropriateness of any target which is
focussed on increasing sales of only the most eYcient vehicles. While increasing the proportion of low
carbon vehicle sales is clearly desirable, greater overall CO2 benefits can be achieved by reducing fleet
average CO2 emissions for new cars. One option would be to establish a UK target based upon average CO2

emissions from new cars. Irrespective of the form of the target, greater emphasis should be placed upon
established policy instruments that provide a mechanism for the target to be achieved.

8.5 The PFV bus target is also unlikely to be achieved without transformation of the bus market. In 2004,
5 low carbon buses were sold; in 2005, this rose to 19 low carbon buses (compared to the 2010 target of 600
buses).20 A recent announcement by the London Mayor expressed a wish to purchase 10 hydrogen buses
by 2010 in addition to a number of cars. Though this development is welcomed—and will provide essential
experience in the operation of fuel cell buses—significant market penetration of fuel cell buses is unlikely
for at least the next 15 years due to their prohibitive cost. Other low carbon bus technologies are more likely
to make a greater impact in the short or medium term.

8.6 Alternative mechanisms will need to be developed to support the introduction of low carbon buses,
such as proposed in the Low Carbon Bus Programme. The programme is, however, delayed due to the
failure to obtain state-aid approval from the EU.

9. Is There Adequate Co-ordination Between Organisations Responsible for Delivering the
Powering Future Vehicles Strategy; and Sufficient Resources Allocated for Their Delivery?

9.1 Generally there is good coordination between the organisations with responsibility for delivering the
PFV Strategy. These are: the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, The Energy Saving Trust (EST, which
manages the TransportEnergy Programmes) and DfT. EST and DfT are represented on the Board of the
LowCVP and actively participate in the work-programmes of the Partnership. Through its working groups
EST staV routinely report on the progress of the programmes being operated for DfT. Monthly
coordination meetings are held between LowCVP, DfT, DTI and DEFRA oYcials to share information
and coordinate activities.

9.2 The LowCVP is also represented on the Board of Cenex and made an eVective contribution to
developing the terms of reference and overseeing the establishment of the new Centre. A Memorandum of
Understanding is being prepared between LowCVP and Cenex that will clarify responsibilities and identify
areas of collaborative activity.

9.3 At present, there are a number of relatively small research activities focusing on the development of
low carbon vehicle technologies. These are supported or operated by EST (for DfT), Cenex, the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders Foresight Vehicle and DTI. LowCVP also runs an Innovation Working
Group which, as part of its remit, seeks to monitor research activities carried out under the auspices of the
above organisations. The need for improved coordination between low carbon vehicle research programmes
has been suggested by some stakeholders. Better coordination between all Government departments in the
procurement of low carbon vehicles is also needed.

9.4 Clear responsibility for improving public understanding and awareness of low carbon vehicles is a
current gap in activities. The Climate Change Communications Programme operated by DEFRA is raising
awareness about climate change but does not focus on mechanisms to reduce emissions. DfT has
commissioned a number of research studies examining consumer attitudes to climate change and transport,
but has declined to support EST proposals for developing public understanding. Greater investment in this
area is seen as a priority by many LowCVP stakeholders.

9.5 The funding available for delivering the PFV Strategy is limited ı as discussed in Section 5. The
absence of adequate funding or mechanisms to deliver the targets is the major contributor to the lack of
progress that has been made towards the Strategy targets. The LowCVP, established as a result of the
Strategy, is funded by an annual grant (budgeted at £530k for 2006–07) provided jointly by DTI and DfT.
Funding is only committed on an annual basis making long-term planning diYcult. The grant funds the
small secretariat plus oYce costs. There is no budget available to fund specific work programme activities.
Whilst DfT, DEFRA and members have generously provided sponsorship of individual activities the
absence of any budget to support the work programme constrains the activities of the Partnership.

February 2006

20 LowCVP 2006, unpublished data.
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Witnesses: Mr Simon Barnes, Technical Manager, Environment Team SMMT (and Chair, LowCVP
Working Group on Passenger Cars), Mr John Kingston, Environment Manager, Honda UK,
Mr Steve Cautley, Director, Vehicle Environmental Engineering, Ford Motor Company, Mr Greg Archer,
Director, LowCVP, Mr Graham Smith, Chairman, LowCVP and Managing Director, Toyota GB and
Mr Nick Hartley, OXERA Board Member, LowCVP, gave evidence.

Q84 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome to the towards a lower carbon future for road transport.
One of the early achievements of the Partnership hasCommittee. We are grateful to you for coming in.
been the environmental or fuel economy label. ThisPerhaps I could just kick oV with a general question
was a voluntary initiative; it was brokered by theabout how you think the car manufacturing industry
Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership with very strongis responding to the challenge of reducing carbon
support from the SMMT. It requires every motoremissions from cars. Perhaps both groups would like
dealer in the UK on every new car sold in the UK toto respond in turn.
place a colour coded label. The bands follow VEDMr Barnes: I am Simon Barnes from the Society of
bands and that, as I say, was a voluntary initiativeMotor Manufacturers and Traders. I must declare
and led what is prospective European regulation inan interest in the LowCVP where I am also Chair of
this particular area. Again, this is an indication ofthe Passenger Car Working Group for the LowCVP;
the general willingness of the industry to engage withthe two organisations are obviously closely
the Partnership and with activities of the Partnershipinterconnected. In terms of our response, there is no
as we move forward. Greg, is there anything that youdoubt that the car industry recognises the
would like to add on this particular point?contribution it needs to make to climate change and
Mr Archer: Whilst the Partnership is focussed onrecognises the impact of CO2 in climate change and
accelerating the shift to low carbon vehicles andis serious about its response, certainly in Europe and
fuels and the market transformation that thatat a UK level through, for example, the Voluntary
requires, we do recognise that the softer issues—Agreement of which the current phase is scheduled
issues to do with the way that vehicles are driven, theto terminate in 2008–09 so we still have a period to
choice of vehicles that people make, the way thatrun towards the Voluntary Agreement. Increasingly
road infrastructure is used—all do have a profoundwe recognise within the industry that vehicle
eVect upon the level of greenhouse gases which roadtechnology alone is not a solution to some of the
transport produces and I think everybody hereissues. Its contribution cannot be played down but
would recognise that we have some form ofother areas of the industry, such as the fuel, will
approach which encompasses the vehiclebecome increasingly important now and as we move
technology, the fuel technology and the way theforward in the next 20 years or so to making a
vehicle is used if we are going to drive down CO2contribution towards CO2 reduction from the
emissions. It just happens to be that the mission oftransport sector. Progress on a technical front is very
the Partnership from the time it was establishedmuch influenced by the choice of the individual
focuses upon the market transformation aspects.when they purchase the vehicle, how they use the

vehicle and what mode of transport they use. I think
a recognition of that is helpful and some of the Q85 Dr Turner: The Government has a Powering
challenges that have been placed on the industry also Future Vehicles strategy which it published back in
need to be recognised from some of the other 2002. That had a target of 10% of new cars emitting
relevance of the total package of road transport and less than 100 grams per kilometre by 2012. On an
CO2 emissions. Specifically on the technology, annual basis that would need around 250,000 such
technology will move forward; we have new cars a year to make the 10% but so far it has not got
technology coming into the market. We, as the very far; the figure in 2004 was 481. Why do you
industry, very much support a technology neutral think they are making such slow progress and why
approach which can be through either a diesel route, do you think cars such as the Honda Insight just did
a petrol route, a hybrid route or a combination not sell?
thereof. We would want to ensure that there is some Mr Smith: I will lead but I am sure the SMMT will
form of long-term strategy to support all of those have a view on this. You make the point about the
technologies and that is what we would want within Honda Insight, that vehicle was launched in the UK;
the UK and the European environments. it was a two-seater and as a consequence would not
Mr Smith: If I could lead the response for the Low meet the requirements of every family in terms of
Carbon Vehicle Partnership, my name is Graham their transport requirements. There are very, very
Smith and I am Chairman of the Low Carbon few other vehicles currently capable of achieving 100
Partnership; I am also Managing Director of Toyota grams or less; there an increasing number in the
in the UK. I am joined by the Director, Greg Archer, range of 100 to 120 where progress is much more
and a fellow Board Member, Nick Hartley of obvious and where technology is delivering an
OXERA. From our point of view I will comment increased number of options for consumers. To get
around two or thee aspects of the contribution of the below 100, even deploying the very best of diesel and
motor industry. First of all, we are a stakeholder hybrid technology, is technically diYcult. As an
organisation; we have just under 200 members and example (I have mentioned my role as Managing
we have very, very active participation from Director of Toyota UK) our hybrid Prius is 104 and
representatives of the UK and indeed the global there are other models, including diesel models, that
motor industry. There is no lack of willingness to fall in that range increasingly close to the 100
engage with the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership as threshold. I am sure that in the near future there will

be an increasing number of vehicles that will fallit moves towards trying to map out the journey
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29 March 2006 Mr Simon Barnes, Mr John Kingston, Mr Steve Cautley, Mr Greg Archer, Mr Graham Smith
and Mr Nick Hartley

below 100. Choices for consumers are currently meet. At the moment we do not really have the
extremely limited; we are at the edge of technology policies to try to achieve the 100 gram per
at 100 grams. kilometre target.

Q86 Dr Turner: Out of curiosity how do you classify
in that respect a bio-fuel driven vehicle on, say, E85, Q89 Dr Turner: Do the Motor Traders have
where the fossil fuel emissions are going to be in the anything to say?
order of 40 although the actual total CO2 emissions Mr Barnes: We would re-iterate the view of the Low
will still be fairly high? Carbon Vehicle Partnership to some extent. The
Mr Archer: At present tail pipe emissions are what sub-100 market is a specialist market from the point
are measured in terms of grams per kilometre. A of view of either the type of car or some specialist
number of the kind of targets which the LowCVP technology in cars, whereas the sub-120 market is
has set—for example the target for low carbon serving more of a popular market and gives people
buses—is based on a well to wheel basis and we have far more options in terms of buying a four-seater car,
been encouraging the Government to look at the for example. Therefore in terms of encouraging the
overall greenhouse gas savings of bio-fuels on a well public to buy low carbon cars at present the sub-120
to tank basis. You are quite right in saying that at the criteria is much more relevant to them than a sub-
moment an E85 vehicle would not necessarily get the 100 market. I think to some extent we have to look
credit in terms of the overall benefits to the climate at the total carbon savings that can be made by the
that would arise from using the E85 fuel. In relation target and if a greater total carbon saving can be
to the other point, I think it is important to say that achieved by a diVerent target then I think the
if we are going to have large numbers of cars below industry would support that as making our
100 grams per kilometre at present then that is really contribution. As Greg says, the target needs to be
going to require us to develop some kind of micro ambitious but it also needs to be achievable and becar sector in the UK which other European something where the industry can be seen to becountries such as France do have but which really making more of an eVective contribution I think.have not taken oV in the UK. This is partly because
we have not developed the sorts of incentives which,
for example, the French have allowing people to
drive these vehicles at 16 and so forth. Whether we Q90 Mr Stuart: Talking of targets, the industry
want to do that is a diVerent matter, but what we can voluntarily agreed to the Voluntary Agreement with
see is that we have had good levels of improvement the aim of getting the average emissions from new
in the kind of 100 to 120g/km but sales below 100g/ cars down to 140 grams per kilometre by 2008. Can
km are actually falling. The 2005 figure I have for you tell us your assessment of progress towards
you is 467. meeting this?

Mr Barnes: That was the European target and we
know historically that the UK started from a higherQ87 Dr Turner: Do you think there is anything the
level and therefore to some extent may well finish atGovernment can do to help speed up progress?
a higher level. In terms of progress towards thatMr Archer: I think there are things the Government
target, the three groups—ACEA, JAMA andis already doing to speed up progress but I think
KAMA—recently reported to the Commission onparticularly on the issue of sub-100 grams per
the interim targets and progress is being madekilometre then it is a particular challenge because it
towards the interim targets. The reduction that isis essentially a new sector, a new segment of vehicles
required from the interim target to the 140 is morewhich you need in order to meet that very low level
challenging; there is no doubt about that and I thinktarget. At the moment the UK is focussed on trying
the objective for getting towards the 140 is diYcult,to drive down CO2 emissions from more
particularly with some of the technologies that areconventional vehicles rather than these micro two-
needed to get there. Within our own report, forseater cars. That, overall, would deliver much higher
example, we have done a calculation that if everyonelevels of greenhouse gas saving.
actually drove the lowest carbon car, in each sector
of the market, in the UK we would have an averageQ88 Dr Turner: Your body is actually undertaking a
CO2 of 118 grams per kilometre as opposed to thereview of the Powering Future Vehicles strategy
169 grams we have in reality so to some extent it isright now. What direction do you think you would
down to the public buying a lower carbon choice inwant to see policy going?
the type of car that they are buying. That isMr Archer: We have not completed that review at
something that would certainly help a move towardsthe moment and we will do so around the summer
people taking up the newer technology. To sometime. I think one of the things that is very clear is that
extent the technology is there, but there is a lack ofthe current target of 100 grams per kilometre is not
propensity of the public towards buying it. Thereally driving policy in any significant way. You can
industry recognises that that is a diYcult target; itsee from last year’s figure of 467 vehicles we are
acknowledges that something will be put in place tonowhere near achieving that target. I think our view
replace that target and that that contribution willis that what we need is a target which is challenging
continue. That is part of the discussions we nowbut which is achievable and, more importantly, one

which we actually see policies put in place to try to know are taking place at a European level.
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Q91 Mr Stuart: Following on from that, can I ask benefit in kind and they are clearly insuYcient to
drive the outcomes that the LowCVP is trying towhy do you think new cars in the UK are less carbon

friendly than the EU average and what could the encourage. From that point of view the fiscal regime
within which private buyers operate is not having theGovernment do to get the UK car market to look

more like those in France, Italy and Spain where new same eVect on that part of the market as the
company car sector and the way they are respondingcars are, on average, more carbon eYcient?

Mr Barnes: Certainly the level of dieselisation is an to their regime is producing. There is clearly an
opportunity but then we move into the politics ofissue there in that the level of dieselisation in 2005 in

the UK was 36.8% and in Europe there is an average that opportunity in terms of how far can we take a
fiscal approach and the extent to which, alongsideof is nearly 50% so we do not have the level of diesel

in the UK and on a like-for-like basis a diesel car the fiscal approach, incentives or encouragement of
other descriptions are deployed. There were in placecurrently versus a petrol car is something between 15

and 20% more fuel eYcient in terms of CO2. We grants to consumers—not, I stress, to my colleagues
along the table, to the vehicle manufacturers—tounderstand there are other issues with diesel

technology, but I think moving forward it is possible encourage the purchase of low carbon vehicles.
These were the Transport Energy grants; they wereto resolve some of those air quality issues. Steve

from Ford will be able to tell us about some of the subject to review. The new proposals were deemed to
be potentially in contravention of the State Aidinvestment that Ford is making in diesel technology

and sees that as a way forward in the future. rules, they went to Europe and we await an outcome
in relation to that. They are currently suspended so
even the modest encouragements in terms of grantsQ92 Mr Stuart: Would the industry welcome
to consumers to select the lowest carbon vehicles arestricter targets?
no longer in place. Together with the light fiscalMr Barnes: I think it is diYcult to define what
touch the stimulus to the consumer to select lowerstricter targets are. We would certainly want them to
carbon options is relatively weak.be technology neutral so that diVerent

manufacturers are able to follow diVerent
technology routes. This is something we have to Q94 Chairman: Was that a way of saying that wider

diVerentials on VED might achieve the same sort ofacknowledge, that depending on the circumstances
in which either it is their home market or their main outcomes we are now seeing in the company car

sector because of the bigger incentives that existmarket they may well be following a diVerent
technology route. Going back to the question that there?

Mr Smith: The incentives in the company car sectorDr Turner was asking about how our interpretation
of well to wheel is in terms of this, I think in the are significantly larger than those that bear down on

the private motorist and the outcomes are similarlyfuture we would certainly want people to think more
in terms of well to wheel—or fuel to wheel, more obvious.

Mr Archer: If you ask private consumers theydepending on how you see it—as a potential target
to include the fuel element in there to give the car normally require about £1,000 to £1,700 incentive

before they are willing to downsize their vehicle andmanufacturers the opportunity to work with the fuel
industry. select a smaller vehicle. At the moment the Vehicle

Excise Duty gives you a range of between nought
and about £220, whereas if you take company carQ93 Chairman: Given that we had some, I thought,
tax for a £12,000 vehicle, a higher rate tax payer,rather small changes in the Vehicle Excise Duty
depending on the CO2 emissions of the vehicle, thatregime in the Budget, do you think a clearer
could be anything between £700 and £17,000. Withincentive for purchasers of new cars to have much
the new regime that will come in in 2008 that bottomwider variations in the bands of emissions levels
end will fall to more like £450. That is the sort of levelwould be helpful?
of diVerential that consumers say will make themMr Smith: Possibly the LowCVP should lead on that
consider a less polluting vehicle. I think it isone. For a start I have spoken on a number of
important to recognise that fiscal measures are notoccasions publicly on behalf of the Low Carbon
the only incentive that can be put in place. ForVehicle Partnership pointing out the fact that if you
example, the congestion charge discounts were atake newly registered vehicles in the UK, those
very significant driver to sales of exempted vehiclesregistered by the fleet sectors—company cars, if you
in London; they doubled in the year following thelike—the trend of CO2 is downwards and continues
exemptions. Also we could look at other forms ofto fall. That is a consequence of the fiscal regime
encouragement to people around perhapswithin which company cars operate. That leads
preferential parking places and things of that nature.towards a low CO2 outcome; that has driven the
Financial incentives alone are not going to drive this;trend towards dieselisation in the UK. Aside of the
there have to be other things that are put in placeassociated air quality issues that has made a
alongside that.contribution for the private individual, VED—as we

all know as private motorists—is the only element
that guides choice towards a lower carbon Q95 Colin Challen: When you say that the incentive

of the congestion charge—or the disincentivealternative. There is both research and a fair amount
of evidence that the diVerentials are a great deal perhaps—doubled the number of vehicles that were

exempt, what were the numbers? Can you recall?smaller than for the company car driver and his
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Mr Archer: The numbers were small. another Voluntary Agreement would not be a
suitable replacement for the current one. There are
options in between a Voluntary Agreement; we areQ96 Colin Challen: A hundred to 200? Or 1000 to
aware of that and suspect that those will be discussed2000?
at a European level and a UK level in terms of otherMr Archer: I think it would have been more in the
mechanisms. I think a full discussion has to takeorder of 1000 to 2000. The vehicles that qualified
place in Europe as to which is going to be the bestwere things like the hybrids, the Toyota Prius, LPG
approach.vehicles and things like that.

Q97 Colin Challen: Has that change levelled oV? Q100 Mr Hurd: How long did it take to negotiate the
Mr Archer: I believe there is still particularly strong Voluntary Agreement?
support in London. For example, the resale value of Mr Cautley: Two years.
a Toyota Prius, second hand, is better in London Mr Barnes: Two years.
than it is in other parts of the UK largely because of
the exemption, so that signal is still there. Q101 Mr Hurd: These discussions should be takingMr Smith: One could have a debate about how these place now.kinds of things should be structured. You have Mr Barnes: I believe through the European Climateheard the comment about technology neutral more Change Review those discussions are starting to takethan once; the congestion charge exemption is not place now. Certainly manufacturers have beentechnology neutral but that is a separate issue. The providing evidence to the Commission in terms offact of the matter is that there is a discount or an some of the costs that would be necessary in terms ofexemption that applies to certain vehicles; the sales incremental costs on vehicles to go to lower figures,of those vehicles are, without question, stimulated sub-100 figures, for example.by that exemption and in some ways it is out of
proportion to the financial benefit. I think people are

Q102 Mr Hurd: Finally, am I right in understandingalso quite intrigued—or whatever the word is—to
that there is no such agreement in relation to HGVsnot be paying a congestion charge. They do not
or LGVs?actually sit down and work out what it costs in a
Mr Barnes: No, there is not, neither for Lightyear; it is the very fact that they do not have to go
Commercial Vehicles which is a separate sector. Thethrough the routine of paying and giving their credit
Commission is considering that particular sector ascard number and all that kind of thing.
an extension of the Voluntary Agreement.

Q98 Mr Hurd: Mr Archer, I think it would be quite
interesting for the Committee if you could point us Q103 Mr Vaizey: Can we talk about diesel cars? Can
to that research that you mentioned which indicates you tell us about the contribution that diesel cars
the kind of price points at which consumers were have made to reduce carbon emissions?
interested in engaging with. Mr Barnes: If you look at the overall figures the
Mr Archer: It is a Department for Transport study contribution appears to be relatively small or
that was done by MORI but we can send it to you. smaller than it is on a vehicle-for-vehicle basis. That

is because diesel cars are predominately in perhaps
larger vehicle types and predominantly as a responseQ99 Mr Hurd: In relation to the Voluntary

Agreement, in all probability it will be a failure in we discussed the company car taxation reform so
that the car that has become a diesel car is perhapsterms of achieving the target. Therefore in terms of

defining what “strict targets” are one definition the car that would have been used as a company car
or a larger vehicle where the benefits of dieselisationmight be mandatory in the next phase. Are you

sensing any messages from the political system in are relatively great. The cost of a diesel engine is
approximately £1,000 more than a petrol engine sothat direction?

Mr Barnes: We have regulation in vehicles already at once you start putting it into smaller cars that also
are, by their nature, lower, the percentagethe moment in the air quality attitude and we know

that air quality standards have been increasing all incremental cost becomes greater, if that makes
sense. The opportunities for dieselisation in thethe time and air quality has improved by 90% as a

result of regulation on air quality. However, to some smaller car market are more challenging, without a
doubt. We would forecast in the SMMT that theextent that has not impacted on the product and the

kind of cars people are buying, and they have not level of diesel penetration will go beyond 40%,
potentially not much more beyond 40% in thebeen asked to adopt new technology as a result of

that regulation and improvement in air quality. In current fiscal regime, particularly on fuel duty that
we have in the UK. If we were hitting a level last yearterms of a regulation on CO2 that is a diVerent

attitude and a diVerent ball game. I accept what you of something like 36.8% then if we leave fuel duty as
it is now we do not believe that has much further toare saying, on the face of it, to the Voluntary

Agreement, but the Voluntary Agreement has go. However, companies have been investing in that
technology and certainly both Honda and Ford,achieved a reduction in CO2 emissions. The road

transport sector is the only one that has done that. I who are here today, have invested considerable sums
in that. In a European context it is one of the majorthink in terms of the principle of Voluntary

Agreement time will tell to some extent whether movers towards a lower CO2 road transport system.
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Q104 Mr Vaizey: That is brilliant; you have in petrol and short in diesel. In other words, we
answered my other two questions in a sense. Just to export petrol to the US and we import diesel. That
wrap that point up, you are saying there has been a shortage of diesel is already starting to increase
dash to diesel and there is going to be a 40% limit diesel prices in Europe and I think if that trend were
approximately. Then you mentioned technology, so to continue across Europe to very high levels of
could further significant progress be made in terms diesel penetration you would see even larger
of technology? Also, could there be further progress shortages in available capacity for diesel. The second
both in terms of the 40% figure and the technology point is that there are air quality considerations to be
if the Government significantly reduced rates on borne in mind here as well. Diesel vehicles, even with
diesel? new technology, do have significantly higher NOx
Mr Barnes: In terms of the technology, that is where and particulate emissions and therefore in any kind
the investment has been made in diesel technology. of move to diesel cars we would need to bear in mind
You can align diesel technology to develop a diesel the impact on air quality and recognise that we are
hybrid, but that is a very expensive system because already failing to meet air quality targets within the
you have a more expensive engine and then you have UK, particularly in urban centres.
the hybrid element on top of that. As I say, I think
there is this challenge in the UK of putting a diesel
engine into a smaller car and making it financially Q111 Mr Hurd: Do you see on the horizon the NOx
viable. Although the technology may have further to problem being solved?
go and we have other systems such as the Stop and Mr Archer: The Partnership does not deal with air
Start system which is relevant so that when you are quality issues.
in the vehicle the engine actually stops when you are Mr Barnes: The NOx question is a challenge and
in a non-driving or an urban environment. That is there is the PM versus NOx question which is very
another opportunity but again that is potentially high in the vehicle manufacturer’s mind at the
more suited to a gasoline engine. moment. Addressing both at the same time to equal

percentages is a real challenge, but if we look at the
Q105 Mr Vaizey: Fuel duty? HGV market, for example, some technologies such
Mr Barnes: If fuel duty remains the same then you as selective catalytic reduction are being used in that
do have an additional cost of that diesel fuel so you heavy duty market. I think inevitably the technology
have to justify the mileage. will be learned about in terms of that, but there is an

additional cost to this; there is also a CO2 penalty.
Q106 Mr Vaizey: Reduce it? Putting some of this technology on vehicles means
Mr Barnes: By what level to reduce it I would have that we have potentially a penalty in terms of our
to do some calculations in my head, but I would have ability to reduce CO2 from diesel engines. The NOx
thought a diVerential similar to that that currently one is ultimately the more challenging than the PM
exists in France or Italy is probably an indication of one, I think.
what we would be looking at.

Q112 Mr Hurd: Given that NOx is itself aQ107 Mr Vaizey: Which is what?
greenhouse gas.Mr Archer: Diesel prices in Germany and France
Mr Barnes: Yes, it is, and I noticed in the Climateand on the continent are 20 to 40% lower than

petrol prices. Change review yesterday that the forecasts are for
increasing NOx and I suspect that is not
unreasonable.Q108 Mr Vaizey: What is the diVerential here?

Mr Archer: They are virtually parity, but slightly
higher prices for diesel. Even in countries like France

Q113 Mr Vaizey: Am I right in thinking that LPG isdiesel penetration is still rising. France is currently at
in roughly the same bracket as hybrid in terms of its70% but it is still growing. Simon is quite right in
emissions?what he says, that the amount of diesel in diVerent
Mr Barnes: LPG has been a bit of a disaster in thesegments of the market is highly variable. In the
UK in terms of the fiscal direction that was given onsmallest mini type cars it is virtually 100% petrol; as
it and in all the things we have talked about long-you increase the size of the vehicle that goes up to
term fiscal direction is what the industry likes. Withabout 55% in the upper medium, segments.
LPG we failed to achieve that. In terms of its air
quality issues it has benefits but in terms of its CO2Q109 Mr Vaizey: This is in the UK?
it has been recognised that some of those benefits areMr Archer: Yes, this is in the UK.
not as great as when it was originally introduced and
I believe that is the reason why there was a change inQ110 Mr Vaizey: So what you are saying there is
fiscal policy. If we look at LPG registrations of newthat if you increased the diVerential, as it were, by 20
LPG cars they have halved in the last year becauseto 40% you could go way past the 40% target or
manufacturers are simply not seeing a market forprediction that Simon was talking about?
that technology because it is no longer economicallyMr Archer: You could do but I think there are two
viable. Unfortunately the fleet market which is veryissues that you would need to bear in mind. Firstly,

there is a shortage of diesel in Europe; Europe is long important has lost faith in LPG.
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Q114 Colin Challen: The LowCVP’s memo by lower carbon fuels then the ability to sell vehicles
suggested that the market for low carbon cars could based on high performance with large engines and
be stimulated by increasing the range of low carbon high CO2 will diminish and manufacturers will make
cars within VED bands. Is that not a bit of an the appropriate choices in their future product
oxymoron? development.
Mr Archer: No, I think the point we were making
was particularly in relation to how you change

Q116 Colin Challen: Manufacturers will want toconsumers’ car buying behaviour and in order to do
create models which compete with BMW, so it mustthat there are a number of things which need to be
be a very lucrative section of the market. It would bedone. The first of them is that you do need some
true to say, would it not, that manufacturers willstronger incentives, as we have discussed. The
make far greater profits on those sorts of vehiclessecond point is that you have actually got to make
than on small low carbon vehicles?low carbon, fuel eYcient vehicles attractive to
Mr Smith: It comes back to the consumer that ifpeople; you have to make them want to buy them.
there is a very large part of the market that findsWe have to recognise that most car buying is a status
those vehicles desirable then inevitably vehiclepurchase in the UK; we have to make it attractive to
manufacturers who are driven by commercialpeople to want to buy more fuel eYcient vehicles.
consideration will supply that market. TheThe third point is that if you look at the number of
important thing is to move the market which is thereally fuel eYcient, low carbon vehicles in each
mission of the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, tosegment of the market, there are only a very small
find and encourage mechanisms—we have debated anumber, particularly amongst the larger vehicles.
number of them during the course of thisThere is only one Toyota Prius in the upper medium

sector; there is not a direct competitor which has afternoon—that will begin to move the market to a
equally low emissions. Similar arguments could be diVerent place where emissions are lower.
made about the Honda in the lower medium sector.
If we are going to achieve significantly lower levels

Q117 Colin Challen: We need to move the markets aof emissions from the vehicle fleet, then we have to
lot quicker, do we not, because of the increase inhave a lot more low carbon vehicles available for
carbon emissions from road transport? What doespeople to purchase, and at the moment we are
the Government need to do to incentivise the newcaught in this chicken and egg situation whereby
technologies—the low carbon technologies—thatthere is not the market and therefore relatively few
we need sooner rather than later, rather than justvehicles are available for sale in the UK, but
shifting a little bit within those VED bands andtherefore relatively few vehicles are available to sell
trying to convince people that they are doing aso people do not buy them. I think what we have to
good job?do is try to resolve that issue.
Mr Archer: One of the things that has been put
forward which is certainly supported by all the

Q115 Colin Challen: What needs to happen to make Partnership’s membership and supported amongst a
more choice available? To give an example, every number of groups would be the idea of some kind of
morning when I walk into here I walk past Alistair fee-bate scheme whereby you have a tax rebate on a
Darling’s oYce in Marshall Street under which there low carbon vehicle paid for by a purchase tax on a
is a BMW showroom. Every car in the window is F higher emitting vehicle. It is fiscally neutral and itrated, so where is the evidence that the motor actually tackles the issue which is the primary drivermanufacturers are actually trying to improve choice

for car buying which is the price. That is the firsteven in what I dare say is an upmarket showroom?
thing that everybody always considers. Certainly IThere is no choice there at all; it is a bit of a false
know that the motor manufacturers have someprospect that you are oVering.
concerns about that sort of approach and whatMr Smith: BMW have obviously elected to market
impact it would have on the car market overall, butvehicles largely based on performance. They have a
that is certainly the sort of incentive which somevery wide range of diesel engines available but they
people have put forward for stimulating this market.do not come down into the part of the market where
I think we have to recognise that with our currentmany other manufacturers compete where the
levels of Vehicle Excise Duty we are not going to bechoice is increasing. From the Low Carbon Vehicle
seeing people making a switch from high emitting toPartnership point of view the reason that we are
much lower ones when essentially what they aredismayed about the lack of grants currently is the
saving is the cost of a tank full of petrol.fact that there is nothing to encourage that
Mr Kingston: I do not think we want to underplayconsideration of lower carbon options. The
the importance of incentives and the impact that thatdesirability of a BMW is a very strong influence on
can have on consumer behaviour. When thepurchase and will probably outweigh environmental
PowerShift grant was removed in 2005 we saw a 50%considerations. That is what we have to overcome. I
reduction in sales of the Honda Civic IMA fromdo not think it is particularly necessary to criticise a
2004 to 2005 on the back of the removal of themanufacturer like BMW; they have chosen to
PowerShift grant. The incentives really do have acompete in that part of the market. If that part of the
role to play in changing consumer behaviour andmarket continues to be viable then that is fine, but as

we move the market to lower carbon vehicles fuelled attitude towards low carbon vehicles.
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Q118 Colin Challen: I am very pleased to hear what than branching out into other issues associated with
encouraging public transport, walking and cycling,you have said about financial incentives and I would

be interested to know if you have had any response eco driving and issues of that sort. We recognise that
all of these are extremely important and our Boardfrom the Treasury on that particular issue. However,

there are also the aspirations of people educated to will be considering whether or not to diversify the
Partnership’s activities into things like eco drivingdevelop when they pick up their glossy magazines

and see various vehicles parked on the sides of over the next few months, but at the moment the
resources that we have available to us do not allowmountains or driving along totally empty roads in

the highlands and most of those seem to me to reflect us to cover all of those other areas, although we
recognise that they are important. There are verythe desire for a larger vehicle, not for a category A

or B rated vehicle, so do you think there is a good organisations that are already working in
those fields and we feel that we should let them getdisproportionate amount of money spent

advertising the heavy carbon emitting cars and on with it and focus on the areas in which we have
expertise.should there not be a change in that pattern?

Mr Kingston: To a certain degree responding to
consumer demand, what do you change first?

Q121 Colin Challen: Do you have any thoughts on
what the Government should do in relation to

Q119 Colin Challen: Let us talk about reality. Most reducing vehicle use and fuel consumption?
people when they drive to work get stuck in Mr Archer: I think one of the areas which needs to
congestion so why not use adverts that show the be addressed is the emphasis which is given to
merits of your vehicle when you are stuck in managing carbon emissions from road transport
congestion? within the Department for Transport. The
Mr Barnes: I think we would need to become a bit Department for Transport has a whole number of
more sophisticated in terms of understanding the car diVerent priorities around managing demand and
buying public and their attitude and we know the congestion, infrastructure to meet increased
DfT are doing work into this. We all buy cars for capacity, social equality issues; CO2 issues are just
diVerent reasons—we might it as a second car, as a one of their many priorities. The Partnership has felt
sports car we drive occasionally, as a company car— for some time that the absence of a sectoral target for
and when we are making that purchase, although transport emissions and for road transport
price will be the number one priority there will be emissions specifically means that there has not been
diVerent rankings of priorities after that. I think a the focus on controlling transport emissions
more sophisticated approach by the Government generally within the Department for Transport
and, to some extent, by the manufacturers because there is not an overall target that the
themselves in understanding how they can address Department is trying to achieve. We recognise that
some of these diVerent market segments is important they share in the PSA 20% target but there is no
in understanding that. It is potentially diYcult to clarity as to what proportion of that overall burden
address this to target cars per se because cars are a the Department for Transport is actually taking. I
means of transport and we buy them for diVerent am not saying that transport should have the same
reasons and some of us are prepared to downsize in target as other sectors; it should just have a target
terms of space, some of us will want the engine that it is working towards so we can see what
performance and less space and it is a very progress it is actually making. It was one of the
sophisticated choice. Sometimes some of the questions that was posed in the Climate Change
mechanisms that are used by government are programme. Two hundred pages of Climate Change
potentially a bit clumsy in terms of how they react programme later there is not one mention of sectoral
and our concern is that they can cause market targets or even why the Government has decided not
distortion—diVerent markets can pop up for totally to go ahead with them. Personally I think that if we
diVerent reasons—and if we are not careful we can had a clear target for road transport then the
do something and then we create another market Department for Transport would have to look and
that is unknown. I think to some extent this say, “Okay, what are we going to achieve through
happened in the US where they looked to introduce the shift to low carbon vehicles? What are bio fuels
and have carbon targets for cars and everyone ended going to deliver us? What do we need to do by way
up buying trucks. We think we need to be a little bit of developing the rail infrastructure, encouraging
careful in the understanding of how we approach walking and cycling and all the other low carbon
these issues. options so we can get to our carbon target?”

Without that clarity and that directional policy I am
afraid the Department for Transport will never putQ120 Colin Challen: Given the time lag in
together the package of measures which are neededintroducing technologies, the LowCVP’s memo
to address this issue.said, “In the meantime we need to reduce vehicle use
Mr Smith: An example that might flow from such aor fuel consumption”; what are you doing to
structure around management of demand, theencourage that and what more do you think the
possibility of road pricing, congestion charging, theGovernment should do to encourage that?
extent to which that should or should not have anMr Archer: We are not doing anything to discourage
environmental component associated with it. Onevehicle use. We are focussed on the mission of

market transformation and that is our remit rather argument is that that would complicate what is a
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new approach to demand management. Our view on, other technologies moved ahead and the benefit
of LPG versus other potential technologies becamewould be that it is potentially a missed opportunity.

With an overall target, as Greg has mentioned, the more and more questionable and as a consequence
the decision was taken to progressively remove thepossibility of more integration of diVerent aspects of

the responsibility of the Department of Transport duty advantage. With a technology neutral
approach you avoid some of those issues and thewould come into play and we believe that would be

helpful. extent to which you either look for a silver bullet or
you put government or oYcials in a position of
trying to forecast technological development and

Q122 Colin Challen: Can I briefly return to the then choose what they perceive to be the winner. I
question of LPG which was mentioned earlier? In think that is a high risk approach.
the SMMT memo I do not see any reference to LPG
at all and yet you have described that experience as
a disaster this afternoon. It seems strange that you Q123 Dr Turner: The memo from SMMT tells us

about the heavy investment you have made in R&Dhave omitted it from your memo. I heard yesterday
from Volvo that they have stopped manufacturing and some of the technologically sophisticated

models being produced as a result. Can you tell us aLPG vehicles and I think Vauxhall followed suit.
That suggests that the market is now in its terminal bit more about this and tell us what kinds of further

technological developments you think are going tophase. What lessons have been learned from that?
What discussions have been held with the be available by 2020?
Department for Transport? Is there a willingness to Mr Cautley: As you know the Ford Motor
understand what went wrong and to actually Company invested a significant amount of money
improve future investment or incentives? over the last number of years in diesel capability,

manufacturing capability and design capability hereMr Barnes: I think it is recognised within the
Department for Transport the issue that that has in the UK. Certainly over the last number of years I

think it has totalled something like £650 million increated; I do not know that that is recognised within
Treasury and I think that harks back to not only the the UK over four years. We see diesel as a key fuel

eYciency, CO2 eYciency technology and we areDepartment for Transport recognising the
contribution it can make here but the Treasury as putting significant levels of investment and going

into the future into that technology as well. Ourwell in terms of some of the long term indications on
fuels and the industry really hopes this does not diesel facilities here in the UK provide those power

units for cross-brand, our diVerent brands both herehappen, for example, with bio fuels. I think the
RTFO is a good element of an idea in a structure in Europe and the rest of the world. Certainly diesel

plays a key role as we move forward. It is a keywhich goes forward but it will need the support on
some of the fuel duty issues longer term to ensure technology and as we move forward into other

technologies that will come on stream—I am talkingthat bio fuels do not follow the same pattern as LPG.
Certainly within the fleet market the experience is now from the industry’s point of view—we will see

developments in diesel and we have seenthat LPG has soured that issue and I think the
reason why we do not comment on it is exactly as developments in Common Rail direct injection

diesel in the last few years. As Mr Barnes and Mryou said, I do not believe there are any new vehicle
manufacturers now who are oVering LPG as an Smith mentioned earlier on we are moving into

micro-hybrid technology which is Stop and Startoption for a new car. There are still conversions
taking place and the conversion industry is still types of technology; we are moving into mild hybrid

technology which has a form of regenerative brakingrelatively strong, but in terms of its relevance to a
new car product I just believe it is not there now. It which uses the braking force from the vehicle to

recharge batteries; and then moving into full hybridjust demonstrates the importance of having a long
term fiscal strategy and the Department for technology as well. Each of those technologies has

its own usage pattern really and an ideal situation forTransport and other departments need to ensure
that we have directions as manufacturers for these using that technology and each of those technologies

are not necessarily suited to every use. For example,issues because we are talking about design times for
us and we are talking about implementation of a fuel looking at the hybrid side, hybrid has an extremely
infrastructure for the fuel industry. Increasingly, as good CO2 benefit, fuel eYciency benefit for Stop and
we move towards bio fuels, those two issues will Start urban driving, as does a mild hybrid with Stop
become intertwined. and Start. If you start going on long distance

motorway driving—a fleet driver—then that sort ofMr Smith: One of the areas where we have close
alignment with the industry is in the need for technology would not necessarily provide the same

CO2 benefit that you would get in urban drivingtechnologically neutral approaches. The Low
Carbon Vehicle Partnership is not in the business of conditions. So those technologies are suited to

diVerent usage patterns and diVerent consumerselecting or commenting on winning or losing
technologies; it is for the vehicle industry to respond needs. These are key developments that are coming

on the future. We are seeing developments also into the structures of whichever appropriate
technology will deliver the outcome. It is the same what we call direct injection petrol engine

technology as well which is a technology which willfor the fuel industry. I think the experience of LPG
was that that was picking a technology and there are deliver further CO2 benefits as we move forward and

hybridisation is applicable to both diesel and toinherent dangers in doing that; the agenda moved
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petrol as well. We can see those types of technologies committees of Defra said about fuel cells. They have
moving on over the course of the next 10 or so years been a perpetual 10 or 20 years away for as long as
across the industry and across the vehicle ranges. I can remember, so what is your take on the future

practicality, the commercial reality of the hydrogen
powered fuel cell?Q124 Dr Turner: Does Honda wish to add anything
Mr Barnes: Cost is the main issue in getting the costto that?
of production down to the same cost as an internalMr Kingston: Every manufacturer looks at the
combustion engine. I think we are talking aboutmarket from their own perspective and decides
£180,000 per unit at current levels of production. Wewhich technologies to invest in and which routes to
know that is not realistic once mass productiongo down. Honda has invested heavily in hybrid
comes in, but it is at what point will that fuel celltechnology. You referred to the Honda Insight
become cost competitive with an internalearlier which was launched in 1999 which was really
combustion engine. We should not forget that ina showcase for hybrid technology. That has evolved
internal combustion engine can run on hydrogen asthrough to the Civic IMA and only yesterday we
well as a plethora of other fuels. To achieve a marketlaunched the new Civic Hybrid. At the same time we
penetration the fuel cell has to oVer the cost of anhave invested in diesel technology. In terms of the
internal combustion engine and also some of theadvantages from a CO2 perspective we have invested
other issues such as durability. Durability is one thatheavily in diesel and diesel has moved to our Civic
still, I believe, has yet to be cracked and internalproduct. Certainly hybrid technology for us is well
combustion engines are now running on 100,000-worth investing in.
plus miles, they get better all the time, so all the time
I think we are seeing the challenge for hydrogen isQ125 Dr Turner: Putting driver behaviour aside,
increasing as the sophistication of the internalwhat benefits in terms of carbon reduction, new fuels
combustion engine increases ironically. Potentiallyand technology can deliver by themselves with the
we see mass production of internal combustiontargets we are concerned with, 2020 (the magic
engines making them more price competitive, so Itarget), 2030, 2050?
think this is where the eternal 15 or 20 years comesMr Barnes: I think this is where new fuels
from because as the conventional technologyincreasingly play a part and new fuels can be
improves then the challenge for the fuel cell alsointroduced not only into new cars but also
improves. Companies such as Honda have up to 200potentially they work their way through the whole
fuel cell vehicles running at the current time so theycar park fleet over a number of years. A car will last
are learning an awful lot about that technology.for approximately 12 to 13 years so over a period of
Translating that into mass production is thetime as the new car adapts then that benefit can go
challenge.through to the whole fleet. This is where fuels can
Mr Smith: If I could just comment from the LowoVer a benefit; they can start to be introduced in the
Carbon Vehicle Partnership point of view, one ofwhole fleet at the moment, manufacturers
our successes was the establishment of CENEX, themanufacture cars currently to run on five% bio fuel
Centre of Excellence for fuel cell and low carboncontent; we are looking to the new European
technologies here in the UK. It is still embryonic; itstandard of bio fuels to make that higher as we move
is supported with government funding but withtowards the RTFO. That will cope with first
commercial stakeholders matching funding. Thegeneration bio fuels but we are seeing now that there
whole aim of the organisation is to try and accelerateis talk about second generation bio fuels which are
the R&D eVort around low carbon technologies tofar more carbon eYcient in terms of their benefits.
pull together the players here in the UK and to doThey oVer a far higher yield per hectare in terms of
that for the benefit of UK plc. One of the manythe crop because you are using the whole crop not
advantages of that kind of an organisation is thatjust part of the crop. Second generation bio fuels in
they can bring together those working on the fuel celleVect mimic a carbon fuel so that they can be
stack type of technology together with those that areintroduced into the park without any consideration
already heavily engaged—like Honda—and otheras to some of the technology in the vehicle. Second
companies in hybrid technology, because many ofgeneration will have a large impact and we would

like to see support in the UK for development of the hybrid components would be required in a fuel
second generation bio fuels. Second generation bio cell vehicle. All of that eVort is being focussed—or
fuels ultimately lead you towards more of the beginning to be focussed—in the UK. It is a global
hydrogen society because you can then use that bio industry and the UK needs to establish its role in
fuel technology to produce hydrogen. There is a that industry and in the drive forward and again
development running through which we still think some appropriate structures being put in place and
will ultimately end up with hydrogen but we keep hopefully progress being made.
talking about hydrogen being 20 years away and I Mr Archer: The real challenge is: can we mass
think we are still talking about hydrogen being 20 produce fuel cells? If we are to achieve the kind of
years away. economies of scale which will be needed then they

will need to be mass produced. The current
generations of fuel cells are not appropriate for massQ126 Dr Turner: It is funny you should say that; I
production. That is one reason why their costs are sowas just coming to that. That is precisely what a

witness from Volkswagen in front of one of our sister high. If fuel cells are to come through along with
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renewable hydrogen to oVer the fuel of the future or Mr Barnes: Yes.
the power sources of the future, we have to find a

Q128 Dr Turner: However, there is a big problemmeans by which the new generation of fuel cells can
because hydrogen is so bulky.be mass produced. This is one of the reasons why so
Mr Barnes: Yes.many of the Japanese manufacturers are now going

essentially back to basics in terms of redesigns or
Q129 Dr Turner: There is a distinct practicallooking at redesigns of fuel cells to enable them to be limitation and if it were not so bulky it would be a

mass produced in the future. Hydrogen is certainly a very attractive option for aviation as well. Is the
very promising option but so too are the second motor industry involved in any research on trying to
generation bio fuels which may be synthetic fuels achieve more compact storage of hydrogen so that it
produced from green waste material or from woody is less bulky?
mass and so forth. There is still a debate and an issue Mr Barnes: I am afraid I am probably not able to
to be resolved about whether or not it is hydrogen answer that question myself. I am sure John Hollis
that comes forward to be the fuel of the future or from BMW would help you with that.
whether or not we move to producing synthetic

Q130 Dr Turner: If you could achieve that, do youforms of oil from bio mass which actually prove to
think hydrogen fuel internal combustion enginebe more cost eVective more quickly. Even the
driven cars are a practical proposition?International Energy Agency in their recent report
Mr Barnes: Certainly some manufacturers wouldindicated that they only thought that we would get
say that is a practical contribution and that isto 30% market penetration of fuel cell vehicles by
perfectly possible. I think BMW’s development plan2050 and that was even with substantial market
is to come out with a product on sale in the marketsupport. We have to recognise that it may be that
in two or three years’ time. That will be a large car,other technologies come along more quickly and a large Seven series car which, as you say, is able to

therefore we never actually need to move to handle the bulk of the hydrogen.
hydrogen and fuel cells. That is not to say that Chairman: I am sure the Committee will try it out
hydrogen is not an option, but it is not the only when it comes out. I think we had better call it a day
future option. there. We have had a very helpful session from you

and I should have said at the start that we are
grateful for your written evidence as well; we have

Q127 Dr Turner: Mr Barnes, you rightly said that had memos from both of you. I have no doubt that
you can run a combustion engine on hydrogen and these are issues which we will continue to debate for

some time. Thank you very much for coming today.BMW do.

Memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

The Energy Saving Trust was established by the UK Government after the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992,
to help tackle climate change. We promote mass-market sustainable energy across the UK,: including
domestic energy eYciency; mass-market Microgeneration technologies; and cleaner road transport. This
response does not necessarily represent the view of Energy Saving Trust members.

Summary

— The Department for Transport (DfT) is currently doing nothing to promote low-carbon transport
to the broad consumer/household sector. Consumer information and advice on low-carbon vehicle
choice, “eco-driving” and low-carbon transport modes should become a priority for the DfT
across all its activities.

— DfT is already doing some good work to help businesses reduce carbon emissions from road
transport. However, the Department should implement a more strategic approach, targeting
larger companies at Board level.

— Delays in obtaining State Aid approval for clean vehicle grant programmes have hindered our
work to promote cleaner, lower carbon vehicles.

— Fiscal reforms are needed—Vehicle Excise Duty should be reformed to better incentivise low-
carbon cars, and Bus Service Operators Grant should be reformed to incentivise low-carbon buses

— More integrated delivery is important. Funding for vehicle technology demonstrations should be
integrated to one body, and the delivery of strategic business transport advice should be delivered
in partnership with the Carbon Trust’s work on energy eYciency.
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What Progress the DfT is Making Against Key Carbon Reduction Targets or Forecasts Included in the Ten
Year Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA,
Powering Future Vehicles (2004), and Other Documents

Total carbon emissions from road transport has stabilised in recent years (figure 1). Within the road
transport sector, emissions from cars have remained relatively stable, as improvements in fuel economy have
balanced increased mileage (figures 2 & 3). The UK has one of the highest average new-car CO2 figures in
Europe, and recent improvements in new-car CO2 have slowed down (figures 4 & 5). This, combined with
further increased car travel, may result in road transport CO2 emissions increasing. With these trends in
mind, the Energy Saving Trust believes that the DfT should do more to actively reduce carbon emissions
from road transport, in order to contribute to the shared Public Service Agreement targets. Our suggestions
on reducing CO2 from transport are summarised below—for a longer discussion the Committee is invited
to see our response to the Climate Change Programme Review.21

One issue specific to the Energy Saving Trust is State Aid. Of the six grant programmes agreed with DfT
in 2004, only two have so far been approved by the European Commission and subsequently launched.22

Because of State Aid delays, our agreed budget of over £20 million is now likely to be around £10 million
for FY 2006–07. We firmly support the need to go through the State Aid process as we have no wish to distort
the market, and we applaud the eVorts of the UK Government to achieve approval. However, if in the final
analysis clean vehicle grant programmes are deemed unworkable due to State Aid concerns, then
Government should introduce other mechanisms, such as information, advice and taxation policies. We
summarise our views on these measures later in this response.

Figure 1
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21 Available at http://www.est.org.uk/aboutest/publications/consultations/
22 For a full update on where we stand on State Aid approval, please see http://www.est.org.uk/fleet/funding/
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Figure 2

ROAD TRANSPORT CARBON EMISSIONS

Road Transport Carbon Emissions 1970-2002
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Figure 3

CAR TRAVEL HAS GONE UP 60% IN 25 YEARS

Passenger travel by mode: 1980 - 2003
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Figure 4

EU AVERAGE NEW CAR SALES-WEIGHTED CO2, 2002 (ALL FUEL TYPES)
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Figure 5

PROGRESS ON NEW CAR AVERAGE CO2 EMISSIONS HAS SLOWED: PRIVATE CAR
AVERAGE CO2 IS INCREASING
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Whether the DfT’s Carbon Reduction Target is Underpinned by a Coherent Strategy Stretching Across the
Department’s Entire Range of Activities

DfT currently oVers no consumer advice on low-carbon transport. Our proposals on consumer advice are
summarized further below. In terms of business advice on transport, the problem is slightly diVerent: The
DfT is doing a lot of good work. However, we believe their work should be more strategic, and focused at
Board level as well as the operational level.

Currently, the DfT manages four separate business advice programmes:

1. The Fleet Health Check programme, managed by the Energy Saving Trust, that promotes more
eYcient car fleet management.

2. The Site Specific Advice programme, managed by the Energy Saving Trust, providing free green travel
plan consultancy services to companies and public sector organizations.
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3. The SAFED programme, managed by AEA Technology, promoting eYcient driving to “White Van
Man” drivers.

4. The Freight BestPractice programme, managed by Faber Maunsell, promoting more eYcient
freight logistics.

All of these programmes provide useful, cost-eVective services. However, none of them target Board level
decision makers. Our research clearly shows that making major changes in environmental practices in
companies requires Board level engagement, and that transport is frequently given low-priority in company-
wide environmental processes such as ISO 140001.

These arguments are, we believe, accepted by the DfT, who commissioned us over the past year to scope
out a new strategic approach to promoting low-carbon transport to big businesses. This project, with the
working title of “Transport Charter”, would develop standards for business transport, which could then
be independently audited. We have worked in partnership with four major UK companies to develop the
standards, and have conducted market research with relevant target audiences. We have presented our
findings to DfT, and strongly urge the Department to tender and launch such a scheme as soon as possible

We believe that “Transport Charter” should be brought in as the overall umbrella brand for the various
small programmes currently being run. There are too currently too many programme brands and websites-
each of the four programmes mentioned above has its own branding and outreach materials. Companies
are constantly bombarded with advertising, and there should be rationalization of websites and printed
materials in order to increase eVectiveness. The Charter approach would get Board buy-in, and then expert
advice and support would be provided at the operational level.

Finally, we believe that this new strategic transport programme should be run in partnership with the
Carbon Trust. The Carbon Trust promotes Energy EYciency solutions to major UK businesses,
approaching at the Board level—exactly the same audience to be targeted with the Transport Charter.
Combining energy eYciency and transport advice and support in an overall “carbon management”
approach would be more cost-eVective to run, would provide one simple brand for companies to
understand, and would generate bigger carbon savings than looking at one sector in isolation.

Whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005 departmental
report, Annex A) adequately reflects the environmental challenges it faces (see note 3);

As a body funded to do transport work by DfT we do not feel it is appropriate for Energy Saving Trust
to comment on DfT funding priorities.

What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions and the role that demand management should play in doing so; and

What specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion
over the next decade.

We answer these two questions together. For clarity, we find it helpful to approach the question of how
to reduce carbon emissions from transport into three areas:

1. Low-carbon vehicles and fuels

2. EYcient driving style (eco-driving)

3. Modal shift (lower-carbon modes of transport)

1. Low-carbon vehicles and fuels

1.1 Proposals to promote low-carbon vehicles are addressed in the section on Powering Future
Vehicles, below.

1.2 On low-carbon fuels we would simply note that we welcome the Government’s commitment to
the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation, and the associated sustainability and carbon assurance
scheme. We support the inclusion of all types of sustainable biofuels, including Biogas and
Bioethanol, in the obligation. In addition we would note that we currently run an Infrastructure
programme promoting alternative fuels in the UK.23

2. Eco-Driving

The Energy Saving Trust believes that all drivers should be trained in eYcient driving (eco-driving)
techniques, through the driving test curriculum and promotion to current license holders. EYcient driving
saves money, fuel, and carbon.

23 See http://www.est.org.uk/fleet/funding/infrastructurep/
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2.1 Existing Drivers

There is a large gap for training and advice for existing drivers. There are two ways the DfT could
approach this. The first option would be to deliver eco-driving information through the Energy
Saving Trust. We have shown over our 10 years of work promoting energy eYciency, that a
combination of national campaigns and local advice is highly eVective. The Energy EYciency
Advice Centre (EEAC) network is already connected with a receptive target audience and can
reinforce national messaging with face to face advice, plus signposting to local providers of driver
training. In terms of eco-driving, we have experience in driver training work through the Fleet
Health Check programme, and the eco-driving message is a good fit with our existing energy saving
work. We have recently secured EC funding as a partner in the “ECODRIVEN” project, which
provides a small budget to develop marketing materials and public information campaigns on
eco-driving.

The second option would be to integrate eco-driving into current campaigns. The DfT currently
(and rightly in our view) promotes safe driving through the “Think!” campaign.24 One option
would be for DfT to incorporate eco-driving into this campaign—since for the most part safe
driving requires similar techniques to eco-driving. The Dutch have had success with this approach,
with a national campaign around “new” driving, incorporating eYciency and safety. However,
national information campaigns alone are not enough- a recent Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders poll showed that nearly a third of drivers have not worn a seatbelt while in a moving
car at some time in the last year.25

2.2 New Drivers—Implement Eco-driving module as part of testing

The Driving Standards Agency (DSA) has the key role in setting the curriculum for new drivers,
and training driving instructors. The DSA has made excellent progress in incorporating eco-
driving into instructor training, and should now build eco-driving into the new driver curriculum
and test. Around 700,000 people passed their test in 2004–05 but the number of license holders has
stayed fairly static at around 30 million for the last few years as older people relinquish their
licenses and young people pass their tests.

2.3 Business Vehicle Users

It is crucial to reduce emissions from employee vehiclesı be it fleet cars or “grey fleet” (using own
vehicles for business use). We run a successful Fleet Health Check programme that covers these
issues, and aim to expand this work going forward.26 As noted above, our ideal solution would
be for DfT to launch a more strategic business transport advice programme to secure Board-level
commitments to reduce transport carbon emissions. Our Fleet Management work would then play
a role in delivering that overall strategy.

3. Modal Shift: Increase use of lower-carbon modes of transport

3.1 Improve public transport provision and information to consumers

Our consumer research reinforces the point that if people are to be convinced to leave the car at home,
then they need to know that they can rely on safe, reliable and aVordable public transport. Often, people
are simply not aware of the public transport options available, or have an unduly negative perception of
public transport, particularly buses. We applaud the steps the Government and private sector operators are
taking to invest in and improve public transport.

We see our role as “signposting” consumers to sources of public transport information through our advice
centres, and integrating eVective transport messages into our energy saving campaigns directed at
households. Finally, the DfT has a great opportunity to build on the successful Transport Direct website to
promote low-carbon transport modes. Currently, carbon emissions of diVerent modes are not displayed:
these should be included, and there should be more promotion of the need to choose low-carbon transport.

3.2 Implement discount schemes for road pricing/congestion charging

We support the use of road pricing to cut congestion, and to encourage cleaner, lower carbon vehicles.
Currently EST has a key role in delivering accreditation for discount schemes for cleaner, lower-carbon
vehicles in London.27 This role could easily be expanded to other towns and regions implementing charging
regimes. We recognise that these discount schemes will be a limited incentive for cleaner vehicles, since local
areas will rightly need to limit the number of discounted vehicles in order to achieve the primary aim of
congestion reduction. However, they could still provide a useful incentive.

3.3 Business/Public Sector employee travel

24 See http://www.thinkroadsafety.gov.uk/
25 Available at: http://lib.smmt.co.uk/articles/news/News/SMMT%20Final%20Tickbox%20Report.pdf
26 See http://www.est.org.uk/fleet/healthcheck/ for more information
27 See http://www.est.org.uk/fleet/funding/lcc/ for more information
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The DfT should require local transport authorities to prioritise workplace travel plans (and other “smarter
choices”) policies through second-round LTPs. Work to promote green travel plans should be included as
a key component of the broader, more strategic approach to reducing business transport carbon emissions
summarised above.

Whether the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles strategy were adequate and what progress has been
made against them since 2002;

Passenger Cars

Performance to-date

The targets set for passenger cars were ambitious, aiming as they did for 10% of new cars to be sub-
100gCO2/km by 2010 (label Band A). Given that roughly 2.5 million cars are sold per year (although this is
falling) this means roughly 25,000 low-carbon car sales would be required to meet the target. Currently sales
of Band A cars are almost too low to register in the figures—SMMT estimate that only 481 were sold in
2004—around 0.02% of total sales.28

Structure of the target

The PFV target is a helpful complement to the fleet average targets set by the Voluntary Agreements
between the car industry and the European Commission. In hindsight, perhaps the 10% Band A target was
unrealistic—however the UK should do all it can to make progress toward this target, regardless of whether
in the final analysis the full target is met. The target is due to be revised this year. We would support an
ambitious, achievable target, set either as a percentage of low-carbon vehicles sold, or as a fleet-average
target.

Grant programme delayed by State Aid

One key problem with the market for low-carbon cars is low demand. We have sought to increase demand,
and have been attempting to launch grant-incentive and consumer information programmes for the last two
years. Specifically, we have proposed a new low-carbon car grant programme, designed explicitly to help
meet the PFV target by providing grants and consumer information on low-carbon vehicles. Our proposal,
which had support from the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, was broadly accepted by DfT. However, at
time of writing the grant funding part of the programme has not received State Aid approval.

Consumer information urgently required
We strongly believe that more consumer information on low-carbon vehicles is urgently needed, building
on the success of the recently-introduced CO2 label for new passenger cars. We have proposed to DfT that
we should launch a Cleaner Vehicle League Table, again with widespread Industry and other Stakeholder
support, which would provide consumer advice and information on the lowest-carbon cars in each vehicle
class. It is vital that an initiative like this receive Government backing, to reassure consumers that it is
independent and impartial. We hope that DfT will approve our proposals for consumer information on car
buying shortly. There is strong vehicle industry support for better consumer information on low-carbon
cars—see for instance the recent CARS-21 high-level report on competitiveness in the European car
industry.29

Fiscal Reform

We strongly support reformed fiscal measures to provide greater incentives for low carbon cars and
disincentives for high-carbon cars. Our priority would be to introduce greater diVerentials between Vehicle
Excise Duty (VED) bands and an additional band for cars above 210g/km.30 Recently the RAC Foundation
became the first major motorist’s organisation to call for similar reforms.31

28 SMMT, “UK new car registrations by CO2 performance—2005 edition” http://lib.smmt.co.uk/articles/sharedfolder/
Publications/CO2Report%20New.pdf

29 http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/automotive/pagesbackground/competitiveness/cars21finalreport.pdf
30 Our detailed VED reform proposals are available here: http://www.est.org.uk/uploads/documents/aboutest/

VED%20Reform%20-%20Options%20and%20opportunities.pdf
31 See press release http://www.racfoundation.org/index.php?option%com—content&task%view&id%342&Itemid%35
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Certificate Trading

In the longer term other measures to incentivise low-carbon cars should be considered. We believe the
ideal scheme would be long-term and not reliant on Government funding (either through tax concessions
or grant subsidies). A scheme that could deliver this is “certificate trading”—where manufacturers would
gain certificates by selling low-carbon cars or purchase certificates to enable them to sell high-carbon cars.
The certificates could then be traded, creating a new revenue stream for manufacturers producing and selling
low-carbon cars.

Key market trends32

The single most important trend, in our view, was discovered in our 2004 research paper “Passenger Cars
and CO2”33—namely, that average CO2 emissions of new cars sold to the private consumer sector are
increasing, while the average CO2 of cars sold to the business sector is continuing to fall (see figure 4 above).
This trend has subsequently been reaYrmed by the SMMT. The UK has one of the highest average CO2

figures in the EU (figure 5 above).

Other key trends are fall in sales of Superminis over the last year (figure 6), symptomatic of lower sales
to private customers, a lack of new models in this segment and lower consumer spending and confidence.
Sales in each VED band were down in 2005 compared to 2004, apart from Band D, one of the higher-CO2

bands (figure 7).

Figure 6

SALES BY MARKET SEGMENT 2004 & 2005
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Figure 7

CAR SALES BY VED BAND 2004 & 2005
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32 EST holds detailed data on new-car sales and CO2 emissions, and would be happy to provide further analysis to the EAC.
33 Available on line at http://www.est.org.uk/uploads/documents/aboutest/EST-IEEP—VED—Report.doc
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Buses

Sales are not on track to hit the target

EST fully supports the PFV target for buses (10% low-carbon buses34 sold by 2012—around 600 a year).
It is vitally important to get low-carbon buses into the UK passenger transport market. However, as with
passenger cars, on current trends this target is unlikely to be met. To our knowledge, only three
demonstrator vehicles (all series diesel hybrid) have met the low-carbon buses test standard, and some of
these are entering the market—we estimate about 23 were sold in the last year.

Can public procurement help?

Outside London the bus market is de-regulated, ruling out public procurement as a means to meet the
target. In theory TfL could include a requirement for low-carbon buses as part of a tender requirement for
London bus routes; it is unlikely that London could meet the target on its own.35 The Scottish Executive is
currently considering whether to introduce emissions standards as part of bus licensing arrangements—this
could be another potential way to require low-carbon buses, however the first important step is to set cost-
eVective and achievable air pollution standards.36

Fuel savings will not pay back the cost premium for a low-carbon bus

In the current industry structure, private sector bus companies are highly unlikely to spend a premium
on a low-carbon bus. The premium varies, but as a guide, the premium cost could be up to 70% higher than
conventional busesı although these costs could reduce with much greater production and sales volume.
Operators will not see a payback on this investment because Bus Service Operators (BSOG) rebates 80% of
the cost of fuel duty each year, which means that fuel economy is not a significant issue for bus companies.
EST has commented on BSOG extensively in the past, and recommended its reform to a mileage based
subsidy.37 Reform is unlikely in the foreseeable future—indeed the 2004 Transport White Paper ruled out
BSOG reform.

The DfT accept that these market barriers exist, have tried to overcome the BSOG barrier by providing
purchasing grant incentives through a proposed Low Carbon Bus programme. Sadly however the scheme
has not yet received State Aid approval. To conclude, if BSOG remains as it is, and assuming no major
change in bus regulation outside London, then without grant incentives it is hard to imagine the PFV Bus
target being met.

What organisations and funding sources are involved, whether there is adequate coordination between them,
and whether the overall funding available and spent in support of the strategy is adequate in view of the
environmental challenges DfT is facing

One important issue is funding for vehicle technology and demonstration programmes. We would
support the consolidation of Energy Saving Trust Technology Programme38 with the new Centre of
Excellence,39 to deliver the most eVective approach and ensure the best possible value for money for these
schemes. The “virtual network” and intelligence sharing approach of CENEX could compliment the
practical demonstration project experience of the Energy Saving Trust, to deliver more “bang for the buck”
in terms of demonstration projects.

As noted above, we would support a more strategic approach to delivering transport carbon reduction
advice and support to big business. Ideally this would be delivered in partnership with the Carbon Trust’s
work on energy eYciency.

February 2006

34 Defined as 30% lower-greenhouse-gas than an equivalent conventional diesel bus over an established test cycle
35 TfL already require buses to meet Euro III standards
36 There is a consultation currently ongoing—see http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/02/09152104/0
37 Our response to the 2002 review of bus subsidies is available.
38 See http://www.est.org.uk/fleet/funding/lowcarbonresearch
39 http://www.cenex.co.uk/
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Witnesses: Mr Richard Tarboton, Head of Business Unit, Transport and Mr Alex Veitch, Transport Strategy
Manager, Energy Saving Trust, gave evidence.

Q131 Chairman: Good afternoon. Thank you for Mr Veitch: We agree roughly with the figure you
have for low carbon bus sales last year. There are ayour written evidence which we have received and
number of issues with the low carbon bus market. Asstudied. Could I kick oV by saying that one of the
we see it at the moment there is a problem with theGovernment’s white papers envisaged that carbon
ability to use public procurement as a way to buy aemissions from road transport would be reduced by
large number of low carbon buses at once. In2.4 million tonnes by 2020. Do you think that is
London it is possible that TfL could require one oflikely to be achieved and, if not, how near do you
their tendered routes to run a low carbon bus, athink we might get to it?
hybrid bus. We cannot do that outside LondonMr Tarboton: In terms of the context of that figure,
unless it is through one of the quality partnerships soit comes from the energy white paper looking at the
there is less of a top down approach available. Thereoverall reductions, I would think 135 million tonnes
is an issue about the way the fuel duty is rebated tototal carbon and a 2.2 to 2.4 reduction from that.
the bus operators. There is what is called a BusSince then there have been a number of other
Service Operators Grant and it does not give anprojections from the Department and certainly
incentive for fuel eYciency in terms of the buses thatyesterday we have seen a projection of how carbon
are used. There has been a long running debatewill reduce from the 1990 levels which I think is
about whether that can be reformed. One problem ispossibly a more up to date picture to look at. Carbon
that there are not grants. We are working with thedioxide from transport has increased by about 8.7%
DfT on a low carbon bus programme but it is stillsince 1990 and the DfT are projecting that it will stay
mired in State Aid problems in the Europeanat the same level as it is now by 2010. Do we think it
Commission. So really there are a number ofcould be reduced further than that? Yes, I think
obstacles.more could be done and there are a number of

measures which we put into our paper to indicate
that more would be possible and by 2020 a reduction Q133 Mr Caton: The point you have made about the
of two to four million tonnes would be possible. Bus Service Operators Grant, at the moment, as I
With the current policies in place though we do not understand it, it is basically subsidising fuel use and
think those reductions will be possible. There are you have made a proposal that it should be moved
three key areas that we would see as to a mileage subsidy. Why do you think the
recommendations for the Government to focus on Government rejected that proposal?
and those are firstly market mechanisms, the fiscal Mr Veitch: It was a consultation response back in
and trading type mechanisms which could be 2002 so it was one of many competing consultation
brought in for car purchases to be incentivised at the responses at the time.
lower carbon end of the market. The second area is
about information and advice to businesses and

Q134 Mr Caton: It seems eminently sensible. Do youconsumers. Back in 1997 we started the approach of
have any clue as to why the Government did not gorecommending A rated fridge/freezers and
along with it?appliances to home owners. At that point there were
Mr Veitch: That is really a question for DfT.0.2% A rated appliances being purchased by the
Mr Caton: We will be asking them.consumer and today, seven years later, 77% of all

fridge/freezers are now A rated. We are in a similar
position with A rated cars. There are very few A Q135 Mr Hurd: What impact do you think the
rated cars being sold—it is about 0.02%—and there adjustments in the Budget last week will make to
is a big opportunity there with better information to purchasing decisions in the market place?
achieve that. The third area is around procurement Mr Tarboton: We think it is a very important initial
both from the public sector and the business sector step; it is a good signal. Signals to the market are
to put in place policies and procurement strategies important when it comes to labelling so we think
which really drive a leadership position in the that labelling is an important initiative and it is
market place for new vehicles to come onto the important to put some financial mechanism behind
market so that the individual consumer can see that the label so it is good to have an A to G structure in
they are viable options to purchase, that big place which is now the same as white goods. At the
businesses and governments are using these vehicles top end of the Vehicle Excise Duty area we do not
to initiate their introduction into the market and think there is going to be a major shift in changes of
then allow the consumers to pick up that position decisions, not a major change in the F and G bands.
and grow the market more fully. Those are the three In the B category there are some bigger

opportunities to see a shift there where over the lastareas which we think, if they were in place, then such
three years we have seen about 3.3% of the marketlevels of reduction would be possible.
under 120 grams with no real growth. This could
change that.

Q132 Mr Caton: The DfT’s Powering Future
Vehicles strategy includes a target for sales of low Q136 Mr Hurd: The evidence we have just heard
carbon buses to reach 600 per year by 2012. Last suggests that that segment of the market is a highly
year sales were just 19; the year before that just five. specialised market; it is going to need more than a

few quid on VED to get it going.Why are we so far from reaching this target?
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Mr Veitch: My understanding of the LowCVP’s have to trade their certificate and, if they produced
a number of high carbon cars, there would be aposition was that they are saying that cars that fall

into Band A would be a specialised market. We negative balance and they would have to purchase
green credits. At the other side of the scale you coulddisagree with that to some extent. We have been

running a programme called the Ultra Low Carbon have a company selling a number of greener cars,
hybrid cars and they would generate a lot of greenCar Programme for some years for the DfT and

looking at whether a family sized Band A can be certificates and they would be able to sell those
certificates and generate a profit based on themade. The answer is that yes, you can. We

understand that one of the projects with Peugeot/ number of greener cars which they were selling. I
think this is something which has been talked aboutCitroen is that they are looking at that in terms of

using some of the technology. I do not think it has for a number of years; it has been bounced around
in the US and in Europe. There is the opportunity toto be all micro cars in that band but we can agree to

disagree with the Partnership about that perhaps. I put it in place in the UK and for that to work in a
practical, revenue neutral sense I would reallythink the other issue is that what the Partnership said

that Band B cars are the more normal cars, there are propose something to produce a fundamental shift
should be brought in as soon as possible.more options available. We did some research in

2004 that showed that there is already a margin
between Band B and Band C and there is some Q139 Mr Hurd: What about other measures such as
evidence of people shifting from a Band C car to a the colour coded labels? Have you tested consumer
Band B car. Under the old VED where there was a reactions to those as to whether they make a
£30 diVerential; under the new VED it has doubled, diVerence to purchase decisions?
it is now a £60 diVerential. The other thing that did Mr Veitch: We did test it before the label was
not really get picked up in the press but was really introduced and we were part of the Partnership
important in the Budget was the changes to trying to agree that the industry should do a label
company car tax that for the cars under 120 grams— and we applaud their voluntary approach to doing
ie Band B cars—there is a much lower, 10%, tax rate that. We have found in focus groups that people
so you get a third oV your tax if you buy a Band B have seen those traYc light style labels many times,
car for company use. So lower rates for private especially on fridges, and were very supportive of
individuals, lower for company cars. seeing them on cars. The only research that has been

done on the label now it is in place has been: is it
being used? The Partnership has been leading onQ137 Mr Hurd: Do you think an opportunity was

missed at the other end of the range? that research. We would certainly be interested in
the studies and evaluating the success of the labelMr Tarboton: I think the simple answer is yes. I do

not think the Vehicle Excise Duty is the only way to going forward.
Mr Tarboton: Just to add to that, in our morelook at how to change purchase decisions at that

other end of the range. There has to be more analytical research rather than market research on
the label we have looked at the car buying processinformation and advice and there also has to be

consideration of a more fundamental shift in the and compared it to some of our work that we have
done with fridge freezers and white goods et cetera.market mechanisms currently in place. The reason

why I say that is a point which was raised earlier in The time it takes for anyone to purchase a car is a
much longer time frame, you are looking at three todiscussion with the Committee which is that selling

vehicles in the F and G ranges tend to be vehicles six months quite often and during that time there are
a number of information sources that somebody willwhich are quite large, premium, high priced vehicles.

The incentives in terms of commission for sales go to. On the whole most people talk to friends and
family and use magazines like What Car? and otherpeople tend to be higher and therefore no matter

what you do in terms of fiscal measures or buyers’ guides and they will generally buy about
three copies of them before purchasing a car. It isinformation you are still going to be fighting against

an economic driver which just drives those sales to important to recognise that the label is only present
in the show room and there is not a comparativecontinue. What we see as necessary is something like

a fee-bate system or a certificate trading system visual tool available to a consumer to be able, once
they have seen that car in the showroom which haswhich would allow profits to be made from low

carbon vehicles and if you can change the balance to a D rating on it, to compare that straightaway to
another car of equal size in a similar type ofcreate greater profits for the kind of B rated cars

than profits in the F and G bands then I think you application and see whether similar cars are rated B
or C. We think the label is one way to get somewill get more advertising, more promotion, more

aspirational elements being brought into those information out there but what is needed is more
information of a comparative nature that gives a listvehicles so that people start purchasing them.
of all cars in that category of, say, family hatchbacks
so that a consumer can see straightaway which areQ138 Mr Hurd: What is the key shift required to
the best.make the change the economic model of industry?

Mr Tarboton: It is about introducing that certificate
of trading. If you had a certificate trading system Q140 Mr Hurd: The Society of Motor

Manufacturers sent us some evidence that a move inwhich required each manufacturer to have
certificates allocated to every car that they sold that direction could make a significant diVerence in

terms of pushing people towards the lower endbased on the carbon of that vehicle they would then
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within each category. I understand that you Q146 David Howarth: Is it expensive to enforce
proposed to the Department of Transport a Cleaner because of the diYculties of recognising particular
Vehicle League Table. Is that correct? cars or is that not a problem?
Mr Tarboton: Yes, that is correct. Mr Veitch: It is probably one of the issues. The

things I have heard expressed are things like signage,
setting the things up, painting them and yes, I guess,Q141 Mr Hurd: What reaction did you get?
enforcement would come into to it as well.Mr Tarboton: There has generally been quite a lot of
Mr Tarboton: One of the things of enforcement anddiscussion about it but the decision that was taken
costs of bringing these measures into place is thatwas not to proceed with it.
there should be a national framework or set of
guidelines which all the local councils can then adopt

Q142 Mr Hurd: Do you have any idea why? in how they bring it into the market place. We do not
Mr Tarboton: Having proposed it we are continuing want consumers to face diVerent measures in
to work with the DfT to see if there is still an diVerent cities and a whole plethora of diVerent
opportunity to do that but that is currently the approaches and complexities. If we are going to
decision that has been taken. bring in a list of diVerent types of incentives they

need to be simple and clear across the whole of the
UK.Q143 Mr Hurd: Was a reason given?

Mr Tarboton: No.

Q147 Ms Barlow: The Department for Transport
recently launched their Safe and Fuel EYcientQ144 Mr Hurd: Can I ask you about the impact of
Drivers scheme and earlier this year SMMTthe congestion charge? We have heard some
launched their Drive Green, Drive Safely guide.evidence that that actually did come through to
Could you just summarise the things that driversconsumers in terms of a tangible benefit to them for
could best do to cut their carbon dioxide emissions?pursuing a low carbon option. Have you quantified
Mr Tarboton: There are a number of projects that wethat impact?
are currently working on funded by the EuropeanMr Veitch: You have heard already the figures on
Commission to look at what is called eco driving.car sales in London. It has had a useful benefit.
We have some detailed information we could send toThere seems to be a lot of focus on the congestion

charge discount as the tool for cleaner cars but the Committee. Alex can share with you some of the
actually it is always going to be a very limited detail but overall we see a big opportunity here, if
incentive because the goal of the congestion charge you look at some of the lessons learned in Europe in
is congestion. We know Transport for London are terms of the savings which can be made through
always concerned about opening the loop hole too changing driver behaviour. We see there being a
wide but yes, we think it is good, it is a small simple set of three actions that any consumer can
measure, it might get some further technologies on take when it comes to CO2. Look at the car and the
the market but it is quite a red herring and is not the fuel they use, that is the first action. Look at how
only answer; we need to keep looking at fiscal they drive the car; and look at whether they need to
incentives and consumer advice. use the car at all. When it comes to how they drive

the car, we have a 10 point check list of things which
need to be looked at to change driver behaviour. InQ145 David Howarth: In the previous session I think
terms of exact percentages perhaps Alex can goit was mentioned that one possibility would be some
through the particular detail.sort of diVerential right to park, depending on the
Mr Veitch: To give one or two examples, we estimaterating of a vehicle. I wondered if anyone had tried
slowing down from 90 to 70 saves you 25 to 30% ofthat or has any modelling been done about and what
fuel. Just switching oV your air conditioningits advantages and disadvantages might be.
compared to it going full blast can save you up to aMr Veitch: DiVerential parking is one of the holy
quarter of your fuel. There are smaller savings:grails of transport lobbyists. You may hear from car
simply keeping your tyres inflated is a 1 to 2% saving.clubs who promote shared ownership and usage of
There are number of quite well accepted figures oncars, they are banging on at councils to give their

shared cars free parking spaces. In Westminster savings by eco driving.
there have been some great steps taken to give free Mr Veitch: Roof racks are another one.
spaces to electric cars. Yes, it is a good policy but
there are an awful lot of competing agendas for that

Q148 Chairman: Some cars now have an instrumentand again it needs to be controlled by councils and
on the panel which shows you how much fuel you arewhen you get into the detail there are issues of
using at any one time. If those were made mandatorysignage on the car parking and it gets very
that would be a way of warning people. Switching oVcomplicated in terms of what they are allowed to put
the air conditioning or turning it down a bit is noton the sign showing it is free parking. You are not
something I always do, but if I was really consciousallowed any company branding on the signage. Yes,
of the eVect it was having it might be helpful.it is good, but again it is a sideways issue; I think we
Mr Tarboton: Definitely. If they were converted intoneed to keep focussed on things that can actually be
units of financial terms that would also help. Geardone and be eVective reasonably quickly I think.

DiVerential parking is a tricky one, to be honest. shift indicators is another useful tool to have on the
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dashboard so that when you are changing gears you Q152 Mr Hurd: You have been in this game and you
are trying to preach the same message in terms ofdo not go over 2000 revs; keeping it under the 2000
energy eYciency in the home which has been a long,rev mark can help save 10% fuel.
hard slog. What lessons have you drawn from that
in terms of how and where to focus the energy in

Q149 Ms Barlow: What about the Government? terms of this eVort to promote eco driving? Is there
You spoke about European examples, is there any a country out there that is proving to be successful
tangible evidence rather than just predictions that in getting this message across?
this kind of change of behaviour can be brought Mr Tarboton: Some lessons that have been learned
about? What can the Government do to bring this in terms of our approach to consumers on energy
about? eYciency are that cost plays an important role. Any
Mr Tarboton: We have projections from other eYcient measure has a double benefit of both the
countries. cost saving to the consumer and the environmental

saving so it is important that the consumer
understands cost. That, I would think, is the firstQ150 Ms Barlow: I wondered if there was any sort of
message to put across; in any marketing campaign orevidence of where this has worked in Europe rather
any advice that is given, cost has to be very clearlythan just projections.
tangiblised. The second is that there needs to be bothMr Veitch: There is a study from 2002 in the
national and local interaction. At the national levelNetherlands where 6000 drivers were divided into
you need to create awareness of the issue andeco drivers and non-eco drivers and there was found
understanding that action needs to be taken; at theto be a 7% fuel saving per kilometre by the eco
local level you need to provide a hand-holding anddrivers. In Spain the Spanish version of the AA
guidance on what action can be taken. All we havefound that there was an average saving of over 13%
seen with transport—and even in this area it isin their study. In European Union funded work
weak—is some level of awareness of the issue beingthere are quite significant campaigns in some other raised. There are no practical steps for consumers toEuropean countries on this. To put it in context, I be able to go to an organisation like ourselves orthink we would like to start talking to the public another and find out the three practical things whichabout eco-driving in the way that the Energy Saving they can do. We only provide advice on renewable

Trust talks to them about energy saving in your energy and energy eYciency to consumers; we do not
home—switch your thermostat down a bit, insulate provide advice to consumers on transport and we are
your house—using the same idea but shift it to your not funded to. There is no practical hand-holding
car. The financial savings you can get are pretty out there for the transport area and we thing that is
high. I think we need to start engaging with the a serious omission the whole policy and strategy of
public a lot more about these issues and try to make government. If you consider that all the rest of the
it interesting and appeal to them in the way we do on areas that we deal with in energy eYciency are
energy saving in the home. reducing in CO2 by about 10%, transport has gone

up.
Q151 Ms Barlow: Apart from publicising these
things—which obviously the Government can do— Q153 Mr Hurd: Can I ask you about Smarter
and the suggestion the Chairman made in terms of Choices: Changing the way we travel, the DfT report
making fuel use indicators mandatory et cetera, is in 2004 which identified a range of options for
there anything else specific that you would like the reducing car use? How realistic do you think those
Government to do? findings were and where would you focus energy in
Mr Tarboton: There are eco driving training courses terms of pursuing that?
which you can attend. They cost about £50 a course Mr Tarboton: I think it is realistic but there are issues
so if those were incentivised and vouchers were of feedback to consider. We have a number of cases
handed out to people who purchase new cars or at where we have worked with companies on
car show rooms that would incentivise people to go workplace travel plans to look at car sharing, to look
on those training courses. We have a number of at cycling, to look at optimising routes to work, and
advice centres across the UK. People go to shopping in individual cases we have seen some tremendous
centres and set up stands about energy eYciency in results: 18% with Orange and with other companies
the home; they could set up stands about energy we have had similar achievements made in terms of
eYciency in terms of the car. We have proposed to reduction in mileage and CO2. The problem comes
the Department of Transport to fund eco-driving in needing to ensure that once you take that 18% of
work through our advice centres. We have about 45 drivers oV the road that that road space is not just
advice centres across the UK which could also filled up with other drivers now seeing that there is
provide advice to consumers about transport. That an empty stretch of road and choosing to drive their
has also been turned down at this stage. There are a car as a result. That is one of the main reasons why
number of ways in which we can engage with the our programme of activity, we think, is not being
public and provide some real incentives to train funded next year by DfT for Smart Choice for Travel
people to change their behaviour. I think in addition Plans. We have been running a programme to
we need to see it brought in as a requirement of the provide free support and writing up a travel plan for
driving test. This has been done in other countries a company. That will come to an end in the next two

days and will no longer be providing that support. Itand has been successful.
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will now be provided more through a local type Q155 Chairman: Of course it could be done
domestically without any reference to the EU.support system through local authorities. We think

it is important; there can be achievements made and Mr Tarboton: Yes.
if you look at what is happening in London that just
increases the support in terms of providing travel Q156 Chairman: It could be done by the industry
plans for workplace travel. Up to £30 million of without the Government being involved.
funding is going to go into this area. The way they Mr Tarboton: Possibly, on a voluntary basis.
are doing it in London is an area based travel plan
approach so that you not only look at the businesses Q157 Mr Caton: When we were talking about buses
in that area, you look at the schools, you look at the at the beginning of this session you mentioned the
infrastructure, you look at the buses, the cycling loss of grant. Why have several DfT’s
routes and you ensure that you tackle the whole area TransportEnergy programmes been suspended and
in its entirety and by doing that you can then tackle why is it taking so long to get them up and running
the issue of feedback loop because if you tackle the again?
whole area you do not have people then jumping in Mr Tarboton: The key issue is State Aid
their cars to use up the empty space. In addition in requirements. We have gone through a process of
London you have the added benefit of a congestion consulting the industry, putting in place proposals
charge to provide a disincentive for people to have for new grant programmes which would be
that feedback opportunity to go back onto the technology neutral and in line with the conclusions
roads. We think what is happening in London is the which came out of the consultation, those
correct approach and if that could be rolled out mechanisms would suit industry provided they are
nationally we think some real benefits could be put in place over a long term and there is a long term
achieved as per the Smarter Choices report. strategy for those grant programmes. We have been

now over a year in waiting for that set of
programmes to be approved through the EuropeanQ154 Mr Stuart: Is there anything you want to add
Commission. During that time of the sixabout the practicalities of how that would work,
programmes two programmes have been approved.how big an impact you think it could actually have
The R&D programme has been approved to provideand, finally, have you approached the Department
grants for the development of new vehicles. Indeed,of Transport and what is their response?
it is in that area where we have been developingMr Tarboton: Certificate trading is something which
projects in the past which continue to run throughI think could certainly work. There are limitations in
from the old programmes where we are going to bea number of technical issues to be looked at; the devil
seeing some new vehicles coming through to beis the detail with some of this. One of the limitations
launched in the next few months as demonstrationto be aware of is that if you were to bring in a system
vehicles which will achieve under 100 grams ofwhich made small, cheap cars even cheaper you
carbon per kilometre for a normal, passenger, familycould end up with a runaway growth of small cars
sized vehicle. That programme is having aand that could not exactly help the situation in terms
tremendous impact. The other programme is theof CO2 emissions, so we have to be aware of that.
infrastructure programme to provide grants for newApart from those kinds of issues which can be
bio fuel, E85 and hydrogen and electric rechargingmanaged, in terms of its impact it is dependent upon
points to be installed. Both of those have beenhow much of a diVerential you create on the cost of
approved but the other four programmes are still incarbon for high carbon cars versus low carbon cars.
the process of discussion between the Department ofIf you made it, for example, £10 per gram of carbon
Transport and the European Commission inso that a vehicle which was 70 grams higher in
working out the technical details and issues to ensurecarbon emissions would generate a certificate of, say
there is no unfair competition distortion created by£700 against a green car which was 50 grams lower
the programmes.in CO2 across the mid-point they would have a £500

certificate diVerence. Those could then be traded.
Q158 Mr Caton: Do you have any idea of theYou could change the £10 to £20 or £5 depending on
timescale we are talking about before they dowhat impact you see happening in the light of this.
hopefully get a programme?The fundamental basis of this would be that you can
Mr Tarboton: I wish I did. Unfortunately it is notadjust it as time goes on. You need to provide long
something which has a fixed timescale attached to it;term stability to manufacturers that such a system
it is very much a rolling system of questions beingwould be in place and provide some clarity on that.
asked, clarification being sought, answers beingTrading systems do provide that level of clarity,
provided and then new questions coming out of thecertainly better than stopping and starting grant
Commission, and it goes on round.programmes. There is a big opportunity there; it is

something which has been discussed. There is some
agreement that it is something which should be Q159 Mr Caton: Is the Government pressing hard
explored and certainly the recent letter from the enough to achieve the objective and have you been
three UK secretaries of state (for DfT, Defra and able to assess the impact of the suspension?
DTI), sent to the European Commission about three Mr Tarboton: We have been asked to provide
weeks ago indicated to the Commission that surface support to the Government on the detailed technical
transport should be assessed in the review of the aspects of a number of the questions. In answer to

the question, are they pushing hard? Yes they are,EUTS. We think that is a very positive step forward.
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for these programmes to be approved and they are various purchases. We incorporated that element of
local advice with national elements of things like aworking out timescales to get back answers to the

Commission as soon as possible and we have been league table and promotional campaigns into that
whole package and it is really that whole packageunder a lot of pressure at diVerent times during the

year to produce some technical detail and cost which was not approved as something to go ahead.
In terms of its impact, I do not have the exact theanalysis to provide back to the Commission so that

the process can run as quickly as possible. figures here as to its carbon impact but it was
certainly a lot more carbon eVective than grant
systems.Q160 Mr Caton: Clearly you think the suspension is

having a negative impact.
Mr Tarboton: Clearly it is. Q164 Dr Turner: We did a report recently on the

Treasury’s Pre-Budget Report and we commented
Q161 Mr Caton: You mentioned it in answer to a on the apparent lack of any communication strategy
question. Can you quantify that at all? on the part of the Treasury to educate people about
Mr Tarboton: It is very diYcult to predict take-oV of the reasons behind some of the environmental tax
some of these markets because you are talking about measures like fuel duty and VED and changes
6,000 vehicles in a market selling two and a half therein. Have you talked to the Treasury or to DfT
million vehicles a year. Depending on whether the about this and do you have any evidence of other
grants have been there or not those new products countries where they are more successful at getting
coming to market are very diYcult to predict the these messages across?
volumes and it is for that reason that grant systems Mr Veitch: There is a good example in Holland.
sometimes fall into diYculty because they have a There is a case study where they decided to
fixed budget that you have to use over a period of incorporate safety and environment in big public
one year and at the beginning of the year you have campaigns on driving. Instead of having just a safety
to predict exactly how many vehicles will sell. What campaign they call it a new driving campaign
we have done in the past is that we have gone out to because most of the things you can do to drive safely
the manufacturer and asked how many vehicles will are also things that you can do to drive eYciently.
sell and get grants and normally by about month one DfT does do a fair amount of public explaining
into the year those projections have changed. If you about policies and measures, a lot of road safety
get to the end of the year and more vehicles are sold work which is excellent work and should continue. I
you run out of grant monies and we have been in think we should be trying to make a case that climate
those problems before. It is diYcult for us to give a change is so important that they should start
straight answer to what the impact has been. There thinking in their strategic communications about
have been some new products come to market; there this issue as well, or looking at other countries in
have been some products which have been severely trying to incorporate some of these other messages. I
hurt. We heard from Honda earlier how the Honda do not quite see the Treasury getting involved in that
Civic sales dropped by half as a result of grants kind of communication activity; it seems to me to be
dropping oV. We have heard from manufacturers more of a Defra and DfT.
that the LPG sales of vehicles have stopped
completely; most of the new LPG suppliers have

Q165 Dr Turner: The Treasury uses fiscalstopped producing LPG vehicles as a result. There
instruments quite consciously to try to aVectare some serious issues there in terms of new vehicles
behaviour, but if people do not realise why they arecoming to market which have been aVected by the
doing it they are going to be less eVective surely.drop but it is very hard to put numbers on it.
Mr Veitch: Yes. The good thing about the car label
is that it is linked to car tax and one thing we haveQ162 Dr Turner: You put to the Department of
found in the work that we have done is that peopleTransport a set of proposals for developing public
have no idea what they are paying in VED. Theunderstanding of how to reduce CO2 emissions from
point of the label really is that it is positivetransport use. Could you explain something about
reinforcement. It is: “How much are you paying inyour proposals, what eVects you think they might
car tax?” “Oh right, I could pay a bit less if I got ahave had and why did the Department turn them
cleaner car.” One of the things we presented to thedown?
DfT was to build on the fact that there is a labelMr Tarboton: Is this the proposals around consumer
there, it shows you your car tax; if we caninformation and public information?
communicate that to people in a sensible way that
may actually help the tax measure work better. I

Q163 Dr Turner: Yes. definitely agree with your point.
Mr Tarboton: Incorporated into those proposals
was the idea of a Cleaner Vehicle League Table, so
that was a core component of it, and really what we Q166 Ms Barlow: There are several key bodies

involved in reducing carbon emissions from roadwere proposing was an initial pilot study in some
regions of the UK where we have pilots running for transport. There is the Low Carbon Vehicle

Partnership, CENEX, Foresight Vehicle and, notboth the DTI and for Defra at the moment around
the concept of a sustainable energy centre of advice least, the Energy Saving Trust. Do you think there

are too many? Would it be more eVective if they werewhere consumers can phone into a centre or get
information sent to them from a centre on making more streamlined?
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Mr Tarboton: I think each organisation needs to be Q168 Ms Barlow: You mentioned demarcation
between diVerent government departments, howable to clarify what its role is in the market. I think
eVective is the working together of the Departmentif the stakeholders who operate in the market place
of Transport plus the DTI, the Treasury, Defra?and, indeed, the general public who need to interact
Does that work?with some of these organisations clearly understood
Mr Tarboton: It is interesting to note some of thethe role then I do not think there is an issue. Where
comments made earlier about the targets for CO2it becomes an issue is where there is a blurring of
where, as has been said, there is a shared PSA targetroles and responsibilities and I think in some of
across DTI, Defra and DfT. What is lacking is athose areas we need to be a bit clearer as to what the
clear carbon target for the Department forparticular roles will be. In areas such as
Transport and I think if there was that clear targetprocurement, for example, we provide advice to
there would be better integration of activity in thatabout 2,000 to 3,000 companies a year on how they
each area would then be clear on what they had tocan improve the operation and purchase of the fleets
achieve and what it had to bring to the table, andof vehicles which they have in their operation. It is
then be able to focus their activity together.important that anything we provide in advice is also

linked with the other organisations which are Q169 Ms Barlow: What do you think that target
approaching companies with messages about this. should be?
Indeed, it is not only those organisations, there is Mr Tarboton: In terms of CO2 reduction?
also the Carbon Trust to think about who do not
deal with transport but they deal with carbon and Q170 Ms Barlow: Yes.
they approach businesses with similar measures and Mr Tarboton: We have not done a full analysis but
advice about energy eYciency. We have been talking we certainly think it could be greater than the
to the Carbon Trust about making sure that when current projection which is a zero reduction. There
we approach businesses they understand that the are mechanisms like certificate trading, like public
role of the Carbon Trust is about how you change information which could be introduced on top of the
the energy usage of the company in conserving measures already provided in the Climate Change

Programme Review and if you introduce those wecarbon and the role of us in coming to talk to them
should be able to have greater reductions. However,as the Energy Saving Trust is that we have the remit
to analyse that you really need to have access to thefor transport and we will be helping you to reduce
overall transport model and apply a number ofyour carbon emissions in transport. It is more about
diVerent policy mechanisms into that model andthe roles being clear than about just rationalising it
come up with a result. It is a very complicated pieceall into one organisation.
of analysis that needs to be done because one eVect
has an impact on something else. So I do not have an

Q167 Ms Barlow: Do you feel the roles are clear and exact figure on but I think it is something which
that is working? needs to be given serious priority within DfT, setting

a CO2 target.Mr Tarboton: I think with the Partnership there is a
clear role in that that is about bringing together all

Q171 Ms Barlow: If we did have that complicatedthe diVerent stakeholders to bring solutions and
evaluation what diVerence do you think thatprovide recommendations, whereas the Energy
would make?Saving Trust is about delivering and having
Mr Tarboton: I think it would drive policies to berelationships with the market place, with businesses
introduced such as certificate trading, such as publicand consumers. That is clear; we could communicate
information, league tables, et cetera, to achievethat a bit more possibly. CENEX is a new
those targets. If you were to have a focussedorganisation coming into the forum and we need to objective of, say, a 5% reduction in carbon from

work with them. We have started having meetings transport you would need to then test a number of
with them just to make sure we are clear on the role policy mechanisms to achieve that through a model
of R&D and we have an R&D programme that we and then test them in the market place. That would
run and their role is a lot more working with industry certainly bring about change if we could see some
to look at collaborative approaches of industry and policies being introduced.
to look at the early stage R&D and then we look at Chairman: I think we are going to have to call it a day
demonstration vehicles. Those are some of the ideas at that point. Thank you very much for your
we are discussing with them and we just need to be responses. It has been a very interesting session and
able to solidify that into a clear strategy that can be we are grateful for your time and I am sure we shall

see you again in due course.presented to the market.
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Memorandum submitted by the Mayor of London

Introduction

1. The Mayor of London welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s
Inquiry: Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transport. Each year approximately 42 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide (CO2) are emitted from the Greater London area. Emissions from transport activity accounts for
around 21% or nine million tonnes of this total.

2. The Mayor recognises that climate change arising from increased atmospheric concentrations of CO2

and other greenhouse gases is a serious issue aVecting London’s future. As a result, the Greater London
Authority (GLA) and its functional bodies are committed to the development and implementation of a
climate change mitigation strategy. With CO2 emissions a significant and growing problem, Transport for
London (TfL) is aware of its responsibility to identify opportunities to reduce CO2 emissions directly
attributable to it’s operation of the public transport network, as well as pursuing initiatives that will reduce
emissions from the broader transport sector in the capital.

3. The Mayor also recognises that CO2 is not the only pollutant which contributes to climate change, and
it is necessary to consider other pollutants when addressing climate change. Defra’s Air Quality Expert
Group’s “Air Quality and Climate Change” draft report has highlighted that black carbon particulate
matter (including diesel vehicles emissions) as contributing to climate change.

4. The GLA is currently developing a Climate Change Adaptation Strategy to identify the impacts and
recommend key actions to help London and Londoners prepare for inevitable climate change. This will
support existing Mayor’s Air Quality and Transport Strategy.

Responses to Inquiry Questions

— What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the
Ten Year Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the
2004 PSA, Powering Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents.

General CO2 Reduction Targets

5. The UK’s general CO2 reduction target of 20% from the 1990 baseline by 2010 and longer term
aspiration of a 60% reduction from 2000 levels by 2050 provide a degree of focus to the DfT’s eVorts to
reduce CO2 emissions from transport. It is generally accepted that transport CO2 emissions will rise over the
years to 2010 as population and per capita trip growth oVsets (and most likely exceeds) improvements in
energy eYciency. Recognising this and the relationship between population density, transport modal split
and CO2 emissions, the Mayor and TfL are in the process of developing transport sector specific targets.
These targets will guide the development of reduction strategies in the short (2010), medium (2015–25) and
long term (2050). It may prove valuable for the DfT to develop similar transport targets for regions and the
UK as a whole.

6. It is important to note the Government’s objective to “put climate change at the heart of its work” does
not necessarily directly fit with carbon reduction targets. Other pollutants contribute to climate change, this
includes well-known climate change gases, such as methane, NO2 and ozone and lesser known global
pollutants such as particulate matter (PM10) from diesel vehicles (as highlighted in Defra’s Air Quality
Expert Group’s recent report).
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London Specific Targets and Outcomes

7. In its Ten Year Plan (2000), the DfT highlighted a variety of London-specific transport outcomes and
targets. Many of these targets relate to the promotion of public transport, which in most cases will serve to
reduce overall CO2 emissions. There are also targets relating directly to reductions in road traYc, by far the
largest contributor to transport CO2 emissions in London, accounting for more than 80% of emissions. TfL
and the GLA, working in conjunction with DfT, have made considerable progress towards many of these
objectives (described in H6.73). Examples include:

Bus passengers

— Target: a 50% increase in the number of bus passengers entering central London and across the
whole network.

— Progress: since 2000, the number of people entering central London by bus during the
morning peak has grown by 59%. The total number of bus trips taking place across all of
London has increased by 36% over the same period (source: London Travel report 2005).

Bus journey times

— Target: a 10% reduction in average bus journey times, with larger reductions in key corridors, plus
significant improvements in reliability, with long unscheduled waits largely eliminated.

— Progress: average waiting times for high frequency bus services have decreased by 18% since
2000, with average excess wait times reducing by 50% over the same period (source: London
Travel report 2005).

Road traYc

— Target: a possible 10%–15% reduction in road traYc in central London as a result of the
Congestion Charging Scheme.

— Progress: since its introduction in February 2003, the central London Congestion Charging
Scheme has resulted in a reduction in the total volume of traYc entering the zone during
charging hours of 18%.

8. In addition to these specific examples, TfL and the GLA are in the midst of implementing a five year,
£10 billion major investment programme that will see major improvements to the capacity and quality of
Underground services, relief of localised traYc congestion, expansion of the existing Congestion Charging
Zone, extension of the Docklands Light Railway and improvements to other commuter rail services.
Considerable investment is also directed to a travel demand management programme, to encourage mode
shift through school, workplace and personalised travel plans.

Technology-related Targets

9. In its Powering Future Vehicles paper, the DfT targeted that by 2012, 10% of all new car sales will be
cars emitting less than 100g/km. Achieving this target would seem very ambitious given that in 2004 only
3% of new cars had tailpipe emissions of 120g/km, with only a fraction of these achieving less than 100g/
km. However, the range of low carbon vehicles available to consumers is expanding rapidly and it may be
possible to dramatically increase the proportion of new cars that are low carbon in the next few years.
Innovative mechanisms must be explored to promote consumers to purchase these vehicles in preference to
more polluting alternatives. Subject to testing and pricing, options could include cash incentives or
preferential finance for purchasers of low carbon cars, significant tax increases for vehicles emitting CO2

over a threshold limit, favourable treatment by existing and future road user charging schemes and parking
restrictions, general advertising campaigns to highlight environmental and operating cost benefits of
purchasing low carbon vehicles.

10. It is vital that the promoted vehicles mitigate climate change, rather than exhaust CO2 at the expense
of life cycle CO2 or other environmental impacts. Defra’s Air Quality Expert Group’s “Air Quality and
Climate Change” draft report highlighted that the climate change benefits of diesel over petrol are
compromised if a full analysis is made, which takes account of various issues, including increased CO2

emissions at refineries and the contribution of diesel PM.

11. In addition, it is vital that when identifying “low-carbon” vehicles, the well to wheel CO2 emissions
are considered. For example, refinery emissions of CO2 have increased disproportionately due to increasing
diesel consumption and the consequent fuel compositional requirements.

12. The Power Future Vehicles paper also targets that approximately 20% of buses joining the fleet
annually will be low carbon. TfL is already trialling diesel hybrid and hydrogen fuel cell buses in London.
Once operational robustness is verified, preferential purchase of low carbon buses to replace existing vehicles
or to expand the fleet will be dependent on the provision of suYcient funding to cover any cost premium.
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TfL expects the bulk of these low carbon buses in the short term to be diesel hybrids, but has also begun work
with the London Hydrogen Partnership on their London Hydrogen Transport Programme. This requires
London to deliver 10–12 buses, and a range of other vehicles, over the next 5 years, and procurement of these
buses has already begun. The DfT should look to explore ways of improving the aVordability of these buses.

13. In its Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation feasibility report, the DfT suggests that 5% of the UK’s
road transport fuel requirements be supplied by biofuels by 2010. With biofuels accounting for only 0.25%
of road fuel sales at present, this target appears very challenging. The GLA and TfL believe that further
development of the UK’s biofuel resources should continue to be explored, but should also take into account
any dis-benefits associated with the production and use of these fuels (e.g, there is some suggestion that
combustion of biofuels may result in increased emissions of NOx compounds and the impacts of biofuel
feedstock production).

— Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across
the department’s entire range of activities;

14. The DfT’s strategy to reduce CO2 emissions appears logical and employs a portfolio approach to
confront this growing problem. It addresses the major source of emissions from the sector, road transport,
primarily through promotion new technologies (eg, low carbon vehicles) and fuel sources (eg, biofuels and
hydrogen). It also advocates increased investment in public transport to improve both capacity and the
quality of services. Other aspects of the strategy consider freight and aviation.

15. Whilst technological advancements oVer the prospect of greatly reduced energy consumption in the
future, the adoption of these technologies in the short to medium term will be largely dependent on their
commercial viability. With global emissions of CO2 escalating rapidly as developing nations become more
industrialised the UK cannot aVord to wait for the market driven take-up of these technologies. Utilisation
of both “carrot” and “stick” policies tools will be required to increase both the rate and depth of penetration
of low carbon technologies.

16. In addition to these measures, a greater focus on demand-side measures is critical to minimise
emissions in the short term. Encouragement of walking and cycling, car clubs, development and
implementation of work, school and personalised travel plans, and exploration of technology-enabled
solutions such as teleworking; must be promoted along with the prudent application of harder demand
management measures such as road user charging. TfL has expanded it’s travel demand management
capability and the budget to deliver mode change will increase from £13.9 million in 2005–06 to £30 million
in 2007–08.

— Whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005
departmental report, Annex A) adequately reflects the environmental challenges it faces (see
note 3);

17. Measurement of spending on specific transport objectives, such as the environment, is very diYcult.
Most transport initiatives seek to address multiple objectives. For example how does one classify spending
on a new articulated, wheelchair accessible, diesel hybrid bus? It provides additional capacity, whilst also
improving reliability by reducing dwell times at stops. Such a bus also provides mobility-impaired people
with greater access to community services and has the benefit of reduced CO2, particulate and NOx
emissions. It is impossible to accurately allocate costs across these distinctly diVerent objectives. As a result,
reporting processes attempting to quantify spending on environmental issues tend to only capture those
projects where 80–100% of the derived benefit is environmental in nature. As a consequence, spending on
the environment is under reported.

18. Realisation of the three DfT PSA objectives not relating specifically to the environment will also help
to reduce transport-related CO2 emissions. The “provision of eYcient and reliable interregional transport
systems” (objective 1) and “improvements to the accessibility, punctuality and reliability of local and
regional transport systems” focussing on “increased use of public transport” (objective 2) will both help to
improve the relative attractiveness of public transport options. Modal shift away from private transport
achieved as a result of eVorts to meet objectives 1 and 2 will also help to reduce overall CO2 emissions from
the transport sector. The department’s fourth objective to “improve cost- eVectiveness” will ensure that
funding is available and prioritised for those projects from which greatest benefit will be derived. Due to the
interrelated nature of the objectives, it is impossible to tell with any certainty if the DfT’s planned
expenditure accurately reflects the magnitude of the environmental challenge it faces.

— What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related
carbon emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so;

19. In the years to 2010, take-up of low carbon vehicles and biofuels are unlikely to have any tangible
eVect on overall emissions from the transport sector. Travel demand management, modal shift and other
behavioural changes oVer the only real opportunities to significantly reduce emissions during this
timeframe. If such measures are exploited to the full, it may be possible to constrain the anticipated growth
in transport related emissions.

20. However, during the decade following 2010, low carbon vehicles, together with the emergence of
alternative fuel sources, provide an opportunity to reduce emissions from current levels. To ensure that
maximum benefit is achieved as soon as possible, the DfT should start its promotion of these technologies
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amongst the general public now. As recognised in its third annual report on the Powering Future Vehicles
Strategy, uptake of these vehicles will be initially slow, so advocating the benefits of these vehicles now will
hopefully bring forward emission savings by several years.

— What specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions
and congestion over the next decade.

21. Road user charging has proven to be very successful in London. TraYc within the congestion
charging zone during charging hours has decreased by 18% since implementation of the scheme, resulting
in a corresponding reduction in CO2 emissions of about 20%. The DfT should continue to investigate the
potential benefits of a national road user charging scheme.

22. Develop targeted advertising campaigns to promote public awareness of travel management options
available locally to reduce traYc levels (particularly school and workplace travel plans, walking and cycling
initiatives) and to educate drivers on ways to carry out their travel in as sustainable a manner as possible
(eg, fuel economy benefits of smooth acceleration and braking, driving at the speed limit).

23. Accelerate the market for low carbon vehicles and alternative fuel sources, starting with raising
awareness amongst the general public now, and driving the development of aVordable, practical vehicles.

24. Continue, if not increase its investment in public transport schemes, as these will continue to be more
energy eYcient and less polluting from a passenger km perspective for the foreseeable future. For example,
incremental investment in the existing commuter rail network in London is capable of achieving substantial
increases in public transport capacity and quality at reasonable cost. This type of investment is critical to
maintaining sustainable economic growth in the capital. The DfT must also commit itself to the funding of
large scale projects that will assure the long term ability to provide sustainable transport options (eg,
Crossrail).

25. Road freight accounts for about 25% of all transport CO2 emissions. Investment is required in the
development of low carbon alternatives for both LGV and HGV applications, as well as promoting the
uptake of these vehicles once available. Improving the energy eYciency of the freight sector must be a
priority. Initiatives to be explored should include driver education, consolidation of distribution centres,
promotion of technologies to assist with journey planning and trip consolidation. Such recommendations
will integrated into TfL’s freight strategy—the London Freight Plan (LFP)—currently under development.

26. The Government should support national, regional and local policies to reduce climate change
pollutants other than CO2. This includes diesel exhaust PM10 and associated policies, including the London
Low Emission Zone and other air quality and transport initiatives.

In relation to the Department’s low carbon vehicle strategy, Powering Future Vehicles, the Committee is
also specifically interested in: whether the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles strategy were
adequate and what progress has been made against them since 2002; and what organisations and funding
sources are involved, whether there is adequate coordination between them, and whether the overall funding
available and spent in support of the strategy is adequate in view of the environmental challenges DfT is
facing.

27. On targets, please see response to first inquiry, “technology-related targets”.

28. There is little certainty about the remit, availability and coordination between current funding
opportunities to support DfT’s low carbon vehicle strategy, Powering Future Vehicles, and together they
fall very short of the level of funding required. More specifically:

— The transport arm of the Energy Saving Trust have provided grants for cleaner and low carbon
vehicles and technologies, but these were withdrawn at very short notice, causing severe problems
for technology providers, especially SMEs and the cleaner vehicle market. New funding for
alternative fuel infrastructure is welcome, but the level of support available should be increased.

— Although the DTI’s recent announcement on its intention to provide funding to demonstrate
hydrogen and fuel cell technology was welcome, it is unclear when this funding will be available.
Furthermore the level of support proposed will be inadequate to achieving the real shift in progress
that the UK needs in this area to reduce the gap with the global leaders. We would welcome clarity
on how this funding and the DfT’s planned research funding for hydrogen infrastructures work
together, and how it may feed into support for stationary power initiatives oVered by DEFRA and
the Carbon Trust.

February 2006
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Witnesses: Dr Kevin Austin, Head of Transport (Greater London Authority); Ms Isabel Dedring, Director
of Policy Unit, and Mr Mark Evers, Analyst, Policy Unit, Transport for London, gave evidence.

Q172 Chairman: Good afternoon. Welcome to the £215 for a diesel car at the highest level is not so
much diVerent from some of the most fuel eYcientCommittee. I am afraid in this room we are all rather
cars. We would like to see consideration ofseparated from each other but we are delighted that
additional bands with significantly higher rates ofyou are here to give us evidence. We have seen the
duty and potentially wider diVerentials in thememorandum from the Mayor’s oYce. Perhaps, just
existing bands. We are also pleased that they areto kick things oV, you would like to give your overall
looking at sustainable distribution because the areaassessment of the Government’s Climate Change
of freight driving has the potential to reduce theProgramme Review and in particular how it
amount of fuel used with better training. Certainlyaddresses cutting carbon emissions from transport.
the Government needs to help promote the schemesDr Austin: Perhaps I will start. The document does
and educate drivers to drive more eYciently.show that achieving reductions in emissions from
Transport for London is currently developing atransport in the short to medium term is going to be
freight operator recognition system which will doextremely diYcult. I think it highlights that even
this and we are happy to share that information withwith all the proposed measures in place CO2
Government.emissions will still stay about the same in 2010 as

they were in 1990. We are pleased that there is a clear
commitment to reducing CO2 and it identifies clear Q173 Chairman: That is helpful. Do you want to put
areas for attention but I think we would want to see a that in a specifically London context and say how
more aggressive approach to encourage modal shift the GLA is tackling the question of cutting carbon
and to reduce the carbon content of road transport emissions?
fuels. In terms of the key areas that they put forward, Dr Austin: Certainly. In terms of the modal shift, I
in terms of modal shift we are pleased that the have mentioned the increased investment in buses
Government highlights investment in public which has led to a 4% modal shift from cars to buses.
transport as a critical element in strategy. In London The additional investment and capacity increases in
bus use has seen a 40% increase in ridership and a 4% the Underground will also see the same sort of
modal shift from cars to buses as a result of that growth. On the travel demand management scheme
investment. Investment really does need to continue, that TfL has put forward, originally in 2005–06 they
in particular in national rail which will see a put about £13.9 million towards this and this is going
significant increase in passengers over the next 20 to be doubled this year to £24.5 million and next year
years and does need a lot of investment. Mention is to £30 million. That will ramp up school travel plans,
also made of the 20 million a year rail freight grants. workplace travel plans and personalised travel plans
We are pleased that is in but, again, more funding where you target individuals to change their travel
could be made available to encourage the further habits. We have also invested significant amounts of
shift of lorries oV the roads. Mention is also made of additional money in cycling, both in terms of
investment in travel demand management. Again, it marketing, advertising and training but also in terms
is absolutely crucial in the short-term to encourage a of providing better facilities, such as cycle lanes. We
shift towards sustainable transport. We are pleased did a study about three or four months ago and
that DfT have put forward 10 million over five years found that cycle lanes were the critical thing to
but they certainly need to be ready to commit encourage non-cyclists to become cyclists. Once they
significant amounts of funding once the start to become cyclists they will continue and other
demonstration towns have been completed and go issues will become more important.
out and implement on a much larger scale. The Ms Dedring: London as a purchaser has a significant
Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation is a positive role to play. Certainly we are thinking about how we
step forward. Biofuels account for 0.3% today and can catalyse the development of markets by
the target of 5% in 2010–11 is a step forward but we promising to buy X volume of buses as hybrid buses.
would like to see longer term targets to encourage a One of the points you have made is how do we get to
longer term commitment and potentially more the 600 bus target. Just making an announcement to
challenging targets over the longer term to ensure the market that our intention is for the fleet to be
that the proportion of biofuels increases steadily hybrid by a certain date, which is not something that
into the future. There is also the issue about the use we have done but is something that we are
of biofuels for public transport and the potential to considering, would have a significant impact on
have separate targets and we would like to see that giving a certain level of assurance to the market.
because that is an area where Government has a That is the kind of place where I think London can
much greater amount of influence compared with play a significant role simply because of the volume
the private vehicles. Finally on that, developing of purchasing that it does. In addition, it can do that
technology required to support alternatively fuelled in conjunction with other European cities. There
vehicles and the infrastructure required. On the issue you start to get into the potential of getting some of
of fuel eYciency of vehicles, again it is a step forward the prices down for something like hydrogen fuel cell
that the Government have reformed the company technology. One of the counter-arguments that I
car tax, fuel benefit charge and the vehicle excise have heard is that London is diVerent because it is
duty related to CO2 emissions and also the recent more CO2 eYcient, because of the nature of the
announcement to zero rate the A band cars is density of the population and the nature of the
positive. However, there is concern that the vehicle activity. I guess one of the things that is worth

mentioning is that outer London is very much like aexcise duty diVerential is insuYcient. For example,
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lot of suburban areas in the UK so London’s Q176 Colin Challen: How do the bus providers
measure the benefits of this? Do you have to registerexperience in the suburban areas is highly relevant to

other parts of the UK, so we do not want to throw each journey or is it simply a subsidy to the
providers?the baby out with the bathwater when we say

“London is not relevant for a Leeds or a Bristol”. Dr Austin: In London it is based on the journeys.
For example, all will have Oyster Cards so every
time they go on and click their Oyster Card you

The Committee suspended from 2.59pm to 3.12pm know that a trip has been made so you are able to
for a division in the House. identify the number of trips. Outside London I

assume the bus driver will press a button to say thatChairman: We will move on to buses, I think.
is a concessionary fare and at the end of the month
or whatever they will be able to total up the number

Q174 Colin Challen: Bus use in London has of concessionary fares and presumably that will be
increased greatly in recent years, whilst in the rest of checked by surveys to ensure that the drivers are not
the country it has diminished greatly it is true to say. pressing the button hundreds of times more than
What do you think are the most important features they should.
of London’s success in promoting bus use?
Dr Austin: I think there are a number. Firstly, there Q177 Emily Thornberry: Can I ask a question about
is the investment. Significant investment has gone in the younger generation. Another thing that London
to increase the bus services in London. There has does which is really innovatory is that we have got
been a 26% increase in services so people know that free bus travel for youngsters, so the idea is children
buses will come along very soon, they will not have get used to always travelling on the buses and it is
to wait so long. Allied to that there have also been cheaper for the parents to go out on a day trip on the
significant improvements in bus reliability, partly as bus because they do not have to pay anything for the
a result of things like the Congestion Charge, which children. You still have to pay for the Tube but kids
has freed up traYc on central London’s roads to can travel free on the bus. That is right, is it not?
enable buses to be more reliable, and partly to do Dr Austin: Under-11s can travel free now on the
with operating practices, recruitment of drivers, et Tube.
cetera. There has also been a significant Ms Dedring: The argument is the incremental cost
improvement in the quality of buses over the last five eVectively is zero because these are groups that tend
years. I think the average age of buses is about half to travel in the oV-peak and because of that we
what it was in 2000 and all the buses have CCTV and would not be carrying very many people at that time
are wheelchair accessible. The other issue is fares. At anyway so there is a lot of spare capacity on the bus
the moment average fares on buses is the same as it network, just as with the electricity industry, so you
was five years ago. Allied to that there have been may as well get people on the bus and there is a
policies to encourage specific groups to travel free, perceived benefit to them but not a great cost to us
for example free travel for under-16s on buses came since the load factors on the buses at that time are
into force from last September. A recent survey quite low.
showed that about 56% of those 11–15 year olds
questioned were travelling less by car as a result of Q178 Emily Thornberry: Except you can travel free
that policy. There has also been advertising, “You to school and that is obviously at peak times but that
are better oV by bus”, so that has put the message is clearly an advantage in itself to stop people
that travel by bus is far better than it was and it is an travelling in cars.
acceptable way to travel around London. I know Ms Dedring: Exactly. It is the lesser of two evils.
many people who five years ago would never use a
bus who are now using it regularly and finding it a

Q179 Colin Challen: In the design of routes, are youfantastic way to get around.
able to use the free travel issue as a lever with bus
providers to get routes laid on where previously they
would not have looked at them as a commercialQ175 Colin Challen: Can I just follow up on the issue
prospect?of free travel. This April we have seen the
Dr Austin: In London we regularly monitor theintroduction of free travel for pensioners and I
routes anyway and if there are requirements toassume that operates in London in a similar way as
increase capacity as a result of additional childrenit would in the rest of the country. Does oVering
going on the buses, for example, then additionalthese free travel policies increase capacity or does it
buses are laid on. The types of trips for children andsimply mean that bus companies reap a greater
others will also be considered as part of the overallreward in filling up existing capacity?
planning process. For example, if it is shown that aDr Austin: It will do two things. One, bus companies
large number of people want to travel from A to Cwill reap greater rewards as more people travel on
and they have got to go via B or whatever then thatbuses and they are able to obtain income from that.
can be considered and adjusted accordingly if thereSecondly, it is a question of whether it will encourage
is a case for it.some people who previously would use their car for

certain trips who now find it just as easy and cheaper
to use the bus. Londoners have had free fares for Q180 David Howarth: I think you have already
disabled and elderly people for a number of years, so mentioned the low carbon buses target. The

Department for Transport’s target was 600 per yearthe recent trend is diYcult to establish in London.
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to be sold by 2012 but apparently the number sold thinking about what we can do to ramp that up. As
Mark was saying, the discussion about hydrogenlast year was 19. The number the year before that

was five, so I suppose there has been some fuel cells has somewhat compromised that
discussion because you think if that is coming alongimprovement. Could you elaborate on why you

think progress in that area is so slow? You talked is it worth converting the bus fleet to hybrid in the
interim? It depends how long you think the interimabout how London could use its purchasing power

to meet its particular target but nationwide this is period is going to be and how long it is going to take
for a lower emission technology to come along: “Ifnot going to get anywhere near the target if present

trends continue. it is 50 years we had better do something now, but if
it is 10 years maybe we should wait for theMr Evers: I think part of the reason has been the
alternative technology”. That has been another areaemergence simultaneously of the various competing
of confusion.types of technologies, so at the same time you have

diesel hybrid buses emerging, flexi-fuel buses that
use a very high blend of biofuels along with a lot of Q182 David Howarth: What about the Bus Service
talk about the emergence of hydrogen fuel cell buses Operators Grant? Would not a technology neutral
as well. That has created a certain amount of way of approaching this be to reform that to
confusion as to what is the likely dominant incentivise investment in low carbon buses in
technology in the future for public transport general? Have you discussed this with the
operators. That has also created a degree of Department for Transport? If so, what have they
confusion amongst manufacturers as to how much said?
they should commit to a certain technology to scale Ms Dedring: As I understand it, what we have
up their manufacturing facilities so that they can discussed with them has been based not on an
provide buses at a cost-eVective price. In the wake of environmental perspective or a CO2 perspective but
several trials that have taken place both within from a pure operational standpoint. We have sent a
London for hydrogen fuel cell buses and abroad for submission to the DfT but on that basis only where
both biofuelled and diesel hybrid buses there is far the discussion was around whether it should be
more certainty around the robustness of various based on passenger kilometres or not which has a
technologies and the likely timeframe over which knock-on impact on CO2 as load factors increase.
they are going to emerge. For instance, hydrogen Certainly that would have an impact and you could
fuel cell buses are more likely to become more cost- imagine various ways of restructuring that to have
eVective and viable in the 10 to 15 year timeframe an impact on take-up. Again, the rebate only dilutes
whereas diesel hybrid buses are far more attractive the impact that fuel prices are already having.
over the shorter term. As a result of that I think you
will see a more rapid acceleration of the number of Q183 David Howarth: What was the response of the
alternatively fuelled vehicles over the course of the Department to your suggestions?
next two, three, four, five years and that number of Ms Dedring: I do not think there has been one as far
around 600 buses per annum is perhaps not overly as I am aware.
optimistic by the time you get to 2010. Dr Austin: It was part of their consultation.
Dr Austin: There comes a point where the
manufacturers then start saying, “Yes, we will do it”.

Q184 Mr Caton: Continuing with something youI think last week, or the week before, Wright Bus in
have already raised, and that is the subject of hybridNorthern Ireland announced that they were going to
buses, I understand you have recently startedgear up to produce their hybrid buses on a larger
running a number on your route 360. What is yourscale. Obviously they feel there must be a
evaluation so far in terms of reliability, carboncommercial rationale for them to do that and once
emissions, costs, including running costs, passengercompanies such as they start doing it that will
satisfaction or, indeed, any other yardstick yougradually increase production, et cetera, and
might be using?customers will come. I think 600 is possible.
Mr Evers: To be honest, I do not think that has been
consolidated as yet. It is a very recently commenced
trial and I am not aware of the details of that at thisQ181 David Howarth: You do not see any need for
particular point in time. There has been no adverseregulatory change or any other change of policy, it
impact at all but I would not like to commentis just a matter of the market sorting out the
specifically on any of those at this stage.standard, a bit like Betamax against VHS?

Ms Dedring: For sure some kind of stronger stick
type of mechanism to incentivise the take-up would Q185 Mr Caton: Are you assessing it?
be a good thing and not a bad thing. Because of the Mr Evers: Yes. It is being assessed on an ongoing
rising fuel prices bus operators may have a greater basis but I am not in possession of those figures at
incentive to look to hybrid buses more than they the moment.
have in the past because they are still about 50% Ms Dedring: Certainly once we formed the view that
more expensive than regular buses. If you were the lags in terms of a larger scale adoption would be
looking at it from a pure cost standpoint it depends signalling to the manufacturers that there was a
on the fuel price whether or not that breaks even certain volume to be purchased, and also flowing
from a purely market driven perspective. Certainly I that through the contract structure we have in
think it would be worth considering whether it is London, you would be talking about a three or four

year lag time in terms of getting those significantsomething to be done. In London we are definitely
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volumes of hybrids out on to the street. It is worth in many cases so you would have a spill-over eVect
more broadly into the UK if they were adopted intomentioning that New York has just purchased 300
the London fleet.or more hybrid buses following a trial they have

done and the upshot was the maintenance and
running costs were slightly higher but that is what Q188 Mr Vaizey: I think you were mentioning
you might expect with a new technology and those hydrogen fuel cell technology at the end of one of
were expected to bed down and be similar to the your answers just now. You have got three hydrogen
existing bus fleet. They have had a very positive fuel cell technology buses. Could you tell the
experience. Committee a bit about what your experience has

been using those?
Mr Evers: Those buses have been trialled over the

Q186 Mr Caton: Is there anything more that the last two years. Over that time their operational
Department for Transport could be doing to characteristics have been monitored quite closely
encourage the take-up of hybrid buses both in and it would be fair to say that over that time period
London but also across the rest of the country? we have seen an improvement in the performance of
Ms Dedring: Yes is probably the short answer. We those vehicles as we have got used to how they
have not really thought carefully about what would operate. There are still some minor operational
be the best mechanism in order to do that. One could issues around the range of some of the buses, the
stipulate a certain percentage of the fleet to be amount of power that they have on certain routes, so
hybrid. Certainly hybrid technology is highly they would be more applicable to some routes in
appropriate for a bus fleet type of environment London than others. Certainly our experiences to
because hybrid technology declines in its CO2 date would suggest that when the technology
eVectiveness if you are talking about longer haul becomes cost-eVective hydrogen fuel cells would be
travel. Buses which travel in an inner city a viable technology to use for buses in London and
environment that idle at red lights is where hybrid other urban environments.
technology particularly shines. Certainly for bus and
taxi fleets there is a very strong argument for pushing Q189 Mr Vaizey: That has been a similar experience
for those to be converted to hybrid in their entirety in other European cities that have been trying these?
really and it is a nearly proven technology unlike Mr Evers: That is correct.
some other fuel types and other technology types
where the kinks are still being ironed out. It does Q190 Mr Vaizey: We are not going to see hydrogen
deliver a significant reduction in CO2 emissions fuel cell buses imminently being used. Is the barrier
without compromising performance substantially to that growth Government support into research
compared to if you look at the fuel cell buses which into hydrogen fuel?
are still very expensive and there are a lot of Mr Evers: I do not think that would be the barrier.
complexities associated with getting hydrogen into The barrier is the technology itself has not been
the depots. It is much more complex and much more developed suYciently. It is not so much throw more
expensive by orders of magnitude. money at it, but technologies take time to bed down

to discover the problems that need to be solved and
we are on a long road to bedding down theQ187 Emily Thornberry: Is not one of the other
technology and making it more eVective. Foradvantages that are seen not just the reduction in instance, some of the hydrogen fuel cells are stillCO2 emissions but also the fact that they are quiet very, very large to provide the sorts of ranges that

and particularly on some busy roads they could you need in certain areas so that means it is not
make all the diVerence? My question is if you are particularly suitable for certain bus configurations,
going to introduce them elsewhere will you be double-decker buses et cetera. We are slowly moving
thinking of introducing them on main roads? The towards that. As manufacturers start to see more
A1, for example, through Islington would be one and more moves towards the use of hydrogen fuel
that I would recommend particularly strongly. cells both within transport and also in other
Dr Austin: There would be an argument for them on applications the cost-eVectiveness will become more
the minor roads so they do not wake people up. The attractive and we will start to see that kicking in.
only other issue is that London is a slightly
diVerently contractual regime for buses in the sense Q191 Mr Vaizey: The reason I mention Government
that Transport for London can say, “These are the funding is because I think in your memo you
buses we want” whereas outside London it is expressed concern about how we research funding
eVectively the operator who can decide what is best for hydrogen fuel cell technology and how the
for them from a financial perspective. Whatever the diVerent programmes can work together. Is there a
DfT will need to do they will have to take that issue problem in terms of joined-up research?
into consideration. Ms Dedring: I think it is a component. The problem
Ms Dedring: There is an interesting knock-on eVect is that a lot of these technological issues are really
if we purchase a significant percentage of our fleet as quite significant so more than 50% of the problem is
hybrids. Because of the desire to keep the fleet in not the grant issue. Mark was telling me this
London quite new and modern looking to preserve morning that withdrawal of government grants
that quality impression that Kevin was alluding to from certain types of technologies has created

confusion in the market. That kind of thing is highlyearlier, those are resold on to other parts of the UK
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unhelpful when you are trying to develop new Where have the ones that have already been spent
gone? Can they be recycled? If not, can you drop thetechnologies. It is clearly a component but from an

operational standpoint and just looking at the Committee a note?
Mr Evers: I think it would be better if we could comemarket, how long it will take to become viable

technologically and from a cost standpoint, the back to you with the facts.
estimates vary widely but I have not seen anything
that sounds feasible that is less than 10 to 15 years Q196 Mark Pritchard: It would be quite an
away and possibly very much more than that, 20 or interesting and perhaps fascinating paradox to have
30 years away, which is why my personal view is that fuel cells that were recyclable trying to reduce
looking at some kind of alternative for the medium carbon emissions.
term is really critical. Ms Dedring: It is a similar issue to the question

about where do you get the energy that is producing
the fuel cells because if they are highly CO2 intensiveQ192 Mr Vaizey: Would one of those be biofuels?
then you do not want to do that either. It is aCould you talk a bit about how you are using
common misconception that hydrogen fuel cell isbiofuels?
zero emission but it is not if you take the well toMr Evers: Yes. Biofuels can be used in either low
wheel type of approach with fuel cells, if you take theblended proportions or high blended proportions.
whole lifecycle. It can be a bit of a misleading type ofIn blends of up to five to 10% you do not need to
technology where people think, “Ah, problemmake any modifications, or very minor
solved, no more CO2”.modifications, to the vehicles that are operating
Mark Pritchard: A bit like windmills without windusing that. Obviously you see a proportionately
being powered by electricity. Thank you, Chairman.lower CO2 benefit as a result of that. Stockholm has

indicated their shift towards moving their bus fleet to
Q197 Mr Vaizey: I want to ask about taxis. You100% E85 fuelled vehicles—these are buses
have made it pretty clear that taxis should be movingoperating on biofuels which comprise 85% biofuel
to hybrid technology. Could you talk a bit about theand 15% fossil fuel derived petroleum—by 2020.
contribution of taxis to carbon emissions in LondonThere are countries that have significant experience
and what moves you are making to try to move taxiin this area already and they have demonstrated that
drivers into low carbon vehicles? I have noticed therebiofuels are an alternative that need to be considered
is one minicab company that is now touting the factso long as the source of the feedstock for those
that it is using the Toyota Prius. Do they get anybiofuels and the manufacturing process in order to
additional grant, subsidy, let-oV because of whatproduce them has CO2 benefits.
they are doing?
Mr Evers: The contribution of taxis and private hire

Q193 Mr Vaizey: Is this part of your strategy as well? vehicles to London’s CO2 emissions is around about
Mr Evers: It is one of the areas which we are looking 4% of the total transport related CO2 emissions.
at to see whether or not it oVers something for That comes to something of the order of 400,000
London, yes. tonnes of CO2 annually split around 50/50 between
Ms Dedring: The best thing about biofuel is that it is the Black Cab fleet and private hire vehicles. It is a
not an alternative, you can use it in conjunction with reasonably significant contributor to transport CO2

hybrid technology and in conjunction in low blends in London.
with the existing buses. It is not an either/or decision.
Mr Evers: You can take the example of Scania, the Q198 Mr Vaizey: In terms of the minicab operator
vehicle partner of Stockholm Transport, who are in and whether or not they are receiving any additional
the process of developing a biofuel hybrid bus at the incentives?
moment which again demonstrates these Dr Austin: That was a minicab operator in
technologies can be used in parallel. Hammersmith, I think, and Toyota have given them

five initially and they are looking to increase up to
50. As far as I know they are not receiving anyQ194 Mark Pritchard: If you are looking for
incentives but we could find out. The fact they arefeedstock there are plenty of Shropshire farmers
using new vehicles, the Prius, is quite a good sellingwho would be very happy to put their supply of
point for them and that could encourage people tosugar beet for biofuel production. My small, but
use them, so it is a good commercial decision.hopefully not insignificant, question is this: can you

recycle spent fuel cells, the actual piece of kit? Are
Q199 Mr Vaizey: My main point is whether there isthey recyclable themselves?
any programme to try to move taxis in general to lowMr Evers: To be honest, I am not 100% sure. I am
carbon technology?sure the components of it could be recycled but I do
Ms Dedring: Not at the moment. Because the Mayornot know whether or not 100% of the fuel cell itself
has expressed a strong desire to do something morecould be recycled.
aggressive on the whole climate change agenda we
are looking at a whole range of things that we should

Q195 Mark Pritchard: What is the average life not be doing diVerently potentially and that is internally
of the actual cell which we fuel or we charge but the in progress. In principle that is the kind of thing we
hardware that it fits in and the overall framework, as can do. The advantage is because of the licensing

regime we have some tools to do that. It has beenit were, that it sits in? What is the lifespan of that?
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used to get the taxis to adopt the new standards of Emily Thornberry: The Black Cab lobby is already
going. All the London MPs have been contacted byeuro engines in terms of air quality. There are

definitely tools at our disposal, unlike with private the Black Cab lobby already about this; I am just
telling you.vehicles where there is not very much we can do

short of using the Congestion Charge or parking
fees.

Q205 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask about light rail becauseDr Austin: That is probably what we will be
in London there are two light rail schemes, theconcentrating on, to reduce the PM10 emissions
Docklands Light Railway and the Croydon tram.from taxis which in central London is about a
What assessment have you made of the economicquarter of all those emissions.
value of light rail and the eVectiveness in bringing
about modal shift in reducing emissions? Is there any
consideration of a third light rail scheme at any pointQ200 Emily Thornberry: It is 25%, not 4%?

Dr Austin: I think it is about 24%. This is PM10 in the conurbation?
Dr Austin: You mentioned the two schemes, thosefrom taxis.
being DLR and Tramlink. Certainly with the
Docklands Light Railway, that scheme has been

Q201 Emily Thornberry: What is PM10? quite eVective in terms of modal shift. If you take
Dr Austin: It is particulates, dust that comes out of between 1991 and 1998, in 1991 about half drove to
the back of the exhaust. the Isle of Dogs by car, and that went down to a third

by 1998. Conversely, about a third used DLR in
1991 and that went up to a half. That shows theQ202 Emily Thornberry: The sort of stuV that gives
impact of DLR and switching people out of cars. Inyou asthma?
the same way with the Croydon Tramlink, a detailedDr Austin: That is it.
impact study was undertaken following its
implementation and that found about 19% of people

Q203 Mark Pritchard: Do you think the reception switched from car to tram. It does show a properly
you would get from taxi drivers would be a positive designed, thought-out and implemented scheme can
one? Perhaps part of the answer to that question have a very good eVect in terms of taking car
might suggest why, if you will forgive me, Transport journeys oV the roads. In terms of future schemes,
for London, whilst being strategic and forward the scheme that is being progressed furthest at the
thinking in many areas that you set out in our moment is the West London tram scheme which will
evidence today, when it comes to taxis are being go from Uxbridge to Shepherd’s Bush along the
slightly shy, because you are fearful of the reception Uxbridge Road and will follow, I think, the busiest
you might get. Am I being unkind? bus corridor in London which is the 207 bus
Dr Austin: I think the power is with the PM101 corridor. We are hoping by the end of the year to put
emissions that they have got 20p extra on their “flag the Transport and Works Act in.
fall” which goes towards the cost, so every time they
have a ride they get an extra 20p which will go

Q206 Mr Chaytor: Sorry, by the end of the year?towards the cost of them purchasing equipment that
Dr Austin: By the end of the year to put thecan reduce the emissions or, if they have already got
Transport and Works Act in, and then it will all goa new cab, that is additional money for them. But
through the obvious processes. Other schemes thatthere has to be a financial incentive for them to
we are looking at are to extend the Croydonchange.
Tramlink scheme to Crystal Palace and to deliver a
tram through central London from Peckham to

Q204 Mark Pritchard: Do Transport for London Camden, which is the Cross-River Tram. They are
agree with me that if I step out as a hopefully the most developed ones. There are others that are at
environmentally discerning consumer, if I have 10 a feasibility stage which we are looking at but they
Black Cabs going past me I would like to have an are the three that have been taken forward furthest.
indication of which one I can choose that is using
alternative fuels, not just having a catalytic

Q207 Mr Chaytor: On those three, you are confidentconverter put on the exhaust to try to mitigate
that they are cost-eVective economically?certain people within the Black Cab lobby who will
Dr Austin: Yes. Certainly the West London tramnot be too happy if the Mayor is more serious about
and Croydon Tramlink and these are beingthe environmental agenda?
developed further to a further stage, and theyMs Dedring: That might be a way to pursue that
provide a very good benefit-cost ratio. There is alsopolicy, to do it on a voluntary basis at first and see
the extension to the Docklands Light Railway. Theywhether those cabs have better take-up or are
are starting to bore through from London Cityparticularly used by people. That could be a way to
Airport through to Woolwich, and there will be aapproach it. We have not thought about it yet but it
number of extensions in the next two or three yearsis only because we are at the beginning of the
to cater for the Olympics, for example to Stratford.discussions internally. You are quite right, it is an
DLR is working very well; its passenger numbers areissue.
increasing from a very low base several years ago to
55 million people now and probably up to 80 million1 Footnote inserted by witness 26.04.06: We have introduced

an emissions strategy for taxis to reduce PM10 emissions. within five or 10 years.
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Q208 Mr Chaytor: What do you think about the Transport or local authorities on? What should they
or should they not take into account in bringingDepartment for Transport’s views of light rail

because there has been some criticism that they are forward other road-user charging schemes?
cooling down an earlier enthusiasm in favour of Ms Dedring: If you look at transport emissions in
supporting light rail? Is that your experience? London, as you probably know, 50%, by far the bulk
Dr Austin: Regardless if it is light rail or buses, any of the emissions, comes from private vehicles and
scheme can be eVective and shown that that is the motorcycles. Obviously if you want to reduce
best alternative, then I would hope the Department emissions and you are looking for the biggest bang
for Transport would support that. They have not for your buck, you would want to focus on private
given me any indication of a lack of support for West vehicles. There are two sides to that: one is oVering
London tram or any other schemes in London. a viable alternative on the public transport side and

the other one is providing the incentive for people to
get out of their cars. The London exampleQ209 Mr Chaytor: The Climate Change Programme
demonstrates that pricing is the most eVective way toReview does not make any reference to light rail at
do that. If you are looking for a significant reductionall, as far as I recall. Is that an oversight or do you
in transport CO2 emissions, then it would seem to methink we should be considering this more seriously?
that a pricing tool in the private vehicle arena wouldDr Austin: We should be considering the best type of
be one obvious place—just purely from a numericalpublic transport for the conditions; in some cases it
standpoint—that you would be looking at, if not thewill be bus, in other cases the improvements could be
primary policy that you would be looking at.light rail, in others it will be heavy rail. It is really

horses for courses. The Review does say that
investment in public transport is essential and needs
to be continued. You just need to look at the right
types of transport for the right places.

Q214 Lynne Featherstone: It is just that in terms of
being an attractive proposition for other places orQ210 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the Uxbridge
other local authorities, there was one scheme thatcorridor, the 207 corridor, why is it that you came
did not come to be in Edinburgh, I think. Should thedown in favour of light rail there?
Department for Transport be given a stronger leadDr Austin: Firstly, it is eVectively the busiest bus
or more support to local authorities in setting upcorridor in London. Secondly, looking at the
other road charging schemes? When I say “Whatprojected future growth in passengers along that
lessons have you learned?”, I know that the pricingcorridor, buses would not be able to cope; the
mechanism is a good idea in terms of what we see butnumber of buses would be aVecting the operation of
were there pitfalls? What could you do to sell it tojunctions, et cetera. The only way you can cater for
other places to make it more attractive than itincreased demand over the next 20 years is for light
apparently is so far?rail.
Dr Austin: I think in terms of allowing other towns
and cities to take up that option, it does need strongQ211 Mr Chaytor: You cannot make any local leadership, that is for sure. The money that thegeneralised judgments about the equivalent cost of DfT is putting forward as part of the transport andlight rail as against quality of bus corridors? It innovation fund—I think it is £200 million a year fordepends entirely on the usage of the route, does it? five years or so—is a good way. They can provide theDr Austin: Exactly. At low passenger levels, buses funding to get things up and running so it does notare the most eYcient way of transporting people. As rely on local taxpayers et cetera paying for the set-uppassenger levels go up, it becomes the case that it charge, but obviously in many places it is going to becosts more to operate the bus than light rail, so when controversial. It has to be sold; but there areyou move to a certain point, you have to say that
significant benefits. Many centres in the UK havelight rail might be more economically viable at this
significantly high levels of congestion, possibly notpoint.
as bad as central London but not far oV, and they
also have very good public transport. There are good

Q212 Mr Chaytor: Is there any evidence that light alternatives to the car; there are options. Selling the
rail is intrinsically more attractive to people in terms benefits to the actual quality of life, the town, et
of modal shift? Are people more easily persuaded cetera, is one way to do that, but it is never going to
out their cars because of a tram as against a bus? be easy.
Dr Austin: Certainly that was the case with the Ms Dedring: Just to add on the £200 million that
Croydon Tramlink. That was a good incentive for appears to be flagged within the TIF funding, the
people to switch; you do not want to get a bus where set-up costs for the Congestion Charging scheme in
the journey takes longer, and you have got comfort London will be roughly £200 million. If you are
et cetera on light rail. looking at that on a national scale, then your

question about “Is the DfT providing a suYcient
lead from a financial standpoint?”, no would be theQ213 Lynne Featherstone: You state that the
answer, I would say, purely because of the cost, ofCongestion Charge has been very successful in
course other conurbations will be smaller but that isreducing carbon emissions, around a 20% reduction.
not going to cover a significant volume of these kindsWhat lessons have you learned from running the

scheme that you would advise the Department for of schemes nationally.
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Q215 Emily Thornberry: Can I ask a question about carbon savings but, alternatively, people could put
particulate traps on and therefore there will not bethe Congestion Charge, because low-emission cars

can go into central London without paying the the carbon dioxide saving.
Charge. Has it had a significant eVect on the take-up
of low-emission cars in London, do you think? Q221 Mark Pritchard: Your colleague Isabel
Ms Dedring: It is diYcult to know because there are mentioned sticks. Do you think this is another stick
market forces and green desires among consumers and the Department for Transport ought to be
anyway and it is diYcult to disentangle those. I guess oVering more carrots before sticks are applied as far
on balance our view would be yes, it has had an as coaches, buses, vans and HGVs coming into
eVect. Certainly, on sales of electric vehicles, I know, London are concerned? People have to go about
for example, that the manufacturers are saying the their business.
Congestion Charge had a significant eVect on that. Dr Austin: Looking at the figures, I think the

majority of vehicles will meet the standard; some of
them will not. The critical factor is that a thousandQ216 Emily Thornberry: Do you know what
people a year are dying as a result of poor air qualityproportion of low-emission vehicles are being used
in London. We need to do something otherwisein central London?
there will be problems and therefore to wait, I do notMs Dedring: That is a good question, I do not.
think is really the answer.Dr Austin: I do not. Part of the thing is that the

number of vehicles in central London is relatively
small, but I think the help that the Congestion Q222 Mark Pritchard: I understand that point. I
Charge has given to say, “Low-emission vehicles are think we would all agree that we have to do
great. You can go into the Congestion Charging something, but hopefully we might all agree that it
zone free” is a very good marketing tool for them. needs to be in co-ordination with government

policy, and there needs to be joined-up thinking and
linkage between policies in the capital of our countryQ217 Emily Thornberry: You can count them, can
and what the Government is planning strategicallyyou not, so you will know presumably? Can you get
for the rest of the nation otherwise we might findback to us on that?
ourselves in diYculty in achieving the objectives inDr Austin: Yes.
the medium and long term.
Dr Austin: We are discussing those issues with the

Q218 Mark Pritchard: We are currently consulting Government and also, more importantly, discussing
on proposals to establish a low-emission zone, I just it with key stakeholders, such as the Society of
wonder whether you have got any comments on how Motor Manufacturers, the Confederation of
that might impact on London’s tourism given that Passenger Transport et cetera, who have an
part of the objectives is targeted at buses and coaches important interest in that to work out what their
and that very large parties of people come into views are and how we can best address their
London on coaches. What impact might it have on problems and needs.
the capital’s tourism?
Dr Austin: That is something that we are going to be Q223 Mark Pritchard: I presume the Rail Freightlooking at as part of the monitoring exercise.

Association and so on and so forth?
Dr Austin: The FTA and the RHA.

Q219 Mark Pritchard: Sorry, can I just interject,
when you say “monitoring”, monitoring suggests Q224 Mark Pritchard: Coming to Heathrow, some
post? people claim that Heathrow is in breach of EU levels
Dr Austin: Before and after. I think the first thing to on air quality; it is arguable. I wonder what your
say is the majority of coaches, particularly thoughts are, Transport for London, vis-à-vis
international-type coaches et cetera, coming into airport expansion in the South East and what impact
London will meet the criteria by 2008 anyway. In that may or may not have on carbon emissions and
terms of the work that we are doing on monitoring, your strategy on reducing those?
I am happy to come back to you and highlight what Ms Dedring: I guess, first of all, as you probably
we are doing. know, because a lot of the standards of what is

counted and is not counted are set through Kyoto,
when we look at aviation in London, we are onlyQ220 Mark Pritchard: Under your proposals, you

expect the eVects of the Low Emissions Zone to be counting on-ground activity basically and take-oVs
and landings. It does not take into account the flightscarbon neutral, that is it would improve air quality

but not reduce carbon emissions. Why is this, given that Londoners take and the freight that is brought
in by air which, if you did include that, would bethat it is only achieving half of the objective?

Dr Austin: The main objective of the Low Emissions equivalent to twice the size of London’s total
transport emissions, so it is vast and dwarfs theZone was to reduce the most polluting, the HGVs,

buses and coaches, so that is particularly transport emissions from London itself. However,
that is not an area that we have been looking at. Weparticulates and NOx. The prime aim was not to

reduce carbon. For example, if someone has an old, have primarily looked at the impact of airport
expansion on ground transport in terms of gettingpoorly-maintained vehicle and they decide to

upgrade it to a brand new vehicle, then there will be people to and from the airport, but obviously if one
was to consider the truly attributable percentage offuel eYciency savings which will go through to
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that air travel to London, then we would have to Q229 Lynne Featherstone: There is this theory, is
there not, that there will be a limit to how muchreally re-think where our focus lay, but at the

moment that is not pertinent. public transport you can have and therefore,
ultimately, you are going to need to change
behaviour, which all this travel planning, travel

Q225 Mark Pritchard: Finally, Chairman,—not a reduction and reducing the need to travel, will attack
suggestion, just a question—do you think that might whereas provision of more public transport will have
involve some sort of linkage to the Heathrow a finite point.
Express which currently does not run, am I right, Ms Dedring: The additional provision of transport
from terminal four because you have to change and creates induced demand, as you know, and that
get on at one, two or three? Is that something that historically has all operated on the basis of new
you might be having discussions with BAA on? transport technologies coming out which can then
Dr Austin: Certainly as part of the terminal five support that additional demand, but it is not clear
expansion there. The Heathrow Express will go to what that new technology is. In the 1950s and 1960s
terminal five, as far as I can recall, and that will be it was the car, before that it was rail and before that
the terminal British Airways will be flying out of, it was canals. What is the new thing that is going to
and I think they are fairly happy with that. I think enable people to move faster over longer distances
the issue with airport expansion again is that it is which would enable the infinite spread of London,
unlikely Heathrow will meet the targets for NOx and for example?
PM10 by 2010, so there are obviously concerns
there. The Government, I think, is doing some work

Q230 Lynne Featherstone: Apart from twitchingon looking at environmental implications on
your nose and hoping you can transport yourself likeHeathrow and the work will be out at the end of the
in Bewitched?year. When that work is published, it is a question of
Ms Dedring: Quite. I think the challenge of thehaving a look through that and seeing what
demand management is helping people toimplications that will have for airport expansion.
understand that we are not asking them to reduce
their volume of activity and what they want to do, it

Q226 Mark Pritchard: Coming back to terminal is just the way they are doing it and when they are
four, I fly from Heathrow quite a lot so I should doing it.
know, but I keep thinking that the Heathrow
Express does not run to terminal four, is that right? Q231 Lynne Featherstone: Perhaps you would like toMs Dedring: You mean terminal five, the new describe what the £30 million is going on?terminal? Ms Dedring: If I just look at the schools and the
Dr Austin: It runs to terminal four. workplace, there are school travel plans and

workplace travel plans, where we are basically
targeting organisations rather than individualsQ227 Mark Pritchard: It does, so it runs to every
because it is much more cost-eVective and work andterminal?
school are the primary trip purposes during theDr Austin: Yes.
peak. In terms of the workplace, we are quiteMr Evers: And it will run to terminal five which will
reactive, we were targeting employers who came tobe the main BA terminal.
speak to us, usually looking for infrastructureMark Pritchard: Thank you.
changes on the road network asking, “Can you put
in some helpful traYc lights here?” “Well, no, would

Q228 Lynne Featherstone: This is about travel you like a workplace travel plan instead?” Now we
demand. You say you are increasing the budget to are trying to totally invert that and focus on the
£30 million. I have to say, I have always thought that largest employers because if you can get the top 300
the money that is spent on reducing demand on employers in London, you have got 10% of all
travel plans is miniscule compared with the major employees or the top 10% of employers, you could
infrastructure projects. I just wondered if you had get roughly 70% of all of London’s employees that
done any comparators, bang for buck eVectively, on way. There is a huge bulk of employees employed by
what you get your best out of in terms of both the largest employers. That is where we really need
carbon emissions reduction and also modal shift for to be focusing our activities, but in order to do that
the money you spend on these kinds of measures as you need to have a really high-skilled team of people
opposed to money you spend on some of the large to go in and talk to them, you cannot send somebody
infrastructure projects? who does not know how to speak to senior business
Ms Dedring: They are not really comparable because decision makers into that kind of environment. It
they tend to be in diVerent areas for diVerent used to be that we would bring along 200 or 300-
purposes. A large-scale rail scheme is primarily for page documents saying, “Here is how to incentivise
radial commuting versus demand management, but people to cycle to work”; nobody is going to read
roughly per space created on the network, if you that and so we are trying to be much more intelligent
want to think about it that way, it is one-fifteenth or about the quality of materials and people that we are
one-twentieth of the cost. If you think about raw sending in, and both of those things cost more
capacity on the network and you try and equate a money. Schools are a similar thing; we are trying to
seat on the Tube with space for somebody to drive focus on schools that are in areas of highest

congestion where the parents will tend to have anwith a seat on the bus, it is roughly a twentieth.
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incentive to want to not drive because they are cycle. Cycling use has doubled over the last four or
five years. We are getting to the stage now whereexperiencing very high levels of congestion in driving

their children to school, so starting with the schools people see cyclists, they are much more visible in
London and as you see more cyclists, you startthat are in the most congested areas where the school

run is contributing very significantly to the thinking to yourself, “That might be something for
me” and that encourages them more.congestion, we have basically mapped congestion on

the network against where schools are located.
Q235 Emily Thornberry: You have had terrible
trouble though, have you not, getting cyclingQ232 Lynne Featherstone: Do you have targets for

carbon emissions for the money that you put in for integrated with rail travel and some diYculties with
stations around London? Do you know about this,funding?

Ms Dedring: Not at the moment. If I understand the and, if you do, could you tell us a little bit about it?
Dr Austin: There is certainly the issue of providingquestion then, no, not really where we would assign

CO2 reductions to all of our policies on a more suYcient parking at rail stations. We are working
with the train operating companies to provide notconsistent basis, but we do have a sense of what we

would expect travel demand management, as a only cycle racks but also cycle lockers, which are a
far more secure way of putting cycles away. I thinkwhole, to deliver from a CO2 standpoint.
we are putting about £700,000 a year into that. As
part of TfL’s commitment, they are looking on newQ233 Lynne Featherstone: Lastly, what are you

doing to assist car clubs and do you think the infrastructure they are putting in, such as DLR
stations, to provide enough parking for 25 cycles soDepartment for Transport is doing enough to assist

them nationwide? that integrates into TfL’s planning process.
Ms Dedring: It is quite a diYcult area because they
are private companies, so TfL is trying to assist Q236 Emily Thornberry: I was thinking particularly

about St Pancras, which is going to be the biggestthem. Simply granting money to an organisation
that may be struggling from a commercial European rail hub, and yet provision for parking

bicycles has just not been considered at all, and it hasstandpoint anyway we do not see as being
necessarily a sustainable way to contribute to car been TfL that is having to pay for it, is it not?

Dr Austin: That does not surprise me. We are payingclubs. Rather helping them in terms of getting
parking spaces on the road and getting around some for it throughout the network, but in order to get

people to cycle to a station rather than maybeof the local planning problems with getting parking
spaces freed up is where we are trying to focus our driving or whatever throughout London to improve

the integration modes, it is essential to do that.activities. It is quite a diYcult area and it is very
fragmented at the moment. There is quite a number
of providers and a low level of consumer Q237 Colin Challen: You have a very prominent

advertising campaign promoting bus use and cyclingunderstanding of what is being oVered and the oVer
is still relatively expensive, so there are a lot of and so on. How much are you spending on that, are

you aware?problems on a number of diVerent dimensions.
Ms Dedring: I do not know the answer oV the cuV.
I can get that for you.Q234 Emily Thornberry: Nowhere in Britain has

been more successful in encouraging cycling than Dr Austin: No.
London, so what is the secret of your success?
Dr Austin: I think it is a number of things. Firstly, Q238 Colin Challen: Do you measure its

eVectiveness, and have people been asking howit is investment. We have quadrupled the investment
over the last five years. That is not only by putting eVective it has been, particularly the DfT itself?

Dr Austin: I am not sure about the DfT. We willhard measures in, cycle lanes, parking et cetera, but
also funding soft measures, better information, measure the eVectiveness of campaigns by doing

market research, product recall et cetera to identifymore cycle training, and linking this to other
elements. For example, the travel demand whether people have seen the campaigns and

whether they have changed the way they think aboutmanagement has certain elements of cycling
associated with it. When you are talking to a person, things. I do not have any results to hand at the

moment, but I am sure we could provide those.you work out they could and would want to cycle,
then you can give them a range of measures to do
that, for example if they need training to encourage Q239 Colin Challen: How long has it been running

now?them to cycle or whatever, that is one thing.
Certainly, the issue to do with cycle lanes and I think Dr Austin: The bus campaign has been running for

a number of years. The large cycling campaign hasabout half the budget, £12.5 million, is going to
develop cycle lanes not only on the road but also just been launched, I think, a few weeks ago.

Chairman: Thank you very much. We have coveredthrough parks and along green areas. This is a big
incentive; people feel safer on the cycle lanes, safer quite a wide range of issues. We are very grateful to

you for coming in and if we could have the extra bitstravelling through parks and along canals rather
than on the roads. I think once you have got that and of information we have discussed, that would be

very helpful.there is a critical mass, more and more people will
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1. Recycling of Spent Fuel Cells

From involvement in the current fuel cell bus trials, our understanding from the manufacturer is that fuel
cells, when in mass production, will be recycled as they contain precious metals such as platinum. Any
replaced components within the current vehicles have been returned to the supplier, Ballard. Our current
understanding is that the rest of the fuel cell hardware, casing etc will have the same life as the vehicle itself.

2. Congestion Charge—Low Carbon Vehicles

TfL oVers an Alternative Fuel discount for vehicles entering the central London Congestion Charging
Zone. This is a 100% discount and is determined by whether vehicles meet Band 4 of the Energy Saving Trust
Powershift Register. TfL requires vehicles to be 40% cleaner than Euro IV for air quality and oVers at least
a 7% improvement in CO2 levels over a conventionally fuelled vehicle. However, this discount is not focused
on carbon emissions but is designed to target air quality.

However, there are vehicles which are receiving the Congestion Charging 100% Alternative Fuel discount
which are also low carbon vehicles, including over 500 Toyota Prius models. The number of low carbon cars
driving into the congestion zone is estimated at up to 2%. However, this is diYcult to estimate as carbon
emissions have only been recorded by DVLA since 2001.

TfL is currently investigating the possibility of introducing a series of carbon thresholds to the scheme.

Its worth noting that lighter conventional vehicles have substationally lower emissions than heavier
vehicles. A Range Rover, for example, has triple the carbon emissions than that of a lighter vehicle.

3. Percentage of Coaches and Freight Affected by the Low Emission Zone

The primary focus of the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) is to improve air quality. It is also possible that, in
later years, the introduction of a LEZ would also lead to reductions in the emissions of the greenhouse gas
carbon dioxide (CO2), through the introduction of more modern, fuel eYcient engines.

Estimates indicate that at least 14%, and probably more likely, around 36% of the British lorry fleet come
into London each year. A higher proportion of coaches, possibly as many as half of all British vehicles, also
operate in London during the course of a year. A LEZ would aVect a proportion of these vehicles.

The proposed LEZ scheme of Euro III for 2008 would mean up to about 56% of coaches, and up to about
37% of lorries, operating in London would need to take some action to comply with the LEZ.40 This
translates to about 5,800 coaches, and a low of 22,900 and a high of 59,000 lorries being aVected.41 A range of
options would be available to operators of non-compliant vehicles operate in London, retrofitting pollution
abatement equipment, re-engining or vehicle replacement.

4. Advertising

A summary of advertising spend for congestion charging, cycling, buses, London Underground and
TraYc Demand Management (TDM) is provided below. It is important to note that it is not possible to
understand the direct impact of the advertising on modal shift, as many other variables will aVect behaviour
and attitudes. Information has been provided on the impact of the congestion charging, cycling, buses LU
and TDM programmes of which advertising is a key element. Where specific market research has been
carried out to identify the impact of advertising this is noted.

Congestion Charging

2002–03 advertising spend: £11,000,000

The Congestion Charging scheme was launched in February 2003 with a multimedia campaign involving
outdoor advertising, direct marketing, field marketing, public relations and a telephone and internet based
enquiry service.

In the years since the launch advertising spend has been about £3 million a year, In 2005–06 the
Congestion Charge was increased from £5 to £8. This required a complete overhaul of all printed materials,
as well as a heavy weight advertising campaign to communicate the change in the scheme.

40 Please note these figures are taken from the July 2003 London Low Emission Zone Feasibility Study. Figures will be updated
as more information becomes available. The figures are based on forecast vehicle number in 2007 (using growth rates from
the London Transportation Studies (LTS) model).

41 The low and high values for lorries reflect the range in number of vehicles operating in London.
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Impact of Congestion Charging:

Since its launch the Congestion Charge has delivered the following benefits:

— 30% fewer vehicles are entering the Congestion Charging zone during charging hours.

— Excess bus waiting times have been cut by 45% across Greater London.

— Congestion Charging has generated a net revenue of £93 million.

The congestion charge, with a number of other iniatives, has resulted in a 4% shift in travel patterns from
private cars onto public transport, a trend not repeated in any other UK city or elsewhere in the world.

Cycling

No advertising spend prior to 2004–05

2004–05 advertising spend: £76,000

In 2004–05, a small amount (£35k) was used to promote the Tour of Britain (ToB) and the remainder was
used to promote the Cycling guides.

Key Lessons:

— Need a higher spend to create a bigger presence at the next ToB event as other sponsors are
dominating the event.

— To ensure TfL meets its key business objective of increasing cycling levels by 80% by 2010, an
increased investment in advertising is necessary.

— Accordingly, research was undertaken to understand what would motivate Londoners to begin
cycling. This research indicated that focusing on leisure and, in certain environments, health,
would be the most motivating messages.

2005–06 advertising spend: £1,160,000

A TV campaign was developed, focused on three key audiences (Youth, Young professionals and
Families) with three executions focusing on leisure cycling in London.

TfL also attended four key London events with a “Bike Doctor”, which aimed to put lapsed cyclists bikes
back into action.

Our investment in the ToB was significantly enhanced, with TfL becoming a lead co-sponsor for the
London stage and in addition, a launch film was developed for the Tour de France.

Key Lessons:

— Leisure and health messages are key to motivating Londoners to cycle again/cycle more.

— Sponsorship of the ToB and Bike Doctor are key events for TfL to promote London as a
cycling city.

— The Tour de France will provide a further opportunity to get our key messages across.

Impact of cycling programme 2004–05—2005–06:

With lower TV advertising spend that the “My other car is a bus” and “unlocking London, the cycling
campaign achieved the same recognition score as for other campaigns (39%).

The increase in cycling trips from March 2000 to March 2006 was 72%, of which 23% occurred between
2004–05 and 2005–06.

Buses

2002–03 advertising spend: £1,500,000

A new advertising strategy was introduced in January 2002 that more fully reflected the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy and the commitment to transform London’s buses. A major campaign focusing on the
theme “Buses are getting better” was launched with bursts of activity promoting fares and ticketing,
improvements to night buses and low floor and environmentally friendly buses.
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2003–04 advertising spend: £1,650,000 (£750K plus £900K for “Pay before you board”)

Built on the success the 2002–03 campaign. Again, the business objective was to reduce perception gaps
and inform customers of improvements to bus services. There were three bursts, these focussed on
improvements in staV, improvements in service reliability and a cumulative message consolidating the
“Buses are getting better” campaign and drawing it to a close. Additionally, TfL introduced the “Pay before
you board” campaign which aimed to educate all Londoners about the launch of this new scheme in
central London.

2004–05 advertising spend: £1,900,000

Despite increasing bus usage and improving perceptions of bus travel, Londoners continued to rate cars
as more appealing than buses for travelling within London. In 2004–05 TfL launched an advertising
campaign to reposition the bus as a better alternative to the car for some oV-peak local journeys.

2005–06 advertising spend: £2,500,000

The objective this year was to continue to encourage additional use of London’s buses, by encouraging
use by non-users and increasing loyalty amongst existing users.

In addition we needed communicate that Under 16s could now travel for free to parents, guardians,
teachers, school heads, bursars and children aged 14/15. The aim was to drive applications for the Oyster
Child photocard ahead of the potential back to school peak in September.

2002–06 Bus Patronage and Satisfaction Survey

Over the last four years, bus advertising has aimed to encourage Londoners to leave their car at home and
use the bus. Against this objective we have seen bus usage increase by 27% over the last four years
(2001–02—2005–06) and there are now over 6 million journeys made by bus each day.

The 2003–04 “Pay before you board” (PBYB) campaign post launch research showed that around half
of customers were made aware of PBYB before arriving at a bus stop to make their journey, around 1/5th
became aware on reaching the stop and only a small minority became aware of PBYB after they had actually
boarded a bus and might therefore have caused a delay in the boarding process.

In 2005–06 the Under 16s travel free campaign resulted in 298,000 cards being issued.

Results from the London Buses” Customer Satisfaction Survey show the following image improvements
(the higher the figure the happier customers are):

BUS SERVICES NETWORK RESULTS

2002 2003 2004 2005

Overall average 78 79 80 80
Safe & secure 83 84 85 85
Are reliable 64 66 68 70
Provide the information needed 77 79 80 79
Bus exterior 82 84 85 85
Bus interior 72 73 75 74
Service levels 78 78 79 80
Time waited to catch bus 73 74 76 77
Journey time 81 81 83 83
Ease of boarding/alighting 83 84 84 84
Level of crowding 77 77 78 78
Comfort on bus 75 77 76 77
Smoothness 72 74 74 75
Ease of interchange 82 83 84 84
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London Underground

2003–04 advertising spend: £3,100,000

The “Love London” campaign was successfully launched and promoted the idea of the Tube being a great
way of getting the most out of the city.

2004–05 advertising spend: £744,000

In 2004–05 TfL continued the theme launched in the 2003–04 campaign and aimed to further increase oV-
peak travel by inspiring people to make extra journeys by Tube.

2005–06 advertising spend: £1,300,000

In 2005–06 we negotiated special discounts with key London attractions and made them available to those
travelling by Tube using an Oyster card. It is estimated that 400,000 people took advantage of these oVers.

Attitudes to LU 2003–05:

The brand tracker for London Underground shows how this activity has been steadily improving how
people think and feel about the Tube:

2003 2004 2005

Use LU 3 or more days a week 21% 21% 26%
Know LU well 75% 74% 81%
Agree LU cares about its customers 50% 53% 59%
Overall service rating (out of 100) 59 62 65
I am proud of LU (out of 100) 50 54 58
Net advocacy (! praise/—critical) "7 "3 !7

Travel Demand Management

As part of the Travel Demand Management (TDM) scheme TfL has allocated a travel awareness budget
of £2 million. This budget is aimed at events, marketing and public relations advertising at the local level.
TfL is rolling out the largest scale programme of this kind in the world. The trial will begin in September
2006 and will be monitored over the following 12–18 months. This is an innovative and strategic direction
that will provide evidence that soft measures can change behaviour.

5. Estimates of the Impact of London-wide Road User Charging on CO2 Emissions from Road
Transport

DfT’s report “Feasibility Study of Road Pricing in the UK” (published July 2004) presented the likely
impacts of 11 diVerent road pricing scenarios on traYc levels and congestion.

Modelling suggested that traYc levels on urban roads would be reduced by 4–10% depending on the
scheme implemented. Most suggested reductions at the higher end of this range (nine out of 11 scenarios
showed a reduction of 7% or more).

Scenario 10—“Charging in London and Conurbations Only”—suggested a traYc reduction of 8% of
urban roads. Assuming this reduction is representative of the vehicle fleet as a whole, an 8% reduction in
CO2 would also be achieved.

However, there are additional decongestion related CO2 benefits associated with implementation of road
pricing. As road congestion fails, vehicles are able to operate more fuel eYciently (eg, less stop-start driving,
optimal speeds).

Analysis of London’s Congestion Charging Zone estimates that the 18% reduction in traYc entering the
zone during charging hours has resulted in a 20% reduction in CO2 from road transport within the zone.

Based on this experience, implementation of road user charging along the lines of a national scheme across
London would reduce CO2 emissions from road transport by about 10%.

The precise reduction achieved would ultimately depend on the nature of the road pricing scheme
employed (eg, cordon charging, distance based).
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You also asked for some separate further information:

New York City’s hybrid buses

New York has just ordered 500 more hybrid buses for delivery in 2006–07. Once these vehicles are
delivered they will boost the number of hybrid buses running on New York City streets to more than 800.

The costs below are based on the New York fleet for a 40ft (13m) bus. Note it is likely that the purchase
cost of a hybrid bus has come down in the US following the purchase of 500 more buses.

Note also that in the UK, TfL’s fleet of six is the largest in the country, so prices may be higher (anecdotal
estimate suggest £175k for a diesel hybrid in the UK)

The operating cost is based on the sum of the fuel cost and maintenance cost over 400,000 miles
(equivalent to the 12 years life cycle of a bus)

Standard Diesel Diesel Hybrid

Purchase Cost $300k (£159k) $450k (£239k)
Operating Cost $350k (£186k) $420k (£223k)

Anecdotal comments from the New York trials suggest they have been successful and that reliability was
not an issue and the planned ramp up of purchases backs this up.

I have not found figures on CO2 for the New York fleet, but TfL data suggests hybrids oVer a 30%
reduction in CO2 per km

Sites to recharge electric cars

There are a list of 12 fuelling stations for electric cars in London on the Energy Saving Trust Website. To
view these stations please click on the following link: http://www.est.org.uk/fleet/Vehicles/Alternativefuels/
Alternativefuelsrefuellingmap/index.cfm?region%LONDON&mode%results&fuel—
type%3&county%&mapsearch%1

May 2006

Witnesses: Cllr Tony Page, Transport Spokesperson, LGA Environment Board, and Cllr Shona Johnstone,
Transport Spokesperson, LGA Environment Board, Local Government Association, gave evidence.

Q240 Chairman: You are very welcome to the encourage developers. Occasionally they will oVer
something as good practice which should beCommittee. Perhaps we could start oV on a slightly
required nationally. There should be a nationalgeneral point. The LGA made a submission to the
playing field that requires much higher standardsClimate Change Programme Review last year and
across the board and we as local authorities shouldmade a submission to the Energy Review. Can you
not have to be in a position of having to beg, and thatsummarise your general approach in relation to
really is, I think, something that we have beenthose two reviews?
pressing very strongly on ministers in recent months.Cllr Johnstone: Yes, what the LGA was talking

about with the Energy Review is that transport
policy needs to be geared around emission Q241 Chairman: I think we are sympathetic to that
reductions rather more explicitly than it is at present sort of frustration ourselves. We have seen it in other
because any rises in this sector might oVset any inquiries. Now you have seen the Climate Change
reductions elsewhere. We would want to see policies Programme Review do you have a view about what
that are encouraging more public transport services. it said about transport?
We accept that in rural areas that is always going to Cllr Page: In terms of the benefits from greater use
be economically more diYcult, so possibly the of public transport, clearly what has been achieved
solution for rural areas might be better, more in London is something that is impressive and the
eYcient, low-carbon, alternative fuel vehicles. I linkage between increased public transport and
think possibly I would also like to see more in terms improved air quality—and you heard earlier from
of demand-responsive transport rather than the TfL the 20% reduction in CO2 emissions—is
traditional double-decker bus running around full of something that we regard as extremely laudable. The
air. Also we would like to see greater links between key point that we would want to make to you,
air quality and climate change issues in relation to particularly those of you who are members of non-
transport as well as in planning and development. London constituencies who will perhaps appreciate
Cllr Page: As a long-standing member of my own this more, is that the deregulated framework for
local authority’s planning committee I find it providing public transport out of London is a major
increasingly frustrating that we are unable to see step obstacle to achieving these sorts of improvements.
change improvements in energy eYciency—use of What has been achieved in London by the Mayor is
solar panels, greater use of grey water as a matter of not achievable anywhere else in this country because
course—required of developers. It is still lamentable there is no other authority or individual elsewhere in

Britain who has the comparable powers to thosethat we as local authorities have to beg and
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vested in the Mayor of London. That is why I believe example, substantial bus priority on radial routes,
and also some hard measures within city centres toand why the LGA believes, and has been advocating

to ministers, the need for enhanced powers to local stop the private car coming into the city centre,
where you have got all those in place there you canauthorities outside of London, in order to be able to

deliver those sorts of improvements. If you see some real improvements. To quote what TfL was
saying that people who would never have dreamt ofintroduced a congestion charge anywhere else

outside of London, you as that local authority would getting a bus now do it as a matter of routine because
they know it reliable, they know it is frequent, andbe hard-pressed to be able to deliver the prior

improvements in public transport and also to reap they know it provides good value for money. When
you have those elements in place then you will see athe benefits of extra bums on seats on the buses

because the money would go oV to the privately- diVerence.
owned bus companies and you as a local authority
have no power through the current regime to be able Q243 Joan Walley: From the LGA’s perspective,
to take any of those benefits that would accrue from can some of the areas that have seen an increase in
congestion charging. Until the Government rises to bus usage be put down to the existence of PTAs?
the challenge that the Transport Select Committee Cllr Page: I stand to be corrected, Chairman, but I
has been constantly making about the need for more think the sharpest decline in bus patronage has been
regulation, not necessarily the London system, not in the PTA areas over the last 20 years, so I do not
necessarily a pre-1985 system but a greater measure think the PTAs would ascribe to themselves as
of re-regulation, I fear that we will not be able to having suYcient powers, and indeed Councillor
deliver those sorts of improvements outside of Mark Dowd, the chair of Merseytravel is forever
London. lamenting the fact that he has to deal with over 60

bus operators. Whilst I agree with the point Shona
has just made that partnership working is easier toQ242 Joan Walley: That is exactly the point I
achieve where there is a monopoly or only a couplewanted to pick up with you. You say those greater
of bus operators, it is impossible to achieve whenpowers are needed but if you look at the increase that
you are dealing with dozens of them, many of themthere has been in London in terms of bus use—
operating only over a relatively small area. I thinksomething like 32%—despite what you have just
the PTAs would certainly support the LGA’s call forsaid, there are some towns or areas around the
additional powers to be given to them to securecountry where there has been perhaps not as big as
greater stability in the network. The one thing ofLondon but nonetheless a particularly big increase
course that the Mayor is able to deliver through TfLin bus usage. What is it that those local authorities
is stability because he commissions and determinesare doing to get that increased bus usage even within
through TfL the network, the frequencies and thethe constraints under which they are operating,
services, all of which are outwith the control of localincluding that of deregulation, which I think we will
authorities outside of London, other than on thecome on to in a moment?
15% of the network which are tendered services. TheCllr Page: These are essentially isolated examples
85% commercially operated services are preciselyand the percentage increases are pretty minimal
that; they are commercially operated, and we aswhen you set them in the context of the lengthy
local authorities have no control over those.decline over the last 20 years. Until recently I was the

chairman of a municipal bus company in Reading,
Q244 Joan Walley: In respect of what Governmentwhich is historically good bus territory, as are most
could do, you are saying extra powers rather thanof the other places that are cited by ministers. These
using the powers that are there at the moment?are areas where traditionally buses have been well
Cllr Page: We fully support what the Transportembedded in the local community and they have
Select Committee has said on umpteen occasionssurvived in spite of the deregulated system; they have
and that is the need for additional powers to be givennot been delivering their achievements because of it.
to local authorities, particularly in terms of thingsThe picture that we need to look at is the wider
like Quality Partnerships where currently things likepicture of decline outside of London.
services, fares, frequencies and networks are outwithCllr Johnstone: If I could just add to that, coming
Quality Partnerships. We believe they should befrom an area that has seen quite a staggering increase
brought in to Quality Partnerships as an essentialin bus growth, I think there are a number of key
part of delivering stability across the network.factors that I would say are special. One of those is

very strong partnership with bus companies, where
you can build up a strong partnership, where the bus Q245 Mark Pritchard: Even without new powers
companies can see the potential win/win in terms of and perhaps reintroducing monopoly in bus
increased dividends for their shareholders, if you services, would you agree with me that the tens of
like, combined with some high-quality systems and thousands of local government oYcers up and down
an emphasis on quality, an emphasis on the land taking political leadership from whatever
information, and an emphasis on providing a service political party might be a good place to start vis-à-
rather than just running a bus. There are many bus vis those workers actually travelling to work by
companies which are very good at running buses but forms of public transport? If you go to many
they do not know an awful lot about providing a councils throughout the country you will find a lot
service and they are very diVerent. So attractive of the parking bays in the town centre taken up by

local government employees. It is quite surprisingforms of public transport, park and ride systems for
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how many councils do not have a strategic green bring pressure to bear on, say, the rail companies or
other transport authorities which would help far-travel plan of their own, despite the fact that they

require one for any major and substantial planning seeing local authorities like Brighton & Hove?
Cllr Johnstone: It is certainly very frustrating whenapplication from the private sector. What about

leading from the front, what is your view on that? you see train operators banning bikes from trains
which then immediately pushes more traYc on to theCllr Johnstone: I think that many local authorities

are already leading from the front in terms of roads. We have seen train companies do that. I think
that the key message that the LGA would like to bedeveloping green travel plans among their own staV

and encouraging alternatives such as tele-working, putting across is the need for better integration of all
forms of public transport, to encourage better cyclehomeworking, hot-desking and that sort of thing, to

reduce the amount of travel. I wonder if I could ask parking at stations, more secure cycle parking,
opportunities for bike hire at stations, bettervery tongue in cheek whether the House of

Commons has its own green travel plan because integration between bus and rail so that the bus does
not leave five minutes before the train comes in, andtrying to bring my bike in here this afternoon was

more diYcult than trying to get it on a train. for integrated timetables. Yes, we have all seen it. It
is about better working together and I think that is
what we would like to be seeing from the LGA side.Q246 Mark Pritchard: Chairman, just for the record
Cllr Page: But none of that of course can be achievedI enjoy using the bus every morning. However, we
without at the end having some authorityare asking the questions today, I am sorry.
responsible for delivering that integration. AChairman, I have not had an answer to that question
deregulated system simply does not deliver that.and I thought the questions were coming from us to
Somebody has to hold the ring at the end of the day.you rather than the other way round, so I would be
Can I just add the other problem that stymies localgrateful if you would answer.
authorities is the often unrealistic boundaries underCllr Johnstone: I am sorry, I thought I was
which we labour. Coming from a densely-populatedanswering the question when I said my experience is
town with tight boundaries such as Reading, we arethat local authorities are leading from the front, they
unable to deliver our park and ride strategy becauseare implementing green travel plans, and they are
the necessary sites happen to be outside the town.doing alternatives like tele-working, hot-desking,
That is a problem that Norwich has and many otherand encouraging alternatives. I think local
towns and cities have around the country. Whetherauthorities are leading from the front. Perhaps we
that requires an extension of boundaries or someare not explicit enough about how we are doing it
sort of PTA equivalent for those areas is debatable,but we certainly are doing it.
but one thing is sure, that the current boundaries ofCllr Page: I certainly do not recognise the caricature
local government do not facilitate the developmentthat was just given of local authorities. Inevitably
of park and ride schemes.there are some that do not have green travel plans

and I would not defend those for a moment. I would
suggest that virtually all the larger authorities do Q248 Colin Challen: The Audit Commission and

National Audit OYce has exposed the fact that nothave them. As for parking on streets, I would be
interested to know what examples there are. a single local authority has put in place a Quality

Contract. Why is that? Do you think it is right thatCertainly there are key workers for local authorities
who sometimes have to use their cars and are the Government should rely on Quality Contracts as

part of its Climate Change Programme?required to use their cars, but in the main most local
authorities have been driving down the use of the Cllr Page: I missed the start of that with the bell.
private car amongst their employees, and that is
their committed policy. The LGA is a large trade Q249 Colin Challen: Not a single local authority has
association and we obviously cannot answer for put in place Quality Contracts.
every single authority, but if you have got any Cllr Johnstone: There are a number of areas where
examples of recalcitrant local authorities in this field there are Quality Partnerships and my
I would be more than happy to parade them on understanding is that the Quality Contracts are a
your behalf. last resort. I think where Quality Partnerships work

well that is the right approach because I think
partnership rather than enforcement, whereQ247 Ms Barlow: I am not describing a recalcitrant

local authority but I was interested in what you are partnership works, is a better approach. That is
where I think it has worked quite well in some casessaying, particularly in light of Brighton & Hove as

one of the examples of places where bus use has but in others it does not go far enough.
Cllr Page: This is where the political divide mayexpanded greatly. You were you talking about an

overall travel plan and the importance of things like become apparent. Those of us who favour a more
regulated system would argue the reason thatpark and ride and light transport systems within an

overall plan. Do you find that local authorities are Quality Contracts have not appeared is because the
hurdles are too steep. They are legally an horrendousstymied to a certain extent by cross-regional bodies,

for example, the train companies in our neck of the prospect and the recent joint National Audit OYce
and Audit Commission Report highlighted that.woods in the south-east of England have stopped

people from being able to take bicycles on peak time The LGA is putting forward a number of
alternatives to those statutory Quality Contractstrains? Can you see any way in which, for example,

the Government or you as an association could that would allow local authorities to be able to apply
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a range of options to their own localities that would Government might want to consider more in terms
of pump-priming services, services which at thebetter fit with their local circumstances, but the key

element is that we need powers to be able to bring moment are not commercially viable but certainly
with the right level of initial support have thetogether services and frequencies and to be able to

integrate with other forms of public transport, and potential to be commercial in future. I can quote a
local example where we did that between Haverhillthose we do not currently have.

Chairman: We will have to suspend for a few and Cambridge where a service that was running
hourly we ran half hourly, which within six monthsminutes. We will resume as soon as we have got a

quorum. was not only running half hourly but every 20
minutes in the peak and had gone from single to
double-decker and is now a very, very successfulThe Committee suspended from 4.26pm to 4.36 pm
commercial service. That had some pump-priming.for a division in the House.
If you could do that along a number of radial routes

Chairman: Right, I think we have a quorum. We that could make a big diVerence in terms of the
were in the middle of dealing with Quality Contracts modal shift from private car to public transport. I
and you had just finished giving an answer. Ed, do think that would be the area I would be looking to
you want to crack on? government to invest in more rather than the

bottomless pit, as I say, of rural bus services which
Q250 Mr Vaizey: Can I say how much I am you will never ever be able to run commercially.
enjoying this evidence session and I quite agree with
you about the gloomy things going on with cycling.

Q251 Mr Vaizey: That is quite interesting becauseI do not want to name and shame my council but
I was going to ask you about Government fundingthere were some quite good photographs in
for local authorities. The Climate ChangeOxfordshire of cycle lanes going round lamp posts
Programme Review states that the Government hasor having lamp posts in the middle of them, which
increased spending on bus lanes and Rural Busis even more unhelpful. I want to talk about money.
Grants and the Urban Bus Challenge. AgainFirst of all, we obviously have one of the least
personally speaking, in Oxfordshire I do not thinksubsidised if not the least subsidised bus services in
we find much of that money filters through. I justEurope. Should we increase the subsidies? If the
wondered whether you felt that the Government asanswer is yes, do you have any kind of ball-park
it has stated its case there is being accurate? Is therefigure in mind or percentage or anything like that?
a lot of extra money around for these sorts ofCllr Page: These would be personal views. I do not
initiatives?think the LGA has a collective position on this.
Cllr Johnstone: I think there has been quite a lot ofClearly this is relating to outside of London
extra money and again speaking personally I havebecause of course there is a substantial subsidy
seen the benefits of that. My concern has been thatgoing in in London. I think the point that I made
a lot of these have been short term with no certaintyearlier is a key one, that at the moment we do not
of continuing. For example, the initial rural bushave the legal framework for actually being able to
grant was only for three years and we are faced withinject those subsidies in a structured way that could
a prospect of possibly having to end all these busactually deliver the outcome that you have in
services that we were putting on with the rural busLondon. So even if there were a limitless kitty you
grant if they were not commercial viable, which iswould be hard-pushed within the current regime to
why we invested in pump-priming rather than ruralbe able to deliver the sort of substantial
services that would never ever becomeimprovements that I think you and I would want to
commercially viable. I think what I would like tosee. I would therefore say that there is a choice
see is more certainty in long-term funding for somebetween expanding existing services and looking at
of these sorts of services.developing new services. The Government has had
Cllr Page: We have been well endowed with capitala commendable record in terms of kick-start and
monies over the last few years. It is capital rich andrural initiatives for developing and trialling buses,
revenue poor and that has been the cry from alland I think that is continuing to go ahead. So I
local authorities, particularly those responsible forwould say the priority has to be to look to
transport. That is still the case. However, it ischannelling money into improving existing services
interesting on things like congestion charging thatas a precursor towards a more substantial modal
you do not actually need government grants to rollshift. Whether that then takes the form of
out congestion charging because the set-up costscongestion charging or some other initiative, that
could be covered out of the new prudentialhas to be taken together, and we therefore need the
borrowing regime that local authorities have. Theframework to be able to deliver that outside of
capital costs could easily be set against futureLondon.
revenue income streams from congestion charging,Cllr Johnstone: Again speaking personally, there
so that is not the issue for local authorities. Fundingare a number of diVerent scenarios. Rural bus
the set-up of congestion charging could be done inservices could be a bottomless pit of subsidy if you
that way. It is delivering that wider package ofchose to go down that route. I do not think I could
improvements that eludes us and it is that absencesupport that sort of level of subsidy. There are a
of the framework of powers that you have innumber of urban areas where clearly you do not
London that we need to see applied, to a greater orneed subsidies because they are self-suYcient. I

think that there is a grey area in between where the lesser extent, elsewhere in England.
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Q252 Mr Vaizey: What about the Bus Service fuel duty would be hypothecated towards
Operators Grant which other people have criticised investment in public transport. Since that pledge
because it does not, they feel, incentivise bus there has been no above-inflation rise in fuel duty.
companies to move over to low carbon systems? Would this be a suitable means of dealing with the
Cllr Page: The Commission for Integrated problem you described of being capital rich but
Transport did a very detailed investigation into the revenue poor if the Government were to once again,
future of the BSOG a few years ago. I sat on that on either for a definite period of time or as a one-oV,
behalf of the LGA and the general consensus was introduce a fuel duty rise above inflation and ring
that departing from the current regime would fence it to local government for public transport
inevitably produce winners and losers, and the investment?
Government’s fear, quite genuinely, was that whilst Cllr Johnstone: When you are using carrots along
they accepted that there were arguments for with the sticks, it is much more acceptable from a
changing and incentivising, that would inevitably public point of view than simply the stick of the
cause losers. One thing the DfT is very, very wary escalator, so I would support linking the two
about is destabilising the system in an unpredictable together and that might well help if it were injected
way. That produces a great argument for inertia. I into revenue funding.
think the sentiments are very laudable but when you
look at the practicalities it is very diYcult,
particularly if you have got a cash-limited sum. If Q256 Mr Chaytor: So the stick of the escalatoryou are willing to incentivise the system and literally translated into the carrot of more revenue supportlet the system take the money oV your hands then I

for your authorities?am sure you could devise a system but the
Cllr Johnstone: Yes. Certainly the experience that IChancellor, I think, would have other views on that.
have is that where we have introduced the stick of
stopping private motorists coming into the city

Q253 Chairman: We have seen bus fares going up centre but accompanying it with the carrot of better
and the cost of motoring going down. The public transport, of a new park and ride or whatever,
Department seems to be relying on this new that has been much more acceptable than simply the
Transport Innovation Fund to address that gap. Do stick, and whilst the public may not particularly likeyou think that is a sensible way to do it?

it they can understand the reasons for it and they canCllr Page: No is the short answer.
see that there are benefits on the other side.Cllr Johnstone: Again, I think it is one of these funds

where there is no guarantee of stability of long-term
funding. Again, it is about the split between capital

Q257 Mr Chaytor: But has the LGA made anyand revenue. I think there are some real issues that
representations to the Treasury about the fuel dutyneed to be addressed with the Transport
escalator?Innovation Fund.
Cllr Page: We made it on a broader front. We did aCllr Page: It is essentially back-loaded and I think it
specific inquiry into the whole issue of road pricingskirts round some of the fundamental shortfalls and
and have made a lengthy submission to thefailings to which we have alluded. I think if the
Government about this. The key issue relating toGovernment is serious about addressing problems in
road pricing and to the point you are making is thethe PTA areas they have to look at powers as well.
need for transparency because the public are rightlyPowers and structures go hand-in-hand in this
sceptical about national governments saying, “Wedebate. The debate about city regions is an
are increasing your taxes from X”, and then itinteresting one because that at least recognises that
disappearing into a black hole. One of the successesthe existing boundaries are not suitable for planning
that the Mayor has had in London is being able tothe future growth and development, particularly in a

sustainable fashion, of many of our towns and cities. link clearly the congestion charge into a recycling
Whether the Government is going to have the towards public transport. InsuYcient has been
courage to be able to move forward and give us the generated from the congestion charge but what has
appropriate powers, I do not know. I think TIF been raised goes into public transport and that is
without a change in powers and structures is not clearly demonstrable. It is this key issue of being able
going to deliver. to put in place improvements, levying a charge

through whatever means—it could be through fuel
duty or congestion charge—and then displaying thatQ254 Chairman: The Department said that the two
that money is going back into supportingmain objectives of the fund would be tackling

congestion and improving productivity. Do you improvements and delivering further improvements.
think it would be helpful if they added reducing That is the key virtuous circle that you have to
carbon emissions alongside those two? display to the public. I am not sure that central
Cllr Page: Absolutely. government can necessarily do that and therefore

the mechanism has to be done at a local level. I
support a national congestion charging scheme, asQ255 Mr Chaytor: Just pursuing the point about the
does the LGA, but it is predicated on that need fordiVerence between the cost of private motoring and
revenue neutrality and transparency. If you canthe cost of public transport. Some years ago the
deliver that and show it then I think you can carryGovernment abandoned the fuel duty escalator with

the pledge that any future above-inflation increase in the public a long way down this road.
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Q258 Mr Chaytor: Could I change tack away from Q264 Mr Chaytor: So you are not really representing
your members’ frustrations on this or the membersfuel duty and talk about trams a little bit. Six years

ago in the 10-Year Transport Plan the Government who have submitted light rail schemes? You are
distancing the LGA from the individual authoritiesenvisaged 25 new tram schemes by the end of the

decade. How many of those do you think will be in with particular problems on this point?
Cllr Page: In the submissions that we have made weplace by 2010?

Cllr Johnstone: Very few, for various reasons mostly have supported the principle of light rail where it can
be demonstrated that it provides good value. I thinkdown to, I think, cost.
that is the test that has to be applied. Clearly for the
Secretary of State that has not been the case in some

Q259 Mr Chaytor: When you say cost do you mean of the recent schemes.
changing costs or poor estimates of cost?
Cllr Johnstone: Rising costs, yes.

Q265 Mr Chaytor: Just coming back to our earlier
point about transparency and hypothecation in

Q260 Mr Chaytor: What is the source of the terms of tax increases and the investment in public
problem? Is it inadequate estimation by the PTAs or transport, do you think one way forward in the light
local authorities submitting the schemes or is there rail log-jam could be that congestion charging
some excessive cost inflation in tram schemes that schemes should be an essential part of the package,
does not apply to any other sector? and that would mean that the local authorities
Cllr Page: We have to tread carefully; these are our submitting a bid for a tram would have to show their
members. commitment and their courage by introducing a

congestion scheme and using the revenue in order to
part finance the tram schemes?Q261 Mr Chaytor: But I am looking for an honest
Cllr Page: It would have to be part of a wideranswer.
scheme. There is no way you could put forward aCllr Johnstone: I do not think it would be fair to
congestion charge scheme simply related to thecomment on specific schemes without knowing the
expansion of light rail.full details, but it is certainly the case that inflation

within transport industry capital is running ahead of
Q266 Mr Chaytor: No, a congestion charge schemestandard inflation; we know that.
for the conurbation in which the new light rail wasCllr Page: I think there is a real issue of value for
going to run.money. Speaking as a recent chairman of a bus
Cllr Johnstone: I think you would need to be certaincompany, I would argue that pound for pound
that the benefits of the light rail system were spreadinvestment in improved bus services and guided
across the area in which you had a congestionbusways could probably deliver more in terms of
charging scheme. I think I would have a little bit ofimproving public transport.
nervousness in some respects. For example, in my
area we are currently awaiting funding decisions on

Q262 Mr Chaytor: That is not what the Transport a guided busway scheme. That is going to go along
Select Committee has said. The Transport Select one corridor. It would be very diYcult, I think, to
Committee has said pound for pound that light rail implement a congestion charging scheme along that
is as cost eVective as bus routes. corridor because what you would do is encourage
Cllr Page: Then you have the problem, though, of rat-running on to other corridors. I think the
the timescale for delivery and of course there is, by principle is sound. The actual implementation and
definition, nothing like the flexibility in light rail that how it would work in practice is far more complex
there is in bus services. I think central government and would need to be worked through very carefully,
has rightly subjected these proposals to a great deal but I do not have a problem with the linkages.
of scrutiny. I am not too sure that all the schemes
have necessarily been presented as well as they could

Q267 Mr Chaytor: You both focus strongly on thehave been.
question of integration and the diYculties caused by
the 1985 legislation, but you say that you do not
want to simply turn the clock back pre-1985. WhatQ263 Mr Chaytor: Reading does not have a tram

scheme in the pipeline, I take it? would be the most important specific powers that
transport authorities could be granted that wouldCllr Page: We do have them planned but they are to

be funded by private developers on the back of help to improve the integration of all public
transport systems?section 106 agreements. The developments near the

M4 are predicated on them providing light rail into Cllr Page: In terms of the existing operators, if we
could have the powers within a statutory Qualitytown, but those will be funded by developers, so

there is no call on the public purse. I think the view Partnership to be able to bring in services and
frequencies covering a town or city, that would at athe LGA has is that clearly this is a local decision

that has to be argued in the context of a package of stroke provide us with additional powers that we
currently do not have and would put us in a keymeasures. Simply to say, “This is a light rail scheme;

give us the money” is perhaps a bit naı£ve, and some position that at the moment we have to use
voluntary persuasion. Shona said that there haveof the schemes seem to have been presented more on

that basis. I think the context of the benefits to a been a number of voluntary partners but they are
precisely that. We have no statutory Qualitywider area needs perhaps to be displayed.
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Partnerships operating in England because local Q271 Joan Walley: I would be interested as to
authorities do not see them as providing anything of whether or not the LGA has done any research or
real value to them. If you included services and got any feedback from its members as to whether
frequencies, and therefore the ability to be able to they feel that by including in the LTP the heading
co-ordinate, that would certainly give us a much “quality of life issues” that gives them suYcient
more powerful tool. Ultimately, a franchising scope to be as innovative as they really would like to
regime should also be available to the larger PTAs, be in terms of using that heading as a main priority
and that is something that we include in our toolbox for carbon reduction?
of measures, but what we are saying is that there is Cllr Johnstone: I think there are other opportunities
no single one-size-fits-all solution to promoting as well as the LTP in bringing forward the sorts of
public transport outside of London. Situations vary things that you are looking for and those are the
so enormously we must have the flexibility at local local area agreements that are coming forward and
level to choose a number of options, but certainly the the local strategic partnerships. There is a danger of
recourse to a franchising regime would also deliver concentrating too much on LTP and LTP money. I
that integration and co-ordination. think we need to look more broadly across some of

the new funding streams coming forward and some
of the new priorities coming forward in the local areaQ268 Joan Walley: One area where your members
agreements.do have a degree of local flexibility is through the

local transport plans for which they have
responsibility. Looking at the area and the time

Q272 Joan Walley: So you would go along with thebetween now and 2010–11, there will be something
Government not choosing that to be a priority?like £8 billion worth of capital funding. I would be

very interested in your views as to why in the LTPs Cllr Johnstone: I think what I said was that it
climate change and carbon reductions have not been probably did miss a trick in the current round of
made one of the shared priorities that are applying LTPs but rather than saying, “Well, there is nothing
to local authorities when submitting those LTPs? going to happen now for another few years,” we
Cllr Johnstone: I do not see a problem with it being need to be looking at the other areas where there are
a shared priority. shared priorities and local area agreements and

perhaps we need to be looking towards a more
environmental block in some of those comingQ269 Joan Walley: But it is not.
forward.Cllr Johnstone: It is not at present. LTPs have

become more and more prescriptive over the years as
to what should and should not be included, and

Q273 Chairman: In terms of disincentivising car use,perhaps in the next round of LTPs, yes, the
Transport 2000 has suggested that both centralGovernment should be discussing with local
government and local authorities could be moreauthorities how carbon reduction can be part of that
imaginative in using “sticks as well as carrots”. Forshared priority.
example, business rates could be reformed so that
you could charge carparking more and shop

Q270 Joan Walley: In terms of the opportunity to be frontages less, or you could have tax credits for
prescriptive, I am really interested in your views as businesses that take up workplace travel plans. Do
to whether or not the Government should have been you have any views about that?
prescriptive about requiring that to be a shared Cllr Page: I am not too sure that the LGA has
priority because what has been submitted now is expressed a general view. We support the return of
going to be paving the way ahead between now and the business rate to local authority control. I am not
2010–11, and if we have lost the opportunity to too sure whether within the return of that thereintegrate carbon reduction to that extent into the would be the sort of flexibility that you haveLTP, the Government has missed a trick, has it not?

indicated. I am sure we would support the principleCllr Johnstone: It probably has.
of greater flexibility and therefore such proposals,Cllr Page: It may not feature in the headlines but all
but we do not have an LGA position on that. Inlocal transport plans will include issues of air quality
terms of the wider incentives, clearly it returns to themonitoring and the broader issues of pollution, and
question of our ability to be able to put in place andsome authorities are better at this than others. My
deliver improvements in advance of sticks. I thinkown authority has monitoring stations for air
the key success of London was for the Mayor beingquality throughout the borough and that is clearly
able to plan for the improvement of public transportan issue of priority to us. So it not only issues of CO2
in a way that would be very diYcult, in fact nigh onand wider climate change, but it is a very important
impossible, in the current structure. Admittedly,issue for people on the doorstep, and that is the
where there is a single monopoly operator in my ownquality of the air that they are breathing locally
town which is owned by the local authority we havethrough something that is monitored and plays an
a degree of synergy but of course that does not applyimportant part in the plan. So I would not want you
in more than 13 authorities across the country.to think that simply because it is not there in the
Elsewhere you have independent bus operators whoheadline—and I agree with everything Shona has
have their own agenda and their own shareholders tosaid—it means that local authorities are not focusing

on the issues in their own localities. account to, so the scope there is more limited.
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Q274 Ms Barlow: In its section on transport, the is currently the case. It is very, very frustrating
sometimes as local authorities to see them notClimate Change Programme Review does not

include a single mention of the use of planning working together. If I can give a specific example.
We work with DfT in terms of developing travel andregulations in cutting down car dependence in new

housing or new commercial developments. How integrated transport plans and long-term transport
strategies only to see ODPM then come back andsignificant is this omission?

Cllr Johnstone: It is extremely significant. I think insist that we have to take another X thousand
houses, which completely throws any transportthere are a couple of things there. I would want to
strategy out of the window because transporthighlight or flag up the proposed planning gains
strategies are predicated on a certain number ofsupplement as a real issue in terms of the limitations
houses in that area. So the two do not work together,that it would be putting on local authorities in
and I think that is a very clear example of wherenegotiating with developers for better public
government departments are fighting against eachtransport. The idea that this is a tax that is going to
other.be collected centrally and divvied out will certainly
Cllr Page: I would agree with that entirely. Lookingnot be an incentive to local authorities in planning.
at the comments Stephen Joseph made in one ofAlthough not specifically around car use, I think
your earlier sessions when he talked about athere is also an opportunity with the Code on
“disjunction” between the departments, I wouldSustainable Homes. What I would really like to see
wholeheartedly agree with that. There is often littleis that made mandatory for all new building and not
evidence that the Department for Transport takesjust new public buildings. So I think there are some
on board the wider picture, neither do the otheropportunities there and I think that I would be
departments. I do not know what goes on in Cabinetlooking to see the Government really working on
committees these days, I have never been a memberboth of those to provide some better incentives for
of a Cabinet committee, Cabinet government aslocal authorities with new developments.
such may be pooh-poohed but I was always told that
Cabinet committees were to provide the real co-Q275 Ms Barlow: So not only do you feel there are
ordination between the various departments. Therefew incentives but actually there are restrictions on
does not seem to be much evidence of it, certainly atforward-thinking local authorities?
the sharp end in terms of local government, and ICllr Johnstone: I think the planning gain supplement
think there is a real need for pressure to be broughtis a potential restriction on local authorities and the
on departments to look at the implications of thefreedom that local authorities currently have in
wider climate change agenda and not just pass it oVnegotiating section 106 agreements, some of which to Defra and say, “It is the words ‘climate change’,can be very flexible in terms of alternatives to car use. that is therefore you.” If we functioned at a localI think there are some real potential dangers there. government level in the compartmentalised way thatWhere the Government really could help and could departments of state seem to, I think we would beshow its teeth is in the Code on Sustainable Homes rightly castigated. Coming from a unitary authority

and all sectors having to build sustainable buildings. that is trying to overcome these departmental
boundaries I think I can be reasonably critical of

Q276 Ms Barlow: Finally, you have got the three what we see from the departments to which Shona
departments, Transport, ODPM and Defra. How has referred. It is pretty dismal.
eVective do you think they are in providing both a
unified and a consistent lead to local authorities, to Q277 Chairman: Have any colleagues any further
narrow it down a bit, particularly in the area of points? I think you will find much to agree with in the
sustainable planning? report we published last month on sustainable
Cllr Johnstone: I think that there is sometimes very housing.
little evidence of joined-up government between the Cllr Page: I have not had a chance to read it yet.
various departments. I would like to see a lot better Chairman: I commend it to you. Thank you very
integration of government departments in working much. I am sorry once again we were interrupted by
to provide better public transport, less carbon the division but it has been a very helpful session

from our point of view, so thank you very much.emissions, and better use and better integration than
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Memorandum submitted by ATOC, The Railway Forum and RSSB

Respondees

1. This is a joint submission on behalf of the UK rail industry to the EAC Inquiry Reducing Carbon
Emissions from Transport by:

1.2 The Association of Train Operating Companies. As the voice of the passenger railway, ATOC
represents train companies to the government, regulatory bodies, the media and other opinion formers on
transport policy issues. It also provides its members with a range of services that enable them to comply with
conditions laid on them in their franchise agreements and operating licences.

1.3 The Railway Forum. The Railway Forum is the industry-wide body promoting the growth of a safe,
eYcient and aVordable railway in the UK. It represents the majority of the industry including operating
companies, rolling stock leasing companies (ROSCOs), equipment suppliers, Network Rail and Transport
for London. Both ATOC and The Railway Industry Association (RIA) are members and play a full part in
Railway Forum activities.

1.4 Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB). RSSB was set up following one of the primary
recommendations from Lord Cullen’s Inquiry into the Ladbroke Grove accident. Their primary objective
is to lead and facilitate the railway industry’s work to achieve continuous improvement in the health and
safety performance of the railways in Great Britain, and thus to facilitate the reduction of risk to passengers,
employees and the aVected public. Laterly RSSB has been drawing together industry consensus on tackling
the issue of sustainable development.

Summary

2. Rail provides a key part of the solution to reducing carbon emissions from transport overall. Crucially
rail performs particularly well against other modes on carbon emissions per passenger or freight tonne km.42

As such modal shift from road and air to rail can deliver significant carbon reductions from transport
overall. In addition there are several areas where, given the correct incentives, short-term improvements to
the environmental eYciency of the existing railway can be made. Over the long term rail also has enormous
potential to adopt emerging low carbon power sources such as low carbon electricity, hybrid engines and
possibly fuel cell. However what is currently lacking is a clear Government strategy setting out rail’s role in
a low carbon transport system. Clearly this strategy must be overarching, covering all modes and addressing
the linkages and dependencies between them. It is also important for Government to ensure that the
regulation of emissions is clear and consistent, for example by addressing the current conflict between
reducing local air pollution and improving engine eYciency.

2.1 We have tried to focus our response as closely as possible on the strategic issues identified by the
Committee as being of particular interest. Our comments on these are set out in more detail below.

What progress is the DfT making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the 10 Year Plan
(2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA, Powering
Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents?

3. The UK Government has a long-term goal to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 60% by 2050
with real progress by 2020. This goal is underpinned by two UK targets:

— the Kyoto Protocol target to reduce UK greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 12.5% below base
year levels over the period 2008–12, and

— the national goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 20% below 1990 levels by 2010.

Both of these are PSA targets for the DfT (joint with Defra and DTI).

42 Average emissions of CO2 per passenger km from rail are just 45% of those from cars and 27% of those from short-haul air.
Average rail freight emissions of CO2 per tonne km are just 8% of those from Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs). [Source: AEA
Technology for the Strategic Rail Authority, 2004].
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3.1 Latest projections show that the UK is on course to meet its Kyoto GHG target, however, we are not
on course to achieve the national 2010 goal for CO2 emissions reduction. Very recent estimated projections,
show that CO2 emissions are expected to be about 10.6% below 1990 levels.43

3.2 The transport sector—excluding international aviation—is currently responsible for about a quarter
of total UK CO2 emissions, with the percentage of this figure attributable to road around 95%. In
comparison railways account for less than 1% of CO2 emissions from transport.44

3.3. CO2 emissions from road transport grew by some 10% between 1990 and 2000, and are expected to
grow further, by another 9% or so between 2000 and 2010. As emissions from most other sectors are forecast
to fall in the same period, transport’s share of total emissions is likely to increase. The key drivers of changes
in CO2 emissions from road transport through to 2010 are expected to be reductions in real fuel prices
combined with income growth, which would more than oVset the impact of policies to improve the fuel
economy of vehicles.45

3.4 Given these recent trends and likely future projections it would therefore appear that, whilst
achievement of the Kyoto target on GHG emissions is on course, little progress has been made towards
meeting the domestic target on reducing CO2 emissions by 20% below 1990 levels with transport having a
key role in this.

Is the DfT’s carbon reduction target underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities?

4. DfT have not yetarticulated a coherent view on the long term role of rail both in terms of carbon
emissions and in relation to other modes more generally. The Future of Rail White Paper46 did not set out
a long term vision for rail including the role it might play in helping to deliver a more sustainable pattern
of transport use, rather it focussed on short-term structural changes to the industry. Similarly The Future
of Transport White Paper47 published shortly afterward simply reiterated this position yet, interestingly, did
set out a more coherent future for other modes such as road and air.

4.1 The current lack of a robust, overarching strategy stretching across all modes will, unless rectified,
undermine the important contribution rail is currently making (and the very significant potential
contribution it can make in future) to lower carbon emissions. Specific areas where a more robust, joined-
up DfT strategy with regard to rail would be beneficial are set out below.

Environmental Regulation

4.1.1 There are currently two conflicting pressures in the regulation of emissions from the diesel fleet. On
the one had there are specific environmental regulations controlling local air pollutant emissions such as
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) and Nitrogen oxides (NOx) through the implementation of the Non-Road Mobile
Machinery Directive (NRMMD)48 and the move to Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (ULSD). On other hand there
are cost and fiscal incentives to reduce CO2 emissions. The NRMMD sets limits for local air pollutant
emissions for new engines. The limits currently in force can be achieved but this is at the expense of eYciency
such that new engines emit more CO2 per seat km than those currently in service. In addition EC legislation
is pushing rail to switch to ULSD. ULSD has a diVerent specification to the gas oil currently used and it is
thought fuel consumption may rise by up to 5% depending on engine design, whilst fuel prices before tax
will rise due to additional refining costs. It is not yet clear whether this will cause a rise in CO2 emissions but
it is nonetheless a risk. These pressures are exacerbated by the desire to make trains more crash resistant
(generally adding weight) and improve customer comfort (eg air conditioning etc)—all of these increase
energy demand per seat km. This is discussed further in section 5.2.3.

4.1.2 As a result of these pressures the baseline CO2 emissions from rail are rising. This has to some extent
been oVset by rising passenger numbers but the fundamental issue is that current regulation of emissions is
not holistic rather it sets demanding improvements in both CO2 and local air pollutants without recognition
that these essentially have to be traded oV against each other. The existence of this conflict is supported by
recent work by the Air Quality Expert Group for DEFRA where it was recognised that measures to improve
local air pollutant emissions have caused a rise in CO2 emissions.49 It is very likely that technically we are
getting to the limit of what can be achieved with the internal combustion engine.

43 DTI EU ETS Phase II CO2 Emission Projections Consultation Document, February 2006.
44 DfT Transport Statistics 2005, based on emissions by source category. On an end user basis (including a share of emissions

from power stations) the proportions are similar: road accounts for 92% of domestic transport CO2 emissions, rail just 1.5%.
45 Defra UK Climate Change Programme Review Consultation Document, Chapter 8: Transport.
46 DfT 2004.
47 DfT 2004.
48 SI No. 2034 The Non-Road Mobile Machinery (Emission of Gaseous and Particulate Pollutants) (Amendment)

Regulations 2004.
49 Air Quality Expert Group (AQEG) report on Climate Change and Air Quality December 2005.
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4.1.3 It is therefore vital that the regulation of emissions at EC and UK level considers all emissions to
ensure achievable aims and to identify priorities where the control of one emission occurs at the expense of
another. The apparently limited ability of the internal combustion engine to achieve both low CO2 and low
SO2/NOx at the same time is also a further reason for DfT to focus on the potential of future power
technologies which may be able to achieve a step change in the emissions of all pollutants.

Carbon Trading

4.1.4 A review is currently being carried out of the European Union Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS)50 and in part this is examining whether to include the aviation sector in the scheme. At
present companies are allocated an allowance of total CO2 each year. Companies have to buy further
allocations if they exceed this allowance and can sell allocations if they are unused. It is not clear how
transport companies could enter into the market at present, however in order for Government to achieve
CO2 reductions beyond Kyoto agreed levels sectoral targets may be considered. It is therefore important to
review how any inclusion of one mode in the EU ETS would work were it to be widened to include other
modes.

4.1.5 Assuming transport policy in the UK aims to achieve a modal shift from more polluting modes such
as air to less polluting modes such as rail, the successful implementation of this policy will result in more
train miles in response to increased passenger demand with the inevitable eVect of increasing energy
consumption. If in the future rail is included in the scheme under the current rules any increase in CO2

emissions arising from modal shift or adoption of cleaner, but less energy eYcient vehicles, would result in
rail having to buy CO2 from another party. This could have a significant eVect on the cost of rail. Should
the aviation industry be included in the EU ETS it will be important to think through the basis of its
allocation to ensure it does not create a perverse incentive if other modes are included in the scheme at a
later date. We would therefore recommend that Government needs to ensure that, if transport is included
in the EU ETS, it should be on the basis of CO2 per passenger or tonne km rather than total emissions. This
would encourage increased eYciency in all modes and avoid penalising less polluting modes for expansion
(with consequent reductions in journeys made on more polluting modes).51

Relative Costs

4.1.6 Government policy towards public and private transport has had the eVect of driving the real cost
of public transport up whilst the real cost of motoring remains below 1980 levels.52 This trend looks likely
to continue. The upshot is a situation in which public transport users (particularly in the congested South
East) are “taxed” for their behaviour whilst motorists are, in eVect, rewarded.

Transport Strategy

4.2 Overall the key issue remains the need for a robust long-term strategy for transport and rail in
particular. Looking out to 2020 one might postulate an scenario which sees the UK with Crossrail, a
London-Midlands leg of a new high speed line, increases in London rail capacity, nationwide road pricing,
designated freight routes and further improvements to intercity routes etc. All this would point to a
significantly enlarged role for rail with correspondingly large carbon emissions wins. However this kind of
vision (or something similar) has not yet been articulated by DfT; until it is, eVorts to reduce carbon
emissions from transport will ultimately be stymied.

What realistically can the DfT achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and what role should demand management play in doing so?

5. Rail can help to achieve significant reductions in carbon emissions from transport, both in the short
and long term. There are three broad mechanisms available to DfT in this regard:

1. Transferring passengers and freight from other more polluting modes.

2. Improving the eYciency of the current rail system.

3. Developing future low carbon power technology for the rail sector.

In order for these mechanisms to deliver maximum carbon benefit underpinning all of this must be a
proper DfT-led transport strategy setting out the long-term role for rail within a sustainable transport
system. Without this, eVorts to shift passengers and freight onto rail or to develop more environmentally
beneficial rail traction systems will ultimately fail.

50 European Union Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) Directive 2003/87/EC.
51 It should be noted that whilst electricity used for traction in the rail industry is currently exempt from the climate change levy

it should be noted that rail is eVectively already subject to carbon trading where trains are powered by electricity by virtue of
power companies being included in the scheme.

52 Transport Trends 2005, Section 2.6.
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Transfer of Passengers/Freight from other Modes

5.1.1 Rail’s superior CO2 performance over other modes on a per passenger/tonne km basis means that
transfers from road and air to rail can deliver significant reductions in CO2 from transport overall. Over the
last 10 years there has been growth of more than 40% in passengers and 50% in freight on the rail network
with, in broad terms, only 20% additional services. Looking to the future, forecasts by TfL show that some
1,500 extra carriages will be capable of absorbing the demand from a projected population increase of 1
million in London over the next decade or so. Thus rail’s ability to carry significant loads, particularly in
urban areas, means that no other mode can feasibly sustain this level of growth without significant
environmental impact.

5.1.2 Key to achieving long-term and large-scale modal shift to rail (and concurrent reductions in CO2)
is investment in expanding rail capacity. A key issue in this context is the potential to transfer short haul air
traYc to rail by investing in a high speed rail network in the UK. High speed rail has both a far greater
carrying capacity than short haul air and is demonstrably cleaner in terms of carbon emissions: one Eurostar
train carries the equivalent of five short haul aircraft and emits some 10% of the CO2 from short haul planes
per passenger carried. The removal of significant amounts of short haul domestic air traYc would therefore
help to achieve large reductions in carbon dioxide emissions from these trips (with increased gains when
considering aviation emissions are up to three times more harmful at high level than ground-based
emissions).53 Experience from both the continent and CTRL in the UK shows that this type of step-change
can be achieved: many airlines have withdrawn or severely reduced services on routes served by high-
speed rail.54

5.1.3 The Eddington Transport Study recommendations will be a key driver in deciding whether to take
high speed rail forward in the UK. However of real concern is the narrow remit of the Eddington Study and
in particular the seeming reluctance to examine the environmental and social benefits (in addition to the
purely financial benefits) of transport infrastructure investment. DfT should therefore ensure that any future
decision on high speed rail is based on the widest range of sustainable development benefits incorporating
the significant contribution high speed rail can make to reducing carbon emissions, particularly from
aviation.

5.1.4 There is also a clear need for both land use and transport planning to be closely linked in order to
ensure the most sustainable transport solutions are adopted. A key example here is the ODPM’s Sustainable
Communities Plan:55 significant new housing developments eg in the Thames Gateway need to be supported
by adequate transport infrastructure. As already noted in many cases rail, with its very high carrying
capacity, provides the only sustainable means for linking new housing developments with jobs in the major
urban centres (particularly London).

5.1.5 Modal shift will only be achieved by genuine transport integration both in terms of physical assets
and services and also virtual integration through improved information provision. More could be done by
DfT to integrate modes at both a strategic and local level. In this context the recent Foresight Intelligent
Infrastructure Futures project56 is of particular interest. The work has identified how science and technology
might be applied to transport infrastructure in order to meet a range of objectives including environmental
sustainability. It is important that DfT engages with this work moving forward in order to fully harness the
technology developments identified in future Govt. transport strategy.

5.1.6 Recent Government policy has shifted towards the promotion of localised road pricing as part of
a package of measures to manage demand.57 Similarly, over the longer-term, the feasibility of a nationwide
road pricing scheme has been actively considered.58 Clearly this would have a significant eVect in terms of
modal shift from road to rail, particularly in urban areas. As a consequence rail must be in a position to
meet this increased demand. In light of this DfT must link current strategies for road and rail to ensure that
rail is well placed in terms of capacity to respond to this potentially very large shift from road.

Improving the Efficiency of the Current System

5.2 Accepting that rail is currently an eYcient mode we also recognise that improvements can still be
made in order to further reduce our carbon emissions per passenger and freight tonne km. Below are some
key areas in which rail could, with Government support, further improve eYciency in the short to
medium term.

5.2.1 Regenerative braking. One key area aVecting carbon emissions identified by the industry is the use
of regenerative braking. 50% of the current electric fleet is capable of using regenerative braking but few
operate it. This is largely due to the fact that the majority of the cost of enabling the system falls to Network
Rail and power companies whilst the savings would accrue to Train Operating Companies. If regenerative

53 Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution—Special Report: The Environmental EVects of Civil Aircraft in Flight.
54 For example: Paris-Lyon, (TGV), Brussels-Paris, (Thalys) and London-Paris/Brussels (Eurostar).
55 ODPM, Sustainable Communities: Building for the future, 2003.
56 Foresight, OYce of Science and Technology: Intelligent Infrastructure Futures, See: www.foresight.gov.uk
57 See for example DfT’s Transport Innovation Fund arrangements.
58 DfT Feasibility Study of Road Pricing in the UK, 2004.
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braking were enabled across the majority of the network it could achieve up to a 20% reduction in electricity
purchased. The rail industry is currently actively pursuing this issue however given the nature of the problem
of deployment, whereby costs and benefits accrue to diVerent parties, support from DfT and/or the ORR
to address contractual issues could help to release these CO2 savings in the short term.

5.2.2 Train eYciency is at its peak when services operate at constant speeds with minimal stopping and
starting.59 Thus improvements in network and traYc management, for example through better signalling
and the freeing up of bottlenecks could deliver real benefit in terms of total carbon emissions per passenger/
freight tonne km. When reviewing investment decisions these types of consideration can and should be built
in to DfT’s processes.

5.2.3 In the UK the environmental eYciency of new trains has been declining in terms of CO2 per
passenger km as a result of measures to reduce local air pollution (see section 4.1.1) and in terms of weight
per seat etc as a result of trains becoming heavier by improving crashworthiness and on-board services (air
conditioning, information displays etc). At present there is a trade oV to be made between passenger
facilities, crash resilience and energy consumption. This is an area where new technology could alleviate
some of the trade oVs by adopting new lightweight and eYcient technology. The specification of the new
generation of High Speed Train (HST2) would be an excellent opportunity to ensure that these
environmental concerns are incorporated in the design phase.60

Developing Future Power Technologies

5.3 Looking to the longer term (out to 2020 and beyond) there is a very significant opportunity to improve
the carbon performance of rail (indeed perhaps even to make rail travel in the UK zero carbon in the long
term) through the adoption of new power technology such as hybrid engines and hydrogen fuel cells.

5.3.1 30% of current passenger traYc in the UK and 95% of current freight traYc is diesel powered. A
number of important studies have been carried out recently looking at energy futures and possible future
traction options for rail,61,62 suggesting a possible development path via hybrid engines to hydrogen. An
initial step to hybrid technology would significantly reduce CO2 emissions and, once a fuel cell hybrid was
viable, potentially enable a zero carbon railway (provided hydrogen and electricity could be produced from
renewable sources).

5.3.2 70% of current passenger services and 5% of freight services are electric. Carbon emissions from this
power source are totally dependent on UK electricity generation mix. Under current contractual
arrangements it is not possible for the industry to buy green electricity but with the approval of DfT and
ORR this could be adopted as a policy (although with cost implications).

5.3.3 The issue of what type of strategy to pursue in deciding whether the future for power on the railway
is through increased electrification with low carbon electricity generation, the conversion of the diesel fleet
to new low carbon technologies or some middle ground has as yet to be fully addressed by DfT. The
Technical Strategy currently being developed by DfT Rail must consider these issues.

5.3.4 Allied to this debate is a need to ensure the resilience of the network to extreme weather in
preparation for climate change. This is to some extent being addressed by the industry in its focus on
improved performance. However there remain significant issues in relation to decisions over future
electrification which again must be addressed by DfT through their overall strategies and particularly the
Technical Strategy for rail as highlighted above.

Does the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005 departmental
report, Annex A) adequately reflect the environmental challenges it faces (see note 3)?

6. We believe much of this issue has been addressed in our answers above, particularly those relating to
the current lack of a coherent overall transport strategy. In addition we would stress that the wider
environmental benefits of rail are often not fully incorporated in current Government funding and
investment appraisal. The result is an imbalance as reflected in the DfT’s current expenditure.

59 Evidence from Hull Trains shows that a 3-car 192-seat Turbostar Diesel Multiple Unit running Kings Cross-Hull consumes
just 0.5 litres fuel/km. Given the relative carrying capacities no current road car can achieve this level of fuel consumption.

60 Although travelling at higher speeds generally requires increased energy use the emerging generation of high speed trains—
particularly those in use or being developed on the Continent—do oVer significant advantages in terms of weight and therefore
energy/emissions savings. Clearly the development of high speed rail in the UK would be able to harness these recent
technological developments to deliver significant carbon emissions reductions (particularly against short haul air).

61 RRUK Power Futures Group: Feasibility and benefits of Future Power Technologies—a preliminary analysis. See:
www.railresearchuk.org.uk

62 Dr Rana Roy for The Railway Forum: Beyond Petroleum, Energy Futures and Powered Transport. See:
www.railwayforum.com
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What specific steps should the Department now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion
over the next decade?

7. See above comments at paras 5.1.1–5.1.6.

8. It is also noticeable that the Department has adopted a mode-specific approach in their strategies to
reduce carbon emissions. Thus the Powering Future Vehicles strategy is solely aimed at road and the related
funding available from this project is only available for road vehicles. As already suggested above there is
the potential both to make the existing railway more carbon eYcient and adopt new lower carbon
technologies but presently there is no Government funding to progress these ideas. Indeed the DfT’s recently
released draft Evidence and Research Strategy63 does not consider any real technological advances for rail:
this needs to be rectified if the industry is to be incentivised to develop new, cleaner power solutions.

In relation to the Department’s low carbon vehicle strategy, Powering Future Vehicles, the Committee is
also specifically interested in:

— whether the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles strategy were adequate and what
progress has been made against them since 2002;

— what organisations and funding sources are involved, whether there is adequate coordination
between them, and whether the overall funding available and spent in support of the strategy is
adequate in view of the environmental challenges DfT is facing.

9. See comments at para 8 above.

February 2006

63 DfT Draft Evidence and Research Strategy 2006 Edition, January 2006.

Witnesses: Mr Adrian Lyons, Director General, the Railway Forum, and Mrs Louise Shaw, Systems and
Standards Manager, the Association of Train Operating Companies, gave evidence.

Q278 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. We contribution which even greater use of railways
almost need a commuter service between us and you! could make in terms of reaching national targets for
We were unable to book our usual room for this cutting carbon emissions from transport, do you
session. Thank you very much for coming in. It is a think the Department for Transport puts enough
very important part of our evidence gathering for emphasis now, looking forward, on further cuts of
this report which we are in the middle of preparing. carbon emissions in its strategy for the rail industry?
Just to kick things oV, I wonder whether you would Mrs Shaw: Carbon emissions from the railway
like to say how important you think rail is in the industry per se are not going to make a huge
whole process of reducing carbon emissions and diVerence to the overall picture for transport in the
what you see as the progress which there can be in UK. We are already very, very low producers of
moving towards our goal. carbon compared with, say, the air industry or the
Mr Lyons: I think rail plays a really essential part in roads. Where the contribution can be is in
this, not that rail in itself has a major impact on the encouraging more freight and more passengers onto
environment, but rail can reduce the impact of rail rather than making specific gains per se either in
others on the environment in a way which I think the rail freight industry or the passenger industry. So
probably no other powered transport mode can do. the emphasis from sustainability has increased
The way forward is complex and I think you will noticeably in the last twelve months certainly with
probably be examining this. The railways have come two particular DFT individuals, Clive Burrows and
through quite a dramatic period, we can describe it Mark Lambirth fully on board with the
as, where the issues, of course, of performance, sustainability agenda. Clive, the technical director, is
industry structure and safety have loomed very large working on the sustainability aims which we all want
indeed, and to be quite honest sustainable to see in the technical strategy which, collectively,
development issues have not received the priority the industry and the Department is working on to
which I think many of us would like to have seen. I produce later on this year and into next year.
think we can now confidently say the industry is Mr Lyons: I agree with that, Chairman. We are verysignificantly more stable than it was a few years ago pleased that the Secretary of State in the middle ofand the sustainable development debate and activity last month announced (which we have beenis now beginning to emerge, I think, in a most

discussing for some time) that there is tobe a properpositive way.
long-term railway strategy. The whole sustainableMrs Shaw: Yes, I think that is very fair. We have development debate on the railways has got to bebeen through a very diYcult time, but we are making
long-term; it is not something you can sort out in asome very positive moves.
matter of months. The other key issue now, I think,
is that after probably an over-long delay we now see
this emerging focus on sustainable development forQ279 Chairman: I am sure that will be quite a widely
rail in the Department for Transport for rail. For aheld view. I certainly, as a longstanding enthusiast
long time we have been pointing out that otherfor railways, welcome the fact that things seem a bit

calmer. Given that is the case and given the potential modes of transport have received very significant
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incentivisation to move to lower emissions, Power Mr Lyons: If I could add, Chairman, we do face a
shift, Clean up and all these other things in the road fundamental problem. The network is tiny in
industry, while the railway industry was just left on relation to roads and it is a very simple calculation
its own. I think that is being rectified now. Of course, that every 1% shift from road equals a 10% increase
we have yet to see the overarching strategy and its in demand on the railway network. Quite frankly, we
supporting technical strategy, but we are looking are reaching the limits of what the present network
forward to that next year and I must say that DfT is can do. Of course, in the short term we can lengthen
making an attempt to discuss this with the industry trains and we can sort out some of the bottlenecks,
to get the widest views. but they are not going to increase the capacity to

significant levels if you are going to make a really
major shift from road and short-haul air to rail thatQ280 Chairman: The point was very fairly made that
is needed. Clearly, we have got to build some newthe biggest contribution which railways can make in
capacity at some time, if not in the next five years incutting carbon emissions is not by reducing what is
the next 10 to 25 years. Again, I think there is analready quite a small proportion of emissions from
increasing recognition that in so many bits ofrailways themselves, it is by getting a bigger share of
Britain’s infrastructure capacity is one of the bigboth passenger and freight traYc moving from
problems and at last we are seeing some movementeither roads or air onto railways. Given that that is
from Government to try and address these with thewhere the big gains are to be had, what will you be
Eddington Report, the strategy, and so on.suggesting to the Department they should be put in

the rail strategy? You say they are consulting, and
that is good. This is an opportunity for you, as it is

Q281 Joan Walley: I just wanted to pursue that a bitfor us, to make some strong pleas and partly in the
further with you because in my own constituency,line of what you tell us we may want to back it up.
where we have got EWS, there is a conflict betweenWhat would you be hoping for now when this
the high speed trains down to London and extradocument comes out next year?
capacity and freight. What I am really interested inMrs Shaw: Technically, we know we need to move
finding out from you is, given what you are sayingon from the fuel sources we have at present, so there
about welcoming the Department for Transport’sneeds to be some recognition of some diversification
long-term strategy this is as much aboutof fuel source in addition to what we have, the diesel
incentivising in terms of Treasury as it might beand the electrical supplies we have presently1. We
about PFI bids in terms of getting capital intoknow that has to come into the technical strategy.
building new infrastructure. How much do youHybrid locomotives show some significant promise
think the Treasury and the Department forbut have a long way to go in terms of whether we can
Transport are really taking on board the need forpractically implement them. Certainly in the short
decisions to be made now for that extra designatedterm, even in the medium term, we will lag behind
capacity for freight in terms of the long-term railroad. We are quite comfortable with that. That is

where the volume is and the proving ground can be, strategy, without which the train operating
and we are very comfortable with lagging behind companies cannot really operate either because you
road on that. In terms of the overall strategy, there have not got the space?
are many more things which rail can do which are Mr Lyons: Absolutely. I think you are exactly right.
very specific in terms of managing or improving the As at today, to be quite honest the railway does not
capacity we have. We have a very mixed railway at have a longer term strategy at present. Network Rail
the moment, freight trains running in amongst has targets for another few years, to 2009. There is,
passenger trains, and that is a constraint on capacity of course, the Government commitment to
because they run at diVerent speeds and have Crossrail, which we welcome, and we know that the
diVerent technical characteristics, but it also means Eddington Report is looking at such things as high-
in terms of the energy consumption particularly it is speed lines, but those are not firm commitments yet.
not good for the freight trains to have to keep I think the key issue now is at two levels. One is, there
stopping and starting to make way for fast passenger is a great deal of work taking place led by Network
trains. Equally, it is not good for the passenger trains Rail on the Route-Utilisation Strategies (as it is
to be kept down to the speed of a slow freight train. called) which looks at what you can do in the short-
So we need to do some specific capacity-related term to try and increase the capacity on the network.
things, and things like the high level output One of the key ones which are going to be introduced
specification will enable the sustainable is the freight utilisation strategy, which is due for
development of the railways—indirectly almost, it is production sometime in the course of next year. This
not an objective in itself, it is what you will get from is going to look at freight nationally and see what
a high level output statement—to proceed that much needs to be done. It could be argued that this should
better. There are two angles, the technical angle and have been done some time ago, but again like lots of
the strategical angle, which will work by themselves other things other priorities overran it, but now at
but eVectively work together. long last that issue is being addressed. However, I

would say that too often decisions have been made
1 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: The rail industry has in such things as the port expansion at Thames

some research underway to identify ways in which we can
Haven, as a good example, where a majorimprove our use of fuel, both electric and diesel for

traction purposes. infrastructure project is put in for one mode of
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transport without thought of how land-side East and West Coast mainlines; these are arteries for
distribution is to take place and these sorts of issue the future. Regrettably, the West Coast Mainline
have got to be addressed. upgrade, although it has very significantly improved

the reliability of the line, has not increased the
capacity enough for future growth which we can seeQ282 Joan Walley: Yes, but my point also is that
over the next twenty years. Finally, we need to lookunless that is matched by a similar priority, for
at the other conurbations outside London, becauseexample in terms of the comprehensive spending
many of those have capacity constraints as well onreview and getting it into the Treasury at this stage,
them, and that is actually where a mixture ofwhatever the transport strategy says unless it is
probably light rail and heavy rail coming togetherbacked by the Treasury how are you making sure
can produce some solutions which actually meetthat those representations are being made to
local needs. It is a big agenda, I fear. AlmostGovernment?
everywhere you look we are stuck.Mr Lyons: They are being made very strongly.

Freight is very interesting because rail freight is not
seen as a rail-only problem. The Freight Transport Q285 Colin Challen: Just following on from that, weAssociation has been extremely active, as you may are well into the Government’s integrated transportknow, in promoting with the Rail Freight Group a strategy. Could you point to its greatest success forbetter future for the industry overall, which includes us?rail. There has been, as you may know, a concern

Mrs Shaw: How big a hole do I want to dig forover the various grants for freight, the Freight
myself? There are a number of spots where theFacilities Grants, which are relatively small sums of
simple application of sensible policies hasmoney but have a significant multiplier eVect, which
demonstrated quick pay-backs. If I could point totend to have been cut at short notice, and this causes
the Nottingham tram scheme, for example, the tramsignificant problems with local stakeholders because
station has been sensibly positioned right next to thethey suddenly find they have got a good idea for
main railway station in Nottingham. The passengerfreight and find they cannot introduce it because
numbers are well in excess of those forecast for thebarriers are put in their way. I am not at this stage
first year’s operation. It is a very well introduced100% confident that Treasury in the forthcoming
scheme, very well run presently and in itsComprehensive Spending Review is going to meet
introduction by the operator and is now being heldevery rail need. I would like them to do so because I
as a flagship for Nottingham going forwards as athink if they do it will be money well invested, but at
good place to live. The layout of the tram stop at thethis stage I think they need a lot of convincing and
station is such that the extension south into otherwe are trying to do it.
parts of the city has been easily enabled because the
bridge is perched right at the level to go straight over

Q283 Mr Hurd: In relation to the need for expanded the top of the station. So that will enable a much
capacity in the context of what you have just said easier extension of the tramline should the local
about concerns about the spending review, where authority venture to try and persuade the Secretary
would you prioritise geographically? Where is the of State that trams really are not such a bad idea
capacity most needed? after all. Integration between buses and trains has
Mr Lyons: For freight? much less of a profile2, I would say, nationally

because people tend to think of buses much more as
Q284 Mr Hurd: Not necessarily for freight. You a local service than a service which enables them to
were talking generally about the need to expand rail go longer distances which the trains usually serve,
capacity— but if I could think of integration in terms of local
Mr Lyons: You basically start in the greater South train services meeting and working well with
East, where for a whole number of reasons we are national train services, Ashford and Waterloo,
seeing increased longer distance commuting, huge particularly with the Eurostar, I would say is an
population growth, the ODPM’s Sustainable excellent example of an integrated system. Clearly
Communities policies, and so on and so forth, all of Waterloo is a huge volume station and feeds huge
which point out the need for extra capacity, not just numbers of people straight into the Waterloo
on the railways themselves but in the car parks to put terminal for Eurostar, but similarly we are seeing
cars in so that people can get to stations. Those are increasing numbers of people in the South East using
being addressed in the Route-Utilisation Strategy. the local services to get into Ashford station to
There is a very interesting one for South West Trains access Paris, Lille and Brussels. If one could see
issued, which I think was very much a benchmark of similar examples of high-speed rail in this country
what we should be seeing. We have got to have with high-speed rail stations being fed by local rail
Crossrail, whatever the diYculties of it. That sort of stations from conurbations for larger cities which do
major enhancement of east-west flows across the
South East is absolutely vital. Again within the 2 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: Schemes such as
South East, freight from ports, particularly “PlusBus” operate from a number of stations across the

country to serve destinations and extend the reach of rail toFelixstowe and the ports in the Thames estuary and
the benefit of the passenger e.g. Peterborough to KingsSouthampton, has got to cross the grain of
Lynn, where there is a rail connection possible, butpassenger services over extremely busily used lines indirectly, or Kettering to Corby which does not have a

and must be separated. Further afield, we have passenger connection. Plusbus tickets are sold as part of the
rail journey by the TOCs.clearly got some major capacity constraints on the
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not have the direct high-speed rail themselves, I Q287 Chairman: To an ordinary lay person with a
little bit of business background it sounds hellishlythink that would be a very positive move if we were

to consider integrated transport. bureaucratic, what you have just said. You have got
a situation where you are a train operator, you are
bursting at the seams with capacity, you have got

Q286 Chairman: Just on the capacity point again, huge demand—the level of usage in your industry is
how much increase in capacity could be achieved by at a 45 year high and more of them want to do it—
radically overhauling the signalling system? I see why on earth are you waiting for some perishing
from my flat in London planes lining up to go into European Commission? Why do you not say,
Heathrow one a minute and I can see four going in at “We’ve got some track here. I can double the
any one moment. You cannot run trains one minute number of customers I take on it and double my
apart, I am told, on the major Intercity lines because profits by getting a better signalling system”?
it is too dangerous. Mr Lyons: I think you are exactly right, Chairman.
Mrs Shaw: There are ways and means. London In fact a lot of advances have been made, but at
Underground has some extremely good operating present, of course, the London Underground has the
practices which enable them to have the shortest advantage that trains travel between stations
possible time between trains. The signalling systems relatively slowly so their distance for stopping is not
we have in place at the moment certainly do not lend that great. On the national railways, for example at
themselves to shortening up the distances between Waterloo, you have got much longer trains, much
trains quite in the same way as you might see with heavier, so the distances between trains have got to
London Underground. There is a technical solution be greater. They cannot follow nose to tail because
which is being developed in Europe3 by the supply it is positively dangerous. One immediate advance
community and users at the moment called ERTMS. which has been made has been the introduction of
I would say at this point in time ERTMS is not the what are called the Integrated Control Centres, and
panacea the suppliers claim it to be for a number of Waterloo was one of the first ones, where the
quite simple reasons and it is not something which is Network Rail and the train operating staV work in
going to be solved in the very, very short term. the same room to the same set of priorities, but most
However, there is now an increasing level of importantly they have now got some very clever
understanding just how we might get to the situation software which not only shows you where every
where the ERTMS system would increase the level single train is on the system but a huge amount of
of capacity on the amount of track which is additional information and of course because it is in
available, but we have some significant development the machine you can sort out train paths much,
at a European level to do on our train operating much better than you can doing it manually from a
practice. We have to develop a deal more signal box. That is stage one. The next stage, you are
cooperation between the Member States and exactly right, the Holy Grail of train operation must
between the railway companies in those Member be what is called a moving block where each train
States to get to a point where ERTMS is aVordable has its own protected area and responds to every
from the point of view of the railway undertakings other train around it, making sure it does not come
as well as aVordable for the infrastructure manager. too close to danger. The problem has been that we
We have an unfortunate situation where the made the decision to go for a Europe-wide standard
individual Member States develop their own little bit some 15 years ago now and progress has been
of specification to go with a core of ERTMS which disappointing and costs are clearly far too high. I
for an international operator like EWS, say, wanting think it is the duty of all those who have the interests
to run across several Member States makes it a very, of railways at heart to be pressing the Commission
very expensive signalling system. Each and the European Railway Agency to move on from
infrastructure manager thinks, “I’m fine. I’ve got my where we are now, because clearly we are not moving
signalling system, it’s ERTMS. I can put a big tick in fast enough. Clearly signalling is one of the most
the box and smile at the Commission next time I see expensive elements of railway operation and, of
them.” For an international operator it means you course, it is one of its critical points too because
have to get an ERTMS system for Britain, and clearly if it fails the system comes to a halt.
ERTMS system for France, for Luxembourg, Mrs Shaw: Perhaps I can add a little more to that.
Germany4, and so on, and in the short term until we The rate of progress on ERTMS particularly has
get that ERTMS system sorted so that it works the improved significantly in the last two or three years.
same way whether you are in Dover, Dublin or The European railway industry is learning much,
Milan, then that is the point at which that capacity much better now how to get on and create a system
increase will be realised. across Europe which we can all agree to and work

with. The establishment of the European Railway
3 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: The European Agency from that point of view is a very positive

Commission is strongly supportive of the development of
thing and we have a great deal of confidence in theERTMS, but is not directly involved in its development at a
individuals and the structure of the Europeantechnical level.

4 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: It should be noted Railway Agency to actually deliver something like
that ERTMS even before it is fully developed will be a ERTMS in a much more controlled fashion which
significant improvement over the present situation for

we know we can all aVord and which will technicallysignalling systems for international/operators due to
commonality of some components. deliver what we want it to.
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Q288 Chairman: I will not pursue it too long, but I Mr Lyons: No, because to be open and honest with
you, at this stage there are no sustainableam mystified why someone who is running a
development targets for rail. It is clear that anycommuter train into Waterloo from Basingstoke
modal shift brings significant environmental benefitsneeds to have a Europe-wide system. The only train
with it, but they have not been the principal driverswhich ever goes from this country to another one is
for looking at modal shift. So it has not been thethe Eurostar. The requirements for Continental
issue which has discussed mostly between thecountries are fundamentally diVerent. Who was the
railway industry and the Government at this stage.lunatic who signed up for this European deal in the

first place? Probably the last Conservative Transport
Secretary! Q291 Mr Stuart: I am very glad that you are both
Mrs Shaw: It is quite simple. The supply market is here today so that this can be highlighted, because I
not Britain, it is not Germany, it is not France, it is think the Members of this Committee will be slightly
Europe now. We have a limited number of supply stunned at that. David Begg, who has recently
companies. They all serve the whole of Europe, and written that the success of the Government’s entire
in fact the Chinese are very interested in ERTMS transport policy actually depends on railways
because they think that is the way they are going to driving down their costs. How are you responding to
buy their signalling in the future. that particular agenda, and can you do so in a way
Mr Lyons: Any software-based system benefits from which will also drive down carbon emissions?

Mr Lyons: Yes, because a good sustainablebeing an international standard. The worst thing
development policy is an eYcient transport one aswould be to have Britain with its own train control
well by definition. Of course, on costs, we are comingsoftware, and Germany and France on diVerent
oV that extremely high level of costs which occurredstandards, and so on and so forth. We do not do it
after Hatfield 2000. Network Rail’s Business Plan iswith mobile phones and we do not do it with motor
actually working well. It is actually coming in wellcars, and I do think that if we can try and get a global
under budget, which is almost a matter of concern instandard for railway control it would be for the
some quarters, but it clearly does represent a rapidlybenefit of the industry and it would help bring
gaining pace of eYciency. There is clearly going to becosts down.
an even tougher regime for the next Control PeriodChairman: It appears to me that both the mobile
(as it is called) for Network Rail, which is 2009phone industry and the motor car industry are rather
onwards. That is being negotiated now, so that isbetter at responding to increases in demand.
going in the right direction. We are also seeing, of
course, with most franchises being re-let, they are

Q289 Mr Stuart: Getting positive, in your memo you either having to pay a premium—which we would
describe an ambitious scenario to rail growth with a argue in sustainable development terms is a
number of expansions and improvements to the somewhat odd thing to be doing, but it clearly is
railway network by 2020, all accompanied by because the industry is being run much more

eYciently and the operators can clearly see wherenational road pricing. Have you estimated the
they can grow the market profitably, and thecarbon reductions in such a scenario and does the
Government benefits from that. Then finally, ofDepartment agree with your assessment, because I
course, there is the whole set of proposals to movethink in some of the earlier questions we were trying
on the industry and to expand capacity asto tease out your assessment of the benefits from
economically as possible. The more you can getthe move?
longer trains running more eYciently with moreMr Lyons: I think on a very broad rule of thumb,
passengers on board, costs come down as well. Soand academics will argue around and around this
there is a whole package of measures and everythingthing, but in general terms if you can shift something
looks as though costs are coming under control. Theonto rail you should be looking at having a carbon
longer term problem, though, is where do we go overimprint of about 10% of the equivalent road traYc.
the next 10, 15, 20 years?There are going to be variations. Comparing a

lightly loaded train and a Toyota Prius, the Toyota
is going to look more attractive, but certainly a well- Q292 Mr Stuart: Can I follow up on that? You

mentioned the premium in terms of the carbonloaded train or a long freight train is very eYcient. It
emissions debate and you have just expressed somehas a minimal carbon imprint. So basically you can
doubts about the premium. Do you think the currentbe into millions of tonnes if you get this shift, but of
situation means that services which could possiblycourse the driver is also the broader sustainable
be expanded, subject to capacity constraints, anddevelopment agenda. Clearly a transfer from rail
with lower prices might attract more passengers, arebrings other benefits besides emissions; it clearly has
basically not doing that because they are subsidisingsocial inclusion issues attached to it and it certainly
other services which would not have the samehas economic growth and regeneration ones as well,
carbon impact?and it is on the latter that the case for railway
Mr Lyons: I think what we have got to ask ourselvesexpansion is principally being made at this stage.
are some pretty fundamental questions about how
transport pricing is managed. Clearly, it has been a

Q290 Mr Stuart: So the Department and yourself priority of the Treasury and the Department for
basically see the contribution to the carbon issue in Transport to bring down the costs of the industry,

and the industry would support that, and one of theparticular in precisely the same way?
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mechanisms of that is letting out franchises so that the agenda quite as seriously as they have and they
we get into a situation where operators will pay a are now pressing us for things that we can do under
premium for the licence to operate. One could argue the sustainable development agenda which they can
that that premium being paid by passengers should build into the strategy, having had a chance to sit
see its way back onto the railway to further enhance back and review it in the wider transport policy.
the business and to add overall to a positive
sustainable development outcome. At present we do

Q294 Ms Barlow: The number of rail passengers hasnot see that. At present the premiums are seen, I
gone up sharply in recent years.think by the Treasury and the Department for
Mrs Shaw: Yes5.Transport, as an oVset for the money they are paying

Network Rail in grant. I would like to see a much
more logical strategy where those modes of Q295 Ms Barlow: How close are we, particularly in
transport which are sustainable-friendly are given the South East, to overloading the network? How
real incentives to further expand and increase their much scope is there for moving from car to rail and
business and not, if you like, run to a reasonably how much investment would it take to make a reallytightly constrained franchise. significant shift?

Mrs Shaw: Outside of the peaks, we are nowhere
near capacity. If you want to travel in the peakQ293 David Howarth: Can I just come back to the
hours, then we are very, very close to capacityquestion of your interaction with the Department,
already and in some places we are probably in excessbecause what you said was extremely surprising.

You go to talk to the Department and the of capacity, theoretical capacity I should say. We
discussions are about economic development and could alleviate capacity in the short-term with a
social inclusion but not about climate change and number of very small-scale investments to relieve
carbon. The Department oYcially shares the climate various pinch points, either at stations or junctions
change public service agreement with other of various kinds, and we are not talking vast
departments. Can I just ask you how the discussions amounts of investment. To make a step change
go. Is it that you try to raise the environmental would take a significant project; something of the
advantages of rail and they say, “We’re not like of the Kent domestic trains running on the high-
interested in that,” or is it that you just react to what speed rail link will constitute a very significant
they are interested in, so you do not try to raise it increase in capacity for certain parts of Kent and the
yourself, but they never raise it with you? In other Thames expansion area, but that has been achieved
words, have you tried to raise it with them and been at a significant cost: the building of the CTRL. The
rebuVed, or is it that they never raised it? Eurostar on CTRL itself has achieved a huge
Mr Lyons: I will answer the generic one. Of course, increase in capacity and has grabbed an enormous
we raise sustainable development. The Railway share of the market between the three capitals and
Forum, has been talking to the Department for four demonstrates very nicely what a well-thought out,
or five years about it now, as long as I can remember. well-run and well-resourced train service can do. I
I have to say that the priorities in the rail area of the believe that the integrated Kent franchise with the
Department have been very firmly focused on cost new trains running on the CTRL will represent a big
and performance. On the issue of environmental change in the amount of capacity, particularly from
impact, because it has always been perceived that Ashford into the north of London rather than
rail is by far the most environmentally beneficial of Ashford into the south of London. It is diYcult to
powered transport modes this has not been seen as give you a precise indication of just how close to
the priority which those involved in rail in the capacity we are because there are particular points
Department have necessarily addressed. We have where we are at capacity or over and above, but
been saying they should, because we think the pay- either side of that there is some scope. So if we could
oV would be very significant if they did, and we were do something about those particular pinch points,
very pleased that the Secretary of State in his talk to then clearly more capacity would be available.the National Rail Conference on 15 March Conversely, if we were to look at a diVerent kind ofmentioned a sustainable development publically

step change we could make some trains longer. Thatagenda for rail for the first time. We have never seen
would require investment at junctions and stations.that before and we were grateful. I think it is because
Double-deck has been raised. That would be a very,of interaction between the industry and the
very long term thing to do and would probablyDepartment that this has got onto the agenda as an
require investment in new lines, I would say, ratherimportant issue to be addressed.
than developing the existing lines. One of theMrs Shaw: Yes, I would say it has made a very
projects we have had ongoing for some time haspleasant change. A number of the TOCs and the
revealed just how much of a challenge building aowning groups have taken their environmental and
double-deck service would be and it would takesustainable development responsibilities very
some significant philosophical changes in terms ofseriously. If one were to check the National Express
operating practice. It would require some separateGroup or the First Group on sustainable

development, you would see that this is something
5 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: 40% growth sincethey treat with a significant degree of seriousness. It privatisation started. We have the fastest growing railway in

has been a very, very pleasant turnaround to have Europe, and are now second only to Germany in
passenger numbers.people like Mark Lambirth and Clive Burrows take
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platforms at stations and that sort of thing. So in the national road charging system, how are you to
introduce it, what outcomes are you going to see,shorter term longer trains is probably a better bet,

and we can do that on some routes already. what modal shift are you going to get, and how are
you going to cope with it? We have not really got to
that debate at all yet. There is no sense of that. ThisQ296 David Howarth: Can you just explain that a bit
is because we lack a really overarching transportfurther, because you see double-decker trains in
strategy which has addressed all these issues in a wayHolland and the RER in Paris is double-decker. Can
that can be successfully managed.you just be a bit more precise about what the changes

needed are?
Q298 Mr Hurd: Just to follow up on that point, IMrs Shaw: It is quite simple. We built our railway
think the Government is in conversation withbefore everybody else did and did not realise just
something like 32 local authorities about setting uphow much of an advantage it would be to have extra
road charging pilot schemes, and I think their hopespace. It is like the diVerence between, say, sitting in
is that it can be tested on an inter-urban basis. Toan Austin A40 and the present BMW 5 series. It is
what degree is the rail industry involved in thosejust that much extra space in strategic places which
conversations and those discussions?gives you suYcient room to actually put all the seats
Mr Lyons: On the edges of it, to be honest, at thisat a low level and high level and still have all the
stage because most of the local authority roadadditional equipment you need for lighting, braking
charging schemes are at a relatively early stage ofsystems, air conditioning, and so on. We have a
development as well. Where, of course, they areproject in place to make the existing high-speed
principally taking place, or many of them, is in theroutes work with longer coaches and slightly wider
Passenger Transport Executive area and by andcoaches which will give us a single digit increase in
large already the PTs have a well-integrated view ofseat capacity for the Intercity routes, and that seems
public transport and they can manage the business.to represent a far better cost benefit than having to
The trouble is, of course, that even quite a tight localspend a lot of money moving structures, moving
scheme has significant impacts outside its own areatracks further apart from each other just to get
and this, I think, is the problem you meet with tryingenough room for two trains to pass each other at all
to do these schemes piecemeal unless you have got apoints. We know that enlargement for double-deck
really good overarching view of where you want totrains would help with high capacity container trains
end up, and I think at this stage, quite frankly, weand in some places some investment has taken place,
have not got it. I think the reasons are self-evident.such as Ipswich tunnel, on the route through from
I think there are some major technology issues whichFelixstowe to Nuneaton to allow that to happen, but
have got to be addressed. I think there has to be someeven if you do that for 9ft 6in containers, which are
major public policy issues which clearly have to bethe highest present boxes, you still do not create
addressed ranging from privacy and security to whatenough space for double-deck trains6.
sorts of towns and cities we are actually trying to
build, and until that is really explored I think toQ297 Ms Barlow: To continue with capacity, the
some extent the railway industry is just warning thatGovernment is considering the possibility of
if there is to be a major shift to this form of roadnational road user charging. How much linkage is
control we have got to be involved and it has got tothere between the Government’s policy for road and
be done in a way whereby if change is made, publicthe policy for rail? Are they taking fully into account
transport does not let the system down.the need to increase capacity for public transport if

they should bring this in?
Q299 Joan Walley: Could I just follow that up andMr Lyons: The answer is that there is no direct
just ask what the mechanism is for you to belinkage at this point because clearly the form that
involved in that strategic way in that overarchingnational road user charging will take is not yet
policy, because there are whole swathes of theentirely known. It is quite clear that the levers you
country where there are no PTAs and where there isget when you have a national road charging scheme
not that kind of joint mechanism at a local levelcan be pulled in all sorts of directions and have all
which could connect the whole thing up?sorts of outcomes. At present it is quite clear that if
Mr Lyons: Obviously the way you would see it thethere were a national road user charging scheme
link into the railway industry would be through DfTwhich was to significantly discourage motorists,
and the department’s Rail Group there would haveparticularly in built-up areas, and encourage them to
to be the conduit. Clearly, the other two majormove to other forms of transport—because the
players would be Network Rail, because it hasstudies show that by and large people will look for
custodianship of the network but of course in theother ways of travel even though you will discourage
case of London, Scotland and elsewhere would havea certain amount of travel—public transport
to take other issues into account, and of course thesystems in Britain would quickly find themselves in
Association of Train Operating Companies plus themany cases completely overwhelmed. This brings us
freight operators. So there are quite a number ofto the big argument that if you are to move to a
people involved.

6 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: The space constraints
for double-deck trains have been found to exist at the low Q300 Joan Walley: What I am trying to get at is, areareas, not the upper levels. Typically, structures that would

you saying that is happening or that it is notbe the most expensive to mitigate are at platform height or
below. happening suYciently?
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Mr Lyons: There are no hard facts to transmit at this which will give the Government’s view of what it
wants the rail industry to be doing for the future andpoint. We have not really got to any stage yet in road
then we can see how we are going to make it work.pricing at which the railway industry has had to get
Mrs Shaw: The building of transport as aninvolved.
afterthought is a recipe for an expensive project and
a less than optimal one. If you consider how people

Q301 Joan Walley: The point I am making is that if are going to move in and out and to the next big city
the rail industry is not involved in the road pricing early in the process, you can much more often hit a
argument, then it is going to be an add-on at the end, solution, probably about the same as you would
is it not? It should actually be shaping the shape of have done afterwards but at a much lower cost and
their future policy at this planning stage? in a much more ordered fashion. The development
Mr Lyons: We, of course, have been consulted. then becomes sympathetic to the town, the location,
Network Rail and others have played a part in the or whatever it is, but also to the countryside which
consultation process, but I would stress again that surrounds it.
until we actually get to firm decisions—and I do not
think it is a case of add-on because the railway Q303 Colin Challen: Are there any schemes between
industry would be in the position of saying, “Look, train operators and employers to incentivise oV-
if this is the scheme proposed, this is what our peak travel patterns?
response is.” I do not think you can do it the other Mrs Shaw: Not specifically employers themselves.
way round. I do not think the rail industry can go Operators like South West Trains have instigated
and say, “Look, we ought to build all these railways schemes such as Megatrain, which allows you to

book tickets at a significantly reduced rate oV peak.because we think road pricing is going to come on. I
There is a range of fares which encourages people tothink we have got to do it from what we think the
travel as far as possible outside of the peaks, whichfuture demand pattern is, and then the rail industry
exist from the long-distance operators and from thecan respond to it.
shorter and the urban operators. I am not aware of
any schemes per se between employers and the train

Q302 Mr Hurd: Can bring you back to your earlier operating companies.
comments about new housing. As you are well Mr Lyons: Many firms oVer very valuable family
aware, a number of new housing growth areas are concession schemes and sometimes free travel to use
being planned. Are they being planned with trains and often they are limited to oV-peak, you
adequate rail links and do you have any comment on cannot use them in peak hours.
the degree to which the OYce of the Deputy Prime Mrs Shaw: Where there is some cooperation, I
Minister and the Department for Transport are should add, is that the London-based operators7

working together? work with various attractions in the capital, London
Mr Lyons: There is an onset of projects, of course, Zoo, the theatres, and so on, to encourage leisure
and it is very interesting to look at Ashford, for visits as far as possible outside of peak hours by

oVering discounted admission prices, and so on.instance, where there is very substantial rail
There are a number of temporary or long-termprovision and where it looks as though Ashford,
schemes which exist like that.certainly from a rail infrastructure point of view, is

able to cope with the sort of growth of 30,000 plus
Q304 Colin Challen: Is this something which couldhouses in the next 10 or 15 years. There must be
be developed? I have a constituency which is near thegreater doubts on some of the other schemes such as
centre of Leeds with commuter train lines which goCambridgeshire. We can see them. Clearly rail is the
into Leeds. By the time a train passes through mysolution to successful transport infrastructures. You
constituency it is always full and if people could beonly have to look at Milton Keynes and
encouraged to go an hour later then they couldBasingstoke, for instance, and Basildon, which are
benefit possibly from concessionary fares. Largeearlier examples where rail has solved a lot of
local employers should be working with yourselves,problems. Transport for London certainly has got
and vice versa, because it does not cost anything,some very clear views of how it has got to help
there is no infrastructure. So is that something whichimprove the Lea Valley corridor (as it is called)
you think could be taken up?which gets you between Cambridgeshire and the
Mrs Shaw: I would say there is certainly some scope.City. I think it would have been better if some of the

Sustainable Community plans had been more
Q305 Colin Challen: Talking about infrastructure,factored into transport plans at an earlier stage, but
how important are new high-speed rail links tolike a lot of these things, so much in Britain in reducing our carbon emissions?

planning terms happens organically. Something is Mr Lyons: I think I have got an even bigger issue.
suggested and then a response comes up to see if it We have seen across Western Europe some 2,000
actually can be sustained. I think we are in a miles of high-speed line has been built in the last 20
reasonable debate. I do think, though, that the years or so. Another 1,000 is actually eVectively
number of places where we have capacity constraints under construction or at the very advanced stages of
on the network are now getting so great that some planning and all we have managed to build is about
sort of ordering of all this would be quit helpful and
this is where we are looking forward to a strategy 7 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: This occurs in other

areas/TOC franchises.from the Government looking out over thirty years
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70 miles of that total. We have seen huge benefits in down to the South West. It meant that that market
largely disappeared. I do not think in British termseconomic terms and social terms and in

environmental terms in comparison with short-haul the Motorail concept looks like a particularly
commercially operational place for railways to go.air with the introduction of these lines and I think it

is a key issue which we in Britain must address. Even There is much more interest, I think, in exploiting
the Intercity market, also serving out to airports asif we do not want to go ahead with high-speed lines,

we ought to understand why we do not and what the well, rather than looking at just trying to substitute
car mileage in a Motorail format. To be honest, I doalternatives are, and at this stage I do not believe the

alternatives are at all palatable, which is that it not see it coming back in any great form.
means increasing short-haul air operation in this Colin Challen: It had something to do with the
country to levels which I think would become demise of British Leyland over the same period,
completely unsustainable or just building more and obviously. Cars are more reliable now!
more motorways or allowing the present motorways
to run over capacity. So high speed lines meet, I

Q308 Chairman: Can I just take you back for athink, the full sustainable development triple
second to the comparison between flying and thebottom line, that you build them and you do see
trains, because you say you would like the railwayssignificant advantages to the country.
to compete eVectively, but you did say oVering goodMrs Shaw: Given the size of this country, we really
value. Is it not the case that if you book a very smallought not to have short-haul airlines8, frankly.
time in advance you can fly on what is eVectively an
ordinary scheduled flight from London to ScotlandQ306 Colin Challen: Would you prefer to see
at a fraction of the full price and that therefore it isdomestic flights taxed more heavily so that that
very hard for railways at the present to competewould encourage the modal shift which everybody
because you can get a £20, £30 flight from Londonwants?
to Glasgow or London to Edinburgh, and thereforeMr Lyons: Of course, I think railways should oVer
some soft of taxation on domestic flying wouldsuch a competitive product that you would not want
surely be part of the process of enabling you to oVerto travel by short-haul air, and actually that is
better value?already happening. Places where short-haul air
Mrs Shaw: If a realistic understanding of what goesflourishes is because the railways were not, quite
into the costs structure of an air fare was morefrankly, delivering the service. A good example was
publicly known I think it would raise thethe link London to Manchester and with the West
consciousness that there is no level playing fieldCoast mainline and the chaos which was, quite
between road and rail, so the price structure whichfrankly, evident on the line in the last two or three
an airline can operate is inevitably lower just on theyears. We have now seen that the line has been
basis of costs. Equally, having said that, I could gorestored back to a reasonable service and a rapid
to the GNER website this afternoon and book youshift back from short-haul air is already occurring.
a fare between London and Edinburgh for £25It has gone up almost 60% as the market has turned
return by doing the same as going onto the Britisharound. I always think modes of transport should
Airways website and booking in advance. Travellingpresent themselves as attractive and good value and
on an oV-peak service I could get you that fare.not worry about trying to pick oV the others,
Mr Lyons: Chairman, clearly the railways are verybecause I think that is not intrinsically, in my view,
interesting because of course everybody who usesthe way any business should go. It should be
short-haul air finds using the internet is the absoluteconfident in itself.
way to buy tickets. They are very clear websites withMrs Shaw: Yes. The Eurostar is another beautiful
very sophisticated yield management systems, but Iexample. There is no London to Brussels air market
think with rail people have probably a more variedany more, and similarly London to Paris, which is a
view of how they are going to get and access a ticketlittle further and therefore takes further time on the
for the train and it is clear we are going to have totrain, is a very much smaller air market than it ever
move to systems, particularly with Intercity travel,was before Eurostar came out.
which look more like the short-haul air ones because
I think they are the ones where we can sell attractiveQ307 Colin Challen: Could we just have a quick look
fares to passengers. That is already happening.at the demise of Motorail? Thirty years ago, you
Mrs Shaw: Yes, the improvements in the IT systems,could go into most corners of the UK taking your
the National Rail Enquiries timetable service andcar with you on the train. The last service, I think,
the ticket booking services which the train operatorswas to Penzance last year which was closed. What
now use has led to a significant increase in businesswas the cause of that demise?
over the internet, with people collecting tickets whenMr Lyons: I think, regrettably, it was the expansion
they appear at the station rather than turning up atof a motorway and dual trunk road network which
a ticket oYce and waiting in line to buy a ticket. Itsignificantly shrunk Britain from the road point of
has enabled the railways to expand on their oV-peakview. The heyday of Motorail was when it took
business particularly. But we also have to deal withalmost a day’s journey to go from London to
the situation where people will want to buy a seasonPenzance, if not longer; it could be a two day one.
ticket or want to travel at particular hours; theThe road system has been significantly improved
services which go with season ticket holders have
also increased from the train operators over the last8 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: For domestic

journeys. few years to the point where they are oVering their
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season ticket holders a better service, not just in planners in the early 1950s and we suddenly found
terms of the quality of the trains but also the by 1970 we had got 1,000 miles of motorway because
advantages which go with being a season ticket it had been in the planning process. Because we have
holder, and that has increased the volume of season very little of this in national and regional planning
ticket sales too. structures at present means that a lot of stuV goes by

default. What should be in it? Clearly there are two
absolute priorities where rail freight is right at theQ309 David Howarth: I cannot say I have noticed on
head of the field. One is that it is the obvious way tothe 6.15 to Cambridge, but never mind!
move heavy, bulky, low-value traYc such asMr Lyons: It is one of the most overcrowded bits of
aggregates and minerals. It is crazy to even thinkthe network—
about road for them, and making sure that that is
facilitated must be a priority. The second one isQ310 David Howarth: It is. You have to turn up the
moving containers from ports to inland ports or sitesday before to get a seat! Can we go briefly back to
for it to be cross-loaded. Clearly that must alsofreight? Could I just ask you first whether your
feature because that system could make our portscomments about the Department’s priorities and
operate so much more eYciently and also save aputting other factors well above climate change also
considerable amount of road journeys acrossapplied to the attitude towards freight? There are
Britain. So there are those two elements. Then youenormous advantages of shifting freight from road
have the remaining areas where other supply chainto rail. Is the same low priority from the Department
activities can be built in, and I think you just have toapparent in that area as well?
look at them on a case by case basis. A largeMr Lyons: I would not say it is a low priority as such.
industrial engineering complex may have significantThe problem has been the issue of capacity. That is
advantage if it is rail served but at present cannot bethe first thing. The network in so many areas is so
because it is too far away from a rail head, and werelatively heavily used that putting additional
ought to be looking at those, but I think those arecapacity in and guaranteeing the service which a
ones where there is no hard and dry rule for this andmodern supply chain wants—and that is absolutely

critical with things like containers; you cannot let it you need to look at it on a case by case basis.
take two days when it will go by road in 12 hours—
so at present, to be honest, I think the Department

Q312 David Howarth: So what are the main factorshas largely said to the freight side of rail, “Here is a
on the demand side when companies are decidingnumber of ways we can facilitate the way you can
whether to use road or rail for their freight?grow the business, but in practice you are going to be
Obviously cost is a big factor, but you are alsoconstrained by the amount of capacity on the
talking about other supply chain problems. Whatnetwork.” There are clearly ways we can squeeze
goes through their heads?more out of it and Network Rail is working very
Mr Lyons: Cost and reliability are the two drivers forclosely with the freight operators and with the
any supply chain operator. Is the supply chain goingpassenger operators to see what else it can get onto
to do what it says on the packet? It is going to deliverthe network, but it does not alter the basic problem
in so many hours, days, whatever it is? Is it going tothat any really significant shift is going to require
deliver in the right quality? Then finally, cost.some new capacity. You cannot squeeze much more

on, and it is no good going to people and saying to Clearly we have got to look particularly at certainly
them, “Yes, we can guarantee you two or three the more sophisticated supply chain interaction
freight deliveries a day,” when basically you cannot between rail, road, ports, airports, to make sure we
and I think very often it has just been the constraints have the slickest process. If you get transfer costs
of the infrastructure which has stopped growth. wrong between modes, you can add very
There is clearly much more demand than there is significantly to the cost and time of the business. If
traYc, but even then, of course, traYc on the you get it designed right, you can bring costs down
railways, particularly with things such as aggregates very significantly. That is where all this excitement
and minerals, has soared. It has never been at these about piggy-back trailers and things on rail comes
levels for 20, 30 years, but you can see it is producing up. But I would stress that particularly when you get
some very significant strains on the network to to supply chain solutions there is literally a huge
maintain those levels of service. range possible and to have a single set of parameters

I think would be wrong. You have got to work with
Q311 David Howarth: One of the suggestions which your customers and you have got to work inter-
has been made to us by Freight on Rail is to do with modally. You have got to see what roads, ports and
land and planning, so one possible way of making air are going to be doing as well to produce that
sure there is more capacity in the future is for there integrated supply chain that businesses want.
to be a national strategy about rail freight and for
that to be built into regional and local planning

Q313 David Howarth: What about the soft eVect, thedecisions. Do you think that would be a good idea,
public relations advantages for companies of beingand if so, what needs to be in the strategy?
seen to operate in an environmentally friendly way?Mr Lyons: I think it would be a good idea if all rail
Do you think that is being pushed enough, thatexpansion, including things such as high-speed
companies could use the fact that they are using railalignment should get in. I always say, look how the

motorway system grew up. It was put in place by freight as something to attract customers?
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Mr Lyons: I think it is becoming evident already. It It is much cheaper to put it on a train and let the train
is clear that if you have got a 10% factor probably on take the strain for those long journeys. At the far
road freight—again you have got to compare loads, end, you then go into modal transfer for the short-
but you are talking of a 15:1 advantage in emissions, haul.
and I think under social responsibility reporting, Mrs Shaw: There is some scope there. There has
which companies now do, they are becoming very been some willingness from supermarket operators,
keen on this. This is a story they want to tell and they for example, to operate from their bases in the south
are looking for options. I think too often they are of Scotland, Glasgow in particular, to take pre-
thwarted. They do come to the railway industry and packaged truck loads of food, produce, on rail
find we just have not got the capacity to help them. wagons up to the north-east of Scotland, to
Again, I think we should be looking at this because Inverness in particular, rather than using the main
it should be part of the national sustainable trunk routes through the Highlands. So it is not that
development strategy. Incidentally, I would the unwillingness is there, it is just that there is a
welcome a national freight supply chain strategy. I number of other constraints which perhaps
think it would be extremely useful. collectively, if one were to start knocking them out,

one would find that this would happen more.
Q314 David Howarth: One final point. You
mentioned the fall in financial support for freight. I
think the figures are that in 2001–02 £61.1 million Q316 Chairman: On a diVerent dimension, one of
came directly from Government and that fell to the things which always mystifies me is that large
£28.5 million in 2004–05 and that is set to decline numbers of lorries arrive on a train through the
further. Could you just set out for us why you think Channel Tunnel to Folkestone and then get oV onto
that is happening, why the Government is doing some of the most crowded sections of motorway to
that, and what the eVects of it are? go around London and head for the Midlands and
Mr Lyons: I cannot exactly quote figures, I will have the North. On the face of it, that is ridiculous, but the
to check them, but there has been a decline. I think scheme to try and promote a privately funded piggy-
the major area has been the Freight Facilities Grant, back railway beyond this crowded area of the South
which was to pay for expansion of the infrastructure East has not worked. What has gone wrong there?
to cope with it. It was cut at short notice by the SRA Mrs Shaw: Clearly, a scheme like that can take a
when it ran out of money some time ago and it is very, very long time to develop. Along the line of
being reinstated. I think the Government support is route there would be a deal of time to acquire the
going up, but I do think the problem—and we come land, which has been used for other things, and getback to this issue—is that there is almost a limit of the route clearance through. There is also a greatwhat can be taken out because the network cannot

deal of capital investment involved in setting up atake that expansion which actually many of our
dedicated freight line and I think the consensus atcustomers would like to see.
the moment across Europe is that actually the
railway undertakings which exist do not think that a

Q315 Mr Hurd: Could I ask you about a push dedicated network for freight actually will pay its
towards driving greater freight by rail, how it goes own way. They would prefer to optimise some routes
with the grain of trends in the management of stock more for freight then they do presently for
and distribution and modern business practice? I am passenger. That is a more cost-eVective way of
thinking here of the culture of just in time and the managing it than a dedicated freight network as
fragmentation of distribution. Why go through all such. I think there were some diYculties specifically
the bother of freight rail when basically you can use within that project which began to surface towards
British motorways as your warehousing capacity, the latter stages when it was coming up towards a
which other people pay for? Parliamentary bill stage. It is not inconceivable thatMr Lyons: The first reality is that very few things are something like that could be resurrected with somemanufactured in Britain which are manufactured

changes in direction or diVerent sources offrom things entirely sourced in Britain. There is a
financing, for example, which might enable it tohuge amount of component exchange running with
happen, but by way of comment, when the Channelother countries, both in the European Union and
Tunnel rail link is opened there will be a significantfurther afield, and we have seen this huge explosion
opportunity to increase the amount of freight whichin container traYc, for instance, which has been
gets on the rails the other side of the Channel andmirrored by major expansion at Felixstowe, Thames
stays on the rails this side of the Channel coming upHaven, and so on and so forth. Yes, I fully agree, the
towards London, purely because we will have a morerail is not always competitive unless you have got
Continental size loading gauge between the Channelsome very, very sophisticated rail interaction with
Tunnel and the east of London, and then potentiallyyour production system, probably road looks pretty
further up if Crossrail gets extended out to the kindgood in such circumstances. But the further you get,
of scope we would like to see. We have a sweet ironyif you are moving something from, say, Milan to
in this country that we have the biggest lorry loadingMiddlesbrough and you can do it fast by rail, it
gauge and the smallest railway loading gauge, and ifmakes a lot more sense than moving it by air cargo
we were to go about correcting some of that weor by road, and even the operators would agree with
might claw back some of the traYc which presentlythis. They do not want to man a truck over these

huge distances because that costs them real money. goes on large lorries.
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Q317 Mr Caton: Accepting what you have already with the new Non-Road Mobile Machinery
standards. Secondly, of course, the move to brakesaid about the relatively low level of carbon

emissions coming from the railways, can we look at regeneration on electric trains, which has already
started on the West Coast mainline and on the Eastwhether it is possible to reduce carbon emissions

from our trains? The Climate Change Programme Anglian lines, could well spread to the DC line south
of the Thames, which again would bring significantReview said that: “The Government will consider

how new technologies can improve energy eYciency power savings. I think the high-speed train debate,
the HST2 specification, which is actually calling forand reduce fuel consumption to get even more

environmental benefits from rail.” What is the a range of power technologies for the train set which
can be built which can either switch currently fromGovernment doing, apart from doing the

considering which it has told us it is doing? diesel to electric, or some sort of hybrid, will not
necessarily produce anything more than a prototypeMrs Shaw: We fully expect to see a reflection of that
but it will at least begin to focus the debate on wherekind of question in the technical strategy when it
railway power goes in Britain over the next 20 tocomes out. Certainly a move to some new
30 years.technologies in the form of hybrid traction shows

some promise for reducing emissions, particularly
from diesel trains. The emissions from electric trains Q319 Mr Caton: I think you, Mr Lyons, said in your
at the point of use are already pretty close to zero. If submission that the Department has not yet
one were to increase the mix of renewable power addressed these questions?
going into the electrical traction supply, then clearly Mr Lyons: Yes. In fact we did draft this before the
that would also reduce the emissions on a more Secretary of State made his announcement about the
global scale for trains. So we would expect to see technical strategy and, although we probably all
some more concrete comment and planning on unoYcially knew a technical strategy was beginning
either furthering the electrification network using to emerge, I think, to be blunt, we were trying to put
conventional National Grid connected supplies, or some pressure on this because these questions are
alternatively exploring things like micro-generation very important for the industry. We are pleased to
at line side or at stations to further boost the supply see in the specifications for the HST these big
or create a new supply where there is not one at technical questions being asked and we hope the
present on the electrification front. technical strategy puts this in context. Of course, the

other remaining issue we have not discussed is where
does hydrogen power fit into this mix? Does it haveQ318 Mr Caton: This is a two-part question. Can
a future or not? In some ways it looks very attractiveyou tell us how much is likely to be achieved by 2010,
for rail, in others you could argue that electrificationwhich is the focus of the Climate Change
provides many of the advantages that hydrogen willProgramme, but also from what you have just said,
give for other modes of transport, but again thereMrs Shaw, it sounds like there is a debate going on
needs to be a big debate about this and it needs to beabout what is the best way forward? The clear
set in the context of a national power debate as well.options seem to be going head-on for electrification,
Railways even today use something like one to two%or secondly looking for these new technologies you
of the total grid output. If you go on expanding thementioned, or presumably something in between.
railways, is the National Grid going to be up to it, orCan you give us an idea of the pros and cons of the
are there going to be Louise’s micro-generation typediVerent approaches?
solutions? It is not just the railway industry here. WeMrs Shaw: To take your first question, by 2010, that
have got a set of demands, but we need to see whatis three and a half years away, in realistic
the national context is and very often when we areprocurement terms I would not expect to see any
planning for the future we find we have not got doorssignificant move to incorporate new technology on a
we can open because such issues have not really beenwide scale on trains. I would expect by then we might
fully explored.see some applications for hybrid locomotives,

particularly where they have fewer constraints such
as shunting locomotives, for example. I would not Q320 Joan Walley: Mr Lyons, I think you touched
expect to see them on multiple unit-type trains, or on my question really, and it goes back to the Non-
even regular locomotive or high-speed type trains Road Mobile Machinery Directive and in a way the
simply because there is not the scale of power unit way in which the introduction of that Directive is
available that would work in a high-speed or freight perhaps at odds with the whole technical issue about
train that we know we could actually put into improved air quality and how we go about reducing
something that would fit in our size train. We have emissions from diesel trains. You mentioned the
looked a lot at some of the American technologies debate which there needs to be had. How are the
that are available. Even the American railroads, as Department for Transport or Defra, or both of them
big as they are, they are only tinkering with these acting together, going to be given the lead to the
hybrid technologies at the moment and they have a technical solutions which are now being forced
lot bigger space in their locomotives to put all the through by climate change?
bits and pieces inside the locomotive that one needs. Mr Lyons: I think Louise is right in the middle of the
Mr Lyons: There are two issues by 2010 which I NRMM debate.
think you can see very significant advances on. One Mrs Shaw: Since the Non-Road Mobile Machinery
is the eventual switch to low sulphur fuels on the Directive came into force we have been working with

particular individuals at DfT to try to work outrailway. We have to meet this target actually by 2009
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firstly the eVects on the emissions from typical rail ministers who are trying to sort of thrash out these
engines and also having to take into account the fuel unresolved conflicts? I do not understand how this is
changes coming up as well, and they are taking being squared.
particular care to understand all the eVects this is Mr Lyons: I could throw in two other groups, of
going to have on the operations of the rail operator, course. There is the Department for Trade and
whether it is going to eVectively require more fuel to Industry and of course our own Regulator is also
achieve the same output from the train, whether it is involved in this.
actually going to improve the air quality or whether
indirectly by improving emissions from one

Q322 Joan Walley: Has he had anything to say onparticular direction you are actually going to drive
this?up the emissions of CO2. I credit the Department for
Mr Lyons: He recognises that he has not takenactually taking the whole thing with NRMM as
suYcient awareness of the sustainable developmentseriously as they have done. Where we have met
arguments in what he has been doing. Of course, wediYculties is with Treasury. It looks like we will be
do come from this period when the railway has beenpaying an increased amount for the rail traction fuel;
extraordinarily focused on cost and performancethe ultra low sulphur diesel is eVectively a road fuel
issues and it is only now that we have reached arather than a gas oil, as we use presently, it costs
period of stability that the groups, if you like themore9. So the base fuel costs could well go up and
Regulator and the Rail Group in DfT, are beginningthat is possibly as big or bigger an eVect of the Non-
to look at these long term strategic issues which weRoad Mobile Machinery Directive than the other
must address as an industry.eVects which could come up.

Mr Lyons: We would argue very strongly against
any perverse incentives here. It is a very small fleet of Q323 Joan Walley: I am just wondering if there is
diesels that runs the railway. There are less than any further information you have on that, because in
4,000 prime movers compared with tens of millions a similar inquiry this Committee has carried out we
of vehicles and getting these solutions right with this had a very similar situation arising in respect of the
very small fleet is very important. The other point, of energy industry, in respect of the diYculties we had
course, about non-road mobile machinery is, I in getting the Regulator there to take sustainable
think, a philosophical point which the Railway development into account. If you are suggesting thatForum has, which is that it really shows us the limit there is a similar issue now in relation to transportwe are reaching on the diesel. There is a point now and the railways—coming where suppression of emissions, either by

Mr Lyons: Yes.treatment inside the engine or post-treatment, and
engine eYciency are beginning to come into conflict
now and we are going to have to think very seriously Q324 Joan Walley: Is there any correspondence or
where the diesel train goes over the next 10 to 15 anything with the Regulator which could perhaps
years. There would be significant advantages in illuminate or cast some light on this for us as to how
having a power unit which has less power but is it is preventing the development you are looking for?
actually controlling emissions better but more Mr Lyons: I think our relationship is slightly less
expensive to run, rather than the advantage we have confrontational than, say, the energy industry one,
at present, and these of course are the debates which but I think we have still to draw the threads together
get into the electrification argument and on in Whitehall. There is relatively little
hydrogen power as well, which I think shows in some correspondence, but I think we could easily provide
ways we are at a cross-roads and luckily I think we you with a brief, if you wanted us to, on where the
have now got a Department for Transport which situation is now and what the views of the various
recognises this. Government departments are and our Regulator in

respect of the changes caused by NRMM.
Joan Walley: I think that would be helpful to us.Q321 Joan Walley: What I really wanted to cut

through to was whether or not it is a question for the
Department for Transport or for Defra, or as you Q325 Colin Challen: Under the current contractual
suggested, the Treasury in terms of other perverse arrangements, it is not possible for train operating
incentives. It is just that I do not understand, sitting companies to purchase green electricity. Why is
here, which department is calling the tune, how these that?
conflicting issues perhaps waiting for new Mrs Shaw: The electricity for traction is procured by
environmental technologies to come through are Network Rail for the train operators and I think if
being resolved, and the incentivisation is being we were to try to procure the electricity on a train
driven from within Government. Is it the green operator basis we would lose an amount of leverage

that we have, given the size of what Network Rail9 Footnote inserted by witness 10.05.06: This is due to
purchase. We would be quite amenable to havingincreased refinery costs in reducing the sulphur content,
Network Rail increase the amount of greenshort term storage and distribution costs. The Oil industry

is waiting on a fuel strategy from the rail industry before they electricity in their procurement mix very happily.
will install the infrastructure to meet our demands. There are The one proviso would be that we would not want
also taxation issues and duty issues connected with “pink”

any perverse incentives causing the traction chargediesel and whether we will be able to continue to keep the
“pink” rates of duty. to go up as a result of doing so.
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Q326 Colin Challen: Could you just explain. There is point of view of the railway undertakings and the
not a sort of statutory or other problem with that, it infrastructure managers, so that they have a much
is purely a contractual issue? clearer understanding of just which bits cost what,
Mrs Shaw: It is a contractual issue through the and to bring down the cost of electrification
regulators. equipment through the means of standardisation.
Mr Lyons: I think clearly one would assume that any Also, by not having to demonstrate the
move to a renewable electricity sourcing would compatibility between diVerent trains and diVerent
actually potentially increase cost. networks multiple times, to bring the costs down

that way. It is diYcult to give you a figure of how
much that would bring costs down, but clearly thereQ327 Joan Walley: In regard to the sustainable
is a balance between slightly beefier equipment suchdevelopment policy, is it?

Mr Lyons: Yes. We require the Regulator to have a as you might see in France and Germany which costs
view. If Network Rail come to the Regulator and a little more in the first place but which actually over
said, “Look, I would like to get from my current mix the lifetime lasts much better, it is more reliable, it
where I go for the cheapest option I can buy,” which does not have problems in severe weather, and the
is clearly energy sourced from nuclear, which seems kind of lightweight equipment which we have in the
to be the main source that Network Rail is using, UK which had a lower capital cost but which has
“but I would like to have a greener mix as well for perhaps more of a maintenance cost and a reliability
other sources. It is going to, however, increase my cost; somewhere there is a balance to be struck and
energy costs by such-and-such. Are you, the I am confident we will discover that balance.
Regulator, going to be happy with this?” I think
there would have to be a decision made on that basis.

Q331 Colin Challen: Yes, we have a tendency to
always go for the lower early capital costs in thisQ328 Colin Challen: Obviously costs are clearly very
country. Is that not what we always do in the end?important, but obviously if there was more green
Mrs Shaw: It seems so.energy it might come down in price anyway?
Mr Lyons: I think we have learned a number ofMr Lyons: I think that would be another advantage
lessons from this and Network Rail are now in theiras well.
business plan fully committed to the whole life cost
approach to management of their assets. The ideaQ329 Colin Challen: Is it not something that really
that you start cheap and then pile on costs later istrain operators particularly ought to be, if not
bound to have significant problems. So things havecampaigning for then arguing for, to try and boost
moved on. Network Rail clearly are strenuouslynot only their green credentials themselves but in
committed to bringing down costs, but the pricesfuture to reduce carbon emissions?
which has been quoted in recent years forMrs Shaw: I think you will find many of the
electrification projects were quite franklyoperators already do so in their discussions at a high
unsustainable and they are re-working a number oflevel with Network Rail. Going back to what I said
them. There are some small-scale schemes currentlyearlier about the corporate social responsibility of
under consideration and there are some test beds forpeople like First Group and National Express, I
whether you can manage these projects a lotshall be very surprised if that sort of subject is not a
cheaper. But one thing I must come back to, and wetopic of conversation between the chief executives as
have hit this a number of times with electrificationit is.
schemes, particularly when we upgraded the DC line
south of the Thames to the new bigger, heavierQ330 Colin Challen: Are there any reliable ways of
trains, that actually the National Grid in itself hasreducing the cost of electrifying the network? I can
got significant capacity constraints and quite a lot ofquote an example. I believe the East Coast
the costs of electrification seem to lie with theelectrification tried to reduce the cost by employing
National Grid to beef up their system to allowcheaper wires, which now cause enormous
suYcient power to get to the railway power lines. Soproblems. Are there any ways in which it can be
it is not just a railway issue, it is part of the nationalreliably reduced?

Mrs Shaw: I think that is a slightly unkind power supply one which we have got to address and
description of it. The East Coast mainline was very consider the significant costs which might arise if we
carefully examined from an engineering point of have to expand that.
view to find the most cost-eVective system. Yes,
there are some spots where it has problems and

Q332 Colin Challen: Is that something you have hadNetwork Rail are working on increasing the
the chance to input into the Energy Review whichreliability of those particular spots. Having said
has recently been completed?that, to go back to what I said earlier about the
Mr Lyons: Yes, we did, and our submissions tosignalling systems, there is a technical
Defra came back to some of it. The railways havestandardisation programme ongoing throughout
been here for 200 years and they are going to be hereEurope which is rigorously examining the costs of an
for another 200 years at least. We make long-termelectrification system. It will produce a standard
decisions every day in an industry and we have gotspecification which the large suppliers, the likes of
to do it in a strategic context and we have got to doSiemens and Balfour Beatty, can sell across the

whole of Europe; it is also being designed from the it in a very wide strategic context too.
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Q333 Mr Caton: Following on from that, can we Mrs Shaw: Yes, it is a win, win situation for both the
look at reducing revenue costs and also carbon infrastructure manager and the train operators in
emissions by capital investment in regenerative that if you use regenerated electricity it produces
braking. Mr Lyons, you said in your memo that 50% much less wear on the trains themselves, so it saves
of the electric trains currently in service are capable money that way, but also it has the benefit that if you
of using regenerative braking, which would mean up are regenerating power back into your supply line
to 20% reduction in the use of electricity but very few you do not have to put in quite so many transformer
actually use it. Why is this? stations or generation points as you would do if you
Mr Lyons: An increasing number of trainsets are did not regenerate, because the trains themselves are
using it in fact on the West Coast and certainly in putting electricity back on the line so therefore they
East Anglia. The main area where a move to are supplying themselves. So it is almost a win, win,
regenerative braking would bring significant win situation with regenerative braking. To be fair to
advantages is on lines south of the Thames. There Network Rail, the standard equipment they are
are some issues with DC electricity, a lot of technical putting in now does permit regenerative braking to
ones about putting power back into the rails, which take place, but there was the problem with the power
is slightly diVerent from doing it with overhead AC upgrade. It was done at such a speed and with the
lines. It does require some modification of the DC focus that it just did not happen.
system. It is going to cost money to make sure a safe,
reliable regenerative structure is put in place and the

Q334 Mr Caton: You say the debate is on now indebate is now on with Network Rail to introduce
Network Rail. Is the right message coming from thethat. Again, interestingly, because sustainable
Department for Transport on this?development was not at the top of the agenda this
Mrs Shaw: Yes, very firmly.was an issue which was not looked at two or three
Mr Lyons: Yes, and the Regulator as well. It is clearyears ago in any great detail. Now, of course, we are
that the advantages are so significant that this mustgetting into more stable times when the sheer
be an issue which is to be taken forward.pressures of work on the network are beginning to
Mrs Shaw: Yes.ebb a bit and you can now look at putting
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We haveregenerative braking in, and I think we will see some
kept you rather a long time, I am afraid. We havequite significant moves in the next few months over
covered a lot of very useful ground from our pointthis. It is probably in electric train operation terms

the single biggest step you can take to save energy. of view and we are very grateful to you for coming in.

Memorandum submitted by Sea and Water

1.1 Sea and Water welcomes the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into the steps taken by
Government to encourage reductions in carbon emissions from transport. We are pleased to be able to set
out the contribution which water freight can make to achieving that goal.

1.2 Sea and Water is the national body—sponsored by the UK water-freight industry, the Department
for Transport and the Scottish Executive—charged with promoting transport of freight by short sea
shipping and inland waterways.

1.3 Our membership is drawn from all parts of the UK water freight industry including ports, navigation
authorities, carriers and related services. Sea and Water was created to pursue current Government policy
and aspirations.

1.4 Water freight makes a major contribution to the economy. More than 95% of freight by volume and
around 75% by value is moved into and out of Great Britain by water. Within the UK, 24% of freight
(measured in tonne kilometres) is moved by water. The industry employs more than 200,000 people, and
contributes at least £6.2 billion to the UK economy.

1.5 Compared to alternative transport modes, especially road transport, moving freight by water is
environmentally sustainable. Emissions generated by water transport are considerably smaller than by road,
and by switching to water lorries are taken oV the congested road network.

1.6 Yet the water freight sector faces considerable challenges, and is not able to deliver to its full potential.
It therefore needs support from Government—both in terms of resources, but at least as importantly, in
policy terms. The freight industry in turn will respond, as it has in the past, by investing in wharves and craft
to deliver coastal and inland waterway services.

1.7 In short, with that support water freight can make a vital contribution to a more eVective transport
system, reducing road congestion and promoting a cleaner environment.
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2. Helping the Environment Through Water Freight

2.1 In its report into Transport and the Environment, published in 1994, the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution highlighted the environmental advantages of water freight transport. It called for
action “to increase the proportion of tonne-kilometres carried by water from 25% in 1993 to 30% by 2000,
and at least maintain that share thereafter”.

2.2 The 1998 White Paper, A New Deal for Transport, also recognised the “useful contribution” that
water freight could make to a sustainable transport system. That position was supported in the subsequent
“daughter” document, Waterways for Tomorrow, which was centred on the contribution waterways could
make to sustainable development.

2.3 In short, it is widely acknowledged that moving freight by short sea, coastal and inland shipping
delivers a number of environmental benefits compared to other transport modes. Principally this is because
moving freight by water uses significantly less fossil fuel than other modes.

2.4 As a result moving freight by water reduces the amount of carbon put into the atmosphere by up to
80%. It reduces the volume of nitrogen oxides put into the atmosphere by about 35%. This is vitally
important when carbon emissions from transport are growing, with road transport accounting for 22% of
all of the UK’s emissions. Almost 40% of CO2 emitted by road transport comes from lorries and buses.

2.5 Water transport is more sustainable in other ways. The water “network” uses considerably fewer finite
resources such as aggregate. A kilometre of motorway consumes more than 100,000 tonnes of aggregate, and
UK roads as a whole account for 90 million tonnes of aggregates each year. By contrast coastal waters and rivers
are naturally-occurring, and what maintenance is required can be delivered sustainably.

2.6 If freight is switched to water the need for long distance movement of freight by road is reduced,
thereby reducing the demand to widen existing motorways or build new trunk roads. Enhancing water-
based transport facilities instead of road infrastructure has the great advantage of being specific to freight
and will not be taken up by unregulated growth of passenger car traYc.

3. Encouraging a Level Financial Playing Field

3.1 Over recent months the Government has made plain that it wishes its policies towards and expenditure on
freight grants to be well-targeted and to deliver long-term results. As a result it has decided to amalgamate grants
for rail and water freight into a single pot—which will be of a smaller size than the previous, separate, funds.

3.2 Sea and Water believes that grants are necessary in the short-term to support the water (and rail)
freight sectors. However, the objective for the medium- to long-term is to ensure a level playing field for all
transport modes, meaning that in the long-term grants are no longer required.

3.3 Our contention is that all freight users should be required by HM Treasury and DfT to meet the full
social and environmental costs they impose. This would recognise that road haulage tends to have a greater
negative impact than water (and rail) freight, as it adds to road congestion, causes more environmental
damage, uses more finite energy resources and is often the cause of increased noise levels and more accidents.

3.4 We believe that all users of road transport should contribute through road pricing an amount, based
on the DfT’s own Sensitive Lorry Mile measure, to compensate for non-user costs and other damage their
activities create (“externalities”). The following table is reproduced from recent DfT guidance on freight
grants, and illustrates net external costs of road, rail and water-freight after tax paid (values of Sensitive
Lorry Miles).

Pence per lorry mile

Motorways London and Rural and Urban Weighted
Conurbations Average

High Medium Low Trunk and Other Trunk and Other
Congestion Congestion Congestion Principle Principle

Accidents 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.8 3.1 3.8 3.1 2.9
Noise: 4.0 4.0 4.0 11.0 9.0 2.0 4.0 3.8
Pollution: 5.7 5.7 5.7 18.8 22.8 3.9 4.8 6.3
Climate 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.0 2.5
Change
Infrastructure 5.7 5.7 5.7 9.1 28.7 11.2 35.3 12.5
Costs
Congestion 79.0 37.0 6.3 121.9 135.5 45.8 10.6 44.0
Unquantified 8.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 9.0 21.5 22.0 16.9
road costs
Road "29.0 "29.0 "29.0 "29.0 "28.0 "29.0 "28.0 "28.9
taxation
Rail/water "8.8 "8.8 "8.8 "8.8 "8.8 "8.8 "8.8 "8.8
Costs
Total 68.8 26.8 4.1 137.4 173.8 52.8 45.0 51.1

Source: DfT 2005
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3.5 The table shows that, on average by comparison with rail or water and after allowing for taxation
already paid, an HGV fails to cover its full costs to the community by a weighted average of 51.1 pence per
mile. More accurately reflecting these true costs will allocate resources on the basis of the full costs of
delivery, encouraging more freight to transfer to water, resulting in a more eYcient transport system and a
cleaner environment.

3.6 If road haulage was required through road pricing to pay its full costs, there would be a substantial
modal shift to both rail and water. There would then be no case for expecting the costs of assisting the rail
or water modes to be paid by the taxpayer as the alternative rail and water services would be self-funding.

Introducing Fiscal Measures to Redress Market Failure

3.8 Sea and Water calls on the Government adequately to fund water-freight in the interim period before
road user charging is introduced to redress the market failure that current fiscal practice has imposed upon
non road modes. It would also allow the water mode to expand its level of service so that it will actually be
able to deliver alternative freight strategies by the time road pricing is introduced. This will render road
pricing eVective in encouraging change and remove some of the inevitable objections to its introduction—
because alternative methods will already be in place and delivering services.

3.9 Current grant levels are often inadequate to induce the market to capitalize on opportunities,
particularly insofar as inland waterways are concerned. There is market failure because without the
consequent waterway track revenue, infrastructure has not been adequately maintained, developed or
upgraded to allow carriers to deliver the competitive services which would otherwise be the case.

3.10 Sea and Water calls on DfT to overhaul the freight grants scheme to reflect current commercial
practices and to level the playing field between all transport modes. The freight grants scheme needs to be
adequately funded so that water freight may compete eVectively with road haulage.

3.11 Once road pricing is introduced and road hauliers are paying their true costs, Government funding
for water freight would naturally cease.

Reducing the Risk of Financial Investment

3.12 Inland water transport is regarded as a risky investment by financial institutions due to the high level
of initial costs associated with purchasing vessels. Operating margins are tight and suYcient surplus to invest
in new vessels is not being generated. An already ageing fleet is getting older and will soon become
unserviceable if no financial mechanism is available to allow its replacement.

3.13 Financial institutions are generally risk averse for long term projects and the internal models used
by banks to assess risk do not fit easily with the typical capital structure of an inland shipping operator.
Therefore, there is little or no private finance available for small vessels.

3.14 Sea and Water calls on the Government to further address the problem of market failure described
above, by taking some of the credit risk associated with commercial borrowing by inland operators.

4. Creating a Sustainable Planning Environment

4.1 UK ports deliver their services to the national economy without cost to the public purse. The absence
of a UK planning policy framework that recognises the overriding national importance of ports makes it
diYcult for ports to demonstrate the need for any port development.

4.2 In addition, the process for obtaining Harbour Revision Orders and other approvals is too slow, too
uncertain, overly complicated and costly. As a result, port development is delayed and frustrated—and the
UK remains at a disadvantage to European competitors.

4.3 We welcome the review of ports policy being undertaken by the Department for Transport. It is
crucially important that the current diYculties with the planning system are urgently resolved. It is self
evident that if inland waterways and coastal shipping are to expand their roles, ports must expand to become
distribution hubs and will therefore require the physical developable space to fulfil that role. This approach
is entirely consistent with established planning policy.

4.4 Ports oVer ideal locations for distribution activities as they are often rail and waterway connected
and well located to serve regional markets. Regional policy guidance implies that the demand for rail/water
connected sites will be very extensive as one million m2 of large distribution sheds (requiring around 250
hectares per annum) are built each year in the UK.
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Facilitating the Expansion of Ports to meet Demand

4.5 Ports must be allowed to physically expand if the policy objective to locate such buildings at rail and
water linked sites is to be addressed. Water connected sites will promote coastal shipping because the cost
of a road leg to reach quayside buildings is eliminated. Port locations can constitute the most competitive
locations for industrial development.

4.6 Sea and Water calls upon ODPM, DfT, and Regional Assemblies to ensure that planning policy
allows for the expansion of ports in the UK.

Infrastructure Requirements

4.7 Port authorities themselves do not generate freight but they are a vital component of the UK logistics
chain and their contribution in transferring traYc to other modes and countries is significant. Increasingly,
Government is imposing a condition on new planning applications requiring ports to fund enhanced road
and rail connections. In making it more expensive to develop a distribution role in rail connected ports, this
condition will reduce cargo moved by rail or water.

4.8 Sea and Water call upon the Government to cease the requirement for port authorities to fund
national infrastructure projects.

Protecting Water-Side Freight Facilities

4.9 Increasingly, water-side facilities are being developed for housing and leisure amenities. In addition,
poor planning is allowing housing and other sensitive developments to be located close to existing freight
wharves and this incompatibility often results in freight operations being curtailed or restricted. Without
adequate water-side freight handling facilities the movement of freight by water will cease.

4.10 Sea and Water calls upon the ODPM to require Regional Planning Authorities to identify and
safeguard potential deep water berths and riparian freight handling facilities.

Inter-Modal Supply Chains

4.11 To allow for the potential of eYcient inter-modal supply chains, ODPM should identify and
safeguard sites where road, rail and water naturally come together.

4.12 Government should also be encouraged to take a holistic and “joined-up” approach to future
activities where the use of water transport could have a positive eVect. An example is waste management
where there is great potential to move large quantities of waste and recyclates in a sustainable,
environmentally friendly and cost eVective way.

4.13 Sea and Water calls on the ODPM and DfT to protect potential multimodal interchange sites.

Developing a Strategic Waterway Network

4.14 An under-funded and limited waterway network restricts the movement of freight by water and
provides further opportunities for freight to move by road.

4.15 Sea and Water calls on DEFRA and DfT to properly fund a strategic waterway network for the
movement of freight so that water transport can deliver its full social and environmental benefits to UK plc.

February 2006

Witnesses: Ms Heather Leggate, Vice-Chair, Sea and Water, and Mr David Lapthorn, former Chairman,
Lapthorn Shipping Limited, gave evidence.

Q335 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. I road and about 25% less than rail. There is actually
a study by the Royal Commission on Environmentalapologise for keeping you well over time, but there
Pollution which demonstrated even higherwas a number of issues which colleagues wanted to
percentages. So in terms of carbon emissions, waterfollow up. By way of general introduction, would
freight is a very eVective form of transport and a lotyou like to say what you think the role of water
of the infrastructure is already in place, so it is not afreight is or can be in helping Britain meet its targets
question of new technology, it is already there.for reducing carbon emissions?

Dr Leggate: The various studies show that the
carbon emissions from water freight transport is Q336 Chairman: Were you disappointed that the
substantially less than road, and indeed rail. Climate Change Programme Review did not refer to
Depending on the studies you look at, we can see the potential of shifting freight from road to water?
that in terms of inland shipping and coastal shipping Dr Leggate: We are always disappointed to be

forgotten.carbon dioxide emissions are about 63% less than
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Q337 Chairman: Why do you think that was? Given Q341 Joan Walley: Of course, my answer was that in
the nineteenth century we had an industry, whichfrom what you have said there is an obvious agenda,
was the pottery industry, which we took out fromwhy do you think they ignored it?
Stoke-on-Trent to the four corners of the world via,Dr Leggate: I think generally water freight does not
of course, the Trent Mersey, and obviously we stillget very much attention at all and it is something
have Port Vale Football Club flying the flag, if youwhich is not even thought about. I was listening to
like, for ports there. Can I just say that I think onethe evidence given just now and water was not even
of the issues about the role of the inland waterwaysmentioned and I am really quite shocked about that,
and about shipping, despite the fact that we are anbecause in terms of our organisation, Sea and Water,
island nation, really there is not the publicwe are actually quite happy to promote rail as well
perception, I do not think, about the role and theas water. There is talk about ports, but I think we
contribution and in a way I think the creation ofshould also talk about the potential for coastal and
your organisation following the 2002 report, and soinland shipping in any freight transport strategy.
on, is perhaps one step forward, but do you think
there is enough perception about your organisation
and your role? Is not part of it to move up theQ338 Chairman: What do you think the keys are to
political agenda, to be able to get the train operatingshifting freight from road to water?
companies to be talking across modal streams,Dr Leggate: What do we need to achieve it?
ports, waterways?
Dr Leggate: Yes.

Q339 Chairman: Yes, what policies, instruments?
Dr Leggate: I think there are various things. One is Q342 Joan Walley: But part of it has got to be an
trying to streamline the planning process which does understanding in the public’s perception of ports
not allow for easy development of ports and and the whole way that connects with the integrated
waterside facilities, so I think a lot needs to be done transport strategy?
in that area. There is also the issue that in terms of Dr Leggate: Yes, absolutely. I totally agree with that
competing with road transport there is not this level and as an organisation this is what we are trying to
playing field that everybody talks about because do now.
road users do not pay the true cost in terms of
externalities, and in certain areas that means it is Q343 Joan Walley: How are you doing that?
quite hard for some shipping operators to compete Dr Leggate: We are trying to communicate on
with their own transport. I think that is an area numerous levels, partly with policy-makers across
which needs addressing and will presumably be all the departments.
addressed when road pricing actually comes in.
Thirdly, there needs to be some investment in the

Q344 Joan Walley: How is that coming across to theinfrastructure, particularly as far as inland
public’s perception of the contribution you canwaterways are concerned, and it is actually not very
make.much in terms of money. One good example is for
Dr Leggate: At the moment, it is not very much. It isthe Olympic Games and we have been pushing quite something which we need to push quite hard because

hard for water to be used for transporting to freight is not very attractive really in terms of public
construction sites and actually servicing those perception, but I think things which are and things
construction sites, but actually there needs to be we are trying to push quite hard are the
some investment in the waterways in certain locks, environmental benefits, and I think the public are
which is relatively small, round about 10 to £15 becoming increasingly aware of those. When we
million. It is very diYcult to get people to take that look at water freight transport we are then looking
decision, although the construction companies at greener issues and people are becoming more
themselves are very keen to use water in that instance aware of those, and that is something we are pushing
and are prepared to invest in new vessels in order to quite hard. We are also trying to push on a corporate
do that. Estimates by British Waterways show that level with companies now becoming more involved
that sort of initiative, using the waterways to service with corporate and social responsibility agendas, for
the construction sites, could take half a million example Tesco announcing the £100 million on
lorries oV London’s roads. We are finding it diYcult environmental issues. We have actually written to
to get people to take those decisions. In fact the Tesco to suggest that part of that could be looking
planning permission was given on the basis of road at green supply chains. An area which needs to be
transportation, which does not help. developed is the area of waste management and lots

of companies could actually use water as part of
their waste management systems.

Q340 Joan Walley: If I may, I would just like to Mr Lapthorn: If I could go back to the public’s
pursue that a little bit further. I cannot help being perception, I have spent far too long, 30 years or so,
reminded of a time many years ago when I was a trying to persuade MPs and others with more
shadow shipping minister and people would say to influence than I that probably the best way to
me, “Well, coming from Stoke-on-Trent, what is the influence the public is for those MPs and so on to
connection with shipping?” simply admit that we are an island and that their
Dr Leggate: I do, in fact. Yes, “What do you know shipping ministers are ministers for road, rail, air

and sea. There are very few (and there has been quiteabout shipping?”
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a lot of them) who have admitted publicly to being Q349 Dr Turner: Do you have any practical
suggestions, so much a tonne, or on the size of theminister for sea. Yes, we are an island nation, but

people will look out here and say, “Oh, isn’t that vehicle, or on the vehicle excise duty?
Dr Leggate: Pence per mile.nice?” as commercial vessels go up and down, but

the only time the headline is made is when something Mr Lapthorn: We are not going to sit here and say
we can get rid of every lorry, because clearly there isgoes wrong. That is the best way, in my mind, not to

dish out subsidies and all these sorts of things—I not much water between here and Liverpool in a
straight line, but what we want to do is to reduce theshall get shot for that!—but for the politicians and

decision-makers to accept that here is a real traYc on that straight line by using the waterway,
which is free, at least as far as the main bulk of it issustainable alternative to sitting on the M25

coughing and spluttering behind a lorry. concerned. In my view, it comes down to pence per
mile or kilometre, that sort of concept.
Dr Leggate: It is going to be very complicated, is it

Q345 Colin Challen: The Government has decided to not, and obviously you need to take into account
amalgamate the grants for rail with water into a regional congestion and that kind of thing, but
single pot, which is a smaller pot than the previous actually the Department in terms of pricing and how
two pots. What do you think the Department’s much heavy goods vehicles do not contribute to
thinking was on that and what will be the impact of calculations which the Department has actually
it, do you think? produced, that the heavy goods vehicle fails to cover
Dr Leggate: I think they are thinking about money, its costs to the tune of about 51 pence per mile, of
but it will have an impact and we are quite concerned which 2.5 is on climate change and 6 on other
because, as I said earlier, until road pricing comes in, pollutants. They have done those calculations.
on a number of levels it is very hard for water freight
operators to compete with road, so it is quite

Q350 Dr Turner: If you were to be successful indisappointing.
getting a significant amount of freight oV the roads,
how would you deal with it in terms of shipping

Q346 Colin Challen: What kind of figures are we capacity? You would have to make some investment
talking about in terms of water previously, in terms to get it to rail and water.
of grants? Mr Lapthorn: If it is done immediately, the problems
Dr Leggate: In terms of the grants, not very many are not too great. What we see is an accelerating rate
millions— of closure and change of use for waterside facilities,
Mr Lapthorn: £9 million. this river being a prime example. In our
Dr Leggate:—nine, £10 million. organisation, myself in particular, we deal with the

smaller end. We are not talking of the odd 100,000Mr Lapthorn: Generally speaking, certainly recently
it has taken up to such an extent that there was tonne bulkers, I will not put a limit on it, but let us

say 10,000 downwards, and certainly inland 1,000borrowing from the following year to make the
numbers fit in the previous year. downwards. The facilities are there, but they are on

their way out very quickly. In the Medway we have
lost five wharves in the last four or five years because

Q347 Colin Challen: Do you feel with the single pot of the quest for regeneration, for housing, et cetera,
approach that the rail lobby will squeeze you out and the consequence is you end up with a
even more? concentration on the larger ports and the natural
Dr Leggate: Yes. process then seems to be, “Okay, from the larger
Mr Lapthorn: Yes, because the greater impact rests port we’ll stick it on the road and rail and oV we go,”
with rail and we as an industry, as a general remark, and forget the largish number of small ships there
live and die by our own sword. Rail, I feel, does not. are around to service the many small ports and
That is my personal view. facilities between those hubs. In very short order not

only are the facilities going to disappear but the
small ships as well, and in pure economic termsQ348 Dr Turner: Your memo calls for the
based upon the current market—and when I sayGovernment to introduce a system of road pricing
that, that is probably 20 years—the sums just do noton the basis that road haulage does not pay its full
add up. So the size of ship has gone up, making theexternal cost to society. What form of road pricing
very small places less accessible and less viable, andwould you like to see introduced, and what do you
the returns on the 1,000, 2,000 tonner that will go tothink the Department feels about this?
most of these places just do not exist because theDr Leggate: I think the Department is a bit cross
rates do not pay the bill.that we have raised it, actually. I have had

discussions with the Department about it and they
acknowledge that road pricing in some form is Q351 Dr Turner: It is a shame. I would like to see the
inevitable and we know people are working on that sailing barge come back.
within the Department. Obviously the technicalities Mr Lapthorn: Been there and done it!
are to be worked out and I would not like to say what Dr Leggate: Having said that, though, in terms of
form it should take, except to say that it should coastal shipping the infrastructure is there. There is
involve road users actually paying more towards the nothing to prevent the coastal routes and there are
true cost of that road use so that other modes can 300 commercial ports in the UK, so coastal routes

could be used and there is not really any sort ofcompete.
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capacity restrictions on that at all. In terms of the Mr Lapthorn: The old section 10, 1972 Industry Act
European short sea fleet, you have got something gave us loan guarantees for new ships. That expired
like over 2,000 vessels of 10,000 deadweight tonnes some years ago and given that the rate of interest was
or less. So you have got quite a considerable capacity 7.5% fixed, as market rates went down below that, so
there for coastal shipping. the uptake of that was reduced anyway, but certainly

the experience of that sort of departmental
guarantee was really quite onerous and one ended upQ352 Dr Turner: What sort of scale of investment do
with something of the order of 200% cover required.you think would be needed to make it sustainable for
So there was not a great incentive to go rushing outthe future?
to say, “Yes, I’ll have some of that,” and move on.Mr Lapthorn: It is almost a “name your figure”, but

my belief, as a ship owner, is that you have to have a
number of ships which enable your customer to feel

Q358 Joan Walley: Earlier on, Mr Challen referredconfident that he can always get his ship, he can
to the removal of a combination of the rail and thealways get his continuity of supply. Your starting
water freight grants into a single pot. While it existedfigure is two to three million pounds per new vessel,
separately for your industry, did that help andbut once there it is there for 20 or 30 years and the
contribute on the scale you hoped it would?level of regeneration at the moment is almost
Dr Leggate: It contributed, but I do not thinkinsignificant; it is just not happening at the smaller
anywhere near the scale that we hoped it would.end.
Mr Lapthorn: It is largely inland. There are one or
two notable examples like Leeds with aggregates,

Q353 Dr Turner: What do you think could make it 100,000 tonnes or so a year taken oV the road and
happen? delivered directly into the centre of Leeds by water.
Mr Lapthorn: Increased income, for want of a better But coastal eVorts are few and far between.expression. We have what I would describe as a pure
market, little or no subsidy, little or no assistance,
certainly nothing direct, and we are competing Q359 Joan Walley: Again, in the memo you have
directly with road and rail and certainly road and given to us you say that the development of UK
probably rail are not paying their full cost. We are ports is frustrated by planning processes which are
paying our full cost and it is not enough. too slow, over-complicated and costly with the eVect

that therefore you are at a disadvantage compared
with other European competitors. Does that apply,Q354 Dr Turner: If they did, it would then make you
for example, to Felixstowe? I seem to remembercommercially attractive?
Felixstowe being built without any thought at theMr Lapthorn: Oh, yes.
time of the infrastructure that would lead into it.
That aside, how are you now contributing to theQ355 Joan Walley: I just want to explore some of
port policy which the Government has, Ithese in a little bit more detail, if I may. I really
understand, set up? Is that what your documentwanted to start oV by asking you, you mention in the
which you have just referred to is about, or are yousubmission which you gave to the Committee that
having separate discussions with the Departmentyou have called on the Department for Transport to
about its review of ports policy?take on board some of the credit risk of water freight
Dr Leggate: No, we have fed into the ports policyoperators to enable them to make investments. I just
debate and obviously we are now waiting for thewondered what specifically you had asked for and
review on ports policy.what specific response you had had back?

Dr Leggate: We have not had any response. It is
something which we have very recently done and the

Q360 Joan Walley: Is that linked to the documentdiYculty in getting the finance is something which
you have just referred to?for smaller operators prevents them from actually
Dr Leggate: Yes, we do actually refer to the portsinvesting in new vessels.
policy review in that document.

Q356 Joan Walley: You say you have had no
Q361 Joan Walley: Is that your submission to us, orresponse, but what have you had no response to?
is that a separate document?Dr Leggate: It is part of a policy document we have

just brought out called “The Case for Water” and Dr Leggate: No, this is a separate thing, but we have
the Department has made it clear that it is going to had discussions with the ports. We have members of
oYcially respond to this document and that is a part our organisation are port operators, so we have had
of that document. discussions with them and the port operators have

fed into the ports policy review, but certainly the
ports are a good example of the pitfalls in theQ357 Joan Walley: In that request for specific
planning process, things like the Dibden Bay saga,support which you have asked for, does it include
which went on for years and years and whilst wethings like loan guarantees, which presumably are
recognise that there needs to be a good planningavailable across other business sectors? Are you
process, there must be ways of trying to speed thelooking at what is already available to help? Are
process up and streamline it so that ports in the UKthere schemes like that which you are looking at as

well? can compete with ports in Continental Europe.
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Q362 Joan Walley: Just before we come on to that, locks and on these channels needs to be done now,
because that is going to take some time, in order forhave you had any indication from the Department

for Transport as to what its response to your the construction work to start in twelve to eighteen
months. We are going to literally miss the boatrepresentation is, the discussions you have had

with oYcials? because the work which is needed on the locks will
not be completed in time and the construction workDr Leggate: No.
will have to start. So we fear it is too late, and
certainly when I spoke to the Department forQ363 Joan Walley: You have got no idea what
Transport about it they were very pessimistic aboutweight is going to be given to ports in the review?
the whole thing because it was just all too late to doDr Leggate: Well, it is a review on ports, so I am not
anything.quite sure what weight is going to be given to
Mr Lapthorn: The sad thing is that in that particularplanning, although at a recent conference Dr
case it is not just a case of construction traYc, it isLadyman was actually giving the opening address
the clearing of the site and all those thingsand he did seem to indicate that planning was going
beforehand and then the continuing transport ofto form part of the ports policy review.
waste, et cetera, after the event. It is typically short-
term thinking.Q364 Joan Walley: From the talks you have had

with oYcials, are you fairly confident from the
overtures you have had with diVerent departments Q367 Joan Walley: Just finally, you were calling on
as well as the Department for Transport, ODPM for ODPM and DfT to identify sites with natural
example, Defra as well, that there is a sort of joined- potential to be turned into interchanges where all of
up approach across Government? this could actually come together. How far down the
Dr Leggate: No, definitely not. This is a real problem road do you think you are—well, I think perhaps
for us. We have a fairly good dialogue with the you have answered my question already, have you
Department for Transport, but any water freight not? What will it take to get you round the table in
strategy, or any freight strategy for that matter, cuts order to look at this in a holistic way?
across a number of Government departments and Mr Lapthorn: It would take nothing to get us around
this is not recognised at all. We do not have a great the table. We would be there tomorrow. We would
deal to do with Defra, although we need to because be there now. I think at the heart of it, I suspect, is a
there are issues for Defra in any water freight lack of knowledge. “There is a lorry. I know what it
strategy, and of course ODPM, and we have actually does, I know where it goes and I am in control of it.
for certainly eighteen months to two years tried to Ships, canal barges, whatever, I know nothing about
get DfT to develop some sort of group for water so I won’t even go there.”
freight which cuts across these Government Joan Walley: Thank you.
departments so that water freight can actually be
seen not just as transport but as something which

Q368 Chairman: On your own industry’s emissions,aVects the environment and something which aVects
the Government’s Climate Change Programmethe regions. We have had absolutely no success with
Review said that Britain is “playing an active role inthat, no success at all.
reducing emissions from shipping”. Can you tell us
how that is happening?Q365 Joan Walley: Just to press you a little bit more
Dr Leggate: The active role I think comes more onon that, we heard earlier on what you were saying
an international level in shipping and air pollutantabout your innovative ideas for the Olympics. Have
emissions from ships is covered by the Marineyou, for example, appraised the housing market
Pollution Convention of the International Maritimerenew areas and also the areas for the Government’s
Organisation. Since then we have had a Europeansustainable communities strategy to see what the
Directive on marine fuel sulphur, which is limitingimplications are there for economic and
the sulphur content of fuel to 1.5% and it is likely toregeneration initiatives which could entail water side
be stricter for the port areas and inland waterways,by side with the initiatives which are already
something like 0.2%. I must say, I am not aware ofunderway?
any initiatives in the UK to reduce that other thanDr Leggate: No, we have not really, because what we
what has come down from European and IMO.are primarily concerned with is freight on water, so
Mr Lapthorn: The tendency is, not just in this areawe have not got involved with the regeneration
but across the board, to fulfil international andprogrammes and that kind of thing.
European obligations and because there is little or
not influence over other flag[ged] coming into the

Q366 Joan Walley: So who is making those UK because of the international nature of the
connections? business the sorts of ships and inland vessels where
Mr Lapthorn: That is a good question. our majority interests lie already meet these
Dr Leggate: I do not know. Actually, we are finding requirements anyway and engine manufacturers and
it hard to make any connections with anybody others are in a continuous process of improving,
because of the fact that this committee which is reducing emissions, in the normal course of events.
supposedly making the decisions on the Olympics
has not yet been formed, or has only just been
formed. The problem from our point of view on Q369 Chairman: So the industry does not have any

particular priorities in this respect?water freight is the work which is needed on these
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Mr Lapthorn: Not directly, no, other than Q370 Chairman: I think we have covered most of
the ground we expected to. Is there anything elseachieving the international requirements, and when
you wanted to say? Have we missed any points?you are into international fuel oils, and so on, in
Dr Leggate: I do not think so, actually.the larger sizes it becomes more significant.
Mr Lapthorn: Other than to say, if I may, go outDr Leggate: Having said that, it is a very innovative
and sell it.industry and very hi-tech, and this is something else
Chairman: Thank you very much for coming in. Itwhich does not come across. When ship building
is much appreciated.goes on, there are not two ships that are alike.

There are always improvements in design and in
engine sizes, so that kind of innovation is going on
all the time.
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Wednesday 10 May 2006

Members present:

Mr Tim Yeo, in the Chair

Ms Celia Barlow Mr Graham Stuart
Mr Martin Caton Emily Thornberry
Colin Challen Dr Desmond Turner
Mr David Chaytor Mr Edward Vaizey
David Howarth

Memorandum submitted by the UK Petroleum Industry Association (UKPIA)

The UK Petroleum Industry Association (UKPIA) represents nine companies engaged in oil refining and
marketing in the UK. Our member companies supply most of the transport fuels and other oil related
products used in the UK. As such, we have a major interest in the topic of reducing carbon from transport—
particularly road transport—and welcome the opportunity to respond to the Committee’s consultation on
this important issue.

Our more detailed responses are confined to those questions where we have specific knowledge or
expertise.

Summary

UKPIA’s views can be summarised as follows:

— UKPIA believes that the UK’s energy policy should continue to be based on maintaining a reliable
UK energy system meeting all three pillars of sustainability-economic, environmental and social—
with clear targets underpinned by a framework for their achievement. Policy objectives should not
be dominated by any one of these pillars and should also avoid “picking winners”. Sound science
should be a cornerstone of this policy to ensure goals are met cost eVectively.

— The oil industry believes that due to their low cost, on-going availability, and ease of use petrol
and diesel will remain the dominant road transport fuels globally to 2030 and beyond, a view that
is shared by the International Energy Agency in their forecasts of future energy use.

— The Government has set a challenging target for the UK to reduce its emissions of carbon dioxide
in 2050 to 60% of the 1990 level, with reductions coming from across all sectors. For road
transport, the contribution is expected to be 2–4 million tonnes carbon/year by 2020, or about 5
to 10% of expected emissions, to be derived largely from a combination of improved vehicle
eYciency, biofuels and a modest change in consumer behaviour.

— The oil industry believes that the Government’s targets should be achieved by deploying the most
cost—eVective options first. This will ensure that the UK remains competitive by meeting its
targets at the least cost and develops the technology that is most likely to be taken up by other
countries, so creating opportunities for UK business.

— The industry takes seriously, and is closely involved in meeting, the challenge of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. For road transport, public, commercial and domestic sectors, savings
are likely to come from a range of options, including new technology, bioenergy, renewables,
increased energy eYciency and changes in consumer behaviour.

— The oil industry is currently working towards meeting the Government’s target of replacing 5% of
road fuels by biofuels by 2010 under the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO), which
they estimate will save one million tonnes carbon/year. This will require time and significant
investment by the industry at refineries and in the supply/distribution chain.

— The oil industry is actively developing and/or deploying new technology which will reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases such as biofuels, wind, solar, carbon capture and storage, hydrogen
and also fundamental research. Energy eYciency is also being improved in our operations for
example by installing gas fired CHP in our refineries. This is backed by active participation in
groups like the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership and policy guidance from studies such as the
Concawe/Eucar/JRC well-to-wheels study of diVerent alternative fuels.

— The aviation sector presents diVerent challenges by virtue of the international scope of the
industry—requiring global co-operation to reduce emissions and change international treaties/
agreements—strongly growing consumer demand and no ready alternative to existing fuels
utilised.
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Responses to Questions posed by the Select Committee

Q1 What progress has the Department for Transport (DfT) made against key carbon reduction targets?

Public Service Agreements (PSAs) link the allocation of public expenditure to published targets with the
aim of defining clear, long term goals to underpin the attainment of Government policy.

The DfT’s current set of PSA targets for the period 2005–08 was published in the Spending Review 2004
and took eVect from 1 April 2005. DfT’s responsibility (either solely or jointly with other departments) for
road transport targets include:

— to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 12.5% below 1990 levels in line with the UK’s Kyoto
agreement commitments

— move towards a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions below 1990 levels by 2010, through a
range of measures including energy eYciency and renewables. (PSA 7—both the above jointly with
DEFRA & DTI)

These targets were also linked to sustainability indicators.

In addition, the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy launched in 2002 set some challenging targets for
buses and passenger cars. For passenger cars the target was:

— that 10% of new passenger vehicles sold by 2010 emit CO2 emissions of less than 100g CO2/km
(equiv to 75 mpg)

The PFV Strategy envisaged a combination of methods to achieve the target, including new vehicle
technology and lower carbon fuels.

In terms of progress, CO2 emissions from road transport have increased by less than 10% since 1990
despite an increase in the number of vehicles registered and an increase in kilometres driven of over 20%
(Sources: DTI and DfT). This has largely been achieved as a result of increased vehicle eYciency reflecting
a move to diesel powered vehicles within the car (PLG) fleet (37% of new car sales in 2005-source: SMMT).

Overall average emissions of new passenger cars in the UK has improved from around 192g CO2/km in
1995 to 171 in 2005 (11% improvement) but with a marked contrast between the business sector and the
privately owned sector over the last few years.
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A significant factor in the shift to more eYcient vehicles in the business sector has been company car
taxation linking tax liability to CO2 output. Although the DfT is responsible in part for measures to help
meet Government targets, past experience shows that fiscal measures—either including an element of
incentive or a “stick”—have a marked influence on consumer behaviour. A range of measures are available
to back up policy targets and direction, including taxation and Vehicle Excise Duty.
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A number of measures through diVerent organisations has been initiated but delivery might be better
served by a more cohesive approach and clearer responsibility for meeting public and private sector targets,
whilst at the same time giving consistent signals to consumers.

The powering Future Vehicles target that 10% of new passenger vehicles sold by 2010 emit CO2 emissions
of less than 100g/km is likely to be missed unless new policies are introduced. The target would require in
the region of 240,000 cars to be sold meeting this standard by 2010. In 2004 less than 500 cars were sold
meeting this target.

Although Transport Energy programmes (Powershift) have helped raise awareness of available options
and given modest grant assistance, the impact has been slight. Influencing consumer attitudes is diYcult and
although the new car CO2 labelling scheme in showrooms, promoted by car manufacturers and the
LowCVP, should raise awareness, the evidence points to environmental considerations remaining a low
priority for many car buyers. The increase in oil prices over the last two years may start to have an eVect
but it is clear that influence through duty measures to underpin policy objectives, remains unpopular with
voters and thus a sensitive issue for Government.

Q2 Are the DfT’s carbon reduction targets underpinned by a coherent strategy across its full range of activities?

Government/DfT’s policies cover:

— Improving vehicle eYciency—EU voluntary agreement and its future extension.

— Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation—to add 5% biofuels to petrol and diesel, the current
maximum limit in European fuels standards. DfT has also requested the European Commission
to work with CEN to increase the level of biofuels that can be added to petrol and diesel without
invalidating vehicle warranties.

— Supporting the development and introduction of cleaner vehicle technologies.

— Encouraging the new LowCVP car eYciency label.

Hence the policies cover all the major options—viz improving vehicle eYciency, reducing the carbon
content of fuels and influencing consumer behaviour.

However in some cases, eg the targets in the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy, there are no specific
policies in place that will deliver the target. DfT’s expectation is that the average fuel consumption of the
fleet will fall to the point that the target will be met but progress to date suggests that it is unlikely to happen.

Although there have been a number of initiatives designed to encourage the take up of lower carbon
vehicles and fuels, this does not amount to a coherent strategy. This is exemplified by the reaction to the
announcement of the DfT’s road pricing study in 2005 which had a muted reception from those
organisations expecting such a scheme to also be used to reduce carbon emissions.

Consistent, clear policy underpinned by a framework for delivery targeting the most cost-eVective
methods of reducing emissions of greenhouse gases rather than specific sector targets would undoubtedly
assist in meeting the Government’s overall target for CO2 reduction in the most cost-eVective way. Ideally,
this should be backed by a lead department taking responsibility for delivery. For the transport sector, DfT
is best placed to take a lead.

Such an approach would give clarity and consistency both to consumers but above all to the business
sector which needs to make the investment and implement many of the changes required to deliver lower
emissions.

Q3 Does the current balance of expenditure between DfT’s objectives adequately reflect the environmental
challenges it faces?

The environmental challenges should be met by greater emphasis on clearer policy signals from
Government. These should be consistent across sectors and longer-term in nature, to avoid the risk of short-
term measures and incentives that have no sustainable impact on behaviour or technology once removed.

The Transport Energy programmes (£29 million for 2005–06 financial year) should be used to underpin
these policy objectives, by assisting with “seed corn” funding for specific projects and activities.

The necessity to submit these programmes for EU Commission approval in line with the rules on state
aid provision, and the subsequent delay in approval, has seriously aVected the distribution of funding.

However the delay has highlighted the need for funding to be aimed at projects that, if successful, can
continue without on-going DfT funding. This demonstrates the need to focus on cost-eVective, sustainable
measures that are most likely to succeed in the long term.
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Q4 What, realistically, could the DfT achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emission and the role that demand management should play in doing so?

The task of reducing carbon emissions from road transport is a major one and the timescale for doing so
relatively tight given the time needed to develop and then introduce new technologies into the fleet,
particularly for vehicles.

On fuels, the Government has announced the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) requiring
a road fuels biofuel content of 5% by 2010. DfT estimate this could reduce CO2 emissions from road
transport by up to 1 million tonnes of carbon per year (out of a total of 33 mtec/a). The actual wells to wheels
reduction depends on the source of the biofuel (see chart below) and is much smaller than the potential
reduction from improving vehicle fuel economy.

Table

WELLS TO WHEELS GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Fuel Wells to Wheels Greenhouse Gas Emissions
g CO2 equivalent/km

Petrol 196
Ethanol (95/5) from sugar beet 193
Ethanol (95/5) sugar cane (Brazil) 188
Diesel 164
Biodiesel (95/5) 160

Source: Concawe/JRC/Eucar 2005

Demand management can be implemented through a variety of direct methods including fiscal methods
such as duty or VED, and road pricing or measures to encourage car sharing schemes, travel planning, better
information and making alternative means of travel more attractive. The development of the road pricing
is at an early stage with pilot projects planned for 2008, so cannot be counted upon to make a contribution
by 2010. Other measure could start to have an interim impact.

In the meantime, improvements in vehicle eYciency and influencing consumer purchase patterns will
potentially have the largest eVect. Under the voluntary agreement between the EU and car manufacturers,
they are aiming to meet a target for the average new car sold in the EU of 140g CO2/Km by 2008–09. The
UK market, like Germany, Sweden, etc, prefers larger cars and so has lagged behind the EU average with
UK emissions still at the 171g/Km level in 2005. If this rate of progess were maintained, this would indicate
a level of close to 160g/km by 2010. In the longer term, there is greater scope for introduction of new vehicle
and fuel technologies to achieve the EU aspiration 120g CO2/Km target some time after 2012. The impact
on overall emissions would be highly dependent on how quickly new technology enters the vehicle fleet.

Q5 What specific steps should the DfT now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion over
the next decade?

Influencing consumer behaviour both in terms of the type of vehicle purchased, the amount it is used,
passenger load factors and driving style, remain major challenges.

A range of measures should be employed, including education and fiscal, to bring about a move to more
fuel eYcient vehicles and more eYcient driving styles and usage.

Encouraging a shift in transport mode will require public transport alternatives that are more attractive
to consumers in terms of cost and convenience. In real terms motoring costs have reduced by 2.4% in the
last five years whilst bus and rail charges have increased by 1.8% (source: CFIT). However, motorists value
the convenience and security of car travel and will pay a premium for this.

Congestion is closely linked to demographics, GDP growth and planning considerations. The latter can
be influenced in part by better integrated policies linking proximity to home, work and shops, although the
problems in many towns are inherited over decades. Solutions thus tend to be long term in nature.

Although congestion charging is a possibility on the busiest of roads, this is likely only to redistribute
demand during the day, or on to other routes, rather than reducing overall demand for travel, which is
relatively inelastic.
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In the longer term, alternative fuels could play a larger role and the oil industry is working to demonstrate
the most promising technologies including hydrogen and more eYcient biofuels.

Powering Future Vehicles

Q6 Whether the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles strategy were adequate and what progress has
been made against them since 2002?

The response under question 2 outlines the very limited progress made to date in meeting the targets.
Although there is availability of vehicles meeting the criteria, it is a relatively niche market for essentially
the smallest cars. New policies/initiative will be required if these targets are to be met.

There also appears to be limited consumer appetite for these vehicles since most consumers are seeking
vehicles that meet the needs of their lifestyle rather than one with the lowest CO2 emissions. Additionally,
emphasis should be upon the CO2 emissions rather than the technology of the vehicle so that consumers are
able to make more informed choices.

Revised targets for lower CO2 emissions in the most popular vehicle segments might be an alternative
target in bringing down emissions as it would be addressing a larger pool of vehicles. However it would still
not address the pool of cars consumers have to choose from which is set at a European level and not a
UK level.

Ideally, such a move should be underpinned by measures encouraging consumers in the direction of the
most eYcient vehicles in the sector.

Q7 What organisations and funding sources are involved, whether there is adequate co-ordination between
them, and whether the overall funding available and spent in support of the strategy is adequate in view of the
environmental challenges the DfT is facing?

The DfT and DTI are the main departments with responsibility for the development of lower carbon
vehicles and fuels, with input from DEFRA on some aspects of renewable fuels and HM Treasury on fiscal
measures.

Action programmes, funding and research are carried out by a number of bodies including:

— Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership.

— Energy Saving Trust (advice & funding to consumers).

— The Carbon Trust (advice & funding to industry on carbon saving).

— DTI funded research into low carbon and hydrogen fuel cell technology.

— EU programmes eg CUTE which funded the three London hydrogen buses.

— Academia and consultants reports on specific topics.

— Industry’s own research.

The availability of Government funding is limited hence it seems unrealistic to expect the schemes to
stimulate major change in the market for lower carbon vehicles/fuels.

Funding therefore should be focused on the most cost eVective return for reducing carbon, aimed at
specific CO2 emission reduction targets rather than a particular technology or fuel. Above all there must be
confidence in the continuity of grant schemes for both companies and consumers alike.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this important debate.

March 2006

Witnesses: Mr Nick Vandervell, Communications Director, and Mr Malcolm Watson, Technical Director,
the UK Petroleum Industry Association, gave evidence.

Q371 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. now approaching relatively soon? When do you
think we will reach the peak in conventional oilThank you for coming along. We have had a

memorandum from the Association earlier on for production?
which we are grateful. We think there may be a Mr Vandervell: If I could just kick oV on that first.
division in the House at about half past three so we Thank you very much for the opportunity to come
will try to get through this session with you in the and talk to you and present our submission. As you
next 47 minutes if we can. I do not want you to feel know, we represent largely the downstream part of
rushed but it might be a natural break otherwise you the industry which is concentrated on the refining
will be hanging around for some time while we go and marketing of fuels. The peak oil part of the
and vote. Can I kick oV by asking what the equation is very much linked into the availability of
Association’s view is about the debate over peak oil crude oil supply both now and in the future.

Malcolm, you may have a few views on that.and whether you buy into the argument that this is
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Mr Watson: Could I just say that we are not the alternatives, insofar as you have not answered that
already, and what size of carbon emissions wouldexperts in this. We can get someone with more
that result in?expertise to give you a note if you want. In general

terms, what the industry says is that there are about Mr Watson: What I said earlier was that we have
something like two trillion barrels of oil left. If thatthree trillion barrels of oil that can be recovered in
could be supplemented by unconventional oil thenthe world. We have used about one trillion of those
we would have three trillion plus barrels that wealready. We know where 1.2 trillion barrels are. That
could still burn. I have to apologise, I cannot convertis in what are called the proven reserves, published
that into carbon dioxide quickly. I can give you ain things like the BP Statistical Review, and then
note if you wish once I have had a chance to do thethere is the balance which is in unproven reserves,
sums. As a rough guide, if you divide the threewhere they have discovered oil but have not proved
trillion by eight you will get the number of tonnesit to the required standards to move it into the
and then you drop it. So if you divide it by (?) youproven category, and there is “yet to find” oil. So we
will get roughly the amount of CO2 that is emitted ashave something like two trillion barrels of oil left.
carbon from that. So that is something like 300That can be supplemented with unconventional oil.
billion tonnes of carbon as carbon dioxide.1By that I mean things like Athabasca’s tar sands in

Canada, which are already being exploited, and the
heavy oils in Venezuela, and that could add perhaps

Q374 Mr Chaytor: All these projections of the rateanother trillion barrels. Then there is gas which can
at which oil reserves will decline must be based onbe converted into transport fuels which can extend
assumptions about rates of economic growth?that further. We as an industry are seeing something
Mr Watson: Yes.like 40 to 100 years of oil supply left. If we look at

the production profiles that are produced by our
industry, when they look ahead they do not show a Q375 Mr Chaytor: Are they based on assumptions
peak in global oil production up to 2030, the limit of about historic rates of economic growth or do they
the forecasts. In some provinces—the North Sea— make assumptions about the likely rates of
they will peak but overall globally they show no peak economic growth in China, India, Pakistan, Brazil
before 2030. In other words, we have a curve that over the next 50 years, because that is the key issue,
goes up steadily; it does not fall over. If you look at is it not?
the IEA’s forecast it shows a similar trend. As a non- Mr Watson: Yes. Globally they assume about a 1°%
expert I would say that globally the industry does per annum growth rate for the world but that varies
not see a peak coming before 2030. obviously around the world.

Q372 Chairman: You may not be the experts but as
Q376 Mr Chaytor: What assumptions are madedownstream businesses you have an interest
about China?obviously in this matter and some of your planning
Mr Watson: I cannot quote you that figure oVhand.presumably is predicated on exactly those

presumptions you have just described. Looking at
what the Swedish Government have said about Q377 Mr Chaytor: It would be very informative to
trying to make Sweden as oil-free as possible within the Committee if we could find out. In terms of the
about 15 years, how would you feel about Britain figures you quoted of reserves and the point at which
announcing a similar aim? the peak of oil production would be reached, it
Mr Watson: What I understand the Swedish would be very helpful if we knew exactly what
Government have done is appointed a commission assumptions were made about China. Our worry
to look at the possibility. I do not believe they have is—and it may crop up later—that future projections
yet come to the conclusion that that can be done. On are always very, very diYcult and our own DTI has
a personal view, if you look at the demand for oil in made some fairly conservative projections about the
the future, you see that oil is the largest source of price of oil in the future which seem to be way oV the
energy in the world today. If you look at the mark. In terms of the transport sector within the UK
forecasts by groups like the IEA or the UK now, 98% of UK transport depends on oil. Is that
Government or the European Commission, that is going to change or do you think that that is a given
still true in 2030. Oil is the major source with gas with which we will just have to live?
following behind. I do not believe that we can Mr Watson: We are obviously going to have a major
replace all that energy in such a short period. You change by 2010 when we have the Renewable
may be able to do it for a small country like Sweden Transport Fuels Obligation coming into place which
but I do not believe you can do it for a large country the oil industry is working towards meeting. The
like the UK or globally. I do not believe it is feasible, target set for 2010 is that 5% of petrol and diesel
without a dramatic change in living standards of should be replaced by biofuels. As I said, we are
course. working towards meeting that target and we expect

to meet it. That will obviously take 5% oV the load.

Q373 Mr Stuart: If market forces were left to 1 Footnote inserted by witness 22.05.06 As a rough guide it
themselves, how much more oil would we burn would produce something like 350 billion tonnes of carbon

as carbon dioxide.globally before running out or switching to
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Q378 Mr Chaytor: That will not apply to aviation. Mr Watson: We may achieve a 5% reduction by
2020. I would not anticipate a 10% reduction beingMr Watson: That will not apply to aviation.
achieved.

Q379 Mr Chaytor: Given that aviation is the most
rapidly growing area of transport and the most Q387 Mr Chaytor: What will the biggest
rapidly growing area of emissions, the 5% contributory factors be? Renewable fuels partly?
Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation— Mr Watson: If you wish to reduce emissions from
Mr Watson: —will not apply. road transport, you have three choices: you make

your vehicles more eYcient; you change your fuel; or
the consumer buys more fuel-eYcient vehicles. TheQ380 Mr Chaytor: —will not result in a 5% total
SMMT do a calculation where they divide thereduction in emissions. What by 2010 do you
market up into nine categories—and you may haveestimate the transport sector as a whole to have
come across this. They have got minis up to luxuryachieved in total emission reductions?
cars. If everybody bought the most fuel-eYcient carMr Watson: If you take the forecast that UKPIA
in that sector, ie, the most fuel-eYcient luxury carproduces, we would expect by 2010 our emissions
and the most fuel-eYcient mini, you would reducefrom the road transport sector alone to be lower
CO2 emissions from road transport by 30%. So youthan they are today.
have got consumer choice as another variable which
you have to take into account. If you look at theQ381 Mr Chaytor: Lower than they are today?
contributions we can make, vehicle eYciencyMr Watson: Yes.
currently in the UK is about 170 grams of carbon
dioxide per kilometre. The EU have a target of 140

Q382 Mr Chaytor: But in terms of transport as a grams of carbon dioxide per kilometre which they
whole? would like to see achieved on average across the
Mr Watson: In terms of transport as a whole, it whole of the EU and movement towards 120 grams
depends how you define aviation. The UK of carbon dioxide per kilometre as a long-term
Government tends to define domestic aviation only aspirational target. So there is a lot of stretch yet in
and only include that in the numbers. What we are vehicle technology. If you take the fuels
doing is selling something like 13 million tonnes of contribution, if we put 5% biofuels into a car that is
jet fuel in the UK every year. That is obviously being doing 140 grams of carbon dioxide per kilometre,
converted into carbon dioxide and that is growing the EU target for 2008, it will reduce carbon dioxide
significantly. emissions to something like 136 grams of carbon

dioxide per kilometre. It is a 3% eVect. It is not a big
eVect. We are working with the European standardsQ383 Mr Chaytor: If we are talking purely now to
organisation, CEN to see if we can increase the2010, all being well and all things being equal in road
percentage of biofuels we can put into our cars. Wetransport, we will see a 5% reduction in emissions as
have got to do it through CEN to make sure that ita result of the Renewable Transport Fuels
is safe and that we do not invalidate people’sObligation but we will see a growth in aviation
warranties on cars. That work is ongoing and it willemissions so there will be no net reduction and
probably allow up to 10% biofuels in the future. I dopossibly a net increase in the transport sector as a
not know exactly when because the work in CENwhole?
will be complete. So we can increase theMr Watson: If you take the transport sector
contributions from biofuels but the key things inincluding just domestic aviation there will be a slight
reducing emissions are more fuel-eYcient vehiclesdecline, in our view. If you include international
and consumers choosing more fuel-eYcient vehicles.aviation, which is the largest user of fuel, there will

probably be a net increase.

Q388 Mr Chaytor: Finally, just returning to the
Q384 Mr Chaytor: Why do you expect a reduction bigger picture of transport as a whole, do you
in domestic aviation? anticipate that transport will still be 98% dependent
Mr Watson: I am saying with the road transport on oil as we move through the earlier decades of
eVect domestic aviation is relatively small. If you the century?
look at the figures published by the Government, we Mr Watson: It will still be a high percentage.
are producing something like 32 to 33 million tonnes
of carbon from road transport. We only increase

Q389 Mr Chaytor: Would you expect that 98%that by a few million tonnes when we add in
figure to come down by 2030?domestic aviation.
Mr Watson: Yes, I expect it to come down because
I expect biofuels—Q385 Mr Chaytor: Okay. By 2020 the transport

sector has targets to meet in terms of CO2 emissions
which is between a 5 and 10% reduction? Q390 Mr Chaytor: By what order?
Mr Watson: Yes. Mr Watson: A few per cent, I am afraid. Alternative

fuels are starting from a very low base and although
the growth rate will be high it will take a long timeQ386 Mr Chaytor: On the current projections, are

you confident that those will be met? to reach the volumes supplied by fossil fuels today.
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Q391 Chairman: On the point you have just made Q395 Ms Barlow: If you look at the net gains of all
the processes and the net losses in terms of energyabout the fuel-eYciency of vehicles being capable of

delivering quite a big cut in carbon emissions, would use, am I right in saying that you feel we would be
using more energy, in eVect? It would have ayou support much stronger fiscal incentives so that

consumers could be encouraged to choose much negative eVect on carbon emissions?
Mr Watson: We would be increasing our carbonmore fuel-eYcient vehicles? The Government moved

only in a very, very small way in relation to the emissions per kilometre travelled, if I can put it
that way.Budget, a very small step, but given the potential

that people are likely to go on driving their cars as
much as they do today and simply cutting emissions Q396 Colin Challen: The Chief Economist at the
by more fuel-eYcient vehicles, would you be in IEA has said quite recently that it would be very
favour of seeing much bigger tax incentives? surprising if oil prices were to drop significantly in
Mr Watson: As an Association, I am sorry to say the future from the current levels. Do you agree with
this, we do not lobby on tax. Our members do not that statement?
wish us to lobby on tax so can I decline to answer Mr Watson: Again can I say we do not predict oil
that question. prices. I would have to ask one of my members and

perhaps Lord Brown gave an answer to that a few
Q392 Ms Barlow: What do you think would be the days ago when he said oil prices around $40 a barrel
impact on energy returns for energy invested if, for were more justified, but I do not have the
example, we have a shift to more unconventional oil information to answer your question, I am sorry.
sources such as tar sands or oil shales, and how
would that aVect climate change? Q397 Colin Challen: When he said it would be more
Mr Watson: It would have a net increase in the justified at $40 a barrel when currently it is $70, what
amount of energy that we use. If we take the example do you think is sustaining the high price of oil at the
you have just given of converting gas to liquids, I present time?
believe of the order of something like 10% more Mr Watson: Once again Lord Browne talked about
energy will be required to deliver the fuel. That is a speculators, but this is not an area of our expertise.
rough guess because it depends very much on the
location and various other specific factors but

Q398 Colin Challen: Would you be able to commentdirectionally it would increase it. If you take tar
on the impact of the current level of prices onsands, again we have to put more energy in because
transport usage, for example? Do you notice anywe are beginning with heavier molecules and to
drift away or reduction in usage?convert them into lighter transport molecules we
Mr Watson: In the past what we have seen inrequire energy and again there would be an increase
transport is that the price is fairly inelastic in thein energy, so directionally in both cases we would be
short term. In the longer term it starts influencingusing more energy to produce our transport fuels,
people’s choices. So someone may move from awith obviously more CO2 emissions.
petrol car to a diesel car because that is more fuel
eYcient. It is that sort of choice rather than the fact

Q393 Ms Barlow: What about the emissions from he needs a car to get to work and it almost does not
the fuel? matter what the price is, he would still use his car to
Mr Watson: Emissions from the fuel could be lower get to work.
in the case of gas to liquids. What you are producing
is mainly a diesel fuel. However it is a diesel fuel

Q399 Colin Challen: Bearing in mind what you haveunlike the one you buy today in that it has a very
said in response to my previous question about yourhigh Cetane number. This is a measure of the quality
unwillingness to predict prices, would youof the fuel. Today you buy a diesel of just over 51
nevertheless be able to comment on way that theCetane. If you use a gas-to-liquids derived diesel it
Government projects oil prices? They have a currentwill be over 70 and give you more miles per gallon
projection, I think, which is their high price scenariowhen you have vehicle engines designed to exploit
which is $50 a barrel. Are you aware of theirthat, which is not true of today’s engines, but you
methodology and would you be able to commentcould design better engines to run on that fuel in
on that?the future.
Mr Watson: I believe that Government forecasts
should cover the range of crude oil prices, gas prices,

Q394 Ms Barlow: There is also research going on et cetera, that we are likely to encounter, so I would
into making synthetic oil from coal. What would be have thought they should have used a larger range
the eVect on carbon emissions of that? than the current range.
Mr Watson: Coal is converted in South Africa into
transport fuels by a company called Sasol today. It

Q400 Colin Challen: But they do not consult youis something they started doing when they had
on it?embargos on oil coming in during the apartheid era.
Mr Watson: They do consult us on that and that isThat technology is the same one I talked about a few
the comment I made to them at the time.moments ago for converting natural gas into liquids.

It is the same type of technology. Once again it
requires a lot of energy because you have to break Q401 Colin Challen: What would you say to them

then when they consult you on this matter?the molecules down to gas and then rebuild them.
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Mr Watson: They put their suggested crude oil prices reducing carbon dioxide emissions, investment in
wind farms, investment in the new biofuelsthat they were going to model down, and I suggested

they used a higher price which was more consistent production processes to convert straw into ethanol.
There is a whole range of investment which goes onwith the market prices because I did not think it was

credible to have a $50 upper price when the market which admittedly at this moment in time is small,
but, remember, these are start-up businesses. Theyhad been over $60 and now over $70.
are investing in hydrogen. They are trying to work
out how to build the infrastructure, how to make itQ402 Colin Challen: That is purely a historical
safe, and how you could use hydrogen with thecomment to them rather than a prediction. I am
general public in a safe manner. There is a lot oftrying to clear the current contradiction.
investment going on. I would not describe it asMr Watson: I am trying to make it clear that I do not
greenwash.predict oil prices. We do not have the expertise; we

do not do it.
Q408 Chairman: Just trying to interpret what you
were saying, you have drawn attention to the needQ403 Colin Challen: But the industry nevertheless
for very heavy investment in the mainstream oilplans its possible exploration and so on where it can
industry itself. That would seem to imply that youmake a buck.
think high oil prices are a good thing because it willMr Watson: Yes, each company has a figure which
facilitate that investment.it uses in its capital justifications. I believe that they
Mr Watson: I refuse to answer that question.are all well under $70 a barrel and also under $50 a

barrel.
Q409 Chairman: I believe you have given evidence to
the Defra Committee as well. Am I right in sayingQ404 Colin Challen: Does the industry welcome
that you said to them that in your view fossil fuelhigher prices?
prices will always be lower than biofuels, that it willMr Watson: The industry does not have control of
always be cheaper to use fossil fuels than biofuels?prices.
Mr Watson: I do not know exactly what was said.
What we find out is that if we look at alternativeQ405 Colin Challen: But does it welcome them?
energies they look attractive when oil reaches aMr Watson: No.
certain price. When it reaches that price, we
suddenly find that the energy content of all the thingsQ406 Colin Challen: A lot of people would say that
required eg for biofuels—the fertilisers, the tractor’soil companies make vast profits and they have all
fuel—have an impact and their costs go up. As anreported great increases in profits recently on the
example of this can I quote some evidence that wasback of these high prices, so one might assume that
given to the EFRA Committee about 18 months agothey are very happy to see these high prices
by the biofuels producers who said they wanted ancontinuing.
incentive, a subsidy, whatever word you want to use,Mr Watson: The oil industry is faced with huge
of 28 pence per litre to make bioethanol andinvestment over the next few years. We talked at the
biodiesel attractive. Since then oil prices have risenstart of oil demand increasing up to 2030. The IEA
and when they came to make similar comments forestimates it will require three trillion dollars
the RTFO they said that 35 pence was totallyinvestment in oil to make the oil available, so there
inadequate; they wanted 40 to 50 pence. So I thinkare huge investments required, and you need profit
what you find out is there is a relationship betweento make investment. I would remind you perhaps
alternative fuel prices and petrol and diesel pricesthat in 1997 oil was $10 a barrel. At that stage there
and when one goes up the other tends to follow it.was a lot less investment and it is one of the reasons

why capacity has not grown. As an industry and as
Q410 Dr Turner: You obviously accept the IEA’sa world we need to invest and that requires profit.
estimate of the investment needed?
Mr Watson: I was quoting that as an example.Q407 Colin Challen: Is that a spur to more

investment in alternative sources of energy or is it
Q411 Dr Turner: Do you agree with that estimate?what some people would describe as “greenwash”. It
Mr Watson: It is of the right order of magnitude.seems that most oil companies spend 97% or figures

of that order on their existing oil/fossil fuel interests?
Q412 Dr Turner: Do you think that of itself will haveMr Watson: The oil industry as a whole spends
an eVect on driving up oil prices?something like 70% of its investment on finding and
Mr Watson: The investment will not take place if oilproducing more oil. There is another 15% that goes
prices are too low.into refining and marketing. The remaining 15%
Dr Turner: So the relationship is slightly diVerent.goes into a variety of other investments, some of
Fair enough.which are green, some of which are on the

petrochemical side, but they do invest serious money
in a number of alternatives. Remember, these are all Q413 Mr Stuart: You do not predict prices but what

price do you think would be required in order to seevery small businesses which they are trying to grow.
You will see oil companies like BP investing in solar the industry make the $3 trillion investment that is

required in order to develop the flow of oil to meetenergy. You will see investment in carbon capture
and storage, investment in alternative ways of need?
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Mr Watson: I am sorry, I cannot answer that 7%. If you use combined heat and power you will
increase that saving to about 50%. If you then usequestion. That is a commercial decision for each

company. That is their commercial judgment as to waste products to generate the heat you need and the
electricity you need, you will get up to about 77. Ifwhat they will make their profit at and will depend

on what they are developing. you take Brazilian ethanol, you can get around 85%.
If you take biodiesel, it is around a 60% saving, I
believe, today. These are all numbers that are in theQ414 Dr Turner: Is it the expectation of your group
public domain.that of the order of £3 trillion will actually happen,

because one of the issues of the peak oil sceptics is
Q418 Mr Caton: Recognising the clear diVerencesthere may be the reserves but there is not going to be
there are in those diVerent biofuels, can you tell usthe flow and without the investment in production
how well-to-wheel emissions of biofuels comparecapacity then the demand is going to continue to
generally with the well-to-wheel emissions both ofgrow at a greater rate than the flow of oil to meet it.
conventional and non-conventional oil, as hasIs it your expectation that the jaws of the crocodile
already been mentioned, such as from tar sands?are going to be closed? Is that your current
Mr Watson: If you take a study which was done byexpectation?
the oil industry, by a group called CONCAWE,Mr Watson: My expectation is that there will be a
which is our research arm, the motor manufacturers’demand for energy and it will be met by the
research arm EUCAR, and the Joint Researchnecessary investment.
Centre of the Commission, we have carried out well-
to-wheel studies on roughly 100 diVerent pathwaysQ415 Mr Caton: You have already touched on
to try and guide policy. I cannot summarise all 100renewable transport fuels and said in the coming
but if I begin by saying that if you take petrol andyears you expect biofuels basically to make a small
diesel and you put in 5% bioethanol or 5% biodiesel,percentage contribution, but what is the maximum
what we are talking about,2 you will get somethingproportion of transport fuels that could be supplied
like a 3% saving. At current levels that is somethingby biofuels?
like five grams per kilometre of CO2. If you go to theMr Watson: Are we talking of the UK only or are we
best option and use pure ethanol you will get an 85%talking globally?
saving. That would currently be Brazilian ethanol
and you would be down to about 30-40 grams CO2Q416 Mr Caton: If you have got a view on both I per kilometre. So there is a big potential there. If you

would be interested. go to what is called biogas, this is anaerobic
Mr Watson: Let me begin with the UK. In the UK digestion of waste, sewage sludge, food, you can
we have something like 6.5 million hectares of arable produce a product that looks like natural gas.
land, the sort of land you need to grow wheat on to Normally this product is allowed to rot and it emits
produce your bioethanol or rape seed to produce methane as it rots. If you instead capture that
your diesel. We currently use 4.5 million hectares to methane and eVectively put it into electricity
grow food; in other words about two-thirds of it. So generation or into making a transport fuel, you
there is one-third of it which is fallow, including set- would be well over 100%. So all these are options
aside which could be converted to growing energy and the diVerent proportions would give you the
crops. That one-third would easily enable the 5% diVerent amounts of carbon saving. If you want
RTFO target to be met. It would enable the 10% more information we can get you that.
target to be met, but after that you start running out
of land, so we cannot in the UK with current biofuels Q419 Dr Turner: That is a very interesting set of
produce all the transport fuels that we use. So we answers. Can I now take you further and ask you
start addressing other sources. I mentioned what the industry’s view is on making up the rest of
converting straw. You can consider it a waste the diVerence in terms of replacing the direct use of
product although the farmers would tell you oV if oil, or gas for that matter, with hydrogen?
you said so. That can be converted into bioethanol. Mr Watson: We see hydrogen coming in in bulk
Then you consider food waste. That could be post-2030. That does not mean to say we should not
converted into transport fuels. If you go down the be working on it today because there are a large
list you will probably get to about 40% of demand number of technical challenges on the vehicles side
met with lots of diVerent processes and lots of and on the supply side to ensure that happens. The
diVerent options, and you would need a great deal of industry is working all round the world on gathering
eVort to get there. information, and helping to develop this. You will

have seen the example of three buses in London
Q417 Mr Caton: What sort of level of savings in which was part of a nine-city study. BP was involved
terms of carbon emissions are we talking about at in that in the UK. Elsewhere Shell was involved in
that higher level? the same study. Other major companies are
Mr Watson: It depends very much on your sources. involved. Total for example, have got a hydrogen
What we are seeing with current biofuels filling station in Berlin. All the major oil companies
technology, if we take bioethanol as an example, if you go around them will be able to point to their
depending on how you produce it, you can have a work in this area. It is on-going work but it is mainly
saving of 7% or a saving of 77%. The diVerence here
is that if you use electricity and gas directly to supply 2 Footnote inserted by witness 22.05.06: the levels in the

Renewable Transport Fuels Obligationyour process energy, you will get a saving of about
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in other countries and not in the UK. If you look at result in a small fuel penalty depending on the
technology that is used, but it is possible to reducethe work that was done at the time of the previous

Energy Review, there was some modelling work them further.
done by a group called MARKAL which was to help
guide it and to look at the most cost-eVective ways of

Q424 Chairman: Are you clear about what thesaving carbon. If you look at their results they have
Government’s priority is as between greenhouse gaspetrol and diesel remaining up to 2030 and then
emissions and air quality?petrol fading and diesel fading as we move towards
Mr Watson: No. It has programmes in place to2050 to meet the Government’s target of a 60%
tackle air quality. Air quality is improving and it hasreduction by 2050.
improved significantly. It has also got programmes
in place to tackle CO2. However, I do not see where

Q420 Dr Turner: One of the technical problems of the balance between those two lies.
hydrogen is its bulk and there is obviously a Mr Stuart: One is working and one is not.
desperate need to find denser ways of storing
hydrogen to make it a practical transport fuel. Is the
industry working on that? Q425 Mr Caton: The Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders told this CommitteeMr Watson: The industry is working on all aspects
of it, with the motor manufacturers, I have to say. that increasing the conversion of cars from petrol to

diesel was important in order to bring down carbonWe are looking at supplying the motor car with
liquid hydrogen which, from memory will give you emissions but that a shortage of European refining

capacity was threatening to raise the price of thatabout 20% of the capacity of a petrol or a diesel tank,
or supplying it with compressed hydrogen, which diesel. Do you agree with that? If so, what can be

done?will give you about 16% at 700 bar, both of them will
significantly reduce the range of the vehicle, so it is a Mr Watson: If we look at Europe, it is true that we

do not produce as much diesel as we consume. If youkey question. There is also work being done on
storing hydrogen in various compounds to see if we take a country like France, which has got a very high

diesel penetration, it produces 20 million tonnes ofcan store it in a better form, but that is still at the
research stage. It is one of the major problems that diesel per year and uses 30, so it is way out of

balance. In the UK we are still roughly in balancehas to be overcome with the hydrogen vehicle.
because we are at a lower level of diesel penetration,
but directionally we see diesel sales growing. DieselQ421 Dr Turner: Which leads then on to the very
sales will be much higher than petrol sales in futureknotty subject of aviation because replacing fossil
years, if the current trends continue. The way tofuels in cars is clearly technically achievable at the
resolve that is to invest in refining in a process calledmoment but doing it for aviation is a much greater
hydrocracking. This is a process that converts heavychallenge. Has the industry started on that one?
molecules into diesel and jet fuel, which are the fuelsMr Watson: There is only one alternative fuel for jet
we want. We currently use a process called catfuel that is used today in aviation. I mentioned the
cracking to do the same job, except the end productcoal to synthetic oil process in South Africa that
at the moment is petrol. That was the process chosenproduces a synthetic jet fuel kerosene which is used
in the 1980s when the oil industry looked ahead andin aircraft today. That may be one of the options in
saw petrol as being the fuel of the future (whereas inthe future.
fact petrol sales have dropped by one-fifth since
1990). We can produce more diesel, but it requiresQ422 Dr Turner: Again hydrogen is another option
more investment, which brings us back to where webut we have already covered that one.
were a few minutes ago; to get investment we need toMr Watson: We are not working on hydrogen in
make a profit. Refining has traditionally made veryaeroplanes to the best of my knowledge.
little profit in the UK. We are talking less than 5%
on average since 1990. That is not a very good return

Q423 Chairman: On air quality, one of the when you think what you could have got by putting
consequences of trying to address air quality issues your money into a building society. It is reflected by
and reduce emissions in particulates has been to the fact that we have had two refineries closures since
increase NOx substantially. Is it possible to deal with then in the UK, so it is not as though companies are
the air quality problem without having adverse not willing to walk away from the market. If we look
impacts on greenhouse gas emissions overall? to the future, we can produce more diesel from crude
Mr Watson: Air quality is being dealt with by the oil, yes, but to do so requires investment. If you want
European Vehicle Emissions Standards. Emissions the investment in the UK you have to have an
of NOx, particulates, et cetera, have all fallen since investment climate in the UK that makes it an
the 1990s. They have fallen by 40–50% as a attractive place to invest. Oil companies are global
minimum. They are introducing tighter vehicle players. They can invest where they want in the UK
emissions standards in the future. There will be Euro or other countries. They can import the products
Five standards for cars. They have been published into the UK. Does that give you a flavour?
and are currently being debated. They will tackle
PM and to a lesser extent NOx. There will be a later
set that will tackle NOx as well. So I believe you can Q426 Mr Caton: It gives a flavour, yes, but are you

expecting that investment to happen in Britain andtackle NOx and PM, the two pollutants of most
concern, by vehicle emissions standards. That may Europe?
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Mr Watson: What we will do is propose to the there are real constraints. Would you talk us
through the constraints on production and why youGovernment that they should set up a task force with

the oil industry and the Government and decide believe and how quickly you believe there will be an
increase in production?what they want. We would explain to them what is

required for investment and they will then be able to Mr Watson: You have to go back 10 years when oil
was $10 a barrel and investment was not made. Thedecide whether that is something they wish to be

proceed with. That is something we plan to do in the industry suVered from a lack of investment for quite
a few years. What you are seeing is the result of thatnear future.
lack of investment. I think that is the reason why you
have this sudden surge, combined with growth inQ427 Mr Caton: What would you expect from the
demand through places like China, which has beenGovernment?
very rapid.Mr Watson: We are not looking for subsidies. We

want a clear long-term policy. We want a stable fiscal
regime. If you are making investment in refining you Q431 Mr Stuart: And the ability to respond in the
are investing for the long term; you are not investing timescale?
for the short term. Prices go up—and you mentioned Mr Watson: At the moment we have supplied the oil
high profits a few minutes ago but you did not and I believe we will continue to supply the oil. That
mention the low profits we were making 10 years is my belief because I think the price will go up to
ago. We have to invest over a long period. We have make sure it happens.
to be sure when we are making that investment that
it is a sensible place to invest in the UK. We want to

Q432 Mr Stuart: Why is it that the discovery of newexplain this to the Government and make them
sources of oil appears to be low? It does not appearunderstand that this is a requirement if they want
to have responded to the price signals yet.investment to take place.
Mr Watson: Once again it is the same reason. People
cut back in investment in exploration.Q428 Chairman: Without lobbying in favour or
Mr Vandervell: I think technically as well findingagainst higher or lower taxes, is it your view that the
new sources is becoming more diYcult.current package of taxes on motoring is eVectively

restraining carbon emissions from road transport?
Mr Watson: Carbon emissions from road transport Q433 Mr Stuart: Going back to the argument we are
are not growing very rapidly. They have gone up by going to hear in a minute, it is getting more
about 3% since 1997. You can say that there are technically diYcult, the big, easy-to-tap reservoirs
various factors involved in that. One of them is have already been found and have been tapped for
obviously the higher penetration of diesel in the the most part and everything gets more diYcult from
market place. We are selling more diesel than petrol now on so why are you sure that the flow will be able
and I believe that may be a result of government to match this globally increasing demand?
policy on high prices. Mr Watson: I gave you my view. I am not an expert

in the field. That is not what I spend my time doing.
Q429 Chairman: It is true that they have not gone up
by very much but in many other sectors carbon

Q434 Mr Stuart: But do you have indicators ofemissions have gone down and the target is to get
investment and programmes or any facts as to newthem reducing. You are saying that it is not too bad.
plant and new planned bores, to give us some idea?Mr Watson: No, no, what I am saying is that you
Mr Watson: If you look at technology and itshave got to put that in context. Over the same period
impact, you have had two major technology changeswe have had much higher growth in vehicle
recently. You have had the 3-D seismic, which haskilometres driven than we have in fuel usage. If you
enabled people to get a better understanding of whatlook at the figures since 1990, which is the base year
the reservoir looks like and will behave, and youfor carbon change, vehicle kilometres have gone up
have the ability not just to drill straight down but toby more than 20% and fuel consumption has gone up
drill horizontally. Both of these have enabledby less than 10%, which is less than half. We have
companies to recover more oil than you originallyimproved the eYciency of the vehicle fleet. That does
thought. I am sure if you ask your next witness aboutnot mean to say we should not do more. We are not
the oil fields in the North Sea, if he knows the initialtrying to be complacent but that is the choice of the
estimate of the recoverable oil and how much theyconsumer. It is also the choice of the motor
get and how much they have produced, he wouldmanufacturer in the cars he chooses to sell in the
probably say that they have produced more than theUK.
original estimates because technology has advanced.Chairman: Has anyone got any other questions? We
It is not a static position, but the North Sea is aare probably coming up to the vote.
declining province.

Q430 Mr Stuart: I want to go back to the issue of the
flow, in view of our next witness. You have said that Q435 Mr Stuart: And they have a long tail but

without the very large, very-easy-to-exploityou do believe that the $3 trillion that is required in
investment will be made. There are issues about reservoirs coming on, so although they will have

produced more than originally estimated, they arecurrent capacity. At daily rates rigs are taking
double what they were just a couple of years ago and doing so at a—
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Mr Watson: If you look at the North Sea—and Mr Watson: I think 40 years is a very pessimistic
estimate but it is the range of numbers that weUKOOA, the trade association for the upstream

side, would be better-placed to answer these have given.
questions—what they say is that if we invest
properly we can still be supplying 65% of our oil in Q440 Mr Chaytor: If it was 60 years or even longer

it must be in the interests of your industry and your2020. If we do not invest, it will be 20%. So
investment can boost the amount of oil we get and members that the more there is concern now through

fiscal measures or more stringent requirements ofthe speed at which it comes out.
engine design, it gives your industry a longer life-
span because otherwise there is the possibility ofQ436 Mr Chaytor: You started oV by saying your

estimate of current reserves was that we had people leaving school and joining the industry now
and there will be no industry there by the time theyanywhere between 40 years and 100 years of

accessible reserves. are approaching retirement.
Mr Watson: If the lower estimate was correct, yes.Mr Watson: Of oil.

Q437 Mr Chaytor: That is based on a 1°% global. Q441 Mr Chaytor: What I am saying is I cannot
understand why you are so relaxed about issues ofMr Watson: The 40 is based on a growth rate of 1°%

and assumptions about technology and oil government fiscal policy?
Mr Watson: I did not see we are relaxed about them.recovery rates.

Q438 Mr Chaytor: If it were only 40 years is it not Q442 Mr Chaytor: But you are not actively lobbying
for something that in the long run would preserveabsolutely in the interests of your industry to be

more urgent about increasing the productivity of the the life of your industry.
Mr Watson: What we are saying is that we will beoil we have and increasing the energy eYciency of

the oil we have? You seem quite relaxed about proposing to the Government in the near future a
joint task force. We should go away and discuss alloverall policies towards increasing eYciency either

through fiscal measures or the use of alternative these issues properly as a contribution towards the
UK setting a sensible long-term energy policy, forfuels?

Mr Watson: I am saying we are looking at all these exactly the reasons you say. We are not complacent
about it. We have to engage with government tomeasures. The industry view is that we will still be

driving petrol and diesel vehicles in 2030 and make it happen, and ultimately it is their choice.
Chairman: Thank you very much. We are grateful tobeyond.
you for coming. There are one or two points of
clarification which you are going to let us knowQ439 Mr Chaytor: What do we do by 2046 if there

is none left? about too.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by the UK Petroleum Industry Association (UKPIA)

When the UK Petroleum Industry Association (UKPIA) gave evidence to the Committee we promised
information on Well to Wheels emissions for diVerent biofuels and growth rates in China and India. The
information is given below.

Well to Wheels Emissions for Different Biofuels

The figure below gives the well to wheels carbon dioxide equivalent emissions for a range of biofuels
options based on 2010 technology.
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Source: Concawe/Eucar/JRC

The data is taken from a study by Concawe (the European oil industry research group), Eucar (the
European motor industry research group) and the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC).
The figure shows predicted emissions for conventional petrol and diesel for Golf sized cars in 2010 and a
range of biofuels options.

— The biogas option show the largest saving but feedstock is limited and may be better used for
electricity generation (as landfill gas is used currently).

— The E5 (5% ethanol 95% petrol) and B5 (5% biodiesel and 95% diesel) options oVer a small saving
over conventional petrol and diesel.

— The E100 (100% ethanol) and B100 (100% biodiesel) from a range of feedstocks oVer much greater
savings but would not necessarily be acceptable fuels eg E85 is used to give easier starting.

— Converting remote gas to liquids increases emissions or reduces them slightly if carbon capture
and storage is used.

— Biomass to liquids which uses the same technology as gas or coal to liquids oVers much larger
savings.

The table in the annex gives the carbon dioxide equivalent well to wheels emissions for a range of biofuels
options for 2010 and hybrid vehicles. NB Using the carbon dioxide equivalent allows for the greater eVect
of methane and other emissions on climate change, compared to carbon dioxide.

Growth in India and China

In response to your question about GDP growth rates in China and India one of our member companies
supplied the following information.

GROWTH RATES

2005 2006 2007 2005–10 2010–20 2020–30

China 9.9% 8.6% 8.5% 7.8% 6.6% 5.8%
India 8.0% 7.0% 6.8% 6.3% 5.3% 5.0%
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They also estimated that the oil demand for China would double between 2004 and 2030 from around 26
to 52 million barrels oil equivalent per day. For India they estimate an increase in oil demand between 2004
and 2030 from around 11 to 29 million barrels oil equivalent per day.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the Committee’s work.

Annex

RESULTS FROM CONCAWE/EUCAR/JRC WELL TO WHEELS STUDY

2010 Hybrid
technology technology

g.CO2eq/km g.CO2eq/km

Petrol 2010 163 140
Biogas from municipal waste 32 24

from liquid manure "144 "106
From 5 4

Petrol with 5% from sugar beet with pulp to heat 158 136
bioethanol from wheat with gas boiler, DDGS to heat 160 138

from wheat with gas CHP, DDGS to heat 159 137
from wheat with straw CHP, DDGS to heat 157 135
from farmed wood 156 135
from sugar cane 156 135
from straw 156 135

100% bioethanol from sugar beet with pulp to heat 58 50
from wheat with gas boiler, DDGS to heat 97 84
from wheat with gas CHP, DDGS to heat 73 64
from wheat with straw CHP, DDGS to heat 32 28
from farmed wood (coppice) 43 37
from sugar cane 21 19
from straw 19 16

Diesel 2010 156 129
Diesel with 5% methyl ester from rape with glycerine as chemical 152 125

biodiesel ethyl ester from rape with glycerine as chemical 152 125
100% biodiesel methyl ester from rape with glycerine as chemical 73 61

ethyl ester from rape with glycerine as chemical 61 51
100% synthetic Remote gas to liquids 171 141

diesel Remote gas to liquids with carbon capture and storage 150 124
from farmed wood (coppice) 15 12

The Concawe/Eucar/JRC report is available as an ADOBE pdf file on the JRC/IES website at: http://
ies.jrc.cec.eu.int/WTW

May 2006

Witness: Mr Chris Skrebowski, Editor, Petroleum Review, and member of the Association of the Study of
Peak Oil (ASPO), gave evidence.

Q443 Chairman: Thank you for coming back. We a small size. In fact, I was talking to someone by e-
mail this morning and he was confirming that I havewere engaged in a discussion which was not quite

concluded yesterday but obviously we have been now got as much new capacity as CERA, which gave
that very optimistic report in the States earlier lastdealing with this subject again this afternoon. Do

you want to say what peak oil means in your view year, has got. Where we diVer is simply that I
recognise a much greater degree of slippage which isand when you think the world is going to get there?

Mr Skrebowski: Peak oil is essentially a simple the experience at the moment with oil field inflation
and lack of equipment and lack of people. That isconcept. It is simply the point at which rate at which

oil is declining, which all the fields do after a period, tending to get worse. I also recognise the rate at
which capacity is eroding, which is not quite theexceeds the rate at which new production is

expanding. Therefore, what we are looking at is the same as depletion, but I do not want to get into a
long, convoluted discussion on that. Essentially theflow. There is great confusion between the stock,

which is the amount of reserves in the world, which capacity to produce in somewhere like the UK is
going down so the capacity that is lost from there isonly become of interest when they are converted into

a flow because what society requires, what business being sold to someone and those people have to go
oV and buy it from someone else. In eVect, as morerequires, what you and I require is a flow of oil,

whichever product it is. What I have a look at is the countries start depleting you have displaced buyers
who are going to those who are left that are stillflow of new projects and I take these down to quite
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expanding their production and they are through to two or three of us doing it up to the 2010
period, and a couple more doing it to 2012. Then youprogressively getting more and more loaded, and

clearly there will come a point at which they cannot get a group of consultancies who agree with this sort
of analysis but are not prepared to be quite sosupport the demands that are likely to be made of

them because they will also be depleting their pessimistic who tend to group around 2015. Then
you have the international agencies which still seemresources ever faster. This in some senses is already

visible. If you look at the OPEC production statistics to have a sometimes stated and sometimes unstated
commitment to business as usual, so you get the EIAover the last 18 months, OPEC output has barely

increased. It is wobbling around. One or two and the IEA which are around the 2020 to 2030
mark. Beyond that you get into the professors whocountries are going up, one or two are going down,

the rest are just struggling. They have got more do not believe any of this and have rather grand
theories on the back of envelopes. I think themoney than ever before. They have all of the best

contractors, by and large, although some of it is realistic range is about 2008–10 through to about
2030. To get to the 2030 you have not only got toclosed. Saudi Arabia has never had so many rigs

operating, it has never had so many workovers going assume that the discovery rate picks up enormously
but you have also got to assume that the geo-on, it has never had so much money being spent, and

yet it is struggling to hold production. That is the political environment is completely benign and that
you will get access to the countries, the countries thatcontemporary reality. When you add all these

together and do the calculation, my answer comes are producing will not put constraints on the amount
they produce, and that everything works like a Swissout that somewhere in 2010–11 the numbers cease to

add up and you start getting less oil at the end of the clock. This seems to me a pretty heroic assumption,
particularly in the light of the resource nationalismyear than you had at the beginning on a global scale.

That is when peak oil occurs. In my view, it is really we have been seeing out of Russia and out of South
America and also we have seen a straightquite imminent. The oil companies themselves are

struggling. From 2000 they have all been grandly opportunity to take a tax grab in places like Angola
and places like Kazakhstan. There is a next stageannouncing to their shareholders that they will

produce 5% more each year. They have consistently which I think has to be seriously considered which is
where a nation state says, “Hang on, we arefailed and by 2005 there was very little growth at all.

I have got a tabulation that shows the 21 largest depleting our resource awfully fast. Would it be
more appropriate to keep that resource forcommercial companies (accounting for a quarter of

the world’s oil production) produced °% more last ourselves, for our own people?” There have been
hints of this. The Russians flew a kite a couple ofyear. There was a hurricane impact but then people

are telling us—and there is a report this morning— years ago where one of the ministers talked about
capping oV production and just keeping it at athat this level of hurricanes is likely to continue, that

there has been a change, and maybe it is global particular level. I think that is another idea that is
waiting in the wings. We could quite easily see thatwarming that has produced that change, maybe it is

not, but the expectation is that that sort of countries which might have the capability to
produce more electing to cap it oV at a particularphenomenon is going to continue,
level and make it last longer. There is the other, in
my view, somewhat unacceptable idea of this

Q444 Colin Challen: You have heard the evidence miraculous 2030 where every nation on earth
this afternoon from our previous witnesses that they produces happily until it goes into decline, so all
consider a 40 years away peak oil situation as being these nations on earth are going to destitute
pessimistic and their range is 40 to 100 years. Yours themselves in order to keep the Western world
is clearly in that case almost pornographic in its running nicely, and the international oil companies
pessimism—2010. There must be quite a range of have a smooth changeover to hydrogen which,
other commentators. Is there any real science to this? equally miraculously, is going to turn up in 2030. I
Are there people who say there could be oil beyond am sorry, I cannot believe it.
100 years, for example? What is the range?
Mr Skrebowski: It broadly falls into three

Q445 Colin Challen: The Shell fiasco revealed thegroupings. There are people who are actively
pressures on oil companies to boost their reservesinvolved in this sort of research like myself who,
and that is presumably to boost their valuations andbecause they are retired or because they are in a
so on. Following that, have oil companies been moreposition like mine or because they are doing it part
transparent and more accountable in the way thattime, have the disadvantage that they do not
they calculate the figures?necessarily get hold of best data. They have the

advantage that they have no institutional Mr Skrebowski: They have conformed more tightly
with the rules. The primary problem is that thecommitment to a particular outcome. You can do

the analysis in various ways. You can do it in a fairly Securities and Exchange Commission in the States
requires oil companies to quote their reservestheoretical way on this midpoint of the reserves,

which gives you the problem of defining reserves. according to their rules, which is fair enough, in
order to have a quotation on the US market, and asYou can do it the way I do it, which is on a flows

basis. Then there are intermediate variants between virtually all oil companies wish to be quoted on the
US market, they fall in with the SEC definition.them. Those groups vary between the ultra-pessimist

Professor DeVeyes, who is the linear heir to There is a whole series of technical reasons to say
where the SEC definition is not entirely satisfactory.Hubbard, at Princeton, who had it as last year,
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It is notionally a proven, which is one part of the significantly diVerent. If there had been a greater
preparedness to say that, “Yes, we certainly hopedistribution curve factor. It has no probability

ascribed to it and, utterly perversely, two years ago there will not be a war but it cannot be ruled out,”
then the outcome would have been more benign, andthey modified the rules to allow a certain technology

to be used for fields in the Gulf of Mexico but similarly here. Oddly enough, I passionately believe
it, and all the analysis I have done suggests that whatnowhere else on earth. This led to the result that

companies who had fields in the Gulf of Mexico I am saying is right, but of course I have to consider
the possibility that I might be wrong but, equally, Icould, in eVect, book more reserves than ones who

had similar sized fields but not in the Gulf of Mexico. do not think it is reasonable any longer looking
round the world and looking at what is happening inThus it is a rather strange animal. The more

generally used and more useful number is the proved the oil field just to blindly assume that you can go on
much as before, and that is what we are doing.and probable, which is the statistical one which says

this number is the best one in the sense that it is as
likely to be too big as too small. The advantage of Q448 Colin Challen: So we know what the
that is that you can mathematically add the 50s Government’s oYcial view is. Committees like this
together and get a meaningful result. At the moment rely on expert evidence from people like yourself and
it is a bit of an apples and pears situation. Some give also from people within government. Are you
both quotations; some have another variant, and finding that there are any individuals within
there is still a great reluctance to let too many people government who are beginning to take your ideas
into the craft mysteries. more seriously?

Mr Skrebowski: I think there always have been. It is
a paradox, is it not, that halfway down mostQ446 Colin Challen: What do you think will be the

main eVects of reaching peak oil production in a full organisations there are people who are prepared to
think further out of the acceptable box than you getglobal sense, but particularly on transport where we

are so dependent on oil? higher up. As you get closer to the top, it is not
always clear whether you are providing analysis orMr Skrebowski: Given that, by and large, people do

not drive around the countryside for the fun of it and reassurance, and I think certainly in the energy field
that is very much what we are seeing. That is athat the bulk of the consumption has an economic

purpose, that cannot really do anything but spike the subjective, personal opinion and must be treated in
that light. What else is there to say?prices and translate into some form of inflation.

Q447 Mr Stuart: I wonder if you could comment on Q449 Colin Challen: You will recognise that our
diYculty while looking at this is that we have justthe Government’s position which is they have based

their projections on the IEA’s World Energy had evidence from the industry which is quite clear
about the fact that there is at least 40 years’ worthOutlook Publications and they say there are

suYcient oil reserves for 30 years and possibly, with and more like 100 available, and that contrary to
your argument in fact production is going to be ablesome technological and other means, stretching that

out to 60 years. We know your opinion of those to brought on-stream, and again they are telling us
that. The Government’s oYcial view is that, theparticular conclusions but could you comment on

how they got there? IEA’s view is that. Why should we believe you and
not all these authorities?Mr Skrebowski: I think because all the major

Western nations are members of the IEA and Mr Skrebowski: I think my answer to that would be
to check what I am saying, ask other people whethercontribute data to it and interact with it, it is

philosophically fairly diYcult to say that perhaps we what I am saying makes sense, and if you find (which
I am sure you will) that they start to squirm a bit,should be looking at some other scenarios, but I

think there are some very good reasons on this then recognise that there is this very real possibility
that this is happening. If we look at some of the otheroccasion because we have at least a possibility of a

quite heroic discontinuity here, in that in addition to governments, the EIA, the American one, puts out
happy nonsense numbers and actually at theexamining the benign scenario that life goes on much

as before, that other scenarios are at least examined beginning of their reports they have in very, very tiny
letters the statement “this is what is required fora bit further than just not being taken into account.

There is a dreadful analogy, but I think I will make business as usual”, which no-one ever reads and
moves swiftly on. They in fact commissionedit, which is that throughout the 1930s Mr Hitler did

not keep his intentions secret. It was perfectly well- indirectly the Hirsh Report. The Hirsh Report last
year was a report which basically wanted to examineknown what his aspirations were. There was lots of

information about the rearmament of Germany. the impact of peak oil and what you could do to
mitigate its eVects. To do a one-line summary of it,There were people writing books about it and people

lobbying for it, but the idea of another major war at the answer was if you had 20 years you would get
through; if you had 10 years, it would be prettyso short an interval from the previous one was so

horrendous that people would rather not rough; if it was any quicker than that, forget it.
There is now a follow-on to that report, the executivecontemplate. We went all the way through the 1930s

and the British Embassy in Berlin was sending summary of which is just about to be issued, which
is looking at the primary mitigation proposals whichconstant messages to London which were piled up

and ignored. If we had even taken notice of it a are, broadly, conservation, coal to liquids, shale oil
(which frankly is romance), and I forget what thecouple of years earlier the outcome would have been
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fourth one is. I can dig that out for you, if you wish, we can catch up with some of it. Matt Simmons, who
is fairly apocalyptic and is a New York banker andand send it to someone. We had a very strange story

in the New York Times on Sunday claiming that Mr close to the Bush administration and close to Bush
personally, has been going round the world talkingBush knew all about peak oil, that he had been

briefed by Mr Simmons and Mr Cheney and that about peak oil and the likely impact of that. One of
the things that came out of that was that we reallywas the real reason for his rather strange remarks in

the State of the Union Address. So there are all sorts needed much, much better data from both the oil
companies and the producing countries becauseof conflicting counter-currents going on and there

certainly does seem to be some evidence that there then we could start doing what in eVect we want to
do which is plug the right numbers in and see exactlyare at least some people taking it seriously and

having a look, while at one and the same time there where things are going because then we can see how
big a problem we have got. So far where has this gotis a very strong “don’t frighten the horses” attitude.
to? OPEC has certainly started publishing its future
investment plans in much greater detail than we haveQ450 Colin Challen: Thank you for that. That is a
ever seen. We know that is in response to thevery full answer and an interesting one. The
pressure. The companies after the Shell debacle haveGovernment currently uses three diVerent
definitely been more scrupulous in their presentationprojections of future oil prices in 2020. $50 is the
of reserves and definitions and one thing andhigh one, they have a central price of $35, and a low
another, so that has tightened up. We have someprice of $20, all at 2004 prices. Would you comment
countries that are exemplars, and I am proud to sayon what you think of those estimates? Are you able
the UK is one, where you have very detailedto shed any light on how you think the DTI might
production data and an excellent web site where youpossibly have come up with them?
can look it all up. The Norwegians are the otherMr Skrebowski: I do not think I can shed any light
ones, they have very comprehensive details. Theon how they might have come up with them other
Danes are not so bad (but they are not quite as goodthan they probably went back to the IEA projections
as the Norwegians) and some of the states in Canadaand there was an interaction that way. If—as I am—
are not too bad. So the Anglo-Saxon world, looselyyou are projecting a huge discontinuity and a
defined, is not too bad on data release and allowingshortfall in oil supplies then logically oil prices have
you to calculate whatever. Most of the rest of thegot to go very high because what you are trying to
world is still not very good, but possibly getting ado or what the market is trying to do is drive them
bit better.into the highest return uses, and then you are going

to try and fill up the remaining bit with other sources
of energy in some shape or form. So if you accept the Q452 Dr Turner: How seriously do you think the

Government is acting in anticipating and addressingdiscontinuity, and remember if you are going out to
2025 you are 15 years after when I think it will occur the problems that would undoubtedly be caused by

the problem of reaching peak oil?and you are 10 years after when many people think
it will occur, I would anticipate very high prices Mr Skrebowski: The short answer is I honestly do

not know. I have not heard even unoYciallybecause, apart from anything else, you have got to
have an incentive to draw forth either a conservation anything that would suggest that they are doing very

much. It was quite interesting that a friend of minemeasure or alternative energy source in order to try
and fill a gap which is in danger of opening up who is writing a book on the subject challenged

Malcolm Wicks openly about peak oil and got someeach year.
denial. He also challenged Sir David King at a
luncheon who said, “Oh yes,” and essentiallyQ451 Mr Caton: We have touched on transparency
confirmed it but put it about 10 years out, so that isearlier. The Government says it has been working
five years beyond, so it sounds as though he iswith the IEA and various governments to promote
talking about 2015. The short answer is I think theregreater transparency in oil markets and to improve
is some awareness of it but a great reluctance to talkthe investment climate in oil-producing countries.
about it or take any obvious, overt steps to doWhat do you understand them meaning by this and
anything about it.why is transparency of oil data so important?

Mr Skrebowski: The oil industry, as I hinted, rather
likes to keep its secrets and rather likes to keep its Q453 Dr Turner: If the Government were to do

anything about it, it would clearly face some quitemysteries. This has been an historic pattern, which is
not surprising. It is no diVerent from any other significant challenges. Can I ask you what you

personally would do? If you were the Secretary ofindustry in that sense. Producing countries very
often declare their reserves to be state secrets and State for Transport, what would you do in terms of

government transport policy to start replacing oil intheir actual production figures to be state secrets and
all the rest of it. They do not want people calculating transport in the United Kingdom?

Mr Skrebowski: I think my answer to that would beout things like declining curves. Just out of interest,
if you have data on a field and you know something that the first thing one would try and do in a fairly

controlled manner is indicate that, for all manner ofabout its characteristics, it is relatively simple to
know where it is going which is why production data reasons, future oil supplies are going to be tight and

we are going to be at the behest of regimes that wetends to become state secrets, otherwise you can tell
what is going to happen to them. If you go back, might not have much in common with. Once the

population in a general sense has even a limitedsome of this is actually still in the public domain so
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perception that many of the things that it is doing are Mr Skrebowski: What you are really asking is, what
is the immediate fat in the system. I would thinkboth silly and extravagant, then there is a reasonable

possibility they will react. At the moment we have somewhere between 15 or 20%, if pushed. Obviously
the first 5% would be quite easy even if things got athis slightly perverse thing where we have all sorts of

noble initiatives on saving or conservation or bit higher still. That is simply a good guess.
Dr Turner: Fair enough.insulation, but the problem is that no-one out there

sees any immediate position to do anything about it.
They have got to have a reason to do something. Q456 Colin Challen: We heard from our previous
Once they have a reason to do something, humanity witnesses that they thought the reason why oil was
is really quite clever and ingenious and will start currently around $70 a barrel was because of
doing things. I can see that for financial reasons, for speculation. If you agree with that assessment, is
the stock markets, for political reasons of not that speculation based on the approaching peak oil
creating panic, people might be very reluctant to problem or is it based on Chinese demand or
attempt this because they are worried that it might uncertainty in the Middle East or all three?
run out of control, but I think if they do not do Mr Skrebowski: The first point is speculation is not
anything about it the public is necessarily going to necessarily unreasonable. In other words, if you pay
catch up, the reality is going to catch up, and then the over the odds because you think there is a lot of
government is going to be heftily blamed. Just insecurity at the moment, that is not an irrational
ducking slightly sideways Chevron, the oil company, act. It may come to seem an irrational act if it
has got this strange web site called “Will you join subsequently proves it was not really a problem, but
us?” which is basically admitting to peak oil and it is not necessarily an irrational act at the time. Then
talking about all the good things you need to do to there are hedge funds and speculators and that
mitigate it. What, in eVect, Chevron is really saying popular part, people who want to say why prices
is: “Don’t blame us. We told you. It was all there. have suddenly got so high. I think you need to be a
You only had to look”, and governments almost by bit cautious. After all, they have staked real money
definition always do get blamed. That is what the and if they get it wrong, they will lose real money in
population does. It may be grossly unfair but that is quite large volumes. I will not cry one way or the
the reality, so I think the Government is taking a other about that, but it is a real bet. It is quite
great risk by not even starting to bleed out the idea interesting that there is a divergence between the oil
because there is no real downside. If you bleed out company view going forward and the financial
the idea that fuel is valuable and is likely to remain community view going forward. The financial
expensive, then you encourage conservation, and if community, generally, is much more open to the
you encourage conservation then you mitigate idea that there could be serious diYculties in this
carbon emissions. Then you have a whole series of area, serious constraints, because they have seen the
not necessarily dramatic but small wins from a failure of the oil companies to deliver volume and
controlled admission that there is a problem. Then if the way oil companies, to keep their share prices up,
the problem deteriorates, as I anticipate it will, the are having to buy enormous quantities of shares, so
population is not howling and screaming; it is the financial community is literally at odds with the
something it is starting to understand has got worse. oil community. The oil community sees forward

prices dropping down, the financial community, in
eVect, is betting they will go on at high levels. PlaceQ454 Dr Turner: The Government is sort of dipping
your own bets who historically has done better, theits toe into the water into this field fairly gingerly in
bankers or the oil companies; they have both doneterms of biofuels obligations, et cetera. Do you think
pretty well.it could do more and do more eVectively and do you

think it has got the right fiscal instruments to
encourage action? Q457 Colin Challen: I notice that the new Chief
Mr Skrebowski: Again entirely a personal opinion, I Executive of Exxon predicts that prices will drift
think it could be a little bolder. The Germans have down again but probably not as far as to $25 a
just made the biofuels obligation there mandatory. barrel, which is what the Government’s Aviation
There is no real reason why we should not make it White Paper of airport expansion is based on.
mandatory in this country. The Americans quite Mr Skrebowski: Can I interject at that point. If the
successfully a few years ago improved air quality by price fell to $25 a barrel, it would be a catastrophe.
oVering scrapping premiums for elderly vehicles. If The reason it would be a catastrophe is that is the
you want to start changing the perception about sort of production cost you are now getting in the
SUVs you could oVer scrapping premiums for Canadian tyre sales. If it dropped anywhere near
SUVs. No-one is going to take it up because they are $25, all sorts of projects would start getting
new vehicles but it just starts to change the cancelled. Some of the marginal projects, the
perception of that sort of action. I think there are extensions that these lands are depending on to give
quite a lot of little things that could be done and them their bananas in a hurry, are totally predicated
probably should be done. on high prices continuing; $25 would be a

catastrophe.
Q455 Dr Turner: What do you think are the
practically attainable limits, if those things were Q458 Colin Challen: In that case, somebody needs to

write to the Secretary of State for Transport askingdone, in terms of the amount of fossil fuel we
could replace? that the Aviation White Paper be redrafted because
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that is based on $25 a barrel for aviation fuel, and Q460 Colin Challen: Finally from me, I wonder
whether or not any government department hasthat price level is predicted to continue until 2020.
approached the Association for the Study of PeakWhat do you make of that kind of government
Oil to discuss your predictions and to explore themassessment which just seems so awry?
with you?Mr Skrebowski: Can I tell you a story. Many years
Mr Skrebowski: Not that I am aware of.ago, I worked as a long-term planner for BP and

every year the demand went up by 7%. I went to my
Q461 Chairman: The IEA are predicting an increaseboss and said, “I really cannot believe that demand
in demand for oil in China and India of almost 3% ais going to go on up at 7% a year.” He said, “Well,
year for 25 years. Given the impact that has onyou may be right, but it has gone up at 7% for the last global demand, does that make anything that

eight years. I cannot do anything other than include happens in the UK just irrelevant?
that assumption in next year’s plan because, to Mr Skrebowski: Possibly.
change it, I would have to have an unbelievably
good reason”, so we got out the ruler and drew the Q462 Chairman: On another tack, what do you
line on. That I think is what is happening, that think about Sweden’s exploration of whether they
people are just sitting there with a ruler and can become as oil-free as possible by 2020?
extrapolating a formula, because they cannot think Mr Skrebowski: I think it is a very useful trial and
or are not prepared to believe there is a reason good very helpful for the rest of us. Ireland is also getting

rather more interested in biofuels. When you haveenough to take them away from this straight line
got a small population and a relatively large area, itthey have been living with. It is a sort of oil industry
becomes a realistic option. The UK is land-idée fixe, that the long-term price of oil is that and
constrained. Now, in fact, the best place to growfor the best part of 100 years that was correct.
biofuels is the Tropics. We should be praying it
grows well in the Tropics and does not really grow
outside them. Maybe that is a whole new businessQ459 Colin Challen: Are we blinded by the history
area that is going to grow up. Tesco, which is busilyof our growth? I am thinking particularly of aviation
selling you a premium fuel with ethanol in it already,where recently the huge growth has been spurred on
is able to do that because it secured a very goodby cheap airlines. Are we going to have to start
contract from the Brazilians for several cargos oflooking at a situation where we will be rationed by fairly cheap ethanol before the price really went up.price in the not too distant future in commercial

aviation? Q463 Mr Stuart: Do you have any assessments of
Mr Skrebowski: Naturally enough, I do not know. the contribution that biofuels, hybrid engines and
What I do know is that making an aeroplane that hydrogen could have on replacing oil in transport?
flies 500 or 600 miles an hour consumes enormous Mr Skrebowski: I think Malcolm suggested five to
volumes of fuel. If you make an aeroplane that flies 10%. That is five to 10% self-supplied, but if you say
at 200 miles an hour, because it goes up by the that it is no more insecure to bring in ethanol from

the Tropics than to bring in oil from the Middlesquare, it will use a small fraction, so one possibility
East, then you can go almost as high as you like.is that you will get a segmentation of air travel where
There are these E85 mixes, the Americans arethere will be a high-priced, fast air travel and a
already selling cars and the Brazilians have theselower-priced, slower air travel. That, at least, would
flex-fuel cars which are quite bizarre in a way; youstart the mitigated constraint. I was surprised to hear
just put in whatever you want and the car works outthat there is only sasol jet kerosene. The Russians
what is in there and adjusts it to work. Apparently,have been extending jet kerosene with ethanol; you
this technology is really quite satisfactory and thatcan do this. Ethanol has a lower calorific value so
gives a lot of flexibility, because in the States if youyou have a penalty in terms of carrying the sasol, but are in areas where there is a lot of alcohol available,you can extend jet fuel with ethanol. There is a lot of you put that in and if you are in areas where only gas

experience out of Russia; I am sure if you ask them is available, you put that in. This is happening in
nicely, they will probably tell you. I think you can Brazil. Then you can go up to 80% or 85%. You
say that the present growth in air travel is unlikely to cannot go all the way, well, you can actually go all
continue on its current trajectory, but that does not the way, but it tends to be more satisfactory not to
necessarily mean it will fall oV completely go above 85% for some technical reason I am not
catastrophically because of the high rise. I think it desperately aware of; I think it is starting properties.
will work hard to get around it and sort of package Chairman: Thank you very much. We are grateful

for you coming in here today.itself in various ways.
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Memorandum submitted by easyJet

I would like to take this opportunity to draw your attention to the report “Economic consideration of
extending the EU ETS to include aviation” by Frontier Economics and prepared for the European Low
Fares Association (ELFAA) in March this year [not printed].

easyJet is a member of ELFAA which represents 10 European low fare airlines including Ryanair. Low
fare airlines now account for 30% of intra European scheduled airline passenger journeys.

We take our environmental responsibilities seriously, indeed the low fares business model is designed to
be economically and environmentally eYcient—we fly the newest and cleanest aircraft, we fly people directly
to their destinations, avoiding the need for transit flights through hub airports and we have the highest
seating densities and load factors in the industry ensuring that emissions per passenger are kept to a
minimum.

We often hear the accusation that aviation growth is out of control. This simply is not true. Economic
growth and aviation growth track very closely together. At an EU level, aviation DIRECTLY contributes
over 3 million jobs and over ƒ200 billion of GDP. In turn, there are significant indirect benefits to many
other sectors, especially tourism (and regional development). As a result the economic contribution of
aviation for every kg of CO2 emitted is greater than road transport and the electricity generating industry.

Finally, we have been supportive of the desire to include aviation into the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.
However this is a complex issue and our objective is to ensure that the most environmentally eYcient
behaviour is rewarded and that the environmental objectives are achieved without harming the economic
development of the aviation industry.

May 2006

Witnesses: Dr Andrew Sentance, Chief Economist and Head of Environmental AVairs, British Airways, and
Mr Chris Essex, Head of Business Development, Easyjet Airline Co Ltd, gave evidence.

Q464 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. I am for example, has reduced very significantly. What
sorry that we are running slightly late. We had two has been going up the agenda in recent years is the
divisions in the House a while ago but should now issue of emissions, particularly local air quality
have an uninterrupted session. I must apologise in round airports and climate change. The view that is
advance that I have to go to the dentist at about four put across in this document is that the UK aviation
o’clock for an emergency filling, so my colleague industry supports the incorporation of aviation
Joan Walley will take over the chair at that point. emissions trading as a way to limit the impacts. We
There are lots of things that we would like to talk to support that because that has been demonstrated by
you about and we will deal with them as best we can. a number of studies to be the most economically
First, your industry has published a sustainable eYcient and environmentally eVective way forward.
aviation strategy. Between 1990 and 2004 emissions The benefit of it is that if aviation emissions continue
from UK domestic and international aviation have to increase in the way they have in the past the
more than doubled. Last year they were up by 14%. industry will have to purchase emissions reductions
Is that a sustainable process? from other sectors and it will also have an incentive
Dr Sentance: I do not want to get into a debate about to reduce its emissions through operating emissions
the figures. I had not appreciated that the increase trading. We recognise the issue. The view we put
was quite that significant. I think that the view put forward is that emissions trading is the way to
across in the sustainable aviation policy deals with a address this issue in aviation.
number of environmental, economic and social
issues. Aviation generates a lot of economic and

Q465 Chairman: The diYculty about that is that atsocial benefit and as an industry we recognise that we
best it will be several years before agreement ishave to deal with the environmental impacts we
reached on the basis on which aviation goes intogenerate. In the past we have had a record of dealing

with noise. The noise impact at Heathrow Airport, emissions trading. If that is the only suggestion from
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the industry about adjusting this growing and Q467 Chairman: Despite your comment about the
progress that has been made in the past three years,perhaps quite urgent problem of increasing
I think that underlines the tortuously slow process.emissions probably we will not see any impact from
I do not in any way underestimate the complexity ofit for seven, eight or nine years. If emissions go on
trying to get agreement on aviation, particularly ifincreasing at the present rate the problem will have
there has to be an allocation for each country. Thebecome quite substantial.
same IPCC report I mentioned estimated that alsoDr Sentance: I have come before the Committee
taking account of non-CO2 eVects in 1992 aviationbefore on various inquiries and talked about this
contributed 3°% of man-made global warming. Doissue. Since those hearings in about 2003–04 we have
you have an equivalent figure for a more recent date?made a lot of progress in getting emissions trading
Dr Sentance: I have a study here conducted byon the agenda for aviation. It is now being actively
scientists in Europe—Robert Sausen, Ivar Isaksen,supported by the European Commission which is
Volker Grewe, David Lee and various people—developing a proposal which will be put forward
which was called the TRADEOFF project. It camelater this year. While it may not be possible to hit the
up with an estimate that while over time, reflectingdeadline of 2008 for the second phase of emissions
some of the trends to which you have referred, CO2trading in Europe, hopefully something will be in
emissions had increased somewhat in their impactplace in Europe not long after that. If one looks at
on global warming the other eVects had come down.where we were two or three years ago when people
For 2000 they came up with an estimate—this wassaid similar types of things—then a lot of progress
published in 2004, so it is probably the most recenthad been made. There is now also within ICAO, the
estimate that has been produced—which wasUnited Nations body that looks at environmental
roughly the same as the IPCC report in terms of totalissues in relation to aviation internationally, an
global warming impact. That suggests that it is stillemissions trading task force on which I represent the
a reasonable benchmark to use. As you are probablyaviation industry. That sets out guidelines for the
aware, once one gets outside the CO2 impacts theapplication of emissions trading within aviation
scientific understanding of the eVects becomesmore generally in the international arena. I think
subject to a greater degree of uncertainty and therethat both internationally and in Europe we have
is greater scope for error, but its central estimate ismade a lot of progress in recent years.
virtually the same as set out in the IPCC report forMr Essex: In support of that, certainly the industry 1992.is not standing still. There are opportunities to abate

the amount of emissions created by aviation. A good
Q468 Chairman: The IPCC projected that CO2example would be the eVorts to focus on the reform
emissions from aviation would rise by up to as muchand improved eYciency of the air traYc control
10 times the 1992 level by 2050. Is that a projectionsystem, namely the European SESAR project. By
with which you would agree?our estimates, there would for example be an
Dr Sentance: I do not agree with that as a projection.opportunity to save about 8 or 9% of aviation
I do not think that was its central estimate. Inemissions through an eYcient ATC system.
percentage terms I believe that its central estimate
was an increase from 2 to 5% of total CO2 emissions.

Q466 Chairman: If we look at it another way, the Obviously, it predicted some further increase in total
IPCC estimated that in 1992 aviation accounted for CO2 emissions, whereas we know that to stabilise the
2% of global carbon emissions. That is the global atmosphere we probably need to cut the total,
equivalent, roughly speaking, of the UK. One could but a figure of 10 times sounds to me to be the upper
say, therefore, that the industry could be treated like end of the estimate, not the central forecast.
a G8 country. Kyoto has set a framework for
countries to have targets to cut emissions. Do you Q469 Chairman: What is the industry’s estimate?
accept that for your industry? Is that an approach Dr Sentance: DiVerent players in the industry will
with which you would be happy? predict diVerent growth rates. Perhaps I can give the
Dr Sentance: If we operate within the emissions view of British Airways and Mr Essex will give the
trading scheme eVectively that is what will need to view of Easyjet. We believe that a long-term growth
happen. There needs to be a cap and part of what has rate of air travel of about 3 to 4% is a good
to be agreed in Europe is what that cap is to be. We benchmark. Historically, one finds high growth
are assuming that that will be a declining limit over rates but, looking forward, many of the markets
time reflecting the requirements of the general have generated a lot of that growth, for example the
community that CO2 emissions need to come down. US and possibly Europe in the future- those markets
When we look beyond 2012 and the next Kyoto are maturing and growth rates can be expected to be
agreement, if we have a future agreement for climate much lower. If one looks at fuel eYciency trends,
change—I hope that one will be agreed they are expected to increase by about 1 to 2%, so
internationally—it may well make sense to have that leaves one with an emissions growth of about
something a bit more explicit for aviation than exists 2%, or possibly in a range of 1 to 3%, depending on
in the current Kyoto treaty, which eVectively leaves whether one has low growth and high fuel eYciency
it open to ICAO. I believe that as an industry we or high growth and low fuel eYciency. The
would want to be fully engaged in the discussion on expectation of British Airways is that if we move into
Kyoto II to get something that was sensible for the a situation where we have emissions trading applied

as an economic instrument to deal with carbonindustry as a whole.
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emissions aviation will move into a lower growth Dr Sentance: I think that the main thrust from the
and higher fuel eYciency world, so it will probably industry is to accept the scientific evidence. For
be towards the lower end of that range. example, I believe that a figure of 550 parts per
Mr Essex: I do not disagree with that view. I think million has been quoted and used for UK policy-
it is worth noting that historically the trend has been making. We would not demur from that or seek to
for growth in aviation to track very closely economic impose a diVerent view. Our position is that this is a
growth. In order also to make a realistic assessment global issue. If one talks about carbon dioxide,
of the future one must also take a view on economic aviation is a small but growing part of that. What we
growth and then add in benefits that one would want to do is to get inside a framework which will
receive from improved fuel eYciency. allow sensible economic and environmental

decisions to be made so that we can be playing our
Q470 Chairman: When can we expect a fall in the part in limiting emissions while respecting the fact
absolute level of carbon emissions from aviation? that society also sees a lot of economic and social
Dr Sentance: Forecasting the future is a hazardous benefit from air travel and we can strike the right
business. My background is economics where balance between the environment and social
forecasting is probably even more uncertain, but impacts.
insofar as we can look at the next 10 to 20 years—
for example, we see the Government’s projections at
about the time of the White Paper—we would expect Q474 Colin Challen: You are right that the fairly
to see continued increases in emissions which reflect standard view at the moment is 550 parts per million,
the sorts of trends to which I referred. If we look but the Tyndall Centre suggests it should be 450
beyond that there is a possibility that the markets parts per million. The centre has made some
will further mature and that new technologies will projections to show that the impact of aviation, not
come along. We certainly encourage discussions even including the radiative forcing factor, can do a
between aircraft manufacturers and fuel producers great deal to knock out all the gains made elsewhere
on the possible extension of biofuels. One can in the UK domestic economy and all the other thingsenvisage some technologies that may come along in that we are doing in the climate change programmea 20 to 30-year timeframe that could begin to reverse

to reduce emissions. What do you say to thatthat increase. I think that the most likely scenario for
argument?the next 10 to 20 years is a continued increase in
Dr Sentance: I do not agree with its analysis. Weemissions and the question is: what will be the rate
would use the UK’s figure of a 60% total reductionof growth?
that we might look for by 2050 as a good
benchmark. I think that that is consistent with 550Q471 Colin Challen: The UK industry’s sustainable
parts per million.aviation strategy has as its second goal “Aviation

incorporated into a global policy framework that
achieves stabilisation of greenhouse gas

Q475 Colin Challen: Do you agree there is a lot ofconcentrations in the atmosphere at a level that
evidence now emerging to show that 60% is quite anwould prevent dangerous man-made interference
old figure and needs to be increased?with the climate system.” Can you state the
Dr Sentance: I am not sure that is the case. It is a bigindustry’s understanding of what that stabilisation
challenge for all sectors of the economy; this is notlevel would be in terms of parts per million CO2 in
specific to aviation. To make that 60% reduction willthe atmosphere?
be a big challenge and that is a target to which weMr Essex: Given that this is a global issue, I think
should work. If I may just comment on the analysisthat it is less the aviation industry’s view than the
by the Tyndall Centre, together with a colleague inview of the scientists as to what that sustainable level
British Airways we have written a short article,is. The thrust of the sustainable aviation strategy,
which I would be happy to send to the Committee,therefore, is to say that aviation will play its role in
that looks at the framework of future growthstabilising it.
emissions that I have just outlined and how that
relates to the figures at which Tyndall arrived. WeQ472 Colin Challen: Does that mean you would wait
came up with a rather diVerent conclusion, namelyuntil you had an absolutely firm scientific opinion on
that even in 2050 if there is a 60% cut in emissionsthe subject?
aviation will account for possibly 10 to 20% of theMr Essex: Not at all. I think scientific opinion is
total. I am happy to share that with the Committee.clearly driving such outcomes as the ETS which is
But the main point is that there is a lot of uncertaintyestablished on the basis of capping or reducing the
about growth rates for various diVerent activities asoverall level.
one goes into the future. The key challenge is to get
into a framework where we can deal with ourQ473 Colin Challen: The strategy document itself or
emissions in a similar way to other sectors. Theperhaps a Civil Aviation Authority document that I
framework that we look for in respect of carbonsaw last year suggests that the aviation industry is
emissions is a trading framework. We hope that inlooking at a range of about 350 to 750 parts per
the next few years within Europe we can take the firstmillion which I think is a little on the excessive side.
step in that direction. We believe that that would beIf one does not settle on a particular level how can

one plan to tackle the issue of carbon emissions? a good achievement on behalf of the industry.
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Q476 Mr Hurd: Perhaps we can explore a little the well disciplined. The shareholders put in capital and
existing incentive to your industry to improve fuel expect a return, so there is a very strong correlation
eYciency. Broadly, what proportion of your costs is with economic growth. I suppose our view would be
taken up by fuel? that if, for example, airport capacity is not provided
Mr Essex: You are probably aware that in the past in this country it will be provided in other countries.
year the cost of fuel has doubled, so we are trading One is then in a situation where because there is a
nearer to 25 to 30% of our cost base. natural demand people will fly to that second
Dr Sentance: For British Airways it is getting up country to get to their destinations. If you like, you
towards that; it is probably 20 to 25%. The norm is are creating more emissions because you are not
more like 10 to 15%. I am hesitant to say “normal servicing the natural demand in the most eYcient
fuel prices”; I am talking about the price of fuel in way.
1990s. It has gone up to 20 to 30%, depending on Dr Sentance: I believe that as a policy it would be the
what airlines you are looking at and their wrong to say that there should be no expansion on
operations. environmental grounds. That seems to me to be

going back to a strand of thinking in the 1970s that
somehow we cannot have economic growth—whichQ477 Mr Hurd: What proportion of your respective

fleets would you expect to be replaced on a 10 to 15- is the thing that drives the expansion of aviation—
year view, and what levels of relative fuel eYciency because of environmental issues. The stance we take
would you expect from the new fleet in that in relation to Heathrow, where expansion is most
timeframe? important, is that as part of the process by which the
Dr Sentance: The figures that I quoted before—the Government gives approval to expansion we expect
1 to 2% a year improvement—would give one to have to demonstrate as an industry that we can
something like 30 to 35% in a 25-year period as a deal with the environmental issues that arise. At
central estimate of fuel eYciency improvement. That Heathrow that involves making sure that we do not
is the sort of period during which we would look at add to the noise issues and create a worse air quality
replacing aircraft. We would want to replace them situation—hopefully, the noise and air quality will
when they get to about 20 years of age. continue to improve in terms of the social impacts—

and that we have a proper mechanism in place to
deal with the climate change impacts. TheQ478 Mr Hurd: But from where we are today over
conclusion which government came to in the Whitethe next 10 to 15 years what proportion of the fleet

of British Airways would be replaced? Paper, which we support, is that the right
Dr Sentance: I am not at liberty to give you any mechanism should be based on emissions trading
figures. As you may be aware, we are thinking about and the first step should be through incorporating it
fleet issues at the moment, so it is a rather sensitive into a European emissions trading scheme. I think
matter. I do not want to give you figures and create that if those three conditions are in place and there
any hostages to fortune. I think you can get a flavour is a process to deal with the noise, air quality and the
of it from the fact that aircraft are kept for about 20 climate change impact it is quite legitimate to say
years. In 10 to 15 years one might turn over half that on that basis the industry should be allowed to
one’s fleet, perhaps a bit more. expand and deliver the economic benefits that that
Mr Essex: The low fare industry is in a slightly produces.
diVerent position, it being a younger industry. Many
of the low-fare airlines have acquired new aircraft

Q480 Mark Pritchard: What work has Britishfrom day one, so in that respect they are already
Airways as the national carrier undertaken as to theoperating the most environmentally eYcient and
impact on its business if, for example, Heathrow wascleanest aircraft. We are really looking to
not allowed to expand and the extra runway did notmanufacturers to introduce new models. Our
come about?understanding—nothing is firm yet—is that Airbus
Dr Sentance: This is something we have looked atis already contemplating new models in the 2012 to
quite closely, because it was debated quite2016 timeframe. Certainly, given the advent of an
thoroughly at about the time of the White Paper.ETS our evaluation of those products, therefore, will

include the monetised eVects of emissions. Quite Based on a number of measures of the
simply, we shall not be taking out our chequebooks competitiveness of European airports Heathrow is
to acquire those aircraft unless they show a step already falling behind Frankfurt and Paris Charles
change performance in fuel eYciency. de Gaulle, for example, in terms of the number of

destinations served. We believe that that trend will
continue and possibly accelerate if there is no scopeQ479 Mr Hurd: There is an argument that
for some expansion at our major aviation hub. Thegovernments should not give as big a green light as
consequences of that are not just for the aviationhas been given in this country to the expansion of
industry. We would be concerned about thatyour industry until there is more material evidence
because it would impact not only our ownof technology progression. What is your view on
competitiveness but also the competitiveness of thethat?
economy as a whole. As the White Paper pointedMr Essex: I just go back to a point made earlier. The
out, Heathrow is the sole international aviation hubgrowth in the industry is not out of control; it is not
of its size and scale for the UK that can oVer thesome spurious thing that just occurs because we

decide to put on extra capacity. The industry is quite range of international links, particularly for long
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haul services, that it does. There are potential mentioned that that has not been the situation. Two
competitive impacts both for our aviation industry years ago the Department wrote to this Committee
and the economy as a whole. that the then recent rise in oil prices might be only a

short-lived blip. Since then prices have gone even
higher. From what you have already said, it soundsQ481 Mark Pritchard: I want to ask Mr Essex a brief
as if you do not know whether it is a blip orquestion on fleet purchase. Obviously, I do not want
something longer term. What are the consequencesto go into numbers, but clearly Boeing is promoting
for those global predictions of air fares if it is not aits new generation aircraft as being particularly
blip?environmentally friendly; Airbus is promoting its
Mr Essex: I think that that question can be answeredaircraft in the same way. Given that a new
at two levels. One is the individual airline level.generation of aircraft perhaps will be in a longer
Clearly, diVerent airlines will be able to absorb thetimeframe than Boeing’s new aircraft, what
impact of higher fuel prices in diVerent ways. Foremphasis is given in procurement policy vis-à-vis the
example, some airlines will place a fuel surcharge onenvironmental aspects of new aircraft, or is it purely
passengers and others will not. At the macro-level,down to the design and build of the aircraft as far as
we are looking at how this feeds through tomoving passengers and the cost of it is concerned?
economic growth. At that level we can then correlateMr Essex: I think that the environmental eVect is
it to the overall demand for aviation. We havevery much to the forefront. The best example is in

the sphere of noise where we had the introduction of already heard that Gordon Brown fears very high oil
progressively strict noise standards to ensure that prices will adversely aVect economic growth both in
new generation aircraft were quieter. There are the UK and at a global level. At some point that will
airports around Europe which are very sensitive feed through to reduced demand for air travel.
noise and one will simply not gain access unless one Dr Sentance: The growth projections in the White
has the latest technology. Paper are the product of two things. There was some

stimulus provided by the reduction in air fares, but
even if that does not come through quite a significantQ482 Mark Pritchard: What about emissions in
stimulus is provided by the growth in livingparticular?
standards and GDP in the economy. I believe thatMr Essex: In terms of emissions, that has been
the Government did a simulation in the Whitecoming to the forefront. Pushed by the industry and
Paper. It looked at an environmental instrumentthe overall environment, noise has been a focus for
which had the impact of doubling fuel costs and thatBoeing and Airbus for some years, but now
knocked a certain amount oV the growth but it wasemissions are coming to the fore. Fundamentally, we
a fraction of a percentage point. One would still seeare talking about fuel burn. We would be looking for
quite considerable growth even in that scenario.a very significant step change because we already
While we cannot say that the growth of the industryface high oil prices. Unless we see significant
is totally immune to what happens to fuel costs—improvements Boeing and Airbus will not be able to

sell their new generation aircraft. clearly, it will have an impact—it does not detract
Dr Sentance: It may be worth pointing out that in from the basic conclusion that there will be
the sustainable aviation strategy which was continued growth in air travel which needs to be
subscribed to by European and UK manufacturers, accommodated in some way.
including Airbus, targets were set for 2020 versus
200 levels of a 50% reduction in noise, a 50%

Q485 Joan Walley: Moving from oil prices to oilimprovement in fuel eYciency, and hence a
supply, I am just wondering what was in the 2003reduction in CO2, and an 80% improvement in NOx
energy White Paper in terms of the oil projections.which is a main contributor to air quality. Therefore,
What is your view about how long we have before wemanufacturers—we are very supportive of them and
reach peak oil production?push them to do as much as they can—are looking
Dr Sentance: I do not think that British Airways hasat quite significant improvements in new generations
a view. Obviously, our business would depend onof aircraft.
continued availability.

Q483 Mr Caton: Projections of growth in the White
Paper The Future of Air Transport were predicated Q486 Joan Walley: Earlier you called yourself an
on a reduction in air fares of 1% a year for the next economist.
30 years. Are air fares really going to go down by 1% Dr Sentance: I call myself an economist!
a year over that period of time?
Mr Essex: They certainly have historically, and we
would expect a decline in yield. The actual fare that Q487 Joan Walley: Do you agree with the
one pays will be going up because there are Government that it is between 30 and 60 years?
inflationary eVects, but in terms of netting out those Dr Sentance: I look at the oil markets but I do not
eVects one can expect them to continue to decline. claim to be an expert. Over the period of time even

while I have been with British Airways there have
been significant changes in view about the amount ofQ484 Mr Caton: The projections for that ongoing
oil capacity. There is now a view that oil supplies arereduction in air fares were themselves based partly
a lot tighter and that is what has fuelled the priceon the Government’s prediction of oil remaining at

$25 a barrel in 2003 up to 2030. You have already increase.
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Q488 Joan Walley: I am asking about your Mr Essex: It is a challenge every day. If we try to
pass on to the consumer any increase in our costcompany.

Dr Sentance: As I say, we do not have a view on the base, whether it is from oil or anything else, we
peak oil hypothesis. immediately see a drop in demand. The market sets

the price. Beyond that, yes, we have the same views
as British Airways. The horizon for the technologyQ489 Joan Walley: Does Easyjet have a view?
change in the aviation industry is in the 2040 timeMr Essex: We do not have a view that far ahead. To
band. We do not anticipate—we know for a fact,take a 40 to 50-year timescale sounds absolutely
and we have not been told anything diVerent byplausible.
Boeing or Airbus, or the engine manufacturers—
that there will be a technology shift until the nextQ490 Joan Walley: It is diYcult for us because in a generation of aircraft.previous evidence session we heard from the editor

of Petroleum Review. His evidence was that we
would reach peak oil availability around 2010. Are Q495 Emily Thornberry: I want to ask you about
you familiar with that warning and do you concur what I understand is called tankering. I understand
with it? What would it mean for your businesses? that you have some kind of computer system to work
Dr Sentance: I think that is quite possible. out how much fuel an aircraft will use if, say, it flies

from London to Cyprus and back again. You would
know how much it would use. I understand that ifQ491 Joan Walley: So, you are looking at that as a
the price of fuel was higher in Cyprus than inpossibility?
London you would put in enough fuel to take theDr Sentance: The situation in which we find
aircraft all the way there and back again instead ofourselves in aviation is that in the immediate and
refuelling in Cyprus. I imagine that applies also toshort term we are dependent on oil as our main fuel,
Easyjet. In addition, it gives you a faster turn-round.but we know that technologies are available for the
While that may make economic sense presumably itdevelopment of other types of fuels. For example, in
does not make environmental sense because youSouth Africa kerosene for aviation is produced from
need to use more fuel to carry a heavier aircraft therecoal. We encourage fuel producers and aircraft
and back?manufacturers to look at the potential for the

development of biofuels in the aviation industry. Mr Essex: I would consider tankering to be a
But, as with all sectors that depend on oil—I expect practice that is pretty much at the margin when there
this is a bigger issue for ground transport as well— are significant price variations in the market place. I
if oil availability becomes an issue it accelerates the do not think we consider that to be the norm in terms
need to develop alternatives and new technology. of operating the airline.

Q492 Joan Walley: But you must be making some Q496 Emily Thornberry: But is it not right that you
contingency plans in respect of your company as to will overfill an aircraft when you can save only $50?
how to factor in the possibility of peak oil Mr Essex: Overfill?
production in 2010 or in 30 or 60 years’ time?
Dr Sentance: If you ask for my view as an economist
I see this reflected in the price. Obviously, the more Q497 Emily Thornberry: It is as sensitive as that. We
that demand becomes tight in relation to supply in are not talking about your saving huge amounts of
the oil market the more that will be reflected in the money, but even if it makes the diVerence between
oil price. We have already seen a very big shift in fuel paying an extra $50 or not, you will overfill the
prices. When we look at our fleet purchase plans we aircraft so you fly there and come back again?
evaluate them on the basis of a range of diVerent oil Mr Essex: I am not sure what the tolerance is, but we
prices; it makes obvious sense to do so. Through the would be looking at significant price variations. If
market mechanisms those prices then drive the the price of fuel at a specific location was perhaps,
search for alternatives. If oil prices continue at their say, 50 to 100% higher than the cost that it would be
current levels or go even higher I would expect a at the point of origin, that would usually be when we
renewed drive to look for alternative sources of would be sensitised to move to tankering.
energy to switch out of oil in areas where
technologies already exist to do so, for example

Q498 Emily Thornberry: At the moment is there anypower generation. Obviously, it would be extremely
control over whether or not you do that?ineYcient to use oil for power generation. Those
Mr Essex: It is a commercial/operational decision.technological substitution possibilities are not

currently as readily available in the aviation
industry, but the higher the price the more the search Q499 Emily Thornberry: It is only commercialfor them will continue.

control that operates; there is no environmental
control?

Q493 Joan Walley: Does Easyjet concur with that? Mr Essex: To go back to the original question about
Mr Essex: Yes. burning fuel, clearly if we have high fuel prices then

in your equation we also have to look at the
consequences of carrying the fuel and bringing itQ494 Joan Walley: You are a low-priced company.

What eVect will that have on your prices? back again.
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Q500 Emily Thornberry: If you are to fly from about the alternative ways of oxygenating the
aircraft to which I referred earlier. Currently, are theLondon to Cyprus you will be charged depending on

which countries you pass over, so, for example, it engines and, therefore, the main fuel supply being
used to oxygenate aircraft? I presume that thecan be more expensive to fly over France than, say,

Eastern Europe? answer must be “yes”.
Dr Sentance: I think that a number of theMr Essex: Whilst that may be true, it is pretty much

at the margin. We would always be looking for the applications in the aircraft would draw their power
from the engines. One of the things that we can lookmost direct routeings.
at in terms of fuel eYciency as new power sources
come along is providing substitutes, but I am notQ501 Emily Thornberry: But you would always be
sure that those substitutes are yet available inlooking for the cheapest route, would you not?
normal commercial aircraft.Mr Essex: The most direct routeings, because the
Mr Essex: In general terms, there is perhaps a 4%economics of the aircraft are geared around the
opportunity for fuel saving just through qualityamount of time in the air. We would not be taking a
operational procedures, for example by ensuringcircuitous routeing through third countries just to
that the weight and balance of the aircraft is asget the benefit of a reduced navigational charge.
accurate as possible and that pilots are not over-
filling the aircraft and taking too much fuel.Q502 Emily Thornberry: You would not make a

journey which was 15 or 20 minutes longer to avoid
flying over some of the more expensive countries? Q506 Ms Barlow: The latest Budget Report froze air
You would rather go over the more expensive passenger duty for the fifth year running. It said that
countries than make a slightly longer journey? “decisions on APD rates need to be considered in the
Mr Essex: Yes; we would be looking for the most context of wider social and economic factors,
direct routeing. particularly the current volatile oil market”. How

has the rise in oil prices aVected both fares and
Q503 Emily Thornberry: There is no example of your passenger demand over the past year? I realise this is
doing otherwise? quite a diYcult question, but what do you anticipate
Mr Essex: I am wracking my brains to think of one, will happen over the next year?
but as a general principle, no. Mr Essex: DiVerent airlines can aVord the
Chairman: Gentlemen, unfortunately I have to leave increasing cost of fuel in diVerent ways: some will
to go to the dentist, but I shall read the remainder of place a fuel surcharge on passengers to recoup it and
what you say with interest. others will not. We are not necessarily seeing a

change in demand at that level because diVerentIn the absence of the Chairman, Joan Walley was
airlines will deal with it in a diVerent way. What youcalled to the Chair
see is pressure on airline operating margins and their
profitability. If one has higher costs one needs toQ504 Mark Pritchard: Is it true that you can save
make cost savings elsewhere. If you fail to do thatfuel in terms of oxygenating the cabin? I do not
with the same amount of revenue your profit will gosuggest that you do not oxygenate the cabin because
down. Typically, the industry will be trading atif you did you might lose some passengers pretty
between zero and 4% operating margins. One canquickly. Is it true that you can reduce fuel costs by
imagine the amount of extra eVort that has to go innot putting in new oxygen as readily as you could
to recover a 15% increase in one’s cost base due toand that can, directly or indirectly, cause air
fuel price increases. One has to turn attention tosickness? I ask a question rather than make a
other things to get greater eYciency and costs down.statement.
Dr Sentance: We are one of the airlines that has putDr Sentance: I am not aware of that. To make a
in fuel surcharges particularly because on our longmore general point, in the desire to improve the fuel
haul route network the fuel cost is such that it is veryeYciency of aircraft manufacturers are looking at
diYcult to avoid doing so and remain economic. Wethe use of auxiliary power sources—for example, the
have not seen much reaction yet in terms of theuse of fuel cell technology—where one does not
impact on demand. We put that down to the factnecessarily need to draw power from the engines.
that the world economy, including business travel,While in terms of the bulk power source of the
has been pretty strong and therefore the driversaircraft we are dependent on existing technologies,
behind travel have in a sense oVset the possiblewe know that in some other applications—powering
impact of fuel surcharges, but we are obviouslythings that are taking place in the cabin—it may well
concerned that there could be some impact onbe possible to look at alternative power sources. We
demand. Normal economic analysis suggests thatknow that in its new aircraft Boeing is looking at fuel
demand should begin to respond in some way, but itcell technology in that context, but as airlines we
might take some time to feed through. Our hopewould not put health issues at risk in a desire to make
would be that possibly by that time the fuel priceeconomic, or even environmental, improvements.
would have come down, but there is not much sign
of that happening.Q505 Mark Pritchard: You referred to fuel cells and

you used the future tense. Therefore, in the absence
of fuel cells and alternative technology given the Q507 Dr Turner: The aviation industry seems to be

unanimous in its support for the inclusion offuture tense in which you kindly replied that, you are
using existing technology which would not bring aviation within the European emissions trading
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scheme. This gives us pause for thought because Dr Sentance: If we are talking about the impact it
would have we are looking at two main ones. Weturkeys are not normally in the habit of voting for

Christmas, so it makes us suspect that the industry is have the experience of operating within the UK
emissions trading scheme. While it is diVerentregarding this as rather a soft option and it will not

have much impact on the avoidance of dangerous because it is a voluntary scheme it has been very
noticeable how it has a much sharper focus andclimate change.

Mr Essex: I am perhaps surprised to see that you are created an economic reason to look at the emissions
of the aircraft that are covered by that scheme andso suspicious. In the first instance, we have to note

that there is no design for aviation to go into also the properties that generate emissions under
that scheme. The second way it would have anemissions trading scheme yet, so the position we

have taken is to say we would welcome that but not impact is in investment decisions. One would know
that at the margin if one expanded one’s emissionsat any cost. There are two aspects of that. One is that

the design has to incentivise the best behaviour and beyond the allowance one would have to buy
permits for all those new emissions from newin consequence punish the worst behaviour;

otherwise, we will not see the achievement of aircraft. As airlines went into new investment
environmental goals. The other aspect is that it decisions on aircraft they would look at the
needs to be eVective. If the design that emerges is emissions consequences and financial implications
very narrow in scope it will tackle a very small for them.
percentage of the EU carbon footprint. We would Mr Essex: My position was that at a cost, not any
therefore have concern that we would be going to a cost, the aviation industry could be expected to be a
lot of trouble and eVort to achieve a very small net buyer of allowances in entering the UETS and,
benefit. Once we have seen a design we will be able therefore, there would be an economic cost.
to evaluate it, and perhaps then you can take a view
as to whether or not we see it as a soft option.

Q512 Dr Turner: Is it fair to say that you are
prepared to accept some cost but clearly it mustQ508 Dr Turner: From your point of view, how do
aVect your operating costs and reflect on fares, so ityou see the system operating in a way that will lessen
will have the potential to dampen demand? Ifthe global warming impact of aircraft? How would
demand is dampened that would certainly have ayou incentivise airlines to make improvements, and
downward eVect on emissions because people wouldwhat specific ones would you make that you would
fly less often. The same eVect could possibly benot otherwise make?
achieved by raising air passenger duty while oneMr Essex: We see the inclusion of aviation in the
waited for the ETS to accommodate you. Howscheme as a way of achieving the objectives of that
would you react to that?scheme, not in terms of achieving emissions
Mr Essex: The reason we are supportive of the ETSreductions per se from aviation. We said earlier that
is because it is about achieving the overallwe anticipated aviation emissions to continue to
environmental objectives and does not focus solelyincrease in the short to medium term. It is a
on aviation. Our experience of APD or equivalentmechanism that can include aviation and provide
taxes is that while they are perhaps aimed ateconomic benefit to those who can abate and reduce
dampening demand they do not do anything for theCO2 emissions at a lower cost.
environment because they are not hypothecated.

Q509 Dr Turner: You said that you would support
inclusion in the ETS but not at any cost. One would Q513 Emily Thornberry: You have heard of the
assume from that that you would be lobbying to European Environment Agency which has recently
make sure that the future caps did not bear too endorsed research which says that the
heavily on the aviation industry? environmental impact per passenger kilometre is 3.6
Mr Essex: That was not what I meant. I think that lbs. If that is right do you accept that as a fair
the two tests I gave were, first, that it would amount that you should be compensating us for
incentivised best behaviour—clearly, there are flying? An additional and obviously linked question
diVerent behaviours in the industry—and, second, is: with the best will in the world, none of this will
that it would actually be eVective. kick in until 2012–13, so what will you do between

now and then?
Q510 Dr Turner: But if it does not cost the industry Dr Sentance: As to imposing just that charge, that is
how will it be eVective? not related at all to the emissions. First, if one
Dr Sentance: We need to be careful with the imposes it on a per passenger basis it could be on an
European emissions trading scheme. Mr Essex and individual who generated very diVerent emissions
his business operate solely within Europe, but it profiles. Secondly, that money would then just go
could apply also to airlines that fly outside Europe into a general exchequer pot, whereas in an
and so there would be a potential competitive emissions trading scheme the money flows to oVset
impact. It would be perverse if we introduced a the emissions to generate emissions reductions
mechanism that hit certain airlines. elsewhere. Therefore, it is much more

environmentally eVective. The notion that while we
are waiting for emissions trading we should justQ511 Joan Walley: I would be grateful if you would
impose a tax is really heading oV in a totally diVerentconfine your replies to Dr Turner’s original

question. direction.
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Q514 Emily Thornberry: Let us not impose a tax; let There are big diVerences. You put your finger on it
when you talk about investment. In any emissionsus put it into some other kind of carbon oVset. I am

sure that if you were to volunteer to do that nobody trading scheme—this is true for all industries, not
specifically aviation—ultimately it will have itswould object.

Dr Sentance: We have provided a facility for our greatest eVect over an investment cycle. When the
emissions trading approach can be seen almost as ancustomers to do that. That is something that

customers are free to do. ongoing feature of the commercial environment in
which people have to live, is an established part of
business thinking and is built into their investmentQ515 Emily Thornberry: I am sure you do not stop
decisions in all sectors then we will see thethem from doing so, but that is not really the
maximum benefit.question. It is not that you stop your customers from

oVsetting their carbon emissions, but if your
industry is generating that level of carbon given that Q518 Mark Pritchard: One of the most obvious

competitive disadvantages of having to adhere to anthe problem is now what are you doing? You are
simply allowing your customers to make a decision; emissions trading scheme is that other airlines such

as those from Asia and the United States clearly areit is not as though it is a dominant feature of your
website. If one books tickets with British Airways not part of it. Do we need to create a level playing

field for the industry and British airlines, whetherone does not see a pop-up; it is not even something
that is available that people can opt out of. they be small or large, and a global emissions trading

scheme for aircraft rather than just a European one?Dr Sentance: If you talk about what we are doing, as
noted before the UK aviation industry has been Dr Sentance: The worst case scenario in terms of

competitive distortion arises if one has two carriersahead of perhaps any other country in working
alongside its government to try to get emissions flying on the same route and one is subject to the

scheme and the other is not. That is a scenario thattrading on the agenda. It is very important certainly
for our business that in this area we get international we are most keen to avoid. We can certainly avoid

that for intra-European travel but we see some quiteaction applied consistently across diVerent
countries; otherwise, we will just be penalising the big risks if we try to apply unilaterally in Europe an

emissions trading scheme for flights outside Europe,UK aviation industry and damaging its competitive
position. Our view is that we should continue to but a situation could arise either accidentally or by

design whereby carriers based outside Europe willpress it. We have made a good deal of progress in the
establishment of an emissions trading scheme first in not be subject to the same regime or have a lesser

standard.Europe and then more broadly internationally and
we should make that our main focus because we
know that that is the most environmental and cost- Q519 Mark Pritchard: Can you give an example of
eVective way to move forward. a route?

Dr Sentance: The scenario that we are most
concerned about, if we take the United States toQ516 Mr Hurd: If ETS was open for business

tomorrow how much diVerence would we see Europe, is that the US takes a very diVerent
approach from European governments to climatebetween the best and worst performing companies in

relation to the carbon footprint? My perspective is change issues. The United States authorities have
said that they would not see US carriers as beingthat there is probably not that much diVerence

between you and the underlying concern is whether bound under the Chicago Convention by an
emissions trading scheme in Europe. If that waswe will see that genuine market and level of incentive

for the best performers appear immediately given allowed to persist and they asserted that position
two very important consequences would emerge:the long timeframes and long lives of aircraft?

Mr Essex: It is a somewhat hypothetical question first, potentially European carriers would be subject
to a charge that US carriers did not have to bear;because it is in the hands of the regulator to design a

scheme to achieve the very goal you outline. Until we and, second, there would be an international dispute
in aviation, which would probably disrupt travelhave seen something that we and you can evaluate I

am not sure how we can take a view as to whether or between the United States and Europe. I think that
that is a scenario we have to try to avoid when wenot it will be an incentive.
introduce emissions trading in Europe.
Mr Essex: That is a risk—there are a lot of risks inQ517 Mr Hurd: My point is that for the market to
life—but if we had a scheme that was focused onlywork you have good and bad performers and you
on intra-European travel we would be focusing onlymust have those incentives in place. My question is:
on 1% of Europe’s CO2 footprint. We do not see thathow big is the gap between the best performing and
as necessarily as an eVective solution. Clearly, thereworst performing companies in terms of age and
are trade-oVs to be made, but I think it is ineYciency of fleet today?
everybody’s interests to have an eVective scheme.Dr Sentance: If you look at it internationally you will

find a very big spectrum. There are many airlines in
the world that do not operate according to normal Q520 Tim Farron: Obviously, BA wants to see the

ETS restricted just to EU internal flights and Easyjetcommercial disciplines. That is something of which
we have complained. There are many airlines in the and the European Low Fare Airline Associations

want to see it extended to all flights to and from theworld that operate old aircraft with far inferior fuel
eYciencies compared with the most modern aircraft. EU. My first question to our two witnesses—I guess
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I know the answer—is why they take the views that Mr Essex: First, our view is that, given the APD tax
is not hypothecated, it is almost a surrogate for a fuelthey do? Secondly, what diVerence do you think that
duty. Some of the Swedish experience rather thaneach of the two approaches will make to the
the proposals is interesting. For example, they haveeVectiveness of the ETS?
reduced landing charges at airports and yet have hadDr Sentance: Mr Essex will correct me on this, but
a charge for NOx emissions to incentivise theirI do not think that in principle we disagree that our
reduction.objectives should be emissions trading extending to

international aviation more broadly. Our concern is
that we should apply that only outside Europe where Q524 Joan Walley: But earlier Dr Sentance told us
we have the explicit and clear agreement of the that he would not tell us anything about BA’s plans
government at the other end of the route. That is a to look at the future phasing-in of new aircraft, so
competitive distortion that we have always talked how do we get a feel for what you are looking for in
about. We see quite large parts of the world where terms of replacements to deal with NOx emissions?
that is not going to be the case and so we will have Dr Sentance: To come back to your first question
the problems on which I touched in my earlier about how we can justify the absence of a tax on fuel,
answer. We have a twin-track approach. One is to the reason is that international agreements have
support emissions trading in Europe; the second is to made that very diYcult, but as the debate has
encourage ICAO to develop guidelines for unfolded we have had a chance to look at a tax on

fuel and other tax-based proposals alongsideinternational emissions trading more generally, with
alternatives such as emissions trading. All thethe expectation that that will provide a foundation
studies of which I am aware, including onefor its extension outside Europe not too long after
commissioned by the BAA a few years ago and thosethe European scheme is established.
conducted under ICAO and the UK Government,
have come to the same conclusion, namely that

Q521 Tim Farron: Mr Essex, do you take a emissions trading would be a more eVective and
diVerent view? economically eYcient approach. I think that here we
Mr Essex: We have a similar view but we would cut have an opportunity to start oV in that direction
it diVerently. We think that as a matter of principle rather than in another direction, such as motor fuel
the most eYcient scheme will have the largest which has imposed high costs and not necessarily
footprint. The risks that my colleague has outlined produced the environmental benefits that people
are those of implementation. Perhaps lawyers will had hoped.
get rich over the interpretation of legislation to the Mr Essex: There are NOx emission charges at
detriment of all other parties. Heathrow and Gatwick today, for example.

Q525 Joan Walley: Just staying for the moment withQ522 Tim Farron: Dr Sentance, if aviation is
the polluter pays principle, can you give theincluded in the emissions trading scheme on the
Committee your best guess as to how much youterms that BA supports—just for internal EU flights
should pay for the pollution that you are causingwith no multiplier for the eVects of non-CO2
taking account of the way that your aircraft triggeremissions—what proportion of BA’s total
dangerous climate change?contribution to global warming will be covered by
Dr Sentance: We do not have a figure of that kind.the ETS?
I look at it in another way. We are prepared to putDr Sentance: Approximately 20% of our CO2 is
ourselves into a regime where emissions would becovered by intra-European flights. If one talks of the
limited and we will accept what the market tells usnon-CO2 eVects, that is still an area of uncertainty
we need to pay either to curb our own emissions orand I would not comment on it. But certainly in
fund equivalent emissions reductions in otherterms of CO2 it would be about 20% inside Europe.
sectors. In a sense, we are handing over to the marketThe important point is that we are in favour of
the issue of how much we will pay because we thinkextending emissions trading internationally. We that will be the most eYcient way of dealing withbelieve that it is better to put it on a successful this issue.

footing in Europe rather than against the
background of disputes with other countries, and

Q526 Joan Walley: How does that marketEurope’s approach should be to seek the agreement
mechanism take account of environmental issues?of other countries if its wants to include flights to and
Dr Sentance: Because under an emissions tradingfrom those countries in the emissions trading
scheme the cap that is established is set according toscheme.
an environmental objective. If that environmental
objective is respected—I know that some people
express scepticism and say it is not, in which case weQ523 Joan Walley: I want to move on to taxes. We
have to ensure that is the case—one will be paying tohave just undertaken a visit to Sweden where we
deliver it and one will then be sure of delivering thewere very interested in some of the proposals of the
environmental objective that one sets.Swedish Government. I should like to ask about the

way in which the sustainable aviation strategy
incorporates the polluter pays principle to which Q527 Mark Pritchard: If there was some sort of duty
each of you has subscribed. I just wonder how you or tax instead of an ETS potentially would it have an

impact on your routes where you do not necessarilycan justify not paying any fuel duty.
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make a profit—if you like, they are loss leaders or mentioned to me as an option by anyone involved in
that process. What sort of take up has there been ofyou keep certain routes open through altruism or

because you keep out your competitors, whatever it that initiative?
Dr Sentance: The initiative has been presented—wemight be—and it might bring you as a business to a

decision to stop flying to certain centres where are looking at this—as an invitation to people to find
out more about their emissions because we want toperhaps you are today, whether profitable or not?

Dr Sentance: The aviation sector operates on very tell them what we are doing. We realise that this is
causing the reaction that many people have had. Wethin margins, so costs imposed will have impacts on

our route network. did not see it and perhaps it was not telegraphed
clearly enough, so we are looking at that issue. Take-Mr Essex: The market sets the price. We cannot

expect to generate any further revenue, so the only up has been low. About 13,000 people have visited
the page.choice we have is to absorb those costs. If we cannot

do so you are quite right to suggest that those routes
will become economically unviable. Q531 Emily Thornberry: What is the take-up?

Dr Sentance: We have oVset between 1,000 and
2,000 tonnes of CO2 with Climate Care in the pastQ528 Mark Pritchard: To be absolutely clear,

passengers, consumers, British businessmen and year.
women going about their business and bringing
income into this country and exporting and Q532 Emily Thornberry: What does that mean in

terms of figures so that we might understand it?importing goods could potentially see their flight to
a small city in Germany closed overnight if What percentage of passengers oVset their carbon

emissions through British Airways?government took a decision to impose a tax rather
than a robust voluntary ETS agreement? Dr Sentance: It would be of the order of that figure.
Dr Sentance: I think that risk is particularly great if
the UK does something unilaterally, because we Q533 Emily Thornberry: One or 2%, or less than

that?would then find ourselves imposing a charge or tax
in this country that was not imposed by other Dr Sentance: It is less than that.
countries and there might well be a diversion of
routes and traYc away from the UK. Q534 Joan Walley: Perhaps the answer is “not

enough”.
Dr Sentance: There is a low take-up, but I should likeQ529 Mark Pritchard: Do you think that would

have an impact on regional airports in this country? to mention one other matter. We know that
passengers have to face significant fuel surcharges,Mr Essex: Yes, it would. The low fare sector has

done well to develop services out of the more under- and clearly that is in their minds when they book.
Against that, that is perhaps not a good backgroundserved airports in regional centres to main centres or

otherwise, and today we see a lot of cost pressure. for looking to pay extra on the ticket, but certainly
we are looking at ways in which to promote it moreThe commercial reality is that routes are closing as

we speak due to higher fuel prices, for example. eVectively.
Joan Walley: Dr Sentance and Mr Essex, this has
been a truncated session. Obviously, this is a bigQ530 Mr Hurd: Congratulations on your initiative

to oVer oVsetting to passengers. I recently flew with issue for the Committee. We have votes coming up
shortly and we need to press on. I thank you both forBritish Airways. At no point in the passenger

experience from booking to landing was it ever your time before the Committee.

Memorandum submitted by BAA plc

1. Introduction

1.1 BAA is the world’s leading airports operator. In the UK, BAA owns, develops and operates seven
airports: Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Southampton, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen. Overseas we
either manage contracts at, or have interests in, airports in Australia, Hungary, Italy and the USA.

1.2 BAA has two main interests in climate change policy. Firstly, we are a major player in the aviation
industry and have taken a proactive role in the debate over addressing aviation’s impacts on climate.

1.3 Secondly, we are one of the UK’s top 20 industrial consumers of energy. We have set a target to reduce
our CO2 emissions from energy use by 15% over 1990 levels by 2010.

1.4 Given the focus of the Committee’s inquiry, this evidence focuses on the first of these. We submitted
evidence to the Committee on aviation and climate change in October 2004; this evidence aims to update
that based on developments in the intervening period.
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2. BAA’s Approach to Sustainable Development

2.1 BAA is committed to continuing to understand and improve our performance with respect to
sustainable development. Like many companies we work within the UK Government’s framework. The
Government aims to pursue sustainable development in an integrated way through a sustainable, innovative
and productive economy that delivers high levels of employment; through a just society that promotes social
inclusion, sustainable communities and personal wellbeing; and in ways that protect and enhance the
physical and natural environment, and use resources and energy as eYciently as possible.

2.2 BAA believes that responsible air transport and airport growth should take place only where it is in
accordance with the integrated approach outlined above. BAA also accepts that there are certain agreed
environmental limits, such as the earth’s capacity to handle greenhouse gases.

2.3 However, in keeping with the emphasis placed by a sustainable development framework on policy
integration, BAA believes the debate on aviation needs to recognise both the realities of environmental limits
and aviation’s socio-economic benefits. Economically, aviation plays a crucial role in promoting the high-
knowledge and high-value-added industries and it also underpins the world’s largest industry—tourism.
Socially, air travel is a facilitator—for people to visit friends and family scattered around the world, to learn,
and to visit parts of the world inaccessible to their parents or grandparents. Sustainable development rightly
places emphasis on improving quality of life for all. In this context, the fact that aviation is now accessible
to most people, at least in the more prosperous countries, is both significant and welcome.

3. Aviation’s Impact on Climate Change

3.1 The nature of aviation’s impact

3.1.1 Aviation has a small, but significant and growing, impact on climate change and BAA believes that
this impact needs to be addressed.

3.1.2 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimated that in 1992 aviation was responsible
for approximately 3.5% of total human climate change impact globally. The IPCC’s central estimate for
2050 was that this figure would grow to 5%, although their scenarios ranged from 3.5% to 15%.

3.1.3 In the UK in 2000, aviation (including international departures) was responsible for around 5.5%
of CO2 emissions (the higher percentage reflecting the UK’s important role as an aviation hub). However,
while aviation’s current climate impact is significant, it is nevertheless still smaller than the climate impact
arising from other sectors of the economy (27% of the UK’s CO2 emissions in 2000 were from domestic
energy use and a further 24% from road transport). However, BAA recognises that aviation’s climate impact
is set to grow significantly while a UK economy-wide total reduces.

3.2.1 The role of emissions trading

3.2.1.1 Governments at the Johannesburg Sustainable Development Summit recognised that the priority
of meeting key human development needs (such as clean water, food, and sanitation) will rightly use up a
significant proportion of the earth’s environmental capacity. The remaining capacity is available within
developed and developing nations for use by other activities, including industry.

3.2.1.2 Governments will determine what amount of the available environmental capacity is allocated to
industrial activities, including aviation, but we believe that the market best determines how to reallocate
these allowances between industries. In the EU, Governments have chosen emissions trading as the most
eVective market allocation mechanism.

3.2.1.3 We believe that an open emissions trading scheme represents the most economically eYcient and
environmentally eVective way of industry addressing the impacts of its emissions. Industrial climate change
impacts are most eVectively dealt with by harnessing market mechanisms and corporate self-interest, where
possible, since these are powerful drivers and are likely to produce faster, better results than blunt regulation.
Unlike a tax, for example, where the level needed to achieve the environmental objective is unclear, trading
ensures that the environmental objective is delivered through its overall cap on emissions, with the market
determining the cost of carbon necessary to meet the agreed target.

3.2.1.4 We believe that there is a powerful case for aviation to take up some of the environmental capacity
available to industrial activities, because of the significant economic and social benefits that it generates. We
recognise that aviation will need to take up more than its allocated share of this capacity, given society’s
growing demands for air transport, and given the absence of short-term technological solutions which will
allow a breakthrough in reducing to CO2 emissions.

3.2.1.5 Participation in an emissions trading regime will allow aviation to purchase the necessary
additional allowances from other sectors to enable the industry both to continue to grow and meet its
emissions obligations. So while aviation may not be able to cut its own emissions immediately, emissions
trading will enable it to fund emissions reductions elsewhere.
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3.3 Economic impact of including aviation in the ETS

3.3.1 Emissions trading will impose additional costs on aviation. However, we believe that these costs
will be lower than the costs imposed by alternative policy measures, thereby benefiting leisure and business
consumers of air transport services. The exact cost to the industry of joining the ETS will depend on a range
of factors including:

— The extent to which the costs can be or are passed on to the passenger;

— Whether the design of the scheme includes only CO2 or also addresses aviation’s “total climate
change impact”;

— Whether the scheme applies to intra-EU or international aviation;

— The level of the cap; and

— How emissions permits are allocated to the aviation industry.

3.3.2 During 2003, BAA convened a major project on emissions trading. Under the guidance of a steering
group representing business, government and non-governmental organisations, expert consultants Oxera
researched the impact of a range of policy scenarios. Their analysis demonstrates that emissions trading can
be a “win-win”, delivering more for the environment at greatly reduced costs to industry.1

3.3.3 One scenario was based on 5% emissions growth by 2010 compared to 1990 (ie a 25% reduction
against 40% emissions growth). The cost to the EU aviation industry was estimated at around ƒ400 million
a year. Another scenario was based on 8% emissions reductions by 2010 compared to 1990. The cost to the
industry then increased to around ƒ900 million a year. However, both of these scenarios cost substantially
less than the tax-based alternatives.2

3.3.4 The recent study for the European Commission by expert consultants CE Delft reinforces the
conclusion that emissions trading is the most economical and eVective measure. CE Delft’s assessment of a
scheme that includes only flights within the EU (the most practically-deliverable option in the short term)
estimated the impact on ticket prices to be between ƒ1.3 and ƒ2.6 per return flight.3

3.3.5 Two recent reports have assessed the impact of integration into the ETS on the aviation and other
industries. They represent a further contribution to the ongoing debate over the ETS, and we will be
examining their findings in further detail.

3.3.6 The House of Lords European Union Committee report supported the UK Government’s goal of
integrating aviation in the ETS but also expressed doubts that the impact upon carbon prices, airfares and
air travel will be modest, except in the short term.

3.3.7 Defra/DfT also commissioned consultants ICF to assess the impact of aviation’s inclusion on
allowance prices. That report concluded that there would no major impact on allowance prices in the second
phase of the emissions trading scheme once the aviation sector is included.

3.3.8 We remain confident in the robustness of our own analysis of the impacts of including aviation in
the ETS. BAA believes that the suggested alternatives to emissions trading for aviation would impose higher
costs for lower environmental return. Policy approaches for aviation which aim to cut emissions by reducing
demand, through the mechanism of taxes and charges, are not well targeted, as the revenues which are raised
from such charges flow to Government rather than directly to addressing the impacts. Moreover, when it
becomes clear that such taxes are not having the desired environmental eVect, pressure is brought to bear
on politicians to impose ever higher costs through escalating taxation.

3.4 Environmental benefits of including aviation in the EU ETS

3.4.1 The environmental benefit of aviation’s participation in the EU ETS is that real emissions
reductions will be achieved. Aviation will be set a limit of allowable emissions and required to purchase
permits for any excess emissions it wishes to make. These permits are only available to the market if other
companies make deeper emissions cuts than required and can sell on their surplus allowances.

3.4.2 The amount by which CO2 emissions can be reduced will be determined primarily by the level at
which the emissions cap is set, both for aviation and for the scheme as a whole. The Oxera analysis shows
that a range of diVerent emissions reductions can be achieved through emissions trading, and that the cost
of achieving those reductions is substantially less than the tax-based alternatives. CE Delft’s recent

1 Assessment of the Financial Impact on Airlines of Integration into the EU Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Scheme, Oxford
Economic Research Associates, October 2003, is available to download from the BAA website. Visit www.baa.com/
corporateresponsibility, selecting “Our Environment”, “Climate”, “Strategy” and “Emissions Trading Stakeholder
Dialogue” from the left-hand menu.

2 BAA has not advocated any of Oxera’s scenarios but has used the analysis to indicate how the costs could vary and to
stimulate debate and thinking.

3 BAA is not advocating any of the three policy scenarios assessed in the CE Delft study. We believe that the optimum selection
of design elements will require further consultation.
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assessment of a scheme that includes only flights within the EU (the most practically-deliverable option)
would deliver reductions in CO2 emissions of just under 30% compared to business as usual emissions in
2012.4

3.5 Support for emissions trading in Europe

3.5.1 We welcome the leadership that the EU has shown on climate change by establishing the world’s
first international scheme for trading emissions, which has been active since January 2005. A full assessment
of the eVectiveness of the EU ETS has not yet been undertaken. Nevertheless, our assessment is that the
scheme has worked well to date: functioning as a market mechanism and sending a clear signal on the value
of emissions reductions.

3.5.2 Our views are informed in part by our own experience, as three BAA sites are already participating
in the scheme. During a recent review of our carbon management strategy in 2003, the prospect of the
introduction of the ETS was an important driver to establishing our own long-term carbon reduction target.
In operation, the scheme has created an important financial incentive for us to reduce our emissions and we
anticipate that it will continue to do so in future.

3.5.3 We believe that the current system provides a solid foundation for expansion to other sectors and
we have been strong supporters of the UK Government’s objective to expand the scheme to include aviation
by 2008 or as soon as possible thereafter. We are pleased that the European Commission is engaging
seriously and constructively on delivering this objective.

3.5.4 Expert consultants CE Delft produced their detailed report on including aviation in the ETS in July
2005. Its overall conclusion was that:

“The introduction of emissions trading for the aviation sector, most immediately in respect of its CO2

emissions . . . does not appear to pose many challenges that have not already arisen in the context of
the existing EU Emissions Trading Scheme. This suggests that emissions trading is a policy option
that can be considered alongside other policy instrument to tackle the climate impact of aviation”.

3.5.5 The Commission published an oYcial communication in September 2005, which supports the
inclusion of aviation in the ETS as the best way forward. The Commission concludes that trading has
advantages over emissions charges in terms of economic eYciency and potential for wider application (since
charges are contentious internationally). The Environment Council strongly supported this conclusion in
December 2005.

3.5.6 BAA has taken a leadership role within EU aviation in pressing for this progress, including working
through ACI-Europe, our trade association, representing over 450 airports in 40 countries. ACI-Europe
issued two policy positions in 2005 in support of aviation’s integration into the ETS.

3.5.7 We have also worked with airlines, aircraft manufacturers and other airports in the UK to develop
the Sustainable Aviation strategy. This includes a number of voluntary commitments by the aviation
industry, including the provision of support and assistance to policymakers in developing practical solutions
for inclusion of aircraft CO2 emissions in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme by 2008, or as soon as possible
thereafter, as a first step towards a global approach.

3.5.8 A number of issues still require further study and an Aviation Working Group has been set up by
the European Commission to examine these. It is due to report in April 2006 and the Commission is then
planning to bring forward a formal legislative proposal by the end of 2006. The legislation will then need
to be approved through co-decision by the European Parliament and the European Council.

3.5.9 There are several practical issues to resolve before aviation can be incorporated. However, we
believe that these issues can be overcome. There is no legal obstacle to including aviation from 2008 and the
integration of intra-EU flights within the EU ETS should still be deliverable by 2008 or soon thereafter.

3.5.10 The long-term goal is for aviation’s emissions to be mainstreamed within the global policy
framework to address climate change. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has been
asked to identify how best to achieve that. We are actively discussing this issue with our airport industry
partners at a global level, through our trade association ACI World. You may wish to note that we also
represent ACI World on the Emissions Trading Taskforce set up by ICAO.

4. Impact of Non-CO2 Emissions

4.1 BAA recognises that aviation’s impacts on the climate are complex, and that emissions trading is not
necessarily the appropriate solution for all impacts. There are four key climate eVects resulting from
aviation: emissions of CO2 and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), the creation of condensation trails (contrails) and
the potential impact of contrails on cirrus cloud. The IPCC has estimated that aviation’s total climate impact

4 The CE Delft analysis takes 2004 as its baseline for emissions, so the reductions achieved are not fully comparable with the
Oxera results.
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resulting from these eVects is some 2.7 times that due to CO2 alone. There is a range of uncertainty around
this estimate, and the latest research has revised the estimate of radiative forcing down to 1.9 times the
impact of CO2 emissions, plus the impact of contrails on cirrus clouds, which continues to very uncertain.

4.2 There is wide agreement that further research is fundamental in order fully to understand the scale
and nature of these non-CO2 impacts, especially in relation to contrails and the impact of contrails on cirrus
clouds. Technological development will have a critical role to play in addressing these impacts.
Manufacturers have already delivered significant improvements and will continue to do so with each new
generation of aircraft. For example, the European manufacturing industry has set itself the goal of
producing aircraft by 2020 that emit 80% less NOx than those which came into service in 2000.

4.3 In relation both to NOx and contrails, it might be possible in the long-term to reduce impacts through
advanced air traYc management, ie routing aircraft to avoid climate-sensitive parts of the sky, where
contrails would otherwise be produced. Eurocontrol is currently conducting a joint project with the
European Space Agency to assess the feasibility of this. However, we acknowledge that this remains a
complex area with many uncertainties.

4.4 We have stated that it may be possible to integrate non-CO2 impacts into the EU ETS in the future,
but we believe that this could only be done if each impact is separately and directly integrated. It would be
counter-productive simply to apply a CO2 multiplier to account for aviation’s non-CO2 impacts (whereby
aviation would have to acquire, say, two permits for every unit of CO2 emitted) as this risks encouraging an
undue focus on reducing CO2 emissions, at the expense of increasing NOx emissions, where there are known
technological trade-oVs. There is also the issue that the metric used to measure NOx and contrail/cirrus
cloud impacts (radiative forcing) is not compatible with the metric used in the EU ETS (Global Warming
Potential).

4.5 The use of other economic instruments to address aviation’s non-CO2 impacts has been debated.
Some stakeholders suggest a substantial revenue-raising charge. BAA opposes this policy approach, both
because of the punitive costs that it would impose on EU aviation, and because much of the environmental
benefit would only arise as a result of taxing away demand, with negative economic and social consequences.
However, BAA would support a moderate en-route emissions charge if the revenues were hypothecated
entirely and specifically to fund research into the non-CO2 impacts of aviation.

4.6 Revenue-neutral charges have also been discussed. We have already introduced revenue-neutral NOx
charges at some of our airports, to incentivise the use of cleaner aircraft and help address local air quality
issues. We believe this option should be kept under review for aviation’s non-CO2 impacts.

5. Conclusion

5.1 The long-term goal of policy-makers is to stabilise greenhouse gas emissions at a level that will prevent
dangerous climate change. BAA supports that goal and the delivery of targets adopted by governments
within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol.

5.2 BAA believes that emissions trading is the right policy measure to deal with CO2 emissions, since there
is currently no prospect of a breakthrough technological alternative to burning fossil fuel. We recognise that
reaching agreement at an international level will take time so we support regional action at a European level
as an interim step. This will help to bring aviation within the club of climate-responsible industries and
ensures that our sector is being held to account for its growing environmental impact.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Manchester Airports Group Plc

1. Introduction

The Manchester Airports Group (MAG) comprises Manchester, Nottingham East Midlands (NEMA),
Humberside and Bournemouth Airports. It is owned by the 10 local authorities of Greater Manchester.

As the UK’s second largest airport operator, MAG handled around 27 million passengers in 2004–05;
400,000 tonnes of freight are carried from our airports and 90,000 jobs are attributable to aviation in the
areas where MAG operates. In sum, MAG contributes over £1 billion to the UK economy.

MAG notes that the main focus of the Environmental Audit Select Committee’s (EAC) inquiry into
carbon emissions from transport is not aviation, but would like to make its response in relation to two
relevant points.

Namely,

1. Current progress being made by MAG on reducing carbon emissions in regards to:

(a) surface access;

(b) energy use;
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(c) aircraft on the ground; and

(d) EU Emissions Trading Scheme.

2. Further steps to be taken by the aviation industry and the UK Government.

The social and economic benefits derived from air travel are numerous—aviation promotes trade,
investment and travel opportunities. As an island nation, the UK is particularly reliant on international
aviation links. In addition, the North West, East Midlands and areas where MAG and other regional
airports operate are peripheral to Europe. These regions need good transport infrastructure to operate
eVectively in the global workplace and provide a counterbalance to the over-reliance of the UK economy
on the South-East. Indeed, the Government has identified Manchester Airport as the major international
gateway for the North of England, the North Midlands and North Wales. This was also recognised by the
three Northern RDAs in the “Northern Way” strategy.

Manchester is the largest airport outside the South East and the only one outside that region where a
significant range of both short and long-haul scheduled services have proved viable. Elsewhere in MAG,
policy makers have identified the significant role played by NEMA as a UK hub for express air freight
operations.

At the same time, MAG recognises that should the growth in aviation be as forecast by the Department
for Transport (4% every year for 30 years) and technological and operational improvements not yield
suYcient environmental benefits, then aviation’s contribution as a proportion of greenhouse gases will rise
substantially. Indeed, although aviation currently contributes about 2–3% of global emissions, the
International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has forecast that this will grow to between 5–15% in the
future if no action is taken.

MAG fully recognises that what will ultimately impede the growth of the aviation, and airports in
particular, is not physical or financial constraints, but environmental ones. Carbon management has been
identified as a major environmental issue for us as an airport operator and represents a challenge to our
business, which we are fully prepared to meet. Indeed in 2005, Manchester Airport won a Northwest
Business Environment Award for its climate change programme, and we continue to work hard at the local,
national and European level to tackle the issue. We will discuss our work in more detail later in our response.

2. Current Progress

The Committee has indicated that it wishes to evaluate the progress that the DfT has made against its
targets. In this section, MAG would like to note the progress being made by our airports and our plans to
further reduce our carbon emissions.

Firstly, MAG has signed up to the industry-wide Sustainable Aviation strategy that commits us to
tackling climate change and building a sustainable future, for instance by improving fuel eYciency and Air
TraYc Management (ATM) systems. A wide ranging set of targets have been agreed for all sectors of
aviation. MAG wants to go further than the goals stated in the strategy, and has taken the requisite steps.

We are one of the lead players in the UK Airports Carbon Management group, which is supported by
the Carbon Trust. The aim of the Group is to share best practice energy eYciency and carbon management
issues. In 2003 the Carbon Trust set up 50 Carbon Management Pilot Projects across a range of industrial
and commercial sectors. As a result of this, we are one of the few airports and few multi-business sites who
have calculated, reported and modelled our CO2 emissions across the whole site. The Manchester site for
instance has over 300 companies, 19,000 employees and occupies an area of 624 hectares. We now have a
targeted and comprehensive plan to reduce carbon emissions and are in the process of delivering it. This is
discussed in more detail below.

Our carbon management strategy is part of our broader Environment Plan. We aim for a 10% reduction
in our carbon emissions by 2015 and if we achieve our forecast of 40 million passengers per year by 2015,
we will have seen a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions per passenger.

The key sources of carbon emissions at an airport are on-site power and heating, oV-site electricity
generation, vehicles involved in the day-to-day operation of the airport (airside and landside), vehicles
accessing the site and aircraft when they land and depart.

Broadly speaking, the breakdown for our carbon emissions at Manchester Airport are as follows:
Energy use 20%

Aircraft on the ground 20%
Surface access 60% (6% of which is from staV travel)

(a) Surface access

Surface access is the largest contributor to CO2 and is our major priority for action. The increased demand
for air travel has meant a resultant increase in surface access traYc, mainly private cars. How individuals
get to and from the airport is a matter of personal choice but MAG does its best to influence that decision
by investing in and encouraging the use of public transport amongst our staV and passengers. This is why
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all our airports have surface access strategies, are among the leaders in developing a range of measure to
reduce car use, and also encourage the use of public transport. Further progress on this will however be
greatly aided by strategic direction and funding from Government.

The two bigger airports in MAG are NEMA and Manchester. NEMA is an airport in a rural area and
this makes it especially diYcult to access by public transport. Our target here is that by 2016, 30% of staV
should access the Airport by means other than being a single car occupant, and that 10% of passengers
should travel to and from the Airport by means other than a car. NEMA subsidises a range of bus services,
including the express bus links to Nottingham, Derby and Leicester city centres. Progress towards our
targets will depend on the opening of the new East Midlands Parkway Station, as well as our investment in
schemes such as car sharing and taxi brokerage.

At Manchester, public transport use has steadily grown and around 20% of staV and passenger journeys
are now by public transport. Manchester Airport first published its Ground Transport Strategy in 1997,
revised in 2004 to cover the period to 2015. Along with our Employee Travel Plan, this is considered industry
best practice, with the strategy highlighted in the Government’s 1998 Transport White Paper.

Over £100 million has been invested in public transport since 1992. We have invested £60 million in the
ground transport interchange development at Manchester Airport (now known as “The Station”) and
subsidise a quality bus partnership to a tune of £269,000 pa. This has proved very successful and has led to
an increase in bus use from 2.5% in 1994 to 10% in 2005. More than that, 10% of our marketing budget is
devoted to promoting car sharing, cycling and walking to work, along with public transport. The Airport
is now a key hub both for the National express coach network and inter regional and local rail services.
TransPennine Express now handle over £2 million rail passengers at the Airport, with use growing by nearly
30% from 2004. Fast, frequent and high quality rail services are attracting more passengers out of their cars.
Our key indicator is the number of vehicle trips per passenger. This has fallen steadily from 1.84 in 1992 to
1.38 in 2004.

There is however, only so much we can do as an airport operator to reduce carbon emissions from surface
access. The other strand of our strategy is to work with our partners (including GMPTE) to increase rail
capacity and also extend Metrolink.

Both these campaigns aim to improve public transport, which is crucial to reducing carbon emissions.
Manchester Airport rail station is already operating at capacity for most of the day with all available train
paths into and out of the station fully used. We are now trying to fund a third platform. There are also major
capacity bottlenecks in Greater Manchester (the Manchester Hub) that are preventing the growth of rail
services in the region, and to Manchester Airport. Enhancing the rail capacity at Manchester Airport will
provide passengers with more choice of destinations and a better frequency of services. It is axiomatic that
where rail provision is good, people use the service. Indeed, it is estimated that the proposed Metrolink
extension to the airport will carry around eight million passengers a year and remove 1.2 million car journeys
from the roads. This extension to the hugely successful current system is a crucial element in our plans to
reduce car use (especially by staV), better link to adjacent regeneration areas and open up new areas of the
conurbation for airport employees.

(b) Energy use

With an installed boiler capacity of greater than 20MWs, Manchester Airport was included in the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) as of January 2005. Rising utility prices have added a greater sense
of urgency to tackling carbon emissions from energy sources. We now aim to obtain 25% of our electricity
from renewables by 2010 and to reduce energy consumption by 25% from 2000 levels by 2015.

Poorly designed buildings are recognised as one source of energy wastage. In our previous Environment
Plan, we aimed to reduce the use of energy by 33% per square meter of floor space by 2000, based on 1990
levels. This we achieved, in part due to our latest oYce block that received an “excellent” rating from
BREEAM (BRE’s Environmental Assessment Method) for sustainability, and energy eYciency. At
Manchester we are sponsoring and working on leading edge research into Eco Footprints. This if the first
example in the UK of the concept being applied to either a business activity or transport facility.

Meanwhile, NEMA is committed to heating its expanded terminal with biomass fuel from the national
forest. This is a carbon neutral scheme which we expect to reduce our carbon emissions by up to 15%. At
the same time, NEMA is working in conjunction with Nottingham University, where we are funding a PhD
student who is researching the application of renewable energy to an airport site.

As of April 2005, 10% of our electricity was purchased from renewable sources across all four MAG
airports, saving 4,300 tons of carbon each year. This is well on the way to achieving our target of 25% by
2010, and we will continue to purchase renewable electricity and bridge the 15% gap by a mix of green tariV,
investment oV site and on site generation. Our initial feasibility study on the potential yield and energy
production of growing willow or miscanthus on some of our land has been completed. The results were
positive, and there are ongoing discussions with our partners to put in place grant funding.

On this note, MAG would like to urge that the Government introduce tax incentives or grants for biofuels
and renewable energy generation.
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(c) Aircraft on the ground

As an airport operator, we do not have direct control over most aircraft emissions. However, we are in
the position to improve taxiing and holding procedures so as to minimise emissions on the ground or in the
take oV and landing cycle.

To this end MAG has introduced Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA) which are shown to deliver
environmental benefits by aircraft using a steady and gradual descent on arrival. Secondly, we have made
improvements to our taxiway and apron layout and air traYc operating procedures which are designed to
minimise holding times, delays and congestion. This directly reduces fuel burn, noise and emissions.

Looking ahead, we have undertaken trials around Manchester Airport and now have a database that
records the taxiing time and CO2 emissions for each flight. From here we hope to have robust data that will
allow us to improve our current procedures and set targets for reduction.

(d) EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)

We previously lobbied the UK government hard to ensure the inclusion of aviation as part of the EU ETS.
Like the Committee, we want to see this take place from 2008, and regret the opposition shown by other
industries already in the EU ETS.

On the European front, we are now working through our European trade association Airports Council
International (ACI)-Europe to ensure that our views are represented in the Commission’s final proposal.
We support an ETS based on the inclusion of CO2 only, with appropriate flanking instruments to tackle
other pollutants (en-route charging being one possibility). We accept that the climate change impact of
aviation emissions go beyond CO2 and would support the introduction of other gases at a later stage, subject
to the strength of scientific evidence and the inclusion of other industries too. We also strongly support an
Emissions Trading Scheme with a global scope.

3. Meeting Our Targets—Further Steps

The Committee has indicated that it wishes to assess if the DfT’s targets are realistic and if there is a role
for demand management in particular. In this section MAG would like to propose steps we feel the
Government and industry should be taking to achieve its carbon emission targets.

Firstly, the Government has recognised the importance of mobility to social and economic development,
as well as the significant environmental impact of the transport industry. However the modes of transport
have to be well-integrated, and well-developed to aid economic development and minimise the
environmental impact of transport. To this end, MAG believes that the Government needs to invest more
heavily in surface access (especially rail) where appropriate to reduce the reliance on private transport.

Secondly, MAG believes that demand management for air travel is a crude instrument that will stifle
economic growth and will hit the poorest, not those who least require air travel.

However we believe demand management can play a part in reducing emissions from road traYc. But this
is in the context of the prior provision of public transport, of adequate capacity and quality. Such an
approach should also support a policy of using the strategic road and rail networks for long distance, intra-
regional or strategic trips eg to give access to ports or airports.

Demand management in the form of a tax on aviation fuel would contravene international agreements
and there is, for that matter of fact, no fuel tax on shipping, there is only 3p/litre on “red diesel” for trains
while buses benefit from Fuel Duty Rebate. Aviation also funds all its own infrastructure . Indeed a DfT
study from 2002 found that aviation’s external environmental costs are broadly equivalent to annual Air
Passenger Duty (APD) of £1 billion/pa. Demand management in the form of air to rail substitution or
electronic substitution eg use of video-conferencing would not reduce the reliance on, and the demand for
international direct air links. Air-rail substitution is not always feasible at present, while technological
progress has in fact gone hand-in-hand with the growth in demand for air travel, instead of replacing it. The
provision of more direct air services from regional airports avoids passengers making air or surface journeys
to the congested South East airports saving emissions, time and congestion.

Instead of suppressing demand, MAG believes that we should encourage emissions trading and would
like to see APD replaced by emissions trading—because this would incentivise airlines to use more fuel
eYcient aircraft.

On the subject of the EU ETS, we acknowledge the leadership and commitment shown by the UK
government during its Presidency of the EU. We would however like the Government to continue to
prioritise this issue and work closely with our EU counterparts to ensure that speedy progress is made.

Thirdly, for many other industries, individuals have an opportunity to change their behaviour and thereby
reduce climate change whilst still enjoying the services oVered (eg insulation of houses, whilst still enjoying
the benefits of central heating). However with air travel, the average person can only choose to fly less, or
practice carbon oVsetting through initiatives such as Climate Care.
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MAG believes that the aviation industry needs a new initiative to encourage people to reduce their climate
impact when they do fly (eg by taking less baggage with them, by travelling to airport by public transport)
or by demanding less “frills” like catering and entertainment on board.

4. Conclusion

MAG supports the Government’s view that aviation is critical to the UK’s future prosperity. The growth
of regional airports such as Manchester has been shown to be vital for improving the competitiveness of the
regions and a comprehensive range of air services are a core component of competitive cities. As key hubs
in the regional and national transport network, airports provide an opportunity to develop as true multi-
modal interchanges with the critical mass to support investment in much improved public transport.

At the same time MAG fully accepts that carbon emissions from the industry are a challenge that has
to be tackled, not least because environmental constrains could potentially impede the sustainability of our
business.

As an airport operator, we have, over the years improved our operational and business practices and
hence reduced our carbon emissions. We intend to continue our present good practice (eg buying renewable
energy), and also doing more to ensure that we reduce our carbon emissions (eg investing in our own
renewable energy sources). We will also continue to work with our airline partners to reduce their carbon
emissions at the airport, for instance by improving taxiing and holding procedures.

In conclusion, MAG believes that the key steps that need to be taken to meet our carbon emission
commitments are:

— delivery of the measures in the Sustainable Aviation strategy;

— implementation of integrated transport strategies;

— investment in public transport measures to provide an attractive alternative to private
transport; and

— inclusion of aviation into EU ETS as soon as possible.

February 2006

Witnesses: Mr Donal Dowds, Divisional Managing Director, BAA Scotland and USA, Mr Joe Irvin,
Director of Public AVairs, BAA plc, Dr Tim Walmsley, Head of Environment, and Mr Chris Paling,
Environmental Adviser, Manchester Airports Group, gave evidence.

Q535 Joan Walley: I welcome the witnesses. I have Of course, that is the ultimate global solution but we
believe that initially it should start as a scheme thatto apologise that we are expecting a vote and this

session may be a little chaotic in that sense. I hope aVects all the industries within the EU.
that you will bear with us. For the benefit of the
Committee, perhaps each of you will briefly Q537 Joan Walley: Does Manchester want to add
introduce himself so we know exactly into which bit to that?
of the picture he fits. Dr Walmsley: We concur with that.
Dr Walmsley: I am Tim Walmsley, Head of
Environment at Manchester Airport. Q538 Emily Thornberry: Let us say that airlines buy
Mr Paling: I am Chris Paling, an environmental their fuel from Heathrow Airport. Presumably, you
adviser at Manchester Airport. know how much fuel you are selling to airlines; you
Mr Dowds: I am Donal Dowds, BAA Group do not sell it to anyone else. Is not another way to
Planning director. ensure that we keep some tabs on the environmental
Mr Irvin: I am Joe Irvin, Director of Public AVairs impact of the amount of fuel that is being used for
at BAA. you to impose some sort of tax or environmental

levy? While we are waiting for a European trading
scheme to be established why can BAA notQ536 Joan Walley: We are grateful to you for
voluntarily undertake that?coming along. We want to kick oV by asking you the
Mr Dowds: To make one correction, it is the oilway in which the chairman of the Environment
companies that sell fuel to airlines.Agency, Sir John Harman, has recently called for the

Government to set itself a specific target for
reductions in carbon dioxide emissions in the Q539 Emily Thornberry: But you know how much is
transport sector. Do you agree with that? If so, being sold on your sites?
should aviation be included? Mr Dowds: Certainly, through the fuel farms on our

airports we know the total volumes that are movingMr Dowds: We do not agree with that particular
approach. This is a global problem. To move around. We believe that taxation is a blunt

instrument that fails to recognise the source offorward we have to concentrate on the ultimate issue
which is the global impact of CO2. We therefore emissions. At the end of the day to tackle it by

taxation or depression of demand does not deal withbelieve that an emissions trading scheme is the most
eYcient and eVective mechanism to approach this. the source of the problem. We believe that an
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emissions trading scheme is the best way to do it equation and we are all kidding ourselves if we
believe that by doing things locally we will somehowbecause the scheme itself creates a cap which then

means that the allowances available drop. The or other guarantee downward pressure on global
emissions, which is the only thing that matters.successful industries and countries that can get

below their limits and allowances can then sell those.
I do not think there is any dispute on this side of the Q543 Dr Turner: In the UK sustainable aviation
table that initially aviation will grow and it will have strategy the industry states as its goal: “Full industry
to buy those allowances and the market mechanism commitment to sustainable development, and a
will make those more expensive over time, so broader understanding of the role of aviation in a
additional cost and downward pressure on those sustainable society.” What does that actually mean?
industries and countries which are growing will Mr Dowds: It means that we are committed to
ultimately help us to achieve the only goal that working with other members of the industry and our
matters which is an overall reduction in the impact government to understand better exactly what the
on climate change. We believe that the taxation climatic impacts of aviation are and to work within
instrument is inappropriate because it does nothing a network to reduce those. It means we believe that
to solve the problem at source. BAA as a large airport operator should take a

leading role, along with our larger airline customers,
in making sure that government understands that itQ540 Emily Thornberry: While we are waiting for
is committed to solving the problem. We are notthe European trading scheme to be established can
arguing about whether or not there is a problem oryou not introduce some sort of climate change levy
that aviation is contributing to it; we are simplyon fuel on a voluntary basis which is clearly being
arguing sometimes about the most eVectiveused by aircraft on your sites?
mechanism to achieve the goal that we all want.Mr Dowds: We do have levies against noisy aircraft

and against NOx. We simply do not believe that
compared with emissions trading that is the Q544 Dr Turner: To you which is the most
appropriate way to move forward. By the way, we important strand of sustainable development? Is it
also apply a fuel handling charge to airlines. environmental, social or economic?

Mr Dowds: If only it were that simple. Of course, it
means that we have to carry all three of themQ541 Emily Thornberry: Members of the public who
forward. What worries us sometimes is that we oftenhear that you apply a handling charge but do not
hear suggestions that clearly put environmentalhave any type of climate levy may think that this is
impact well ahead of anything else, and indeeda crazy world in which we live.
sometimes are prepared to ignore the social andMr Dowds: It is about where one thinks the
economic impacts of certain solutions. I am afraiddiVerence can be made. We are very clearly of the
that the job facing all of us, including thisview that the diVerence has to be made in the overall
Committee, is tougher than that. We cannot turnlevel of emissions that are generated. All industries
this country and Europe back into one large forest.in all countries collectively have to reduce that
We have to concentrate on how we can solve thisburden on the planet. We believe that an emissions
problem while we share the economic benefits of atrading scheme is the best scheme by far to bring that
modern society and make sure that all citizens arecommercial and financial pressure and incentive
able to partake of it. I am afraid that means some ofthrough technology and other methods to reduce the
the solutions sometimes put forward asamount of emissions that all industries, including
environmentally beneficial completely disregardaviation, generate. That is why we are very focused
that aspect.on making progress with the Government and the

EU in getting the scheme up and running as soon
as possible. Q545 Dr Turner: Do you agree with the preliminary

findings emerging from the Government’s Stern
Review into the economics of climate change that ifQ542 Emily Thornberry: Conveniently, therefore,
there were dangerous levels of climate change theyyou have no responsibility; you can sit back and wait
would have massive economic and socialfor the ETS to be established?
consequences especially for the poorestMr Dowds: On the contrary, we have a major
communities?programme on the ground at our airports to deal
Mr Dowds: We certainly agree that this is an issue wewith emissions and the use of carbon. We have major
cannot duck. It has long-term consequences andprogrammes for converting our fleets from diesel
collectively we have to find a way to change theand petrol to battery-charged vehicles. We have a
current trends and reduce the ultimate burden on thewhole series of eYciency measures to burn less
planet. There is no doubt about the objective butelectricity. We are buying our energy from
there are diVerences of opinion about the way torenewable sources. We have major programmes in
move forward.place to change that year on year and have set

ourselves the target of a 15% reduction by 2010 from
1990 levels, and we are well on track to achieve that. Q546 Dr Turner: The airports that you operate are

significant CO2 emitters, and you referred to yourIt is wrong to suggest that we are sitting on our
hands and waiting for emissions trading to solve it plan to reduce them by 15%, which is laudable, but

surface transport into and out of airports is a part ofall for us; we are not. What we are saying is that
management of local emissions is only part of the this. There are vehicles buzzing around airports the
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whole time. Do you have any plans to reduce you include courtesy buses. You drive to an airport
and get on a courtesy bus. It is distorting the figuresemissions from them, especially given that you are
a bit.apparently able to run them on red diesel, which
Dr Walmsley: Dealing first with the bus station thatmeans they are very cheap so you have no great
has been moved, that is being built next to theincentive to replace them with alternative fuels?
railway station. The reason for doing that is to haveMr Dowds: Perhaps our colleagues from
a new coach station so we have a multi-modalManchester should have an opportunity to provide
interchange. For the first time people who now usesome specifics, but I will tackle some of the general
our facilities are not even flying. For example,points. I have already indicated that as part of our
people from Wythenshawe come in to use ourairport-by-airport scheme we have a fast-moving
services. As to the Stoke service, we try to work veryprogramme of change to get away from fossil fuel-
closely with Network Rail.based vehicle fleets to renewable energy fleets. That

is having a significant impact. The issue of red diesel
arises from the fact that the majority of our vehicles Q548 Joan Walley: So much so that the direct service
on the airport are not permitted to operate on the has been taken away from us!
public road and, therefore, they can operate on red Dr Walmsley: There is capacity at the station. We
diesel. That is just a matter of law. Where we have have just agreed to build a longer third rail platform

which will increase capacity. There are existingvehicles that go onto the main road they cannot
bottlenecks in the system around the North Westoperate on red diesel, but even there we are working
which very much dictate what services we can oVer.with our vehicle suppliers to move to other sources
Mr Paling: The new station and bus interchange isof energy to fuel those types of buses. We obviously
350 metres further from terminal 1 but by the samesee surface access as a huge issue for airports in the
amount it is closer to terminal 2, so it sits morefuture, as does the Government. For example, we
central to the site of the two terminals thanare working very hard with government and
previously.transport operators to get a modal shift away from

the car towards the train and to have more public
transport. We have a very significant programme Q549 Emily Thornberry: What is the diVerence
around our airports to do that and we are making between terminals 1 and 2 in terms of flights?
good progress. Dr Walmsley: It is approximately 60:40.
Dr Walmsley: Manchester Airport at the moment Mr Dowds: BAA has invested in the Heathrow
produces about 430,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide a Express and supports the Gatwick-Stansted Express
year. Of that, 60% is generated by passengers and services. We are absolutely clear that train services
staV who use their own vehicles to access the to our airports are not only important but
airport.1 We see this as a key area in which to seek fundamental to the future growth of those airports.
significant reductions or to manage likely increases That requires substantial investment from us. We

are incentivising further transfer from other modesin the future.
of transport, particularly car, to these types ofJoan Walley: Speaking now as a constituency MP, I
services. It is a key plank of our futurehave been campaigning for something like 10 years
development strategy.to get a direct link from Manchester Airport to

Stoke-on-Trent. Having got the service laid on, for
it to have been taken oV so there is no longer a direct Q550 Joan Walley: Perhaps I may press Manchester
rail link strikes me as an absence of joined-up Airport in terms of its submissions. Do you also
thinking to deliver what you say you are about. support high-speed rail links? Do you see that as
Whatever you may say, it does not work like that being in competition with the services that you
because these direct rail links do not exist. provide?

Dr Walmsley: On any journey of between two and
three hours we would expect rail to compete strongly
with air transport.Q547 Emily Thornberry: I have a similar question.

Your bus station used to be right next to the airport
Q551 Joan Walley: Do you support the building ofbut now it has been moved 350 metres away. Guess
high-speed rail links in the UK?what has replaced the bus depot? From what I
Dr Walmsley: We have seen a recent reduction ofunderstand, it is a short-term car park. How can you
about 6% in our Heathrow service. We see that as aencourage people to take public transport when you
natural course of events.do this? The people who arrive by public transport

not only have to go another 350 metres; they have to
change levels. When you are making your Q552 Mr Hurd: One way to reduce the carbon
assessment of the number of journeys made by imprint of your industry is to try to manage demand

by putting brakes on the expansion of groundpeople coming to your airport on public transport
capacity, which is your business. The argument is

1 Footnote inserted by witness 05.06.06: In response to Q546 always made that if you do that people will fly
from Dr Desmond Turner, Dr Tim Walmsley said that 60% somewhere else. What do you see in terms of airport
of emissions are generated by passengers and staV who use expansion around the world in terms of yourtheir own vehicles to access the airport. This is incorrect. The

European competitors and China? I come back to60% figure is for all passenger and staV journeys to and from
the airport. It includes private vehicles and public transport. Mr Dowd’s point that this is a global issue.
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Mr Dowds: There is no doubt that the provision of Q556 Mr Caton: The sustainable aviation strategy
committed the industry to sustainable development,capacity in the UK over many years has never kept

up with demand, particularly in the South East. We including the goal of enabling people “to enjoy a
better quality of life without compromising thehave a surfeit of demand over current capacity. That

is one of the reasons why Heathrow in particular is quality of life of future generations”. But if aviation
depends on a finite resource, which is oil, bygrowing by only between 1 and 2% compared with

other airports where periodically capacity has been increasing flights in the short term and using oil up
more quickly are you not depriving futureprovided. In Europe the position is that

governments have supported them and provided generations of the opportunity to fly?
Mr Dowds: Obviously, we believe that one does notmany more runways because they are all publicly-

owned airports. As Dr Sentance of British Airways necessarily have to lead to the other. I noted the
debate about oil and when it would run out. I havehas indicated, they are now benefiting by being able

to accommodate more services. They now have been an active listener to that debate in Aberdeen
over many years. When I was first up there 20 yearsmore international destinations than Heathrow. We

have five runways in Amsterdam and four in Paris. ago we were supposed to run out last year. The fact
of the matter is that I do not think anybody knowsWe have two, which will go up to four, in Madrid

and five in Frankfurt. There is lots of alternative precisely when oil will end. We know that it is a finite
resource and there are diVerent forecasts available,choice available to international airlines if the

capacity is not provided in the UK. One of the key many of which rely on an assumption about how
technology will develop and the economics will workfacts in the Government’s White Paper published in

December 2003 is recognition that while there are out. What we do know is that aviation will grow,
obviously if it is permitted to, and that oil in theenvironmental implications associated with the

growth of aviation there are also huge economic and foreseeable future will be a key element to enable
that to happen. I noted what the airlines said andsocial benefits which have to be recognised in

formulating the policy for the next 30 years. We understand that research is going on into other types
of fuel and that may or may not become a majorobviously welcome that. The White Paper envisages

two more runways within 30 years, the first probably factor at some point in future, but quite frankly none
of us really knows for sure exactly what the timingbeing provided at Stansted and the second at either

Heathrow or Gatwick, depending on its timing, but of that may be.
in the same timeframe we will see additional capacity
in Europe. Q557 Mr Caton: As to aviation growth, the

Department says that it will continue to update its
Q553 Mr Hurd: Where and how much? projections for future demand in the light of trends.
Mr Dowds: It is quite diYcult to know precisely What if the Government started to project much
which airport will do it ahead of the other because lower demand, perhaps in response to sustained oil
obviously government has a role to play in those price rises? Would you scrap plans for new runways?
decisions. We need to get on with providing capacity Mr Dowds: Let there be no doubt that we as a
that is required to meet demand, but that is not to commercial company will provide capacity and
say we do not need to face up to the climatic impact invest in it only if we get permission and we can see
of aviation. All we are saying is that the best way to commercial sense in so doing. We will not build
do that is through an emissions trading scheme while capacity if it will lose us lots of money, and we are
growing the business and accepting the need for not in the business of expanding our business just for
growth but being able to aVord it globally by making its own sake; it has to make commercial sense. That
savings elsewhere. test will always apply. But we are also clear that that

commercial test through an emissions trading
scheme will become more diYcult and challengingQ554 Mr Hurd: Is there any evidence that the UK
because ultimately it will bring with it costs to oureconomy has been disadvantaged by this expansion
business, and also to the airline business, and we willof capacity in the European Union?
have to internalise those external costs of aviation.Mr Dowds: The only evidence is the movement of
One of the beauties of an emissions trading schemetraYc and the fact that other airports are making
is that it will bring that cost pressure to bear and wefaster progress in growing than some of ours, in
can either find ways of aVording it or curtail what weparticular in London, have been able to do, but I do
do in terms of how we expand our business. Thenot have a wider economic measure of that.
beauty of the emissions trading scheme is that it
brings to bear that commercial pressure whileQ555 Mr Hurd: I see how that can disadvantage the
solving the only problem which matters, which is theeconomy of BAA, but I am not entirely convinced
total impact on the planet.how it disadvantages the British economy?

Mr Dowds: It has been demonstrated quite clearly by
the multiplier eVects of aviation throughout the Q558 Mr Caton: Moving on to the non-CO2 global

warming eVects of aviation, the sustainable aviationeconomy in terms of jobs and the support required.
There is a lot of evidence to suggest that aviation has strategy also says that the UK aviation industry is

committed to “Propos[ing] appropriate mechanismsa big multiplier eVect for the whole of the UK
economy, and I think that the Government’s work by 2012 for mitigating non-CO2 eVects based on a

consensus of scientific understanding.” What do youbefore formulating the aviation policy proved that
there was such a benefit. have in mind when you say that?
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Mr Irvin: First, if one goes back to the IPCC report understanding of exactly what its impact is and the
appropriate measures and targets for reduction. It isin 1999 on aviation and look at the estimates of the

non-CO2 impacts, the state of science on each of not a case of trying to avoid it in any sense; it is a
matter of wanting to understand a bit more aboutthem—one can go through the list—is rated poor to

fair. Second, there can be trade-oVs between or how it is generated before we commit to a
particular solution.certainly diVerent solutions to each of those

problems. For example, if one deals only with CO2

and not NOx in technology terms there may be a
Q560 Mr Caton: Mr Irvin, I think you began totrade-oV between them. We believe that the best way
answer this question. If further studies confirm thatto deal with that is to have a separate regime for each
condensation trails and cirrus clouds contributeeVect so we are sure we are dealing with each of them
significantly to the climate impact of aviation whatand one is not at the expense of the other. The third
would be your preferred approach to mitigation?type of impact is water vapour at very high altitudes
Mr Irvin: The real answer is that the science is sowhere the science is the least complete. We propose
uncertain it is impossible to say firmly what it shouldthat scientific research needs to be undertaken and
be. First, there appear to be positive and negativethat has now begun. Research into these eVects is
eVects from water vapour formation, some of whichnow being undertaken at, for example, at
militate against global warming and some of whichManchester Metropolitan University, but to solve a
may increase it. That must be sorted out. Fromlot of these questions will require the involvement of
everything that I know—it is not a firm scientificbig international players. It may be that if it is true
conclusion—it is probable that the way to deal withthat water vapour is a problem at certain altitudes it
it is to look at the routes which aircraft take,can be solved by diVerent air traYc movements,
avoiding certain climatic conditions and altitudes inperhaps lower flying or the avoidance of certain
particular parts of the globe. That may be the mostareas. There will be diVerent solutions for each of the
eVective way to try to deal with it. In the long termdiVerent problems.
we may find there are new fuels and aircraft designs
which will also help deal with the problem.

Q559 Mr Caton: Recognising what you say about
the weakness of the science in some of these areas, is

Q561 Mr Caton: If you take the air traYcit right to be expanding UK’s airports with all the
management approach that you have justfinancial, environmental and cultural costs before
suggested—re-routeing and altering traYc in thatyou know the full impact of the non-CO2 eVects?
way—does it not create problems for living up to theMr Irvin: We want to try to deal with the CO2 eVects
growth predictions that you have made?through an eVective emissions trading scheme which
Mr Irvin: The answer is that we do not quite know;will improve fuel eYciency. That will have beneficial
the science is very uncertain. I doubt that rerouteingimpacts in all those areas. It is very diYcult to
to avoid certain climatic conditions in certain areas,conclude that because there is very uncertain science
provided it can be done eVectively by the air traYcin non-CO2 impacts we will take a leap to try to
control people, will aVect the total figures in the waydecide in advance what it will be. In the IPCC report
that perhaps you suggest. We do not know thewe have seen factors of between two and four and Dr
answer to that at the moment; the science is stillSentance referred to more recent evidence showing a
under investigation.lower figure, but what is rarely taken into account is

that the rest of the economy also has non-CO2

impacts. They must also be taken into account. Q562 Mr Caton: To return to the emissions trading
When one starts to compare them it is perhaps a scheme, the Government has always given its
lesser diVerence than may appear. We want to try to support to the ETS with the proviso that if progress
work through to 2012, which is the next Kyoto on including aviation in the ETS is too slow it is
period, to try to address these questions. From our prepared to act unilaterally or bilaterally. Has the
point of view, for it to be really eVective it must be Government given you any indication of what it
an international solution; one cannot do this in one means by “too slow”?
small country. Emissions trading is the most Mr Dowds: The short answer is no. Clearly, that is a
eVective way to do that in terms of both the judgment that it will make. What we have is a
environment and cost. common understanding with the Government about
Mr Paling: Manchester Airports Group has over what we think is possible. We are still hoping that
five years funded the post of chair of sustainable aviation can come into the EU trading scheme by
aviation in an organisation called CATE at 2008 or shortly thereafter, and certainly the
Manchester Metropolitan University. Only in the expectation is that we can get it up and running and
past couple of days it has been awarded a significant becoming eVective before the next Kyoto round in
sum of money to undertake research under a project 2013.
called Omega to look at this issue among others Mr Irvin: In the previous session a witness said that if
which is concerned with the impact of aviation on we missed 2008 for inclusion it would be 2012 before
climate change. We are supportive of research, and anything could happen. We very much want to go
we have funded that post for a number of years. for 2008 and we are pressing for it. Our
Mr Dowds: We are absolutely clear that it is part of understanding is that there is no legal or practical
the impact and has to be addressed, just as CO2 has impediment to entering the scheme between those

years, 2008–12, so we could go in sooner.to be addressed. What we need is further
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Q563 Mr Caton: For instance, the Aviation Eurocontrol and a number of airlines on something
called continuous descent approach. ManchesterEnvironment Federation suggests that the start date

for including aviation emissions would be 2010 at was a trial site. That as well as a number of noise
benefits can also deliver fuel savings which translatethe very earliest and, more likely, 2013, which is a

date that has been mentioned before. Why do you into CO2 savings. We shall be adopting those
procedures at Manchester at night in the next couplebelieve it takes that view and you are much more

hopeful? of months with a view to seeing how they work and
expanding it. We are very active in trying to reduceMr Dowds: Truthfully, you would have to ask them.

Obviously, we maintain our contacts with the CO2 emissions.
Government and we have worked closely with it in
the run-up to the UK presidency to try to ensure it Q566 Emily Thornberry: You would not expect to
is understood that it is the right thing to do. We come before us without our asking about the report
continue those contacts. Our best understanding is of the Tyndall Centre and to get your comments
that it is possible, but at the end of the day the upon it. It appears that by the middle years of this
Government will have to conduct those negotiations century all other sectors of the economy will need to
and ultimately we will have to rely on the emit zero CO2 in order to fund current increases in
Government to deliver it. aviation, if the Department for Transport is right.

That alarms us and other sectors. I have received
something from the NFU which says that UKQ564 Joan Walley: Are you not part of the Aviation

Environment Federation? Do you have no links agriculture cannot combat climate change alone.
The idea that aviation will continue to increase inwith them?

Mr Dowds: The answer I believe is no. this way and that other sectors have to cut back to
zero to support it is alarming. What do you say?Mr Irvin: We are not members but we have links

with it and we deal a good deal with the AEF. In Mr Dowds: By way of opening remarks, we are
aware of the Tyndall Centre report and the fact that2003 BAA initiated a group to examine the

involvement of aviation in the EU ETS system and it ran a number of scenarios. We also realise that the
one you referred to, which is often quoted, is thethe AEF was represented in that group. Therefore,

we worked jointly with AEF in that group, as did the most extreme scenario that it came up with. We just
need to understand it as we begin to deal with theUK Government, the European Union and airlines.

That group commissioned research by Oxera on supposed implications of that scenario. We do not
think that the level of aviation growth that itwhich we pressed for aviation to be included. We are

putting a lot of eVort into getting aviation involved predicts, which basically says that there will be
unfettered capacity provided to meet demand whilein 2008. We have agreement across Europe through

ACI Europe, which is the airports federation other sectors are being limited and the number of
runways provided will be as necessary, is a realisticthroughout Europe, and this year we have the

agreement of ACI World in favour of the principle scenario.
Mr Irvin: Not to be taken by surprise, I have a copythat aviation should be involved in emissions

trading. of the report of the Tyndall Centre so obviously I am
aware of it. It would be alarming if all of it were true.
Obviously, a lot of interesting work has gone into it,Q565 Mr Caton: If you fail to get that earlier date
but it depends on the assumptions that you make. Itand the AEF is proved to be right, or near right, is
makes some very contentious assumptions, ratherthe UK aviation industry prepared to do anything
like The Da Vinci Code.else to reduce emissions until we get into the ETS?

Mr Irvin: We are already doing things to reduce
emissions. First, aircraft technology and aircraft Q567 Emily Thornberry: Do you say it is the same as

The Da Vinci Code? Can we quote you on that?movements are improving and from aviation we see
an improvement of 1 to 2% a year in fuel eYciency. Mr Irvin: No, but, in the same way, if one makes

certain assumptions one can perhaps go in the wrongIn terms of consistent improvements that is not to be
sniVed at. We as airport operators are doing an direction. If one assumes that there will be virtually

unlimited growth in one sector and a 60 to 80%enormous amount to try to cut the emissions that we
control. We have a target to reduce our CO2 reduction everywhere else over a number of years it

is true that eventually the two points will meet, butemissions by 15% from energy used at airports
versus passengers increasing by about 70%. if one looks at its forecasts for passenger numbers

they are nearly double what the DfT and ourIrrespective of that we are making quite big eVorts
to achieve reductions in the meantime. Emissions forecasting people expect by 2050. It is about double

the number of passengers per annum for the UK. Ittrading will give all the more incentive to do that and
it also means we will find more eVective ways to applies variously 2.7 times and 3.5 times radiative

forcing without accepting that there may be anyreduce emissions in the long term.
Mr Paling: At Manchester we are taking similar radiative forcing from any other part of the

economy, so it just counts CO2 from the rest of thesteps. We have set a target reduction of 10% in
absolute terms in energy use, which equates to a 60% economy. Therefore, it is not comparing like with

like. As to radiative forcing, the report itself says: “Itreduction in CO2 emissions per passenger. It is a
huge challenge and one that we are well on the way should be noted that there is very substantial

uncertainty and disagreement surrounding both theto meeting in terms of introducing new energy
eYciency measures. We have also worked with size of the factor that should be used as well as the
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method of simply uplifting carbon values and that it is a much more eYcient and eVective
mechanism than taxation or national or regionalcomparing these with carbon emission profiles.
initiatives to deal with what is a global problem.Strictly speaking, such a comparison does not

compare like with like.” I think that is a very good
Q570 Joan Walley: Do you have any idea of whatwarning. That was the sort of warning that the IPCC
level of carbon credits UK aviation should begave but people tended to overlook when the
receiving?Tyndall Centre published its figures. Another
Mr Irvin: We do not have those figures because theyinteresting point I noticed in the assumptions on
will be worked out by the European Commission.page 43 is that it uses a very coarse rule of thumb to

calculate runway and passenger equivalents. It
Q571 Joan Walley: Can you give us a feel of whatstates: “One can say that one new standard length
you think it should be?runway will accommodate some 35,000 to 40,000
Mr Dowds: We do not have a figure. If that makespassengers per year.” At Heathrow we have
us inadequate I am sorry, but we did not arrive hereprobably over 60 million passengers a year on two
today with an absolute figure.runways. That says to me that it has not been peer

reviewed and has probably not been proof read Q572 Joan Walley: Are you not proposing any
properly. It is a pretty fundamental mistake to build figure?
into its calculations. Mr Dowds: We will engage with government when it

is in a position to start discussing with our industry
what the level should be. Clearly, we expect aQ568 Joan Walley: One of the matters that we want
challenging target vis-à-vis the current level ofto get to the heart of is that there are other sectors
emissions that aviation generates. We expect,which will have to make huge cuts in emissions,
therefore, that that would decrease over time andincluding for example ceramics to name but one. By
pressure on aviation will increase as it tries to meet it.the time one gets round to any kind of scheme there

will already have been allocations and the pressure
Q573 Emily Thornberry: Your evidence seems toon you will not be the same. Why is it right that other
give the impression that you are looking forward tosectors should take a much greater burden than the
this scheme being introduced in the next couple ofone that you are taking now? years. If that is right you must be thinking in termsMr Dowds: I am not sure we share the conclusion at of figures by now. You are not sitting back to wait

which you have arrived in posing the question that to see what Gordon Brown suggests?
somehow the job is done by the time aviation gets its Mr Dowds: I am unaware of any particular figure.
act together and becomes involved. We believe that We have not calculated one.
it will be much more diYcult than that. The truth of
the matter is that diVerent industries find it easier to Q574 Joan Walley: If you have any information on
make savings in their carbon emissions. that we may find it helpful. Finally, do you think

that when we get round to determining what should
be aviation’s share of carbon credits they should beQ569 Joan Walley: I will tell that to my ceramics
given away free or there should be auctions? Do youmanufacturers.
have any thoughts or propositions on that?Mr Dowds: I said that they would find it easier than Mr Dowds: Again, the short answer is that we do not

aviation; I did not say that it was easy. The beauty think it matters too much as long as it is a level
of the emissions trading scheme is that it recognises playing field. We do not think there is a fair case for
and rewards and it incentivises those who find it less arguing that all other forms of industry should get
easy to discover ways to compensate for it. them for free and because aviation is special it
Ultimately, we see the emissions trading scheme as should be charged for them. If there is any particular
one which will allow other industries to sell mechanism which with more thought seems to make
allowances that they do not require because they better sense than giving them away free, fine, but all
have made greater progress than aviation. Aviation we ask is that it is done on an industry-wide level
will have to pay for those. As time passes it is easy to playing field.
imagine a scenario in which progress becomes more Mr Paling: Manchester as well as a number of BAA
diYcult, the scarcity of spare allowances becomes airports are very familiar with the scheme because
greater and the cost of buying them will rise. That we are in it in terms of energy generation on site. We
will internalise for aviation the cost of climate have been in the scheme for over a year now, so we
change. We believe that all of that is appropriate and are familiar with how it works on that basis.
that it will have an ultimate eVect on aviation both Joan Walley: We have to bring this to a close. You
in terms of the cost of flying and almost certainly on have been very generous with your time. Thank you

very much.the total level of demand. What we are arguing is
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Memorandum submitted by Friends of the Earth England, Wales and Northern Ireland

Friends of the Earth welcomes the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into this vitally
important subject.

Climate change is the greatest threat the world faces. Friends of the Earth believes that annual cuts of
3% in the UK’s total emissions of carbon dioxide are necessary, as the UK’s contribution to keeping global
temperature increases below 2)C. We are leading a campaign for a Climate Change Bill which would:

— require the Government to put policies in place to deliver 3% year-on-year cuts in emissions;

— require annual reports to Parliament; and

— provide for corrective action if annual targets were not met.

This clear leadership role and clarity over what will be achieved would provide industry and individuals
with the certainty they need to take action.

Reductions are required from the UK economy as a whole and, as a key sector, reductions are required
from transport. However with current policies emissions have risen, and are set to rise further. The
Government’s Climate Change Programme review forecasts end-user transport emissions rising by 22%
from 1990 to 2020 and by almost 19% from 2000–20.1 This is just one of several forecasts from diVerent
Government departments. However two common factors of all the forecasts are that transport makes a
major contribution to total UK emissions, and that emissions from the sector will rise in the future.

This means that major changes in transport policies will be vital for achieving the Government’s short-
and long-term emissions targets, and for making the 3% year-on-year cuts that Friends of the Earth believes
are necessary.

The key points we make in our submission are:

— There is little evidence to date of a coherent department-wide strategy to reduce emissions.

— The Department for Transport (DfT) is falling well short of the targets it has set for reducing
emissions.

— Big cuts in carbon emissions from transport are possible by 2020–30 provided that action is taken
now to put us on the right path. Major policy change is needed now so that by 2010, the
Government should have both started to cut emissions and also be on the right path for the
longer term.

Is the DfT’S Carbon Reduction Target Underpinned by a Coherent Strategy Stretching Across
the Department’s Entire Range of Activities?

The first point to clarify is that we do not believe that the DfT has a specific carbon reduction target, and
it should be given one. The DfT has joint responsibility for the Government’s Public Service Agreement on
reducing carbon emissions but, like other Whitehall departments, has no department-wide target to indicate
the share of reductions it is expected to deliver. It is critical that this target should include emissions from
aviation.

The now overdue publication of the Government’s Climate Change Programme Review will give the DfT
the opportunity to demonstrate that it does have a coherent department-wide strategy to reduce emissions.
However at the moment we do not see much evidence of such a strategy. Three examples of this lack of a
joined-up strategy are:

— the continuing road-building programme;

— viewing road-pricing simply as a tool to tackle congestion; and

1 DEFRA (2004) “Review of the UK Climate Change Programme—consultation paper” section 3 table 6.
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— the support for aviation expansion.

These are examples either of policies that are leading to increases in carbon emissions, or of key policies
that are not acting to reduce carbon emissions.

Road building

Despite many statements from the Government, from the Prime Minister down, that we cannot build our
way out of congestion, the Government is still persisting with a large-scale road building programme.

Road-building often leads to large increases in traYc levels, locking us in to a carbon-intensive pattern
of development. Answers to Parliamentary questions last year revealed that roads in the Government’s
Targeted Programme of Improvements (TPI) would result in traYc increases of 23%. However information
on traYc increases was not available for over one-third of schemes.2 TraYc increases on this scale will make
it much harder to cut emissions in the future.

The Government seems to have very little information on the carbon impacts of these schemes: no data
on forecast CO2 increases was available for less than half of schemes.3

There is also strong pressure for road-building coming from the English regions. At the end of January,
the regions submitted to the DfT proposals for spending their Regional Funding Allocation (RFA) for the
period 2006–16. Analysis of the submissions has revealed a very heavy bias towards road-building, with 72%
of the budget earmarked for roads, and only 24% for public transport. Two regions—the South East and
the East Midlands—want to spend 95% of their budget on roads.

Road pricing

The Secretary of State has made clear on many occasions his belief in the need to move towards a
nationwide system of road pricing and to make significant progress in the course of this Parliament.
However despite the clear importance accorded to road pricing, the DfT seems to regard it as a measure to
be used simply to tackle congestion. Achieving environmental benefits is regarded as almost a by-product.
However research has shown that a revenue-raising road pricing system could reduce carbon emissions from
road transport by 8% whereas a revenue-neutral system, under which road pricing charges would be oVset
by reductions in fuel tax or VED, would increase emissions by 5%.4 Clearly design is crucial and so any road-
pricing system should be designed to cut carbon emissions as well as tackle congestion. The fact that this is
not currently the case is further evidence of the lack of a coherent department-wide strategy to cut emissions.

Support for aviation expansion

Aviation is a rogue sector even within the context of transport. DfT is pressing ahead with an expansion
strategy which would again lock us into a carbon-intensive pattern of development and result in huge
increases in emissions. As your Committee has previously noted “if aviation emissions increase on the scale
predicted by the DfT, the UK’s 60% carbon emission reduction target . . . will become meaningless and
unachievable”.5 The scale of the problem was further thrown into relief by research for Friends of the Earth
by the respected Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, published last year. This concluded that, if
the UK was to put itself on a contraction-and-convergence path to stabilise global carbon dioxide levels at
450 parts per million by volume (the level currently believed to be necessary to avoid the worst impacts of
climate change) then continuing aviation growth could see the sector taking up the entire UK carbon budget
by 2037, with all other sectors of the economy having to be carbon-neutral.6

The Government’s aviation policy is out-of-line with its climate change policy. The two must be
reconciled. When it published its Air Transport White Paper in December 2003, the Government stated that
it “will monitor and evaluate the eVectiveness and impact of the policies set out in this White Paper [and] will
report in 2006 on progress”.7 Friends of the Earth believes that the Government should conduct and publish
an aviation policy review, rather than simply a progress report. However, the Department for Transport is
sticking firmly to the latter.

A distinct flaw of the policy process leading up to the publication of the White Paper was the failure to
adequately integrate air transport/airport development and climate change policy into a single coherent
approach.

2 Hansard 13 July 2005.
3 Hansard 13 July 2005.
4 IPPR (2003) “Putting the brakes on climate change”.
5 Environmental Audit Committee (2004) “Pre-Budget Report 2003: aviation follow-up” para 50.
6 Tyndall Centre for Friends of the Earth Trust (2005) “Growth scenarios for EU and UK aviation: contradictions with

climate policy”.
7 Department for Transport (2003) “The Future of Air Transport” para 12.28.
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Friends of the Earth is concerned about the Government’s preferred policy approach for responding to
aviation emissions: inclusion within the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), and about its impact on
policy making. The aviation industry advocates ETS as its favoured measure because it believes that ETS
of all the possible measures is the one least likely to mean they have to change. It is already advocating large
allocations of emissions for their own sector, in contradiction with Government policy that the polluter
should pay. There are also considerable uncertainties surrounding ETS and its potential impact, such as the
choice of base year, the level of the emissions cap, how permits will be allocated, which flights to and from
EU airports should be included.

This uncertainty means that there is a distinct possibility that the problems of the policy process leading
up to the 2003 White Paper will be repeated this year. That is, the uncertainty surrounding the actual
outcome of its preferred mechanism to respond to aviation emissions growth (inclusion in the EU ETS) will
be allowed to continue without resolution until after the White Paper progress report/policy review. It is, of
course, much more likely that the White Paper review will continue to support the very substantial
expansion of air transport and its emissions if it is not required to identify, and then integrate, the adequacy
or not of the “emissions trading” solution over the same timescale—to 2030.

Consequently, Friends of the Earth suggests that the Government be pressed to adequately integrate these
two policy streams within the White Paper review, and that in particular the government be required, from
the various forecasting models now available to them, to identify what will be the outcome in terms of direct
aviation emissions in 2030 of pursuing their approach to forecast air passenger demand—in the context of
the wider requirement on the UK to reduce its overall carbon dioxide emissions.

What Progress is the Department for Transport Making Against Key Carbon Reduction Targets
or Forecasts?

The Department for Transport (DfT) does have policies in place to reduce carbon emissions. However,
as is explained below, these are performing less well than expected, and are in any case swamped by policies
or lack of policies elsewhere—the net eVect being carbon increases. The overall impact of this is that DfT
is falling well short of its targets and forecasts for reducing emissions.

The key predictions and forecasts are:

— 10 Year Plan for Transport

— greener cars: the Government anticipated cuts of 4MtC from the voluntary agreement
between the EU and car manufacturers;8

— behavioural change: the Government anticipated cuts of 1.6MtC from measures in the 10
Year Plan.

— Powering Future Vehicles—that by 2012, 10% of new cars sold will have emissions of less than 100
grammes of carbon dioxide per kilometre (g/km CO2)

10 Year Plan forecast for greener cars

The Government anticipated emissions cuts of 4MtC from the voluntary agreement reached between the
EU and car manufacturers. However the then Transport Minister David Jamieson MP told the Transport
Committee in 2004 that this was now regarded as over-ambitious and that actual emissions cuts were now
more likely to be around 2.6MtC.9 He blamed the shortfall on the UK consumer’s preference for larger cars
compared to other EU countries.

The target agreed by the EU and car manufacturers in the late 1990s was that by 2008, new cars sold in
Member States should on average emit no more than 140 grammes of carbon dioxide per kilometre. Average
emissions of new cars sold in the UK have fallen from 189.8 g/km CO2 in 1997 to 171.4 g/km CO2 in 2004.10

It is now widely accepted that the voluntary target will not be achieved: in the UK we are two-thirds of the
way through the target period, we have made one-third of the progress needed, and the rate of progress is
slowing down.

The failure to reduce emissions reflects in part the advertising policy of car makers. Analysis carried out
by Friends of the Earth last year showed that over half of the adverts in national newspapers for the first
two weeks of the new “55” registration in September were for cars in Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) bands E
and F—the most polluting cars on the road. By contrast, only 3% of the adverts were cars in VED bands
A and B—the least polluting cars on the road.11

However the Government could do much more to influence consumer choice. The current VED bands
provide very little incentive for buyers to choose a less polluting car. The diVerence between VED paid for
the most and least polluting cars is £95 for diesels, £100 for petrol cars and £105 for alternative-fuelled cars,

8 DETR (2000) “Transport 2010: the 10 year plan” para 8.9.
9 Transport Committee (2004) “Cars of the future” para 26.
10 SMMT (2005) “UK new car registrations by CO2 performance—2005 edition”.
11 See Friends of the Earth press release 10 November 2005 “Government and industry must do more on greener cars”.
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with a maximum gap between bands of £30. In our submission to the 2005 Pre-Budget, Friends of the Earth
recommended cutting VED for the least-polluting cars to zero immediately, and raising it for the most-
polluting cars to £600 by March 2008.12 Changes to VED along these lines are gaining wide support: the
RAC Foundation has recently called for higher tax on gas guzzlers. The gaps between the bands in March
2008 would be £100. Evidence from research for the DfT shows that a gap between VED bands of £100
would persuade 47% of new car buyers to choose a less-polluting vehicle.13

Buying a more fuel-eYcient car would save drivers a great deal in fuel costs. Last year, when fuel prices
reached £1 a litre, Friends of the Earth calculated that, on the basis of driving 12,000 miles per year:

— a driver wanting a small car could save up to £460 a year in fuel costs by choosing a Citroen C2
rather than a Ford Fiesta;

— a driver wanting a family car could save up to £630 a year in fuel costs by choosing a Toyota Prius
rather than a Ford Mondeo; and

— a driver wanting a 4x4 could save over £1,500 a year in fuel costs by choosing a Toyota RAV4
rather than a Land Rover Discovery.

10 Year Plan forecast for behavioural change

The Government estimated that measures in its 10 Year Plan would reduce carbon emissions by around
1.6 MtC by 2010. The then Transport Minister David Jamieson estimated in 2004 that this target would be
missed by around 25%, with cuts of around 1.2 MtC expected.14

The main reason for this expected shortfall is the continuing rise in traYc levels. Despite the Deputy Prime
Minister saying in 1997 that he would have failed if the number of journeys by car had not fallen within five
years, traYc levels have risen by over 10% since the current Government came to power. The most recent
Government forecasts show continuing traYc growth: 23–29% higher than 2000 levels by 2010; 29–38%
higher by 2015 and 38–53% higher by 2025.15 Continuing traYc growth will make achieving medium- to
long-term carbon emissions targets very diYcult.

Friends of the Earth believes that two key reasons for this continuing traYc growth are:

— the failure to invest adequately in reducing the need to travel and in providing high quality
alternatives to car use; and

— continuing trends in the cost of motoring and public transport use: motoring is still cheaper in real
terms than when the current government came to power, but bus and train travel is more expensive.

Until action is taken to increase investment in reducing the need to travel and in improving alternatives
to car use, with funding shifting from road-building which tends to lead to increased car use, then traYc
levels and carbon emissions will continue to rise. Details of the measures needed are given below.

Powering Future Vehicles target

In its 2004 Powering Future Vehicles strategy, the Government set the target that by 2012, 10% of new
cars sold will have emissions of less than 100g CO2/km. It is too early to assess progress, but the scale of the
challenge is shown by the figures for 2004: a total of 481 vehicles sold had emissions of less than 100g
CO2/km out of total sales of over 2.5 million—less than 0.02%.16 Friends of the Earth believes that tough
action will be needed if the target is to be met including mandatory new EU emissions targets to force the
pace of technological development by car manufacturers; and greater fiscal incentives for the purchase of
greener cars, as outlined above.

What Realistically Could the DfT Achieve by 2010 and 2020 in Terms of Reducing Transport-
related Carbon Emissions, and what Role should Demand Management Play in Doing So?

What Specific Steps Should the Department Now Take to Reduce Transport Carbon Emissions and
Congestion Over the Next Decade?

The DfT’s ambitions for 2010 and 2020 must be set within the context of the need for 3% year-on-year
cuts in overall carbon emissions. As explained above, the DfT must play a key role in delivering these cuts.
This must be the department’s priority over the next decade. The measures we advocate to achieve this will
also help cut congestion.

12 Friends of the Earth (2005) “Tackling climate change through the Budget”.
13 DfT (2004) “Assessing the impact of graduated Vehicle Excise Duty—quantitative research” figure 17.
14 Transport Committee (2004) “Cars of the future” para 22.
15 DfT (2005) “The Future of Transport: Modelling and Analysis” Note that the figures are for England only.
16 DfT (2005) “Powering Future Vehicles strategy: third annual report” para 2.1.
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Recent research for the DfT shows the scale of ambition possible. “Looking over the horizon” produced
by the Bartlett School for Planning and Halcrow Group shows that carbon emissions from transport can
be cut to 60% below 1990 levels by 2030.17

Friends of the Earth believes that the Government must push to get all the emissions cuts possible from
technology, such as greener cars and improved or alternative fuels. However this will not be enough on its
own, and demand management measures to change how and how much people travel are also essential. This
is echoed by the “Looking over the horizon” report which concluded that “the 60% CO2 reduction target in
2030 can be achieved by a combination of strong behavioural change and strong technological innovation. But
it is in travel behaviour that the real change must take place, and this should be implemented at the earliest
possible occasion”.18 This sets a very clear agenda for the Government, and for DfT in particular, although
action will be needed from other departments as well (notably the Treasury and the OYce of the Deputy
Prime Minister). Friends of the Earth believes that the issue is now whether the Government has the political
will to put in place the measures needed. The Government seems willing to put in place the technological
measures needed, but not to take the action necessary to get the changes needed in people’s travel behaviour.

By 2010 DfT should have put policies in place which will be:

— firstly, already delivering emissions reductions; and

— secondly putting us on a path to make the emissions reductions possible in the longer-term.

Over the next decade, the Department for Transport must:

— Fully embrace the need for tough action to reduce carbon emissions, and make this the key
determinant of policy.

— Agree a sectoral target for reductions to be made from transport.

— Accept that technology alone will not be enough to deliver the cuts needed, and that measures to
change people’s travel behaviour are also needed.

— Work proactively to build public acceptability of the need for cuts in transport emissions and of
the measures needed.

— Work with other Government departments, notably the Treasury and ODPM, to ensure that
policies to cut transport emissions are integrated and eVective.

Specific measures the DfT should take include:

— Use next year’s Comprehensive Spending Review to ensure that spending on measures to cut
carbon emissions is prioritised. This should focus on measures to reduce the need to travel, and to
provide high-quality alternatives to private car use. Examples of measures needed are given in the
report “Paying for Better Transport” produced by the Way to Go campaign for the 2004 Spending
Review.19 These include:

— a cycle friendly road network and cycle training for all;

— networks of bus lanes;

— safe routes to schools;

— lower speed limits: 20mph default in residential streets;

— increased funding for public transport, particularly in rural areas;

— streets, lanes and paths in good condition and pleasant for walking;

— quality standards for bus and rail services;

— national railcard;

— purchase incentives for smaller, cleaner vehicles;

— funding for rail freight projects;

— services and facilities close to people so that they don’t need to drive; and

— pay-as-you-go road pricing.

The Comprehensive Spending Review should also identify cuts in expenditure on road-building. “Paying
for Better Transport” identified possible cuts of over £8 billion that could be made.

— Ensure that any national road pricing scheme that is implemented is designed to cut carbon
emissions rather than simply to tackle congestion. Road pricing should increase the cost of
motoring, with additional revenue ring-fenced for spending on reducing the need to travel or on
improving alternatives to the car.

— Push for a tough follow-up EU emissions standard for new vehicles to replace the current
voluntary agreement. Friends of the Earth believes that new cars should emit no more than an
average of 120 g/km CO2 by 2012. This should be a mandatory target rather than a voluntary

17 Bartlett School for Planning and Halcrow Group for DfT (2006) “Looking over the horizon”.
18 Bartlett School for Planning and Halcrow Group for DfT (2006) “Looking over the horizon” Executive Summary section 7.
19 Way to Go campaign (2004) “Paying for Better Transport” available at http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/reports/

paying–for–better–transport.pdf
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agreement, and should be met entirely by action from the car industry: emissions cuts from fuel-
related measures, such as greater use of biofuels, should be seen as additional to this, rather than
contributing to it. Figures from the European Federation for Transport & Environment show that
the costs of meeting such a standard would be outweighed by the savings made by drivers from
using less fuel. Meeting the 120 g/km CO2 standard would cost less than 600 Euros per vehicle,
whereas pre-tax fuel savings would be between 625 and 940 Euros per vehicle, depending on the
cost of fuel. The savings to the consumer would be much greater when taxes are taken into
account.20

— Continue to promote the use of biofuels but ensure that a tough accreditation scheme is put in
place to ensure that biofuel producers do not damage the countryside by intensifying production
at the expense of wildlife, destroy rainforests through imports of palm oil or harm wildlife overseas
by using oils derived from GM-crops.

— Put in place the measures needed to tackle aviation emissions. The policy changes needed include:

— revision of the Air Transport White Paper to put a moratorium on new airport capacity;

— the use of fiscal measures to reduce the growth in demand for flying. As an initial step, Air
Passenger Duty should be increased; and

— ensure that the inclusion of aviation in ETS is environmentally eVective. However this should
not be seen as a substitute for fiscal measures.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by Sustrans

Executive Summary

— This is a response by the sustainable transport charity Sustrans.

— It is based on our paper “Driven to Extinction?”, as supplied to the Committee.

— We believe all key policy areas, not just Transport, should now relate to Climate Change and
Energy Depletion.

— We strongly commend the DfT’s VIBAT study, which examine ways of cutting carbon emissions
from transport 60% by 2030.

— Sustrans believes that radical changes in vehicle fuels and technology are needed but must be
backed up by major changes in travel behaviour and modal shift if we are to meet the necessary
carbon reduction targets.

— We are working on a large range of practical projects to reduce car dependency and also thereby
reduce carbon emissions from transport.

Introduction

This is the response by Sustrans to the above inquiry. Sustrans is the charity behind practical and
innovative solutions to some of the UKs biggest transport challenges. Our vision is a world in which people
choose to travel in ways that benefit their health and the environment. Among our work is the award-
winning National Cycle Network, Safe Routes to School, Bike It, TravelSmart and Active Travel.

Sustrans has recently been co-opted as experts onto the European Climate Change Programme, where we
have succeeded in getting walking and cycling (hitherto ignored) taken into account. We are partnering
WHO and others in an EU funding bid for integrated tools to calculate and value both of the climate change
and the public health benefits arising from a modal shift from motorised traYc to walking and cycling.

We are a member of Stop Climate Chaos, a new coalition with millions of members in the UK. SCC is
calling for the setting of a national carbon budget. It also wishes to see:

(a) International emissions starting to decline by 2015.

(b) Overseas aid to be linked to a system that will be “climate-proofed”.

(c) UK emissions to start declining by 3% annually.

We are all working within the current context of Transport emissions being around one quarter of carbon
emissions, and of that percentage rising. The long term aspiration of the DfT is only for a pathway to a 60%
cut by 2050. Sustrans believes that recent climate findings, especially to do with the melting of the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets suggest that climate change is close to being irreversible, and that really radical
action is needed now.

20 European Federation for Transport and Environment (T&E) (2005) “No regrets: the cost-eVectiveness of achieving 120g/km
average CO2 emissions from new cars in Europe by 2012”.
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That is why we have had to re-consider our own work in relation to Climate Change. We believe that it
needs to take place within the framework of a 60% cut in carbon emissions by 2030, with further cuts
thereafter. Sustrans feels that Contraction and Convergence—a proposal by the Global Commons Institute
(Meyer 2003)—oVers the only potentially widely acceptable methodology for a global solution to this global
problem. As is well known, it proposes setting a maximum limit of (say) 450 parts per million for global
atmospheric CO2 (current levels are 380 ppm) and then calculating a timescale for cutting emissions.

For the purposes of equity, national allowances are calculated on a per capita basis. This means that high
carbon-emitting countries, such as ourselves, are going to have to make deep cuts, probably in the range of
80–90% of current emissions. Once the framework and the overall capping limit is accepted the task is for
each nation to divide up the roles of the most eVective interventions. We list three highly relevant UK
documents below.

Foresight

Produced by the OYce of Science and Technology this January this study has looked 50 years ahead.
“Intelligent Infrastructure Futures” is interesting because of the range of scenarios it examined. It also
emphasises that 80% of the UK lives in urban centres, so the country is relatively compact. As such we could
do much more on Continental-style measures of high-density living, high quality urban design, and
minimising movement. These would be particularly valuable if the “Urban Colonies” scenario comes into
being—which also has close links with sustainable energy and waste policies.

It is worth mentioning the “Tribal Trading” possibility envisaged by Foresight. In this the world has gone
through a savage energy shock in which the world economy is severely damaged. Most travel is local,
typically by cycle or horse. Local food production and services have become highly important.

VIBAT

We have supplied the Committee with a copy of the Banister and Hickman “Vision and Backcasting in
Transport” study, recently completed for the Research Department of the DfT as part of their Horizons
project. This is of particular interest as it attempts to secure cuts of 60% in CO2 emissions from the Transport
sector by 2030, a date many believe to be more in tune with the necessary timescale than the DfT’s 2050 date.

This study is robust and wide-ranging, and looks at two possible future scenarios it calls “New Market
Economy” and “Smart Social”. The former is mostly technology based, and it is noteworthy it only delivers
two-thirds of the required carbon savings. Smart Social oVers a very broad range of measures, which are
not a menu but a total list of all possible and proven policies that require urgent implementation now.

The VIBAT study urges (page 18) that “It is in travel behaviour that the real change must take place.”
Under the “Smart Social” scenario bus distance would increase 15%, rail 50%, walking trips would double,
and cycle use increase five-fold. Car occupancy would need to increase, and there would be a national
programme of Smarter Choices. There would also have to be major improvements in vehicle fuels and
technology, with car makers planning for these now.

Sustrans believes it is absolutely vital that the VIBAT study findings are injected into the broader domain
of decision-making about Climate Change and Carbon Emissions. They should inform, amongst others:

— The Climate Change Review.

— The Energy Policy Review.

— The Eddington Study.

— The Comprehensive Spending Review.

VIBAT illustrates clearly that reducing emissions from Transport is not just a matter for the DfT.

Driven to Extinction?

This is the title of the background paper for Sustrans’ conference on Transport, Health and Climate
Change held in Cambridge in September 2005. We have supplied a copy of this to the Committee. It
summarises the current adverse trends in Transport policy, notably:

— The constant increase in average journey lengths.

— The growth of sprawl and unsustainable retail, business and housing developments.

— The alarming rise in obesity and other health problems as a result of less walking and cycling.
Physical inactivity in England costs the NHS over £8 billion annually (Source: Chief Medical
OYcer, 2004).

When discussing car travel the report notes the findings of Sustrans’ TravelSmart work, in partnership
with Socialdata, where car traYc is reduced by an average of 9–14%. Many people, it is clear, are locked
into high levels of car dependency because they do not have adequate information on alternatives. Providing
such information is by far quicker, cheaper, more eVective and less controversial than most other transport
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options (we have successfully proved this yet again in the results of our travel behaviour surveys of the three
English Sustainable Travel Demonstration Towns, the results of which we commend to the Committee,
particularly with regard to the potential for traYc reduction).

Brog of Socialdata has often noted (as in 2003, Nottingham) that across the UK and Europe opinion-
formers have seriously incorrect ideas of what the public feel about sustainable transport. This leads to timid
and ineVective action by Government. It may well be that the situation is worse in the UK because of
misrepresentation in the national media. For example the Daily Mail and The Sun tend to give large amounts
of coverage to views held by the Association of British Drivers. This is despite the minute size of this body,
and notwithstanding the fact that it actually denies that climate change is taking place. We urge the
Committee to examine whether DfT and Government timidity over carbon emissions is based on a
misplaced fear of adverse press comment.

In addition we would suggest that they see change in awareness of the crucial need for urgent action is
taking place, and that there is opening up an opportunity to take radical action without the kind of criticism
which might previously have been expected.

The Role of other Departments

We wish strongly to emphasise that reducing carbon emissions from Transport is not solely the role of
the DfT. Inaction or, indeed, wrong policies, by other Departments are actively making matters worse. We
discuss this and make recommendations for action in our “Driven to Extinction?” report. In brief these are:

The Treasury

— Should set a national carbon budget.

— Then reassess all Departmental budgets from a carbon-reduction aspect.

— Discuss with DfT its planned Transport spend in light of the need to cut CO2 emissions.

DEFRA

— Ensure key decisions about reducing carbon are included in the Climate Change Review.

Department of Trade and Industry

— Bring radical reductions in transport emissions into its Energy Review.

Department of Health

— Ensure all NHS sites are exemplars for travel planning.

— Award contracts for goods and services which favour local sourcing.

— Implement recommendations of the Warless report, to secure a population “fully engaged” with
its own health.

OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister

— Issue a Planning Policy Statement on Carbon reduction.

— Revise existing PPSs to include carbon reduction.

— Ensure CO2 reduction is factored into Regional Plans and Strategies.

— Revise all Public Sector Agreements to include carbon reduction.

— Reassess its Sustainable Communities programme, with transport and carbon reduction in mind.

— Put carbon reduction at the heart of its Neighbourhood and Regeneration work.

In general there seems an almost total lack of oYcial awareness about the overall impact of transport-
related decisions. At the time of writing there was the possibility of hundreds of Post OYces being closed,
due to impending loss of Government support. This will reduce greatly non-motorised access and increase
car travel. Elsewhere decisions about the closure of libraries, increasing choice in schools, and centralising
health facilities will all generate extra motorised travel and, as a consequence, increase carbon emissions.
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Four Critical Policy Areas

Transport trends

The DfT has recently published “Transport Trends 2005”, covering the last 25 years. These statistics
confirm a generally adverse picture, which needs tackling as a matter of urgency. Among them are:

— Car traYc by distance has increased 75% since 1980;

— Whilst motoring costs have held steady, average public transport fares for the last 25 years rose
37%;

— While rail journeys have increased significantly, bus journeys outside London have declined
sharply, and by 48% in metropolitan areas; and

— The annual distance travelled on foot has fallen 18% and by cycle 23% during this period.

Clearly if carbon emissions from transport are to fall these adverse trends are going to have to be reversed.

Energy depletion

In 2004 the UK became a net importer of natural gas. In 2005 it became a net importer of oil, for the first
time since 1979. Oil imports were £670 million over exports: four years ago the export credit balance was
£5 billion a year. (Source: OYce for National Statistics, 10 February 2006)

These figures underline how dangerous and wrong it is to burn fossil fuel for longer journeys by road and
more trips by air. Unnecessary travel will rapidly become unsustainable financially, as well as
environmentally.

Carbon rationing

Sustrans believes that the Climate Change and Energy Depletion issues will of themselves impose some
kind of rationing over carbon emissions. These will be at national, regional, local, business, household and
individual levels.

We ask the Committee to examine the concept of Personal Carbon Credits. These are explained in the
Hillman and Fawcett publication for Penguin (2004) “How We Can Save The Planet”. The main features
are:

— Equal, tradeable but mandatory rations for all.

— A year-on-year reduction of the annual ration, in line with Contraction and Convergence targets.

Much of this could be done by smart card technology. People who under-spend their ration would be able
to sell their surplus.

An oil-free future: or “how others do it”

We wish to draw the Committee’s attention to the fact that Sweden has recently declared its aim of being
the world’s first oil-free economy (Guardian, 8 February 2006). Not only that, but it is planned to do this
within the next 15 years, and without new nuclear power stations. For more details see http://
www.energybulletin.net/12852.html.

It is particularly worth noting the positive way their Government is embracing this idea. An oYcial is
quoted as saying “We want to be both mentally and technically prepared for a world without oil.” The
Minister for Sustainable Development states “A Sweden free of fossil fuels would give us enormous
advantages, not least by reducing the impact from fluctuations in oil prices.” The contrast in attitudes with
the UK is embarrassing.

Questions

What progress is the DfT making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the 10 Year
Plan, the Climate Change Strategy, the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA, Powering Future Vehicles
and other documents?

2004 Transport White Paper

It is doubtful that the promises made in 10.17 about a broader debate on “the value we attach to the
movement of people and goods” has really taken place. The White Paper was written in the days before
Climate Change and Peak oil had moved far up the political agenda. The assertion in the Executive
Summary (4) that “Our transport strategy has to recognise that demand for travel will increase in the future”
is deeply worrying. So, too, is the excessive reliance on long-term solutions such as Hydrogen, which is
unlikely to come into play before the Paper’s lifespan (till 2030) expires.
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Finally, of course, there is the much-publicised fundamental flaw in the Paper of working (on DTI figures)
on the assumption that by 2010 oil will cost $23 a barrel.

This to our mind reinforces the need for the DfT to develop a range of transport and emissions scenarios,
based on diVerent energy prices in the year to 2030.

Is the DfT’s carbon reduction target underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the Department’s
entire range of activities?

Far from it. The most obvious example is aviation, where the White Paper predicts a 300% increase in air
travel by 2030. This means that this sector’s emissions will be 30% of emissions by 2030.

There appears to be little evidence that the adverse impacts of aviation and of carbon emissions generally
is systematically integrated across the Department’s draft Evidence and Research Strategy, and more work
needs doing here (Sustrans response to consultation, February 2006).

It is also not clear just how much “buy in” there is likely to be from other divisions of the Department
into the recent VIBAT study (see elsewhere). We urge the Committee to press the DfT on this matter.

Elsewhere, carbon emissions from transport are poorly considered in work on Regional Transport
Strategies and prioritisation within these. Research produced this February shows that overall 72% of bids
for capital funding are on roads, 24% for public transport. In fast-growing areas such as the South-East and
the East Midlands the road proportion was 95%. This is clearly out of sync with any attempt to control
carbon emissions (Surveyor magazine, 16 February 2006).

A further problem is that the Department has issued no guidance to the regions on setting optimism bias,
or indeed on the methodology for the whole prioritisation process. Again carbon control is clearly not
thought to be an issue here.

Meanwhile there appears little inclination to halt the continuously escalating cost of road schemes. The
Highways Agency spend on “targeted improvements” is £1,000 million over budget, and local authorities’
major road scheme costs have escalated 47% (Road Block, January 2006). The net eVect of this lack of
overall control is likely to be yet further rises in traYc levels and carbon emissions.

Is the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives adequately reflecting the environmental
challenges it faces?

No. There is no clear environmental element—in particular CO2 emissions—factored into DfT spending.
Sustrans would like to see all Departmental spending reassessed within the basic framework of cutting
carbon emissions 60% by 2030.

It is highly likely that such a reassessment would:

— Eliminate nearly all proposed major road schemes.

— Direct rail spending into improving reliability and expanding local services (and not invest in a new
generation of High Speed Rail).

— Greatly increase spending on Local Transport.

— Give much greater support and stability to bus services outside London.

— Significantly boost spending on Smarter Choices/cycling/walking.

Finally, there is the issue of the Eddington Review of Transport and the Economy. The background brief,
produced jointly by the DfT and HM Treasury, made a number of out-dated basic assumptions about the
connection between the economy and the movement of people and goods. It virtually ignored electronic
communications and the knowledge economy, and had little meaningful to say about transport in a carbon-
constrained future. Despite the welcome willingness of its author to discuss such matters, it is to be feared
that his final report will be used by both Departments to fund further large infrastructure projects.

What realistically can the DfT achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and what role should demand management play in so doing?

2010

— To accept the principle of Contraction and Convergence, and persuade other Departments to
follow suit.

— Establish a high-level cross-Departmental working group to ensure other Departments’ activities
and strategies support those of the DfT.

— Work out agreements on amounts of carbon reduction per level of transport intervention.

— Develop packages of policy measures to reduce traYc and emissions.

— Impose stringent new standards of vehicle and fuel eYciency.
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— Introduce incremental modal shift targets on highway authorities, with links to funding
consequences.

— Roll out nationwide environmentally focused Road User Charging scheme.

2020

— Total car fleet to have Intelligent Speed Adaptation.

— Major reductions in highway capacity achieved.

— Carbon rationing working successfully.

— Carbon emissions from transport falling.

What specific steps can the Department take now to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion
over the next decade?

For specific steps now, Sustrans suggests:

— Adopt a target of cutting transport emissions 60% by 2030.

— Adopt and implement the VIBAT report.

— Bring in a moratorium on airport expansion.

— Halt the major road schemes programme.

— Issue guidance on reducing carbon emissions within the Transport Infrastructure Fund Guidance.

— Issue a Supplement on reducing carbon emissions within Local Transport Plan Guidance.

— Strengthen links with Health policy.

— Set targets for traYc reduction.

— Re-introduce national targets to increase cycling.

— Transfer more staV to work on cycling and walking matters.

— Have a partnership arrangement with Sustrans to develop the National Cycle Network, Safe
Routes to School, and TravelSmart in a structured manner nationwide.

— Ensure its draft Manual for Streets adequately gives priority to non-car modes.

— Re-establish the concept of a road-user hierarchy.

— Ensure all Local Transport Plans are based on firm data and robust evidence.

— Reform the Accessibility Planning Guidance to include traYc and carbon reduction and a priority
for non-motorised modes.

— Introduce a 60 mph motorway speed limit (calculated by the Slower Speeds Initiative to save
around 1 million tonnes of carbon annually).

— Decrease capital spending, increase revenue spending.

Powering Future Vehicles Programme

Sustrans have not been involved in this and we have no detailed comments here. However, we wish to
issue some words of caution:

(a) Biofuels. Very few of these produce a net gain in carbon savings across the total system.
Additionally it is not wise to think of converting large areas of UK countryside to fuel production
at precisely the same time we will need a major growth in local food production.

(b) Hydrogen. Best estimates of this are that it is at least 30 years from being viable as a whole-system
fuel. Further, the establishment of a hydrogen infrastructure will be massively energy-intensive—
which in the context of increasing energy insecurity and shortage is, in our view, an extremely
important obstacle.

(c) Speed. The climate change issue is the ideal time to introduce lower-powered, speed-limited
vehicles.

(d) Locking in the benefits. Great care needs to be taken to ensure that “green fuels, green cars” do
not—as in the past—allow drivers to think that all is well and travel demand can remain
unrestricted. The benefits of more fuel-eYcient, carbon-constrained vehicles must be “locked in”
to the transport system to ensure a real reduction in emissions is made. Measures to do this include
fiscal policy, major redistribution of highway space away from the car, and high quality public
transport, walking and cycling as local journey replacements.
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Conclusion

Restraining carbon emissions from transport will need a wide range of fiscal, technical, policy and funding
measures across the DfT and all Government departments. It will need a fundamental re-think of how and
why we move people and goods. This re-think has barely started and Sustrans welcomes this Inquiry as a
means of injecting some real urgency into the debate.

February 2006

Witnesses: Mr Tony Bosworth, Senior Transport Campaigner, Mr Simon Bullock, Economic Adviser, and
Mr Richard Dyer, Aviation Campaigner, Friends of the Earth, and Mr Peter Lipman, Director, Liveable
Neighbourhoods and Low Carbon Travel, Sustrans, gave evidence.

Q575 Chairman: Good afternoon and a warm up with a way to deal with emissions.” I think that is
showing that we have a key plank of Department forwelcome to the committee. We are very glad to see
Transport policy which is a real opportunity to helpyou here. We have quite a lot we would like to talk
us cut traYc and cut emissions, but the Departmentto you about and you probably have plenty to say to
for Transport is not looking at it in that way; it isus. However, we will be voting at 4 o’clock and I
seeing it as a way of cutting congestion. Finally,think realistically we ought to try to get through by
briefly, the final way in which we can see that the4 if we can because colleagues will disappear to vote
Department for Transport’s approach is notand it is not easy to get them back quickly. By way
adequate to challenge of reducing emissions is itsof a general question to start oV with, could I ask
policy on aviation. Its policy on aviation expansionwhat your overall assessment is of the eVectiveness
is completely out of step with climate policy, as yourof the Government’s approach to cutting carbon
committee has already seen and shown very well. Iemissions from transport, and whether they are
think what we have overall is a department whichambitious enough in their aims?
does not have a coherent strategy and which is notMr Bosworth: Can I start with a few comments
up to the scale of the challenge. Simon Bullock isspecifically on the Department for Transport? The
going to add a few words about how transport isPrime Minister has said that transport is critical to
tackled across the rest of government.our long-term goal of reducing carbon emissions,
Mr Bullock: The other critical department forbut from our perspective, the Department for
tacking transport emissions is clearly the TreasuryTransport does not have either a coherent strategy
through their tax and spending measures. Again,for cutting emissions or a strategy which is really up
although the Treasury does have some goodto the scale of the challenge of reducing transport’s
measures on company car taxation and latterly oncontribution to climate change. I think we can see
vehicle excise duty, overall their approach is athis from the transport section of the new Climate
piecemeal one; they do not have an overall strategyChange Programme. This was a key opportunity for
for using all the instruments at their disposal to drivethe department to show that it had a coherent
down emissions, not just in transport but in allstrategy, to show that it was equal to the scale of the
sectors. So you see policies on road spendingchallenge, but there were no new initiatives in this
through the Comprehensive Spending Review andprogramme. There was maybe undue optimism
on road pricing and the price of petrol which do notabout what the measures already in place would
overall contribute to a strategy that drives downactually achieve, such as whether the voluntary
emissions. It is very important that the Governmenttarget for greener cars would be met. I think what we
as a whole sets an overall carbon budget for the UKhave there is a sign that the Department for
economy. That is something we have argued forTransport’s strategy is not really up to scratch in
some time through our Big Ask campaign, that weterms of reducing carbon emissions. I think we can
have a carbon budget for the whole economy andalso see this relative failure in the department’s
sectoral targets are set for transport, domestic andpolicy on road pricing. This is very clearly a key
industry, all the sectors, and then use the range ofpolicy area for the department. It was a key policy
policy instruments is used across government toarea of the previous Secretary of State for Transport.
drive emissions down, and we do not see that. ThereThe Prime Minister has emphasised to the new
is no co-ordinated coherent approach acrossSecretary of State that this is going to be a key
government yet. That is a clear role for Treasury topriority for him. He has taken it on as a personal lead on as well as the Department for Transportpriority, but the focus on road pricing within the obviously having lots of things to do.

Department for Transport has always been very
much on cutting congestion rather than on cutting
emissions. I think that is shown up very well by a Q576 Chairman: You have both touched on a
comment which Dr Stephen Ladyman, the number of issues we will want to explore in a bit
Transport Minister, is reported as having made a more detail presently. Your own submission is
couple of weeks ago at a conference about the among quite a number which have suggested that
Transport Innovation Fund. He said: “It is diYcult there should be a specific target for the Department
enough to come up with a system to deal with for Transport to cut carbon emissions. If there was
congestion without including the environment. First such a target, what do you think it should be if you
and foremost, we must deal with congestion. Once look out 15 to 25 years, perhaps to 2050? What

would you consider to be a sensible target to set?we have got something more robust, we could come
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Mr Bosworth: It is important to make clear first that Q579 Joan Walley: Would you include the role of
the original development agencies in the commentwhat we probably need is a sectoral target for
that you have just made about the lack of agendatransport rather than a specific target for the
approach?department. Because of the influence of the Treasury
Mr Lipman: That varies from RDA to RDA. Someand the Department for Communities and Local
of them seem to be putting much more attention onGovernment, we need a sectoral target for transport.
to this. In the South-West, the Local RegionalAs for what the target should be, that is a very
Development Agency has been behind Regen SouthdiYcult question. I know you have already been
West, which is really putting some eVort into it.speaking to the researchers. The Halcrow Bartlett

research gives us an idea of the scale of the possible
ambition, a 60% cut in transport emissions by 2030. Q580 Joan Walley: Jonathan Porritt is on the board

there, is he not?Friends of the Earth has some research due to be
Mr Lipman: Yes, that is right. Unfortunately, theypublished soon from the Tyndall Centre, which will
come up with fine-sounding initiatives and then thebe looking at targets across the range of government
local government oYce ignores them completely.departments and the range of sectors. I think there
There are lots of people thinking about the problemwill be some interesting conclusions from that.
but there certainly is not co-ordinated and coherentMr Bullock: A critical part of this sectoral target is
leadership.that it must include aviation. A key problem with

climate policy is that basically through accountancy
Q581 Mr Stuart: What is your understanding of thetricks international aviation does not count. Clearly
likely conclusions of the Eddington Review, andthese are real emissions with real impacts and they
what implications do you think that could have formust be included within that target plan.
future carbon emissions?Mr Lipman: This should be set in the context of
Mr Bullock: We do not know what the EddingtonSweden’s declared ambition to be oil-free by 2020.
Review is likely to conclude. It is our understandingSweden does have quite significant natural
that it has been delayed somewhat. We are reallyadvantages over the UK in some respects, but there
quite concerned about the review. The terms ofseems to be now developing a lead for how we tackle
reference are quite wide-ranging but we feel overall,oil dependence, energy security and climate change
reading between the lines, that there seems to beat the same time. There has been no equivalent
quite a narrow focus on improving the productivityvision whatsoever, I am afraid, in this country.
of the economy without looking at the eVects on the
environment and on people. Also, there is an
assumption, and I think this is a general political

Q577 Chairman: We have just been to Sweden. I assumption, that transport growth is inextricably
think it is fair to say that our very strong impression linked to economic growth. I think that SATRA
is that their aim is to be free of dependence on oil, 1999 proved that that was very far from the case. In
which is not defined very precisely. It may not be fact, if you build in a lot of carbon-intensive
quite as clear-cut as some people try to interpret it. infrastructure which will last us for decades when we

are going to be faced 20 to 30 years from now withMr Lipman: I would accept that when you look into
major cuts in carbon emissions, then we are going toit, some of the detail is disappointing. Just as in their
be locking ourselves into a carbon-intensiveroad safety they set a clear vision of zero fatalities
infrastructure which we cannot use. The alternativeeventually from road accidents, they are at least
would be to have massive economic damage fromtrying to set a benchmark.
climate change, which is threatening the very
productivity on which these projects are supposed to
be delivering. We are quite worried about the scope

Q578 Chairman: Do you think there is more that and remit in the Eddington Report. We will be very
could be done to co-ordinate government policy interested to see the first report from that. We have
between (a) diVerent departments and (b) central been putting in evidence to that review.
and local government in terms of reducing carbon
emissions for transport? Q582 Dr Turner: Emissions from cars are obviously
Mr Lipman: Yes. I think the problem at central level, a big concern of ours. It is very nice that the major
department-to-department, is that on the one hand car manufacturers have a voluntary agreement in the
you have a policy of hospital choice, of specialist EU. It is just a pity that they seem likely to miss the
new schools, lots of new houses being built, and targets by a mile. Why do you think this is?
really no cutting across to what the transport Mr Bosworth: I think it is clear that they are falling
implications of this will be and the carbon well short of the target. In the last nine years, they
implications. What is termed sustainable have cut the average emissions from new cars by
development does not seem very sustainable to us. about 20 gms per kilometre and in the next three
At a local level, there has been a complete failure to years they have to go down about another 30 gms
give strong guidance to local highways authorities. per kilometre if they are going to meet their target.
The new LTP2 (Local Transport Plan 2) guidance So we are falling well short. I think you will see that
gives a very clear message that actually carbon there are probably two reasons for this. The first is
mitigation is not important; it is a quality of life issue that the industry is not producing or marketing

lower carbon cars; and, secondly, that theand it is not a key deliverable.
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Government is not giving strong enough incentives are actually used on the road. The maximum speeds
are lower than are typical on the roads today. Thereto motorists to buy and use those greener cars.

Looking first at the industry, the industry says it is is less stop-start driving, which is a feature of
modern-day driving. The consequence is that realresponding to what the consumer wants, and what

the consumer wants is the more powerful, heavier fuel consumption and emissions are invariably
higher than what the test cycles report. Also, Expresscar. However, this implies that the industry cannot

change consumer behaviour, it cannot change magazine, amongst others, did a survey last year
which found that cars are on average about 17 toconsumer preference, despite having one of the

highest advertising budgets of any UK economic 20% less economic than the oYcial claims. The
European Commission is just finishing a project, thesector. We get a vicious circle. The industry says it is

responding to what the consumer wants, so it ARTEMIS project, which is being co-ordinated by
TRL in the UK which is looking at the reliability ofadvertises those sorts of cars, so those are the cars

which the consumers want, and you can see how it emissions models. I understand that is due to report
in the next month or so. It is very important not tocarries on. We did some analysis of advertising last

year. We looked at the adverts in national throw the baby out with the bathwater. A car which,
say, records emissions on the test site of, say, 120newspapers in the first two weeks of September,

which were the first two weeks of the new 55 gms per kilometre is probably going to be more
eYcient in real life, in real world conditions, thanregistration, and therefore a key time when there

were going to be lot of cars sold. We found out that one which records emissions on the test site of, say,
150 gms per kilometre. I think there is still a clearover half of the adverts placed by car manufacturers

in those two weeks were for cars in the highest two indication given to motorists of the right choice
between cars, if you want to choose a greener car,vehicle excise duty bands and only 3% were for cars

in the lowest two bands, so there is a very clear sense but it does have some important consequences for
Government policy.of the cars that the industry is pushing to consumers.

If we are looking at Government incentives, the
VED bands were changed at the March Budget but Q584 Dr Turner: Is not one of the consequences,
maybe insuYciently to force the pace of change. We surely, that cars make such a large contribution to
welcome the changes that came in but maybe it is our national CO2 emissions that we are getting a
something of a lost opportunity. The £40 increase false impression of our national CO2 emissions by
for gas-guzzlers is less than the cost of one tank of this underestimate?
petrol for many of the cars which it would aVect. The Mr Bosworth: I think that is right and it means that
bottom line is: yes, the industry is almost certain to the estimates of likely savings from voluntary
miss the target. I think the Government itself has agreements are going to be over-optimistic. It shows
recognised that this is a problem. One of the last that we need to both hit the 140 gms per kilometre
statements by the previous Transport Secretary target for 2008 and we need a tough target to follow
before he left oYce or before he was moved on was that for 2012. Maybe it also shows that there is a
that the time has come for us to consider mandatory greater need for behavioural change as we cannot
agreements because not enough progress has been always rely on technology to deliver what it is
made, and most people would expect car claiming.
manufacturers to be producing cars which are
cleaner than they are at present. So the industry has

Q585 Dr Turner: At the moment, as it stands, therea long way to go. I think the challenge now is not so
does not seem to be much incentive for car makers tomuch what we can do to make the industry meet the
adapt and develop lower carbon cars. In fact, I think2008 target but what happens after 2008, what will
they seem to be spending more eVort on making eventhe subsequent target be, and how will we make sure
bigger, heavier, faster, higher carbon cars ratherthe industry meets that?
than lower ones, with the exception of things like the
Prius. What do you think the Government can do to

Q583 Dr Turner: My own impression is that an incentivise manufacturers?
awful lot of the car advertising is for models that are Mr Bosworth: Many of the key decisions on this are
extremely high in carbon emissions. It is not helped taken at European level, and so the role of the
possibly by the fact that the reported emissions are Government is to push for an agreement at this level.
derived from driving cars under ideal conditions on We need to see a tough regulation for 2012, which is
a test track, and may be rather lower than reality the target date for the next round of eYciency
when people are either driving in traYc jams or the targets. We need some mandatory agreements which
cars are being hammered round by boy racers when will have some binding force on manufacturers.
I suspect that CO2 emissions may be very much That is one of the sticks that we can have. That form
higher. What is your understanding of the real of regulation is now needed because the voluntary
position? approach, I think we can say, has failed. We do need
Mr Bosworth: There are diVerences between the test that tougher mandatory agreement, which is going
cycle emissions and the actual on the road emissions. to force the pace of technological change within car
One of the problems for this is that the test cycle does manufacturers. There are also ways in which
not really reflect the reality of modern, real-world manufacturers can benefit. Maybe they can learn the
driving; it does not reflect modern road conditions. lessons from America where sales of gas guzzlers,
The acceleration and deceleration rates which are such as trucks and SUVs, are down steeply in recent

months with the rising oil prices but sales of smallerinvolved in the test cycle may be more sedate than
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cars are up strongly. Only yesterday, business of thing, to be honest, than speculative investment in
hydrogen fuel cells and technologies which are 20 toleaders went to see the Prime Minister and were
30 years away from delivery.calling for tougher action on climate change so that
Mr Bullock: We would echo that point. Thethey could encourage innovation. I think that could
Government seems to be very focused on eYciencyapply as much in the car industry as in any other
measures and technical improvements or drivingindustry. In a way, the manufacturers are missing a
better. That is all well and good, but basically wetrick in their advertising. They could show that a
need measures across the three basic ways ofgreener car does not just cut emissions but that, by
reducing carbon emissions. The other two arehaving a lower fuel consumption, it is also saving the
reducing the need to drive and then shifting todriver money. That is a way in which the
alternative modes. You need all three of those really.manufacturers could be seen to increase their market
We are concerned that the Government is focusingshare by showing that if they are producing lower
heavily on pure eYciency measures probablycarbon cars, they are going to be saving drivers
because it feels the other measures are moremoney as well as doing their bit for the environment.
politically diYcult.

Q586 Emily Thornberry: Ford is supporting one of Q588 Tim Farron: You will have seen yesterday thetheir cars with an advert that it has a bicycle in it. report of the Corporate Leaders’ Group Climate
Have you noticed that? It is absolutely Change that basically asks for much tougher targets.
extraordinary! Presumably you are familiar with what they have
Mr Lipman: Ford’s Model T was actually more asked for. Would you comment upon that request
eYcient than the average fuel eYciency across the basically by the leaders of industry calling on the
whole Ford fleet is now, so that gives you a clear Government to set them tougher targets?
impression of the technological silver bullet that is Mr Bullock: I think that is a very positive move and
coming to save us! That does come back to an a good thing to see. There has been a lot of concern
underlying point, which is how energy literate are we from groups like ourselves and progressive
as a society. It is interesting to talk about hybrids businesses that lobby groups like the CBI have been
and hear people saying, “This is going to help”. very antagonistic towards regulation, asserting that
Actually, it takes maybe 15 or more likely 20 years regulation damages the competitiveness of the UK
to replace half of the car fleet at current rates. What economy and therefore is a reason not to have
about the manufacturing costs? If you manufacture tougher environmental standards. There is an awful
a hybrid, you are manufacturing two engines and the lot of evidence to show that that argument is bogus
carbon emissions from manufacturing a hybrid are and that strong, well-designed environmental
significantly higher than the emissions of regulations, taxes, spending measures, whatever,
manufacturing an ordinary car. If we are going to can be very good for competitiveness because they
start to approach this whole question in an energy- increase innovation, because they make individual

companies more eYcient in using their resources andintelligent way, we have to look at the whole life
because they are also preventing long-termcycle of the products and think how long it takes to
economic damage from climate change. There are aget that infrastructure out there for most people.
lot of very strong arguments why environmentalCurrent sales of so-called eYcient cars, and they
measures should be a very positive thing for theprobably are more eYcient over their whole life, are
economy. Another thing that happened yesterdayminuscule. I think this is really whistling in the dark
was the launch of the Aldersgate Group, which is ato try to avoid the behaviour change which is going
mixture of businesses and the Environment Agency,to have to be forced on us.
Friends of the Earth and some unions, all coming
together hopefully to start to lay to rest this myth

Q587 Mark Pritchard: When we were in Holland we that the environment and competitiveness are in
had a go at eco-driving. Some of us were better than conflict. What we really want to see is a strong
others. I wondered whether you had a view on eco- economy and a strong environment. This idea that
driving. There are many people, part-time eco- the CBI mainly put about that regulation is bad for
drivers if you like, with Gatso cameras usually the economy and the environment is really quite a

bogus argument. We welcome the statementbehind them. I wondered if you had a view on
yesterday from those business groups.whether eco-driving works and is being trialled

anywhere in the UK and, if not, should it be?
Mr Lipman: Eco-driving appears to save between 10 Q589 Tim Farron: Getting back to the specifics and
and 15% on emissions when carried out on a large motoring and the question I was about to ask
scale. Therefore, really it should be encouraged. One anyway, this is with regard to the subsidy through
of the Sustrans programmes is called Travel Smart the PowerShift grants that the European
in which we go to people with information on how Commission have now agreed. Could I ask any of
you can more easily walk, cycle or use public you what impact you think that will have on
transport. If you want to change the way you drive, emissions?
we are trying to see how you can also start to eco- Mr Bosworth: I understand that the new grants
drive. The scale of the problem is such that we have approved by the Commission are slightly diVerent
to try everything, but 10 to 15% is not to be sneezed from PowerShift grants; they are low carbon vehicle

grants, which means they are not technology-specificat. I would like to see far greater support for that sort
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which the PowerShift grants were because they were Q591 Tim Farron: This is something I do not think
is on anybody else’s list of questions but it isfor alternative fuels. The ball is now in the DfT’s
important to me with a constituency like mine that iscourt; they have to decide whether or not they want
very rural. How do you propose that we allow ruralto go ahead with the scheme. We would strongly
communities to be sustainable and economicallyencourage them to do so as it is only going to help
sustainable and to grow whilst trying to tackleencourage the low carbon vehicle market. A survey
climate change, obviously with the stick side ofrecently from the SMMT showed that 90% of drivers
things rather than the carrot?said they were willing to buy a greener car and 36%
Mr Lipman: I think we need some imaginative legalof those said that they would do so if there was a
changes to do with issues like insurance. We need aGovernment grant to help them. I think those sorts
system where if you are in any village, you canof grants are important and we would encourage the
charge someone else for driving them somewhereDfT to pursue them.
and that would not somehow impact on your
insurance. We are already talking to Cornwall about

Q590 Tim Farron: On a related issue, this committee how we could have some kind of pilot system where
before I became a member of it heard evidence you are saying that there are community taxis,
relating to the fact that we could make a significant everyone’s car then becomes a community taxi. It is
diVerence in terms of carbon emissions if we simply a totally diVerent problem in rural areas than it is in
enforced the speed limit on motorways. I am just urban areas. We need that fundament shift where we
imagining the tabloid outcry if this comes out of the say that everyone shares their cars as much as
Department for Transport. How do you convince possible.
the Department for Transport that they should do
this, and how do you help them to manage public Q592 Emily Thornberry: You were talking earlier
opinion? about road pricing and you explained that you were
Mr Lipman: That is very interesting because we are disappointed that the Department for Transport’s
sitting here in Parliament and I had always hoped policy on road pricing seems to be based on tackling
that the Department for Transport would do what it congestion. Given that we have to bring the public
was told by Parliament and that really should be the with us, is it not possible to have a road pricing
way it works. There was a time when drink driving system based on tackling congestion and sold as
was completely acceptable and we all know now that being based on tackling congestion, which can also,
it is a rare person who would deem it acceptable to at the same time, address the issue of climate change?
become drunk and get in a car. Similarly, there was a Is it not possible to do the same thing? I appreciate
time when smoking was widely accepted. You might that in the evidence that you have given to us you
smoke next to a baby. Again, there has been a shift. talk about a revenue-neutral system, which might
There has been a lot of research done, not by DfT result in an increase in emissions. Do you have any
but more at Defra’s instance, on how do we start to evidence that that is what the Department for
change public attitudes around climate change. It is Transport is really going to do or is it not possible
harder than some behavioural changes because it is it would simply be sold to the public on the basis of
so built into us all that driving—maybe driving fast reducing queuing in particular parts of Britain and
on empty roads or whatever—is a freedom, after will in fact be able, as you have described it, also to
years and years of advertising and it was quite reduce emissions?
subliminal. I think there does need to be a careful Mr Bosworth: I think it is essential as a starting point
national programme of changing attitudes. It needs to say that technology is not going to solve our

transport problems and we do need the behaviouralto avoid the danger of paralysing people through
change as well. Road pricing can be an importantterror and saying, “It is all hopeless because in fact
part of that, but it is not going to be a magic bullet.one Chinese province is going to pump out more
Road pricing on its own will not change people’sCO2 than the whole of the UK, and so we might as
behaviour; we need the investment in betterwell all party and jump on cheap flights to Majorca”.
alternatives; we need improved land use planning toIt is a really diYcult one. However, against that, I am
reduce the need for people to travel. Road pricingsure we would all agree that within the last just six
could help contribute to that behavioural change.months, there has been an extraordinary change in
The key thing is that the Department for Transportpublic perception of the importance of climate
must design a system that is going to help cut climatechange, and just with the Attenborough
emissions. If it is simply looking at reducingprogrammes in the last couple of weeks. We do now
congestion and having a revenue-neutral schemehave an ever increasing perception of the importance
under which the extra cost to motorists of driving isof climate change. There needs to be clear guidance
given back through cuts in fuel duty or VED—from Parliament to DfT I would say that they have

to take this on. They spent years not wanting a PSA
obligation and then finally only accepting a joint Q593 Emily Thornberry: I understand that. Have
PSA obligation. At some point it has to come down you heard from the department that that is what
to DfT. We need a Secretary of State and we need a they are going to do?
Parliament which is saying to DfT, “Transport is the Mr Bosworth: The indications are that the
major sector now for growth in emissions. You have department is unwilling to see road user pricing as an
to deal with this and this has to be the number one additional charge on top of existing taxes on

transport.priority, not somewhere way down the wish list”.
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Q594 Chairman: Can I press you a little bit on this because it got so badly stung in 2000. A point we
have made to the committee before is that we reallypoint? Surely it all depends on the terms on which

road pricing was introduced. Even if it was on a do not believe that road fuel price increases are that
politically toxic. I think it was all to do with design.revenue-neutral basis, if the structure of road pricing

charges was such that it became very high, possibly If you do what Ken Livingstone did about buses and
the road user charges and you make the alternativeseven painful, for vehicles that have high emissions

but actually cut the cost of road use for vehicles with decent for people, then they are going to be far more
willing to stomach increases. I do not think anyvery low emissions, you could, surely, achieve a

significant behavioural change without increasing motorist would want to see his costs going up if there
was no alternative for him other than just to lump it,the total burden of taxation?

Mr Bosworth: I think that is theoretically possible, basically. That is an argument for a very strong
package of measures where we are not just talkingyes, but again I think the Department for Transport

has indicated that it does not want a scheme which about pricing or taxes but a package that gives
positive things for people to do instead, rather thanwould have rates of charges which diVered

according to the emissions of the car because they just sticks.
see that as being too complex. I do not think that
is likely.

Q598 Mark Pritchard: On that point, you mentioned
taxes, regulations, a whole raft of measures which

Q595 Chairman: I understand that the department might be perceived by some as aggressive measures.
may not want to go down that route. Looking at the You touched on something perhaps a bit more
concept of road pricing, it is a tool which could be progressive there, incentivising people to change
used to achieve behavioural change, if someone was their behaviour, to make diVerent choices and travel
willing to use it. The technology now makes it much choices. I catch the bus in every day. (I am making
more achievable than the Department may want to the point because some people carry on coming in
acknowledge. It could be used in quite a positive their cars and I come on the bus.) Going on the bus
way? is a pleasurable experience, now it is clean and the
Mr Bosworth: It certainly could. Whatever road bus runs on time. I have not heard too much, apart
pricing system is brought in, it must be designed to from that last comment, about what you as a major
cut climate emissions and it must maintain the and key lobby group are encouraging the
incentives for people to buy and use greener cars. If Government to do vis-à-vis tax breaks and subsidies
we have a system which removes or reduces the for train journeys rather than car journeys. I
incentives to buy and use greener cars, then that is wondered whether you have something to say on
not a system which we could support. that.

Mr Bullock: Yes, and Tony may come in when I
Q596 David Howarth: Could you compare for us the forget lots of things here. We were part of the Way to
advantages and disadvantages of road pricing as Go coalition which inputted a whole raft of diVerent
against a straightforward carbon tax or a fuel tax? spending measures that the Government could put
Mr Bosworth: There are advantages in having a road in place to get decent alternatives to road transport
pricing system in that it will give a clearer indication in the last mini Comprehensive Spending Review.
to motorists that it is not just about the cost of their That analysis still stands and it is our view that it
motoring at the point of use. I think the problem is would be a far better use of Government money on
that many motorists see fuel tax go up each year and all of its public service agreements to take the money
the fuel cost is almost the sum cost. Once the petrol out of road building and put it into travel plans, bus
is in the tank, they do not think so much about how passes, making the walking and cycling
much they use their car. If they are thinking about infrastructure better, improving the quality of life of
“how much is it going to cost me to make this next cities and making buses better, a whole raft of things.
journey, how much is it going to cost me to drive to We could send you a copy of the report which has all
work”, I think that that will start making drivers of that in it. A lot of it is well worked out and detailed
think a little bit more about how and when they use stuV from a whole range of organisations, not just
their car, whether it is really needed for the journey environmental groups but social groups and groups
which they are about to make, and whether or not for the elderly like Help the Aged. A lot of groups
there are good alternatives. have signed up to it and so it has a wide range of

support.
Mr Bosworth: There is a clear agenda on what needsQ597 David Howarth: So the advantage of road
to be done to encourage this behavioural change,pricing is that drivers are more conscious of the cost
which is absolutely essential. The sorts of measuresas it ticks up than they are with tax? Is that the point?
we put forward in the Way to Go report which isMr Bullock: That is one the points. One of the
called Paying for Better Transport were cycle-disadvantages of it is clearly that we do not know yet
friendly road networks, networks for bus lanes, saferwhether the Government is going to implement the
routes for schools. lower speed limits, a national railsystem that does anything about carbon emissions.
card and funding for rail freight projects. All thoseAt least with road fuel duty increases, that is very
sorts of measures are going both to help cut carbonclearly linked to carbon emissions. There is also the
emissions and also improve the quality of life in localpolitics around it as well. The Government seems
areas. This is part of the behavioural change whichvery intent on introducing road pricing but very

reluctant to do anything at all about road fuel prices we need to encourage alongside the technology.
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Q599 Mark Pritchard: Coming on to air travel, I airports in London with those in Paris. It is also fair
to say that there are severe air quality problemswonder what your thoughts are on the remit and

possible conclusions of the Government’s 2003 around Heathrow which are currently being
investigated and could rule out expansion atWhite Paper Future of Air Transport.
Heathrow. There is a wider point here that the UKMr Dyer: That is my area. Fundamentally, we agree
Government is setting itself up as an example aboutwith what the committee said previously that the
climate change. They make statements on climateGovernment’s approach is essentially to predict
change. The credibility of their statements ismore accurately. They do not provide the actual
undermined with an expansion policy alongside ainfrastructure. Since the White Paper came out, we
greater expansion of airports and we have to tacklehave seen it is increasingly out of step with climate
that.policy. It was at the time but even more so now with

the improved understanding we have and scientists Mr Lipman: I do not know if we are going to have
time to look at the people emission and the Herschsaying more and more that we need to be aiming for

450 parts per million carbon concentration target. report today. The current plans about expansion of
high speed travel generally and the infrastructure forWe have seen the Tyndall Report and the

committee’s own report which says it is going to be high speed travel totally ignore the fact that oil
production may be going to peak now and may bevery diYcult, if not impossible, to meet a 60% cut by

2050 with aviation growth as it is. What the going to peak, as Shell say, in 25 years’ time but 25
years’ time is very close. I would say, coming back toGovernment is doing is talking about a progress

review and what is needed is something far more the point about energy literacy, that any plans to
build more roads, to expand runways and buildfundamental—a fundamental re-think of policy.

Friend of the Earth, along with other major extra runways, have to go through a test: what is the
energy return on energy invested here and what is theenvironmental organisations and community

groups around airports, are going to be launching a long-term likelihood of use? It is not Government’s
role just to react to demand. Government is here tocampaign quite shortly on that called Re-think,

calling for a fundamental re-think of policy and look at the future coming towards us and to say,
“How should we be shaping that demand?” I wouldwhat we want from this review. I will not go into the

full details of that campaign. Basically, obviously say that there are fundamental moral issues here. We
should be shaping a demand that is right for ourclimate is top of the agenda on that but other things,

like the fact that the Government’s White Paper is children and our children’s children. Therefore, we
do have to say at some stage: no, we are not justbased on growth predictions and it is assumed that

oil will stay at $25 per barrel, are clearly not the case going to expand airports because people like
jumping on planes.already, and they were making that assumption right

up to 2030. They also assumed that the tax-free
status for aviation will remain the same. I think that

Q601 Mark Pritchard: The aviation industry seemsis a very unreliable assumption. There are lots of
to be at one in its support for the inclusion ofother points we want to make about the review and
aviation within the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.demands for things that they should do. The key
Why do you think this is and what are your views onpoint here is really climate. It is quite irresponsible
aviation? I think we have touched on that, butof the Government and a bit head-in-the-sand to be
specifically the ETS, as well as when you think itplanning for huge capacity in runways when clearly
might be included.we have this big threat of climate change, which
Mr Dyer: I think one could be cynical about thecould make filling those runways very diYcult or
industry’s approach in saying that they see it as airresponsible.
possible soft option. That is entirely true; emissions
trading could be a very tough option or it could be a

Q600 Mark Pritchard: Given that airports are soft option. The key here is really that we do not
growing all over the world and they are driven by know yet how it is going to end up. It is some way
demand and we all possibly in this room use away. I think the 2008 target the Government put in
products and services that perhaps have been flown the White Paper is now looking very optimistic but
in my air cargo, and we meet friends that come from that is two years away. There are so many things to
diVerent parts of the world and we go to diVerent be decided and so much political lobbying to go on
parts of the world from time to time, we cannot stop about things like allocation, the CAP, geographical
that demand; it is there. If it does not come to coverage, et cetera, that we really do not know.
Britain, it will go elsewhere. Do you feel that you Certainly there have been some positive noises
have completely said “no” to an extra runway at recently from the European Parliament’s
Heathrow, given that there is demand and there is no Environment Committee that is proposing a very
capacity, or is it completely a “no”? strong ETS that would have an impact, but equally,

on the other side of the coin, the research that cameMr Dyer: In terms of demand at Heathrow, to
answer that question first, I think it is fairer to look out last autumn from CE Delft, which was the

Commission’s own research, showed very littleat London’s airports as a whole, and there is spare
capacity at London’s airports as a whole, and impact on demand and very little impact on prices.

That is the kind of scale of result that we might see.London’s airports are far busier and handle more
passengers than the nearest rival in Europe, which is The key thing to say here is that we need something

in the meantime. Emissions are rising by over 10% aParis, by something like half as much again. I think
it is a more accurate comparison to compare the year from UK flights. It could be another two or
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three years at least before anything is done through Mr Dyer: I think you are suggesting that it should be
applied per plane rather than per passenger as well.ETS, and even then if we get the weak option, that
That is certainly one approach. It makes senseis not going to do very much. We need to see
because it would hopefully encourage airlines to fillsomething in place now, and the measures are now
the planes better, whereas very often they have up toin place. Air passenger duty is already there; it could
a quarter of empty seats. You would think thatbe increased and used; it could be further refined to
would provide an incentive to do that, which wouldmake it more environmentally eVective, but it is a
be a good thing. The other thing I would hope itmeasure that would eVectively do the job.
would do would be to encompass freight flights as
well, which are entirely untaxed at the moment.

Q602 Mark Pritchard: In conclusion, I just Obviously they pay no air passenger duty and they
wondered whether you felt aircraft manufacturers benefit from tax-free fuel, which is somewhat
are doing all they can with regard to new build unfortunate when they burn magnitudes more fuel
aircraft? For example, Boeing claims that their new and carbon compared to surface transport for a lot
787 is 16%, allegedly, more environmentally friendly of freight which does not need to go by air. A lot of
than the latest Airbus models. That environmental it is not time critical and it does not need to go by air.
competition clearly is good hopefully for everybody, Mr Bullock: There is follow-up point to that. It is
but is it genuine competition and do you think it is caricatured as being a blunt instrument, but that is a
going to have some beneficial outputs? smokescreen, in my view. It is blunt and they do not
Mr Dyer: It is obviously in their interests to save as like it because it is eVective. If you run it through the

Department for Transport’s own models, if usedmuch fuel as they can from the engines, and they will
APD to stop the fall of aviation’s cost, then that runscarry on doing that. It is obviously a very strong
through their models and massively aVects theselling point for aircraft which burn a lot of fuel.
demand projections for 2030 to the point that you doNaturally, that will go on. The issue is that it is not
not actually need the new runways that they claimhappening fast enough. Most experts agree that we
are necessary at the moment. There are not so manyare only going to see something like on average a 1%
problems. APD does not need to be reformed beforereduction in emissions through technology each
it can be increased, basically, although it could beyear, whilst emissions are growing far faster than
worthwhile having reform.that. There is nothing on the horizon for many

decades that is seriously going to tackle the problem.
Hydrogen is really not feasible at the moment. Other Q604 Mr Caton: Have you, as Friends of the Earth,
designs which change the shape of aircraft, often thought, apart from banning it, of other ways of
called blended wing, may have a role, but that is reforming APD to make it more eVective?
decades away as well and this problem needs to be Mr Bullock: You could use it to cover transfer
tackled now. Unfortunately, that has to mean passengers and freight transport as well. There is
economic measures. also an issue about political acceptability. People do

not like the idea of having their holidays taxed, evenMr Bullock: Following up on that, aircraft are very
though the price of flying is falling. It does need toexpensive and last an awful long time, so with the
be designed and sold well. One way of doing it is toturnover rate of new aircraft, even if they massively
say that it is not a tax increase but to link it with cutsramped up the technology to improve and repair
in other taxes. The environmental tax reform agendaaircraft, you would still need other measures to
that the committee has talked about before, aboutreduce demand, otherwise it simply will not be
shifting the burden of taxation from employmentenough.
and income on to pollution, which is what you couldMr Dyer: May I add a final point on that? It is
do with APD increases, would raise a lot moreinteresting to note that a report came out last year
money and you could use that to cut other taxes. Ifrom researchers in the Netherlands that showed
think that would make it more politicallythat modern jet aircraft are no more fuel eYcient per
acceptable, particularly because it is mainly richerpassenger than the final prop-driven airlines from
people who fly, so that would be a progressive waythe 1950s, the Lockheed Constellation. The claims
of dealing with some tax issues.that are made for big improvements in technologies

since that time are bogus and they are really about
Q605 Mr Caton: When we had BAA before us verycomparing the very early jets, which were twice as
recently, we asked them about possible measuresineYcient as the last prop planes. We need to bear
which airlines could take to minimise the formationthat in mind.
of contrails and cirrus clouds, such as altering flight
paths and altitudes according to the conditions.

Q603 Mr Caton: Mr Dyer, you have just mentioned They said that air traYc management systems could
air passenger duty as a useful instrument, but the cope with this, even with projected increases in
Government and the aircraft industry argue that in flights. Have you a view on this?
fact it is a very blunt instrument. You suggested that Mr Dyer: Yes. This is certainly an interesting area to
it could be improved. Would one way of improving explore. I have seen some research which shows that
it be to band it in a similar way to vehicle excise duty, there could be very significant reductions in contrails
perhaps on the basis of the fuel eYciency of a and cirrus if you were to adjust the altitude at which
particular aircraft you travelled on or on the basis of planes fly. There are some warnings there, though.

One of the things that the researchers found is thatthe emissions from the airline?
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fuel consumption is significantly increased when you three hydrogen fuel cell buses and six diesel electric
hybrids. Why is progress so slow here? What can belower the height at which aircraft fly. Consequently
done to speed it up?there are more carbon dioxide emissions. It needs to
Mr Lipman: It is diYcult to see why progress is sobe borne in mind that there is a trade-oV there. Also,
slow because it seems like such an obvious win-win.one of the reports found that there were significant
I certainly know that big companies are very keen tochallenges for air traYc control if you had a system,
become involved in this. British Sugar have aparticularly one that was varying the height of the
programme where they have been going roundaircraft a lot. There are two ways of doing it: perhaps
trying to find partners amongst bus companies, andhaving a constant lower height for all flights or a
failing to do that. Maybe the bus companies aremore sophisticated and variable height control. That
making enough profit as it is and they are not toowould result in a greater reduction in contrails and
worried about having to invest in the infrastructurecirrus but would have significantly more challenges
to do that. You have to remember that all over thefor air traYc control and more conflicts, and also the
Continent bus companies are typically at least 50%likelihood of altering journey times. You can
owned by the local authority. That may be whyimagine what that might do to scheduling at
London is in advance of there rest of the country onsomewhere like Heathrow, which is so busy. There
this subject. If we had a greater degree of Authorityare big issues to explore there. At the same time, we
top-down ownership and of local control, thenare encouraged that the European Commission has
people’s concerns about climate change could becertainly indicated in some of the communications
factored in. There is a worry about the move tothat they are looking at this. It is a big area to look
biofuels. We are living on a planet where over half ofat and potentially it is very complex. I do not think
the six billion population are to some degreewe can expect anything to happen soon. It certainly
malnourished. If there is a large-scale move towardsshould be looked into.
biofuel, then there is going to be an immediate
pressure on arable land and food, which could have
very significant consequences, and consequences onQ606 Mr Caton: Something we touched on earlier is
the price of food as well. If there is going to be athe argument for expansion of airports and one of
move towards biofuels, which I would hope therethe arguments that is put for new runways at
would be, I think it has to be focused towards publicHeathrow and Stansted is that if we do not do it,
transport and not towards cars. If it is going to bethen the extra air traYc will transfer to other airports
focused towards public transport, it really should bein Europe—Paris, Frankfurt, Schipol. Do you think
focused towards buses and there should bethat really would happen and could that happen
significant Government pressure on the nowwithout those airports themselves having to expand?
privatised companies to move forward.Mr Dyer: I come back to the answer I gave earlier

about the fact that there is spare capacity in
London’s airports as a whole which is unused. That Q608 Mr Stuart: Can I ask you about modal shift?
is worth stating that there is spare capacity there. Now only did we visit Sweden, but we went to
Another thing that it is worth saying about making Holland and a spokesman for the Environment
comparisons with European airports is that on the Assessment Agency said that basically after 10 or 15
face of it many of them have more runways but in years the Dutch Government had given up on modal
most cases only two of those runways are actually in shift because it had not worked and even, in his
use. The reason they have so many runways is to give opinion, he thought they were probably just as well
some respite to the residents near the airport by to do so because it had been such a flop. I wonder
alternating the use of the runways. Much of the what your thoughts are on modal shift and the

reasons for us to be optimistic.increased use of Heathrow since the early 1990s is to
accommodate transfer passengers. The number of Mr Lipman: I think there are enormous reasons to

be optimistic. We have carried out some incrediblydestinations served by Heathrow in total has
detailed travel behaviour research on thedeclined from something over 200 in the early 1990s
Government’s three pilot sustainable travelto about 180. Gatwick is serving more destinations.
Demonstration Towns, Darlington, PeterboroughThis idea that having all these transfer passengers
and Worcester. We have looked at not just the tripsusing Heathrow is giving more destinations and
that people make by car but we have asked why theymore choice is not actually the case. I would
make them by car. We have split their reasoningquestion how much the UK benefits from those
down into objective and subjective. What comes outtransfer passengers using the airport anyway. If
of that is that over 50% of the car trips could today,some of them were perhaps using other airports for
with the existing infrastructure, be changed totheir transfer journeys, that would not be such a bad
walking, cycling or using public transport. We alsooutcome in a sense.
find that just by giving people information about
walking, cycling or using public transport—not

Q607 Ms Barlow: When we were in Sweden, we were preaching but just giving them the basic
very impressed by the progress that they have made information—you achieve at least a 10% reduction
in switching buses on to alternative fuels such as in car as driver trips. We also know that if you then
biogas and ethanol, and yet if you look at British ally that with infrastructure interventions, maybe
cities, it is not happening here. London is the best better bus lanes, restricting car parking spaces or

increasing cycle facilities, you can double that modalpassenger transport authority and they only have
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shift; in other words, you can go from 10% to 20%. need to be investigating the possibility of a
hydrogen-fuelled transport economy, but weIf we are prepared to put our money where our

priorities should be, then I think, we could achieve absolutely must not put all our eggs into the basket
of hoping for technological change as a solutionvery significant modal shift very rapidly.
because it is not going to be suYcient and we reallyMr Bosworth: I can add one point to that. One of the
do need the behavioural change. We cannot achievekey things we have to do is to get the prices right.
the reductions in carbon emissions in transportOne of the reasons why we may not be seeing the
which we need to see if we are going to cut themodal shift which we want to see at the moment is
nation’s carbon emissions suYciently to avoid thethat since 1997 the real terms cost of motoring has
worst impacts of climate change from technologyfallen by 9%, whereas over the same period the cost
alone.of using trains has gone up by 5% and the cost of

using buses has gone up by 15%. If we want to get Mr Bullock: There is often a perception that because
people want to travel more, therefore politicianspeople out of their cars and using public transport

more, then we have to do something about those have to deliver that. It is only a partial story. In some
situations, yes, people do want to travel more but, incost trends.
other cases, it is completely the opposite. NobodyMr Lipman: In looking at costs, it is very important
wants to travel further to get to an out-of-townto remember the overall cost to society of the way we
hospital; nobody wants to have to drive their kid totravel. I am not now thinking of environmental
school because the roads are too dangerous; nobodycosts; I am just thinking about the burden on the
wants to have to drive on holiday when they couldNHS. We are facing an obesity epidemic which is
go by rail but they are forced to go by car because itdown, to a large degree, to the lack of physical
is half the price. There is a story to be told there thatexercise. If we could build in active travel—walking
there is a real positive way of selling this that you doand cycling—we would see enormous savings to the
not have travel more.NHS. The Danish city of Odense carried out a two-

year programme to promote cycling. At the end of Mr Lipman: There is also a whole new
understanding about what mobility means. Wethat two-year programme, they looked at the costs

implications for the local equivalent of the PCT. suVer from passive mobility, in the same way that we
suVer from smoking. Across the whole world,They found that the PCT had saved more than the

cost of the interventions to increase cycling. That is certainly in the developed countries, the average
person travels an hour a day and makes three trips aa really nice, simple example of how we should

factor in wider societal costs. day, averaged out. This is a golden rule. What that
really means is that you are not travelling for 23
hours a day and if during that hour you are

Q609 Colin Challen: I wanted to follow up on the impacting on other people, similarly during your 23
question of biofuels. The Government believes that hours of not travelling, you are not being impacted
by 2050 one-third of transport could be fuelled in on by other people. With the right to travel, the
that way. I do not know if that agrees with the figures freedom to travel, comes a responsibility to travel in
or analysis that you may have done. Does it not a way that does not damage other people. We need
rather show the paucity of ambition for biofuels and to start exploring this balance between rights and
that really we might be pinning our hopes on the responsibilities around how we travel more.
wrong approach to transport? Biofuels is convincing
people that we are going to have green growth and
all the rest of it but if two-thirds of transport is still Q610 Colin Challen: Let us briefly look at roads.

How would you characterise the Government’s roadfuelled in the old-fashioned way by 2050, then we are
stuVed, are we not? building programme?

Mr Bosworth: One of the Department forMr Lipman: I think the Government’s obsession
with biofuels is really an obsession to attempt to Transport’s constant mantras is that we cannot

build our way out of congestion, but it has big plansavoid behavioural change, which is perceived to be
diYcult. What is an easy techno-fix? Biofuels are to widen motorways which are just that. The policy

has been tried in the past and it has not worked. Weperceived to be green. There are enormous
implications underlying biofuels. A lot of the work think it is the triumph of hope over experience; they

think it is going to work if they try it again. Roaddone, for example on ethanol from corn, shows that
it probably has a negative net energy. It takes more building is not the answer to transport problems; it

is all too often a short-term fix. You widen theenergy to produce it than you actually get when you
use it. The leading researcher on this area, David motorway and the extra capacity fills up again very

quickly. You can see the growth in thePimentel, has issued an open challenge to all ethanol
plants: why do you not actually run your plant on Government’s ambitions. In Transport 2010: The 10
ethanol; why are you all still using oil and gas? None Year Plan, they were talking about roughly an extra
of them have picked that up. There is an enormous 500 additional lane kilometres on strategic roads. By
role for biofuels on a small, local basis where farmers the Future of Transport White Paper in 2004, they
can get together and produce it and use it locally, for are talking about an extra 1400 lane kilometres on
example. As an overall techno-fix for society, no, it strategic roads. There is also big pressure for road
is hopeless. building coming from the regions. The regional

funding allocations are a new way of getting theMr Bosworth: I think it is important that we get the
benefits that we can from technology, so we do need regions to prioritise their transport spending. The

bids submitted earlier this year by the Englishto get the benefits from biofuels, such as they are. We
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Regions show that they want to spend just about Mr Bosworth: They do not have the information, or
three-quarters of their regional funding allocation they certainly do not have the information on the
on roads; two regions, the South East and the East carbon impacts of many of the road schemes that
Midlands, said that they wanted to spend 95% of they are building. That is certainly true. We see this
their RFA on roads. The other side of the road as a possible way of taking forward the Department
building issue is that the Department for Transport for Transport’s public service agreement target on
still does not know what the impacts of many of the contributing to cutting carbon emissions and that it
schemes in its targeted programme for should be assessing the carbon impacts of the
improvements are going to be. They do not know the decisions it is making—what is the carbon impact of
future traYc levels for one-third of the schemes in this road, what is the carbon impact of this new tram
the TPI. They do not know the CO2 impacts for over scheme—before those decisions are made. That is
half of the schemes in the TPI, despite the fact that part of the new approach to appraisal but it is,
there is a requirement to assess CO2 impacts before unfortunately, one that does not seem to be
they go into the targeted programme of followed.
improvements. Our focus on this is on the Mr Lipman: Unfortunately also, and it comes back
Comprehensive Spending Review next year. The to the energy literacy point, they have completely
Government will undoubtedly be looking for the failed to build in the carbon impact of building the
possible cuts in spending and we think that road road itself. I think it takes 24,000 tonnes of aggregatebuilding is one of the areas where it can make those to build a mile of motorway. That aggregate has tocuts. At the time of the Spending Review in 2004, as

be mined and transported and dealt with. There arepart of the Way to Go campaign, we identified
these enormous up-front infrastructure carbonseveral billion pounds worth of cuts that could be
costs. If you design a new train which is 10% moremade in road building expenditure, which would
eYcient and you use it pretty much every day of thefree-up money which could be much better spent on
year, it takes 20 years to recover the energy debtother things. For example, the cost of widening the
from building the train instead of continuing to useM1 is much more than the cost of providing safe
existing stock. We really need a carbon analysisroutes to schools for all the schools in England.
which covers the whole of the process rather than
just the use of the infrastructure.

Q611 Colin Challen: Could I take that point and
since the M1 where it meets the M62 in my
constituency is 10-lanes wide, it still becomes Q613 Joan Walley: Could you help us out a bit on
congested at peak times. You say that you could this? Ten years ago I think there was pretty much
spend the money on alternatives, and some might go agreement that the traditional appraisal for newto rail or public transport and various other road building needed to be changed. Since then, weschemes, but people will still want to use the roads,

have had a lot of understanding about climatewill they not? Are you putting forward alternatives
change. We have PSAs and the Comprehensivewhich can be applied on the roads, like multiple
Spending Review coming up. I still do not exactlyoccupancy lanes and things of that sort? Does that
understand why it is that we have not now got peoplefeature in your representations to Government?
with a strong voice arguing against the vestedMr Bosworth: Certainly we support high occupancy
interests that there were 10 years ago saying whyvehicle lanes. We think they are an important part of
road building had to be the way to deal with thecutting down on the number of vehicles that are
congestion that we had. Why is it that we do notusing roads and motorways. Where we diVer from
have this joined-up approach across government,the Government is that they are, in some cases such
that we do not have Treasury, DTI and theas on the M1, saying, “We will build an extra lane
Department of the Regions looking at spatialand we will use that as a high occupancy vehicle
planning and looking at all the things that you havelane” and we say, “Provide high occupancy vehicle
both set out in your memoranda to us: safe trips tolanes but use one of the lanes on the existing road to
school and the local transport plans. Why is it thatdo it”.
this is just not featuring on the radar of anybody atMr Lipman: Average occupancy is now 1.6 and has
the heart of Government in terms of what transportbeen falling steadily for years and years. The

Government really has to reverse that trend. changes are needed? Can you help us?
Mr Bosworth: That is a very good question. I think
it comes back to the lack of coherence across theQ612 David Howarth: I was interested in what you
whole of government in addressing transport policysaid about the carbon output of road schemes and
and transport’s contribution to climate change. Wethe Government’s lack of knowledge. There appears
do need that coherent, across government approach.to be an institutional problem here. One would
We do need to have the Department forexpect that if there was a choice between diVerent
Communities and Local Government assessingsorts of transport solution for a particular area, one
what the transport impact of its new communities isof the things that the department should be doing is
going to be. That is absolutely essential. We need acomparing carbon output of, say, a light rail system
thorough appraisal system, which is enforcedwith the other option of a road system. From what
properly and which does appraise the carbonyou are saying now seems to be that they cannot
impacts of potential new construction of new roadpossibly do that because they do not have the

information. Is that right? schemes or whatever.
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Q614 Joan Walley: How would we get that done? assessment of whether something goes ahead or not
Ten years ago you built a road that went from A to and then totting up all the costs and benefits, and if
B or from A to C. It was not about what you needed there is a net benefit then it goes ahead. What we
that might be better served by other modes of would like to see is an approach that Roger Timm
transport. Now we have lack of an appraisal. Do you Associates used on assessing the Aviation White
think that someone like the National Audit OYce, in Paper in the south east. They set the Government’s
terms of the kind of analysis that they do, could course on the Sustainable Development Strategy.
somehow or another get an appraisal method that There are 13 criteria on this from economy to
would look at the carbon issues that we are facing, environment to social, and what we should do is
and could that be, if you like, a precautionary part assess all major proposals against those 13 criteria.
of transport policy, so that we are planning
transport to meet our wider global objectives?

Q618 Joan Walley: So are you saying that theMr Bullock: This is a really complicated issue but
Sustainable Development Commission should bethere are two points or political arguments running
the body that should be, if you like, informing thethrough why we continue to get so much road
diVerent government departments or regionalbuilding. The first is that there is still the belief that
bodies et cetera to get this model that could bring usgrowth is best and that growth trumps other issues,
towards a sustainable form of transport?whether they are environmental or social.
Mr Bullock: The Sustainable Development
Commission certainly advocate that sort ofQ615 Joan Walley: Can I just stop you there? Mr
approach whereby you are saying that when youBosworth or Mr Lipman mentioned earlier the
look at any major proposal, if it has a negativeregional development agencies and how the regional
impact on any of the major sustainable developmentdevelopment agencies wanted to spend more and
principles, not just environmental ones, say if it wasmore of their allocations on transport. Why then
about impacts on poorer people, then there is ahave we not got the sustainable development
default position that that policy would not go ahead;imperative formulating what the policies should be
you have to integrate. It is a much more complicatedcoming out of the regions?
process but it is better in that you have all yourMr Bullock: I think because the guidance is driven
discussions out in the open. It becomes a political,by national government. There are signs that it is
qualitative decision about what goes ahead ratherimproving and in Gordon Brown’s speech to the
than burying the decisions in arcane spreadsheets.United Nations in April he was saying that we can
As an example, I was looking at the justification forno longer continue to trade oV environment versus

the economy and that we have to match growth with the Stansted expansion go-ahead and it took me, to
environmental care. Just to take one step back, even go through three or four diVerent spreadsheets, a
if you accept that growth does trump everything we few days to come across the decision they had come
would argue strongly that it does not. In transport to that there was a net £12 billion benefit to this
there is still the belief that transport growth is runway, and that was before you even went into the
inextricably linked with economic growth and that flaws of that assessment. It is better from a
just is not true. If you look at the European Union sustainable development perspective to have these
the most competitive economies have decoupled decisions out in the open.
transport growth through the freight sector from Mr Lipman: Could I just make a possibly appallingly
their economy and for the least competitive simplistic alternative suggestion, which is that the
economies in the EU the opposite has happened, so economic impacts of climate change are already
this idea is not necessarily right that transport large and are going to be immense, and the people
infrastructure improvements are good for economic who are really worried about it, of course, are the
growth. To get back to the point about how you deal reinsurance companies. I think we should be led by
with it, a large continuing problem is the use of cost/ Treasury on this. I think Treasury now are
benefit analyses, not just for road building but also introducing the idea of a carbon account. We do not
particularly for the aviation sector. need a carbon account; we need a reducing carbon

budget and government departments should not be
Q616 Joan Walley: But that is not fit for purpose, allowed to have any money to spend until they have
is it? shown each year how they are hitting that reducing
Mr Bullock: No. carbon budget. Treasury is the obvious place to

start. Someone has to take central responsibility, so
Q617 Joan Walley: The cost/benefit analysis that is either you invent a new climate change department
being used is not fit for purpose so where are the which somehow is empowered to do that or you say
alternative models that could be used that would be Treasury is the one which gives the money to spend.
fit for purpose and that need to be adopted in a
cross-cutting way because I do not understand

Q619 Joan Walley: When we were in Holland andwhere they are and why they are not being taken up?
Sweden we saw examples of the CIVITASMr Bullock: There are methods available. Multi-
programme in terms of how that was helping changecriteria analysis is not a very sexy term at all, is it?
attitudes towards transport. How successfully doThe University of Sussex have done work on this
you think that programme has been taken up insort of thing. Basically what you are trying to do is

get away from having a purely quantitative the UK?
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Mr Lipman: We were a local delivery partner in journeys per se if a high speed line was proposed. It
is also worth making the point that more generallyCIVITAS in Bristol and it enabled us to deliver with

Bristol some really exciting and innovative projects much could be done without building new
infrastructure to improve rail’s attractiveness,but it has just come to an end and there is no funding

to do any more, so it was successful in the way that particularly if you are looking at the EU as a whole.
If you try and travel from London to somewhere inlots of European programmes are successful: it kick-

starts a pilot, but unless there is something to follow Europe it is often extremely diYcult even to find out
about the services available and it is certainly verythat pilot up it dies.
diYcult to book a through ticket. You cannot do it
on the web in one go like you can if you are bookingQ620 Dr Turner: If I can turn to getting passengers
Ryanair. Those sorts of things can be sorted outout of cars or out of planes and on to trains, it seems
much more cheaply and without damaging thefrom your memo that you do not approve of high
environment at all and would make rail much morespeed rail links, yet these are quite successful in
attractive, and also things like making it easier totaking passengers away from European flights and
work on the train so it is a more attractive way ofonto high speed rail links like Eurostar or the TGV
travelling for doing business, more like a mobileto the south of France. Can you explain exactly why
oYce, where the plane, the alternative, is not reallyit is that you are opposed to this? Is it your
a good place to do business very often because youcalculation of the CO2 emissions involved in
do not have much space. I think there is potentialconstructing the links that is just not adding up
there for doing quite a lot to improve rail’sbecause the carbon savings as compared to air
attractiveness. When you take into account the facttransport should be quite high?
that something like 45% of EU flights are under 500Mr Dyer: Can I ask which submission that was? Was
kilometres there is a lot of modal substitution thatit Sustrans’ or Friends of the Earth’s?
could be done even with the network that we have
got if it was better packaged and better promoted.Q621 Dr Turner: It may have been Sustrans’.

Mr Lipman: They are Friends of the Earth. I am
Q624 Dr Turner: But we have already got a situationSustrans.
where people want to travel. Unless you can wean
them oV it that is very diYcult. We have already gotQ622 Dr Turner: You are Sustrans?
Eurostar trains. They are fine for working on. If youMr Lipman: Yes. What we are concerned about is
want to plug your laptop in it is all there. However,high speed travel, whether it is on a train, in a plane
you disagree about the relative carbon outputs. Whyor on a boat. High speed travel is polluting and we
is this? Are you putting diVerent assumptions intodo not think with increasing levels of population
your calculations?that it is going to be sustainable. The work on the
Mr Bullock: It is about load factors, is it not? If yourelative pollution levels is very interesting. I have
were to compare full rail with full air rail comesalready forwarded to the Clerk some work being
out better.done by academics on comparisons which come
Mr Bosworth: The figures which we use are the onesdown to comparisons of loading factors. Certainly
from the Commission for Integrated Transport’swith Eurostar, for example, which tends often to be
report on the relative environmental impacts ofvery empty, a recent calculation done by the
short haul.Environmental Change Institute at Oxford

University showed that it was more polluting to get
Q625 Dr Turner: They are not your calculationsto Paris by Eurostar than it was to jump on a full
then?Ryanair flight. That is really worrying in a way
Mr Bosworth: No. The figures are from thebecause it says we do not have a clean way of
Commission for Integrated Transport and they aretravelling, or a clean way of travelling fast and far.
looking at a comparison between plane, rail and carThat comes back to the fundamental point: maybe
on journeys such as London to Manchester, Londonwe do not have that any more and fundamental
to Newcastle, Edinburgh or Glasgow and they showbehavioural change is needed. Certainly one of the
that rail is a significantly lower emitter in terms ofmajor problems about high speed rail investment is
carbon dioxide per passenger kilometre than plane,the energy infrastructure cost which is absolutely
and also a fair bit lower than the car.enormous.

Mr Dyer: We take a slightly diVerent view. Certainly
on what you are saying about the relative emissions Q626 Dr Turner: It seems to be quite positive then.
the figures I have seen are very positive. I am a little confused.

Mr Lipman: There are significant diVerences in
assumptions on load factors. The Commission forQ623 Dr Turner: You mean positive in favour of

high speed rail? Integrated Transport’s and Government’s factors
tend to assume that trains are 70% full and the workMr Dyer: Yes, positive in favour of high speed rail.

The figures we have seen from Europe where they that we have been looking at takes some actual
figures which tend to be a lot lower. There are verycan abstract passengers from flights and virtually

result in the close-down of certain routes are very crowded commuter trains during the morning and
evening but a lot of the trains are running a lot morepositive in that respect. In terms of the UK we would

want to be convinced that it was going to result in empty during the day. It comes down to a load factor
question very often.significant modal shift rather than creating new
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Q627 Dr Turner: The trains on my line are 150% full. Q633 Dr Turner: We have got the lead there. What
about London to Edinburgh or London toMr Lipman: What time of day do you use them?
Glasgow?
Mr Lipman: In terms of load factors? I do not know

Q628 Chairman: We have one practical example, do the answer to that.
we not, of where there has been some modal shift,
which is on the London to Paris and London to

Q634 Dr Turner: You are saying that high speedBrussels route where there are now significantly
links are carbon ineYcient because of the loadmore people travelling by train than there were 15
factors that are actually happening, but I suspectyears ago and significantly fewer people travelling by
that load factors on routes such as London toair, so it would be possible presumably to test the
Glasgow are very high.assumptions on load factors on that route.
Mr Lipman: I am talking about new high speed links.Mr Lipman: There are also significantly more people
Once you have built a rail line I would encouragemaking those trips and that is one of the
maximum use of it but I am talking about thefundamental points about setting up high speed rail.
enormous infrastructure costs of building new links.If we now were to do a new north-south high speed

rail line in this country the indications are that you
Q635 Dr Turner: The calculation would be for awould get more people making that trip. It comes
London to Scotland high speed link, which, if it wasback to the fundamental point: are we going to
as eVective in cutting journey times as the TGV is,encourage people to travel further and faster or are
would, I think, virtually knock out air transportwe going to say it is not sustainable any more?
between London and Scotland altogether. Would
there not be a gain? Have you made that calculation?

Q629 Chairman: You do not know what has caused Mr Lipman: No. I do not know that you can make
the increase. With the economic growth that has that assumption at all, that it would knock out air
taken place, certainly in the last 14 years, in Britain travel.
and to a lesser extent in France and on the continent, Dr Turner: Given the hassle at either end of catching
there would probably have been an increase in a plane, I think you could.
journeys merely resulting from that. How you prove
the additionality point seems to me less important Q636 Chairman: The construction of another high
than the fact that here we have a concrete example speed line for longer UK journeys would release
of where there has been modal shift, a pretty rare one more capacity for commuter journeys by rail, would
but it has happened and it has happened between it not?
planes and trains. The load factor therefore on this Mr Lipman: Yes.
route could be tested.
Mr Lipman: Yes, it could be tested. Q637 Chairman: So you might get some more modal

shift from car to train on shorter journeys at the
same time?Q630 Chairman: Do you happen to know whether
Mr Lipman: You may well.that is 70% or not?
Mr Dyer: There is also potentially more room forMr Lipman: The load factor on the train between
freight, which would be a positive outcome. If ILondon and Paris is less than 70%, significantly less.
could add a couple of things to what has been said,I do not know the Brussels figure. However, I would
on the environmental impact I think we have to bearargue by analogy from the old “predict and provide”
in mind also that there is the potential for high speedassessment, which is that if you build extra lanes
rail, which is going to be electrically powered, to bepeople drive more because they are there and the
powered by renewably generated electricity, whichM25 is the classic demonstration of that, that really
we do not have with aircraft, so it could be virtuallyit is exactly the same with trains.
totally carbon neutral.

Q631 Chairman: Hang on: that does not make much Q638 David Howarth: When you were talking about
sense. If we have already got lots of spare capacity the barriers to people using trains I was hoping you
which is not really used, there is already, as it were, were going to mention the point that the Transport
the equivalent of extra lanes on the trains according Committee has just been talking about, which is the
to your information. opacity of the ticketing system of domestic trains.
Mr Lipman: According to my information. Mr Dyer: I was looking forward to a separate

question on that.
Q632 Chairman: Okay, so what would be the point
of putting on extra trains in that case if there are Q639 David Howarth: Do you think that that really

does discourage people from using trains comparedalready empty trains?
Mr Lipman: No; I was talking about a new north- to other modes and, if so, what should be done

about it?south high speed rail link. What I am saying is yes,
there is plenty of spare capacity at the moment Mr Dyer: Most definitely. I have not read the full

report, but the gist of it, that it is an expensive,between London and Paris.
Chairman: And on the evidence we have on the confusing mess, we would certainly agree with. I use

the trains a lot. Travelling down this morning fromLondon to Paris route a new north-south high speed
rail link would knock out the aircraft. Yorkshire, the announcer gave me I think six
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alternatives and that is just for advance purchase has been stored for millions of years being released
tickets that could not be used on this train if they had by using fossil fuels and planting trees which will live
the wrong date on them, and that is just one for 20, 40, 100 years. That is ludicrous. What is the
company, of course. It is a nightmare and I think it long term perspective on that? We are also talking
does put people oV. The prices also put people oV. about the fact that when researchers in Scotland put
There are some remarkably good deals around but a mesh over a forest and measured the carbon
the one that is always quoted, the Manchester to coming oV it they found that unless you manage it
London £200 open return if you turn up on the day, particularly carefully even currently forests can be
is just extortionate and probably more expensive carbon sources, not carbon sinks and, definitely
than anything else in Europe. Turning to what we because of the impact of climate change, by
want done, we heard National Rail cards mentioned somewhere between 2020 and 2050 most forests will
earlier. I think the Government should put more probably be carbon sources, not carbon sinks, so the
into looking into that, which is quite common on the oVsetting planted trees that we are using now could
continent. They should lay down regulations that well be pumping out carbon in the future. OVsetting
give standard names and conditions for tickets. If is ridiculously cheap. It makes us feel like this is an
you go to Kings Cross you have got one condition easy solution. One of the reasons it is cheap is that
on what ticket you can use at a certain time. If you we are exporting our pollution. I can jump on a flight
walk 100 yards down the road to St Pancras, you around the world and I can salve my conscience by
might be doing the same journey to Leeds and it is a spending probably about £15 ensuring that people in
completely diVerent condition and a diVerent name Soweto have low energy light bulbs. That is just a
for the ticket. It is ridiculous. Those are the three new form of carbon imperialism. We are saying that
things we would want to see through regulation. it is all right for me to pollute if those people there
Mr Bosworth: If I could add one point to that about somehow become cleaner. I think there are really
the National Rail card, you made the point, significant issues to be worked out around oVsetting
Chairman, that there are quite a number of trains and we certainly would not at this stage say that we
with spare capacity and if we had something like a could endorse it. I think for there to be oVsetting
National Rail card which would cut the price of oV- schemes that start to be more acceptable we need to
peak travel we could maybe see a lot of that spare move away from tree planting and we need to move
capacity used up if the price was cheaper. towards ideas that impact on what we do in this

country rather than saying we are going to give low
Q640 Colin Challen: I just wanted to ask you one energy light bulbs to Soweto. For me a rational
thing relating to a previous discussion about setting oVsetting scheme would not be just, say, I give some
a carbon budget, particularly relating to transport. money and then I go on behaving as I do. It would
What are your respective attitudes to the be tying in to a commitment to first of all work out
Government’s decision to oVset their travel across how much carbon I am emitting overall and then
all departments and supposedly make it carbon year on year reduce it as an individual. An oVsetting
neutral? Have you got a position on such schemes? scheme with a reducing carbon cap makes a lot of
Mr Dyer: It is a positive thing that the Government sense.
are taking a lead on that. If you are asking more
broadly about the question of oVsetting in general,
and it is particularly prominent at the moment in the Q643 Colin Challen: You will be pleased to hear that
media to do with flying, in a way it has a role to play 57 Members of Parliament have signed up to reduce
but it can be seen as just pacifying people’s guilt their carbon emissions by 25% over five years. China
about flying and feeling they can go on not changing and India are developing their economies very
their behaviour and that is not the sort of thing we rapidly with huge increases in road and air travel.
would want to see. I think we would want to see Do you think there is anything that the UK can do
people changing their behaviour as well rather than to alleviate the problems that we could research into
just saying, “I am going to carry on with saving that? Have we some way that we can influence them?
emissions in an oVset way”. Mr Lipman: There is already a scheme being funded

by a partnership between DfID and the World Bank,
which is the Global Transport KnowledgeQ641 Colin Challen: Do you encourage your
Partnership. When you look into that a lot of whatmembers to oVset or do you just take a neutral

stance on it? it is doing is showing people how to build roads, so
Mr Dyer: We are in the process of developing a it is a disaster. If we are going to help other people
policy on that. avoid the mistakes we have made—and it is really

important to remember that what other countries
are trying to do is follow the route we took first—Q642 Colin Challen: The Government is ahead of the
showing them how to build roads is not the way toNGOs for once!
go. The clearest help would be for us to lead byMr Lipman: I think there are significant dangers in
example surely and say, “These are sometimes hardoVsetting, partly because of the fundamental point
and diYcult decisions, the changes we are making atabout it being a sop to conscience and making us
home, and we can only hope that you will followthink we do not need to change the way we behave,
those”.but also partly because the oVsetting schemes often
Colin Challen: In phase two of this programme wedo not work. I think planting trees is a great idea but

it does not oVset. We are talking about carbon that will determine how to widen the roads.
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Q644 Joan Walley: Can I just ask about inland the scale of the challenge that we face. The research
which we have commissioned from the Tindallwaterways and coastal shipping? In view of what

you said about aviation and the need for an aviation Centre which will be appearing soon will be touching
on emissions from shipping.emissions trading scheme can you tell us what your

view is on shipping? Mr Lipman: Also, all the indications are that
shipping is where the dirty fuel gets dumped and theMr Bosworth: Shipping is not an area that we work

on but we are aware that international shipping most polluting fuel is being used.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for comingemissions, like international aviation, are not

included in current inventories and so that is in. We have covered a lot of very useful ground.
distorting the overall figures and in a way it increases
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Colin Challen Mr Graham Stuart
Mr David Chaytor Emily Thornberry
Tim Farron Dr Desmond Turner
David Howarth Joan Walley
Mr Nick Hurd

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

Strategic Issues in Which the Committee is Particularly Interested Include:

A. what progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the Ten Year
Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA, Powering
Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents;

1. DEFRA, DfT and DTI share responsibility for delivering the cross-sectoral PSA targets on climate
change. This commits the UK to working towards both the Kyoto target and the significantly harder
domestic target.

— Kyoto target: reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5% by 2008–12 over 1990 levels.

— Domestic target: reduce CO2 emissions by 20% by 2010 over 1990 levels.

2. As things stand, the UK is on track to meet its greenhouse gas Kyoto commitment by a clear margin.
The self-imposed domestic target of a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010 is challenging, but
the Government remains committed to it. Through the Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR), which
will be published shortly, the Government has been investigating ways of meeting that target.

B. whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities;

The DfT aims to strike the right balance between delivering carbon savings and respecting people’s need
to travel. We are working across the Department’s entire range of activities to:

(1) reduce the fossil carbon content of transport fuel

For example, under the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO), announced in November
2005, 5% of transport fuel sold in the UK will have to come from renewable sources by 2010. This
will deliver a net carbon saving of one million tonnes, equivalent to taking one million cars oV
the road.

(2) increase the fuel eYciency of vehicles

For example, by linking both the company car tax system and Vehicle Excise Duty on carbon
emissions, the Government encourages drivers to choose fuel-eYcient cars.

(3) encourage a move towards more environmentally friendly forms of transport

For example, the Government supports a range of measures, called “Smarter Choices” aimed at
helping people make sustainable travel choices. These measures include workplace, school and
residential travel planning, and better public transport information.

(4) work towards the inclusion of transport in emissions trading schemes

For example, the UK has made major progress on including aviation in the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme. On 22 February 2006 the Secretaries of State for Transport, Trade and Industry and the
Environment, Food and Rural AVairs sent a joint letter to the Vice Presidents Barrot and
Verheugen and Commissioner Dimas of the European Commission, asking them to consider the
inclusion of emissions from surface transport in the scheme and oVering the Government’s active
contribution to that work.
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C. whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005
departmental report, Annex A) adequately reflects the environmental challenges it faces (see note 3);

The DfT’s approach is to integrate environmental thinking across the Department’s entire range of
activities. This is reflected in the public expenditure tables published in Annex A of the 2005
departmental report.

The spending listed under the heading of PSA Objective 3 does not include the money spent by the
Department on activities such as encouraging public transport, which help limit the impact of transport on
the environment as well as having social and economic benefits.

The tables show the money spent by DfT, not the results delivered. Fiscal incentives and voluntary
agreements with manufacturers are amongst our most eVective tools for cutting carbon emissions from
transport.

D. what realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so

and

E. what specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade.

In a growing economy the demand for transport fuel grows faster than the demand for other kinds of fuel,
and so transport’s share of total emissions is likely to increase. This is what is happening in the UK.

The Government’s approach is to look for the most cost-eVective and practical savings across the whole
of the economy. DfT is an active participant in this process and is fully engaged with the Climate Change
Programme Review.

Looking beyond 2010, we are working with the Energy Review to reduce emissions from vehicles and
fuels, encourage more environmentally friendly forms of transport, and support emissions trading. We are
working with the Stern Review to consider how to design policies to bring forward new clean fuels and
technologies in transport, and how to adapt the transport infrastructure to deal with the eVects of climate
change.

In the Future of Transport white paper, the DfT recognised the importance of managing the growing
demand for transport. We noted that while additional infrastructure will be necessary, simply providing ever
more capacity is not the answer in the long term, because the damage to our environment, landscape, towns
and cities and our quality of life would be unacceptable.

Therefore we are developing an approach where road pricing could be progressively introduced in the UK
by asking local authorities to come forward with road pricing schemes which tackle congestion, to be funded
from the Transport Innovation Fund. Persuading a small percentage of drivers to travel at a diVerent time
or place could significantly reduce urban congestion.

F. whether the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy were adequate and what progress has
been made against them since 2002;

Annual progress reports on Powering Future Vehicles are available on the DfT Website and a review of
the Strategy is currently underway.

In the meantime, it is worth noting that the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership’s colour-coded fuel eYciency
labels for new cars are now on display in most UK showrooms. These are directly linked to the graduated
Vehicle Excise Duty bands.

The Government Car and Despatch Agency now has a fleet of over 20 hybrid vehicles and we will oVset
CO2 emissions from central Government air travel from April 2006.

G. what organisations and funding sources are involved, whether there is adequate coordination between them,
and whether the overall funding available and spent in support of the strategy is adequate in view of the
environmental challenges DfT is facing.

The organisations most directly involved with Powering Future Vehicles are the Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership (LowCVP), the Energy Saving Trust (EST), DfT, DTI and HMT.

The LowCVP brings together Government, industry and other stakeholders to work towards low carbon
vehicles and fuels. It receives around £0.5 million of baseline funding each year from DfT and DTI, and
receives additional funding from both these Departments and from DEFRA where appropriate.
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DfT also funds the EST to deliver a range of grant and advice programmes. A number of these are
currently suspended and under review because of concerns about their compatibility with European State
Aid rules.

DfT holds regular meetings with all the above organisations and the LowCVP co-ordinates work between
Government and industry stakeholders.

In Addition, the Committee has Declared an Interest in Assessing What has Changed with Regard
to Aviation Emissions Since the Last EAC Inquiry into that Subject

We have made considerable progress since the Committee’s eleventh report of Session 2003–04.

We believe that a well-designed emissions trading regime is the fairest and most eYcient way to ensure
that the aviation sector reduces its emissions and during our recent Presidency of the European Union we
therefore made including aviation in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) a priority.

As a result the Commission recommended emissions trading as the best way forward and, under our
chairmanship, the December 2005 EU Environment Council urged the Commission to produce a legislative
proposal by the end of 2006.

The European Commission is now taking forward work to consider the details of including aviation in
the EU-ETS. The UK remains closely involved and continues to work with stakeholders to seek opinion
and to broaden support.

March 2006

Witnesses: Rt Hon Douglas Alexander, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for Transport,
Mr Simon Webb, Director General for Delivery and Security, and Mr Nigel Campbell, Head of
Transport Analysis and Review, Department for Transport, gave evidence.

Q645 Chairman: Welcome and as it is your first visit levels by 2008–12, although of course we are short
against our domestic carbon target of 20% by 2010,to this Committee, we are particularly pleased to see
and we will continue to work towards our long-termyou and hope you are far enough into your job to be
goal which is a 60% reduction in carbon emissionsready to answer all the fairly easy questions which
from current levels by 2050, which waswe have got for you.
recommended by the Royal Commission onMr Alexander: Time will tell.
Environmental Pollution. My Department, the
Department for Transport, of course shares

Q646 Chairman: Perhaps I could begin by asking for ownership of the PSA target with the Department
your overall assessment of how the Government is for Trade and Industry and with Defra and, as the
doing in cutting carbon emissions, in particular Climate Change Programme underlines, we are
where the Department for Transport is doing well working closely with other departments, and we
and where you think it needs to improve its act? plan to do more. In tackling climate change, we
Mr Alexander: Thank you, Chairman. I am glad to recognise that a strong and growing economy poses
accept the invitation. I think it is my first appearance some considerable challenges, not least for
before a select committee, you beat the Transport transport. It does not matter where in the world
Select Committee to have me before the Committee, carbon is emitted or by what means; the problem of
and I recognise that it was a commitment of my climate change is global and therefore so too is the
predecessor which I am happy to honour. Perhaps, solution, which is why we set out in the Climate
with your indulgence, I could introduce my oYcials Change Programme a flexible approach to secure
who are supporting me: Simon Webb who is the carbon reductions across the economy wherever
Director General for Delivery and Security; and they are most eVectively made. This ensures that we
Nigel Campbell, who is the Head of the Transport are able to secure the most reductions for any given
Analysis and Review Division at the Department for cost and with the least impact on growth. Good
Transport. Perhaps if I could make a very brief transport links, of course, are central to a
introductory statement it would in part answer your prosperous economy. As economies grow, people
question and also set the context for my later tend to travel much further and more often than they
remarks. Dealing with climate change is perhaps the used to. The key is for government to set the right
biggest long-term challenge that we face. That would framework for an eVective transport strategy which
be the first point I would wish to place on the record. also enables us to meet our environmental
It is a top priority for the Government and we have obligations on CO2 emissions. Our strategy focuses
made this clear in the recently published joint on four key areas and I talk, with your indulgence,
Climate Change Programme, with which members very briefly about each of these in turn. Firstly, to
of the Committee will be familiar. Much has already reduce how much fossil carbon there is in transport
been done to tackle climate change. We are on track fuel. Over the long term we want clean, low-carbon
to do considerably better than our Kyoto transport systems. An important step towards this is
commitment of reducing greenhouse gas emissions ensuring that a certain percentage of transport fuel

sold in the UK is made up of biofuels. That is whyby over 20% against the target of 12°% below 1990
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we will introduce a renewable transport fuels question of restricting the rate of growth of carbon
emissions in transport. Where are the opportunitiesobligation at a level of 5% in biofuels in annual sales
and the threats?by 2010. This will result in a net saving of about one

million tonnes of carbon every year, the equivalent Mr Alexander: Your observation reflects the fact
that there has been a fairly close correlation betweenof taking one million cars oV the road. Secondly,

improving technology to make vehicles more fuel emissions from transport and growth in the
economy. Within that category of transport it is theeYcient. That means working closely with

manufacturers to deliver cleaner and greener cars. case that aviation emissions have been rising of
course faster than other parts of the transport sector.Voluntary agreements with motor manufacturers

have played a significant part in improving the fuel However, that notwithstanding, in terms of the
review that was undertaken for the production ofeYciency of cars. Since 1997 the average new car fuel

eYciency in the UK has improved by some 10%. It this document and indeed the policies that we now
anticipate therein, broadly a quarter of the UKis vital that the industry continues to push the

boundaries of technology to come up with cleaner emissions result from the transportation sector and
about a quarter of the anticipated savings in terms ofand more fuel-eYcient vehicles in the years to come.

Thirdly, encouraging people to be more aware of the carbon reduction are accounted for by measures for
which the Department for Transport hasenvironmental impact of the journeys they make and

encourage them to make more environmentally responsibility. So I am alive to the concerns that you
express, but I think in terms of the policy measuresfriendly journeys. Yes, we are putting sustained

investment into public transport to improve the that we have taken it reflects the fact that we are
seriously engaged on this issue with the Department.reliability of journeys by rail, by light rail, by bus,

and to give people a real alternative to travelling by If I was to characterise the approach of the
Department—and you will appreciate I am fairlycar. We need to continue to help people make

informed choices about when and how they travel, new to the brief but this has been a subject in which
I have taken a fairly close interest in recent weeks—and what type of vehicles they choose to buy in the

future. Fourthly, working towards including I think our approach reflects the fact that a judgment
was made by my predecessors, I believe the righttransport in Emissions Trading Schemes and using

market mechanisms for environmental ends. This is judgment, to embed an understanding of
environmental issues across the Department, rathersomething I worked on during my time in the

Foreign OYce as the Minister for Europe. In the than to say there should be, for example, a specific
group of people whose sole task is to work on theUnited Kingdom we continue to push for a well-

designed Emissions Trading Scheme to ensure that environment and somehow the responsibility of the
rest of the Department does not reflect the prioritythe aviation sector tackles its emissions. In time,

extending emissions trading to other forms of placed on the environment. I think it is important,
particularly in a department like Transport, tosurface transport, not just the aviation industry,

could have a big impact on the reduction of carbon embed an understanding of environmental
considerations right across the Department, andas well. In the longer term we need to look seriously

at the fuels we are using to power our transport, that has been the approach that has been taken.
Within the Department, if that is the approach, Iwhich is why we have been piloting the development

of hydrogen fuel transport. In conclusion to these think it is also critical, reflecting the cross-
governmental approach that we have taken in recentbrief introductory remarks, we are committed to

tackling climate change. Government departments years, that we are actively engaged as a department
with other government departments given that weneed to continue to work closely together. The

industry and individuals also have key roles to play: do believe that the solution to the environmental
challenges that we face will not be met by any singleit will be up to the industry to develop the technology

and the cleaner vehicles; it is for individuals to think government department but by each government
department taking a share of the responsibility andmore about the environmental impacts of how and

when they travel; and it is for government to set the working eVectively to make sure that we have global
solutions to what is inherently a global problem.right policy framework and ensure the right

incentives are in place.

Q648 Chairman: If the environmental issues really
are embedded in the Department and if there wasQ647 Chairman: There are a number of important

facts there and plenty of worthy sentiments. Can I any substance to the comment in the Prime
Minister’s letter of appointment to you when hejust reiterate the question, however, transport is the

only major section of the economy in which says: “in particular transport is critical to our long-
term goal of reducing carbon emissions”, that isemissions have risen since 1990. They are continuing

to be projected to rise and in the Climate Change what he said in his letter to you, why was it that the
Annual Report from the Department this year didProgramme document published only a few weeks

ago there is a continuing rise in carbon emissions not mention the fact that carbon emissions are
higher in transport than in 1990 and that this is thefrom transport over the next 15 years, and possibly

of course beyond that too. Therefore, where do you only sector from which emissions are projected to be
higher still in 2020? If environment issues are reallythink the Department for Transport is doing well

and where does it need to do better? It is not really a embedded in the way you describe, that is a pretty
extraordinary omission, is it not?question of cutting emissions in transport; it is a
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Mr Alexander: I would say that the best guide to the challenge. I think it is important to recognise that
relative salience of the issue of the environment in congestion is already aZicting a large number of
terms of the Department for Transport is, as I say, drivers, and a growing number of drivers in the
to start from where the Government starts which is country, and it is therefore right that we take
that we need a cross-governmental approach. If one forward the debate that was initiated by my
examines the Climate Change Programme 2006 predecessor, Alistair Darling, in discussing the
which has been recently published there is a section feasibility of a national road pricing scheme. The
dealing exclusively with transport which we hold approach that we have taken in taking forward that
responsibility for but which has been developed debate is not simply to engage in public debate and
along with other departments including Defra and discussion of the issues but also to try and establish
the DTI. In terms of the letter of appointment that regional pilots which will allow on-the-ground
you refer to, that approach is reflected in the experience to develop. It is no secret if one looks at
paragraph that follows the quotation that you the example of the congestion charge in London,
oVered to the Committee. It states that it will be very that one of the essential ingredients of the experience
important that I “work closely in particular with of the congestion charge was an improvement in the
David Miliband, Alistair Darling, and Ruth Kelly to public transport infrastructure and provision of
ensure that our transport strategy is consistent with services within London. My strong sense is that
government policies in relation to the environment, congestion charging will have to come to be seen, if
energy and housing.” In that sense, I can certainly it is to become acceptable not just to the motoring
speak for the terms of my appointment letter. It is public but to the general public, to be part of a wider
reflected very clearly in the terms of that package of measures so that you address issues of
appointment letter that we recognise transport has a network management but at the same time you give
role to play but it is one of a number of departments people genuine choices. If we were to have a
who share that responsibility and share that discussion a year ago with 100 members of the
obligation to take forward that agenda. public, few of them would have heard of road

pricing. If we were to have the discussion today I
Q649 Chairman: Given you do have responsibility think many of them would have heard of road
for what is going on within your Department, are pricing, but I am not sure that many of them would
you surprised, for example, that there are no yet be convinced of the merits of road pricing. If we
transport-specific targets for carbon emission are to secure a consensus on the issue of road pricing,
reductions? an absolutely key element of that will be being able
Mr Alexander: No, because it reflects, as I sought to to strengthen public transport, which of course has
reflect in my introductory statement, the nature of environmental impacts, and so in that sense while it
how carbon moves around the atmosphere, never is important to recognise road pricing’s potential
mind the workings of government, and explains the contribution to the challenge of congestion, I do not
approach that we have taken. As a Government we see it as being inimical to the work that we are taking
have not seen it appropriate to set specific forward in terms of carbon emissions.
departmental targets; rather to say what are our
global targets and then how most eYciently, in a way
that secures both value for money and has least Q651 Chairman: But do you still feel, however, that
impact on the economy, can we secure the maximum the greater priority is reducing congestion rather
savings. I think it is inherit in that approach that than addressing climate change?
rather than saying there is a specific departmental or Mr Alexander: I was aware of the evidence that was
sector approach we look across not just the economy given by one of the previous witnesses to this
but each of the sectors of the economy and reach a Committee suggesting that climate change was not
common view. That is why I emphasise the fact that accorded a high level of priority within the
it is not simply important for the Department for Department. I can assure you, both on the basis of
Transport to understand the importance of this the work that we have been taking forward in terms
issue, but also to be working very eVectively with of the Climate Change Programme 2006 and also the
oYcials and indeed with ministers from other personal priority that I attach to this work, that it
departments to make sure that we have a joined-up will remain a focus of work for the Department. In
approach as reflected in the Climate Change UK terms of the evidence I would bring to bear for the
Programme in 2006. fact that we do take this issue very seriously, as I say,

is while the transport sector accounts for about a
Q650 Chairman: If we take the issue of road quarter of the emissions, in terms of the projected
charging, which is a rather sensitive one and savings set out in the UK programme about a
therefore I am sure you have had some thoughts quarter of those are accounted for by initiatives
about this, why is it that the higher priority relating to the transport sector.
apparently in the Department’s mind in road pricing
is reducing congestion rather than cutting carbon

Q652 Joan Walley: Could I press you a little bitemissions?
further on that. I would not want you to be defensiveMr Alexander: Because I do not see the two areas of
on this but I was just wondering if you were comingwork as being exclusive. Of course, we have a
into the Department and had a completely free handgrowing problem in terms of congestion, and road

pricing is one of the potential solutions to that about where the PSA targets should be, do you think
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that you would want to be moving towards getting those three departments and has other supporting
people. What they have been doing, particularly inPSA targets for your Department which really

looked at carbon emissions as a priority? the run up to the production of this, is to actually
look at a range of options for carbon reduction rightMr Alexander: If one looks at the PSAs that I have

inherited, there is a formal process of course, across government sectors, obviously concentrating
on the responsibilities of those three departmentswhereby in discussion with the Treasury as part of

the Spending Review Process PSA targets— and to use common analytical techniques to go
through those things, to assess their eVectiveness, to
assess their cost, and to do peer review and checkQ653 Joan Walley: But if you could start afresh.
that we are all working in the same direction. It hasMr Alexander: That would be a luxury which I am
been, in my view, one of the most powerful parts ofnot sure any Secretary of State has ever previously
the new working patterns that we have in place thatenjoyed in terms of what is inevitably the on-going
we have as well as a joint political leadership, thatwork of a department. Of course, PSA targets can be
sort of analytical underpinning which means that thereviewed and it is appropriate that given changing
measures we have got here, and I think you will seecircumstances they are periodically. I think the fact
there is a consistency about the way this book isthat we have a joint PSA both with the DTI and also
written, have been evaluated and put into thewith Defra reflects the fact that already there is an
programme on a collective basis. I do think thatawareness that this is very central to the work of the
gives us a better way of handling this than I haveDepartment but that this is not a challenge exclusive
seen in many other countries, for example. On theto the Department for Transport but one that we
Annual Report, since the Minister was not here, Ishare with colleagues across government. In terms of
would just say that the Annual Report is about lastassisting the Committee, if I could suggest that
year. This is obviously a long-term programme. WeSimon say a word in terms of the joint analysis that
have never disguised the fact that transportinforms the work that we do with the other
emissions are going up. We have an Annual Reportdepartments. One of the opportunities I have taken
where the report is done annually and there is a slightin recent weeks is to gain a better understanding of
problem about the way the statistics come throughhow in practice the Department for Transport is
on emissions that we do not get them until a bit laterworking eVectively both with Defra and with the
when we have closed down the Annual Report.DTI. While it would be straightforward for me to
Rather than get smacked by the Transport Selectassert that there is a joint PSA target, one of the first
Committee for producing our report late, we tend toquestions that I was asking was in practical terms
concentrate on the annual issues and obviously thehow does that aVect the way that the Department
statistics come out as a longer term issue separately.actually works.

Q655 Joan Walley: I was just curious about theQ654 Emily Thornberry: Before he does, I am really
inter-departmental analysis that there is jointly withconfused. I understand that you do not have a
the other departments. As well as having analysis,specific target in terms of “the Department for
have you also got some political means of having aTransport will not have this target and we will not be
cross-cutting Cabinet committee that is going toresponsible for the reduction of by a particular
make absolutely certain that your Department doesamount of carbon”, but then you were talking about
have this commitment towards the objectives anda quarter. I do not quite follow that.
targets?Mr Alexander: The reason I cited a quarter was to
Mr Alexander: Yes, the Cabinet committee onevidence the fact that not withstanding the fact that
Energy and the Environment, EE as it is known inthe sector of the economy for which the Department
the trade, looks at the impact of government policiesfor Transport has responsibility does see a rising
on sustainable development and the Cabinet sub-level of emissions, and it is right to acknowledge that
committee on sustainable development, EE(SD) inaviation within that sector is rising more
the trade, looks at improving government’sprecipitously than others, I would dispute
contribution to sustainable development. I sit on thefundamentally the assertion that within the global
EE Committee, the Energy and Environmenttarget set for government that the Department for
Committee, but again I think from my experience inTransport does not recognise its responsibilities. So
government it would not be an adequate answerit is to evidence the fact that notwithstanding the fact
simply to assert that there is a structure there. Therethat we have a global target, and reflecting the fact
also has to be the will amongst the politicians tothat we have worked collaboratively and eVectively
work collaboratively and to work eVectively. Iwith other colleagues within government, if one then
would cite a couple of points in response to that.looks at where the carbon savings are anticipated to
Firstly, in the letter of appointment from the Primemade contained within the UK programme there is
Minister he personally charged me to work witha very significant proportion of that work which
Ruth Kelly, who clearly with responsibility forreflects the work of my Department.
planning issues has a responsibility which impactsMr Webb: If I can fill out how that works in practice
on the environment; with Alistair Darling, as thebecause that may nail it down a bit. There are lots of
incoming Secretary of State for the Department forsenior bits of the inter-departmental structure in
Trade and Industry, who are leading on the Energywhich I participate but the bit I would like to draw
Review in which we have taken a very close interest,attention to for this purpose is that we have an inter-

departmental analysts group which is centred on as you would rightfully expect; and also with David
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Miliband, as the Secretary of State for the on the economy but on wider society, is to take that
wider view and then ensure that each of ourEnvironment. It is also no secret that David and I go
departments bears its share of responsibility.back a long way and we have taken the opportunity
Mr Webb: I might just say that the work on that waseven since we have assumed these briefs to talk about
also done by a cross-government group. I happen tohow we can work eVectively together, given the risk
be the lead on the estate and on the transport target,that if there was not eVective working between
for which we are particularly enthusiastic, as you candepartments, you could have had a position which
imagine, from transport. That was a jointwas more true in years past where the Environment
production even though Mr Miliband sent it round.Department had the responsibility but not the

levers, and that is actually why I think this document
Q657 Dr Turner: Can I take you back to your logicreflects a diVerent and more sophisticated approach
of not having a transport-specific target. Given thatwhich says we are first of all going to share global
we have a national global target for CO2 emissionsambitions but we are going to work collaboratively
and that transport emissions account for a veryto see where we can maximise the impact of our
significant part of our global emissions, and if we arepolicies. On a personal level, I assure you that it is
going to achieve our global target we have definitelymatter which I have already taken the opportunity
got to reduce transport emissions, does it not maketo discuss with the incoming Secretary of State for
perfect sense to do some planning in this respectthe Environment. Indeed, I authored jointly an
which means that you will end up with a target evenarticle with him reflecting the importance that I
if it is only an aspiration?attach to the environment as the incoming Secretary
Mr Alexander: I believe a better approach is to sayof State for Transport. The formal structures are
how can we best secure against the targets that wethere and the political will from the very top of the
have set the most eVective—Government is there that we do take forward that

work. This is not some subversive initiative of two
Q658 Dr Turner: But you have not.Cabinet ministers but rather reflecting the will of the
Mr Alexander: But we have as a Government and itPrime Minister that we work together. I think the
is inherent in the nature of carbon distribution in themechanisms are there and indeed in the document
atmosphere, never mind the machinery ofproduced very recently the joint working of the
government across Whitehall, that whether carbonDepartment is manifest in the goals that we have set.
is emitted by a power station or by a vehicle exhaust
pipe, its deleterious eVect on the environment is
exactly the same. That is why I think it is sensible toQ656 Mr Chaytor: Just pursuing the question of
say where can we get the maximum return for thetargets, has your argument now had to change
policies we are implementing as a government,following the letter from the Minister of State for
recognising that we have to strike a balance betweenClimate Change this week which actually does set
meeting our environmental obligations, andcross-government targets for CO2 emissions in each
recognising other social and economic aspects of ourdepartment’s area of responsibility? So basically by
work as a government.virtue of this letter of 12 June you now have targets

to meet in respect of the government estate.
Q659 Dr Turner: That does not really answer thePresumably this is disaggregated department by
point because you could so easily have a situation, asdepartment so you will have a target for carbon
almost is developing right now, where everyoneemissions from oYces, a target for carbon emissions
else’s cuts are outweighed by growth in transportfrom road vehicles, and so on. Is it not inconsistent
emissions. So you have to address transportto say we do not need a departmental target for areas
emissions. Indeed, you have gone some way towardsof policy as a whole but we have accepted or will be
that in practice by commissioning research whichaccepting a departmental target for our area of
has led to the VIBAT study which suggests that youmanagement and administration? could cut UK transport emissions by 60% by 2030.

Mr Alexander: I would not say that there is an That runs entirely in the face of not having a
inconsistency there because it reflects the diVerent departmental target, so how do you square these
status and operation of a secretary of state eVectively things and what do you think of the VIBAT study?
overseeing, along with the permanent secretary, the Do you think it is realistic?
immediate estate within the control of the Mr Alexander: Let me take your questions in turn.
department from the policy levers which are Firstly, in terms of why do we not have a transport-
available which impact not simply in terms of specific target? Because what we are looking for is
climate change priorities but also on issues of the carbon reductions across the economy, and in that
wider economy and economic growth. I think it is sense we believe that it is right to say that we should
perfectly reasonable to say that within the have an approach that says where can we secure the
government estate, reflecting the announcement that maximum benefit in terms of carbon reductions
was made by the Prime Minister and David which may come from transport or may come from
Miliband earlier this week, that we do accept that the work of other government departments. If one
responsibility specific to individual departments looks, for example, at the emissions generated by the
across Whitehall, but at the same time we recognise five major power-generating companies within the
that the means by which we can best secure the goals economy, this is not a challenge alone for transport.

I do not sit here as Transport Secretary denying thatthat we have set for ourselves, as they impact not just
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we have a share of responsibility, but I believe that the aviation sector within the Emissions Trading
the structure to approach this question is better to Scheme any time soon, and to recognise what a
say let us have a general target and then let us work significant prize we achieved with the Department
together to establish how we can most eVectively for Transport, working extremely closely I
meet it. You are right to recognise that the VIBAT understand with the Department for the
study that you describe did look at a particular piece Environment, to secure those conclusions in the
of work saying specifically a transport target and Environment Council in December. I do not say that
you have narrated the terms of that. That does not all the issues have been resolved. There is much
reflect the Government’s policy and we have never further work that we do still need to undertake, but
aVected that there was a transport-specific policy. It I believe that it is the right policy given the inherently
was indeed a diVerent piece of work which was international nature of air travel. I believe we have
commissioned in order both to test methodology but made significant progress in terms of the conclusions
also to inform some of the decisions that potentially of the Environment Council. There will be, I
we will make in the years to come. You can imagine understand, a further vote in the European
in anticipation of my appearance before this Parliament next month on exactly this question of
Committee, I took a fairly detailed interest in why aviation coming within ETS. Indeed, we now look
the VIBAT study was commissioned and the results forward by the turn of the year to the European
that were produced. One could argue that it begs the Commission producing its legislative proposals as a
question as to whether as a Department we should consequence of what under the British Presidencybe commissioning long-term thinking of that sort, we achieved. So I can assure you that we take verygiven that it does not reflect present government

seriously the challenge of emissions from thepolicy, but I do think a balance has to be struck here
aviation sector in particular, but we are convincedbetween being able to inform ministers and oYcials
that the right response to that, given its inherentlyin the choices that are made and not then being
international nature, is to include aviation within thecharacterised in front of even distinguished
Emissions Trading Scheme.committees such as this as having policies which are
Chairman: We will come back to aviation in anot stated government policy. There were, of course,
moment.methodological diVerences with the VIBAT study

itself which we would take issue with, but I do not
deny the fact that the work has been done or indeed

Q662 Dr Turner: You are saying that thethat it may inform further work that we do. If you
Government accepts that the growth in carbonwould like chapter and verse in terms of why VIBAT
emissions mirrors economic growth, but that isdoes not reflect present government policy and also,
precisely one of the most important argumentsfor example, used presumptions in terms of the DTI
because if you take our global emissions and ourmodel of economic growth rather than the DfT one,
total economic growth, then the growth in emissionswhich is transport specific, I can share that
has been decoupled from economic growth. Indeed,information with you.
one of the biggest questions in tackling climate
change is that if we fail to decouple growth fromQ660 Dr Turner: What you are saying eVectively is
growth in emissions then we have no chance. So Ithat you are not actually going to address transport
cannot understand the logic of accepting, in thisemissions because it is easier for other people to
important sector, the growth and continuedreduce emissions in their area. If you take that to its
growth—logical conclusion, and given the predictions for
Mr Alexander: Historically, it has been the case thataviation growth, et cetera, transport emissions could
there has been, in terms of trend, a correlationtake up our whole global target emissions leaving
broadly between GDP growth and transportabsolutely no room for any emissions by any other
emissions, but of course you are right to recognisesector of the economy by 2050 unless transport bears
that we want to work actively to decouple them.its share of the burden.
That is why, for example, in terms of the RTFO thatMr Alexander: My understanding is that transport
I mentioned you can see progress there; it is why, inemissions more closely tracks GDP growth than

other sectors of the economy. terms of aviation and that sector we want to see it
brought within the Emissions Trading Scheme at a
European level; it is why we continue to believe thatQ661 Dr Turner: I am coming to that.
there is a significant contribution that can be madeMr Alexander: In terms of the point that you make
by sustained investment in public transport, in termsin terms of aviation, that is why, even prior to my
of giving people eVective choices to make. So doesarrival at the Department for Transport, during the
that set challenges for us? Of course it does, but,British Presidency of the European Union I worked
equally, I do not, and would not, wish to advocate afor, and was indeed pleased to see the outcomes of
scenario which says that the cost of meeting ourthe Environment Council which secured a greater
environmental obligation is that we should not, as adegree of consensus on the need to move this
country, pursue economic growth. I think, in manyforward than previously. Even a cursory reading of
ways, there are technological solutions to this andthe newspapers in the last couple of days reflects the
there will, of course, be a behavioural dimension tofact that there are major players in the airline
this, and, as I sought to reflect at the outset of myindustry, for example Lufthansa, who are on record

yesterday as saying that they oppose the inclusion of remarks, our challenge is to work eVectively with
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industry and, indeed, with the public to set a policy Review, so it will be a DTI lead on this, but this will
be something that I understand will be covered in theframework which incentivises the outcomes that we

would like to see. Energy Review, which will be published in the
months to come.Mr Campbell: May I put some numerical description

on that? I think what is going on here is there is a
consequence of economic growth, and then there are Q665 Colin Challen: Of course, these projections are
policy measures to reduce carbon emissions, just that: they are projections and not statements of
whether by decoupling or other policy measures, fact. Clearly, they must have influence on how you
such as the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation. plan things Previously, until 2000, we were planning
In 1995 carbon dioxide emissions were 150 million things on the basis of a fuel duty escalator; we now
tonnes of carbon. If you look in the Climate Change have an escalator, thanks to market forces, which
Programme review document you get a number, for has probably taken us well beyond where that
2010, that says before the policy measures were previous one would have taken us. How has that
announced it was 144, but actually if you take away aVected your planning within the Department? It
the policy measures in the first Climate Change must have had some impacts, and what impacts have
Programme you would have had 161 million tonnes been evident as a result?
of carbon. So the economy proceding and, also, Mr Alexander: As I say, we work closely with the
demographic factors would have changed from 150 DTI in terms of the published figures that are
to a rise to 161. A series of policies in the first Climate produced, but you are right to recognise that not
Change Programme brought it to 144. A series of simply is it the case that fiscal measures are set on a
policies in the Climate Change Programme review of year-by-year basis but, also, there is volatility within
the document that you have seen takes it to 132 to the oil sector.
137. So as well as some decoupling, what has gone
on is an increase and that has been pushed down by

Q666 Colin Challen: What has changed in thenew policy measures.
Department’s thinking, as opposed to its discussions
with other departments about the figures? What has

Q663 Dr Turner: Yes, but not in the transport sector. actually changed in the Department’s thinking?
Mr Campbell: And in the transport sector. So that Could we ask, for example, whether the Department
6.8 million tonnes of the saving, getting us down welcomes the current price because it might suppress
from 161 to in the 130s, is in transport. So what you demand and, thereby, eventually reduce carbon
are seeing is the transport— emissions, or does it see it as more of a threat because
Chairman: It is a lower rate of growth of emissions it damages economic growth, or brings the prospect
rather than an actual cut in emissions. I think we of inflation, which I understand is a clear concern
have had quite a lot of time on this. around the world at the moment? What is the

Department’s position, if you like? It must have a
view on where prices are going.Q664 Colin Challen: The 2004 White Paper used

projections about the future cost of oil per barrel: in Mr Alexander: I think the Chancellor of the
Exchequer might have a view if the Secretary of2010 the price was going to be $23 and by 2020 it was

going to be $28. In the light of recent experience, State for Transport suddenly held forth on our view
on international oil prices and how it will aVecthave you now obtained new projections for those

years 2010 and 2002 for the price of oil? global inflation. It reflects the fact, of course, that all
of the departments I have mentioned—whether it isMr Alexander: The first thing is you would

anticipate, again, I have taken a fairly close interest the DTI in terms of the economy, whether it is the
Treasury, both in terms of its internationalin this, not least given the terms of the evidence you

have received from the editor of Petroleum Review, responsibilities for global markets or, indeed, its
stewardship of the economy, and ourselves in termsboth in terms of the issue of peak oil and, also, in

terms of the issue of oil price forecasts. The first of transport—follow these issues closely. The
updated energy projections, that I reflected in mypoint, just in terms of the machinery of government,

is to recognise that it is not the Department for remarks, in February 2006 do quote prices on 2005,
2010, 2015 and 2020. The point I would make is thatTransport which itself sets what is the Government’s

view as to the oil price but is indeed compiled by the it tends to be that, given many of the projects we are
working on are longer-term measures and makingDepartment of Trade and Industry. The oil price

scenarios (I have sought to look into this in light of longer-term judgments, those figures towards the
end of that spectrum do matter to us and we willthe evidence you have received) are based on what

the Government judges to be realistic assumptions follow them closely. We are working closely with the
DTI in terms of the Energy Review at the moment,about possible alternative paths for GDP growth,

global oil demand and supply and investment in the and that will be the next opportunity at which these
figures are updated. If you are suggesting that weoil industry. They take into account assumptions

used by organisations such as the United States’ take an interest in this matter, of course we do, but
so, too, do the other departments. The internationalDepartment of Energy and the International Energy

Agency, an intergovernmental body independent of oil price is a fact rather than a policy or an aspiration
on the part of government and our job is to recognisethe industry formed to advise consuming nations on

energy issues. The oil price scenarios were last those realities in terms of the global oil market while,
at the same time, recognising that there isupdated in February 2006, and these will be

reviewed and published as part of the Energy considerable divergence even within the global oil
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market as to where oil prices will be. I saw that in an them, so we have had somebody working there all
the time, making sure, first of all, that we areinterview in Der Spiegel on Monday Lord Browne,

the Chief Executive of BP was giving his indication contributing transport expertise and, secondly,
obviously, we are very interested that long-term oilas to where he judged the oil price to be in years to

come, and suggesting that there would be some price projections are being thoroughly addressed
and that transport measures, which are relevant insoftening in the global price of crude. Clearly, he is

entitled to his opinion, but that is the job of the DTI, the context of energy, are being explored and we
have a modest menu of things that we are exploringas I say, on the basis of the sources—
within the Energy Review. So I think we are
thoroughly engaged on all that, and that allows usQ667 Colin Challen: I can understand your reticence
also, as a department, to sort of calibrate what wein not wishing to trample over other Departmental
are doing in the light of the unfolding knowledge, soresponsibilities, least of all that of the Chancellor,
that in our long-term strategic thinking we can takebut does your reticence conceal a neutrality on your
account of both what the projections are andbehalf, for your department, on this issue? The
uncertainties about them.Government elsewhere does use the price

mechanism as a signal and as a means of suppressing
demand. So is the Department neutral on the Q669 Colin Challen: We are very diVerent countries,
question of the price of oil? but do you think we have anything, in this country,
Mr Alexander: Firstly, you are well aware that the to learn from the Swedish example, where they are
issue in terms of, for example, petrol tax is a matter now proclaiming a public policy commitment to
for the Treasury. Of course, we have discussions reduce their dependence on oil by 2020?
ahead of the Budget, as do all departments, with the Mr Alexander: Actually, I should probably declare
Treasury but it is not for me to set independent an interest, in that prior to my appointment as
policy in relation to our fiscal regime rather than the Secretary of State for Transport, holding my
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Beyond that there can previous position as the Minister for Europe, I
be matters which are within your sphere of concern travelled to Stockholm and met with Stefan Edman
but not necessarily your sphere of influence, and I on 13 March, who is leading the Commission on Oil
think, probably, the global oil markets would fall Independence. That (it is curious how these events
within something that we are concerned about but I happen) reflected the fact that I read in The
would not claim, as the Secretary of State for International Herald an article with the Swedish
Transport in the United Kingdom, that accounts for Prime Minister, a person who himself talked at great
about 2% of global emissions, we are able to direct, length about Sweden’s commitment to oil
more than within our own domestic market, prices independence. I was suYciently intrigued that in the
as they have emerged through the global oil markets. course of what was otherwise a straightforward

Foreign OYce visit to one of our European partners,
I requested personally that I could meet with theQ668 Colin Challen: This issue does have a bearing
Head of the Oil Commission back in March. I didarising from concerns about peak oil. I am
find it a fascinating, albeit fairly brief, meeting withwondering, in the light of your appointment letter
him, and I will be interested to see the conclusions ofand the Prime Minister’s request that you contribute
the oil independence commission study. Myto the Energy Review, whether the Department has
recollection of the time—and I appreciate themade representations to the Review on the issue of
Committee may have been in Stockholm since I waspeak oil, and what impacts that may have. A
there—was that he was bringing forward hissupplementary question, if you like, is: does the
recommendations in the summer, around August.Department take a view on when we will reach
Of course, there is an anticipated general election inpeak oil?
Sweden in September, so we will all be followingMr Alexander: Our view is that global oil production
with great interest, not least, as a Labourwill not peak before 2030, but again that is a cross-
Government, the fortunes of the Social Democraticgovernmental view rather than simply the view of
Government in Sweden. In terms of the discussionsthe Department for Transport. That is contingent on
that I had with them at that point, and that was priorsuYcient investments being made. This is consistent,
to my appointment as Secretary of State foras I sought to describe in my earlier answer, with the
Transport (I can see my oYcials looking worried atview of the IEA, most other governments round the
this point because they did not have the opportunityworld and, indeed, the oil industry itself, and reflects
to give me a brief before I went there), theywhat we have judged to be several flaws in the
emphasised a few points to me: firstly, that theyargument that was put to this Committee by one
faced a particular challenge in Sweden in that if youindividual who clearly takes a very diVerent view in
take an average Swedish car park it is thirstier thanterms of the timing at which peak oil will be reached.
an otherwise average European car park—theSimon, you might want to say a word in terms of
predominance of Saab and Volvo mean that youhow, in practice, we are working closely with the
tend to have more energy-demanding vehicles.Department of Trade of Industry in terms of the
However, another strong emphasis that was placedEnergy Review.
to me, which is quite distinctive to Sweden, is whatMr Webb: We have had a member of the
they describe as Swedish gold in terms of biofuels.Department for Transport working on the Energy
They are convinced that there are big opportunitiesReview. We think with these kinds of issues it is

better for us to be on the joint team approach with within Sweden to see oil becoming predominantly a
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feature of the transport sector of the economy policies. In terms of the British Government
position, as I say, I do not think even our harshestwhereas, at the moment, oil, for example, in terms of

housing, accounts for a significant portion of oil critics could dispute the fact that on the
international stage—whether through the actionconsumption within Sweden. So I would be very

interested in the outcomes of the Oil Independence that we took at the Montreal Conference towards
the end of the year, whether in terms of the fact weCommission. I do not foresee circumstances in

which we would be arguing for oil independence, as prioritise climate change along with African global
development as one of the two key challenges thata government; it reflects the fact both that we are

ourselves still a significant net exporter of oil—I we set for the Gleneagles Summit last July—we have
been amongst the global leaders in prioritising thethink, in terms of oil production, we are around 13th

or 16th in the world, at the moment—but, at the same issue of climate change. The final point I would
make would simply be to say that while they may betime, I will be very interested in the conclusions of

the report to see whether there are lessons that can related I think there are distinctive policy
dimensions to the question of energy independencebe learned in terms of the kind of eYciencies in

technology and public policy which can assist us in and energy conservation. Of course, we, again,
through the Prime Minister’s speech at thethe pursuit of our environmental goals consistent

with our economic and social goals as a government. European Parliament last autumn, have prioritised
the work of the European Union in terms of taking
forward a common energy policy and within that

Q670 Colin Challen: Can I ask one final question: I common energy policy one strand of work is around
am just wondering if we are falling behind a bit. The that issue of energy security; another strand of work
Swedes are going down that route; George Bush told is around energy diversity and a third strand of work
the Americans that they were addicted to oil and is around generally liberalised energy markets
they had to do something about it (I know there are within the United States. I would not, in all
layers of complication with that simple statement), circumstances, see the issue around oil independence
but last year at the Labour Party Conference the and oil security as being one and the same.
Chancellor told us that we needed to increase
production of oil and develop more oil refineries and

Q671 Mr Hurd: The market has eVectively replacedso on. Are we really in step with the international
the fuel duty escalator—certainly that is thecommunity on this issue?
argument the Chancellor uses for not restoring it.Mr Alexander: Having managed, hopefully, to avoid
Given that the impact of higher oil prices has beenconflict with the Treasury ahead of the Spending
felt at the petrol pump for a while, what evidence areReview on the fiscal regime in relation to petrol, I
you seeing at the Department in terms of the impactfeel I now tread rather close to Margaret Beckett as
of higher oil prices on demand? If you are not seeingForeign Secretary if I comment too much on the line
anything yet when would you expect to see it bite?in the State of the Union speech. There are a few
Mr Alexander: The first point I would make wouldpoints I would make, though: firstly, the issue in
be to say that often in the context of discussions suchterms of refining is somewhat diVerent, where my
as this the fuel duty escalator is seen simply as anunderstanding (and I would not claim to be an
environmental measure, and my recollection of theexpert who has worked in this field for many years
circumstances in which actually the fuel dutyand many others have) is that one of the reasons why
escalator was introduced by a previous governmentwe have a high oil price at the moment is actually a
was a need to find some extra money as much as (andconstraint in terms of refining capacity rather than
I hope I am not being uncharitable in thatan ability to access either new fields or fields which
description; to secure revenue is a reasonablecan increase their levels of production. In that sense,
aspiration of a chancellor in those circumstances) toit does seem to me to be common sense, if there are
address specifically environmental concerns. Ofconsiderable constraints on refining capacity at the
course, it is for the Chancellor to reach a judgmentmoment, to look at how that bottleneck can be
at each Budget in terms of the volatility of the oiladdressed in order to see the oil price reflect capacity
markets and the price of the oil markets, and that hasrather than simply a specific bottleneck in terms of
been reflected in the statements that the Chancellorrefining. Secondly, in terms of your point on
has made in recent years. My understanding and myPresident Bush’s comment, I know that that has
recollection of the statement that was made at thebeen a source of great interest and great commentary
last Budget was that there would be a furtherin the United States itself. I recently had the
consideration of this, I think, in the autumn of thisopportunity to read a speech by Barack Obama, the
year, in September. So, in that sense, it is a matternewly-elected Senator for Illinois in the United
which the Treasury keeps under review but it wouldStates, who took great issue with the assertion that
probably be better directed towards the Treasury,President Bush had made because he said: “It is easy
given their direct responsibility for the fiscalto state that as a fact but the policy consequences are
measures related to transport.somewhat diVerent”. In that speech he argued from

a diVerent political point of view that there needed
to be far more work undertaken in terms of policy Q672 Mr Hurd: My question was not a political one
measures. I sit here today on behalf of the British but quite a straight one: what impact, in terms of the
Government, not the American government, but I data that you process, are you seeing in terms of the
think we need to assess these matters not simply in impact of higher oil prices, on demand. Forget the

politics, what actually do you see?terms of our public statements but, also, our public
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Mr Webb: Over last winter there was some reduction very significant measure and makes a significant
in the expected level of vehicle use, but we need a contribution. Nigel, is there anything you would add
rather longer run of numbers before you can tell to that in terms of the numbers?
whether it was some other factor and the Mr Campbell: Not much, except to say that the
statisticians, I think, are able to record the data, Voluntary Agreements package actually makes an
which is all out there. We are nervous about making improvement in fuel eYciency, whether that comes
a firm conclusion, but I suspect there is something of from people driving in a more fuel-eYcient and,
last summer-to-autumn’s oil price rises in there. often, safer manner (not accelerating and braking so
Traditionally, there is quite a strong inverse fast) or choosing a less environmentally damaging
correlation between price and road use, though you vehicle through the company car tax reform or the
have to recognise that you are already at a high level graduated VED system, or the technological fixes.
because of the fuel duty and, therefore, the All those three combined add to the 2.3 million
incremental eVect of an oil price change is actually tonnes of carbon and 2.3 million cars oV the road,
much less than it might appear at first sight because in eVect.
you have got such an amount of tax already in there.
Chairman: We are about halfway through our time,

Q675 Chairman: Is not the evidence that it is aso can I urge my colleagues to be as brief as they can
substantial incentive that really makes an impact onwith the questions, and I am sure the Secretary of
people’s choice of vehicle? That is why the companyState has got lots of good points to make, so perhaps
car tax provisions have worked quite well. As yet,you could also respond in the same vein.
the very small incremental changes in VED for
ordinary private vehicles have not had much impact.

Q673 Emily Thornberry: I want to take you back to Is there not now overwhelming evidence that bigger
your expected return from the initiatives within the VED diVerentials are needed if there is to be any
Transport Department being around 25% of cuts in significant change in car-buying behaviour by
carbon emissions in the UK, which I understand was private motorists?
your earlier evidence. Which of the initiatives are Mr Alexander: On the basis of the numbers that I
likely to have the biggest impact, and do they include have just oVered to the Committee, I do not think
the one which is the choice made by people as to there is a single response, in the sense that if you look
what type of car to buy, so perhaps buying more across the range from 1.6 million tonnes of carbon
eYcient cars, and the impact of the Vehicle Excise from the RTFO (simply changing the fuel mix)
Duty on that? We have seen a change in the way in through to and including the Voluntary Agreements
which people have bought company cars, but that package, and those two elements that you haveimpact does not seem to be anything like as great on mentioned, graduated VED and company carthe private market. Really, my question is a bit of a

taxation, it is right to recognise that the company carcheeky one: I would be very interested to hear about
taxation system has, we believe, accounted foryour 25% and what it is your top five might be, and
significant savings. This is a matter which thedoes that include the choices that people might make
Chancellor will keep under review in terms of theon the type of car they might buy?
judgments that he makes both in terms of theMr Alexander: This is actually set out in terms of the
company car scheme and, also, in terms of VED, butClimate Change Programme in terms of the actual
there has been a significant decision taken in terms ofnumbers, and I will ask Nigel to say a word in a
the last Budget in terms of the graduated or gradedmoment in terms of numbers. In terms of the
system of Vehicle Excise Duty. Ultimately, that is acategories by which we account for the transport
decision that is made following discussions with theportion of the projected savings: in 2010, in terms of
Department for Transport and the Treasury at themillions of tonnes of carbon, the Voluntary
time of the Budget.Agreements package, including reform of company

car taxation and graduated VED, which was the
specific point that you asked, in terms of influence on Q676 Chairman: I appreciate it is a Treasury
purchase, 2.3 (that is in million tonnes of carbon); decision. Whether, however, raising the VED for the
wider transport measures, 0.8; sustainable most high emitting vehicles by an amount which
distribution in Scotland and Wales 0.1; the fuel duty equates to about half the cost of filling their tank
escalator 1.9 and the RTFO 1.6. could be described as “significant”, I think, is open

to question. I hope that your Department will make
very strong representations before the next BudgetQ674 Emily Thornberry: What is the RTFO?
about this. Can I just move on to another issue,Mr Alexander: The Renewable Transport Fuel
which is about the fuel duty escalator? When thatObligation, which is basically the sale of biofuels of
was frozen or abolished six years ago greenhouse gas5% within the mix by 2010. That was the point I
emissions from domestic transport did rise quitemade in the introductory remarks. It may not be
sharply. We have touched on the question about thevisible—indeed it will not be visible—to car users
eVect of the oil price rise, but is it not now clear,but the eVect of simply changing the biofuels or
because of that rise in emissions, that the abolitionincreasing the portion of the petrol at people’s
of the escalator in response to those fuel dutypumps in the station by up to 5% of biofuels has the
protests of September 2000 was a rather prematureeVect of more than 1 million tonnes of carbon, which

is equivalent to a million cars oV the road. So it is a response?
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Mr Alexander: You will appreciate that the period themselves. One of the measures that took place
under my predecessor, I understand, was fuel-that you describe was somewhat before my time as

Secretary of State for Transport, so maybe I will turn eYciency labelling to equip people with the proper
information at point of purchase where they areto my oYcials at this point, in terms of the large table

of numbers that Nigel has before him. deciding what vehicle to acquire. In addition to that,
as I say, there are fiscal measures; for example, bothMr Campbell: I was going to make two points. One
the graduated Vehicle Excise Duty that I haveis that you saw quite a big increase between 2001 and
spoken of and, also, the company car scheme.2002 in road transport emissions—they increased by
However, I recognise that there is a contributionsomething like 2.5%. The following year it fell by
that can be made and that is why I welcome the stepnearly 2.5%, so if you compare 2003 with 2001 it has
the Chancellor took in terms of the graduatedincreased a bit. I think, also, to relate back to Mr
Vehicle Excise Duty as a step in the right direction.Hurd’s question, Simon rightly said why the

statisticians were not comfortable saying: “This
year’s prices have done this to this much”. If you

Q678 Mr Hurd: You appear to have dumped one oflook over a longer run of data, broadly, 10% more
the policy levers, which is the Powershift grant,on the fuel price reduces travel by about 3%, and by
which appears to leave you with a problem inencouraging cleaner fuels it reduces carbon
relation to the target for sales of low carbon cars,emissions and fuel use by about 7%. So the fuel
which I understand is to reach 10% of all new cars byeYciency thing is slightly bigger—
2012. That would require sales of around a quarter
of a million low-carbon cars per year but in 2004
sales of these cars reached a total of 481. In theQ677 Chairman: What puzzles me about the
absence of the Powershift grant and without a desireGovernment’s approach generally on cars is this: we
to move the VED diVerentials much further, whatnow have technology which will allow people to go
policy levers are you going to use to get even closeron driving their cars—in fact increase the amount
to that target?they drive—and, at the same time, achieve big

reductions in carbon emissions if we could persuade Mr Alexander: Even with a Powershift grant we
were not convinced, on reflection, it was the righteveryone to move to low-emission vehicles and to

drive in a more prudent and environmentally response. Just, perhaps, to give you some of the
history, in terms of Powershift grants (because,friendly way. Now, given that is the case, that is a

relatively easy policy for the public to accept. No one again, you would anticipate it was a question I asked
my oYcials on arriving in the Department),is saying: “You can’t go and see your granny on

Saturday by car”; they are simply saying: “Choose Powershift was suspended back in March 2005
following concerns about the technology-specificthe environmentally friendly car to do so”, and yet

the incentives to do that are ludicrously feeble: there nature of the programmes and the degree of
compliance with European state aid rules. We didis a tiny diVerential on VED, we are dithering about

road-pricing, and it is going to be years before it notify the European Commission for clearance in
early 2005. However, a review of the grants, as Icomes in except in a very small number of urban

areas, and we are doing relatively little about raising understand it, by the Department concluded that the
benefits of four of the six programmes would bethe duty on fuel, yet all these are measures which

could be introduced on a revenue-neutral basis; no limited to the purchase of emission reductions. In the
absence of wider benefits, such as marketone says the overall tax burden should increase but

a very strong signal could be given to car users that: transformation eVects, which, as I understand it,
was the original idea—that if we had these grants it“Yes, you can go on driving your cars as much as

you want, as long as you drive a greener car”. would actually have a transforming eVect on the
market—it represented poor value for money. As inMr Alexander: There are a number of points I would
all of these schemes, I think it reasonable thatmake. Firstly, there is no one, single response to this.
Ministers are charged with asking what can have anFor example, the RTFO will eVectively have no
impact in terms of market shift. On the other hand,impact on individual drivers in the sense they will
having a reasonable concern for prudence in termsprobably be blissfully unaware in terms of the fuel
of the public finances, frankly, we are not convincedmix at the pump but, nonetheless, in terms of the
that giving individual grants of such a small natureactual impact on numbers it is itself very
to individual car purchasers will deliver theconsiderable. Secondly, there is a challenge in terms

of engine technology, and we have seen significant significant emissions reductions or a change in the
way that people, at the moment, approach issues ofprogress being made in terms of engine technology

in recent years. We have had discussions at a green transportation to believe that it is the right way
to go. That explains the decision that we have taken.European level in terms of the Voluntary

Agreements that we have secured at a European In terms of what will take its place, there are a couple
of things which I would highlight—as Nigel turnslevel with a range of diVerent manufacturers,

including Japanese and European manufacturers, the page for me. One is the low carbon R&D
programme, which specifically involves grants forand we want to see that go further. Indeed, we are in

discussions at the moment as to what is the most industry for R&D into low carbon. One of the
features that has already been pointed out by theappropriate way to take forward that agreement

with the manufacturers in terms of new car fuel Chair is the capacity of fleet purchasers to actually
have a diVerential impact. That is also the case, foreYciency, but there is also work which can be

undertaken in terms of, as you say, cleaner cars example, in terms of the work we have been doing
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with the transportation sector in terms of logistics, since 2001, does the Department know the net
carbon emissions impact of those schemes, and if sowhere there are actually very considerable gains to

be secured in terms of carbon emissions from how much is it? Second question: how many road
projects have been turned down because of theirensuring that people are driving in a way that is also

environmentally friendly. The other approach is an carbon emission characteristics? The third question
is: how exactly does the Department appraise theinfrastructure programme which is, essentially,

grants towards the cost of alternative fuel refuelling impact of road projects on car emissions? In
particular, how does it choose between a roadpoints, for example gas, electric, hydrogen and

bioethanol. I understand from my reading of the project and, say, a public transport or rail freight
project, addressing the same problem but withevidence before this Committee that there has been

some interest expressed in terms of whether we could diVerent carbon emission characteristics? What part
does carbon emission play in the choice of schemes?in the future look to the kind of approach that has

been taken in Stockholm, where you have a limited Mr Alexander: I will ask Nigel to answer the specifics
number of these points within a constrained city in terms of the New Approach To Appraisal that the
area. It would be by such an infrastructure Department has taken in recent years, which
programme that we could issue grants if there was a addresses some of the points that you have raised. I
city, like London, which was willing to countenance just want to bring to the Committee’s attention, by
that in the future. way of context, one fact which I have to say I was

genuinely intrigued to discover when I came to the
Department, which gives you a sense of contextQ679 Mr Hurd: Is the target still there or is it just so
because prior to coming to the Department,out of sight that it is embarrassing?
obviously, there was a lot of discussion, and thereMr Alexander: We are not giving up on the target
continues to be a lot of discussion, about the relativebut, on the other hand, the specific grants in terms
importance of the money that we as a Governmentof the Powershift proposals we were not convinced
are committing to targeted investment in the roadwould assist us in reaching it.
network at the same time as we are trying to meet our
obligations in terms of carbon. The RenewableQ680 Emily Thornberry: The Voluntary Agreement Transport Fuels Obligation (the RTFO of which Iwith car manufacturers to reduce CO2 emissions, I spoke) is expected to save, in 2010, 10 times thethink you said, has resulted in them going down by greenhouse gas emission caused by the Highways10% but it still missed its target by quite a lot. We Agency’s road improvement in this decade. So Iseem to be doing worse than France, Spain and Italy. think that gives you quite a sense of perspective inYour predecessor hinted that you might change the terms of the relative merits, because I think it wouldVoluntary Agreement into a mandatory agreement. be easy to fall into the erroneous presumption thatHave you had a chance to consider this? actually the work that is being taken forward inMr Alexander: There are a couple of points I would terms of the targeted road building within themake in response to that. Firstly, in terms of how we Department far exceeds the measures that we aredo relative to other European countries, the level of taking to counteract the eVects of climate change.dieselisation in Britain is significantly below, Nigel, do you want to say a word in terms of thecertainly, that of France, if I recollect, and also that three specifics that were put to us?of Germany. The structure of the market is diVerent
Mr Campbell: Certainly. First specific, the CO2 ofin terms of the impact on carbon. Secondly, the
the 35 road schemes; I am afraid a figure I carrysubstantive point you make is would I stand by the
round in my head is the one about it being a tenth ofcommitment that Alistair gave that we would
the emissions from the Renewable Transport Fuelscountenance a mandatory agreement—yes,
Obligation, and that is for the Highways Agency’sabsolutely. I would not, at this stage, prejudge
road improvements this decade rather than 35whether we will move towards that mandatory
specifically. So that is the planned—agreement or whether, by further discussion with the

manufacturers, we may be able to take forward the
Voluntary Agreement, but I can assure you that Q682 David Howarth: Are figures available, if you
given the progress that has been made under the first can write to us?
Voluntary Agreement we are actively engaged in Mr Campbell: We will certainly write on that. The
those discussions because it seems to us to be the second thing is, let me explain the appraisal process.
right way to go. For any scheme costing more than £5 million the

promoter (whether that is a local authority, the
Highways Agency or Network Rail) is asked toQ681 David Howarth: Road building. The Climate
produce an assessment against 23 diVerent criteria,change Programme says that: “The Government
including greenhouse gases, landscape, biodiversity,appraises all its road schemes for their environment
heritage, safety, time-savings and reliability (thereimpacts, including carbon dioxide emissions”. But if
are others), and all those eVects are included in theyou have been reading the evidence we have been
advice to Ministers. That is true for a road project, areceiving, last week Friends of the Earth said that the
rail project, tram, bus—any of these capital projects.Department: “certainly does not have the
That is the New Approach to Appraisal, a 1998information on the carbon impacts of many of the
invention, to try to put all these things on aroad schemes that it is building”. Can I ask three
consistent footing. In addition to that, what we havequick questions about that: first of all, for the 35

major road building schemes have been completed also done is tried to provide to Ministers advice that
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says: “We will try to help you add these up and you Metrolink as one of the elements of the transport
mix that they would be looking for the Departmentcan make a decision; you can just look at one line if

you like and say: ‘The landscape rules this out’, but to help finance. So even within those regional
funding allocations it is not the case that it is simplywe will try to add these up as best we can.”

Environmental valuation is really diYcult stuV and any longer a situation where a series of isolated
projects comes to Ministers. What we have tried tothere is a lot of argument about it, but we made quite

a lot of headway on noise, carbon and landscape in do within the department, because I again looked at
this in anticipation of decisions that I will have torecent years, and we use the cross-Whitehall DETR

values for carbon emissions, which is £75 per tonne make, is first of all standardise the criteria against
which judgments are made by ministers both inof carbon today.1

Mr Alexander: So, essentially, you attach a social terms of the language used by oYcials so that you do
not now receive submissions in the Department forcost to carbon as part of that approach to appraisal.
Transport saying, “This is an absolutely fantastic
road.” There are objective criteria that are given toQ683 David Howarth: So the answer to the question:
ministers when ministers then exercise judgment, as“How many have been turned down on their carbon
well as the systematisation of the information whichemission characteristics” is, presumably, you do
comes to ministers to equip them to make thatnot know.
decision. We have also taken a fairly bold initiativeMr Campbell: Because the advice that we provide is:
in terms of the RFA process that was described of“Here are the eVects on everything and then, when
proactively going out to the regions aVected andwe added them up, this now looks poor vfm or low
asking them themselves to make judgments which invalue for money or high”. It is the case that things
turn aVect the decisions ministers make, so we havemove down a category quite often for
both strengthened the process internally within theenvironmental reasons.
department but also added a new dimension in
recent years which is to say if you are the north west,Q684 Emily Thornberry: In the information that you
the south west or the east of England tell us what youwill be kindly supplying to the Committee on the
are looking for which in turn will help aVect thecarbon emissions, could you include any monitoring
decisions. It will not simply be that there is then athat you have done of carbon emissions arising out
calibration of judgment by ministers. There will alsoof the building of the M6 toll road?
have been one taking place in the region itself andMr Campbell: Certainly.
that will certainly by across modes. It will not simply
be in relation to roads.

Q685 David Howarth: Finally, on this point, just to
clarify the point I was trying to make about
comparison, it sounds as if what you do is you Q686 Mr Chaytor: What assessment has the
simply assess each project as it comes in against department made of the potential for reducing speed
criteria, and you never put yourself in a position of limits in delivering further emission reductions?
saying: “Do we want to build a 10-lane highway Mr Alexander: This is a question on which I have
where the A14 is or, instead, do we want to go for a spoken already to my colleague, Dr Stephen
public transport solution to the same problem?” Ladyman. There was some discussion in
You are just assessing things serially as opposed to conversations that I had. There is a judgment to be
in parallel. made in terms of how best to eVect the outcome that
Mr Campbell: I do not think that is right. To pick we would like to see, which is people driving not just
one area, there is some regional advice we have safety in terms of their own safety and the safety of
asked for last January on Regional Funding other members of the public but also in a way that is
Allocations for projects which are of mainly regional least environmentally harmful. One then runs
significance. So the North West was asked to choose immediately though into questions of the cost of
all the projects in their area with the exception of a enforcement and those discussions involve not
few strategic ones of national importance, and they simply the Department for Transport but also
were given the choice between proposing public ACPO and those charged with law enforcement.
transport alternatives and road alternatives, and There is not a direct parallel but something similar
that was their judgment. So, quite often, not only are in terms of judgments that have to be made about the
promoters coming forward with diVerent sorts of level of alcohol in the blood as well. There are some
propositions of local roads and local public at the moment who argue we should go down to 50
transport to solve the same problem, but, also, when milligrams rather than 80 milligrams. There is a very
there were lots of possibilities in the pot it was for the similar conversation at that point that you have with
region to decide what they wanted. the police in terms of what would be the relative time
Mr Alexander: In relation to Regional Funding committed in terms of enforcement to return what
Allocations, for example, in the North West, I do you want. The judgment that we have made on the
not think it would be any secret that colleagues in the basis of some of the policy work that we have
North West would be arguing for the Manchester already done in the department is that there are

significant gains that can be made by ensuring that
1 Footnote inserted by witness 21.06.06: The social cost of people drive in an eco-friendly fashion. Whether

carbon as used by HMG is £70/tC (2000 prices) for carbon that is through the kind of work that I described withemissions. This increases by approximately £1/tC per year in
large fleets through logistics, making sure thatreal terms for each subsequent year to account for the

increasing damage costs over time. companies will save money and do not have their
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vehicles on the road for any longer than they need to trying to help them with some of the safety tasks or
the accident tasks they have done on the motorways.be, it is one of the areas we are considering in terms

of assistance directly to drivers as well so that they We have freed some of them up to do that so it is not
simply a question of—can drive in an eco-friendly manner.
Mr Alexander: I was not privy to the conversation
because it predated my time at the department. ThatQ687 Mr Chaytor: Is it the case that in the first draft
was the point I was trying to draw out at theof the Climate Change Programme there was a
beginning. There is a diVerence between scoring aspecific recommendation to reduce the motorway
figure in terms of notional savings of carbon andspeed limit?
being confident that that can be achieved, given theMr Campbell: That was not the case. What
discussions which Simon is right to recognisehappened during the Climate Change Programme
necessarily involve discussions with the police. Iwas that a lot of options were put forward.
have had more discussions already with colleaguesMr Webb: I talked about the interdepartmental
within the department as this applies to issues inanalytical group. You go through loads of options
terms of blood/alcohol levels, but it is theand you would not be surprised to find this one
synchronisation you have with the police in terms ofpopping up but it did not make it.
what is the impact on the police’s ability to do the
very wide range of responsibilities we charge themQ688 Mr Chaytor: What was the figure attached to
with of moving towards a strict enforcement regimethe reduction of the motorway speed limit in terms
for a diVerent speed limit.of estimated CO2 emission reductions?

Mr Alexander: I do not have that information in
front of me. Q693 Mr Chaytor: Would a speed camera on every

motorway bridge not do the job equally eVectively?
Q689 Mr Chaytor: Of the order of a million tonnes Mr Alexander: There is a diVerent and highly
of carbon? controversial conversation, as you know, which has
Mr Campbell: I have something saying 0.8. taken place in terms of the merits and demerits of

speed cameras. I, in my first broadcast interview in
Q690 Mr Chaytor: That is simply enforcing the the job, made clear that I did recognise that speed
existing limit? cameras had a role to play notwithstanding that they
Mr Campbell: No. That is 70 to 60. The existing limit are very unpopular with certain drivers. I think they
I think is more like 0.56. have made a significant contribution towards road

safety but it would involve factors beyond simply
Q691 Mr Chaytor: Enforcing the existing motorway environmental questions to move down the
speed limit is 0.56 and restricting it from 70 to 60 is particular path that you are recommending.
0.8?
Mr Campbell: Yes.

Q694 Joan Walley: Can I clarify the responses to Mr
Chaytor’s question? There may be a case for perhapsQ692 Mr Chaytor: We are not far from the total a little more political direction in terms of thisreduction that was predicted to come from company analytical group within the Department forcar tax, which was a million tonnes of carbon, which Transport and in the cross cutting sense as well if wehas now been revised to only half a million tonnes of are to achieve our objectives.carbon. We are not far from the net eVect of the
Mr Alexander: I am not entirely clear on the pointcurrent estimates for the renewable transport fuels
that you are making.obligation. The gross eVect is a saving of 1.6 million

tonnes but the net eVect, once you discount the
emissions involved in the process of buying Q695 Joan Walley: I wonder how much this has been
renewable fuels overseas, is a million tonnes. Given left to oYcials.
that we have two policy instruments here which are Mr Alexander: There is a distinction to be drawn
your flagship policies—company car tax and between my reasonable caution in discussing
renewable transport fuels—and we have the decisions that were taken by my predecessor, when I
potential for enforcing the speed limit or reducing it was not in the position of Secretary of State for
which would deliver almost as much carbon Transport which will have come from the analytical
reduction, why has the department shied away from group to ministers to be agreed in terms of a joint
progressing that policy? programme across government, and the humility I
Mr Webb: The existing speed limit and a reduction am expressing on my part that I cannot claim to have
sound similar but they are two very diVerent been privy to the conversations at the time in terms
propositions, are they not? No one is suggesting that of the relative merits and demerits of the individual
there is not a degree of enforcement of the current policies which then found expression in the joint
policy. The 0.56 is, if you like, about complete government programme published prior to my
enforcement, you absolutely do it. That is a police arrival in the department.
job. Nobody else can do it bar the police. One of the
reasons why we do this interdepartmentally is we

Q696 Tim Farron: Moving on to buses, thehave to have some cognisance of the other demands
Department for Transport has a target of 600 lowon the police. It does not take a long look around to

see that the police are under pressure. We are already carbon buses in the service by 2012. The last figures
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we have available to us show that there were 19 Mr Campbell: That is right. The state aid regime
means that we would not have been able to pay moreentering service in 2004. At this rate how do you
than 30 to 40% of the extra costs. As a result of that,expect to meet the target?
we did not expect that there would be much take-upMr Alexander: Firstly, our evidence is that this is
for it. We would tend to be giving grants to peoplechallenging, the reason being that the economics of
who would be doing this anyway. That is why itthe market are not at present aligned with there
looked like it was quite costly per environmentalbeing a significant uplift at the speed that we would
benefit and why, as announced last week, we arehave wished. In the conversations I had with oYcials
looking to get the same or more environmentalthere has been some movement. Principally, those
benefit with the same money.buses are in London. I asked the question as to how
Mr Alexander: It is uncomfortable to be saying thatmany of them were outside London because in
we are going to proceed with the scheme but it is aLondon there are both hydrogen buses and also
necessary judgment—I hope the Committee wouldhybrid vehicles which fall within that category. You
agree with this—that one is looking for theare right to point out the fact that we are at this stage
maximum environmental return for thesome way oV the 600 that were originally
commitment of public money. That does mean thatanticipated. It is a matter which is receiving
if you are not going to see the market transformationcontinuing concern within the department.
in terms of a scheme that has been devised or if the
consequence of state aid rules means that you cannot

Q697 Tim Farron: Do you know when you are likely get yourself beyond a certain threshold which will
not be market transformational, it is a reasonableto reach the target at this rate of projection?
and rational response to say are there other routes byMr Campbell: We do not. The Powering Future
which we can achieve the same aims.Vehicles strategy is being reviewed this year and we

are asking for the low carbon vehicle partnership’s
advice on this. They have a bus working group. They Q699 Tim Farron: Obviously you want to do what
are seized of it. There is always a temptation to do works. Going back to the bus service operators’
these things with straight lines: 19 so far so how grant I represent a rural constituency and it occurs to
many generations before you get there? They are me that there are other ways of funding bus service
more likely to arrive in fits and starts. Low carbon operators without fixing the subsidy to fuel costs.
buses are harder than low carbon cars probably, as There are other things that you could subsidise:
in not quite as quick. number of community transports, the number of

communities served and the number of services,
without subsidising the fuel. Surely that would beQ698 Tim Farron: There are of course ways of something you would want to look at. Is it?engineering the fits and starts. The bus service Mr Alexander: It is the case that through the

operators’ grant subsidises fuel costs and therefore comprehensive spending review and other processes
removes the financial incentives for bus companies we will assess all of our departmental expenditure. I
to invest in low carbon vehicles. In addition, your think you need to recognise, not least given your
department announced last week that you would not own representation of a rural constituency, that
be restarting the low carbon bus grants so where are many of these services are judged to be very
the incentives to have a few more fits and starts and important and that stability is necessary. My
bigger fits and starts? recollection is that there was a review of the bus
Mr Alexander: Again, this reflects the fact that service operating grant three years ago at which a
policy making is multi-dimensional rather than one judgment was made that the cost in terms of
dimensional. If the bus service operators’ grant was disruption potentially to those services outweighed
simply devised to achieve one policy objective, the the merit of changing the Bus Service Operators’
policy in government would be a lot simpler than in Grant at that stage. These are finely calibrated
the real world. The bus service operating grant, judgments but, if you have specific
which I think stands at about £370 million a year at recommendations in terms of how we can ensure
the moment, has been absolutely key in terms of the better environmental benefits without causing

consternation in your rural constituency, maybe wemaintenance of rural bus services. There has been a
can turn the tables and you can send me a letter.recognition of the fact that we need to be able to
Tim Farron: I will be writing to you shortly.have a degree of stability in the provision of those

services which often are otherwise economically
marginal. We will continue to reflect upon our Q700 Colin Challen: I was wondering how high in
environmental objectives, but I would not claim that the order of things the modal shift between short
the principal reason for the instigation of the bus haul air aviation to high speed rail is. How does the
service operators’ grant was specifically department regard that as a priority?
environmental. It was as much to reflect the fact that Mr Alexander: Of course we are considering the case
we wanted to provide local authorities with a means for an additional high speed line. Within that,
of providing those services which otherwise simply environmental impacts will be one of the
would not exist. In terms of the cleaner bus grants, considerations that we will have to bear in mind. My
it was about 30 or 40% of the costs that were knowledge of this is limited given my time in the
anticipated by those grants which I do not think department. One of the features that one needs to be

aware of is that these high speed trains, if they travelwere judged to be suYcient.
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at the kinds of speeds that are often discussed, use a Paper that was published in December 2003. This
may disappoint colleagues around the table but thelot of energy. The mechanism by which we are

looking at this issue more generally is the Eddington department, in terms of what we are anticipating
doing towards the end of the year as we undertookReview. Rod Eddington is undertaking a review that

was jointly commissioned by my predecessor and the to do at the time of publication in December 2003,
published a progress report on the policies andChancellor of the Exchequer. It will be in that

context that we will be looking at these issues. proposals set out in the White Paper. The purpose of
this is to report progress in implementing the policyFinally, if you look at the west coast main line and

the diVerences in terms of journey time between commitments set out in the White Paper and it will
not be the review of all White Paper policies whichLondon and Manchester that have recently been

achieved, the idea that this discussion is only we remain committed to as a department.
relevant to a brand new, high speed train link is
undermined by the evidence. If you can pretty much

Q703 Mr Hurd: This is a question about theguarantee for people a two hour travelling time from
emissions trading scheme which is held up as to thecentral London to Manchester Piccadilly, you do
answer for what we do about aviation. Could youbegin to see the kind of modal shift that I am sure
share with the Committee what you see as the keythis Committee would welcome given the time it
milestones towards delivery of this scheme and whentakes to get to Manchester Airport and get back in
do you expect it to happen? Could you reassure thefrom Heathrow.
Committee that we are not drifting into a processMr Webb: The Channel Tunnel Rail Link has been
that will lead to the allocation of emissions to thedone in two parts. There is quite clear evidence that
industry that will simply allow them to potter alongthe investment we made from the Chunnel up to
delivering the fuel eYciency improvements that theyAshford has made a gain. The second phase of the
already would deliver under business as usual, givenChannel Tunnel Rail Link coming into St Pancras
the high proportion of costs of fuel? Is there not awhich is going to get the journey to Paris and
risk that we lose this opportunity to controlBrussels down significantly compared to the current
something that could swamp everything else theWaterloo run is expected to tilt that balance further
department is doing to control emissions?for rail passengers on those two routes.
Mr Alexander: In terms of the timing of theMr Alexander: It has already tilted the figures if you
emissions trading scheme bringing in aviation, therelook at particularly business travellers and people
is no change in our policy and ambition which is totravelling between Heathrow and Charles de Gaulle.
try and secure that entry from 2008 or as soon asThere is no doubt that already the fact that there is
possible thereafter. This is a highly complex area. Ita service which people can rely on and want to use
is inherently international. We are bound by certainhas meant a significant transfer of modes.
treaty obligations and it is against that backdrop
that we continue to believe that the introduction of

Q701 Chairman: Is it an explicit policy now to try aviation into the emissions trading scheme at
and encourage that modal shift from where it is European level represents the most eVective means
possible to achieve comparable journey times on a by which we can address the rise in emissions that we
train or a plane? have already discussed. In terms of important
Mr Alexander: We want to see the railway continue milestones, I would start by identifying the decision
to grow. We now have a billion passengers. It is the and the conclusions that were reached by the
fastest growing railway in Europe. We look at the Environment Council back in December which
merits of specific schemes that are brought to us and reflect the fact that we did make significant progress
we are looking at a lot of these issues in the context on this issue during the British presidency of the
of the Eddington Review which will look more European Union. I had some familiarity with these
generally at the contribution that transport issues when I was the Europe Minister prior to
infrastructure in particular makes to economic assuming this oYce. In terms of the next milestones,
growth. I would not wish to leave the Committee the key milestone, with no disrespect to our
with an impression that I am saying that it is implicit colleagues in the European Parliament who will be
in the department’s policy that we want to stop debating and voting on this issue in a plenary session
people having the ability to get around. We want to next month, will be when the list of proposals of the
make sure that there are genuine choices available to European Commission are brought forward which
people. Whether that can be by rail or other modes, we anticipate towards the end of this year. We do
that is a choice which ultimately people will make. regard it as being the way forward. I read the

evidence that was submitted to this Committee by
some of the airlines who were represented. I think itQ702 Mr Stuart: Your department is carrying out a
is significant that even amongst the airline industryprogress review of the 2003 Future of Air Transport
there is some awareness that moving towards theWhite Paper this year. Could you tell us what the
kind of process which would involve aviation beingremit of that review is and particularly tell us
brought within the ETS is the most eVective waywhether you are going to reappraise the need for five
forward to address this challenge. In terms of wherenew runways as set out in the White Paper?
we are in those negotiations, the evidence from theMr Alexander: I know that this was the subject of a
public statements of Lufthansa, even in the last 48fairly lengthy session of this Committee under a
hours, evidences that the argument is not yet wondiVerent chairman prior to the last election when my

predecessor gave evidence on the terms of the White within the aviation community. It is also no secret
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that some of our international partners are less than line or direct, there are some of those which
recognise where people have already madeconvinced of the merits even of a European scheme,

never mind a wider scheme given the global nature improvements which is a way of sending a signal to
the industry that we are going to give credit in futureof air travel. Therefore we need to keep working at

it but it is a matter of real pride to us in Britain that for people who make improvements. There are
issues about whether there are mixes and the role ofwe have been so central to securing that consensus at

the Environment Council and continuing to argue auction in mixes and so on. There is a lot of detailed
design stuV to be gone through but we are on thefor aviation coming within the ETS in 2008 or as

soon thereafter as we can achieve. case.
Mr Alexander: There are very divergent voices
within the industry. If you talk to Easyjet or British

Q704 Mr Hurd: How do you respond to the specific Airways in terms of whether they want
concerns of the manufacturing industry who say grandfathering as part of the scheme, you get two
that airlines are in a better situation than anyone else rather diVerent voices.
to pass on the costs of carbon credits to their Mr Webb: The incentive for eYciency, as you would
customers so they are naturally inclined just to buy expect from a Brit, is high.
these credits in the market place and this would drive
up the costs for everybody else? The power of that
lobby, Friends of the Earth say, will mean inevitably Q705 Chairman: Given all the diYculties which you
that the allocation to airlines will be more generous have alluded to, including some resistance from
than the situation demands. Therefore, we get into airlines in other countries and the fact that there are
this situation where they are just being allowed to a lot of people who expect this to be one round of this
deliver the eYciency improvements they would do argument, it is likely to be quite a long time before a
anyway and we are not going to get a system is in place which eVectively starts to curb the
transformation. growth in emissions from aviation. Since one of the
Mr Alexander: I will ask Simon to say a word about intended eVects of bringing aviation into the ETS is
the anticipated thinking in terms of the entry of to raise the cost of flying, would it not be a good idea
aviation. If you look at the ETS more generally, to explore ways of doing so more quickly so that we
there were similarly genuine concerns raised by the could give a more direct and immediate market
operation of the allocation system at the time of its signal to what is one of the most challenging areas in
establishment. Notwithstanding the teething terms of carbon emissions?
diYculties that ETS encountered in terms of Mr Alexander: The premise on which your question
allocations with there being too many allocations is based, at least implicitly or explicitly, suggests that
provided in certain markets, there is now a growing it will be a significant period before we can see
consensus that, notwithstanding those specific aviation coming within the ETS. I would not wish to
diYculties around allocation, it was a sensible and give encouragement to those who are less than
rational way to secure eVectiveness in terms of convinced of the case of aviation within ETS by
environmental impacts and also in terms of suggesting that if they hold out long enough, by
economic benefits given the stimulus towards default, we will turn our focus to other measures.
innovation. I do not believe that the hurdles in terms Frankly, we have a very keen interest in persuading
of allocations are so considerable or so distinctive in our other European partners and those within
terms of the airline industry that it would be industry who have concerns that this is the right
impossible for us to address concerns that others thing to do and that there will be continued focus
raise in terms of the allocation policy as part of the and momentum on the part of the British
ETS. government to achieve it. It is one of those issues—
Mr Webb: There are two levels of allocation. One is I say this bringing in my perspective as a former
that we need an overall view on whether we are going Europe Minister—where I am not sure there has
to do the allocation on an EU-wide basis or by been a full recognition within the United Kingdom
countries. The debate is going on. I do not want to as to how much of a leader the UK has been on this
get dogmatic on any point because we have people issue. I think if our remarks were to be raised in other
on this working group. You have to go a bit with European capitals as indicating that if they wait long
other people’s views as well. The sense we have is enough we will move towards other policy tools that
there is not a sensible option beyond an EU-wide would be very regrettable because we are convinced
harmonised cap and allocation methodology. In that this does oVer a sensible, eVective way to
other words, it is done across the industries as a achieve the kinds of goals that we want to see.
whole and this reflects the homogenous nature of the Clearly in this discussion there is often the issue

raised of airline passenger duty and whether thatindustry. After all, it has been regulated on an
international basis for quite a long time, so no would provide a better alternative. As my

predecessor has said, APD seems to us a fairly bluntsurprise there. The first answer to your question is
not dogmatic but our take is that we should do this instrument. On a previous occasion it has been

suggested that if you were interested in terms ofon an EU-wide basis. On the methods of allocation,
we certainly have a preference for measures of incentives to the industry to eVect the kinds of

changes we want to see, given the changes that haveallocation that need to be equitable but which
provide incentives for reductions. If you go through taken place in airline technology and the fact that the

fleet coming into Heathrow tends to be a youngerthe standard list that I am sure you are familiar with
of grandfathering, bench marking, auctions, base and therefore more fuel eYcient fleet than other
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airports across the world, one of the things that Q707 Chairman: You do not believe that Britain’s
could be considered would be whether you can influence internationally in our leadership role
incentivise the right kind of aircraft to be landing in which you say we have in this particular field would
terms of your landing charges at Heathrow. We are be strengthened if it was seen we were tackling our
not actively participating in that discussion at the purely domestic problems? No emission from any
moment because my main focus is on making sure foreign airport arises as a result of a domestic flight.
that we see the progress we want to see in terms of We do not fly in and out of Charles de Gaulle in
aviation in the ETS. Alistair’s previous comments going from London to Glasgow. There is an
give flavour to the fact that some of the discussion in opportunity therefore for Britain to pioneer the way
terms of the way forward does not most accurately forward by having a tax on air passengers which is
recognise where there is the opportunity to leverage specifically related to the emissions caused by their
the maximum environmental benefit. choice of form of transport. On domestic flights

there are always alternatives. There are trains and,
when the trains improve, they become eVective.Q706 Chairman: Unlike some EU countries, we do
Even driving most low emission cars is better thanhave a significant domestic aviation sector and it
going on an aeroplane. In terms of domestic choices,would not be giving any comfort to prospective back
we could introduce a policy which would be asliders on ETS at EU level to raise their passenger
pioneering policy. Would that not greatly strengthenduty for domestic flights and perhaps to do so in a
the influence which you believe we exercise inway that directly related that particular tax to the
international negotiations?emissions caused by particular flights. They would
Mr Alexander: I am not convinced that if we movedbe giving a very direct signal to passengers and
our focus from the progress that we have made at aindeed to airlines and manufacturers. Is that
European level as recently as December,something that you would consider, given the
anticipating as soon as the turn of this year theproblem area that aviation constitutes?
legislative proposals that will emerge from theMr Alexander: Firstly, the sustained investment that
European Commission, that that would strengthenwe have made, for example, on the Manchester to
our ability to seize the bigger prize. I believe that theLondon journey time on the railways does manifest
biggest prize and the biggest opportunity is to do thisthe fact that you can by the kind of sustained
at European level. There is learning in terms ofinvestment we have made eVect changes in terms of
allocation policy and on other points which can bepassenger behaviour. The second point however is a
drawn from the general operation of the ETS. Irather larger one. Frankly it does not matter in terms
believe that we need at this stage to focus theof CO2 whether the CO2 is generated at Inverness
momentum on trying to secure the entry of aviationAirport or Charles de Gaulle in terms of the impact
towards the ETS according to the timescale that Ion the environment. That is why, in terms of the
have set out, 2008 or as soon thereafter as can bedesign of the system, we believe that it does demand
achieved.a global response and that the logical place to take

that international response in the first instance is the
European Union. I would not want to be in a

Q708 Chairman: American airlines will be treated inposition again where, in these detailed negotiations
exactly the same way as European ones for thiswith other European partners, they were able
purpose?somehow to say, “Well, you have made unilateral
Mr Alexander: If you were even to read Thesteps in the United Kingdom. Why do you care
Economist magazine this week, you would see thatabout this issue?” when there is a broader argument
there are fairly robust views being expressed not justto be secured and a consensus to be achieved which
by individual American airlines but by some withinis that we can at European level deal with this more
the American administration as to the impact ofeVectively than by individual actions by individual
aviation’s entry into the European emissions tradingcountries. The third point to emphasise candidly,
scheme. These are issues which we will need towhich I think you drew out in an article in The House
continue to discuss.magazine, was the point that the Prime Minister

made. This is not easy political terrain. If any of the
Members of this Committee were invited to go back

Q709 Chairman: Does that mean the robustness ofto their constituencies and say, “I recommend that
the American airlines’ views might mean they wouldour constituents stop flying” it is a very diYcult
be treated leniently compared to the Europeanrequest to make of individual politicians. I think the
airlines?right response to that is to say, “What is the most
Mr Alexander: No. What I have made clear is thateVective policy framework that we can have?” We
there are continuing discussions with not justbelieve that is bringing aviation within the ETS. The
European partners but there will no doubt also beright response for ministers is therefore to commit
discussions with other international partners as wefocus and attention to trying to achieve that goal,
try and make sure that we have a scheme whichwhich has certainly been the approach both during
balances the need to make sure that people are ablethe British presidency and now under the Austrian
to continue to travel within the European Unionpresidency. I can give the Committee an assurance
with a more eVective means of capturing thethat it will be a continued priority for me during my

time in the department. environmental consequences of air travel.
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Q710 Joan Walley: This exchange gets us to the very other European capitals in the months ahead of
December. I would not want to prejudice thoseheart of it, does it not? This Committee does
discussions today.recognise certainly the leadership that the

government has shown in trying to get a European-
wide solution and how public opinion can help to Q711 Joan Walley: You do acknowledge, do you
make the case even faster to get that European-wide not, that the government has made it clear that it
solution. We do not want to detract from that in any would reserve that right to act alone or bilaterally if
way. You mentioned earlier on the talks that you progress at international level proves too slow? That
had when you were out in Sweden. We were very has to be, if you like, a fallback position.
impressed by some of the developments in Sweden Mr Alexander: Given where we are in our
where they looked internally at things that they negotiations with our European partners, I would
could do on domestic air flights in advance of any not want to give comfort to those who believe that if
European scheme. Without wanting to compromise they simply sit it out out of our back pocket we will
your negotiating position in terms of maintaining produce either a unilateral series of measures or
that leadership role across Europe, given what the alternatives, when I believe that the significant prize,
government has said in respect of the Climate not just for the British government because it is our
Change Programme which keeps the government’s stated position but in terms of all of us concerned
options open and reserves the right for the with climate change, would be to see the agreement
government to act alone or bilaterally at a later at European level that we continue and will continue
stage, if we do not get the agreement European-wide, to strive for.
how will we know that the time is right for plan B?
Given that that is included in the Climate Change Q712 Mr Stuart: This is slightly surreal. You are
Programme statement, what would plan B consist of tying us to the slow lane. Whoever is the slowest in
if we reached that stage because the one thing that Europe we are absolutely tied to. You are suggesting
we have not really reflected on in our exchanges up that if we take any action showing our determination
until now has been the amount of time that we have to tackle this issue at home somehow it undermines
to start to deal with the emissions in terms of global our eVorts to do so internationally. I would put to
warming. you that it is straight out of Yes, Minister. It is clearly
Mr Alexander: I suppose it is inevitable that I bring absurd. The idea that we will just stay there and
to this conversation a perspective I gained during the carry on and the longer we do it doubtless there will
British presidency and from spending significant be more investment in the policy so the more years
portions of my life in rooms in Brussels negotiating we go on struggling and failing—
with European partners. In the Foreign OYce I was Mr Alexander: We are not struggling and failing. If
never allowed to claim a victory in Europe. The way we were struggling and failing, why did we have the
to secure consensus on these kinds of policy matters conclusions of the December Environmental
was not to countenance defeat at a critical point in Council that I quoted earlier? If we were struggling
the negotiations. In that sense, notwithstanding the and failing, why is it that the European Commission
caveat you added at the beginning of your question, is bringing forward proposals in terms of its
saying without compromising our negotiating legislative proposals in December? I leave it to you
position, I think it would be simply impossible at this to make a judgment as to the European Union. The
particular point, anticipating the European means by which you secure progress is by engaging
Commission’s legislative proposals—we are eVectively with your European partners, I believe, at
working very closely with the European critical points of negotiation. I return to the
Commission in terms of the terms of those substantive point: given the capacity of carbon
proposals—to at this stage suggest that we should molecules to find their way round the world in a
either unilaterally in terms of policy measures that relatively short period of time, it is not for me a
we would introduce in the United Kingdom or matter of dogma or European policy that I advocate
simply in terms of giving comfort to those at an this response. It seems to me to be the appropriate
international level who do not share our views with level at which to address what is inherently a global
the same sense of speed and urgency, talk about plan challenge. We in the United Kingdom account for

about 2% of global emissions. I think there are aB. I genuinely think the way that you secure that
billion cars on the road around the world and 60victory is to engage with your partners to continue
million cars produced every year. It is in that contextthe discussions. In terms of the evidence I would
that I think it would be surreal, as you describe mybring to bear supporting that contention, I would
answer, to suggest that one country acting alone issay look what we achieved during the British
a more sensible response to these challenges than ispresidency. It would be more diYcult frankly for me
working internationally with our partners.to sustain that line of argument but for the progress

that we did make in the second half of last year where
we secured that consensus in the Environment Q713 Chairman: Would one way of showing our
Council. That speaks to the potential that we have to keenness to work with our EU partners be to do
maintain the progress that has now been achieved what most of them do and charge VAT on airline
and has continued within the European Union. Let tickets?
us see where the European Parliament ends up in Mr Alexander: It has been a longstanding diVerence
terms of its role next month. We have some very between ourselves and a number of European

partners, how to address the issue of VAT. Icritical negotiations and discussions to have with
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remember the very delicate discussions that took costs of a flight from others, which is rather lower. Is
the government being so good in oVsetting on all itsplace at the December European Council under our

presidency where President Chirac was advocating flights if BA are doing it at a cut rate?
very strongly that there should be a cut in VAT on Mr Alexander: Let me clarify a factual point that, as
restaurants. I cannot say that that was a convincing a matter of policy, ministers fly with British Airways.
argument to the British government, the German There may have been occasions during my time in
government or to the other partners around the the Foreign OYce when I wished that was the case
European Council table. I am afraid I may but in fact value for money is one of the key
disappoint the Committee again but I do not appear considerations. When I was the Minister responsible
today to announce a change in terms of our fiscal for south and south east Asia, as a matter of course,
policies in relation to VAT, income tax, car duty or I was travelling on Emirates flights and other flights
any other fiscal matter which will rightly be depending on the particular circumstances. It seems
addressed by the Chancellor at the time of the to me curious to suggest that our advocacy of this
Budget. and the fact that on 1 April, as a government, we

adopted this position that all oYcial and ministerial
central government air travel will be oVset through

Q714 Chairman: What reason do you think he has the government carbon oVset fund diVers from
for not wanting to charge VAT on airline tickets? British Airways as being evidence that either British
Mr Alexander: Chancellors, as in all decisions in Airways is right or indeed that the government is
terms of fiscal policy, have to strike an appropriate wrong. The two schemes have been designed
balance. That is the nature of the Budget judgment separately. As I understand it, we are out to tender
that is made year on year. Of course there are at the moment across government in terms of how
environmental considerations to be taken into we can secure the oVset most eVectively. I welcome
account. There are social considerations in terms of the fact, and believe it reflects a seriousness of intent
the appropriate funding of public services. There is on the part of the government, that we have taken
consideration to be given in terms of that general that step, notwithstanding that there may not be that
balance for the maintenance of economic growth many British Airways customers at this stage who
which we have managed now for a sustained period have accepted a similar suggestion.
during this government. It is inherent in the work Emily Thornberry: The series of intent of British
that the Chancellor does that he exercises that Airways we have seen evidence of and they could not
judgment at the time of the Budget. even tell us that it was 1% of journeys that are oVset.

They did not come up on the website. It is impossible
to find them. Nick has tried to carbon oVset hisQ715 Dr Turner: Quoting from the Climate Change
flights through British Airways and they are justProgramme, “we welcome recent airline initiatives
taking the mickey. To hear that they are oVsetting itallowing customers to voluntarily calculate and
at a cheaper rate, the cheapest rates they can getoVset emissions from their flights.” If carbon
away with even on ones that they do not do, they areoVsetting is such a good idea and if it is eVective, why
taking the mickey and it is a real shame.are you not making it a compulsory charge on all

air tickets?
Mr Alexander: To read into that statement, I do not Q717 Dr Turner: It only cost 50p for our Swedishthink it reflects the fact, as I said in the joint article trip.that I referred to at the beginning of this session with Mr Alexander: I have spent the last few weeksthe Environment Secretary, David Miliband, it is becoming familiar with the work of the Departmentnot simply a role for government or simply a role for for Transport. I am glad to say that I sit here todayprivate companies but a role for private companies, representing the Department for Transport. If youfor broader civil society and for individuals and wish to direct questions to Willie Walsh, I am suregovernment as well. Our challenge is to set the you know where he works, just next to Heathrow.framework. We exercise that judgment and continue

Mr Webb: We have set up a scheme for all oYcialto reflect upon where that framework should lie. It
ministerial and government air travel. We think itseems to me, given that philosophical view that this
will oVset around 100,000 tonnes of CO2 per annumis not simply a task for government but a task for
for three years and we will then have another look atindividual companies and for individuals as well, it
it. In terms of management, we obviously need tois perfectly reasonable to acknowledge the eVorts
achieve a certified emission reduction and we arethat are being made, either by individuals or indeed
looking at the most likely outcome which is a schemeby individual companies to address the challenges
in South Africa. We need someone to go and managethat we all face.
this for us properly. It is not an expertise that we
have within the department. Our colleagues in
DFID know about it. On the level, what we haveQ716 Dr Turner: There seems to be very little uptake
done within government is to reflect the issue thatof this facility at the moment. Certainly it is
carbon is not the whole story on emissions,vanishingly small as far as British Airways are
particularly in the aviation context. I suspect thisconcerned, they told us. The government is happily
Committee knows a lot about this. We decided totaking this up for all government flights. They are
adopt at least provisionally, initially, a multiplier ofgenerally by British Airways as a matter of policy
two on the carbon to reflect the other elements inand British Airways seem to have a diVerent

methodology for calculating the emissions and the greenhouse gases to recognise that point. In terms of
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flights, anybody who has a dedicated budget is approaches that could work given the distinctive
entitled to go to any airline they like. People do very nature of the marine market. As recently as March
interesting experiments about buying very cheap 2006, we as a government presented a paper to the
tickets and having to cancel them because their MEPC. Again, the more I looked into this matter,
meeting changes, doing ones over six months and the more I was struck by the fact that,
working out that they do very well on low cost notwithstanding the inherent diYculties in the
airlines compared to traditional bookings. shipping market, the British government was

pushing the case and advancing ideas in terms of
how we could make progress.Q718 Mr Stuart: The 2006 Climate Change

Programme makes no mention of shifting freight
from road to water. I wonder if you could explain Q720 Mr Chaytor: Returning to the international
why that is what steps you are taking to encourage dimension, the government established a bilateral
this shift? agreement with China two years ago, I understand,
Mr Alexander: We believe that there is a case for to do joint work on climate change. Work has been
greater use of regional ports not least to reduce done in terms of agriculture with China and in terms
overland transport of material, but this will be of renewable energies. Is there any joint working
considered as part of the ports policy review which I specifically on dock transport and is the department
authorised and I think was launched by Stephen represented on the bilateral working group?
Ladyman, my ministerial colleague, within days of Mr Alexander: One of the reasons that we were somy arrival in the department. In the last five years

keen to prioritise climate change in Gleneagles wasthe DfT has awarded grants of some £30 million for
to reflect the fact that, in light of the diYculties ofwater freight schemes, only 60% of the available
securing full international cooperation on Kyoto,budget, because of the lack of viable schemes being
we needed if we were serious about this issue toput forward by the industry. It is not that there has
engage the emerging economies of India and China.not been either an allocation of resources or a
If I recollect, the piece of joint working that youwillingness to commit those resources within the
describe involves support for a clean coal technologydepartment. These are all issues which we can
power station where there was a demonstrationconsider as part of the ports policy review.
project to be developed in China. Again, if one looks
at the number of coal fired power stations that are

Q719 Mr Stuart: In 2003 international shipping anticipated in China over the years to come, it is
from UK ports was responsible for emissions of 1.9 salutary in light of the present policy levers available
million tonnes of carbon and yet, just like emissions to all governments. It will have the potential to make
from international aviation, these do not show up on a very considerable impact. It is right to recognise
our domestic inventory and are specifically excluded that through our leadership of the G8 we have
from Kyoto. What is the government doing about placed a significant weight on relationships with
international shipping emissions and are you going China. I also was aware that in terms of dealings at
to adopt binding targets for them? Will you seek in a European level with China during the British
post 2012 negotiations to see aviation and shipping presidency the environment featured prominently.
brought into each country’s measurements of Simon, in terms of the oYcial contact, are you awarecarbon? of what has been the position previously with theMr Alexander: The discussions in terms of post-2012

department?are beginning, taking forward the work that
Mr Webb: Obviously we have been in support of theMargaret Beckett achieved at the climate change
work which colleagues from Defra have been doingconference in November of last year, if I recollect, in
on that. As you know, they put an enormousMontreal. In terms of shipping, it is again inherent
amount of eVort into that and made some progress.in the nature of ships that if you were to instigate a
To be honest, there has not been a lot of work. Therenational regime of particularly stringent targets it
was not much of a transport component to that. Wewould be available to ship owners to reflag their
are continuing to try. I should mention that we havevessels and to move to another environment which
another thing on the go here which is anwas less burdensome in their view in terms of the
organisation which we have been supporting theenvironmental impacts. As a consequence of that,
Secretary of State on, turning it into an internationalwe have sought to play a key role in trying to
transport forum. We just got this done last month.persuade all states within the International
That organisation has concluded that, subject to aMaritime Organisation to play an equal part in
formal decision, it would like to invite China andlimiting CO2 emissions. As recently as 2003 the UK
India to participate in the international transportwas active in the IMO’s Marine Environment
forum. I am going to Beijing on Monday to talk toProtection Committee when we began to address
Chinese colleagues about whether they would like toCO2 emissions for international shipping. Progress,
come and talk about transport. On the agenda offrankly, has not been smooth. I have talked again to
this forum at the meeting, there was a very big itemoYcials about this in anticipation of discussions on
on sustainable climate change and on the futureit today, because all states are not convinced of the
programme. There will be other things likecase of taking international action in limiting CO2

congestion and so on. We are oVering dialogue toemissions from international shipping. We have
Chinese colleagues but again that is an oVer and wehowever worked very closely with industry to

develop a paper to stimulate debate on market based hope they will take it up.
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14 June 2006 Rt Hon Douglas Alexander MP, Mr Simon Webb and Mr Nigel Campbell

Mr Alexander: That meeting was the first meeting emissions reductions to the Chinese before they
massively expand the number of private vehicles oninternationally that I undertook as the Secretary of
their roads?State for Transport. The deal that was there to be
Mr Alexander: In Thomas Freedman’s The World isdone—and I am glad to say that we were able to
Flat he quotes the number of new cars going onto thesecure it—was essentially to change this
road in Beijing every month. If you need to beorganisation from what had been a European
convinced as to the importance of this issue and theconference of transport ministers to being a global
sustainability of the Chinese economy in recentforum. There were genuine concerns being expressed
years, just look at the set of numbers in his book. Iby a number of countries as to whether that was the
am convinced of it. I think you raise an important,way to go, but it was anticipating exactly that kind
broader point however. Do the kind of newof general work that Simon and his team had worked technologies that we have been discussing in terms of

through the proposals. Then I worked hard in not just emissions but engine eYciency oVer genuine
Dublin to make sure that we got the agreement. I am opportunities for economic growth and indeed for
glad to say that we got the consensus in Dublin to British exports in the future? I am absolutely
establish this global forum. On the day in Dublin convinced that is the case. Returning to the earlier
that we did that deal to establish the global forum, I point, can you decouple carbon from economic
am glad to say also that it was a British government growth, one of the ways that you can do that is to get
view that was expressed in the broader debate about yourself into the right place in the global value chain
the environment which advanced the case for by being leaders in terms of green technology. That
aviation coming within the emissions trading certainly involves a transport component that
scheme. We do use whatever opportunities are ranges much more widely than transport. If you

look, for example, at the work that this governmentavailable to us to advance the case, not just for
has initiated in terms of renewables and the potentialrecognising the global nature of the challenge, but
that oVers for us to develop real technologicalalso seeing if there are European solutions to
leadership, you are absolutely right to challenge uscontinue to garner support for it and whether there
to say: is there work that we can be doing, not justare global solutions to create the forum in which we
with the Chinese but elsewhere globally. I willcan achieve it.
certainly reflect on the point that you have made.

Q722 Chairman: We are very grateful to you. YouQ721 Mr Chaytor: Given that we currently have a have been very generous with your time. I apologise
billion vehicles on the world’s roads, China is going for having kept you a bit longer but, as you can
to contribute massively to an increase in the number gather, there are quite a number of aspects of your
of private vehicles in the years ahead. Is there a case brief that we were quite interested in. We much
for specific British/Chinese work to almost export appreciate the time you have spent exploring them
some of the technological solutions that the with us and I hope that you will find our report
department is considering and the policy solutions interesting and helpful.
as well? Is there an advantage there in selling our Mr Alexander: I am sure I will. Thank you very

much.expertise in traYc management, congestion,

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

This memorandum responds further to the Committee Session of 14 June where the Secretary of State for
Transport gave evidence.

Questions Arising from the 14 June Hearing

A. What is the impact on carbon emissions of the road schemes that are being built, in particular for the 35
major road schemes built since 2001 and the M6 Toll road? How this was calculated?

1. Our modelling suggests the impact to be significantly less than 0.15 million tonnes of carbon (MtC).

2. The impact on carbon emissions is estimated at diVerent levels of detail. Modelling provides a strategic
assessment of the impact of the roads programme, whilst appraisal provides more localised information on
individual schemes.

3. The National Transport Model is a multi-modal surface transport model. It covers walking, cycling,
bus, rail, light rail, cars, vans and lorries. It can provide estimates of the eVect on each mode and on emissions
of CO2, NOx and PM10. It has considerable detail on the household composition, area type, road type and
time of day. It can show the eVect of changes to policies and other inputs, including on capacity and prices.
Details of the model can be found at: http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft—econappr/documents/
divisionhomepage/030708.hcsp

4. Results from the model have suggested that Highways Agency road improvements, as assumed in our
modelling for the Future of Transport White Paper, would add around 0.16 MtC in 2010 for Great Britain.
The equivalent figure for England is around 0.15 MtC.
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5. Modelling of 45 schemes in the Highways Agency Targeted Programme of Investment (TPI) in 2000—
which includes 31 of the 35 schemes completed since 2000—suggests these schemes would add around 0.03
MtC in 2010.

6. The relatively small impact reflects two conflicting results of road investment. Enhanced capacity
reduces congestion and can improve the fuel eYciency and reduce emissions of vehicles. However there will

1be some increase in traYc levels—around % in 2010—which oV-sets this gain.2

7. In addition, these figures need to be seen in context. In particular, the modelling performed for the
Future of Transport White Paper in 2004 suggested that (in the absence of the SR04 road programme and
other transport policies) carbon emissions from transport would increase by nearly 3 million tonnes between
2000 and 2010. The main drivers of this increase were a growth in freight traYc and assumed increases in
population and incomes leading to an increase in distance travelled by car.

8. Recent modelling also suggests that other transport policies (eg sustainable distribution, public
transport investment and smarter travel choice measures) would reduce annual emissions from surface
transport by 0.8 MtC between 2000 and 2010. More recently we have announced the Renewable Transport
Fuels Obligation that is expected to reduce emissions in the UK by a further 1.6 MtC by 2010 (though only
a net global reduction of 1MtC, once production abroad and transport of the fuel is taken into account).
Consequently the modelled impact of road schemes on carbon emissions is rather small in comparison to
“background growth” and the total savings that we expect to achieve through other transport policies.

9. An alternative method of calculating the impact of the 35 schemes would be to sum the carbon impacts
of individual schemes according to their estimated impacts as detailed in each appraisal. Appraisal allows
a more detailed assessment of the economic, social and area specific environmental impacts of a particular
scheme. However, this may not give an accurate picture of the total emissions from all schemes, as the
interaction between individual schemes may not be taken into account in appraisals. Strategic modelling as
described above, looks at cumulative impacts across the network and therefore gives a more accurate
aggregate picture.

10. There have been several significant developments in the Department’s approach to appraisal since the
mid 1990’s.

11. In 1998 the New Approach to Appraisal (NATA) was introduced which provided a consistent and
compulsory framework to the assessment of environmental and social impacts. In particular it made the
assessment of carbon impacts compulsory.

12. Prior to this, the assessment of carbon was not always completed, nor was it always consistent. For
example the M6 Toll Road went to public enquiry in 1994/5. As such the appraisal information was
completed prior to the introduction of NATA. A technical paper written in 1994 suggested the new road
would reduce carbon emissions by 0.01 to 0.02 MtC. Our methodology for calculating carbon dioxide has
much improved for schemes coming forward now.

13. Twenty seven of the schemes completed since 2000 undertook statutory planning procedures prior to
the introduction NATA. A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England: Understanding the New Approach to
Appraisal estimated carbon impacts for twenty of these schemes. These are summarised in the table below.

Additional Carbon Dioxide Emissions (tonnes) Number of Schemes 0-2000 18 2000-5000 1 5000! 1

14. Since 1998, appraisal methodology has continued to improve, reflecting scientific and other advances.
Schemes now have more precise estimates of the carbon impact. A total of eight schemes completed since
2000 have these more detailed estimates, and are outlined at Annex A.

15. Two of these schemes—the M4 Junction 18 and M5 at Hallen Hill—have been assessed under the
latest value for money process; which provides a single assessment of the economic, social and
environmental implications of the schemes.

16. The Department continues to refine and improve the appraisal process and the way it is used to advise
decisions. Further guidance on the assessment of carbon impacts is currently being prepared.
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Additional information

17. The Committee Clerk followed up the 14 June evidence session with some further questions, which
are set out below with the Government’s response.

B. In the context of saying that the RTFO will achieve the equivalent of taking a million cars oV the road, what
is the basis on which DfT calculates the average carbon emissions per car per year (ie what are the factors you
use—presumably, average miles per year, average fuel consumption per mile, and average carbon emitted per
litre of fuel—and the values you give for each).

18. A thorough economic analysis has been undertaken to estimate the impact in terms of carbon savings,
costs and benefits of the RTFO. This estimated that the RTFO would result in net carbon savings in the
region of 1MtC (million tonnes of carbon) in 2010.

19. As an illustration of what this means in terms of carbon emissions from cars, we carried out a
calculation as follows:

— Take average fuel eYciency of a car on the road today (around 180g CO2/km)

— Multiply by average annual mileage (eg 15,500 km) to give average CO2 emissions from a car over
a typical year. 15,500 x 180 % 2.79 tonnes CO2

— Multiply by 12/44 to convert CO2 to carbon % 760,909 g C.

20. Therefore, since the average car emits something like 0.76 tonnes of carbon a year, saving a million
tonnes of carbon is the equivalent of taking at least a million cars oV the road. Alternatively on this basis
a million tonnes of carbon is equivalent to taking about 1.3 million cars of the road, thus our estimate of
one million cars is cautious.

C. What is DfT’s methodology for calculating the likely net eVect on carbon emissions? How is this impact
taken into account, within appraisals of major transport proposals (eg those costing more than £5 million)

21. DfT’s approach to appraising the costs and benefits of transport schemes is consistently applied
across all modes since the introduction of a New Approach to Transport Appraisal in 1998. The guidance
for this process is available from www.webtag.org.uk.

22. Proposed road schemes are subject to a detailed assessment which looks at their impacts on the
environment, the economy, road safety, accessibility and integration. These five objectives have several sub-
objectives against which the schemes are assessed. The impact of a transport scheme on greenhouse gas
emissions is one of 10 environmental sub-objectives that are considered.

23. The basic appraisal method is the same across modes and is set out in Webtag (see the link above).
Estimates of carbon dioxide emissions are made for a base year (current year), the opening year of the
scheme without the scheme in place, and the opening year of the scheme with the scheme in operation.

24. A key step of appraisal is to use what we know about the relationship between diVerent traYc speeds
and traYc flows for diVerent types of roads. We use this to estimate what the average traYc speed will be
if a certain scheme is implemented. This change in average speed gives us a change in generalised cost (ie
time and money cost), which is used to estimate the impact on traYc.

25. An investment that speeds up traYc reduces generalised cost and will tend to increase the number of
people using the road. Our understanding of how to estimate induced demand has been improving over time.
More details on induced traYc is set out in a report by the Standing Advisory Committee for Trunk Road
Assessment on Transport and the Economy (1999).1

26. Carbon emissions are calculated using levels of traYc and emission factors from the National
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory, which estimates the fuel eYciency of vehicles at diVerent average speeds.

27. A road investment will generally increase carbon emissions as induced demand increases total
traYc—but this may be mitigated by a reduction in congestion which means that traYc may travel at a more
fuel eYcient speed.

28. The next step of the appraisal is to work out a monetary value for the carbon dioxide impacts. This
monetised value then feeds into the value for money assessment, where it is weighed against the other
quantified and qualitatively described appraisal objectives and sub-objectives.

D. How many road projects have been turned down because of their carbon emissions?

29. Ministers make decisions on individual schemes taking account of a variety of factors, including:

— Value for money (including economic, social and environmental impacts).

— Practicality/deliverability.

— Public acceptability.

1 Available at: http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–econappr/documents/pdf/dft–econappr–pdf–610277.pdf
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— Distributional and equity impacts.

— AVordability and financial sustainability.

— Contribution to central government, local and regional objectives.

— The amelioration of identified problems.

30. The Value for Money process provides a single measure of all of the impacts of a scheme—economic,
social and environmental—based on an appraisal of the scheme. This includes the impact of carbon
emissions.

31. Decisions on approval of schemes are based upon the aggregated impacts not on the contribution of
individual elements. Taking account of non-monetised environmental impacts (eg including carbon
emissions, landscape impacts and biodiversity) in scheme appraisals can have a significant impact on the
overall value for money of schemes, upon which advice to Ministers is based.

32. As the value for money appraisal takes account of the environmental impacts and adds them into the
decision making process, they rarely provide the sole basis upon which schemes are considered. Rather the
environmental impacts as quantified through the value for money process, add further detail to decision
making, which is considered alongside the other factors set out above.

33. All major road schemes are subject to a value for money assessment and are put into high/medium/
low/poor value for money categories. Value for money appraisal includes enviornmental and non-monetised
impacts. About 1 in 6 road schemes have a lower value for money category as a result of environmental
impacts.

34. We first undertook value for money appraisal for major schemes in 2004. Analysis of local transport
schemes, costing over £5 million, which were submitted by local authorities to the Department for funding
through the Local Transport Programme, showed a clear link between value for money and the decisions.

35. Significant adverse environmental impacts that were key in the decision to reject the funding bids for:

— A36 Wylye Valley Relief Road,

— B1108 Norfolk hospital road, and subject to review

— A36 Codsford to Heytesbury improvement.

36. These are not the only schemes in this category. They are the only schemes from the 2004 local
transport plans.

E. A breakdown of the figures given in CCP2006 for projected carbon savings from the current VA package,
by the constituent parts of that package, in particular giving savings figures for the VA alone, and for the
increase of “eco-driving” alone

37. There are a variety of policy measures in place that provide incentives for manufacturers to produce,
and consumers to purchase, more fuel eYcient cars. These include the EU Voluntary Agreements on new
car fuel eYciency, and the fact that Vehicle Excise Duty and company car tax are both linked to a vehicle’s
CO2 emissions.

38. Unfortunately, it is diYcult to isolate the impact of these individual policies on vehicle fuel eYciency
since all are contributing to the same outcome. Apportioning the resultant carbon savings to individual
measures is therefore diYcult to achieve with certainty. As a consequence, the work we carried out for
CCP2006 evaluated these measures as a “package”. Our estimate was that this package of measures would
generate carbon savings of 2.3MtC in 2010. However, as an illustration of the magnitude of likely carbon
savings arising from the company car tax, HMRC have provided an indicative range of 0.35 to 0.65MtC
saved in 2010.

39. Carbon savings arising from wider transport measures set out in the 2000 Ten Year Plan and the
Future of Transport White Paper were calculated using DfT’s National Transport Model (NTM). The
measures include substantial improvements in local public transport; various soft measures such as school
travel plans; and development of the sustainable distribution programme involving both Government and
the haulage industry. This latter policy programme provides drivers and fleet operators with best practice
advice on fuel-saving measures and promotes safer and more fuel-eYcient driving.

40. These wider transport measures are estimated to save 0.8MtC in 2010. The impact of these measures
in Scotland was evaluated separately and estimated to save 0.1MtC. Analysis of the impact of individual
measures on carbon emissions was not carried out, due to diYculties in obtaining reliable data and the
synergies between the measures making it diYcult to strip out their individual eVects.
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F. The basis on which DfT measures the increase in “eco-driving”, and calculates carbon savings resulting
from it

41. The government has a sustainable distribution programme which is targeted at the road haulage
sector and provides drivers with best practice advice on fuel-saving measures and promotes safer and more
fuel-eYcient driving.

42. Analysis based on evidence from case studies suggests that sustainable distribution policy can deliver
carbon savings. For example, an evaluation of the Safe and Fuel EYcient Driving scheme (SAFED) for
truck drivers found that drivers achieved an average improvement in miles per gallon of around 10%.

43. However, further evidence is needed in order to quantify the full range of potential benefits and costs.
CCP2006 announced additional funding to provide relevant training and best practice advice for truck and
van drivers. This will help provide further evidence as to the level of carbon savings that further extensions
to the sustainable distribution programme could deliver.

44. Eco-driving in passenger cars will be targeted as part of a new communications campaign to promote
consumer information on buying greener vehicles and driving in a more eco-safe manner. Trials carried out
by the Driving Standards Agency suggest eco-driving could reduce fuel consumption by around 8.5%,
though no estimate of carbon savings has been made.

G. The research findings DfT has on carbon emissions from high speed rail as opposed both to conventional
rail and short-haul planes

45. Looking at the feasibility and aVordability of a north-south high-speed link (HSL) is a manifesto
commitment. The government has committed to take this forward in the development of a long term
strategy for the railways, drawing on Sir Rod Eddington’s advice on the long-term impact of transport
decisions. The rail strategy will be published in summer 2007.

46. The Department is building on current understanding of the relationship between train speed and
carbon emissions through:

— participating in a train energy measurement study co-ordinated by the Association of Train
Operating Companies (ATOC) and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE). The study
is monitoring in detail the energy consumption of a range of trains to deliver a more robust
understanding of how energy is used. The outcome should help to inform future train design as
well as giving train operators a clearer understanding of how they can save energy through, for
example, better driver training or improved maintenance.

— leading the project to secure a replacement to the successful High Speed Trains (Intercity 125s). A
key project objective is to ensure the successor train is as fuel eYcient as possible both to reduce
carbon emissions and operating costs. Therefore, an important element of the appraisal process
will be to model the environmental impact of diVerent train specifications, including the impact of
speed and higher acceleration on carbon emissions.

— reviewing emerging research such as the paper by Professor Roger Kemp of Lancaster University
to the IMechE in July 20042 comparing the relative energy consumption of diVerent transport
modes including car, plane and two hypothetical high speed trains running at 225 and 350 km/h
respectively.

H. Why the Government has decided, at least provisionally, to adopt a multiplier of only 2 on the carbon to
reflect the other contributions of aviation to global warming in its carbon oVsetting, rather than 2.5 (used
previously by HM Treasury), or 2.7 (most commonly used around the world), or some other figure.

47. Government is proposing the use of a multiplier as the most appropriate means to include non-CO2

impacts within the oVsetting scheme. Note that the adoption of a simple empirical multiplier for aviation
should not infer that a linear relationship exists between climate forcing and carbon dioxide emissions.

48. In essence, the use of such a multiplier, whilst being a well-intentioned attempt to capture the non-
CO2 forcing, can only provide an approximation to the impact of non-CO2 impacts. However, the
Government believes that a multiplier is the only feasible and practical way to address non-CO2 impacts
within what is a voluntary scheme where there is an emphasis on minimising the administrative burden from
elaborate data collection.

49. The original and previously most widely supported work relating to the non-CO2 impacts of aviation
is that of the IPCC in 1999, which suggested a reference factor of 2.7. This factor was used in the calculation
methodology to oVset emissions from the 2005 Presidencies of the G8 and EU. The multiplier of 2.5 was
used in a March 2003 joint report by HMT and DfT on “Aviation and Economic Instruments” to estimate
the climate change related external costs of aviation.

2 Kemp R. J. Environmental impact of high-speed rail. Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Seminar on High Speed Rail
Developments, 21 April 2004.
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50. More recent research: Trade-OV in 20003 updates the estimate of carbon dioxide forcing to the year
2000 and improves the accuracy of the impact assessment, resulting in a factor of 1.9. This report was not
published until July 2005, too late for incorporation into the G8 and EU Presidency oVsetting calculations
which were already committed to the IPCC 2.7.

51. In order to reflect the most recent and robust scientific evidence currently available, Government has
therefore decided to recognise the more recent TradeOV work and use a multiplier of 2. The multiplier of 2
has been adopted for the Government Carbon OVsetting Fund.

52. This decision will be kept under review as further scientific evidence becomes available. More widely,
the adoption of a multiplier for carbon oVsetting should not be taken to set any precedent or prejudice future
decisions over the best instrument or mechanism for accounting for non-CO2 emissions from air transport
within the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.

I. The calculation of carbon savings from the fuel duty escalator of 1.9MtC in 2010 in CCP 2006—how are
these worked out, and what exactly do they mean, given that it was discontinued in 1999?

53. We compared the impact that the fuel duty escalator between 1993–99 had on demand to the impact
on demand that revalorisations in fuel duty between 1993–99 would have had. It was found that due to the
fuel duty escalator, demand for fuel in 2010 will be lower and this lower demand equates to a carbon saving
of around 1.9MtC in 2010.

54. To carry out this analysis we compared the impact that the fuel duty escalator had on demand to what
would have happened if the escalator had never been introduced. To do this we needed to compare the
impact on demand that the fuel duty escalator had to the impact the alternative policy would have had. For
this analysis we compared the fuel duty escalator to revalorisations (increasing rates in line with inflation
each year) in fuel duty.

55. Therefore, in our alternative scenario instead of fuel duty rising by 3%, 5% and 6% above inflation
between 1993–99, we assumed that at every Budget between 1993–99 fuel duty would only have been
increased by inflation. We then estimated how much higher demand would have been due to the lower pump
prices with this alternative scenario. We then estimated the diVerence in demand for fuel between these two
policies and therefore the carbon emissions that the fuel duty escalator had saved.

J. The 20 p/litre duty diVerential on biofuels—does this depend on what blend of biofuels you fill up with? eg
do you get this for 5% blend, as well as an 85% blend?

56. The 20 pence per litre duty incentive applies only to the biofuel portion of the mix. For example, for
a 5% biodiesel blend, 5% of the fuel is taxed at 27.1 pence per litre (ppl) and 95% at 47.1 ppl. For an E85
blend (a mix of 85% ethanol and 15% normal unleaded petrol), the 85% ethanol is taxed at 27.1 ppl with the
remaining 15% petrol taxed at 47.1 ppl.

Annex A

ASSESSED CO2 IMPACTS OF ROAD SCHEMES COMPLETED SINCE 2001

Additional Carbon Dioxide
Scheme Opening Year Emissions in tonnes

A34 Chieveley M4 J13 Improvement Sep-04 "16
A1 Stannington Junction Oct-04 Neutral
A2 Bean-Cobham Phase I Dec-04 73
A64 Colton Lane Grade Separated Junction Jun-05 N/A
A5 Weeford—Fazeley Improvement Oct-05 7500
M5 Junctions 17—18a Northbound Climbing Lane (Hallen Hill) Oct-05 1763
M4 Junction 18 Eastbound Diverge Nov-05 625
A14 Rookery Crossroads Mar-06 Neutral

July 2006

3 From the multi-author paper: Sausen R, Isaksen I, Grewe V, Hauglustaine D, Lee D S, Myhre G, Köhler M O, Pitari G,
Schumann U, Stordal F and Zerefos C (2005) Aviation radiative forcing in 2000: and update on IPCC (1999). Meteorologische
Zeitschrift 114, 555–561.
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by Alternative Proposals on Transport and Save Swallows Wood

Alternative Proposals on Transport are a locally based group set up six years ago in response to local
feeling against the proposed Mottram/Tintwistle Bypass. Since then we have campaigned against the Bypass
as a damaging scheme which does not solve local problems and will greatly increase air pollution locally and
regionally. For the last three years we have worked in tandem with another local group Save Swallows
Wood. We have a membership of several hundred.

Introduction

The A57/A628 roads run through the Longdendale Valley alongside the villages of Mottram,
Hollingworth and Tintwistle. The A628 is the eastern continuation of the A57 trunk road and runs through
the Peak District National Park to Penistone and Barnsley. This road is narrow, twisting and one of the
most dangerous roads in the country. It would be very diYcult to upgrade it as it perches part-way up a
hillside and the area is prone to landslides. (We have had two in the last five years.)

About thirty years ago a private consortium motorway through Longdendale and the Peak Park was put
forward. Since that time various proposals have been on the table for a motorway to continue the M67 which
finishes at Hattersley west of the valley.

Also since that time the M62 motorway has been built which was predicted to remove heavy traYc from
the unsuitable A628 but this did not occur, we are in fact a rat-run for HGVs.

On 31 January Draft Orders were published for a scheme to build a “bypass” from the M67 extending
1.4 km into the Peak District National Park. Highly restricted public consultation began in 1992 with the
“choice” of two almost equally bad routes being oVered. Both were wholly within the valley which has an
inversion layer over it and is already an ozone blackspot. It was put forward as relief for those living
alongside the present A57 and A628. We expect that we will be allowed a Public Enquiry but should this
“bypass” be built it will devastate several working farms along the north side of the valley together with a
high quality local nature reserve and SSSI sites. It will also completely alter the water table of an already
unstable hillside with large quantities of artesian water present and the associated spur road is planned to
bisect our only remaining flood plain.

Summary

According to Highways Agency figures the proposed Mottram/ Tintwistle Bypass would increase CO2

emissions by 7% from 2004–10. Present cost £110 million. There are viable alternatives which would not
result in additional CO2 growth. This proposed bypass represents the gap between Government intent to
reduce greenhouse gases and the policy on the ground which fosters increased dependence on road transport
with its attendant pollution.

Impact of Proposed Scheme on Future Traffic Forecasts and on Local and Long-distance (CO2)
Emissions

The DoT is supposed to have a strategy underpinned by a coherent range of activities. From the evidence
of the Bypass Environmental Study Document this is not so. The proposed bypass does nothing to reduce
carbon levels, rather it increases them.

The Highways Agency itself states that the scheme, if built, would increase traYc and increase all
pollutants both local and national. (see Annex—extracts from Highways Agency document- Air Pollutants
and their eVects)

The UK has both short and long-term targets for CO2 reduction. Any scheme which is forecast to increase
CO2 for the short-term (2010) will of necessity contribute to diYculty in meeting the longer term targets.
They forecast a 7% increase in CO2 if the bypass is built. In this area we also have a marked ozone problem
which the bypass will do nothing to relieve.

Reasons Put Forward for Road Building

The main justifications put forward are congestion, economic development and improving environment
for houses alongside A57 and A628 roads.

— High concentrations of NO2 on Mottram Moor (A57) and Woodhead Road (A628) are attributed
to slow-moving HGVs.
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Alternatives Which Should be Considered

The Mottram/Tintwistle bypass has several alternatives which could contribute to solving the problems
of economic development needs, congestion and improving air quality without spending the proposed 110
million and rising cost of this bypass.

We maintain that the Highways Agency has never seriously considered alternatives to a bypass as their
first commitment is to get roads built. In the last ten years both rail and road management proposals have
been put forward to LAs and HA but have been rejected in favour of road building. In that time local public
transport has been seriously downgraded and local building, in line with County plans, considerably
increased.

Rail Proposals

The third Woodhead Tunnel was constructed in the 1950s to then Continental standards, electrified in
the 1970s and closed in 1982. It took enormous amounts of freight and ferried passengers between
Manchester and SheYeld. It could still do so if the political will existed to reopen it.

— Arriva proposed to reopen Woodhead and oVer passenger rail service between Manchester and
SheYeld.

— Central Rail proposed to reopen the Woodhead Tunnel as part of a Manchester-Lille long-
distance service. They oVered a high-speed north-south network enabling transpennine rail-freight
(piggy-back lorries on flatbeds) service plus a passenger capability.

— Translink (local consortium) proposed to reopen Woodhead tunnel as a rail-freight link with
rolling stock carriage from M1 to M60.

Surveys of local residents and a wider ranging survey conducted by MVA Associates on behalf of South
Pennines Integrated Transport all showed reopening Woodhead rail line as the most favoured option.

Road Proposals

— CPRE commissioned an independent study into feasibility of restricting some roads to allow
weight restrictions on A628 thus removing HGVs back on to motorway network. (Highways
Agency only did study where lorries had freedom to access other minor roads into Peak Park not
study which expressly directed them back to motorway network.)

— Road user charges were put forward by Derbyshire CC.

Despite all these alternatives which focussed on the problems generated by the high volume of HGV
movements and the fact that high HGV component of through traYc was put forward as justification for
a bypass, none of alternatives has been thoroughly investigated.

One of the reasons for road transport of freight is it is relatively cheap in monetary terms. One of the
results of increasing road congestion should be to make DoT and Highways Agency reassess transport
provision

Annex

Highways Agency Environmental Impact Assessment

Section 8. Air Quality

8.1.1 Identify and assess air quality impact associated with the construction and operation of the Scheme
and the impact of changes on the local road network and the extended study area.

8.2.2 Levels of pollutants have been predicted for the baseline year of 2004 and situation that would exist
without the Scheme and for situation with the Scheme for opening year 2010.

8.2.8 Monitoring undertaken by means of NO2 diVusion tubes . . . with a reasonable level of accuracy . . .
undertaken in five phases (between Nov 2004 and June 2005).

8.2.12 SuYcient data is not available . . . to locally bias asjust data set and hence the UK provided factor
has been used.

8.2.18 Tameside MBC have three NO2 diVusion tubes in the area and High Peak BC in Tintwistle. Data
from these monitoring tubes has not been used to form background concentrations.

8.3.10 Under Kyoto Protocol UK has legal obligation to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases to 12.5%
below 1990 levels by 2008. 2012. UK set domestic target of 20% reduction in CO2 emissions below 1990
by 2010.
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Air Quality Impact Assessment: (Highways Agency Appendix 2.8.1.)

CO2 Emissions
Base year 2004 22,647 tonnes year
Without the bypass 2010 21,711 tonnes year
With the bypass 2010 26,380 per year

Other emissions: shown as kg/year

CO
Base year 2004 169,971
without bypass 2010 110,861
with bypass 2010 129,688

HC
Base year 2004 28,116
without bypass 2010 17,880
with bypass 2010 19,476

NOx
Base year 2004 149,828
without bypass 2010 97,630
with bypass 2010 108,605

PM10
Base year 2004 5,033
without bypass 2010 2,746
with bypass 2010 3,045

8.8.27 A comparison of the do minimum and do something scenarios indicates that there would be an
overall increase in all emissions with the scheme (bypass) This is because the traYc redistributed on to the
bypass would be able to travel faster than without the scheme. THERE IS ALSO AN INCREASE IN
TRAFFIC FLOW ACROSS THE MAIN A57-A628 ROUTE CORRIDOR.

8.10.8 In terms of reducing the regional impacts ie CO2 emissions, there is no realistic mitigation
available.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Dr Jillian Anable, The Centre for Transport Policy, The Robert Gordon
University, Aberdeen; Dr Sally Cairns, Transport Studies, University College London and Sustainable

Communities, Transport Research Laboratory; Dr Lynn Sloman, Transport for Quality of Life;
Alistair Kirkbride, Eco-Logica; Carey Newson, Transport for Quality of Life; and Prof Phil Goodwin,

The Centre for Transport and Society, University of the West of England

Relevance to the Inquiry

This memorandum gives the main findings from a research study, entitled “Smarter Choices and Carbon
Emissions” undertaken for the Department for Transport, mainly completed by September 2005. This
examined the potential to reduce carbon emissions from car traYc via a range of local transport initiatives,
which are increasingly being known as “smarter choices”.

Below, the main findings from the study are outlined, followed by the contact details for those involved
in the study [not printed], and the full executive summary [not printed]. The main report is approximately
100 pages long.

The findings are particularly relevant to the committee’s questions:

— what realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related
carbon emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so; and

— what specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade.

Specifically, the study suggests that greater investment in a much more intensive programme of smarter
choice measures could deliver a relatively significant reduction in carbon emissions, with high cost:benefit
ratios.
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This study was a follow-up to original research by the same authors, which suggested that, in 10 years, in
an appropriate policy context, implementing an intensive package of smarter choice measures could reduce
national traYc levels by 11% overall, and up to 21% in urban areas at peak times.

Main Findings

Smarter choice measures are packages of locally specific, small scale initiatives aimed at promoting and
enabling travel behaviour change. Under favourable policy conditions, they could save the equivalent of up
to 2.5 million tonnes of carbon (MtC) per annum in 2015, and a cumulative total of 14.2 MtC by that date.
By 2010, the potential savings would represent a 16% contribution to the DfT’s PSA target to reduce carbon
emissions, and would equal 31% of the emissions savings currently expected from a combination of all the
10 Year Plan policies and the EU Voluntary Agreement on cleaner cars.

The benefit:cost ratio of a high intensity programme of smarter choice measures is estimated to be between
4:1–10:1, but may be in excess of 30:1, depending on the valuations used and the range of benefits that are
factored in.

We identify the four most important overarching policy changes that could help to achieve these outcomes
as being:

(a) more flexibility for local authorities to use Local Transport Plan funds for revenue type measures;

(b) incentives and encouragement for local authorities to adopt large scale smarter choice
programmes;

(c) grants for staV in local authorities to develop large scale smart choice programmes;

(d) changing the guidance for the Transport Innovation Fund to put more emphasis on developing
“harder edged measures” in parallel with a smarter choice programme, to maximise the benefits
of both.

We also recommend that specific policy eVort is focussed on those smarter choices measures that have the
most potential to deliver behaviour change in the next decade. These are workplace travel plans, car sharing,
teleworking, teleconferencing and personalised travel planning. Teleconferencing has the potential to reduce
air travel as well as car use, and may therefore be especially significant in the context of addressing climate
change. Key measures include changes to the planning system to make workplace travel plans more rigorous
and eVective, fiscal changes to make travel planning more attractive to companies and an overhaul of
Government policy on parking. For personalised travel planning, priority should be given to assisting local
authorities in building internal capacity to deliver large-scale programmes.

Further, we recommend that the government facilitates the development of newer smart measures such
as residential and visitor travel plans and car clubs.

In terms of costs, it should be noted that three of the overarching policy recommendations are about
government policies and procedures and do not require extensive new public funding. Recommendation c)
is accompanied by a specific proposal which is estimated to cost approximately £50 million pa. Overall, the
study estimated that achieving the full potential of smarter choice measures would cost somewhere between
£300 to £500 million pa by 2010 and £0.62 to £1.1 billion pa by 2015, equivalent to 4–6% of predicted DfT
spending in 2015.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Aviation Environment Federation

“The Government should set itself a target for reductions on carbon dioxide emissions in the transport
sector”, said Sir John Harman, chairman of the Environment Agency. “There is a mismatch in government
policy between its aviation and carbon dioxide policies.”

The Observer Newspaper Business Section, 19 February 2006

“Aviation will remain dependent for the foreseeable future on fossil fuel. As such, there is a powerful case
for aviation to take up some of the world’s capacity to absorb greenhouse gases, after key human
development needs such as clean water, food and sanitation in both developed and developing countries
have been met. Importantly, this would only be permissible by aviation minimising its impacts through
technology and operational improvements, and meeting the external costs of its remaining emissions.
Discussion has centred on emissions trading as the policy most likely to yield most environmental benefits
at least cost.”

“A strategy towards sustainable development of UK aviation”, Sustainable Aviation umbrella pamphlet
Society of British Aerospace Companies, Airport Operators Association, et al, June 2005.
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“Everyone’s carbon dioxide emissions must go to zero to allow for aviation pollution reveals major
analysis of UK climate change targets.”

Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research Press Release headline, September 2005

The Aviation Environment Federation is the UK’s specialist environmental NGO working exclusively on
developing control & reduction strategies for aviation’s negative impacts. For full details of what we do
please go to www.aef.org.uk

We are pleased to be able to contribute to the EAC’s present Inquiry, “Reducing Carbon Emissions from
Transport” and will try to answer the Committee’s questions as they relate to our area of interest and
expertise.

Section 1

The present

— What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the
Ten Year Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the
2004 PSA, Powering Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents.

We can identify no specific carbon reduction targets for air transport across the entire range of relevant
Government documents, although the problem of growing carbon emissions from air transport is
acknowledged and analysed. In fact quite the opposite—the underlying documentation1 to the Future of
Air Transport White Paper, December 2003, forecasts CO2 emissions from the sector rising from around
5 Mt C in the late 1980’s to 16–21 Mt C by 2030 and 16–29 Mt C by 2050.

The figures quoted above are CO2 only (as C). But the particular diYculty with aviation greenhouse gas
emissions is that other pollutants including NOx, plus other eVects such as condensation trails and cirrus
cloud formation, all increase the radiative forcing impact from aircraft engine exhaust emissions. These
additional impacts are accounted for by a UN IPCC-derived simple multiplier commonly expressed thus:
total climate change impacts are a factor of 2–4 times greater than those from aviation’s CO2 emissions
alone. This range is interpreted as a straightforward 2.7 multiplier on aviation’s CO2 forcing which has
become a widely accepted rule-of -thumb.

We should point out that work continues on reaching a better scientific understanding of these issues.
Below is a short overview of where “the science” is right now:

— The EU-funded “TRADEOFF” project is a model-based project investigating the atmospheric
impact of aviation. Its final 2005 report suggested that the RF contribution from condensation
trails is somewhat less (10 mW m-2) than the IPCC 1992 estimate (20 mW m-2) but is greater for
cirrus cloud formation. Only a wide range could be given for cirrus RF (10 to 80 mW m-2, cf 0 to 40
mW m-2 from IPCC, 1999) but the underlying analyses showed more certainty of a positive linkage
between air traYc and enhanced cirrus over the IPCC analysis.2 The total “TRADEOFF”
radiative forcing for aviation in 2000 is approximately equal to the IPCC 1992 estimates since some
forcings increased with traYc (CO2), while others were reduced from improved modelling and
underlying assumptions.3 This resulted in an overall RFI of 1.9. However some key scientists
involved in these issues believe that the RFI does not reveal aviation’s full environmental response,
which could, measured in terms of a temperature response (non-equivalent) be approx. 3.5 times
greater than the impact of aviation CO2.

Key Fact: TRADEOFF report shows slightly reduced RFI contribution from aviation emissions
excluding cirrus but:

— The TRADEOFF project attributed a potential RF multiplier for 2000 of 1.9 times greater than
CO2 alone: however, if the additional impacts of cirrus cloud formation are included, the range is
2.3 to 5.1 with a mean estimate of 3.1. This compares with the IPCC best estimate for 1992 of 2.7
with a range from 1.9 to 4.0. The TRADEOFF project team decided that the uncertainty range
for cirrus was large and that further work was needed on this topic.

Key Fact: TRADEOFF report indicates cirrus cloud formation impacts potentially severe but
more work needed

— The five-year QUANTIFY project, 35 members from 16 states with a budget of ƒ8-12 million over
the 2005–10 period, is looking at Quantifying the Climate Impact of Global and European
Transport Systems from road, air and maritime sources. This project is carrying out a parcel of
work to take the TRADEOFF analysis on aviation emission-induced condensation trails/cirrus

1 DfT 2004: Aviation and Global Warming, Department for Transport, London.
2 See: Stordal F, Myhre G, Arlander D W, Svendby T, Stordal E J G, Rossow W B and Lee, D S, 2005: Is there a trend in cirrus

cloud cover due to aircraft traYc? Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 5, 2155–2162. and Zerefos, CS, Eleftheratos, K, Balis,
DS, Zanis, P, Tselioudis, G, and Meleti, C, 2003: Evidence of impact of aviation on cirrus cloud formation. Atmospheric
Chemistry and Physics 3, 1633–1644.

3 Sausen R, Isaksen I, Grewe V, Hauglustaine D, Lee D S, Myhre G, Khler M O, Pitari G, Schumann U, Stordal F and Zerefos
C, 2005: Aviation radiative forcing in 2000: and update on IPCC (1999). Meteorologische Zeitschrift 114, 555–561.
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cloud formation forward. There are some early indications that this investigation will attribute a
significant positive RF factor to cirrus cloud formation confirming that there is a serious problem
with these impacts. It is unlikely to produce definitive results for another 18–24 months, however.

Key Fact: QUANTIFY is an important and hopefully definitive research project especially with
regard to aviation emissions induced cirrus impacts—its work should be monitored closely.

— There is also a move by climate scientists, including those associated with the authoritative
CICERO (Centre for International Climate and Environmental Research) institute, and others,
that the Global Temperature Potential (GTP) metric is a strong candidate for replacing Global
Warming Potential (GWP). An enhanced GWP ie GTP could provide better opportunities for
policies that cover a larger part of man-made radiative forcing (RF), improving
comprehensiveness and cost-eYciency. This metric would tend to increase the resultant surface
temperature eVects of aviation’s total contribution to climate change.

Key Fact: GTP believed to be better metric than GWP, scientific opinion and research must be
clearly identified, tracked and communicated to policy makers.

A crucial issue is what can conventionally be done to reduce and control greenhouse gas emissions from
the sector. There are limited but relevant discussions in the Air Transport White Paper concerning the role
technology and operational improvements could play in generating important eYciency savings, the
“mitigation” options, thus making the growth in carbon emissions “less than it otherwise would be”.

The ATWP does include a section in Chapter 3, pages 39–41, on climate change and explains emission
trading as a concept at Annex B. Measures discussed include:

— air traYc control measures to minimise the impact of these activities on climate change;

— more R&D to reduce the climate change impact of future fleets;

— voluntary action including emissions reporting and targets at company level;

— emissions trading, either an open system developed internationally through ICAO or participation
in the EU scheme from 2008; and

— hint of possible emissions charge in paragraph 3.42, page 41, with a commitment to move forward
if progress at international level proves towards ETS “too slow”.

What these pages show, however, is a superficially reasonable but understated grasp of the problem and
a less than in-depth examination of any outcomes resulting from the policy measures being considered. It
is this almost total lack of any targets as to how to reduce and control the sector’s climate change impacts,
coupled with a very limited and short-term analysis of the reductions needed from other sectors in the
economy that would be needed to “feed” air transport’s growth under any emissions trading scheme
scenario, clearly making the running as the Government and industry favoured solution, that is most
worrying.

This seems to us to be an unacceptably lightweight area of the White Paper. In our previous submissions
to the Committee we have made the point that emission trading is a potentially flawed concept as a total
solution to aviation’s climate change impacts. Firstly, no agreement has yet been found on how to include
aviation’s non-CO2 impacts and secondly, no analysis has been undertaken to establish what fraction of CO2

emissions aviation will use in long term scenarios targeted at climate stabilisation, which underpins UK
policy through the Energy White Paper and the EU “2 degrees” policy. We have made and will continue to
make this point directly to Government and the EC as well. We simply don’t agree either with the
Government’s statement in paragraph 3.43 of Chapter 3 of the ATWP that “because of its blunt nature, Air
Passenger Duty is not the ideal measure for tackling the environmental impacts of aviation.”

APD is an eVective proxy for the lack of fuel duty and VAT on tickets and set at the right level, with
perhaps a distance related component, to achieve eVective pollution reduction targets through demand
management would work well. However, we understand that such a policy doesn’t fit the Government’s
thinly disguised “business as usual” predict and provide scenario set out so uncompromisingly on every page
of the ATWP.

It is generally accepted by most commentators that the UN IPCC 1999 analysis published in the Special
Report on Aviation and the Global Atmosphere still holds true, that is to say that improved aircraft engine
and airframe design could contribute around a 1% per annum fuel eYciency gain through to 2020. Better
load factors, ATM, satellite GPS routeing and other operational gains could add a similar 1% system
eYciency gain over the same period. We welcome all aerospace R&D programmes, both here in Europe and
the USA that help move towards ensuring these ambitious mitigation goals are met. But the IPCC analysis
concluded that CO2 emissions are likely to increase at 3–4% per annum over the same period—thus the
growth in CO2 emissions continues to outpace the eYciency gains better technology and improved
operations can reasonably be expected to bring. Our later evidence will try and identify solutions that could
help to close this gap.
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The DTI Energy White Paper, February 2003, stated:

“We need to reduce the emissions from aviation . . .

5.22 Demand is rising in the aviation sector internationally at about 4% per year. We will all
benefit from the growth in business, services and our ability to travel. International aviation
emissions currently do not count in the national inventories of greenhouse gas emissions. There
is no international agreement yet on ways of allocating such emissions. The UK’s international
emissions currently amount to some 8MtC ((MtC including domestic). They are expected to rise
to some 14–16 MtC by 2020.

5.23 We are committed to ensuring that the long-term development of aviation is sustainable and
that it meets its external costs. We are discussing with stakeholders the most economic instruments
for ensuring that the industry is encouraged to take account of, and where appropriate reduce, its
contribution to global warming. We will set out our plans in an Air Transport White Paper.
Potential instruments to address CO2 emissions from international aviation being considered
include an en route emissions charge and participation in an en route emissions permit trading
scheme. For domestic flights British Airways has joined the UK emissions trading scheme. There
may be opportunities for future participation in this scheme for other carriers who operate UK-
based routes.”

(Note: the bold emphasis above is the White Paper’s)

None of the background papers to the DTI EWP calculating how and where sectoral savings through to
2020 might be made contain any reference to the air transport sector. There are some references to extending
the ETS but again no mention of air transport’s inclusion, although to be fair, this work does precede the
ATWP.

The Government’s First annual report on implementation of the Energy White Paper, April 2004, said
this about aviation emissions:

“2.9 Carbon savings from the transport sector remain challenging and are relatively expensive
when compared to other sectors. We are, however, developing policies to improve the carbon
eYciency of transport which will have an impact over the nest decade. This work includes
promoting the development and take-up of new technologies and fuels. We shall set out our
strategy for increasing the amount of biofuels used by road transport in the UK later this year.
The Air Transport White paper has committed the Government to press for the aviation sector to
be included in the EU ETS as soon as possible. And we are pressing the European Commission to
finalise a further round of Voluntary Agreements on new car fuel eYciency with the automotive
industry.”

The most recent DTI review Reducing Carbon Emissions, July 2005, also features the ETS commitment:

“2.17 International aviation emissions do not count in the national inventories of greenhouse gas
emissions, as there is no international agreement yet on ways of allocating such emissions.
However, we are committed to ensuring that the long-term development of aviation is sustainable
and that it meets its external costs. The Future of Air Transport White Paper set out our aim of
including aviation in the EU ETS from 2008 or as soon as possible thereafter. The European
Commission has work in hand, looking at how best to address the climate change impacts of
aviation, including emissions trading. A Communication by the Commission suggesting a way
forward is due in July. We expect to debate the options and agree a way forward during our EU
Presidency.”

And the DFT’s Autumn Performance Report 2005 repeated this policy in Chapter 7, “Reduce greenhouse
gas emissions”:

“Most transport emissions count towards targets under the Kyoto Protocol, including emissions
from domestic aviation. Emissions from international aviation and international shipping,
however, do not count and there is no agreement on how, or whether, to allocate emissions from
these sources to individual countries.

We believe that the best way of making aviation contribute towards stabilisation is through a well-
designed emissions trading regime and this has been a key focus of the UK Presidency of the
European Union. This is why we are backing the inclusion of aviation in the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme and are also continuing to press for the development and implementation,
through the International Civil Aviation Organisation, of an international emissions trading
scheme.”

The front page of this submission features a small extract from the Government-endorsed, in the shape
of the Prime Minster, industry-produced Sustainable Aviation strategy pamphlet. The climate change
section of this document contains a Commitment number 6, page 21, stating that:

“Airline and airport signatories to build support and assist policymakers in developing practical
solutions for inclusion of aircraftCO2 emissions in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme by 2008, or
as soon as possible thereafter, as a first step towards a global approach.”
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Unsurprisingly there is a neat symmetry between this air transport industry commitment and
Government policy. This would be fine if it could achieve absolute reductions in greenhouse gas emissions
from this sector. But paragraph 3.37 of the ATWP tells us the Government’s true position:

“Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions across the economy does not, however, mean that every
sector is expected to follow the same path. The Government is committed to a comprehensive
approach, using economic instruments to ensure that growing industries are catered within a
reducing total. The use of emissions trading allows coverage of environmental costs through a
mixture of emissions reduction within the sector and purchase of reductions that can be produced
more cheaply by other sectors.”

The ATWP therefore clearly sees growing greenhouse gas emissions from this sector as an acceptable price
to pay for the linked economic activity. But its central policy outcome, that air transport emissions will be
oVset by reductions elsewhere, is unproven.

But what if the industry’s greenhouse gas emissions with or without the additional NOx, contrail and
cirrus burdens cannot be managed by the preferred policy combination of eYciency gains, mitigation, and
emissions trading?

The much vaunted technology and operational eYciency gains need to be identified much more accurately
than at present and measured and reported on annually to monitor mitigation progress. We need to see:

— what international R&D programmes are underway with what targets and at what cost in the fields
of engine and airframe technology; what results are forthcoming against the targets and when; how
and when these programmes will become aircraft production reality; accurate forecasts of in-
service dates and fleet wide replacement and performance gains

Key requirement: mandatory Government-led annual reporting of air transport technology
greenhouse gas mitigation progress not industry-led voluntary eVorts;

— similar identification of ATM programmes and other airline-focused operational measures
including emissions inventory reporting and eYciency parameters, such as emissions per revenue
kilometre. with progress towards targets audited on an identical annual basis;

Key requirement: mandatory Government-led annual reporting of air transport ATM &
operational greenhouse gas mitigation programmes again, not industry self-reporting.

We have a gut feeling that if and when aviation emissions are part of any ETS all these supply-side
eYciency gains will be smartly attributed to an “ETS eVect”. We believe that the technology and operational
gains identified as possible by ACARE, Eurocontrol and the other actors capable of implementing such
supply-side gains, would in all likelihood, happen anyway. We know this because they have already been
identified pre-ETS—they are a welcome part of the industry’s correct, albeit with an increasing degree of
diYculty given the distinct possibility of costly diminishing returns, and admirable drive to reduce operating
costs. However, identifying and bringing technology to the market place is one thing. Encouraging the
uptake of that technology, especially where it involves early re-engining or fleet replacement will still require
a substantial incentive or price signal. Forecast ETS prices alone are unlikely to drive market uptake, so
even if the manufacturers can deliver, who is going to buy it?

It is very, very diYcult to analyze additional drivers for supply-side gains in this sector. This is because
the industry is already pretty savvy at R&D and programme implementation, both aircraft and operations
led. The long lead time from idea through to implementation is an inevitable part of an industry that has
complex multi-faceted, multi-partnered operational systems. Similarly aircraft are bought and operated on
30 year cycles, from initial R&D concepts through production and in-service to end-of-life cycles. This why
we need a clear, mandatory Government-led reporting initiative not voluntary industry self-reporting.

Only then would we be able to monitor exactly what progress the DfT is making towards this first key
element, the technology and operational eYciency/mitigation improvements, of its carbon reduction
strategy for the air transport sector. These eYciency gains may well be overtaken by growth—we still need
to know whether they’ve been achieved. If Government wants to rely on technology to contribute to the
delivery of its policy goals, then it—not the industry—must be the one to audit and verify progress.

The second policy element, to work towards the inclusion of aviation emissions in the European ETS and
at the same time press for an international variant of the same, could fairly be said to be a strategic goal that
might show some progress against carbon reduction targets. At the moment, however the scheme is, as they
say in Hollywood, under development.

We will move on to discuss the elements needed to get this latter policy oV the ground; if it would make
any diVerence to further reducing carbon targets over and above what would have happened anyway, both
within and outside the air transport sector; and what alternatives may be needed to begin to actually
significantly to stabilise & reduce emissions from the sector.

To conclude this section:

— For the air transport sector, the DfT has no clear carbon reduction targets in place, only carbon
growth targets. There are some loose aspirational technology-led mitigation claims that might
make emissions from the air transport sector somewhat “less worse than they otherwise would be”.
There needs to clear cross-cutting Government-led policy initiatives to drive and develop
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emissions reduction programmes in the key areas, aerospace technology, ATM and operational
eYciency gains that could make a readily identifiable mitigating contribution, even if subsequently
outpaced by the sector’s growth. There are no mandatory reporting or auditing programmes to
measure any progress in these areas and there urgently needs to be.

— The growth in air transport emissions could well blow the joint DfT/DEFRA/DTI PSA Kyoto and
UK 2010 greenhouse gas reduction targets out of the water. We say this because it is unclear if
emissions from international aviation are included in the PSA target. We have assumed they aren’t.
The DfT might claim that as these emissions are not Kyoto-linked as such, and ICAO are working
on but hasn’t any agreed global policy (and frankly is never likely to agree on one!) to deal with
them, they somehow don’t count. But finding a solution, be it the European ETS or whathaveyou,
clearly is an integral part of the ATWP and the DfT have allocated resources to their preferred
policy options. Surely then all UK-derived aviation emissions should at least be part of the PSA?
Abrogating such responsibility is clearly irresponsible and unacceptable.

There is little evidence of any carbon reduction target for aviation emissions.

Section 2

The future

— Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across
the department’s entire of activities?

— What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related
carbon emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so?

We have discussed in the previous section why we feel the DfT’s ATWP climate policies, such as they are,
lack clarity and need direction. There is in reality a clear 4-track strategy for unrestrained growth:

1. Expand the air transport sector’s passenger numbers, consequent infrastructure demands and all
its environmental impacts including greenhouse gas emissions through “predict and provide”
methodology.

2. Justify this increase by citing the alleged economic benefits based on one analytical study jointly
financed by the DfT and the aviation industry.

3. Discuss aspirational technology and operational eYciency targets that might make greenhouse gas
emissions “less than they otherwise would be”, the industry’s mitigation contribution, but with no
central oversight of any such programmes and no reporting or audit capability regarding their
progress other than voluntary industry self-reporting.

4. Develop a policy that might include aviation emissions in the European ETS at an unclear future
date as your cornerstone CO2/greenhouse gas containment policy but stress the sector’s pre-
determined special case status that growth must be facilitated by purchasing cheap credits
generated by other industrial sectors and ETS-linked special market measures.

Time for another quote.

On the 16 December 2003, the RCEP had this to say about the White Paper in a tough, uncompromising,
press release:

“The release of today’s Aviation White Paper reveals a serious fracture between the government’s
policies on energy and aviation”,

said Sir Tom Blundell, Chairman of the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution.

Sir Tom expressed the Royal Commission’s disappointment in the White Paper published today by the
Department for Transport. Sir Tom explained:

“The White Paper fails to take account of the serious impacts that the projected increase in air
travel will have on the environment. Earlier this year the government published an Energy White
Paper setting out its strategy for tackling global climate change, and set challenging but necessary
targets for greenhouse gas emissions. Today’s Aviation White Paper undermines those targets and
continues to favour commerce over vital carbon dioxide reduction measures.”

Last year the Royal Commission’s report on air transport pointed out that uncontrolled growth in
aviation, to the extent predicted by the government, would mean it would become the major source of global
warming emissions in the future, contributing more than half the UK’s share of greenhouse gases and their
equivalents by 2050. The Royal Commission made a number of recommendations to government on how
to avoid this situation.

The Aviation White Paper acknowledges this danger and the consequent need to take steps to make the cost of
air transport reflect its environmental damage. It even recognises the role that emissions charges might play in this,
as recommended by the Royal Commission. But it makes no clear commitment to action, and at the same time it
announces a huge expansion in airport capacity. This leaves a major question mark over the extent to which the
government is serious about the carbon dioxide reduction targets set out in its Energy White Paper. Aircraft
emissions have between two and three times the global warming eVect of carbon dioxide emitted at ground level.
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Sir Tom added:
“The Royal Commission is not opposed to cheap air travel, and has no intention of suggesting that
people should not have aVordable access to their holiday destinations. However, the levels of growth
predicted in the Aviation White Paper are simply not environmentally sustainable, and the government
needs now to start moderating demand, both by increasing the cost of air transport to a fair and
equitable level, and by encouraging aVordable and environmentally more benign forms of transport.”

The Commission advises that the debate should not be about where to expand air travel capacity but how
to resist this expansion.

In its report last year, the Royal Commission made five recommendations to government:
— impose climate protection charges for aircraft taking oV and landing within the EU;
— restrict airport development to encourage greater competition for available take oV and landing

slots in order to optimise their use;
— develop major airports into land-air hubs integrated with an enhanced rail network;
— support technological development to lessen the damage done by air travel;
— include international aviation in the emissions trading scheme under the Kyoto Protocol.

The Royal Commission calls upon the government to explain how it reconciles the rift between aviation
policy and energy policy, and what measures, such as those proposed by the Royal Commission, it will adopt
to manage demand for air travel.”

Unfortunately, the Government ignored this response at the time and has continued to do so since. Other
important Government advisory bodies, such as the Sustainable Development Commission, and the UK’s
executive environmental protection agency, the Environment Agency, have made similar comments
pointing out the policy dissonance between the UK’s greenhouse gas reduction eVorts and the expansion
proposed in the ATWP.

The scale of this problem has been investigated by the well-respected Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research.

According to the Tyndall Centre’s most recent report “Decarbonising the UK”:
“All householders, motorists and businesses will have to reduce their carbon dioxide pollution to zero if
the growing aviation industry is to be incorporated into Government climate change targets for 2050”

We present below a short graphical extract from their findings, which we endorse as a careful and accurate
account of the how the ATWP emissions forecast will wreck the UK’s climate change policies. The first two
profiles are what recent scientific views, 550 ppmv compliance, and the very latest, a 450 ppmv stabilisation
level, regard as necessary to stabilise CO2 in the atmosphere at levels which could prevent dangerous or
catastrophic climate change impacts.

A further two profiles show what happens when you add aviation emissions both with and without the
toal climate change multiplier to the contraction and convergence scenario required for UK emissions
stabilisation under both 550 ppmv and 450 ppmv regimes.
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Representation of what a 550 ppmv compliant profile looks like for the UK under a contraction and
convergence regime. This profile is for carbon dioxide emissions (measured in million tonnes of carbon
(MtC)) only.
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Representation of what a 450 ppmv compliant profile looks like for the UK under a contraction and
convergence regime. This profile is for carbon dioxide emissions (measured in million tonnes of carbon
(MtC)) only.
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Both the 550 ppmv and 450 ppmv profiles as well as the carbon dioxide emissions generated by the UK’s
aviation industry. This scenario is outlined in the Tyndall Centre/Friends of the Earth report “Growth
Scenarios for UK Aviation”. Key point: aviation exceeds the 450 ppmv carbon budget by 2050.
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Source: all graphs: Tyndall Centre report “Growth Scenarios for EU and UK Aviation: contradictions with
climate policy”. The previous graph includes uplifted carbon emissions from aviation. The uplift factor used
is 2.7.

However, the point is that there are additional and as yet unquantified emissions from the aviation
industry that are likely to significantly increase its impact on climate change, and this is broadly illustrated
in the final graph above.4

To view the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research reports on aviation and climate change go to:

“Growth Scenarios for EU and UK Aviation: contradictions with climate policy”

http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/reports/aviation–tyndall–summary.pdf

“Decarbonising the UK”
http://www.tyndall.ac.uk/media/press–releases/tyndallpr21sep.pdf

The AEF and other environmental NGOs have a clear policy imperative in respect of controlling and
reducing air transport’s growing and worrying contribution to climate change. We want EU-wide policies
that ensure:

— urgent action is taken to control and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from air transport wherever
they occur, given the sector’s growing contribution to dangerous climate change;

— regional action soon as there is little or no prospect for agreement on global measures to tackle
this problem in the short- to-medium term, if ever;

— the broadest package of fiscal measures to tackle aviation’s total climate change impact, including
taxes, charges and trading.

We therefore strongly welcome the recent, September 2005, European Commission Communication
“Reducing the climate impact of aviation” and its clear and unequivocal acknowledgment of these three
issues.

We also welcome, as an essential first step, the Commission’s announcement to establish a working group
to develop proposals as to how aviation could best be included in the EU ETS. Environmental NGO’s are
participating in this programme which is due to report by the end of April 2006 with a legislative proposal
due by the end of 2006.

4 This may not be strictly scientific for the following two key reasons:
(a) Although today, non-carbon dioxide emissions are thought to increase the total climate warming impact of aviation by

between two and four times that of the carbon dioxide alone, this factor will change over time—most likely reducing.
The reason is that the carbon dioxide proportion of the emissions will become more and more dominant as it lasts for
over 100 years, whereas contrails and cirrus produced today will be gone by tomorrow. Therefore, if one were to imagine
theoretically that aviation growth fell to zero tomorrow, then although there will be the same number of contrails and
cirrus clouds produced tomorrow as there were today, the CO2 in the atmosphere generated by the aviation industry
will be higher, despite zero growth, as it adds to the CO2 that is already there. Therefore the proportion of the total
warming impact of aviation generated by CO2 has increased, and that follows that the proportion from non-CO2

emissions has decreased, ie the uplift factor would be smaller tomorrow than it is today.
(b) The plot above does not take the basket of six greenhouse gases into account, therefore uplifting the aviation emissions

in this way requires that all other sector’s emissions should also be uplifted to account for their other gaseous emissions.
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We are pleased to see this policy development process in place but in our view the actual start date for
including aviation emissions in the European ETS would be 2010 at the earliest, and in all probability, given
the political processes and negotiations still to take place, is more likely to be 2013. This is a worrying delay
and strengthens our case for demand management measures now.

However, including aviation in the ETS must not become an end in itself. Our support for the final policy
proposals will be heavily dependent on defining eVective environmental criteria to be applied to aviation’s
inclusion. We have seven critical benchmarks we will apply as the policy development process goes ahead.
They are as follows:

1. The overall environmental objective and starting point must be to bring the sectors’ emission
reduction targets and any baseline calculations in line with current and future EU climate targets
in particular the EU “2 degrees” policy and the frequently stated and accepted figures necessary
to move towards stabilizing CO2 greenhouse gas emissions at around 550 ppmv by 2050, of which
the path to 2020 is given below:

"8% below 1990 levels by 2012 (Kyoto)

"30% below 1990 levels by 2020

A weak ETS that does not achieve the above objectives will increase the pressure for other
regulatory and fiscal instruments. And emissions from international aviation must be included in
any post-2012 international climate treaty framework despite moves already underway from oil-
producing states and their political and industrial sector allies to prevent this happening.

2. Well-designed instruments with the widest geographical coverage that do not discriminate
between carriers on the same routes guarantee there will be no significant economic distortions
that might alter the competitiveness of EU airlines. Stringent climate policies can be applied to air
transport when compared to the so-called “exposed sectors” which might be sensitive to cheaper
imports and/or production plant relocation.

3. An ETS/air transport policy must address the full climate impact of aviation. Notwithstanding
some degree of scientific uncertainty, we believe other fiscal policy instruments should address
non-CO2 impacts such as NOx, contrails and cirrus cloud formation, invoking the “precautionary
principle”. Such measures must be introduced in parallel to the ETS.

If such a package cannot be delivered in parallel, and in order to ensure environmental integrity
and the complete coverage of all impacts via the ETS, we are confident this can be achieved by
using multipliers on CO2 emissions in a relatively straightforward manner.

4. The policy should have the widest geographical scope possible, to include emissions from all
flights to and from all EU airports because of the current absence of any global controls on
emissions from international aviation. Our research and that of others, shows there are no legal
barriers in this specific policy area.

5. An ETS/air transport policy should aim to achieve the full internalisation of climate costs,
invoking the “polluter-pays” principle. This should provide airlines with an incentive to invest in
cleaner more fuel-eYcient technology thereby helping reduce emissions.

This is why our clear preference is for the auctioning of permits. If, however, grandfathering and/
or benchmarking are eventually favoured, the parallel use of other economic instruments, as the
rationale in point 3 above, is an absolute necessity.

6. The development of future climate change policies presents policymakers with an unmissable
opportunity to contribute to ending the historic and long obsolete tax privileges enjoyed by the air
transport industry. To this end, an ETS/air transport policy must be part of a package of measures
and we again welcome the Communication’s reiteration of its preference, as a matter of principle,
to see aircraft fuel subject to energy taxes. We welcome all and any initiatives to make this possible
including the consideration of domestic aviation fuel taxes and VAT on air travel now.

7. Climate change policies should generally aim to reduce the EU’s oil dependency and this
includes air transport, which across Europe consumes 1 million barrels of oil per day. Skilfully
designed ETS/air transport policy instruments should aim to maximise both demand and supply-
side opportunities to improve eYciency and reduce emissions within the sector. We feel strongly
that it would be a grave miscalculation to rely solely on other sectors to generate the reductions
required by air transport which must surely be encouraged to reduce its own emissions in some
way.

Source: Tyndall Centre report “Growth Scenarios for EU and UK Aviation: contradictions with
climate policy”

This last graph shows the dramatic forecast growth in uncontrolled aviation emissions from a selection
of European member states. It requires only a small leap of imagination to understand the impact this
growth would have on the EU “2 degrees” policy.
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We have commented earlier in this submission about the diYculties of identifying the supply-side
contribution that so-called “mitigation” measures could make— at the risk of ad nauseam repetition, at the
levels envisaged they simply make the air transport sector’s emissions “less worse than they otherwise
would be”.

As our 7 point-menu above shows, there are some gaping holes in the way aviation policy makers, and
to some extent, environmental regulators, want this scheme to proceed. Not least is the startling omission
that the essential carbon reducing performance driver of any ETS, a tough cap that reduces over time, seems
to be missing from all discussions!

A very recent report commissioned by DEFRA and the DfT “Including aviation in the EU ETS: Impact
on EU allowance prices”, ICF Consulting, February 2006, is highly critical of the assessment of supply-side
contributions in the background appraisal work (CE Delft “Giving wings to emissions trading”, July 2005)
to the EC’s current EU ETS/aviation policy development process. It goes on to conclude, after an impact
analysis, that:

— Adding aviation to the EU ETS using an assumed allocation base year of 2008, “will not have a
discernible impact on average annual prices of carbon instruments”.

— Time period for EU ETS Phase II is only 2008–12—there will be only relatively small increases in
aviation emissions in that short timeframe.

— Trio of carbon market scenarios lead to prices in a range .5.30, .11.40 & .21.20 per tonne CO2

equivalent.

— These scenarios are “Worst case” as ICF assume zero absolute reduction in aviation emissions with
very small cost implications due to a low emissions cap.

— Very diYcult to assume/model supply side implications over and above already forecast targets of
1–2% pa from technology and operations —ICF stress much more work needed in this area.

— Demand beyond 2008–12 and consequent aviation emissions growth needs to be set in an EU ETS
context—if the sector’s growth continues at around 5% pa, the price implications for carbon
market “have the potential to become more significant”—but no analysis undertaken.

— Main source of supply of carbon market place emissions expected to come from power sector
abatement.

— Allocation base-year assumed to be 2008 emission levels but ICF critical of this “finger-in-the-
wind” approach.

— ICF modeling reveals that at least an additional 150 MtCO2 equivalents would be required to
“induce a noticeable increase in price(s)”.

This report has, it seems to us, been produced to explain and reassure the air transport and other EU
ETS participants that there will be minimum cost implications whatever the sector.

This is exactly why we seek to promote our comprehensive 7-point plan, reluctantly accepting that,
however imperfect, including aviation in the ETS is the policy status quo in the UK.

It remains to be seen if such reassurance works to calm fears in other energy-intensive sectors. Contrary to
the ICF findings, such sectors are worried, albeit in self-interested fashion, about aviation’s potential future
demand for carbon to reduce liquidity in the ETS market and raise prices as reported by Andrew Warren,
the Director of the Association for the Conservation of Energy, in an article for the Nov/Dec 2005
publication Energy in Buildings and Industry, “Is the brave new world of emissions trading imploding?”.

Andrew Warren noted that at the formal launch in Brussels late last year of the second phase of the second
European Climate Change Programme, the European-wide trade bodies representing the alloys, cement,
ceramics, glass, iron and steel, lime, non-ferrous materials, and paper-making industries articulated their
fears that aviation companies, given huge free allocations of existing emissions will be in a position to aVord
carbon prices far beyond the reach of energy-intensive industries, causing a massive market imbalance. Such
claims, whether justified or not, only add to the political pressure to agree a weak cap for aviation’s
inclusion.

We have, however, managed to find one part of the Government that seems to believe air transport should
be subject to some form of demand management as the extract below from the No 10 PIU Energy Review
report shows:

“The Energy Review—A Performance and Innovation Unit Report—February 2002
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Increased vehicle eYciency and investment in new options for transport fuels is required in the
longer-term.

The transport sector is likely to remain primarily oil-based until at least 2020. Access to oil supplies
is not a current concern. Nevertheless, the economy’s dependence on transport, coupled with
increased imports as UKCS production declines, reinforces the need to improve the energy
eYciency of oil-driven vehicles. Prospective advances in vehicle technology hold out the possibility
of significant reductions in fuel use.

The potential long-term requirement for significant CO2 emissions reductions from the transport
sector combined with the possibility that oil will become scarcer, raise the need to develop
alternative fuels. There is the long-term prospect that the technology for powering vehicles by fuel
cells fed on hydrogen will fulfil its current promise, and so ultimately provide a substitute for oil.
Other options, such as liquid biofuels may also have a role. International eVorts are needed to
develop these technologies.

Handling the projected growth in aviation energy use and CO2 emissions must become a priority.
Taxation and other measures to manage aviation demand should be prioritised for discussion in
EU and other international forums.”

Of course, it may well be the case that including aviation emissions in the EU ETS is seen by the UK
Government as a demand management policy tool. It doesn’t seem to have any impact on demand or speed
up any supply-side eYciency gains above and beyond those already forecast, as we have covered
previously—so, reluctantly we must inform the Committee that as far as we are concerned, there is no
coherent DfT strategy for the stabilisation and reduction of air transport’s carbon-related emissions.

We have a more straightforward view of how demand management should be applied to reduce air
transport’s climate change-inducing emissions by adding, as various EU legislation and polices already
indicate should happen, the presently unaccounted for external costs of air transport’s social and
environmental impacts directly to ticket prices.

The range of aviation’s environmental impacts can be identified. These are: climate change; local air
quality and noise; health impacts; safety (accidents/third party risk); land take; habitat (bio-diversity),
heritage and tranquillity losses; property devaluation; congestion; and an element of up/downstream
processes. It is possible to arrive at reasonable cost estimates of these impacts. The best study we have found
that tries to comprehensively assess these factors and apportion costs accordingly is the INFRAS/IWW
study “External Costs of Transport”, Update study, October 2004. This can be located at http://
www.cer.be/files/INFRAS%20Study—EN-144344A.pdf

The INFRAS/IWW estimate for the external costs of UK air transport presently unaccounted for and
unpaid, is about 52.5 euros (£36) per 1,000 passenger kilometres or 3.6 pence per kilometre. So, for instance,
on a return flight from Luton to Glasgow each passenger should pay an additional £36 for the external costs
of their environmental impacts. We believe these figures may be on the low side.

The AEF published in June 2005, a comprehensive commentary on air transport’s impacts and market-
based demand management options in a pamphlet, “Fly now, grieve later” by Brendon Sewill, at:

http://www.aef.org.uk/downloads/FlyNowFull.pdf

Whether externalities are internalised or aviation is taxed just like any other business, the most important
starting point is to set environmental limits within which the air transport sector must operate and develop
a menu of policy options to achieve those targets. Large decreases in aviation’s impacts can only be achieved
by a combination of methods including increases in ticket prices to dampen demand.

Brendon Sewill’s analysis pointed to a figure of £9 billion as a fair and equitable figure for the air transport
industry to pay in line with the “polluter pays” principle. This figure is arrived at from assessing the broad
range of external costs that could reasonably be attributed to UK flights as being between £6-£12.5 billion
annually. £9 billion is the figure that should be paid if air transport was taxed at the same rate as car travel.

Adding an environmental tax at this level would mean demand cut in half from 4% to 2% annually, leading
to around 315 million passengers in 2030 instead of 500 million, a growth rate that just might be within the
scope of technological and operational improvements. It would also mean, contrary to the ATWP that no
new runways were needed in the UK. A detailed analysis of the way the final aviation ETS impacts on carbon
reduction policies will be necessary. The AEF intends to take this work forward and update it once the EC
aviation and the EU ETS policy is outlined later this year.

There is scope for air transport’s climate change impacts to be reduced by implementing the AEF’s
plausible taxation policy over say a 5–10 year period. Starting soon would mean that a slowdown in growth
could be underway by 2010 and well on course by 2020. This is our response to the “what could the DfT
realistically do” question the Committee posed.

March 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the BioRegional Development Group

BioRegional have been developing solutions for sustainability since 1994. The BioRegional approach is
to meet more of our everyday needs more eYciently from sustainable local resources so reducing our
transport and creating diverse vibrant local economies. We have hosted a visit from the Environmental
Audit Committee to one of our projects, the BedZED eco-village in south London.

Concerning reducing transport emissions BioRegional has demonstrated a number of ways in which we
can reduce transport whilst still meeting our needs. Case study 1 and 2 illustrate local supply of goods and
case study 3 potential for reducing car use in urban residential developments.

1. Local charcoal supply to national retailers such as B&Q through what we call a “network production”
model. One supplier (in this case our own BioRegional Charcoal Company—BRCC) set up a contract with
the national retailer B&Q. BRCC organises bag design, printing and bar codes and all contact with B&Q
and co-ordinates a network of 30 local suppliers of charcoal. Orders are placed with BRCC who will then
deal with the small local suppliers who can supply from an average 35 mile distance to the store. Large
retailers would never deal with small local suppliers and so this is one way in which they can. A University
study showed that transport emissions are reduced by 85% compared to imported charcoal using this
method. Charcoal has been supplied in this way for 10 years. This model could also be used for food, which
would account for most transport emissions in supply of goods, BioRegional produced a study five years
ago showing how it could be done.

2. Local paper loop. BioRegional have promoted a local recycle and buy-back loop for oYce paper in
London and the south east. OYces recycle their paper to the local paper mill in Kent (the only high grade
paper recycling mill in the UK) and then buy back the paper produced, called EVOLVE. The House of
Commons joined the BioRegional local paper loop in 2001. The paper is cost competitive and guaranteed
in printers. A study by Surrey University (attached) [not printed] showed that transport emissions in
collection of raw material and delivery of the finished paper product are reduced from 6.2GJ for imported
paper to 0.76GJ for local recycled paper. An 88% reduction in transport emissions.

3. Reduced car use. The first car club in London is located at the BedZED eco-village in south London,
which the committee have visited. Surveys at BedZED have shown that emissions from transport are
reduced by 50%–65% thanks to the green transport plan written for BedZED. The plan includes local
availability of public transport, provision for cycling, an on-site car club and annual fees for parking spaces
of £200 per year.

At BioRegional we specialise in working with business and government to introduce working models of
solutions and are not experts in drafting policies for reduced transport emissions.

However, we make the following points.

1. Maintaining some manufacturing in the UK is important in reducing global carbon emissions. The
scale of reductions (85–88%) is seen in case study 1 and 2. But UK government policies add cost burdens
through energy taxes and are causing manufacturing enterprises, particularly the paper industry which is
energy intensive, financial problems. A recent example is the StRegis Sudbrook Mill. See http://
www.paperloop.com/inside/stories/wk02–20–2006/13.html The government should ensure that its policies
do not financially disadvantage UK manufacturing business when compared to overseas competitors who
do not have to pay these taxes. Perhaps it could re-imburse the taxes raised in some way. The National
Insurance incentives were not suYcient.

2. Obviously increased energy taxes on carbon based fuels globally or at least throughout the EU would
assist in encouraging consumer and business take up of reduced transport solutions. But we strongly suggest
that carbon taxes applied only in the UK have a detrimental eVect on UK business, disadvantaging it to EU
or other overseas competitors.

3. Car clubs could perhaps be incentivised through the planning system. Car clubs could be required to
be established in all new (and possibly existing), urban, large, high density developments (100 units plus can
support two car club cars) along with limiting car parking space (to one or less per household), helping to
ensure there are good public transport links and possibly earmarking some funding to cover the initial set
up costs. Car Plus would be able to advise further on this. http://www.carplus.org.uk/

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the British Business and General Aviation Association

Introduction

BBGA is the British Business and General Aviation Association Ltd. The Association is the Trade Body
representing companies operating and trading in the Business and General Aviation industry, including
manufacturers, operators, maintenance organisations, repair and overhaul organisations, training
organisations, aircraft and helicopter sales organisations, spares stockists and other supporting
organisations including finance, insurance and publications companies.
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BBGA is active in monitoring and participating in the development of a harmonised suite of regulations
to govern Business and General Aviation throughout Europe. Through its leading role within European
bodies such as the European Business Aircraft Association (EBAA) and European Council of General
Aviation Support (ECOGAS), BBGA is represented on all Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) and European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) Working Groups, Committees and Boards relevant to Business and
General Aviation. BBGA acts as the co-ordinating oYce for ECOGAS.

The BBGA Strategy commits the Association to seeking ways to minimise the impact of our industry on
the environment. With the environmental aspects of aviation often considered at European level, BBGA
general acts in accordance with EBAA on environmental matters.

Comments

Business and General Aviation comprises all aviation other than the military or the airlines. The vast
majority aircraft are actually General Aviation (of which Business aviation is a key part). Yet this sector
uses only about 3% of the fuel used world-wide for aviation. At the smaller end of the sector, the aircraft
tend to use aviation versions of the internal combustion engine (either diesel or gasoline) and typically these
aircraft fly at lower altitudes. Compared to other forms of transport using internal combustion engines
aviations emissions are almost negligible. The aviation gasoline engines typically run on AVGAS, whereas
the diesel engines generally use JET A1 fuel, as used in jet engines.

Larger aircraft in the sector use Gas Turbine engines, either in conventional jet form or to drive a turbo-
propeller. These aircraft are typically used in “business aviation”.

BBGA members only operate aircraft for business purposes. That may be flight training, it may be a
corporate aircraft, it may be an air taxi (where the entire aircraft has been chartered to provide a service)
or it may be aerial work (anything from air ambulance to pipe line inspection). The economic value of each
General Aviation flight tends to be high.

The jet based aircraft in the sector tend to be modern, with great importance placed on the eYciency of
design. In the smaller sectors of General Aviation the developments of new engine technologies has
dramatically improved eYciency. The industry is proud of its work to reduce its environmental footprint
and to be part of a sustainable economy.

However, the nature of aviation means that at the smaller end, the airframes tend to have a very long life.
Engine replacement is however commonplace. A problem in the engine replacement market occurs when
the regulated nature of aviation increases the costs of new products to too high a degree. For larger aircraft
that fly longer distances, the improved eYciencies of modern engines soon show economic as well as
environmental benefits. But small aircraft do not fly so often and this tends to push the economic payback
period for engine replacement to many years.

Ways Forward

Aviation is one of the few industries that could not exist without use of oil. At present all aviation engines
in wide use require fossil fuels. The specific needs to aviation for engines to work in extreme temperature/
altitude variations and to have excellent power to weight ratios mean that revolutionary engine
developments are likely to find ground based applications in the first instances.

This does not mean that BBGA does not have ideas to promote improved emissions performance by
the sector.

For the smaller aircraft, it is ridiculous that the replacement of old engines with ones burning 20–30% less
fuel is delayed by the costs of complying with aviation regulations. One BBGA member specifically tailored
their business to target the home built aircraft market first rather than try to meet the costs of aviation
certification. BBGA’s evidence to the present enquiry by the House of Commons Transport Committee into
the work of the Civil Aviation Authority showed how regulatory costs are rising to the detriment of industry
development. Outside of arguments of the performance of the Civil Aviation Authority, it would surely
make sense to reduce compliance costs to companies trying to bring more environmentally friendly products
to the market.

For larger aircraft, eYciency is hugely important from an economic perspective and this means the
aircraft used are generally as eYcient as technology today allows. The likelihood that revolutionary engines
will first enter service in ground based transport means a medium term solution is required. Therefore BBGA
members believe the ideal way forward out of all the options available would be another Jet A1, or AVGAS,
but one which was green, which would be interchangeable with the existing fuel, and would require no
changes in the Distribution system or the aircraft or their Gas Turbines or Engines.

BBGA believes that production would be made in the same way as existing Fossil Fuel Oil is made by
nature from Vegetable and Animal matter and heat, temperature and time. Local collection centres would
be needed to set up, to process Biomass and Land Fill waste in a gasification process with no emissions, and
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then turning the resulting Syn Gas (Hydrogen and Carbon Monoxide) into Crude Oil by the Fischer Trope
process, this oil in turn would be processed by the existing fractional distillation oil refineries into Jet A1,
and other fuels like Petroleum, and Diesel.

In addition to the concern regarding CO2 emissions, BBGA believes this solution oVers some protection
from a future shortage of Crude Oil (the Association for the Study of Peak Oil (ASPO) predict a shortage
of Supply over Demand commencing in 2006).

BBGA hopes the Committee’s enquiry will highlight the need for a full debate on the development of
green fuels. The Business and General Aviation Sector is keen to play its role in these developments.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by British Nuclear Fuels PLC (BNFL)

While carbon emissions from industry and the electricity generation sector have been falling, they have
risen steadily in the transport sector. Indeed recent figures5 show that energy consumption in the transport
sector doubled between 1970 and 2004, with the aviation sector showing the strongest growth—a trebling
of energy consumption over the same period.

Since transport is still dominated by petroleum fuels, this growth in energy consumption represents a
sustained increase in carbon emissions, even accounting for the improvements in vehicle eYciency, and is
one of the reasons why UK emissions are now rising in spite of commitments to reduce them substantially
over the coming decades.

Transport continues to be a major growth sector, and is expected to remain so. This upward trend must
therefore be addressed urgently if the UK is going to achieve its long term emission reduction objectives.
However, the transport sector is built around fossil fuels, so technological change is likely to take many
years—even decades—to have a major impact. We therefore urge the Committee to take a long-term
approach to the issue of carbon emissions from transport.

The Hydrogen Economy

A switch to a hydrogen economy will increase demand for electricity, which emphasises the need to increase the
generation share of nuclear and renewables.

Making public transport more attractive can help reduce demand, but personal transport is likely to
remain significant. A step change in the transport sector will be needed at some point, to move away from
the internal combustion engine if major reductions in greenhouse gas emissions are to be achieved. As part
of the hydrogen economy, the hydrogen fuel cell oVers the potential over coming decades to eliminate
greenhouse gases and other harmful emissions.

Moving to a hydrogen economy could generate an enormous demand for hydrogen fuel. This could be
produced from electrolytic dissolution of water, by steam reforming or else by direct chemical dissociation
at high temperature. To keep life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions low, renewables and nuclear should be used
to supply any electricity required. (If the high temperature route is chosen, future high temperature reactors
would be a particularly eVective means of achieving these temperatures.) But, if producing suYcient
electricity for conventional usage while reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 60–80% is challenging, then
the potentially huge additional requirements for large-scale hydrogen emphasise the need to use both
renewables and nuclear energy. EVective large-scale production would require continuous baseload power,
which is best supplied by nuclear means.

In this respect, the partnership of a hydrogen economy driven primarily by nuclear power represents a
win/win situation. When consumer demand for electricity is high, nuclear can operate reliably to generate
large amounts of baseload power, and when consumer demand falls away (eg overnight) the nuclear
electricity can be diverted to produce substantial quantities of clean hydrogen for distribution to vehicle
power systems.

Such an approach also helps renewable technologies overcome the issues of variable output. A switch to
a hydrogen economy, using low-carbon electricity for hydrogen production, will have the benefit of
disconnecting the end user demand from the time of electricity production. Hydrogen fuel will be, in essence,
an energy storage medium. One of the key challenges associated with renewable generation may be removed
if hydrogen production plant can utilise an intermittent and variable electricity input.

5 UK Energy Sector Indicators 2005; DTI, July 2005
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Using electricity for hydrogen production could also help support a higher level of nuclear generation
capacity. Nuclear plant run best in baseload mode—which would be ideal for large-scale hydrogen
production. Nuclear plant can be built to power hydrogen production plants round the clock at the very
high availability that modern plant oVers.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by British Sugar Plc

Introduction

1. British Sugar has been a keen advocate of the greater use in the UK of biofuels, in particular
bioethanol, as a way of contributing to carbon savings in the transport sector, improving the UK’s fuel
security and enhancing the rural economy. The company announced in December 2005 that it would be
going ahead with the construction of a small bioethanol plant at its sugar factory at Wissington in Norfolk.
This plant, which will be the UK’s first commercial scale bioethanol facility, will use sugar beet to produce
70 million litres of bioethanol (55 thousand tonnes) annually from early 2007.

2. The UK Government is committed to reducing carbon emissions, and considers climate change to be
a central element of its policy framework. In pursuit of this objective, it has taken a lead in tackling climate
change across the EU, and has set ambitious medium and long-term targets for reducing carbon emissions
in Britain. The most imminent of these targets is to achieve a 12.5% reduction in greenhouse gases to fulfil
its Kyoto commitment, and a domestic target to reduce CO2 emissions by 20%. Both these targets cover the
period 1990–2010.

3. Against this background, eVorts have been made to cut emissions in most key sectors. However, in
road transport, which accounts for a quarter of total UK carbon emissions, there has been little progress.
Far from falling, road transport emissions are projected by the DTI6 to increase by at least 15% between
1990 and 2010. Even more worrying, there is no sign of this trend being brought under control beyond 2010.

4. This will have serious consequences for the UK’s overall climate change objectives. Because road
transport is about to become the largest single emitting sector, failure to get its emissions under control will
inevitably prevent the UK from being able to achieve any of its overall emissions targets, as it will be
increasingly untenable for the other sectors to “carry” the transport sector, in addition to meeting their own
objectives.

5. As stated in the DTI’s most recent statistics and commentary,6 introduction of a large-scale biofuels
programme is crucial to finding a solution to this intractable issue.

Strategic Issues in Which the Committee is Interested

What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the Ten Year
Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA, Powering
Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents

6. British Sugar was disappointed that the DfT’s earlier policy documents, for example the Transport Ten
Year Plan (2000) and the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy (2002) made little or no mention of biofuels
whose carbon reduction benefits did not seem to be recognised. While a fuel duty rebate of 20 pence per litre
was introduced in 2002 for biodiesel, this was ostensibly to deliver environmental benefit from producing
fuel from waste (used cooking oil). It was not intended to stimulate more than a very small production which
could make very little impact on carbon emissions from road transport.

7. It seems that the appearance of the European Commission’s proposals for and the subsequent
adoption of the Biofuels Directive in May 2003 has been the real driver for the UK Government to begin
to take the carbon saving and other benefits of biofuels more seriously. The fuel duty rebate of 20 pence
per litre was extended to bioethanol from January 2005, but biofuel production remained very small and
insuYcient to make any material diVerence to carbon saving. Against an indicative target for 2005 in the
Biofuels Directive of 2% (c 800,000 tonnes), the DfT was only able to recommend a UK target of 0.3%
(c 120,000 tonnes). None of this has been achieved with domestically produced bioethanol. The carbon
saving value of this against the DfT’s PSA targets is negligible.

8. Perhaps in recognition of the need to make the road transport sector contribute more to the PSA
targets, following consultation in 2004, in November 2005 the DfT published a Renewable Transport Fuels
Obligation (“RTFO”) Feasibility Study and announced the introduction of an RTFO at a 5% rate from
2010. In the Secretary of State’s words—“the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation I am proposing today
is predicted to save around 1 million tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions in 2010—the equivalent of taking
1 million cars oV the road. Carbon savings could also increase in future years. This will help reduce the
impact of transport on climate change, and bring environmental benefits for us all.”

6 DTI projections for energy and carbon emissions for the UK, 17 February 2006.
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9. Sadly, carbon reduction from the increased use of biofuels, especially bioethanol, will continue to be
very small until 2010 when the RTFO is finally introduced at a significant level. In British Sugar’s view this
could have been done at a much earlier stage had the Government had the real will to tackle carbon
emissions in a sector that will continue to present growing environmental problems.

Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities

10. British Sugar can oVer no opinion on this.

Whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005 departmental
report, Annex A) adequately reflects the environmental challenges it faces

11. In the field of renewable road transport fuels the DfT have assumed their responsibility as delivering
policies which are either paid for directly in revenue foregone by the Treasury (fuel duty rebate, ECAs), or
by the consumer (RTFO). As yet the DfT have proposed no policies to promote biofuels that would engage
with their own budget. If the RTFO fails to deliver on biofuel use and consequent carbon reduction, this
position may have to change with the introduction of more direct policies such as biofuel grants.

What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so

Fuel standards

12. The DfT have announced that they will introduce an RTFO at a 5% level by volume by 2010. This
falls well short of the indicative target set out in the Biofuels Directive, which stands at 5.75% by energy,
equating to a target by volume of over 8% by 2010. The ostensible reason for this conservative target is that
fuel standards and engine specifications will not allow a mix of more than 5% as a splash blended fuel. In
reality there are many other ways of introducing biofuels into the fuel pool, for example dedicated fleets for
both biodiesel and bioethanol, greater use of E85 flex fuel vehicles and greater use of biofuels in the UK’s
bus fleets.

13. If the Government will not move beyond 5% before fuel and engine specifications are adjusted
upwards, then it must expedite the procedures to permit these adjustments to 10% and beyond. This has
been advocated in the European Commission’s Biomass Action Plan (December 2005) and their Biofuels
Strategy (February 2006). The government should then ensure that the RTFO targets are set to at least 10%
by 2015 and 15% by 2020. With suYcient lead time this will allow adequate time for a turn over of the UK
vehicle pool without exposing policy to undue complexity.

A long term RTFO

14. As has been recognised in the acceptance of the principle of the RTFO, demand management must
play a central role in UK biofuels policy for the short to medium term. The Government should commit to
retaining the RTFO for at least as long as the Renewables Obligation in the electricity sector (2027). In
addition, the willingness of the oil industry to engage and support the introduction of biofuels will be crucial
to the success of the programme in the UK.

UK feedstock and land availability

15. Today the UK has suYcient crop surplus production of cereals and sugar that could be converted to
bioethanol to replace at least 5% of all the petrol used. Beyond this, crop yields are improving giving a larger
raw material volume year on year. Technologies are also being developed that will convert lignocellulosic
feedstock (woody biomass) into bioethanol to widen the production scope even more. Raw materials include
those parts of conventional crops that are not currently used for bioethanol production, wood wastes and
energy crops.

16. It should also be noted that there is also considerable potential for increased biofuel feedstock
production on currently available UK arable land. The DEFRA 2005 census states that the UK has a total
of 5.8 million hectares of land under arable production, with an additional 0.6 million hectares under set-
aside. If just 10% of this combined total were reserved for energy crops, (a reasonable long-term target) then
an additional 640,000 hectares could be made available, generating another 2 million tonnes of bioethanol.
This would be equivalent to an additional 10% of UK petrol substitution, over and above the 5% available
from exported surplus agricultural production (see above). Imports of either feedstocks or end product
would further add to this contribution. There is consequently potential for biofuels to substitute a highly
significant proportion of UK transport fuel in both short and medium term with equivalent climate change
benefits. For example, a combination of the above measures demonstrates that a bioethanol target of 20%
would be realistically achievable by 2020.
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What specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion
over the next decade

17. The Government have said that a number of key decisions will be taken in the context of the Budget
2006. These are:

— The level of the fuel duty rebate for 2008–09.

— The interim targets for the RTFO in 2008–09 and 2009–10, prior to the introduction of the 5%
RTFO target for 2010–11.

— An implied level of buy-out price (penalty to be paid in the event of non-compliance) for the
RTFO.

18. In order to stimulate investment in this new industry to bring transport sector emissions under
control, the Government must send a strong signal to the industry and must set bold targets. Our
recommendations for the targets required for the 2006 Budget are:

— Fuel duty rebate of 20 pence per litre for biofuels for 2008–09.

— Interim targets for the RTFO of 3% for 2008–09 and 4% for 2009–10.

— Confirmation of the 2010–11 target for the RTFO of 5%.

— An implied buy-out price for the RTFO of at least 30 pence per litre for a minimum of five years
from 2008–09 to 2012–13.

19. In addition the Government should:

— Introduce Enhanced Capital Allowances for biofuels plants as quickly as possible.

— Include flex-fuel vehicles in congestion charge concessions and the ECA scheme.

The role of the oil industry

20. The oil industry in the UK as represented by the UKPIA has stated that it will not be in a position
to sell bioethanol in the UK before 2009–10. They will not begin the process of converting their terminals
to use bioethanol until they have seen the Government’s legislation enacted. The DfT tell us this will not be
before autumn 2007 at the earliest. British Sugar would like to expand bioethanol production beyond our
first small plant to make a volume contribution to biofuels sales. However, without the oil majors as
customers this investment will be impossible. The DfT and Government should expedite the real
engagement of the major oil companies to ensure that investment in UK bioethanol production can go
ahead as soon as possible so that the much needed carbon reduction benefits in the road transport sector
can be captured.

Conclusion

21. The UK Government has been very slow to recognise the carbon benefits of renewable transport
fuels, in particular bioethanol. Other countries, notably Brazil, the USA and, in Europe, Sweden, France,
Germany and Spain have made real progress towards the use of biofuels, which are now delivering
significant climate change and environmental benefits as well as enhanced fuel security.

22. The UK is in danger of failing to achieve its medium or long-term climate change objectives because
emissions in the road transport sector are continuing to increase sharply.

23. Introduction of a substantial scale biofuels industry would help bring road transport emissions under
control thereby enabling the UK to meet its longer-term climate change objectives, and would also make a
substantial contribution to the nation’s fuel security.

24. British Sugar has already demonstrated its determination to take a lead in investing in bioethanol
production, and is willing to make additional investments to expand this capability providing an adequate
level of commitment and support is confirmed by the Government.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association BVRLA

Thank you for inviting us to comment on your recent inquiry into how the UK Government is working
to reduce carbon emissions from transport.

We do have concerns with the work being done by the Government regarding reducing emissions as there
appears to be a lack of clarity and commitment being shown which does not provide encouragement for
people to commit to cleaner vehicles. We cannot continue to emphasise just how imperative it is to oVer
clear signals to vehicle end users and the fuel industry to oVer them confidence to invest in vehicles,
technology and refuelling infrastructure.
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In particular, significant damage has been done to people’s confidence in alternative fuel programmes
following the disbandment of the previous incentives and subsidies for early adopters of “LPG”. The
Powershift programme was administratively cumbersome and onerous for our Members, this does not help
Government attract people to alternative fuel vehicles. Other issues with previous programmes have
included price practicality and sustainability, together with ease of access to service repair and maintenance
were key factors missing that fleet purchasers and users take into consideration when selecting a vehicle.

The Committee may be aware of the powerful and influential role tax and other fiscal incentives have been
proven to play in encouraging a greater use of technology that delivers reduced vehicle emissions. This to
date has helped deliver a notable improvement in the environmental performance of both road fuel gases
and conventionally fuelled vehicles.

For example, based on the figures from the Inland Revenue’s evaluation report the benefit in kind regime
for company cars introduced in 2001 has reduced emissions considerably.
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In the light of this we are surprised that Government is not doing more to encourage take up of EURO
IV commercial vehicles. Following the success of the tax incentives oVered to car drivers to encourage take
up of EURO IV cars we thought it would make sense for equivalent incentives to be oVered for commercial
vehicles. Especially given the complex technology required for commercial vehicles running on EURO IV.
Given the complicated nature of EURO IV we have recently been advising our Members to avoid this
technology due to the lack of incentives as there is no way for Members to recoup their costs in investing in
EURO IV.

Our view is that more could be done to encourage take up of cleaner vehicles through low emission zones
and future road charging schemes. It appears that all these proposals only penalise the worst oVending
vehicles rather than oVer incentives to the drivers of the cleaner vehicles. By oVering incentives to the drivers
of the cleanest vehicles this will encourage drivers to go beyond the minimum standard.

We believe the following factors should be taken into consideration when Government looks at how to
ways of reducing carbon emission from transport:

— Most of our Member’s customers will be tied into long-term vehicle hire contracts and will find it
financially punitive to terminate an agreement early. Thus, a clear strategy on the fiscal incentives
and support is imperative for any such long term planning and investment.

— Fleet policies and budgets are also medium to long term issues and key influencers need the
confidence and stability to make long term proposals and decisions.

— Dependant on the introduction of low emission zones and changes to both congestion charging
and road user-charging rules, we may see a greater movement or even renewed interest in these
programmes.

— The continuance of the fiscal environmental message of the “less you pollute, the less you pay”
principle is likely to result in the disposal of older vehicles. However, it must be noted that such
vehicles may not be replaced due to the cost of replacement with a newer vehicle.

We hope our comments prove helpful and provide a useful overview as to how Government could look
to reduce carbon emissions from road transport.

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by BT

Introduction

1. BT is pleased to have this opportunity to submit comments to the Committee’s Inquiry into Reducing
Carbon Emissions from Transport. The press release announcing the Inquiry suggests a number of topics
on which the Committee is seeking views, mostly relating to the performance of the DfT in relation to carbon
reduction targets. Rather than responding directly to the issues mentioned by the Committee, this input
looks at some ways in which communications technology can be used to avoid unnecessary journeys and,
thus, help reduce transport-related carbon emissions.

The Problem

2. The UK has the worst traYc congestion in Europe and it is growing. Moreover, traYc emissions are
a major contributory factor to climate change—the RAC estimates road transport makes up around 21%
of total man-made CO2 in the UK.

3. According to the RAC, the cost of traYc congestion could double in the next decade if the problem is
not addressed and others have argued that the UK transport crisis is deterring investors. The CBI has
estimated that congestion is costing employers £20 billion per annum and projected that £300 billion needs
to be invested over the next ten years in the UK transport system.

The Role of Technology

4. While additional investment is undoubtedly necessary, there is a consensus that no conceivable level
of construction would be able to satisfy potential demand for road space.

5. Technology oVers a way ahead. Technology underpins the London congestion charge and global
positioning satellites will be a fundamental part of road charging. GPS technology already allows transport
companies to track and more eYciently deploy their fleets. Radio-frequency-identity-disks (RFIDs) will
enable even smarter distribution. For cars, it is possible to envisage a future when most have GPS technology
linked to real-time traYc management systems that can dynamically alter routes and also direct drivers to
available parking spaces.

6. The UK collectively travels over 300 billion miles every year. Four-fifths of the miles are in cars and
taxis and almost three-fifths (59%) of these miles are accounted for by a combination of commuting (25%),
business mileage (15%), shopping trips (12%) and personal business (7%). A 10% reduction in these
categories would yield a 6% reduction in car and taxi mileage and BT believes that this is a realistic target
to substitute with communications technology. Achieving this target would represent a saving equivalent to
more than 14.5 billion miles per year, equal to about three years growth in car and taxi traYc at current rates.

7. A quarter of miles driven are commuting miles. Achieving a 10% reduction in this area will require a
commitment by employers to support and encourage appropriate flexible and remote working. Government
statistics show that in Spring 2005, around 2.4 million people in the UK (8% of the workforce) were
teleworkers, using a telephone and computer to carry out their work, double the rate in 1997. However, this
is still less than half the level achieved in countries like Sweden, Finland and the Netherlands and, indeed,
by BT itself. Research carried out by NOP in 2003 found that among internet users who travel to work every
weekday, 23% would like to have the option of working from home but that the proportion of employers
prepared to allow them to do so was lower, at 13%. BT estimates that commuting mileage could be reduced
by 10% if those people who do not currently work from home but would like to were permitted to do so.

8. Business mileage accounts for 15% of the total and BT also believes that 10% of this could be eliminated
by conferencing (audio, video and web). At the moment, less than 5% of the 1.9 million businesses in the
UK actively purchase phone conferencing for use across their businesses as a regular alternative to
travelling. Yet the savings are demonstrable: BT saved £129 million and avoided 47,000 tonnes of CO2

through such activity last year, for example. We believe Government departments should be setting an
example here, yet with 20% of the UK’s workforce, revenues from this area are very small—in the order of
5% of total revenues from conferencing.

9. Turning to shopping, which accounts for 12% of car and taxi mileage, the projected growth of e-
commerce shows the potential to deliver a 10% reduction in this area. NOP research shows that in December
2004, 24.0 million adults used the internet and 12.7 million (53%) of them made a personal purchase. An
earlier study showed that on average, an online purchase saved a journey of 9.1 miles by car, 7.1 after the
impact of substitutional journeys ie journeys made in place of trips saved. Of course some of these savings
are oVset by extra home deliveries but a lot of these vans would be rolling anyway. Moreover, the internet
has enabled some products like music, video, news and catalogues to be distributed digitally, thereby
eliminating the need for some physical distribution altogether.

10. Internet shopping accounts for around 10% of retail sales and it is bound to increase. More than half
(56%) of online shoppers expect to increases their purchases this year and just 7% of them expect to buy
less. Satisfaction with online shopping is extremely high, indicating that companies providing e-commerce
services are coping well with the increased volumes.
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11. It is plausible to assume that broadband facilitated travel substitution could reduce car usage for
personal business (7% of car mileage) by 10%. Many other car trips could also be impacted by activities such
as online banking, distance learning, telemedicine, video-telephony and video-on-demand.

12. There is some debate as to the extent to which travel substitution reduces congestion. There is some
evidence that there are compensatory journeys generated and that to an extent it shifts the problem in time
rather than solving it. However, time shifting alone is a great help in keeping congestion below a critical
level, beyond which delays increase disproportionately.

A Vision for the Future?

13. The OYce of Science and Technology’s Foresight Project: Intelligent Infrastructure Futures (IIF) has
provided a challenging vision on how we might move goods and people in the future. Information and
communication technology has an important role to play in this future vision and so it is essential that the
Government is coherent and co-ordinated in its follow-up work. This is particularly important given the
long term nature of transport and planning policies. It is also essential that stakeholders are involved fully
in the next steps phase of the IIF project.

14. It appears that many of DfT’s polices are “downstream” or “end of pipe” solutions, for example, the
use of ICT to make existing transport systems more eYcient. This is important but more attention should be
given to “upstream” solutions, such as reducing the need to travel through increased take up of teleworking.
Upstream solutions are not within the gift of DfT to deliver and so it is essential that the Government joins
up policymaking in a co-ordinated way across all departments, regions and local authorities.

15. Behavioural change is essential to reduce congestion, dependence on the car, limit the production of
carbon dioxide, conserve energy, etc. One way to promote behavioural change is to make information about
the real cost of activities available to people at the point of use and to provide viable alternatives to historic
behaviour. We need to make more use of ICT to bring together, process and distribute the information
required to help people manage their consumption and impact on the environment.

Conclusion

16. The congestion problem across the UK is real and getting worse. Road building and other traYc
management measures alone will not redress the balance, requiring all of us to examine alternative strategies.
Setting realistic targets for what can be achieved, together with a commitment to addressing the issue by all
and exploiting available technology, could pay real long term dividends. Tackling congestion by
encouraging substitution for travel would have the major benefit of reducing carbon emissions.

17. The Government needs to lead by example and view communications as a complimentary network
to traditional transport systems. A holistic integrated approach that leverages both the innovative
opportunities of technology and the motivation of users is essential.

18. Green travel policies should work in practice, not just be a tick in the box on a department or council’s
CSR strategy statement. One of the most diYcult areas to tackle may well be the practice of paying
employees for driving their private cars. This generates literally millions of miles of travel. High profile use
of video conferencing and targets for teleworking would send the right signals to other economic sectors.

19. Achieving a 10% reduction in commuting, business, shopping and personal business would deliver
an overall saving of 6% in car and taxi mileage undertaken, a significant contribution towards alleviating
both congestion and carbon emissions.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by Campaign to Protect Rural England Peak District & South Yorkshire Branch
(CPRE PDSY)

CPRE’s Role

CPRE exists to promote the beauty, tranquillity and diversity of rural England by encouraging the
sustainable use of land and other natural resources in town and country. TraYc can have a profound impact
on the countryside and people’s enjoyment of it. It is visually intrusive, noisy and intimidates pedestrians
and cyclists. It creates greenhouse gases which then impact indirectly though climate change on the
countryside.
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CPRE PDSY aims to

— protect and enhance the countryside by reducing the impact of surface and air traYc to

— enable people to access the countryside of South Yorkshire and the Peak District and ensure that
rural communities (including those without access to a car) are able to access services, without
compromising their unique environmental and cultural characteristics

— reduce the need to travel throughout South Yorkshire and the Peak District.

Committee Questions

The Committee asked for comments under the following headings:

1. What progress is the DfT making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the Ten
Year Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA,
Powering Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents?

2. Is the DfT’s carbon reduction target underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities; does the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives
(as revealed in its 2005 departmental report, Annex A) adequately reflect the environmental challenges it
faces?

3. What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related
carbon emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so; what specific steps the
department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion over the next
decade?

CPRE PDSY’s Comments to the Inquiry

We have responded to the Inquiry with our local and regional experience of the Highways Agency’s
contribution to the DfT targets.

Road transport contributes 20% of all CO2 emissions or 40 million tonnes of carbon (MtC) per year. The
Highways Agency’s traYc on the strategic highway network contributes about a third of all traYc. We have
been particularly concerned about trunk road improvements in our area due to the traYc, and consequently
carbon emission, increases that they would bring.

In July 2004, the DfT was given, with the DTI and DEFRA, a shared Public Service Agreement target
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 12.5% below 1990 levels and move towards a 20% reduction in CO2

emissions below 1990 levels by 2010.

We have seen no evidence of any contribution towards this target or of a coherent strategy from either
the Agency or the DfT to address this commitment. CPRE PDSY has been campaigning since November
20047 for an answer as to how the Highways Agency, as part of the DfT, would contribute towards reducing
CO2 emissions. As a committee member, we received a copy of The Changing Climate: Impact for the DfT.
This document identifies the climate changes that can be expected in the next 20–80yrs but concerns itself
only with the DfT’s adaptation to those changes by responding to existing, and preparing for future,
weather. We were told that the Agency is procuring 15% of its energy from renewable sources and saving
68Kt of carbon emissions through new lighting equipment.

The Agency’s Business Plan 2005–06 makes no reference to the need to reduce CO2 emissions but focuses
on relieving congestion through major improvements to the network, managing traYc and technological
advancements. Its trunk road programme was estimated by 2010 to generate 0.1Mt of carbon or five times
the emissions expected to be saved by increased rail passenger use, or the same as all the savings brought
about by local transport improvements.8

The Highways Agency’s Influencing Travel Behaviour programme aims to reduce congestion by changing
travel behaviour. The amount that would be spent on this is not made explicit in the Business Plan for
2005–06 but in 2004 it employed four people and had a budget of £50,000 to cover the whole of England.9
By contrast the Agency plans to spend £589 million on major improvements to the highway network.

Two examples in our Branch area demonstrate how the Agency continues to progress road schemes that
increase traYc and CO2 emissions. A bypass of the trunk road A57/A628—the Mottram Tintwistle
bypass—, has been planned since the late 1980s and progressed to draft line orders despite fundamental
changes to transport policy. The scheme would result in substantial increased traYc flows in the year of
opening. On some roads in the area traYc flows would increase by up to 124%. The bypass would not
contribute to reducing travel by private car and is predicted to increase CO2 emissions by an extra 4,669
tonnes/yr in 2010.10

7 Highways Agency Northern Environmental Committee meeting November 2004.
8 Transport 2010: The Background Analysis; fig 16, page 32; published April 2001.
9 Pers.comm. Ian Smith Highways Agency.
10 A57/A628 Mottram-Tintwistle Bypass & A628/A616 Route Restraint Measures Volume 2a, Table 8–13.
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In March 2005, the Secretary of State for the DfT announced on-line widening of sections of the M1 and
M62. According to the Appraisal Summary Tables, traYc levels on these motorways would rise from
111,302 AADT (Annual Average Daily TraYc) in 2004, to 148,999 AADT by 2014. These traYc increases
would be accompanied by a net increase in CO2 emissions of 136,938 tonnes/yr of CO2.

Although these outputs appear small (less than 0.02% and 0.6% respectively of national CO2 emissions)
these two trunk road schemes are but two schemes in a list of nearly 80 schemes. They would undermine the
achievement of Government policies and targets for reduction of carbon emissions, and investment in public
transport use and measures to change attitudes to behaviour which are essential if the UK is to meet its
CO2 targets.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by The Lord Clanmorris

THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF OLDER VERSUS NEWER VEHICLES TO CARBON
MONOXIDE (‘CO’) AND HYDROCARBON (‘HC’) EMISSIONS

AND

THE USE OF LOW COST TECHNOLOGY TO REDUCE CO, HC AND OTHER EMISSIONS

Very great strides have been taken to reduce emissions from new vehicles. According to the DfT study
“The Environmental Impact of Road Vehicles in Use” CO emissions from Euro 4 cars are 25 times less than
CO emissions from Pre Euro 1 cars and HC emissions from Euro 4 cars are 50 times less than HC emissions
from pre Euro 1 cars. In fact by the time Euro 5 standards are applied there will be very little scope for
additional reduction.

It is clear that for the short and medium term much more attention should be paid to reducing carbon
emissions from older vehicles. As the following figures from the UK show, older petrol fuelled cars, defined
as Pre Euro and Euro 1, represent 28.1% of the numbers but produce 67.6% of the CO and 82.2% of the
Hydrocarbons. Cars of Euro 2 & 3 standards (or higher) represent 71.9% of the numbers but only produce
32.4% of the CO and 17.8% of the Hydrocarbons.

Petrol Cars Polluting Relative Emissions by Euro 
Categories (%)
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Similar results have been shown in studies in France and Milan

The following data from Milan and from France shows that although cars older than 15 years represent
between 30% and 35% of the numbers they are responsible for between 60% and 70% of the pollution.
Similar results would be obtained from most other European Countries.
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Aged vehicles impact on traffic pollution
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Until now the only proven methods of reducing carbon emissions from older cars have been either to scrap
such vehicles or to use high cost retro-fit technology operating in the post combustion area of the vehicle
(gas recirculation, particulate filters, ammonia injections etc). The cost of such retro fit systems is usually in
excess of £1,500 plus several hours of labour cost.

Several countries in Europe have conducted successful experiments with a much lower cost technology
which operates in the pre combustion area of the vehicle. The cost of such a device is currently £250 (but
this cost would be reducible to £100 or less in large scale production). The fitting time is 30 minutes. The
device has in over 500 governmental test agency and end user tests has been proven to reduce emissions from
both diesel and petrol fuelled vehicles typically between 40% and 80%. This technology also has fuel saving
benefits and is applicable to motor cycles and two stroke engines (which are very polluting).

A large scale test with the above mentioned low cost retro fit device was carried in the north of Italy. The
charts set out below give the results of the tests and show the ability of low cost devices to upgrade older
vehicles to much higher Euro standards. The sample was composed of 237 petrol fuelled vehicles. 32% of
the 132 pre-Euro vehicles were upgraded to Euro 4 emission class and 89% of the 63 Euro 1 vehicles were
upgraded to the Euro 4 emission class. More than 90% of all other vehicles (Euro 2 and 3) were upgraded
to the Euro 4 emission class. Similar improvements were seen in 170 diesel fuelled vehicles.
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Pre-Euro Petrol Vehicles - Upgrade 
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Although the committee’s terms of reference are limited to HC, CO & CO2 the results of a long term test
in Hungary on diesel buses owned by Volan, (the former state owned bus company) could be of interest
because the tests were conducted over a very long period and the same technology can be applied to reduce
CO and HC in petrol fuelled vehicles.

The above tests were end user tests. However the results have been reproduced and replicated in strictly
controlled laboratory conditions by a test centre operated by KTI (the Hungarian Ministry of Transport)
and two centres in Italy (i) Stazione Sperimentale per i Combustibili (‘SSC’—the oYcial test centre
authorised by the Italian Ministry of Industry) and (ii) Elasis (an independent test centre owned by Fiat).
In the SSC test CO was reduced by 57.9% in the urban driving cycle and 61.5% in the extra urban driving
cycle. In the Elasis test in the urban driving cycle HC was reduced by 41.4% and CO reduced by 72.9%. There
was also a very significant reduction in fuel comsumption (25% in the urban driving cycle).

Of course the availability of low cost technology will not in itself do anything to reduce pollution.
Although local and central government can lead by example (as do some major distribution companies) the
vast majority of owners will not do anything unless there is an incentive. The main incentive would be the
introduction of many more low emission zones throughout the country and (in London) a reduced
congestion charge for lower emitting vehicles. It is significant that London black cabs are only now starting
to fit emission reduction devices (includind the above mentioned low cost device) because of the regulations
of the Public Carriage OYce department of Transport for London. This incentive will soon also soon apply
to lorries over 7.5 tonnes. The Mayor of London decided not to apply the regulations to private cars because
of the perceived cost implications. This was at a time when when low cost technology was not available. The
situation has now changed. A regulation stating than only light goods vehicles (and, if the political
implications were not perceived to be too great, cars too) with emissions equal or better than Euro 3 can
enter the Low Emission Zone would now be feasible. The administrative procedures to accompany such a
change and identify vehicles with improved emission standard have been proven in Italy.

CONCLUSION

The DEFRA Air Quality Strategy published in April 2006 did not address the issue of the relative
contribution of older and newer vehicles to emissions and in examining the various alternative strategies did
not take account of low cost pre-combustion retrofit technology. This needs to change.

Much wider introduction of low emission zones with exemptions for vehicles with retro fit technology
raising a vehicle’s standard to Euro 3 would make a major impact and the cost to commercial and private
vehicle owners would be minimal.
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Assumptions
Capacity: 10,9 Average Debit V (dm/3/second): 136,25 dm3/s
Average Rev: 1500 per minutes Time (t): 2.000 hours
Average Workload: 80.000 km/year Emission in Volume (Q): 981.000 m3
Average speed: 40 km/hour

Second Readings after Brazzi TWS Installation and Km accumulation (Winter Fuel)

Change in
PM

MIRA Weight
Km Km Value mg/ PM from Basic

Plate (Clock) Accumu- 2nd m3 Weight Reading
Number Date 31.03.2006 lation Reading (calculated) (Kg) (%)

AYA-125 31/03/2006 ND ND ND ND
CCV-401 31/03/2006 40.000 0,080 11 10,79 87,06
CCV-404 31/03/2006 73.700 0,470 75 73,35 58,69
CCV-434 31/03/2006 76.400 0,360 55 53,90 65,44
CCV-436 31/03/2006 75.400 0,130 18 17,45 90,01
CCV-438 31/03/2006 33.900 0,270 ND ND ND
CCV-439 31/03/2006 48.500 0,100 15 14,39 93,42 BEST
CCV-440 31/03/2006 64.100 0,100 14 13,58 83,32
CCV-441 31/03/2006 64.900 0,270 54 52,97 46,00 WORST
CCV-442 31/03/2006 44.600 0,210 33 32,76 83,94
CJL-029 31/03/2006 47.700 0,270 38 36,89 64,18
FLW-025 31/03/2006 ND ND ND ND ND
FLW-030 31/03/2006 35.390 0,260 35 34,43 76,60
FLW-032 31/03/2006 66.300 0,160 22 21,35 74,10
FLW-042 31/03/2006 53.900 0,240 33 32,51 55,81

Average (of all buses that
completed the test) 55.753 34 32,86 72,38%

REDUCTION

Memorandum submitted by CPRE WM

This evidence considers briefly the information feeding into the Department for Transport from the West
Midlands region. We do not have evidence relating to other regions, but we are concerned that poor advice
from this region (specifically in relation to the Regional Energy Strategy) could lead to a lack of proper
understanding of the impact of regional investment programmes (such as Regional Funding Allocations)
on Carbon Emissions. As a result we are concerned that Climate Change considerations may not play an
adequate role when it comes to infrastructure projects such as the M6 Expressway in StaVordshire and
Cheshire.

Regional Energy Strategy

In 2004 the Regional Energy Strategy was published for the West Midlands by the Regional Assembly.
CPRE WM was specifically involved in the Renewable Energy Working Group. Our response to the
Strategy (attached) [not printed] highlighted concern about the transport data, and also highlighted the fact
that the predicted growth in aviation had not been taken into account. This would have had a negative
impact on CO2 emissions.

The transport element of the strategy was developed by a working group of transport planners for the
region. They were already responsible for developing the Regional Transport Priorities and strategies for
the region which were driven by the Department’s congestion and economic goals and by the political views
of regional and local politicians. Unlike most of the people involved in developing other elements of the
strategy, carbon reduction was also not their main expertise.

Not surprisingly the recommendations in the transport section did not challenge those priorities or
strategies. However, what was of particular concern were the claims the strategy made of reductions in CO2

emissions and the lack of a clear basis for them. These are detailed in the attached response [not printed].
The strategy concluded that stabilisation of emissions would be possible by 2010 leading to a reduction in
CO2 by 2020 of 0.7 mt (7%).
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The strategy claimed that this conclusion was based on the outputs of the three main multi modal studies
in the region, at the time the best widescale examination of transport impacts across the region. However,
all the Multi-Modal Studies assumed overall increases in CO2 emissions whether or not their strategies were
implemented and only the West Midlands Multi-Modal Study assumed a reduction even in the increase of
emissions as a result of their strategy. They all took account of improved vehicle technology.

The Energy Strategy’s specific assertion that the West Midlands study proposals would reduce emissions
to 1996 levels is wrong and is not supported by the study itself, which predicts a 6% rise in emissions. This
is based on a flaw of assuming that if congestion reduced to 1996 levels emissions would also do so. This is
clearly not the case since the overall level of traYc has risen.

Furthermore, when the strategy was produced it was already apparent that many of the non-road building
options in the Multi-Modal Studies were unlikely to be delivered as compared to the road building options,
and that there were uncertainties about the deliverability of charging regimes and behavioural change levels.
All of which meant that in reality the parts of the Multi Modal Studies one would expect to lead to CO2

reductions were exactly the parts not being delivered.

As a result of this it is almost impossible to see how the conclusion in the West Midlands Energy Strategy
as regard transport can be supported.

M6 Expressway

One of the specific results of this is that the conclusions of the West Midlands-North West Multi Modal
Study (Midman), which recommended widening the M6 in StaVordshire and Cheshire as part of a wider
package of measures, are now being used to support either widening that motorway or a new M6
Expressway toll road.

In fact the Midman Study said “a degree of subjective judgement” was required in determining whether
that option was better than the non-widening package. It also concluded that the only option which reduced
the growth in CO2 emissions was the non-widening package.

Furthermore the rest of the recommendations in Midman are in many cases not being pursued and in some
cases important “base case” elements are actually being lost (such as rail services between Walsall and StaVord)

Nor is the Department now prepared to consider the alternative non-widening option which Midman
identified as delivering the required M6 reliability. Stephen Ladyman, the Minister responsible, specifically ruled
out the non-widening option when he visited StaVord earlier this year and that has been confirmed by letter.

Aviation

As well as looking at surface transport, which the energy strategy did consider, CPRE WM also
specifically undertook to assess the impact of including the growth of aviation in the West Midlands
predicted in the White Paper on the Strategy. Our work suggested that the aviation emissions would
eliminate all the gains that strategy produced. Our technical paper is attached explaining the reasoning
behind this [not printed].

Regional Funding Allocations

More recently the process by which regional priorities for transport have been set has been the Regional
Funding Allocations bids. These have now gone into Government. In our case the methodology was
developed by Ecotec and Faber Maunsell for the Regional Assembly. We have criticised both the lack of
openness of this process and the level to which it uncritically relied (particularly in relation to environmental
impacts) on the information from local authority promoters.

The West Midlands Regional Prioritisation Framework is largely an examination of the cost- benefit and
other economic impacts of a scheme. It does examine the environmental impact, but the process appears
to be subjective and is certainly opaque to outsiders. Carbon emissions are only one element among a list
of nine.

The resulting supporting information from the consultants simply lists individual schemes in terms of
positive, negative or neutral environmental impact. There is no way of identifying climate change impacts
of individual scheme. The submission to the Secretary of State, which resulted from this process, did not
refer to Climate Change impacts and there was no discussion of them at the Regional Assembly’s Transport
Partnership, Planning Partnership or the Regional Assembly itself when the list of schemes was discussed.

Nor was there any wider assessment of the overall Climate Change impacts of the set of schemes
prioritised beyond whatever individual material was submitted to the consultants by promoters of
individual schemes.

In our view the list is over-dominated by road schemes, including a number of controversial bypasses, and
we have recently written to the Secretary of State for Transport raising these concerns. But, in particular,
we question how he can properly judge the Climate Change implications of the schemes.
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Our concern that much that was in the Multi-Modal Studies which might reduce emissions was not being
pursued strongly enough, is also underlined by the schemes which have been recommended by the Regional
Funding Allocations process.

The Committee may wish to examine to what extent these deficiencies can be rectified when the list reaches
the Department for Transport and to what extent Climate impacts will be critically assessed in determining
allocations of Regional Funding for transport.

Conclusions

In our view three is a lack of expertise on the relationship between Climate Change issues and transport
within the West Midlands region.

This means there has been a lack of critical examination of transport policies and proposals in relation
to Climate Change emissions.

This has led to a lack of firm information at all levels of decision making to judge Climate Change
implications of transport decisions.

At present we do not see any champion of the Climate Change issue who has the political authority to
challenge transport decisions in the region which increase emissions. Indeed, much of the real eVort in terms
of reducing CO2 emissions has been directed towards other sectors other than transport, while transport
policy has carried on with little regard for its Climate Change implications.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Carplus Trust

1. Carplus

1.1 Carplus is the national charity promoting responsible car use. The main focus of the organisation’s
work is the promotion, development and support of car clubs within a context of other supportive demand
management measures. By facilitating access to a car when it is the most appropriate mode of travel for a
given journey the presence of a car club enables individuals, households and businesses to give up ownership
of privately owned vehicles and makes the alternative choices more transparent and understandable.

1.2 Car clubs are proven to reduce the environmental impact of the private car. Data from overseas is
now being replaced from that found in UK car clubs to demonstrate a cut in mileage driven by car club
members, a corresponding increase in use of public transport along with more walking and cycling.

1.3 Through a national programme, developing a national network of car clubs, fully integrated with
public transport, significant carbon (and other GHG) emissions could be achieved at a relatively low cost
and in a relatively short time scale.

2. What is a Car Club?

2.1 Car clubs come in a range of shapes and sizes. From small community groups to large commercially
run operations, car clubs provide access to a car without the need to own one. They are a form of short term,
community or workplace based, easy access car hire.

2.2 Car clubs enable individuals and households to retain the benefits of a car when it is needed, without
the hassle and expense of owning one. When used by businesses they enable substantial cost savings to be
made through the reduction of the company pool fleet and the personal mileage allowances paid for private
car use.

2.3 Once an individual or corporate member has joined the car club, the vehicle can be booked on-line,
by telephone or from within the car for as short a period as thirty minutes, up to a few days hire. The car
is unlocked using a smart card, and a PIN is required to switch oV the vehicle immobiliser. In some instances
organisations may block book one or more cars for the working day, thus ensuring access to their employees
as required.

3. National Network Proposal

3.1 Outline

3.1.1 Car clubs have grown in the UK from a standing start in 1998 to a current position of 30 car clubs
across the country with 6,000 members using 300 cars. New clubs will be launched in several cities during
this year. The great majority of these clubs have been established with support from Carplus—and funded
through one or other public source. Car clubs will continue to grow slowly and steadily if there is no further
intervention from local or national government. However to ensure the carbon benefits are maximised as
speedily as possible the managed growth of a national network is essential.
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3.1.2 The network will see an investment in the infrastructure through promoting integrated telematics in
the vehicles (with potential tie-ins to Road User Charging and Pay-as-you-drive insurance) and also through
provision of appropriate parking bays for the vehicles. It will be established by a team of oYcers building
strategic partnerships with key national industries and also with local and regional stakeholders.

3.1.3 The proposed network will deliver extensive coverage of the UK within a four year period. The
anticipated membership at the end of that period is 200,000 users. However, once established, the car club
network will continue to recruit users at little or no cost to the Government. Carplus calculates that the one
million mark will be reached by 2015.

3.2 Benefits

3.2.1 The benefits of the national network include a reduction in congestion and parking requirements,
increased public transport patronage and health gains through higher take up of walking and cycling. Car
clubs, when introduced into workplace and residential travel plans also enhance the benefits achieved by
these measures. There is an additional benefit of increasing access to a car for those suVering transport
poverty. This arguably has the potential for undermining the other benefits, though in reality this is usually
slight and is a matter of social justice.

3.2.2 The main benefit for the purpose of this memorandum is the potential cut in carbon emissions and
will be examined in the following section.

3.3 Constraints

3.3.1 The constraints on the development of the national network are real. Key amongst them is the lack
of resources to build the network. Carplus estimates that a one-oV investment in the region of £20
million–£25 million over a four year period will ensure the network will be developed. This amount is less
than the sum needed to widen the M1 by one lane along a mile of its length.

3.3.2 Tackling the financial constraint will enable other obstacles to be overcome. Carplus have
frequently played the role of honest broker—bringing together the stakeholders in a location to assess the
potential and to deliver the club. The requirement of suitable parking locations is a further diYculty in
development of a club, and the resources to fund the necessary TRO/TMO processes will help resolve
problems encountered in this process.

3.3.3 A second constraint is the attitude to the car. Unlike many initiatives in demand management car
clubs are not perceived to be a threat to car users. They are not an “anti-car” measure. Paradoxically they
eVect a reduction in car use through the provision of vehicles. Nevertheless in the UK, as elsewhere in the
world, the ambition to own a car, and to own successively better cars, is high. This aspirational constraint
can be lessened by the introduction of a range of vehicles in a car club fleet, alongside an information
programme outlining the benefits of vehicle usage as opposed to ownership.

4. Potential Carbon Savings

4.1 The potential for reducing carbon emissions from car use is significant, and is achieved through a
combination of two complementary consequences of car clubs.

4.2 Mileage reduction.

4.2.1 Data already collected in the UK show an average reduction in mileage driven by car club users to
be in the region of 40%. Further information indicates that in some cases the reduction amongst members is
moving towards the EU figures of 70%. This is achieved through a combination of modal shift, and journey
reductions. The carbon savings are further enhanced by evidence that car club journeys are on average
longer than privately owned journeys, thus reducing the proportion of “cold engine” driving, with its higher
emissions. Further carbon savings are achieved through the replacement of older poorly maintained vehicles
with modern, well maintained, and possibly environmentally fuelled vehicles.

4.2.2 Carplus have calculated, on mileage reduction alone, that with 200,000 members in four years the
carbon saving will be at least 102,000 tonnes (178,000 using EU reduction figures). By 2015 Carplus expects
the carbon savings to be between 510,000 (UK) and 893,000 (EU) tonnes of carbon per annum. This will
be a year on year saving at no further cost to the public purse.

4.3 Fleet reduction.

4.3.1 Additional carbon reductions can be achieved through the reduction of the private car fleet. Data
in the UK indicates that for each car club vehicle placed the privately owned fleet is reduced by 5.5 vehicles.
At present the actual carbon savings in respect to the embodied carbon for this reduction is not available,
though Carplus is undertaking research, funded by Defra, to ascertain the whole lifecycle carbon reductions
through implementing car clubs.
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5. Summary

5.1 The carbon reduction targets set by the UK government are laudable, and the contribution attempted
by the Department of Transport in reducing total vehicle emissions is a step on the way to mitigating some
of the worst impacts of global warming.

5.2 There are a number of complementary steps that should be pursued, including increased investment
in technological improvements in fuel and engines, and the introduction of demand management tools such
as Road User Charging.

5.3 The purpose of this memorandum is to demonstrate that establishing a national network of car clubs
has the potential to realise significant reductions in carbon emissions from vehicles at a relatively low cost
and in a relatively short time frame.

5.4 In producing this memorandum Carplus have aimed for brevity at the expense of detail. The
organisation is very happy to provide more detailed evidence and to arrange a demonstration of a working
car club if required.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)

The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) is responsible for promoting and
supporting basic, strategic and applied research within its remit for the benefit of the UK. The EPSRC
mission is:

— to promote and support, by any means, high quality basic, strategic and applied research and
related postgraduate training in engineering and the physical sciences;

— to advance knowledge and technology, and provide trained engineers and scientists, to meet the
needs of users and beneficiaries thereby contributing to the economic competitiveness of the
United Kingdom and the quality of life of its citizens; and

— to provide advice, disseminate knowledge, and promote public understanding in the fields of
engineering and the physical sciences.

The EPSRC currently invests around £500 million a year in a broad range of subjects—from mathematics
to materials science, and from information technology to structural engineering.

The Council operates to meet the needs of industry and society by working in partnership with universities
to invest in people and scientific discovery and innovation. The knowledge and expertise gained maintains
a technological leading edge, builds a strong economy and improves people’s quality of life.

The work of EPSRC is complementary to other research investors including other Research Councils,
government agencies, industry and the European Union. The Council actively engages in and encourages
partnerships and collaborations across disciplines, boundaries and the world.

EPSRC also actively promotes public engagement in science, engineering and technology.

We would like to take this opportunity to draw your attention to key research projects supported by the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) directly relevant to your inquiry.

Grant Title Grant value Academic Lead Research Description

Green Logistics £2,117,310 Dr AE Whiteing, Freight transport is a significant source of
Institute of air pollution, carbon dioxide emissions,
Transport Studies, accidents, noise and vibration. This research
Leeds programme will examine a range of ways of

reducing its environmental impact, many of
which will also cut the cost of distribution.
The main part of the programme will
comprise a series of separate, but inter-
linked, modules focusing on measures that
companies can adopt to make their
logistical operations more “green”. The four
year programme aims to identify and
evaluate a range of measures and
technologies with the assistance of a group
of partner companies which are heavily
involved in various aspects of logistics. It
will aim to provide answers to some of the
critical questions facing companies and
governments that wish to make the
distribution of goods more economically
and environmentally sustainable.
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Grant Title Grant value Academic Lead Research Description

UK Sustainable £3,481,041 Dr T Mays, SHEC will target many of the forefront
Hydrogen Energy Chemical fundamental, multidisciplinary research
Consortium (SHEC) Engineering, challenges in the production, storage,

University of Bath distribution and utilization of hydrogen. In
addition, we will study the feasibility and
acceptability of sustainable hydrogen as an
energy carrier through a range of socio-
economic projects, ranging from the public
awareness and acceptability of hydrogen,
impact analyses and regulatory issues.

Platform Grant to £441,898 Professor MC Bell, Research will focus on the following areas:
Support the Leeds Institute of (i) to assess the variability of driver
Health Air Quality Transport Studies, behaviour within urban environments and
Noise and Emissions University of its influence on junction design and
Research Network Leeds emissions (ii) to provide an integrated
(LANTERN) modelling platform and to extend the

micro-simulation models to the prediction
of secondary pollutants, (iii) to utilise the
tools developed to investigate the influence
of a range of traYc management and
intelligent transport strategies, whilst
including the influence of model
uncertainties on the confidence of
predictions made (iv) to investigate the
factors influencing the toxicological eVects
of urban particulates matter and their
dependence on traYc sources and
atmospheric processes, (v) to develop noise
modelling tools that are capable of
representing individual noise sources within
the urban environment and therefore of
informing methods for noise abatement.

Impact Of Climate £72,228 Dr R Noland, Changes in atmospheric conditions due to
Change On UK Air Department of climate change will interact with air travel
Transport Civil and both in terms of how air travel aVects

Environmental climate and how these impacts can be
Engineering, minimized in the future. For example,
Imperial College changes in atmospheric conditions will
London aVect the probability of contrails being

formed by aircraft. This has major
implications for climate change as contrails
and the formation of cirrus clouds have
been found to increase warming of the
earth’s atmosphere (ie, by increasing
radiative forcing). One way of dealing with
these impacts is by changing flight
trajectories, for example by flying lower or
flying to avoid the atmospheric conditions
that create contrails. This research will
allow both the government and the airline
industry to finds ways to reduce the impact
of the aviation sector on climate change.

Air Quality In £112,556 Professor D Emissions from aeroplanes disperse as a
Airport Approaches: Raper, result of processes additional to those active
Impact Of Emissions Environmental in the ambient atmosphere. A lateral
From Aircraft In and Geographical diVusion is eVected in the aeroplane wake.
Ground Run and Sciences, It is proposed here to develop an eye-safe
Flight Manchester Lidar system at the University of

Metropolitan Manchester Institute of Science and
University Technology (UMIST), and deploy it in an

experiment at a major civil airport (that of
Manchester). Particulates and aerosols in
the aircraft exhausts will cause a
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Grant Title Grant value Academic Lead Research Description

backscattering of the Lidar beam. The
capacity to sweep the beam rapidly in either
the elevation or azimuth will exist, yielding
near-instantaneous spatial maps of the
scattering. Supporting spectroscopic data
will be obtained remotely by UMIST and
Cambridge University, revealing NON
concentrations integrated along both
horizontal and vertical lines of sight. The
data will be used to validate the vortex-
transport model, and to reveal the
characteristics of the dispersion from
aircraft in ground-eVect.

A Highly Modular £763,405 Dr AW Schafer, The proposed research aims to go beyond the
Systems Model For Architecture, isolated eVorts of atmospheric scientists and
Integrated University of travel demand modellers and engineers and
Assessment Of Cambridge build a set of loosely connected models,
Aircraft Emissions capable of performing integrated policy

analysis. The highly modular system will allow
to easily exchange and test diVerent model
components for other research groups,
government, and industry. The proposed
model system oVers a wide range of integrated
policy analyses, ranging from economic
measures (eg the introduction of various types
of taxes) over technology measures (eg new
engines with lower nitrogen oxide emissions) to
operational measures (eg change in flight
routings and cruise altitude) and their global
and local atmospheric impacts.

Centre for Rail £4,209,264 Professor W As part of the portfolio of projects forming
Systems Research Powrie. School of the Centre for Rail Systems Research, the
(RRUK) Civil Engineering power futures project conducted

and The preliminary analysis on some of the possible
Environment, future power and fuel combinations with
University of regard to their economic and environmental
Southampton characteristics. The model shows that

significant reductions in specific CO2

emissions can be achieved using diVerent
fuel chains in conjunction with the new
technologies. In comparison with a diesel
ICE base case, emissions can be reduced by
as much as "80% under diVerent scenarios.
Hybridisation, electrification and the use of
fuel cells all oVer promising benefits.
However, many of these options oVer
significant increases in cost for the near
term, of up to 30%.

Lean Powertrain £303,227 and Dr S Akehurst, To achieve future emissions and fuel
Development £249,657 Mechanical consumption targets such that the Diesel
(LPDev) Engineering, can be classified as “clean”, a range of low

University of Bath polluting technologies are being
developed. These technologies can be very
expensive and complex to control, they
also interact with each other and
sometimes the combination may not have
the overall potential that was first
envisaged. This project aims to use
computer models to simulate the
performance of modern Diesel engines and
the vehicle in which they are fitted. We
plan to use these models such that will
“interact” and “talk” with one another
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Grant Title Grant value Academic Lead Research Description

with some degree of intelligence such that
they can identify the likely technology
winners without the need for a lot of time
consuming test work.

PLATFORM: £386,419 Professor W The proposed research is aimed at
Computational Jones, providing a platform for the development
Combustion Department of of computationally based modelling
Engineering Mechanical techniques, based on Large Eddy

Engineering, Simulation (LES), for the prediction of
Imperial College turbulent combusting flows, which will
London contribute to the development of future

technology for sustainable energy with
improved eYciency and reliability.

Platform: Future £435,168 Professor R It will be necessary, in the next five to 10
Propulsion Systems Singh, School of years, to define new propulsion systems
Thermodynamic Engineering, and aircraft that will allow us to fly with
Performance Cranfield much less damage to the atmosphere. The
Research University proposed research is aimed at providing

some of the tools and the knowledge into
where the best solutions may lie. We
therefore seek to bring together several
futuristic components into advanced
engines. There are a very large number of
possibilities, including safe “explosions”
within an engine, combining advances in
electricity generators, heat exchangers and
pulsating flows. In addition to this,
“intelligent” engines and airframes will be
examined; these are expected to physically
change shape to suit diVerent parts of the
flight.

RHOLAB— £225,713 Dr DA Stone, Aims
Reliable, Highly Electronic and — To extend significantly the life of a
Optimised, Lead Electrical lead acid battery pack and improve its
Acid Battery Engineering, energy conversion eYciency.

University of — To reduce the scatter of nominally
SheYeld identical cells, establish optimum cell

charge equalisation and conditioning
strategies based on an accurate,
dynamic state-of-charge (SoC) model.

— To realise a battery that incorporates
thermal management, fault tolerance
and safety features.

The research findings will benefit in
society in general, since the availability of
low cost, long cycle life battery technology
will accelerate the adoption of low
emission hybrid vehicles, and hereby
reduce pollution and energy consumption.

Zero Emission Small £186,218 Dr N Schofield, Aims
vehicle with Electrical and — Research, develop, build and test/
integrated high Electronic evaluate a “zero” emission black-cab
Temperature battery Engineering, The taxi powered by hydrogen fuel using a
and FUel CelL University of small Proton Exchange Membrane
(ZESTFUL) Manchester (PEM) fuel cell, sized for cruise power

demands, integrated with a high
power battery.

The heart of this project, and the most
important innovative element, is the
electrical integration of a small hydrogen
fuelled PEM fuel cell with a maximum
power output of 8kWe together with a
high temperature “Zebra” battery of
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40kWe, providing a complete power
source for the traction and passenger
heating/cooling of a small/medium sized
vehicle, in this project the application is
aimed at the taxi market.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by English Nature and the Landscape, Access and Recreation Division of the
Countryside Agency

1. Introduction

A new organisation, Natural England, is being created (from 1 October 2006) with responsibility to
conserve and enhance the value and beauty of England’s natural environment and promote access,
recreation, and public well-being for the benefit of today’s and future generations.

The creation of the new organisation, Natural England, has already begun, with English Nature (EN), the
Landscape, Access and Recreation division of the Countryside Agency (LAR), and the Rural Development
Service (RDS) working together as partners. Since April 2005, this partnership has been working together
to deliver joint outcomes and pave the way for Natural England, whilst continuing to deliver their separate
and respective statutory duties:

— English Nature is the independent Government agency that champions the conservation of wildlife
and geology throughout England;

— The Rural Development Service is the largest deliverer of the England Rural Development
Programme and a range of advisory and regulatory rural services; and

— The aim of the Countryside Agency’s Landscape, Access and Recreation division is to help
everyone respect, protect and enjoy the countryside.

This submission has been produced jointly by English Nature and the Countryside Agency’s Landscape,
Access and Recreation division who are now working with the Rural Development Service to create Natural
England, a new agency for people, places and nature. On this occasion, the Rural Development Service has
not contributed to this joint submission.

2. Summary

— English Nature and the Countryside Agency welcome this inquiry and the Environmental Audit
Committee’s stated intention to put climate change at the centre of its work.

— The Government is not on schedule to meet its own domestic carbon dioxide reduction target and
is heading for a 14% rather than a 20% reduction by 2010, as acknowledged by the Department
for Transport (DfT) in its Annual Report for 2005. From a transport perspective, fiscal measures,
the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO) and other technologies will help deliver some
carbon savings but the challenge for DfT is that the growth in vehicle numbers and the distance
people are travelling (by road and air) mean that any improvements will be negated by these trends.

— Climate change must be a central concern of transport policy but a coherent DfT strategy doesn’t
appear to be in place. All of the policies being pursued should serve to help deliver DfT’s agreed
priorities and objectives but those serving to meet an increasing demand for travel are working
against carbon reduction rather than for it.

— Work to deliver DfT’s PSA target for climate change appears to receive a disproportionately small
amount of the department’s overall expenditure. “Minimising the impact of transport on the
environment” only receives 0.5% of the administration resources and expenditure for 2005–06.

— Examples of measures that DfT could introduce by 2010 include auditing the Transport
Innovation Fund (TIF) and Community Infrastructure Fund (CIF) schemes to ensure that they
do not generate high levels of emissions and rolling out the sustainable towns initiative to a larger
number of towns. By 2020 DfT could introduce road user charging regimes to address emissions
through the charging methodology or through revenue raising to oVset eVects on emissions. It
could also ensure that any new motorway widening is accompanied by measures to “lock in”
the benefits.

— DfT must build on its work to date and implement a more stringent and wide-ranging package of
measures to further reduce carbon emissions over the next decade. These include fiscal policies,
alternative fuels, modal shift, smarter choices, better information, regional strategies and measures
to tackle emissions from aviation.
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3. General Comments

English Nature and the Countryside Agency welcome this inquiry and the opportunity to submit views.
We support the Environmental Audit Committee’s stated commitment to put climate change “at the centre
of its work”. Climate change is a critical policy issue at a global scale because it poses potentially
catastrophic threats to the natural environment in all its forms and will have major economic and social
consequences too. Transport is a significant contributor to carbon dioxide emissions and is also responsible
for the emission of a variety of other greenhouse gases including methane, nitrous oxide and
hydrofluorocarbons.

The transport sector is the second largest source of greenhouse gases in the UK and its emissions are
rising. Carbon dioxide emissions rose by 8% for road transport between 1990 and 2003 and are projected
to rise by a further 9% by 2010. There has been a 35% increase in carbon dioxide emissions from domestic
air transport between 1990 and 2002. These increases are counter to total UK greenhouse gas emissions
which have fallen by 14% between 1990 and 2003. Transport does not compare well with most other sectors,
many of which have achieved significant reductions. For example, carbon dioxide emissions between 1990
and 2002 fell by 16% for the business sector, 29% for the public sector and 17% for the industrial sector. The
projections for transport’s emissions in the medium to longer term are potentially even more pessimistic.
One recent report for DfT indicated that transport emissions of carbon dioxide will rise by 35% between
1990 and 2030 under the “business as usual” scenario. It is vital therefore that measures are taken to curb
transport’s significant and increasing contribution to climate change.

We recognise that:

1. The Government, through DfT, has shown commitment to addressing some of the negative
environmental impacts from transport and greenhouse gas emissions; and

2. existing policy measures have helped to achieve some levelling oV of emissions despite increases in
traYc flows. However, trends such as increased car ownership, the preference for larger, more polluting cars
and increased distance travelled are outweighing the gains from cleaner technology and thus are
exacerbating the challenge for the UK Government.

4. What Progress is the DfT Making against Key Carbon Reduction Targets or Forecasts?

As is well recorded and noted above, the transport sector is the second largest source of carbon dioxide
emissions in the UK and in 2003 was responsible for 23% of total domestic emissions. It is also well-known
that aviation is the fastest growing source of carbon dioxide. Although not a focus for this inquiry this is
an issue which requires urgent attention and a shift in the current policy position and framework. The review
of the Air Transport White Paper later in 2006 provides an opportunity to do this.

Total UK greenhouse gas emissions in 2003 were some 14% below 1990 levels and are forecast to fall to
around 21% of 1990 levels by 2010. The UK is therefore on course to meet its Kyoto commitment to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5% between 2008–12. These reductions have been mainly driven by
restructuring the energy sector and pollution control measures in the industrial sector and have occurred
despite an increase in emissions from the transport sector. The Government, however, is not on target to
meet its own domestic target of a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2010 as acknowledged by
DfT in its Annual Report for 2005.

Fiscal measures, the RTFO, the fuel eYciency labelling scheme for cars and new vehicle technologies will
help alleviate the problem but the challenge for DfT is that:

1. The number of vehicles on the roads is growing with half a million being added to the existing pool of
26 million vehicles every year; and

2. People are using their vehicles more.

This growth in vehicle numbers and the increase in the distance people are travelling by car and aeroplane
means that any improvements which can be made will be negated by these trends. It is of concern that
motorists are choosing to buy larger, less fuel-eYcient vehicles even though much greener cars are now
available in the market place. An important issue therefore is the need to influence consumers’ choices,
behaviour and ultimately their lifestyles.

5. Is the DfT’s Carbon Reduction Target Underpinned by a Coherent Strategy Stretching across
the Department’s Entire Range of Activities?

Climate change must be a central concern of transport policy for the reasons outlined above but it is not
apparent from DfT’s “Delivering better transport—Priorities for 2005–06 to 2007–08” that a coherent
strategy for tackling emissions is in place. Ideally, climate change reduction should be an overarching policy
objective which can be taken forward through a variety of policy measures. As presented, it is lost within a
cluster of objectives which include “minimising the impact of transport on the environment”.
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All of the policies being pursued should serve to help deliver the agreed priorities and objectives. This is
not the case, however, as the policies to meet an increasing demand for travel are working against carbon
reduction rather than working for it. For example, chapter 4 of DfT’s current Business Plan includes a
priority to deliver growth in the aviation sector and specifically to support the construction of a second
runway at Stansted by 2012. Airport expansion must be curbed as this is incompatible with the UK’s
commitment to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

The expansion of the road building programme since the 10 Year Transport Plan is also incompatible
with the UK’s commitment to reduce carbon dioxide. The 1994 SACTRA report on trunk roads and the
generation of traYc concluded that building new roads generate additional traYc—a conclusion borne out
by the 2005 Movement Study of the Newbury bypass (prepared by Atkins consultants for West Berkshire
Council) which shows town centre peak flow traYc levels returning to pre-bypass levels. Transport policy
should be aiming to minimise the provision of new roadspace, and where it is provided, lock in the benefits
in order to reduce traYc generation. The current feasibility study into a tolled motorway to be built parallel
to the M6 between Manchester and Birmingham (the M6 Expressway) is an example of a scheme that is
being investigated by DfT, despite the concerns of all four statutory environmental bodies that the scheme
will cause significant traYc generation, and therefore increase emissions, as well as the other environmental
impacts from construction and use.

The recent rejection of three light rail schemes and the lack of plans to expand the rail network may also
undermine other policy attempts to encourage modal shift and reduce reliance on private vehicles. The issue
of cost increases for major schemes is significant and must be dealt with to ensure value for money across
both public transport and road building schemes. However, a strong commitment to supporting public
transport schemes, combined with strict conditions regarding the approval of road schemes will encourage
local authorities and regional bodies to favour public transport over road building.

The recent VIBAT study shows that technology is unlikely to reduce transport emissions unaided and
that changes to travel behaviour can make a significant contribution. We would support an increased
commitment to changing travel behaviour because the impacts of increased reliance on cars, longer journeys
and increasing expectations of mobility will have other unsustainable consequences for the environment,
even if vehicles and construction are switched to low or no emission models. Changing travel behaviour will
reduce congestion and the need for additional road capacity and car parking, reduce the severance and visual
intrusion caused by traYc and could improve human health and well-being if levels of walking and cycling
are increased.

6. Does the Current Balance of Expenditure between the DfT’s Objectives Adequately Reflect the
Environmental Challenges it Faces?

On paper it would appear as though DfT’s PSA Objective three (which includes a target to reduce
greenhouse gas and carbon emissions) receives a disproportionately small amount of the department’s
overall expenditure. In fact, we were surprised to discover that the objective of “minimising the impact of
transport on the environment” only receives 0.5% of the department’s administration resources and
expenditure for 2005–06. Given that there is a specific PSA target to reduce greenhouse gases we would have
expected there to have been a ring-fenced budget allocated for this work alone. It is also apparent that the
level of expenditure has not grown markedly and for 2006–07 and 2007–08 is less than it was in 2002–03.
We would also prefer to see the main objective reframed around reducing the need to travel rather than
balancing the need to travel with other quality of life, safety and environmental considerations.

7. What Realistically could the DfT Achieve by 2010 and 2020 in Terms of Reducing Transport-
related Carbon Emissions, and the Role that Demand Management should Play in doing so?

Slower traYc growth and continued fuel eYciency improvements are expected to produce a fall in road
traYc carbon dioxide emissions of around 5% between 2010 and 2015 with further falls thereafter, so there
is some prospect of the situation improving. However, other short-term actions will be required to ensure
delivery of the PSA target by 2010 and beyond. Solutions which could deliver more immediate gains include
measures to manage the transport infrastructure more eYciently through technologies such as variable
speed limits, dedicated lanes, ramp metering and hard shoulder running. A more radical reform of vehicle
taxation policies and the further introduction of incentives for cleaner, low carbon vehicles could reap
immediate benefits.

Examples of measures that could be introduced (or maintained) by 2010:

— Publication (and firm application) of DfT’s revised guidance on the appraisal of major local
transport schemes. This would ensure that public transport schemes, demand management and
non-motorised options are fully investigated before local authorities apply for funding to build
new roads.

— Firm upholding by DfT of its commitment to a presumption against building new or expanded
roads in environmentally sensitive areas, such as AONBs, National Parks or SSSIs. DfT could lead
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the way by scaling down or cancelling planned trunk road schemes in sensitive areas and
supporting the implementation of alternative options for improving safety and reducing
congestion on the routes involved.

— Audit the TIF and CIF schemes to ensure that those that receive DfT funding are not generating
high levels of emissions.

— Focus on policies and funding that will expand the rail network, and review the regulation,
provision and funding of rural bus services which are subject to severe cuts due to rises in tender
prices, and work with local authorities and commercial and community bus operators to introduce
a system that enables eVective networks to operate.

— Encourage local authorities and regional planning bodies to greatly improve walking and cycling
and public transport access in preparation for the introduction of road user charging.

— Roll out the sustainable travel towns initiative to a larger number of towns.

Examples of measures that could be introduced by 2020:

— Introduce road user charging that also addresses emissions either through the charging
methodology or through revenue-raising that can be used to oVset eVects on emissions and support
the provision of alternative modes.

— Implement the Government’s policy of ensuring that any new motorway widening that does go
ahead is accompanied by measures to “lock in” the benefits in order to prevent new roadspace
generating additional journeys.

Demand management is probably the key policy tool. Road pricing should be used to tackle pollution as
well as congestion and can deliver other objectives as well including those relating to safety, social inclusion,
encouragement of smarter measures and better management of the road network. Road user charging
schemes should be designed to address carbon dioxide emissions and should be targeted at areas where
traYc growth is highest. The revenues generated should be used to invest in more environmentally
sustainable forms of transport and greener fuels. Ideally, these investments are needed in advance of any
charging regimes being introduced so that users have more choice about the ways they travel. We recognise
that further research and modelling are required and would urge that this includes an assessment of the
potential environmental costs and benefits of any scheme or schemes.

8. What Specific Steps should DfT now take to Reduce Road Transport Carbon Emissions and
Congestion over the Next Decade?

A combination of policy measures need to be pursued with vigour if transport’s contribution to climate
change is to be reduced. These include fiscal incentives, improving fuel eYciency and introducing alternative
fuels, modal shift, “smarter” measures and information. In particular, we believe there is a need to ensure
that consumers are aware of the link between transport and climate change and the availability of cleaner
vehicles, and that they have an understanding of the basis of the fiscal measures.

Fiscal measures: We advocate a gradual rise in the real cost of fuel (to reverse the falling cost of motoring),
the use of revenue from fuel tax increases to encourage more environmentally sustainable transport systems
and a commitment to the introduction of national road user charging within 10 years. Although the reform
of Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) to encourage more fuel-eYcient cars was a step in the right direction it is now
clear that its impact on reducing emissions has not been significant. We suggest a more steeply graduated
VED system with more bands and bigger gaps between them linked to a labelling system giving clear
information to car buyers. We would also support a graduated purchase tax scheme with purchase taxes on
vehicles with high fuel consumption balanced by grants or rebates for the least polluting vehicles. The pay-
as-you drive insurance schemes being developed by Norwich Union appear to oVer potential and could be
expanded.

Improving fuel eYciency and the use of alternative fuels: Progress with making cars more fuel eYcient has
not been as rapid in the UK as in many other EU Member States. The reasons why the UK is lagging behind
must be understood and acted upon by DfT. The production of renewable transport fuels, such as biofuels,
could make a contribution towards UK fuel security and limiting increases in carbon dioxide emissions from
transport. However, they will not in themselves make a significant contribution towards this aim while total
consumption of transport fuel is still increasing in the UK. The production of renewable fuels, while
ameliorating emissions, could have major impacts on land use patterns and crop management with
consequent implications for biodiversity, landscape character and water resources in the UK and
internationally. We advocate therefore policies that promote environmentally sustainable production and/
or the use of biomass and waste materials to produce renewable transport fuels provided that they can be
demonstrated to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and are managed in ways that protect and enhance
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biodiversity and landscape character. We recommend further work on an accreditation scheme for biofuel
production and consideration of the wider issue of the potential importation of renewable fuels from abroad
with the consequential loss of habitat and increase in fuel miles.

Modal shift: This requires a combination of complementary measures aimed at encouraging a modal shift
and delivering behavioural change. Key to this will be making alternatives, such as rail travel, more reliable,
aVordable, coherent and accessible. Projects such as a new high-speed rail line from north to south should
be revisited to examine the potential to replace internal flights and long distance use of the motorways. There
is a need though to ensure that the emissions from passenger transport are addressed and to look for
opportunities for doing this. For example, the review of bus subsidies provides an opportunity to identify
incentives to operators. Other key measures include: land use planning to reduce journey distances; the
creation of safer routes for cycling and walking, and more investment in the necessary infrastructure.

Smarter choices: People need to be encouraged and helped to make smarter choices about the way they
travel. Behavioural change beyond a shift between motorised modes is required. Research undertaken by
DfT in 2004 estimated that nationally traYc could be cut by 11% (and up to 21% in the peak period), if an
intensive “smarter choices” programme was developed over a period of about 10 years. A package of
measures is needed which combine “soft” measures (eg travel plans, car clubs, personalised journey
planning, teleworking) with “hard” traYc restraint measures (eg reallocating road capacity) in order that
space “freed up” doesn’t attract more car use by others ie the benefits need to be “locked in”.

Better information: A key element is the provision to the public of better information. There is an urgent
need to inform the travelling public of the nature of the transport and climate change problem and the need
to change their behaviour. Ideas to encourage more awareness (and an appropriate behavioural response)
include: further developing green labelling schemes for vehicles; introducing a more steeply graduated
system for VED (and Purchase Tax) and more information on how these are calculated; promoting more
environmentally-friendly driving; labelling petrol pumps with health warnings that fuel use contributes to
climate change; and providing more “real-time” information for public transport users. These need to form
part of a wider campaign to provide people with better information on sustainable travel options.

Regional strategies: It will also be important for action to be taken at a regional level. Regional bodies
should be given a strong steer to set climate change and road traYc reduction targets in their regional and
sub-regional strategies. They should also be encouraged to pursue a range of other measures and the
allocation of more resources to non-motorised transport modes ie “softer/smarter” measures.

Aviation: Forecasts suggest that by 2030 aviation could account for 25% of the UKs total carbon dioxide
emissions and for this reason it is imperative that the aviation industry takes its share of responsibility for
reducing emissions. We welcome the Government’s commitment to pursuing the inclusion of intra-EU
aviation into the next round of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme. In the meantime, an Air
Passenger Duty should be considered. The various tax exemptions and subsidies should be removed and fuel
should be taxed for internal flights in order to create greater equity across transport modes. A number of
improvements to operational practices and air traYc management techniques should be pursued to reduce
fuel use. These include more eYcient routing of flights, greater use of meteorological information, changes
in flight altitude and less “stacking” of aircraft over airports. Slot allocation preference should be given to
airlines with clear and robust environmental policies and aircraft which exceed the statutory minimum
standards for noise and emissions. As mentioned earlier, there should also be investment in new high-speed
inter-city rail links to reduce the demand for shorter-haul internal flights, increase consumer choice, and
enhance integration with other surface access modes.
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Memorandum submitted by the Environment Agency

Summary

The Environment Agency welcomes this opportunity to provide written evidence on the progress of the
UK Government in reducing carbon emissions from transport. We oVer the following comments:

— We welcome the inclusion of the Department for Transport in the Public Service Agreement to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 20% below 1990 levels by 2010. There is an outstanding need
to put this into practice through measurable goals for transport sector emissions, backed with a
package of credible policies to meet the objective.

— The Government should introduce a programme to monitor performance of policy against
expectations, making adjustments as necessary and clearly outline what will happen as it becomes
more evident that the measures designed to reduce emissions are not delivering.

— Since 2000 transport CO2 emissions have risen 3% by 0.9 MtC (2004) and are projected to rise by
2.6 MtC by 2010. Without a more substantial eVort to reduce transport emissions, the rest of the
economy will have to carry an excessive burden of greenhouse gas reduction if climate change
objectives are to be met.

— A new package of measures, incorporating existing programmes, should be developed and focus
on four main approaches:

1. switching to lower carbon fuels, including biofuels;

2. improving vehicle eYciency, both in energy conversion and increased occupancy;

3. switching transport demand to other, less carbon intensive, modes; and

4. reducing the demand for mobility through spatial planning.

— Making progress with these four approaches will require people to make diVerent choices and
make behaviour changes. The Government’s 2005 sustainable development strategy provides a
government-wide framework for helping people to make better choices. The four part
framework includes:

1. Enable better choices Access to renewable fuels, mandatory measures to replace the failing
EU voluntary agreement, public transport provision, better planning.

2. Encourage change Fiscal measures including more graduated vehicle excise duty, road
pricing, and inclusion of transport in the ETS, enforcing speed limits.

3. Engage with people Travel plans, communications, vehicle labelling to properly inform
users about running costs.

4. Lead by example Sharpening the Government’s own transport strategy, use of
procurement to encourage new technologies.

1. Introduction

While other sectors have seen their CO2 emissions decrease, those from transport have risen throughout
the 1990s and now account for around one fifth of the UK’s total CO2 emissions. 95% of these emissions
come from road transport. Emissions from aviation and shipping are excluded from the domestic target and
Kyoto commitments.

Transport has not taken the same burden in reducing emissions to meet climate change targets, as have
other sectors. While other sectors have made cuts in emissions since 1990, emissions from transport have
increased (from 40.9MtC in 1990 to 43.8MtC in 2003 for all greenhouse gases.)11

11 DEFRA, Environment In Your Pocket, September 2005. This includes all greenhouse gases.
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Figure 1. The rise in transport 
emissions
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The Government’s projections12 show road transport emissions accounting for a share of total CO2—
increasing from 18% in 1990 to 27% by 2020. In absolute terms, road transport emissions will have increased
by 28% compared to 1990, when CO2 from the rest of the economy is projected to fall by 22%. If the UK is
to meet its commitment to move beyond its Kyoto target towards its goal to put itself on a path to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions by 60% by 2050, with a cut of around 40MtC, the pressure to control transport
CO2 emissions will increase further (see figure 2). The Sustainable Development Commission recommends
a target to contribute to the UK’s 60% cut in CO2 emissions by 2050 is a 50% cut in emissions from road
transport by 2025 (over 1990 levels).13

1.1 Environment Agency’s role in transport and climate change

The Environment Agency is the Government’s principal adviser on the environment. Although we have
few formal transport powers (with the exception of those relating to inland navigation in certain areas),
decisions taken in transport policy have environmental impacts that aVect our role in managing air, water
and land, and in responding to climate change.

We are the Competent Authority for the EU ETS in England and Wales. The Environment Agency also
regulates the emissions from major industrial activities, responsible for 40% of UK GHG emissions. We take
a lead role for England and Wales in adapting to some of the serious eVects of climate change, including
flood risk and water resources management.

We have developed a Green Transport Strategy for the Environment Agency’s own business activity so
we can play our part in reducing the day-to-day impacts of our business on the environment.

1.2 Targets

The Transport 10 Year Plan14 summarised the expected impact of policies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions:

The levels of investment in the Plan will help to develop the transport measures described in the UK’s
draft Climate Change Programme 2000. Together with the 4.0 MtC anticipated from the voluntary
agreement with car manufacturers they are expected to deliver savings in CO2 emissions in 2010 equivalent
to 5.6 million tonnes of carbon (MtC) [. . .]. This compares with the range of 4.0 to 7.3 MtC illustrated in
the draft Climate Change Programme 2000. Further savings should be achievable with additional measures
under consideration, including further improvements in vehicle eYciency and new technologies, as well as
those discussed in the next chapter.

These savings were specified against the expectation of a sharply rising baseline:

12 Department of Trade and Industry Updated Energy Projections, November 2004.
13 Sustainable Development Commission, Submission to the Climate Change Programme Review, 2005.
14 Department for Transport, The Transport Ten Year Plan 2000. (Para 8.9.)
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Figure 3. Climate change 
programme 2000 (all gases)

Figure 4. Transport 10 Year Plan 
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The bulk (4.0MtC) of the savings in the Climate Change Programme (figure 3) were expected to come
from the EU manufacturers voluntary agreement, company car taxation and VED changes with the Ten
Year Plan delivering a further 1.6MtC by 2010 as shown in figure 4. These policies were expected to contain
transport emissions in 2010 to a small increase. Latest figures show that transport CO2 emissions in 2004
are about 3% higher than 2000, roughly in line with expectations. However, it is hard to track how much
of the change in transport emissions is due to policy intervention as opposed to other factors.

Improved Reporting. Though the Government reports greenhouse gas emissions from transport, it does
not do this in a way that allows assessment of the eVectiveness of the policies and progress against objectives.
The annual reporting of greenhouse gas emissions is not easily compatible with either the targets or policy
measures in the Climate Change Programme 2000 or Transport Ten Year Plan. For example, there is no
equivalent of figure 3 above plotted with an “actual” line on it and data is reported separately for greenhouse
gases and not aggregated at sectoral level as in the plans. In terms of the eVectiveness of the policies, there
is no “scorecard” indicating a red, amber or green status, indicating whether the measures are working.

Public Service Agreement. We welcome the DfT’s inclusion in the Public Service Agreement to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to 20% below 1990 levels by 2010. However, there are no concrete targets or
guidelines as to how much the transport sector will contribute to the PSA and by what means.

EU voluntary agreements. The UK motor industry is part of a voluntary agreement (ACEA) negotiated
in 1998 between the Commission and European car manufacturers to reduce average new car CO2 emissions
across the EU (15) by 25% by 2008. This establishes a target of 140g/km in CO2. The EU has also committed
to reduce emissions from new cars to 120g/km by 2010. The UK is some way oV this target at 171.4 g/km
in 2004.15 Thiscurrently lags behind the EU average Given that much of the policy response rests on the
success of this voluntary agreement and the flanking measures of graduated VED and company car taxation,
this must be a concern.

Company Car Tax. Since 2002 drivers of company cars pay income tax equal to a proportion of the vehicle
list price based on vehicle carbon emissions. Evaluation of the company car tax reforms, published in April
2004, showed that the changes are making significant carbon savings, forecast to be between 0.5MtC and 1.0
MtC per year in the long-run. The Government will announce the company car tax thresholds for 2008–09 at
Budget 2006.16

The Powering Future Vehicles Strategy is a 10-year Government plan to develop low carbon vehicles and
fuels. The strategy set a target for 2010 of 10% of new car sales to be cars emitting 100g/km CO2 or less at
the tailpipe.17

The latest annual report stated that only 491 vehicles with a fuel eYciency of 100g/km CO2 or better were
sold in 2004. This is less than one in 4,000 of total UK car sales. The Strategy pledged “by 2010, 600 or more
buses coming into operation each year will be low carbon.” According to the most recent report the only
progress that has been made is in defining what is meant by a “low carbon” bus.18

15 Powering Future Vehicles Strategy and the Third Annual Report (pub 20th December 2005). http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/
groups/dft—roads/documents/divisionhomepage/032479.hcsp

16 Pre-Budget Report, Chapter 7, Dec 2005.
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/FA6/45/pbr05–chapter7–173.pdf

17 Powering Future Vehicles Strategy.
18 The Third Annual Report.
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The Government has in place a number of targets to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide from its own
vehicle fleet. It has a commitment to reduce all road transport CO2 emissions from all Government
departments by 10% (of 2002–03 levels) by the end of March 2006. By this date 10% of all fleet cars must
be alternatively fuelled and single occupancy car commuting must be reduced by 5%.19

Congestion is a high priority—wasting valuable time, increasing carbon emissions and exacerbating air
quality problems. Policies to address congestion have potential environmental gains, although this is not
automatically the case.

2. Policy Recommendations

The rise in greenhouse gas emissions from transport reveals an imperative to introduce new policies that
will contain and then reduce the transport share of carbon emissions. The trajectory for transport should
be consistent with the Government’s goal to reduce emissions by 60% by 2050. A recent report20

commissioned by the DfT demonstrates that a 60% cut in emissions could be possible as early as 2030,
through a combination of strong behaviour change, and improvements in technological innovation and
eYciency in cars.

The Government’s Sustainable Development Strategy provides a framework for meeting the 2050 target.
The strategy focuses on “the need to enable, encourage and engage people and communities in the move
toward sustainability; recognising that the Government needs to lead by example” (see figure 5).21 These
principles can and should be applied consistently across all Government departments. We advise the DfT
to apply these principles to achieve significant reductions in CO2 emissions from transport.

Figure 5. Sustainable Development Strategy

Source: Securing the Future - UK Government sustainable development strategy, Chapter 2. 
March 2005
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The Government should apply this model to a new environmental transport strategy. We consider the
possible elements in the sections below.

2.1 Enable

Policies should aim to provide alternatives to enable passengers to reduce travel or choose low-carbon
modes of transport.

Alternative Fuels

We welcome the Government’s announcement to introduce a Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation
(RTFO) as a way of supporting the uptake of biofuels in the UK. A long-term biofuels strategy is needed
to take the UK beyond the 2010 target (of 5% of all fuel sold on UK forecourts to come from a renewable
source22). This should be part of an integrated transport, fuel and energy strategy in the context of
climate change.

19 The Third Annual Report.
20 Looking Over the Horizon: Visioning and Backcasting for the UK Transport and Policy, DfT Horizons Research

Programme 2004–05.
21 Securing the Future: Delivering the UK’s Sustainable Development Strategy, HM Government, March 2005.
22 Pre-Budget Report, Chapter 7, Dec 2005.
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For the RTFO and the Biofuels Strategy we stress the need for sustainability checks being built into the
system. We recommend that the Government focus grants and concessions on options with the lowest
environmental impact. A labelling certification scheme would enable buyers at the point of sale confidently
to choose biofuels with the lowest overall environmental impact across the whole-life cycle and allow the
fuels with the best environmental performance to be treated diVerently, for example for tax purposes.

Improved Vehicle EYciency

As described above, the EU voluntary agreement appears to be failing. It is good practice for governments
to respond to failing voluntary agreements by introducing more obligatory measures to improve the average
fuel eYciency of new vehicles coming on to the market. This could be regulation or use of economic
instruments. For example, the “carbon footprint” of European new vehicles could be subjected to a cap and
trade regime or product standards regulation. Aggressive VED policies could induce the retiring of old “gas-
guzzler” vehicles and encourage the entry of more low carbon vehicles on to the market.

Reduced Demand for Mobility and Switching Modes

Transport policy should be integrated with planning policy at all levels to give stronger support for
compact, mixed use development, well-served by public transport and designed for walking and cycling. Key
tests will be the approach to forthcoming expansion of housing in the South East and how this is integrated
with Regional Transport Plans and investment in public transport infrastructure.

2.2 Encourage

Properly designed fiscal incentives can be used to encourage low carbon fuels, improve eYciency, promote
modal switches, and reduce travel demand.

Fuel Duty to Internalise External Costs and Induce Fuel Switching

Fuel duty rates and duty rates for road fuel gases continue to be frozen. We accept the argument that
rising market prices can have some of the environmental impact of escalating taxes. However, the important
objective is to send long-term signals that motorists and other transport users should expect rising costs
reflecting environmental impacts and imperatives to meet challenging climate change objectives. This is
important to stimulate long-term changes in the pattern of use and design of vehicles. Fuel duty may be used
to create a price diVerential.

Vehicle Excise Duty—to Encourage Better Fuel EYciency

Excise duty for private vehicles is based on CO2 emissions and fuel type. Current diVerentials are
insuYcient to substantially alter consumer choices. We support a more steeply graduated vehicle excise duty
system. The gaps between the bands should be widened to encourage the purchase of lower carbon vehicles
and there should be a new 7th band for the least fuel eYcient vehicles. This could achieve carbon savings of
0.4–0.8 MtCe per year.23 To increase the environmental gradient further, without increasing the total tax
burden, it may also be possible to use a “feebate” system for VED in which large fees are paid by fuel
ineYcient vehicle owners and these are, in part, transferred as rebates to more fuel eYcient vehicle owners.

National Road Pricing Debate

We welcome the initiative taken to start a national debate on road pricing, and hope this debate will
accelerate implementation of such schemes, which could create a nationwide system of transport demand
management, in conjunction with more urban congestion charge schemes such as in London. We would be
concerned if eventual schemes were revenue neutral and solely based on congestion, since this could
theoretically lead to higher road transport emissions. A revenue raising scheme could cut emissions by 8%
in the year 2010.24 Policies that address traYc congestion should be designed to deliver climate change and
air quality objectives as well. Research shows that between 2002 and 2003 within the London Congestion
Charge area, transport CO2 emissions fell by 19.5%.25 We would be concerned if the introduction of a system
of limited “hot-spot” coverage for congestion charging was combined with a scaling back of fuel duty. This
would be likely to increase driving and worsen fuel eYciency in uncongested areas.

23 Climate Commitment: Meeting the UK’s 20120 CO2 emissions target, IPPR, October 2005.
24 Glaister S and Graham D (2003) Transport Pricing and Investment in England. Research commissioned by the Independent

Transport Commission.
25 Beevers and Carlslaw, The Impact of Congestion Charging on Vehicle Emissions in London. The Atmospheric Environment

Journal, Vol 39, Issue 1, 2005. P 1–5.
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Road Transport and EU ETS

The Government should consider the feasibility of incorporating the relatively small number of road fuel
suppliers into the EU ETS. This should not replace road fuel duty, which is a revenue raising measure. High
levels of taxation on road fuels are justified even if carbon emissions are controlled via the ETS. This is
because of multiple transport impacts (noise, air quality, waste, oil industry impacts) and the infrastructure
costs of road transport

Enforce National Speed Limits

National speed limits should be enforced. France enforced strict speed limits on main motorways in 2003
and succeeded in reducing carbon emissions by 19%.26 Assessments by the Sustainable Development
Commission expect savings of 1.5MtC could be saved per year through speed control measures.27 Limits in
towns and villages should be reduced to encourage walking and cycling.

Aviation

Aviation currently accounts for 3% of UK CO2 emissions.28 But, the proportion of human-induced
climate change accounted for by aviation is three times greater than that of the equivalent amount of ground
level emission of carbon dioxide. This is due to the range of greenhouse gas emitted by aircraft and the
altitude at which they are emitted. However, emissions from aviation are excluded from domestic and
international climate change commitments.

We are concerned that the Government policy as laid out in the Aviation White paper (2003) appears to be
based on a “predict and provide” approach, but without acknowledging that Government policy can change
demand by properly pricing environmental and congestion externalities. For example, by applying higher
aviation fuel duties or auctioning landing slots.

We welcome the Government’s commitment to bring aviation into the EU ETS from 2008, or as soon as
possible thereafter. However, the extent to which this is an eVective control measure depends on the
approach to allocation of allowances. If no way can be found of covering aviation in the emissions trading
proposals by 2008, the other measures such as an increase in Air Passenger Duty or an EU-wide emissions
charge should be introduced with a commitment to reduce it when aviation is fully included within the ETS.
The Aviation White Paper will be reviewed this year and we would like it to review the three-fold growth
assumption, make airport growth conditional on using existing capacity better, eg through slot allocation,
and promote alternative modes of travel.

2.3 Engage

Policies should be introduced to engage the public with greener transport options.

Demand Management: Soft Transport Measures

DfT should introduce more soft transport measures to help people choose to reduce their car use.
Measures can decrease both congestion and emissions from transport. They include: workplace and school
travel plans, travel awareness campaigns and increasing the availability of information, car clubs and car-
sharing schemes, teleworking, and home shopping. DfT should require Local Authorities to give soft
measures high priority in their Local Transport Plans. Sustainable Development Commission research
found that introducing such measures could produce CO2 savings of 0.5Mt/C per year.29

New Vehicle Labelling

The new labelling scheme was introduced in February 2005. It displays a variety of information relevant
to car buyers, such as how fuel eYcient a vehicle is and how much the motorist can expect to pay in fuel
bills. Vehicles are ranked in bands to show the environmental impact of the vehicles. DfT should build on
the success and high-profile of the label by introducing clear accessible CO2 information and this should be
linked to a new extended seven band VED.

26 Sustainable Development Commission, Submission to the Climate Change Programme Review, 2005.
27 Sustainable Development Commission, Submission to the Climate Change Programme Review, 2005.
28 Joint announcement by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs and the Department for Transport UK

welcomes European Support for Tackling Aviation Emissions, December 2005.
http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/2005/051202b.htm

29 Sustainable Development Commission, Submission to the Climate Change Review, May 2005.
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2.4 Exemplify

The Government should lead by example by introducing policies to reduce emissions within its own
Government departments.

Department Internal Targets

The Government is seeking to reduce its own absolute emissions by 12.5% by 2010–11. This year
departmental emissions actually increased by 1% against the 1999–2000 baseline year.30 Complete data is
not available and therefore it is diYcult to establish whether departments are likely to meet their March
2006 target.

Public Procurement

The Government should design a simple, coherent vehicle procurement and car rental strategy. This
should include the purchase of vehicles that have been successfully demonstrated by DfT/DTI vehicle
technology programmes.

Environment Agency Targets

We have produced our own Integrated Green Transport Strategy and a Green Transport Plan for Agency
business travel in order to achieve a reduction in the Agency’s direct contribution to global warming and
poor local air quality. Our aim is a 50% reduction (from a 2001–02 baseline) in our total transport emissions
from business travel by car by the end of March 2007. We are more than on course to meet this target, in
2004–05 we had already made reductions of 41%.

3. Conclusions

The Government needs to introduce a coherent environmental transport strategy that is consistent with
its stated aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to improve air quality and quality of life. Such a
strategy would address fuels, vehicle eYciency, modal choices and the underlying demand for mobility. The
Government’s sustainable development strategy provides an excellent framework in which to develop
measures that will change behaviours and help people make more sustainable choices over the long term.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Environmental Industries Commission (EIC)

EIC was launched in 1995 to give the UK’s environmental technology and services industry a strong and
eVective voice with Government.

With over 290 Member companies, including suppliers of clean and low greenhouse gas fuels, such as
biodiesel, alternative fuels, diesel water emulsions and low ash lubricating oils, suppliers of catalysts and
catalysed components and consultants covering transport and the environment, EIC has grown to be the
largest trade association in Europe for the environmental technology and services (ETS) industry. It enjoys
the support of leading politicians from all three major parties, as well as industrialists, trade union leaders,
environmentalists and academics.

Introduction

We note that the Committee is interested in number of strategic issues related to carbon emissions from
transport. Our response focuses on the issue of “what specific steps the department should now take to
reduce road transport carbon emissions . . . over the next decade”.

The transport sector is responsible for one quarter of the UK’s carbon emissions and this is growing
rapidly, threatening to derail Government targets to reduce carbon emissions. It is, therefore, clear that
urgent action needs to be taken to reduce transport carbon emissions.

30 Leading By Example, SDC Commentary on the Sustainable Development in Government Report, 2005,
http://www.sd-commission.org.uk/watchdog/SdiG–commentary.pdf
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1. Biofuels

The technology to produce biofuels is still developing, however, there is ample evidence from Government
and independent studies to demonstrate that biofuels are a promising technology for tackling carbon
emissions from the transport sector. For example, the report published by DfT in July 2004 “ Liquid Biofuels
and Renewable Hydrogen to 2050” concludes that “It would be possible, by 2050, to reduce total carbon
emissions from road transport to very low levels, through significant use of renewable hydrogen or biofuels.
This could help the UK to achieve its goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 60% by 2050”.

The current duty diVerential of 20p per litre introduced for biofuels has had some impact in stimulating
the production and use of biofuels. However, this is not suYcient for biofuels to become a significant part
of the fuel supplied at the pump. EIC has, therefore, supported the introduction of a Renewable Transport
Fuels Obligation and continues to discuss regularly with DfT, Defra and Treasury the details of such a
scheme. EIC has put forward the following as key features of the RTFO it believes are necessary to
support biofuels:

— RTFO Targets of 3/4/5% for 2008/9/10.

— RTFO Targets to rise consistently beyond 2010 subject EU fuel specifications.

— A Buy Out price of 30ppl.

— Duty derogation of 20ppl from April 2008 to April 2009.

— A significant overlap between the duty derogation and obligation regimes.

— No implied increase in duty contribution from Treasury beyond 2008.

— Support for accreditation of carbon and sustainability issues.

EIC has also consistently called for the RTFO to be introduced earlier than 2008 if it is to make a real
contribution to meeting the UK’s target for reducing CO2 emissions by 20% by 2010.

We would be happy to supply the Committee with a more detailed paper on the RTFO should that be
of interest.

The other key area for EU and UK policy is addressing the restriction on using more than 5% biofuel in
regular fuel supplied at the pump. It is vital that the DfT encourages the EU moves quickly to ensure the
relevant standards allow a higher level of inclusion.

2. Air Quality and Climate Change

As DfT brings forward policies to tackle transport carbon emissions EIC believes it is important that these
work with policies to tackle the continuing air quality problems associated with vehicle emissions—air
quality and climate change objectives need not conflict.

For petrol cars, experience with Euro 4 certifications and projections for Euro 5 show that NOx emissions
can be driven down with no associated penalty for CO2 emissions. Developments in emissions control
systems for lean burn petrol engines, using direct injection, now enable these vehicles to deliver low NOx

emissions in combination with lower CO2 emissions.

The last decade has also seen considerable progress in the performance (both fuel economy and lower
pollutant emissions) and popularity of diesels. Over the next 10-years, tackling diesel pollutant emissions to
avoid air quality objectives being compromised by the growing popularity of diesels needs to be a priority.

3. Low Carbon Technologies

The Government has set out a commitment to invest in and exploit the competitive and environmental
potential of low carbon transport technologies through its Powering Future Vehicle’s Strategy (PFVS). One
of the recommendations of this was to use public procurement as a means of overcoming the innovation
gap (market risk based on higher incremental cost) for new low carbon and hydrogen technologies.

EIC Members believe there is considerable potential to stimulate low carbon technologies through public
procurement and would urge DfT to support the proposed Directive on this topic recently proposed by the
European Commission.

Government regulation is also of particular importance in the environmental sector. As the market fails
to included environmental costs, market mechanisms cannot be relied upon. Environmental benefits are a
social, rather than an individual, good and consumers typically will not drive development of the market
alone.

The development of low carbon vehicle technologies will require clear, long-term and progressive
regulation in the environmental sector. This is particularly important where innovative technology is
involved. For example, the US Federal Clean Air Acts and the Californian Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate
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were instrumental in creating the market for automotive emission control catalysts and for automotive fuel
cell development respectively. Comparable regulation in Europe has been weaker and has retarded the
development of European adoption.

The example of the RTFO is a good example of Government creating a clear regulatory framework to
overcome market barriers to the take up of a new low carbon technology.

4. Hydrogen Technologies

The United States and Japan are investing heavily in R&D and making the first investments in
infrastructure (notably the Californian Hydrogen Highway) necessary to enable them to exploit the
potential of hydrogen to deliver sustainable, energy diverse and energy eYcient economies meeting quality-
of-life objectives.

Given the long term potential of hydrogen it is important that EU and UK R&D funds are used to
progress innovative technologies in key areas like hydrogen storage and fuel cell power trains.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Freight on Rail

HOW GOVERNMENT POLICY CAN REALISE RAIL FREIGHT’S ROLE IN REDUCING
CARBON EMISSIONS

Tonne for Tonne Rail Freight Produces 90% Less Carbon Dioxide than Road Transport31

Key factors for rail freight

1. Land Planning framework

A national strategy is crucial for rail freight because it sets the context and the overarching policy for
regional and local spatial planning. Regional authorities produce Regional Spatial Strategies, statutory
documents, which direct regional and local land-use planning policy. Local authorities produce Local
Development Frameworks which identify and protect existing and disused sites, lines and sidings with
potential as suitable interchange locations.

2. More interchanges needed for rail freight to grow

The larger terminal/interchange schemes often have regional significance but the principle of subsidiarity
places decisions on planning consent at local level. Clear national and regional guidance is essential if local
decision-making is to take account of regional and national needs.

3. Giving long-term stability to industry and confidence to invest

Rail strategy also needs to demonstrate that the Government is committed to rail freight so that the
industry can make long-term decisions to invest. The industry has invested over £1.5 billion since 1994.

A national strategy is crucial for rail freight because it sets the context and the overarching policy for
regional and local spatial planning. Regional authorities produce Regional Spatial Strategies, statutory
documents, which direct regional and local land-use planning policy. Local authorities produce Local
Development Frameworks which identify and protect existing and disused sites, lines and sidings with
potential as suitable interchange locations.

4. Rail freight operators need long term stability in track access charges.

The Government recognized in the “Future of Rail” in July 2004, that “rail freight plays an important
part in the nation’s logistics” and stated that” rail freight operators need certainty about long-term access
rights and what they will cost”.

5. Government’s role in encouraging third-party investors in rail infrastructure

The Government should promote partnerships between the rail industry and other interests, such as
councils, developers, employers, tourism bodies and development agencies, to improve the railway locally.
New funding regimes, for example through a form of enhanced land value tax, already being considered by
the Government, could be applied to the railway, especially in growth/regeneration areas.

We therefore think that a key element of both HLOS and the rail strategy should be about creating
templates for partnerships between the rail industry and others.

6. Capacity and capability on rail network for growth

Rail network is constrained on key corridors as highlighted in the Route Utilisation Strategies (RUS)
programme. Investment is needed if rail freight is to recognise its full role in reducing carbon emissions.

31 AEA Technology for Strategic Rail Authority, October 2004.
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Questions

(a) Is the Government’s recognition of rail freight’s role in reducing carbon emissions reflected in its policies?

Research indicates that heavy goods vehicles only pay for around 59%–69% of the full (including the
social and environmental) costs they impose upon society. These costs include greenhouse gas emissions,
air pollution, noise, congestion, accidents and deaths.—Environmental and Social Costs of Heavy Goods
Vehicles and Options for Reforming the Fiscal System, Oxford Economic Research Associates, report
prepared for English Welsh and Scottish Railway, January 1999

Freight Grants

The total amount of direct Government support for rail freight has reduced dramatically
£61.1 million 2001–02
£51.9 million 2002–03
£37.3 million 2003–04
£28.5 million 2004–05

This support will decrease further 2007–08, 2008–09 the SDF will be approximately £26.1 million, which
covers all modes—no discrete allocations by mode, of which circa £7 million will be for rail & water FFGs.

Freight Facilities Grants (FFG) which lever in significant amounts of private investment are important
in encouraging the shift to rail as they oVset the initial start up costs of modal shift. It is unfortunate that
while a resumption of Freight Facility Grants is most welcome, the small amount actually made
availablewill have a modest impact on modal switch and will do little to raise confidence in rail on the part
of potential and existing customers.

Not clear if Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund (ALSF) will continue beyond 2007 £2 million 2006–07
for rail & water for use in supporting aggregates movements.

The Scottish Executive and Welsh Assembly have separate arrangements for freight grants.

(b) Will benefits of using rail freight, as opposed to road freight, be fully reflected in Ports Policy?

Why was Shellhaven approval made conditional on motorways developments rather than rail?

Container traYc is one of the fastest growing rail traYc, which is forecast to double over the next 10 years.

Customer quotes at a European rail freight seminar 23 February 2006

Alistair Monague of Maersk commended the UK industry for achieving 98% on-time arrival at
destination rail terminal. He noted that rail was cheaper than road to many terminals and demonstrated
customer satisfaction. Maersk has trebled its rail volumes in three years and with the volume increases the
unit cost paid by Maersk has dropped by 4%.

Extract from Rail Business Intelligence 9 March on same speech from Mr Monague of Maersk.

Maersk stated that road hauliers raised their rates by 15% over the same three year period . . . But
reliability is even more important for the shipping line. Out of 80,000 jobs (a box round trip in the UK)
delays attributable to rail in 2005 were 882 wheras road delays amounted to 3,336. “With road we have
three, four or five times more problems, that is why we do it by rail,” Montague explained.

April 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Freight Transport Association

Introduction

Freight Transport Association represents the freight transport interests of businesses throughout the UK.
Its members range from small and medium size enterprises to multi-national public companies and are
involved in all modes of transport. FTA members operate over 200,000 heavy goods vehicles, about half the
UK fleet, are responsible for 90% of freight moved by rail and 70% of goods shipped by sea and air. This
unique multi modal mandate enables FTA to speak authoritatively on all aspects of freight based on the
broader transport needs of industry in the economy.

Progress Towards Meeting National Reduction Targets for Greenhouse Gas and Carbon Dioxide
Emissions

Latest figures produced by the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural AVairs (DEFRA)32

suggest that the UK is on course for meeting its Kyoto target of reducing total greenhouse gas emissions by
12.5% relative to the 1990 base year over the period 2008–12. Greenhouse gas emissions fell steadily
throughout the 1990s and by 2000 were 12.9% below 1990 levels. Since then emissions have stabilised.

The UK has been less successful in meeting its domestic carbon dioxide reduction goal of a 20% fall in
emissions relative to the 1990 base year. Carbon dioxide emissions fell by 7.3% between 1990 and 2000. Since
then they have risen and in 2004 were just 4.2% below 1990 levels.

Answers to Specific Issues Posed by the Committee

1. What progress is the DfT making against carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the Ten Year
Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000) and the 2004 Transport White Paper?

The contribution of the main sectors of the economy towards meeting these two targets shows marked
diVerences. In particular, road transport has seen its levels of carbon dioxide emissions (the main source of
greenhouse gases from the sector) stay stubbornly high. The eVect has been that road transport’s
contribution to total man-made carbon dioxide emissions has risen from 18.6% in 1990 to 21.3% in 2004.

EMISSIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE 1990–2004 (MILLION TONNES EQUIVALENT)

% of total man-made
carbon dioxide

1990 1995 2000 2004 emissions in 2004

Road transport 29.9 30.3 31.7 32.6 21.3
Rail transport 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3(est) 0.2
Total man-made sources 160.7 149.6 149.1 153.0

Source: Defra, DfT

The main reasons behind the “stickiness” in carbon dioxide emissions from road transport over the period
have been threefold:

TraYc growth: between 1990 and 2004 road traYc on UK roads rose by 21.4% to 498.6 billion kilometres.
Growth in car traYc accounted for 66% of this increase, light vans 25%, hgvs 6% and other traYc 3%.

Change in composition of traYc: maximum weight articulated trucks are undertaking a growing
proportion of total kilometres on UK roads. In 1990 goods vehicles with five or more axles accounted for
19% of total hgv traYc. By 2004, these vehicles accounted for 40% of hgv traYc.

Change in composition in vehicle stock: The proportion of vehicles with large, less fuel eYcient engines
within the total vehicle stock has risen. In 1990 vehicles with an engine capacity below 2,000 cc represented
8% of the private car and light goods vehicle parc. By 2004 this had risen to over 12%.

Improvements in fuel eYciency have failed to counter these upward pressures on carbon dioxide emissions
from the sector.

— Average fuel consumption of petrol and diesel cars has remained static at 30 mpg and 40 mpg
respectively. The limited improvement in overall fuel eYciency (from 31 mpg to 32 mpg) that has
been achieved has resulted from the switch from petrol to diesel cars.

— In-use fuel eYciency for rigid hgvs and articulated hgvs has improved over the period from 8.0
mpg to 8.3 mpg for rigids and from 6.8 mpg to 7.9 mpg for artics. However, the change in mix of
hgv road traYc has partially oVset this improvement at an aggregated level.

32 UK climate change sustainable development indicator—2004 Final.
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2. Is the DfT’s carbon reduction target underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the department’s
entire range of activities?

Fuel duty escalator

The Government’s principal strategy for tackling carbon dioxide emissions from road transport during
the 1990s was the fuel duty escalator. The rationale behind the escalator was that by increasing the price of
fuel through fuel duty, consumption of fuel by road transport would be checked. Between 1993 and 1997,
road fuel duty increased by 5% in real terms each year. From 1997 it increased by 6% per year, until public
and political pressure led to the mechanism being switched oV in 1999. Evidence of any beneficial eVect of
the fuel duty escalator on emissions from private motorists is inconclusive. Between 1993 and 1999,
emissions from passenger cars grew by 2%, to 21.1 million tonnes of carbon equivalent, whilst car traYc
rose by 11%. Following a cut in fuel duty of three pence per litre in Budget 2001, duty remained unchanged
in 2002 and 2003—the overall eVect being to reduce fuel duty by 2.9% in real terms. However, carbon dioxide
emissions from passenger cars have fallen back to 1993 levels (19.8 million tonnes of carbon equivalent),
despite car traYc volumes rising by a further 5%.

For road freight operators the imposition of the fuel duty escalator since 1993 has simply added to the
cost base of the sector and served to undermine the competitiveness of the UK economy. Moreover, there
appears to be no link between the imposition of the escalator and fuel eYciency improvements in the sector.
Carbon emissions from hgvs failed to respond to the fuel duty escalator between 1993 and 1999. Over the
period, carbon emissions from hgvs rose by 21%, reflecting, for the most part, an increase in freight activity
of 17%, broadly in line with economic growth. Between 1999 and 2003 (when fuel duty fell in real terms),
emissions from hgvs rose by just 3%, despite hgv traYc rising by 5%.

TRENDS IN TRAFFIC AND CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS: 1993–2003

1993 1999 2003
Carbon dioxide Carbon dioxide Carbon dioxide

emissions TraYc emissions TraYc emissions TraYc
(mt C) (bvkm) (mt C) (bvkm) (mt C) (bvkm)

Cars 19.8 338.5 20.1 377.4 19.8 398.1
Hgvs 5.8 24.0 7.0 28.1 7.2 29.4

Source: Transport Statistics Great Britain, DfT
NB: mtC % Million tonnes of carbon, bvkm % Billion vehicle kilometres

FTA believes that the level of fuel duty currently faced by UK hgv operators compared to competitors
based elsewhere in the EU contributes little, if anything, to the UK’s carbon dioxide reduction goals. The
deregulated nature of the UK domestic haulage industry means that the market has always been an intensely
competitive one. Operators will therefore focus on minimising fuel costs (which typically account for 35%
of the cost of running an hgv) to ensure they can oVer an attractively priced service. The intense competitive
pressure that foreign operators are placing on UK carriers, by virtue of the cheaply taxed diesel that they
use whilst in the UK, adds no extra impetus for UK carriers to reduce fuel use. Arguably it is proving counter
productive. To compete with cheap foreign haulage, UK carriers must shave costs oV other areas of the
business—such as delaying vehicle replacement and running older, more polluting vehicles for longer.

The duty escalator and its legacy of high diesel prices in the UK relative to our EU competitors, has not
encouraged vehicle manufacturers to produce more fuel eYcient vehicles. Motor manufactures supply to a
European market, and will make decisions about the relative priority of investment in fuel eYciency in the
light of prevailing fuel costs across Europe, rather than unilateral tax decisions taken by one country.
Furthermore, eVorts to improve fuel eYciency have had to taken a back seat to mandatory air quality (Euro
standards) for cars, light commercials and hgvs. The concerted attempt to improve exhaust emissions since
1993 has focused on particulates, oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide. In the case of an hgv, one vehicle
in 1990 emits the same level of tailpipe pollution as 20 vehicles registered from October 2006, when Euro 4
became mandatory. it is only since 2001 that the global warming implications of methane have been reflected
in the Euro standards. It will not be until Euro 6 at the earliest (possibly in 2012) that carbon dioxide
emission criterion will be set.

EURO EMISSION STANDARDS FOR TRUCKS 1990–2009

Emissions by Euro class g/kWh
Carbon Nitrogen Particulate

monoxide Hydrocarbons dioxide matter Methane

Euro 0 (1990) 11.2 2.4 14.4 — —
Euro 1 (1993) 4.5 1.1 8.0 0.36 —
Euro 2 (1997) 4.0 1.1 7.0 0.15
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Emissions by Euro class g/kWh
Carbon Nitrogen Particulate

monoxide Hydrocarbons dioxide matter Methane

Euro 3 (2001) 2.1 0.66 5.0 0.1 1.6
Euro 4 (2006) 1.5 0.46 3.5 0.02 1.1
Euro 5 (2009) 1.5 0.46 2.0 0.02 1.1

FTA does not believe that a “one size fits all” approach of using price in the form of fuel duty to lever
carbon dioxide eYciency savings from the road transport sector is eVective. In the case of the road freight
sector, the policy has resulted in no clear carbon dioxide saving. Rather it has undermined the
competitiveness of UK businesses—already under intense pressure from Sterling’s strength against the Euro
and from developing countries in Eastern Europe and the Far East—by increasing transport costs of the
UK road leg. Duty on diesel used by hgvs in the UK should be brought down to the average level elsewhere
in the EU.

Fuel eYciency

The Department for Transport is the sponsoring department for a comprehensive suite of free guidance
and advice for road freight operators under the banner “Transport Energy”. DfT funded fuel eYciency
work with the industry started in the 1980s when work concentrated on fuel eYciency devices—such as
vehicle aerodynamics.

Since then the work has extended to embrace initiatives designed to reduce the energy intensity of road
transport activities (for example, using computerised vehicle routeing and scheduling to improve resource
deployment and minimise vehicle mileage) as well as measures to improve fuel consumption. The work is
generally project-based, with external consultants engaged to commission the work and deliver each
initiative.

The library of energy eYciency publications is now extensive and covers best practice case studies, in-
service trials, driver training in fuel eYciency techniques, benchmarking and basic commercial advice about
pricing haulage work. Industry has been supportive of the initiative and has often actively engaged with the
Department’s work in this area.

Freight Transport Association has collaborated with DfT and its consultants to raise the profile of the
“Transport Energy” work. However, it is clear that the footprint of the work is limited to the most
progressive parts of the industry. Transport Energy has approximately 1,000 operators which it is in regular
contact with, out of an industry of some 65,000 companies.

The success and value of “Transport Energy” and previous programmes is diYcult to gauge. FTA is
unaware of any overall carbon emission related targets for this work, nor any specific saving targets for
individual publications and initiatives. Whilst it undoubtedly makes an important contribution to the
understanding of energy eYciency within the sector, its contribution to UK competitiveness is unclear.
There is a strong case for the scheme to migrate away from a reference resource for the well initiated and
provide hands-on practical help to operators in controlling costs and ensuring business sustainability.
However, even then it falls a long way short of oVsetting the commercial pressure created by the legacy of
the fuel duty escalator.

Use of gas as a road fuel

During the 1990s industry invested heavily in the development of gas powered commercial vehicles as an
environmentally attractive alternative to diesel engines vehicles. The uptake of gas powered vehicles was
influenced, in part, by the Government’s duty treatment of road fuel gas. Duty of cng and lng road fuel gases
was frozen in the 1997 and 1998 Budgets and reduced by 29% (7.2p per kg) in the 1999 Budget.

The 2004 Budget announcement that the Government had reassessed the environmental attractiveness
of gas and that the duty diVerential for liquefied petroleum gas (lpg) would narrow against conventional
fuels over the period 2004–05 to 2007–08 has left operators who invested in this technology high and dry.
Operators make fleet specification decisions on whole life costs of the asset. The change in tax treatment for
gas leaves such operators with a ratchet increase in gas duty each year and a much lower residual value for
the vehicle than originally anticipated.

The net result is that operators are now wary of alternative technology where Government support has
been pledged; for fear that support could be removed as quickly as it is given.

Future long-term decisions about relative duty levels on road fuels must be signalled suYciently far in
advance to allow industry to adjust its vehicle acquisition and replacement policies to achieve the lowest
whole life cost for its vehicles.
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3. What realistically could the DfT achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and what is the role that demand management should play in doing so?

Carbon dioxide emissions from transport to 2020

Carbon dioxide emissions trends from transport since 1990 suggest that overall levels of emissions have
been largely unresponsive to policy initiatives targeting at this sector. On this evidence, and with no other
policy instruments and initiatives in place, carbon dioxide emissions from transport are likely to remain
stable at best, assuming current DfT projections of 2.2 to 2.9% annual road traYc growth continue.
Recently commentators have suggested that provisional traYc figures for 2005 showing a stabilisation in
activity is linked to the higher world oil prices. It is too early to say whether such a link does exist and
whether the traYc levels will remain broadly static if high oil prices persist.

Arguably the most eVective way of delivering carbon dioxide cuts, without undermining competitiveness,
is through tackling emissions from fixed sources, principally the energy industry. It is in this sector where
most of the carbon dioxide emissions savings since 1990 have been made. Although a significant carbon
dioxide emissions reduction has also been recorded by “other industries”, part of this fall reflects the decline
in UK manufacturing over the period.

The role of national road charging

The Government’s plan for national road pricing by 2020 has the potential to reduce carbon dioxide
emission from transport through influencing travel behaviour. However, the likely eVects are not clear-cut.

The experience of London congestion charging on congestion levels suggests that whilst private car traYc
in the congestion charging zone has fallen since the introduction of the charge in 2003, traYc by vans and
hgvs has remained unchanged. These vehicles are entering the charging zone to service customers and
consumers in central London and journeys are not discretionary.

The eVect of a national road pricing scheme on passenger transport is dependent on availability and
choice of alternative modes. In London, where choice exists, public transport patronage has risen. However,
where no alternative modal choices exist, the main eVect of demand management will be to displace traYc
into quieter periods of the day/night when charges are lower, or onto diVerent roads that attract a lower
charge at the same time of the day. The spatial distribution of families, work and leisure means demand
management is unlikely to prevent journeys taking place all together.

As far as FTA can see, existing policy measures alone are unlikely to yield a marked reduction in carbon
dioxide from transport. The experience of London congestion charging suggests that demand management
through road pricing can have a marked impact on certain road users. However, to be eVective road users
need credible alternatives to private cars.

4. What specific steps should the Department now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade?

FTA believes that much more can and should be done to ensure that transport plays a fuller role in
reducing carbon dioxide emissions. Specific initiatives identified by FTA which would reduce emissions
from freight transport include:

To establish a methodology framework to rank carbon dioxide emissions from alternative power trains
and in diVerent driving conditions. This would enable a consistent approach to be developed in assessing
the impact of carbon dioxide emissions on diVerent policy and technology scenarios.

Introduction of 100% enhanced capital allowances for energy saving investments for road freight vehicles
and systems.

This would incentivise:

— fitment of aftermarket equipment such as vehicle aerodynamics; and

— investment in the latest, most fuel eYcient and cleanest Euro 5 hgvs. The development of Euro 4
technology means that next generation Euro 5 emission standard vehicles are now also available
on the market. There is evidence from Germany and the Netherlands that where the fiscal
incentives are appropriate, operators will “leapfrog” Euro 4 standards and move straight to Euro
5. In Germany the fiscal incentive has been in the form of a lower level of MAUT road user charge.
In the Netherlands operators have been encouraged to adopt the cleanest technology through
enhanced capital allowances.

Reduction in stop-start driving by hgvs. Stop-start driving by hgvs is considerably less energy eYcient
than steady driving. Measures that can be deployed on the existing road network include no-car lanes,
encouragement to use freer flowing toll roads and smart toll plazas to minimise queuing vehicles. However,
investment in additional capacity, through accelerated delivery of the Department’s Targeted Programme
of Improvements as well as large scale infrastructure projects of national importance such as the widening
of the M6 North of Birmingham also form a crucial part of the overall policy mix.
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Promotion of Freight Quality Partnerships (FQP) best practice at local level. Existing FQP best practice
in terms of measures to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from hgv traYc includes:

— encouraging deliveries outside peak hours;

— relaxation of night-time delivery curfews;

— freight priority routes; and

— clearer direction and warning signage on routes used by hgvs.

Examination of the potential role of longer, heavier vehicles. A full evaluation is needed on the role in
the UK of the European Modular System of hgv design which enables 25.25 million vehicles at, up to, 60
tonnes. These vehicles are being evaluated in a number of European countries including the Netherlands.
DfT has signalled its interest in the system, but has yet to give the go-ahead for an in-service trial over
designated routes.

Driver training and simulators. Driver training has been shown to deliver fuel eYciency benefits of up
to 10%. However, maintaining changed styles to driving is time consuming and costly. Wider use of driver
simulators could provide operators with a training resource which does not take drivers and vehicles oV the
road for prolonged periods of time.

Creating the right commercial environment for rail freight. Rail freight oVers important carbon dioxide
savings over road freight for certain movements and can oVer a commercially attractive congestion bypass
for the shipper. DfT must ensure that freight operators are able to secure the train paths they require and
provide a grant regime that reduces investment risks for new and existing rail customers.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Go-Ahead Group Plc

1. Introduction

1.1 The Go-Ahead Group PLC (Go-Ahead) is one of the leading providers of passenger transport
management services in the UK. Operating in the bus, rail and aviation services sectors, Go-Ahead employs
around 20,000 people and undertakes almost 700 million passenger journeys each year. With a turnover in
excess of £1.2 billion, Go-Ahead’s customers include Transport for London, BAA, major airlines, local
authorities and the Strategic Rail Authority. With the recent award of the Integrated Kent Rail Franchise,
Go-Ahead will become the largest London commuter rail operator and the number of people employed by
Go-Ahead will increase to 24,000. Details of each of the companies within the Go-Ahead Group are
provided in Annex A.

2. Go-Ahead and the Environment

2.1 The public transport services provided by Go-Ahead have a very positive impact on the environment
by providing millions of passengers with a reliable and cost-eVective alternative to private cars and so
massively reducing the carbon and other emissions and road congestion that would otherwise be generated.
However, Go-Ahead also recognises that its operations also have adverse impacts on the environment, most
notably its contribution to climate change and air pollution caused by the carbon dioxide and other
pollutants generated by its vehicles and premises. Go-Ahead is committed to minimising its impacts on the
environment and has demonstrated this commitment by trialling a number of alternatively fuelled vehicles
and also by achieving significant, quantifiable reductions in emissions per kilometre travelled by its extensive
fleet of diesel vehicles over several years. Go-Ahead publicly reports on how it is managing its environmental
impacts in an annual Corporate Responsibility report. The latest report covering the year 2004–05 and all
previous reports can be viewed at: http://corporateresponsibility.go-ahead.com/

2.2 The Go-Ahead Group welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit
Committee’s (EAC) consultation on Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transport as a further
demonstration of its commitment to achieve a continuous improvement in its environmental performance.

3. Executive Summary

3.1 The Go-Ahead Group shares the concerns of the EAC that the objective of achieving a 20% reduction
in carbon dioxide emissions below 1990 levels by 2010 will be jeopardised by increased levels of carbon
emissions within the transport sector. Go-Ahead believes that although technological advances will
ultimately lead to the development of low carbon fuels and vehicles, most “techno-fixes” are long term and
at best, only partial solutions to reducing carbon emissions. With the real cost of motoring in the UK
declining, there is clearly the danger that any reduction in the amount of carbon emitted by individual
vehicles will be oVset by the ever-increasing number of vehicles on the road. Furthermore, the current lack
of any clear consensus about which low carbon technology will ultimately “win” and the knowledge that
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whatever system or systems are adopted will be more expensive than existing petrol and diesel technologies
for at least the foreseeable future are also very serious obstacles to the development and take up of low
carbon vehicles.

3.2 This is certainly not to deny that technology has an important role to play even in the short term.
Diesel/electric hybrid vehicles, such as the buses that Go-Ahead, in partnership with TfL are currently
trialling within London, could potentially achieve carbon emissions reductions of between 30–50%
compared to conventional vehicles. However, Go-Ahead is firmly of the opinion that the most significant
short term improvements as well as the ultimate long term transition to low carbon transport, must involve
changing the behaviour of the public to achieve a modal shift away from private car use in favour of public
transport.

3.3 Buses and diesel trains between them account for less than 3% of the total carbon dioxide emissions
generated by transport in the UK, yet clearly have the potential to significantly reduce the overall amount
of carbon generated by transport as well as reducing road congestion, by providing an alternative to the use
of private cars. Quite simply, the most immediate and eVective means by which the DfT in particular and
central and local government in general can reduce carbon emissions from transport is to use a range of
incentives, including demand management to restrain the use of private cars, to make public transport more
attractive than the use of private cars. This approach should be complimented by ensuring that there is
adequate support available to public transport operators to help them manage the transition from
conventional diesel vehicles to the alternatively powered vehicles of the future. This support should include
ensuring that there is suYcient information available about the relative costs/benefits of the various
emerging technologies to enable informed choices to be made. Diesel power is well-established and cost-
eVective and any technology that replaces it will be significantly more expensive, so fiscal measures will also
inevitably be required to encourage the take up of new, low carbon fuels and vehicles and the associated
infrastructure necessary to service them so that operators can continue to provide public transport that is
essential for the environmental, social and economic well-being of the UK.

4. Strategic Issues Raised by EAC

There are several specific strategic issues raised by the EAC when announcing their enquiry that Go-
Ahead, as a public transport operator, would like to address, including:

4.1 What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related
carbon emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so;

— Ensure that clear advice is available of relative merits/costs of emerging technologies.

There is a real danger of a repetition of the old VHS v Betamax problem with emerging low carbon
transport technologies. There are so many diVerent competing fuels and technologies in diVerent
stages of development that as yet, nobody can say for sure what a low carbon transport network
is really going to look like in 30 years time. In the meantime, within the bus industry at least, diesel
is well established, proven, cost-eVective technology that through advances in engines and exhaust
treatment systems is in many respects far less damaging to the environment than previously.
Consequently, so as far as bus manufacturers and operators are concerned, there is an
understandable reluctance to embrace the emerging technology until there is a better
understanding of where it will eventually lead—a wait and see strategy as opposed to a possibly
precipitous and career-defining punt on the wrong option. To counter this reluctance, the DfT
must ensure that clear advice is made available on the relative merits/costs of the emerging
technologies so that manufacturers and operators can make informed choices.

4.2 What specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade.

— Use fiscal incentives to reduce the use of private cars and so encourage use of public transport.

In recent years, although the cost of fuel has risen significantly, the overall cost of motoring in the
UK has been declining. Pricing is clearly not the only reason why people will choose to use private
cars in favour of public transport, but it is clearly a very important reason and the DfT could
influence the behaviour of the public and encourage the use of public transport by the use of a
range of targeted fiscal (dis)incentives including:

(i) The introduction of road charging (when technically feasible) or the extension of
congestion charging schemes similar to that in operation in central London.

Charging motorists for every mile they drive on all public roads or to enter specific areas will
clearly redress the balance between the cost of motoring and the cost of public transport.
Additionally, the reduced road congestion that will result from such a modal shift will enable
buses to provide a more reliable service because they will be less subject to the unpredictable
delays caused by congestion. Road or congestion charging should not be introduced as a
replacement for other transport related fiscal measures such as fuel duty of vehicle excise duty
so that it is eVectively cost neutral.
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(ii) Reducing fares on public transport.

Fares paid to travel on public transport are the most obvious cost to those using the services.
Reducing the level of these costs by direct subsidy would send a clear message to the public
that the use of public transport is preferable to private cars, especially when seen in
conjunction with the increased costs that would apply to the use of private cars if road pricing,
congestion charging or other fiscal dis-incentives were introduced. Subsidies are already paid
to public transport providers to operate some train and bus services but this is to make them
commercially viable. If fares were to be reduced below existing levels to achieve additional
environmental objectives, such as reducing carbon emissions, further subsidies will be
required to ensure that these services remain commercially viable. Fare subsidies could be
paid for by re-investing revenue raised by demand management measures.

(iii) Ensure that diVerentials between Vehicle Excise Duty bands are suYciently wide to send
clear pricing signals and influence consumer choice and exempt buses from VED.

Changing the basis of the VED system so that charges are based on carbon emissions was
clearly positive but the existing diVerentials between VED bands are so small that they have
no eVect on influencing consumer choice when buying vehicles. VED band diVerentials
should be increased significantly so that there is a clear financial dis-incentive to purchase
vehicles that generate high carbon emissions. As buses contribute to an overall reduction in
the levels of carbon emissions, this role should be recognised by making buses exempt from
VED.

— Extend the use of bus priority measures to minimise disruption/delay to bus services caused by
congestion and enforce existing bus priority measures.

Even low carbon buses, such as existing diesel/electric hybrids will generate unnecessary emissions
if the routes on which they operate are so congested that they cannot operate eYciently and spend
a high proportion of their working time idling or crawling from stop to stop. The level of carbon
emissions as well as other pollutants emitted will obviously be magnified where conventional diesel
buses are operated. The DfT, in partnership with local authorities could achieve an almost
immediate reduction in all emissions generated by buses by extending the use of bus priority
measures such as bus lanes and ensuring that those priority measures that are already in place are
not abused by other road users. As well as directly reducing the emissions generated by buses,
priority schemes will also ensure that the bus services will improve because the buses will be less
susceptible to delays caused by congestion. This will in turn attract more passengers from their
cars. Two Go-Ahead bus companies, Brighton and Hove and Metrobus have worked successfully
in close partnership with local authorities in recent years to implement bus priority measures that
have both resulted in significantly increased passenger numbers.

4.3 Whether the overall funding available and spent in support of the strategy is adequate in view of the
environmental challenges DfT is facing.

— Increase investment in rail infrastructure to improve reliability and capacity.

Delays, over-crowding and the general “feel” of train stations are frequently cited as reasons for
using private cars instead of trains. The individual Train Operating Companies have a duty to
operate their services and invest in the infrastructure for which they are responsible to maximise
the number of passengers using the services and so can address some of these issues directly. For
example, Southern is currently investing £1.2 billion in various improvements within its franchise
area that have lead to significant performance improvements. However, carrying out
improvements on other areas of rail infrastructure, such as signalling, electrification or to increase
the capacity of the track, are the responsibility of other industry partners, particularly Network
Rail, that are essentially funded by central government. Only increased funding from central
government will allow these bodies to make the necessary investment to upgrade infrastructure
and increase capacity to reduce delays and improve the passengers’ experience of rail travel.

— Ensure that vehicle purchase and associated infrastructure grants are available to oVset the higher
costs of buying and operating low carbon vehicles to encourage take up.

Low carbon buses are very expensive and in financial terms alone cannot compete with
conventional diesel buses on purchase price or running costs and will not be able to do so for the
foreseeable future. Diesel/electric hybrids on the market at the moment cost 50% more
conventional diesel buses and a prototype hydrogen fuel cell bus costs five times as much.
Although fuel costs will be lower, these will be oVset by higher overall operating costs as well as
increased infrastructure costs such as new fuelling systems. Essentially, without grants set at
realistic levels to encourage the purchase of such vehicles there will not be a market for them and
manufacturers will not produce them. Consequently the target of 600 (20% of current annual total)
or more low carbon buses coming into operation each year by 2012 will not be met. Therefore, the
closure of the Powershift and CleanUp programmes as well as the delay in setting up the Low
Carbon Bus Programme sends entirely the wrong message to vehicle manufacturers and potential
buyers alike.
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— Ensure that any targets or timetables applicable to bus operators that are set for the introduction
of low carbon buses are financially as well as environmentally sustainable.

In principle, Go-Ahead has no objection to the setting of targets and/or timetables for bus
operators to introduce low carbon buses to replace conventional diesel buses. However, any such
targets or timetables set must take into account the increased purchasing and operating costs that
will apply so that rate of investment that is required is financially as well as environmentally
sustainable.

Annex A

GO-AHEAD OPERATING COMPANIES

Bus

Go-Ahead operates over 3,310 buses in the UK, delivering 220 million vehicle KMs each year across a
range of markets, including deregulated services in Tyne & Wear and the south east/south west, as well as
regulated services in the capital operated on behalf of Transport for London. We are one of the largest
operators of articulated buses in the UK and over 527 million passenger journeys were undertaken on our
bus services in 2004–05. With an average fleet age of just over 5.5 years, Go-Ahead operates one of the most
modern, least-polluting fleets in the country. Over 68% of Go-Ahead’s bus fleet is comprised of low-floor
accessible vehicles.

Brighton & Hove

Joining the group in 1993, the company was combined with Brighton Transport in 1997 to create a single
bus operator for the area. Operating a fleet of over 200 buses, an average of 4% patronage growth has been
achieved year-on-year and the company now provides over 34 million passenger journeys each year.

Go North East

As the founding company of The Go-Ahead Group, Go North East is one of the largest bus operators
in the north east of England, employing over 2,000 staV and providing over 70 million passenger journeys
on its fleet of more than 800 vehicles.

London Central and General

Our London bus companies operate a combined fleet of over 1,300 vehicles, providing tendered bus
services in the capital on behalf of Transport for London. Employing almost 4,500 staV, our services
undertake over 289 million passenger journeys each year.

Metrobus

Since joining the group in 1999, Metrobus has undergone significant expansion and now operates a fleet
of over 300 vehicles in both the regulated and deregulated bus markets. Predominantly operating in the
Croydon, Bromley, Crawley and Gatwick conurbations, almost 40 million passenger journeys are
undertaken each year.

Oxford Bus Company

Operating in three distinct markets—express coach services, park-and-ride and urban bus services—the
company has grown patronage by 50% since its acquisition in 1994 and now provides around 20 million
passenger journeys each year.

Wilts & Dorset

Acquired by the group in 2003, Wilts & Dorset operates an extensive bus network across Dorset, Wiltshire
and South West Hampshire, including an intensive urban network in the Poole-Bournemouth-Christchurch
conurbation. With a fleet of over 360 buses, close to 17 million passenger journeys are undertaken each year.

Southern Vectis

Acquired by the Group in July 2005, Southern Vectis is the principal operator of bus services on the Isle
of Wight. The company’s network of services is comprehensive and through strong partnership with the IW
Council, delivers eYcient and widespread coverage of the Island. The Company operates a fleet of 87 buses
that in 2005 covered 4.7 million kilometres.
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Solent Blue Line

Solent Blue Line was acquired by the Group in July 2005 and runs a network of bus services in southern
Hampshire based around Southampton and Eastleigh. The Company operates a fleet of 73 buses covering
4.85 million kilometres in 2005.

Birmingham Bus and Coach Company

Acquired by the Group in December 2005, the Birmingham Bus and Coach Company is the second largest
operator of local bus and express services in the West Midlands, operating 116 buses covering 9.8 million
kilometres.

Probus

Acquired by the Group in February 2006, Probus operates over 100 buses in the Greater Birmingham
area.

Rail

Southern

Southern (formerly South Central) operates a mix of suburban commuter and main line routes, oVering
fast and frequent train services between London and the South East coast—through South London, Surrey,
East and West Sussex, and to parts of Kent and Hampshire. Southern is currently investing £1.2 billion to
upgrade trains and also the 160 stations and depots it is responsible for managing. Last year our fleet of over
300 brand new trains carried 116 million passengers and travelled 27 million train kilometres.

South-Eastern

In November 2005, Go-Ahead/Govia were also awarded the Integrated Kent Franchise. The franchise
will include routes on the national rail network currently operated by South Eastern Trains throughout
Kent, parts of Sussex and South East London, plus from 2009 the planned high speed services on the
Channel Tunnel Rail Link (“CTRL”) from the Medway towns, Ashford and East Kent to Ebbsfleet, and
on to Stratford and St. Pancras. The franchise will run from 1 April 2006 until 31 March 2012, with an
automatic two year extension subject to the achievement of specified performance targets.

Aviation

Aviance

Aviance UK provide a range of airport services to customer airlines. We load and unload commercial
cargo from freight flights, provide baggage handling and check-in services for passenger airlines, operate
executive lounges and information desks, and manage aircraft slots and customs clearance. We provide
services at 17 airports across the UK and Ireland, employ nearly 5,000 staV and during 2004–05 handled
nearly half a million aircraft “turnarounds” and 44 million passengers on behalf of our customer airlines. In
doing so we operate approximately 1,300 diesel and electric powered vehicles and specialist ground handling
equipment.

Parking

Meteor

Meteor, now the third largest parking company in the UK, manages over 70,000 car parking spaces for
a range of clients including retail outlets, local authorities, airport operators, NHS trusts, hotel groups and
train operating companies.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted Greenspeed

1. Introduction

1.01 Greenspeed has been campaigning for over 10 years for regime change in the national speed limits
from 70/30mph to 55/20mph. During that time traYc speed has been the subject of a number of reviews
but these have not covered the full impact that our current speed limits on the economy, society and the
environment. Despite the preoccupation on road “safety”, the current speed regime continues to cause a
level of loss to life and limb that imposes serious costs on the economy, the health services, emergency
services, families and communities.
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1.02 On the recent/current DfT/Defra/DTI consultation on climate change, the section on transport from
the Transport Secretary amounts to little more than an apology for the failure of transport policy to deliver
on reductions of GHGs and assumes that the carbon burden will continue to increase despite some
technological innovation and fiscal measures making marginal diVerences. This is presumably the basis of
the concern of the Environmental Audit Committee.

1.03 The problem for the transport sector is illustrated by the reference to the DfT review in July 2004
that the objective is to achieve “better access and greater mobility”. The DfT is oblivious to the conflict
between the worthy objective of increasing “access” and damage caused by increasing “mobility”.

1.04 Greenspeed is not only familiar with the reviews that have been carried out into speed, but has also
carried out extensive correspondence with the DfT (and The Commission for Integrated Transport, IPPR,
TRL, T2000 and others). Despite not having spent any of its £40 million research budget on the
consequences of reducing the national speed limits, the DfT continue to believe that 70/30 represents the
“best balance”.

1.05 A Division of the DfT is dedicated to looking at the feasibility of road pricing to deal with
congestion, and believe that this could incidentally reduce GHGs. There is no division in the DfT tasked
with looking at the eVects of lower speed limits and the eVect on GHGs. In fact the Secretary of State for
Transport eVectively ruled out road pricing by giving evidence to the Transport Select Committee in 2005
that it would be unwise to rely on large computer systems, just the type of system that would be required to
monitor the movements of all 24–30 million cars wherever they happen to be on the road network. However,
since that evidence the Transport Secretary has made a number of public statements suggesting that road
pricing is the answer to congestion, apparently oblivious to the research carried out by Imperial College for
the Energy Savings Trust that this could have the eVect of increasing GHG emissions.

1.06 Speed is not mentioned in the climate change consultation paper as either a cause of GHGs and a
potential for GHG saving. Given the already well known advantages of lower speeds in terms of both
congestion and GHGs, the question must be asked of Government (and the DfT) why this is not in the
consultation together with indications of the potential of speed reductions. A Government cannot be taken
seriously on climate change when it ignores the measure with perhaps the greatest potential for reducing
GHGs, in the shortest timescale and at the least cost (not to mention wide-ranging and cumulative benefits).
This omission means that Government will not benefit from comments on speed management from those
involved in the climate change consultation.

1.07 The most important research carried out in 2005 and published in 19 January 2006 is the VIBAT
study by Bartlett and Halcrow. This shows that behavioural change (including a 50 mph speed limit) is the
key if the transport sector is to contribute to the to the 60% reduction to GHGs that the Government require.
The point is also made that savings made now reduce the severity of the changes that would be required later.

1.08 This evidence concentrates on two of the issues raised by the EAC:

— the targets for CO2 reduction from the transport sector for 2010 and 2020 and,

— the specific steps that can be taken over the next decade, with reference to low carbon vehicles and
demand management.

1.09 When looking at the transport sector the Committee should have in mind that all impacts are a
function of volume, mix and speed. In order to eVect any significant changes, one of these fundamental
elements must be targeted and there will be knock-on eVects on the remaining two. It is not hard to see that
speed is a factor that is already subject to regulation and stands out from “volume” and “mix” as being open
to further modification.

2. Lower Speed Limits

2.01 The transport system is very complex and without extremely sophisticated modelling it would not
be sensible to attempt to quantify the level of the GHG reduction that would result from a national regime
change from 70/30 mph to 55/20 mph. However, by their nature, systems contain and have the potential for
virtuous circles or vicious cycles. This means that, if changes are introduced that “go with the grain”, they
create synergetic (see ODPM paper on EU Directive on Strategic Environmental Assessment and evidence
of Chief Scientist to the DfT to the Select Committee on road pricing) and cumulative eVects. If lower speeds
can be shown to be part of, or even a trigger for virtuous circles that include GHG reduction, then further
reductions can be achieved without further intervention. Measures taken to trigger virtuous circles can be
very cost eVective indeed. Those taken running against the grain will be wasteful of both money and time.

2.02 In fact, it is well known that lower speeds do save GHGs. Because air resistance increases by the
square of the speed, higher speeds can only be maintained with high levels of both fuel consumption and
emissions. (recent research that shows that the most modern cars may not be significantly less eYcient at
higher speeds would only be relevant if there were no other substantial reasons to lower maximum speeds).
It is also well known that lower speeds reduce congestion and that free-flow at moderate speeds reduces fuel
consumption. Lower speeds also increase the capacity of both roads and junctions. None of the existing
knowledge about slower speeds is rocket science and yet, due to the omission from the climate change
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consultation paper, Greenspeed may be alone in making the climate change case for reducing the national
speed limits. Similarly, there were very few references to the role of speed management as an alternative to
road pricing in the 2005 Transport Select Committee proceedings.

2.03 Greenspeed began its campaign when the Government perversely put a maximum speed limit on
buses and coaches lower than that for cars. Now, by reducing the maximum speed for cars below that for
public transport, the competitive advantage could be transferred to the bus and train that will become the
preferred means of travel, thereby reducing GHGs still further, and increasing their profitability without
continuous increase in subsidy. Buses are assisted by the reduced congestion and car drivers may also design
their lives around shorter car journeys thereby using still less fuel.

2.04 Inappropriate traYc speeds are the greatest deterrent to walking and cycling. Therefore, the virtuous
circle continues to gain pace with the increase in cycling and walking when cars are limited to 20 mph in
urban areas and GHGs go down again. When cars are designed for a 55 mph speed limit instead of a
150 mph (for the German autobahn!?) the weight goes down and the eYciency at both 55 and 20 mph
increases and GHGs are reduced still further. The labelling system being proposed for cars show the most
eYcient cars have the lowest maximum speeds.

2.05 By reducing speed limits in and between urban areas, road congestion and its annual cost of
£20 billion will be consigned to history and road pricing (estimated cost of £20 billion) appropriately labelled
as a policy of “roads for the rich” will become unnecessary after the pointless wait of 10 years for its
introduction. The latest example of road pricing is the M6 Toll which has proved attractive to drivers who
average 79 mph thereby consuming about 30% more fuel than if limited to 55 mph. However, if a 55 mph
limit had been placed on the M6, all traYc could travel at that speed with little of no congestion and no new
road may have been required. This is the intelligent response to the suggestion that the M6 “widening” is
to be extended.

2.06 There will be less noise from engines and tyres both of which will last longer, so that energy is not
consumed on repairs and replacements.

2.07 The very significant savings to the emergency services, to the national health service and to families
and communities, by reducing the trauma of road traYc accidents may not directly reduce GHGs. However,
these savings can be borne in mind when considering the other economic ad political impacts of lower
speeds. It should also be obvious that lowering the national speed limits could be implemented at negligible
cost, as a few road signs will need to be replaced.

2.08 So, if all this is known without eating into the DfT research budget of £40 million, what can it be
that prevents the Secretary of State for Transport mentioning speed reduction in the climate change
consultation, and continuing to present road pricing as the answer to congestion (regardless of the extra
GHG burden? Even with none of the additional benefits, the immediate saving of GHGs arising from road
traYc if national speed limits were reduced to 55/20 could be in the region of 25%. In a letter to Greenspeed,
Defra’s response can be summarised as, “It’s the economy stupid!”. If that is the reason then it would be
very interesting to see the figures. Before a 55 mph speed limit could impose a burden on the economy it
would have to exceed the £20 billion wasted through congestion, the subsidy to underused public transport
and the savings to the emergency and health services. Access, essential to the economy and well-being, will
be improved even if mobility may be reduced. A reference to the Bartlett/Halcrow VIBAT study shows that
lower speeds (50mph) is essential to a sustainable transport system and it is only a question of time when
this will become inevitable if CO2 targets are to be met. DfT should be concentrating on how and not whether
to lower the national speed limits.

2.09 The DtT are in denial in respect of the magnitude of the current contribution of transport to
environmental, social and economic problems that can be attributed to Government transport policy. This
is particularly true of CO2 emissions and the growth in car use. The DfT have no answer to these issues.

3. Conclusions

3.01 There should be an inquiry into why speed management is not flagged in the recent climate change
consultation document as it can be seen to be the measure with the greatest potential for GHG saving at
least cost and in the shortest timescale. These comments to the Environmental Audit Committee do no more
than set out what is already well known about the unsustainability of the 70/30 mph regime. An integrated
and sustainable transport system can only evolve when based on 55/20 mph, where the level of GHGs
emitted by fewer, lighter and more eYcient vehicles and well used public transport, walking and cycling,
would be a small fraction of the levels emitted in the car dependent 1990s and 2000s.

3.02 The EAC should find that the current DfT policies are not meeting the existing 10 year plan and
unless the conclusions of the VIBAT study commissioned from Bartlett/Halcrow are taken on board there
is no prospect of the emissions targets being met.

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Group Against Motorway Expansion (GAME)

Although in 2004, the Department for Transport adopted a Public Service Agreement (PSA) committing
itself “to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 12.5% below 1990 levels in line with [the] Kyoto commitment
and move towards a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions below 1990 levels by 2010”, in fact carbon
emissions from transport are expected to grow by about 10% from 2000 levels by 2010. Thus transport’s
share of total emissions is likely to increase substantially, as emissions from other sectors are due to fall.

Despite all this, the government are still continuing with the plans announced in 2004 that they would be
expanding the M6 between Cannock (junction 11a) and Knutsford (Junction 19)—either by widening or
building a private tolled expressway.

Knowing that this expansion of the motorway system will only add to the problem of this carbon dioxide
driven global warming, environmental activists in StaVord formed the “Group Against Motorway
Expansion” (GAME). We decided to oppose all and any form of expansion to the road network of Great
Britain, but specifically the M6 between Cannock and Knutsford. Our attitude is not that of a NIMBY (Not
In My Back Yard) nor are we anti-progress.

We regard expansion of the M6 as regressive—not progressive. Progress looks to the future, M6
expansion doesn’t. One of the most progressive things we can do is to plan now for climate change.

For some reason, expanding the M6 is seen as a solution to the problem of road congestion. We believe
that it is doubtful that expansion of this relatively short section of the M6 will help the situation at all.

Motorway expansion is not the solution that it’s cracked up to be. Instead, GAME suggests a two pronged
approach: Short term measures and longer-term measures. In the longer term society must stop pumping
fumes into the atmosphere. Do we really want to tarmac the countryside and make everywhere else into
parking spaces? Progress demands that the amount of traYc has to be reduced. We need to take all steps to
reduce the need for transportation of both humans and goods ı and when transport is necessary, public
transport systems should be provided.

In the shorter term, in order to tide us over until these long-term measures start taking eVect, there are
numerous motorway traYc management techniques that are already in use or in various stages of
development in this country and around the world. We should introduce them here as soon as possible. In
particular we support the Government’s intention to introduce road user charging, and feel this could have
a major impact on traYc levels on the M6 as an alternative to expanding the motorway which would help
rather than hinder the DfT’s commitment to reducing carbon emissions.

Another example of a relatively short-term measure is the diversion of a lot of the motorway traYc onto
the railway (by government monetary incentives), a measure that would have an almost immediate impact.

GAME cannot be exact about the best way forward, but road building is certainly NOT the answer. It
would only exacerbate the problem. It is imperative to stop building roads now. GAME admits that the
solution will not be an easy process—but the longer that the inevitable decision to stop building more and
more roads is put oV, then the more diYcult and painful it will be when eventually global environmental
crises force us to cut down on transportation.

If we intend to leave a planet worth living on to the children of our grandchildren, then we have to do
something now.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by DJ Hartland

LONDON UNDERGROUND POWER SUPPLIES. ELECTRIC CURRENT FLOW IN
CONDUCTOR RAILS. SAVINGS IN ENERGY WITH LOW LOSS RAILS

Introduction

London Underground trains are powered by electricity drawn from the National Grid. The power passes
to substations along the line and then is fed to two conductor rails laid along the track. The trains run on two
additional rails and pick up current by means of shoegear making sliding contact with the conductor rails.

The current passing along the rails generates losses which appear as heat. The losses depend on the style
of rail and the condition—worn steel rails create more losses than new steel, and composite aluminium rails
create lower losses still.
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Extent of Losses

For the whole London Underground system, the losses in the conductor rails amount to approximately
13% of the total electricity bill, 130 million kWhr, or 130,000 tons of CO2.

Effect of Change to Aluminium

For every kilometre of steel rail which is changed to aluminium, the annual saving is 46,000 kWhrs and
46 tons of carbon dioxide emissions.

Monetary Savings

At 5p/kWhr the energy saving is £2,300 per year.

On the carbon credit scheme, a saving of 46 tons of CO2 is worth £887 (using the price at 22 February for
carbon, of ƒ22 per ton).

The rail should last 50 years—over the 50 year life this is a total energy saving of £115,000 and a carbon
saving of £34,900.

Detailed calculations are attached.

Energy and Carbon Savings Calculations

Carbon usage equivalent in energy

1. The British Wind Energy Association quotes 0.86 kg of CO2 emissions for one kWhr of energy
production at coal fired power stations.

2. The Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology quotes 0.93–1.08 kg of CO2 per kWhr.

For the purposes of these notes we will take a figure of 1 kg per kWhr.

LUL energy usage

3. LUL Environmental report 2004 quotes 1,087 gigawatt hours as the total LUL usage, of which 90%
is used for traction purposes. This is 978 gigawatt hours or 978 million kWhr.

LUL energy bill

The general rate payable is 5p per kWhr, so that the annual bill is £48.9 million for traction current.

LUL carbon usage

4. LUL Environmental report 2004 shows 160 watt hours per passenger km on the Underground. Using
the rate of 1kg%1kWhr this is 160 g of CO2 per passenger km.

5. LUL Environmental report 2005 shows 54.5g of CO2 per passenger km, down 1.38g from 2004.

6. The All Party Climate Change Group quotes 85.9 g CO2 per passenger km on the Underground.

7. The Tyndall Centre quotes 107g per passenger mile on the Tube, which is 66.9g CO2 per passenger km.

It is not clear what is the actual figure for LUL carbon usage.

Conductor rail losses

8. There are 826 single track km on the running lines of London Underground, with 1652 km of
conductor rails (two per track). Of this, 150km is aluminium, 1502 km steel.

9. The calculated average current in a conductor rail on London Underground is 900 amps. For steel
rails the average conductor rail resistance is 16 microohms per metre, so that the average heat lost from steel
conductor rails is 12.8 watts per metre, or 83 kWhr per year.

10. For aluminium rails the average conductor rail resistance is 7 microohms per metre so that the
average heat lost from aluminium conductor rails is 5.6 watts per metre or 37 kWhr per year.

11. The total heat loss from all rails on the London Underground per year is 1,502,000 x 83 ! 150,000
x 37 % 130 million kWhr. This is 13% of the total electricity bill.
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EFFECT OF CHANGING STEEL TO ALUMINIUM

Savings

Annual saving Annual saving Saving per kilometre
per metre per kilometre over 50 years

Energy 46 kWhr 46,000 kWhr 2,300,000 kWhr
Carbon 46 kg 46 tons 2,300 tons
Monetary £2.36 £2,360 £118,000

2,300 tons of CO2 is valued at £34,900 at February 2006 prices.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers is well placed to respond to this new inquiry, having some 35,000
of its professional engineering membership involved or associated with transport in the UK. This institution
considers that reducing carbon emissions from transport should be very high on the Government agenda
and it is disappointing, that the Environmental Audit Committee has allowed such a short time to reply to
this Inquiry. Whilst the short time available for a response does not allow us to propose realistic definitive
targets, we consider that it is almost certain that current revised Government targets for reducing carbon
emissions will not be achieved.

There appears to be no public awareness of a DTI underpinning strategy for reducing carbon emissions
from transport nor any “Projects Grandes” aimed at facing up to unpopular choices for the national good.
A rail system for a population pattern a century out of date is one such issue and the expanding demand for
cheap short-haul flights could well be another. Bold long term Government policies going beyond the life
of one Parliament and that have cross party support are required to eVectively tackle these issues.

There are numerous opportunities to improve environmental impact of transport, all of which need to be
addressed and radical action taken now if the UK is to achieve maximum net benefit.

Whilst it is obvious that action in some areas will yield significant “step change” gains, an integrated
approach is more likely to achieve the best overall results.

With informed forecasts of a net increase in carbon emissions from transport if strong early action is not
taken, it is considered that the opportunities outlined in this response should be exploited as a matter of
urgency, irrespective of the Government’s revised targets.

The following response covers strategic issues and the main modes of transport. This should be read in
conjunction with the Institution of Mechanical Engineers comments on UK Energy Policy which can be
found on www.imeche.org.uk/media/parliament/position–statements.asp

Strategic

— Carbon dioxide emissions targets—it is considered that the revised Government targets for 2010
and 2020 are not achievable with the current planned levels of public investment. The setting and
structuring of realistic and progressive targets together with methods of measuring success should
match resources and the technology available. Government should determine what needs to be
done to deliver these targets and provide suYcient Government (DfT) financial support for what
is needed to deliver. Substantial long term support should be provided for research to underpin a
programme that is achievable.

— Cleaner existing fuels—the production and use of lower sulphur diesel has had a major eVect on
particulate emissions and hence reduced exhaust emissions. This has been geared to meet gaseous
emissions legislation and the downside of this is that this has been also been an enabler in the
development of larger and more powerful engines that consume more fuel. More detailed study of
the net eVects of producing lower sulphur fuels is urgently required. Existing grants schemes for
relevant R&D in this area should be extended and additional funding ring fenced. At the same time
a more stringent policy on the production and use of the more pollutant fuels should be adopted,
backed up with legislation if necessary.

— Alternative fuels—bio-fuels, blends, fuel cells and other alternatives are all being researched and
these oVer great potential for reducing CO2 emissions as well as reducing our fossil fuel
dependency. Government needs to invest even more in detailed research into these options as a
matter of urgency ensuring that any resulting intellectual property rights provide a return on this
investment.
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— Government incentives—tax credits or other similar incentives should be oVered to reward
success. Any such structure should not be too prescriptive so as not to stifle any lateral thinking
and should accommodate innovative approaches. It should be applicable across the whole
spectrum from fuels and engines to materials and infrastructure. It is expected that the application
of Microsystems and Nanotechnology in many areas will have the greatest potential impact.

— Government policy—a clear and workable integrated long term Government transport policy is
required together with appropriate and adequate financial incentives. The policy should aim to
encourage a better balance of transport usage (passenger and freight), favour the most
environmentally friendly solutions and promote increased use of public transport. Other areas of
Government policy such as housing, employment, leisure and city regeneration should empathise
with this to ensure no department works in isolation.

— Public education—the penalties and costs incurred in pursuing a policy of reducing carbon
emissions by transport and the implications of not doing so have to be faced by the whole
population. There is an alarming public ignorance of these issues and Government needs to invest
in a simplified and clearly worded programme that informs people of all ages and especially in
schools. Included in this programme should be Government strategy, realistic aims, achievements,
incentives and the various funding mechanisms currently available. Most of the solutions will
directly aVect the general public and it would be nave to expect their support if they are uninformed
of the issues.

— Cleaner production of electricity—this is a major part of the wider energy debate and the policies
adopted here will play a crucial and integral part of the strategy to reduce carbon emissions in
transport, particularly in rail. Authentic and realistic estimates of the net emissions benefits for
transport should be commissioned for each option under consideration for national power
generation. These figures should be made public as soon as possible. Government should press for
early introduction of sustainable and economically balanced electricity generation with no source
discounted for political expedience.

Specific

Rail

— This mode of transport has the most favourable passenger/pollutant ratio even when the
environmental cost of producing the base power is taken into account. Increasing the capacity of
the rail system appears therefore to be highly desirable.

— Significant investment is already being made by Government and private sectors to improve
infrastructure, signalling and rolling stock and this should be continued.

— However, in the long term the real limitation will be lack of track and bold long term policies
backed by legislative support are needed to solve this issue. This may be politically unpopular but
the consequences of not doing this are more unpalatable.

— Other areas that need to be encouraged as a matter of urgency are eYciencies in regeneration of
power, the use of hybrid engine technology and materials research aimed at weight reduction.

Road

— Road transport is almost entirely fuelled by oil and therefore any advances in “cleaner” or
alternative fuels will have a significant impact. However, with the whole of road transport being
responsible for only 5% of the total of carbon emissions, even a major reduction would have
minimal net eVect. That said, this is one clear area that has potential for sustainable and
environmental benefit.

— Any improvements in the quality of fuels will have a direct eVect as will developments in
alternative fuels.

— Considerable research is being undertaken by engine manufacturers into reducing emissions,
alternative sources of power and increasing eYciency.

However, this high level investment in R&D by the private sector despite pressures of a very competitive
market is not matched by similar levels of Public support. It is considered that current levels of public
investment will yield insuYcient environmental returns to meet realistic targets.

— Government should stimulate research through financial investment and encourage success
through matching environmental legislation.

— Government should mandate for priority schemes for public transport, providing a financial,
regulatory or incentivised structure to encourage a shift to electric traction. Priority should also
be given to schemes that demonstrate a net environmental advantage (eg CrossRail in London and
trams in Leeds). Other areas that should be addressed are intelligent highway systems, a school
bus service that makes domestic “school runs” unnecessary and reform the road taxation system
to be more cost/unit—distance focussed.
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Air

— Air transport currently produces 12.5% of carbon the total emissions by transport
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Control and www.greenerbydesign.org.uk hosted by RAeS)
and is therefore an area of considerable potential gain for advances in improving fuels.

— There are opportunities in materials and design, including engines and in the associated support
infrastructure, but these generally involve long term research and benefits will take a long time to
impact. Much valuable research has been carried out in these areas by the Aerospace Innovation
and Growth Team (AeIGT) and “Greener by Design”, both of which are supported by
Government and this is encouraging.

— The modus operandi of aircraft should be a target for detailed research that can be used as a firm
basis for formulating policies, in conjunction with the European Union. Policies should favour the
most environmentally friendly methods of transport and discourage the most pollutant. Much is
often made of research into overall journey times between city centres using diVerent modes of
transport (rail/air in particular) but there has been no independent comparative research on the
net emissions eVect on the environment. This is required urgently bearing in mind the rapid growth
of cheap short-haul flights.

Summary of Recommended Actions

1. Strategic actions

(a) Carbon dioxide emissions targets:

— Fund urgent research and use results as base for targets;

— Set realistic progressive targets;

— Determine what needs to be done to deliver; and

— Provide necessary assistance to deliver.

(b) Existing Fuels:

— Commission study to determine net eVects of producing lower sulphur fuels;

— Extend and ring fence existing R&D schemes; and

— Legislate to discourage production and use of the more pollutant fuels.

(c) Alternative Fuels:

— Government to increase investment in research as priority.

(d) Government incentives:

— More tax credits or similar incentives to reward success.

(e) Government policy:

— Government to set bold, clear, integrated and long term transport policy with financial
incentives.

(f) Public education:
— Invest in extensive public information programme to get public support.

(g) Production of electricity:

— Commission major study on net emission eVects on each option under consideration and
publicise results.

2. Specific actions

(a) Rail:

— Adopt bold long term policies and the necessary legislation to introduce more track; and

— Encourage research into eYciencies in regeneration of power, the use of hybrid technologies
and weight reduction for existing rolling stock.

(b) Road:

— Increase Government support for R&D of reducing emissions, alternative power sources and
increasing eYciency; and

— Legislate or provide incentives to encourage priority schemes for public transport and a shift
to electric traction and other schemes that reduce pollutant emissions.

(c) Air:

— Commission detailed research to use as basis for new policies favouring the more
environmentally friendly modes of transport and legislate accordingly.

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Johnson Matthey plc

Johnson Matthey plc

1. Johnson Matthey is a UK-headquartered speciality chemicals company focused on its core skills in
catalysts, precious metals and fine chemicals. Johnson Matthey has operations in 34 countries and employs
around 7,500 people, including almost 3,000 at 19 sites in the UK. Its products are sold across the world to
a wide range of advanced technology industries. The company has activities in a number of areas relating
to clean fuels, pollution control systems for automotive and other industries, and in fuel cells and advanced
technologies for the hydrogen economy.

Memorandum Overview

2. Johnson Matthey believes that it is important to view the issue of carbon emissions (and their
reduction) from transport within the context of other issues ranging from energy security and diversity to
local emissions. It is also important to view short and medium term progress towards meeting targets (such
as Kyoto) in conjunction with progress towards longer term goals.

3. Relating to carbon emissions, reductions can be achieved by reducing the carbon output per vehicle
mile, reducing the distances travelled, increasing the number of passengers per vehicle and/or changing the
mode of transport. It is not in Johnson Matthey’s area of expertise to comment on the second, third and
fourth of these issues and this memorandum therefore focuses on reducing carbon load per mile. We note,
however, that it is important to look not only at on-road vehicles but also at carbon emissions from other
transport sectors, including oV-road machinery and boats, where carbon dioxide emission reductions can
also be made.

Carbon Reduction from Transport

4. In the short term, apart from demand management, carbon emission reductions can be brought about
by greater use of more eYcient engine technology, including lean burn gasoline engines and clean diesel
technology. Although these engine variants typically produce less carbon dioxide per mile travelled than
conventional gasoline internal combustion engine vehicles, they do produce other, regulated emissions
(carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen and particulate). Exhaust emission control devices (including
conventional catalysts) allow these vehicles to be used cleanly meeting current and next generation
environmental standards, while also reducing carbon dioxide emissions.

5. Over the longer term, there will be other technologies which can reduce the carbon emissions per mile
travelled. One current example would be from the increasing market penetration of hybrid vehicles, which
oVer fuel eYciency benefits in urban driving. Johnson Matthey also supports the increased use of an
appropriate amount of biofuels, the use of which gives reduced lifecycle carbon emissions as well as
increasing energy diversity in the transport sector. The adoption of clean synthetic fuels (gas to liquids)
allows further diversification of supply and enables further pollution control technologies which require
ultra low sulphur fuel.

6. Of course, as mentioned in the Prime Minister’s foreword to Powering Future Vehicles Strategy,
hydrogen and fuel cells will be increasingly important in the future. In the 2010 timeframe the
implementation of hydrogen fuel cells in urban vehicles (eg buses) does oVer the potential to introduce
vehicles that produce zero emissions at point of use as well as to increase awareness of the technology. The
ability of the technology to contribute to carbon or GHG targets in 2010 or 2020 will however be limited
by its relatively low share of the vehicle parc. These technologies nonetheless remain critical to meet longer
term goals. Continued work and support for development in this area remains essential to move the UK
closer towards a lower or zero carbon emissions economy.

Government Integration and Policy Framework

7. Addressing the specific question of which organisations are involved and the coordination between
them, it is Johnson Matthey’s view that it would be possible and desirable to increase the coordination
between diVerent government departments and other commercial and non-commercial organisations
operating in this area. This notwithstanding, the establishment of organisations including the Low Carbon
Vehicle Partnership, the Low Carbon and Fuel Cell Knowledge Transfer Network and Cenex (the Centre
of Excellence for Low Carbon and Fuel Cell Technologies) was welcome and has provided a focus for much
of the work in this area in the UK.

8. The scale of the environmental challenge of reducing carbon dioxide emissions from transport is
extremely large and this presents correspondingly large opportunities for UK industry. New technology can
play an important role in delivering lower carbon emissions without impacting on quality of life for users.
Support for development, demonstration and early stage deployment of new technologies would provide
direct benefits for the UK both in terms of competitiveness and by reducing carbon dioxide emissions.
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9. For maximum eVectiveness Johnson Matthey believes a combination of financial and regulatory
initiatives are required. Johnson Matthey acknowledges the funding already provided into the development
of new technologies to reduce carbon emissions. In many cases this is a critical enabler, particularly in early
stage work.

10. However, as important as financial support is the contribution that government can make towards
making more certain a future market. Government regulation is of particular importance in the
environmental sector as market mechanisms cannot always be relied upon. Environmental benefits are a
social, rather than an individual, good and consumers typically will not drive development of the market
alone.

11. As a result, there is a greater responsibility placed on other government activities such as the
introduction of clear, long-term and progressive regulation in the environmental sector. This is particularly
important where innovative technology is involved. For example, the US Federal Clean Air Acts and the
Californian Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate were instrumental in creating the market for automotive
emission control catalysts and for automotive fuel cell development respectively. Comparable regulation in
Europe has been weaker and has retarded the development of European adoption.

12. Although consultation with industry is required to ensure that workable regulation is introduced,
tightening environmental regulation is not always viewed negatively by industry. The Corporate Leaders
Group co-ordinated the publication of an open letter to the Prime Minister in June 2005 in which the Chief
Executives of twelve FTSE 100 companies (including Johnson Matthey) gave their support to well-
signposted and eVective regulation.

Forward Commitment Procurement

13. A third element of government’s contribution to bringing low carbon technologies to market is that
of intelligent purchasing. The public sector has significant purchasing power and this can be used to
stimulate and facilitate the commercialisation of new products. The Environmental Innovations Advisory
Group (Defra/dti) has been working on the development of a framework for a “forward commitment”
approach to procurement whereby a prospective purchaser commits to buy an agreed number of new
products (which do not yet exist) at an agreed price at some point in the future, provided that it meets an
agreed specification. The certainty of a future market allows the supplier to mobilise his own and his supply
chain’s resources to develop fully engineered products, rather than one-oV prototypes for demonstration
programmes.

Summary

14. In summary, Johnson Matthey supports the aims of the current enquiry and believes that continued
innovation in environmental technology presents opportunities both to meet carbon reduction targets as
well as to develop the UK as a centre for low carbon technologies. Government programmes already play
a key role in helping with the development funding for technology but this needs to be coupled within a
policy framework that includes well-signposted and progressive regulation and the facilitation of forward
commitment in procurement.

15. Johnson Matthey would be pleased to elaborate any of the points raised here in oral evidence to the
Committee if so required.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Leicester Friends of the Earth

Introduction

The Department of Transport intends to widen the M1 motorway from Leicester to Leeds (junctions
21–42) to four lanes in both directions. There is also widening planned for junctions 6a–13 (M25—Luton),
in fact preparatory work recently commenced on this section.

The M1 carries a large volume of traYc (some sections up to 160,000 vehicles per day). There is congestion
at peak times. The widening is proposed to “reduce congestion and improve both safety and journey time
reliability”. The proposed works are estimated to cost over £3 billion. However, it should be noted that road
programmes frequently exceed their estimates by a factor of three!
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Background

The Government’s decision to widen the M1 motorway was preceded by various “Multi-Modal Studies”
(MMS) commissioned by the Government several years ago (full details can be found at http://
www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–about/documents/divisionhomepage/032193.hcsp).

The two MMS aVecting the Midland section of the M1 were entitled “M1 North/South Movements in
the East Midlands” and “West Midlands to East Midlands” (W2EM).

At the outset, the “multi modal approach” to traYc management seemed very promising and forward-
looking, but in practice it is diYcult to reconcile the blatant discrepancy for the W2EM study, for example,
between the findings of the relatively wide-spread consultation process, which came up with overwhelming
support for public transport and other “soft measures” and very little support for major spending on
highway measures (see two diagrams from the consultants’ report overleaf) and the consultant’s conclusions
that, in the W2EM region, for example, a meagre £5 million should be spent on public transport, but a
staggering £1,011 on highways!

In view of the overwhelming public support for transport measures that do not involve major expenditure
on road measures, the Government’s decision to spend billions of pounds of taxpayers’ money on widening
the M1 can only be described as astonishing, not least because it also represents a complete U-turn compared
to the White Paper on transport, which, basically acknowledged that we cannot build our way out of
congestion!

Interestingly, in addition to the above-mentioned inconsistencies, a recent DfT-commissioned report has
cast serious doubts on the modelling techniques underpinning the MMS programme (see Appendix: copy
of article from “Local Transport Today”, 25 March 2004).

West to East Midlands Multi-Modal Study reveals overwhelming support for investment in public
transport and travel behaviour campaign.

Public Transport-High Level improvements

Highways High - level improvements

Highways - Other improvements

Road User Charging - Congestion charging (cities)

Travel Behaviour - Local level campaign

Public Transport - Medium level improvements

Highways - Medium level improvements

Road User Charging - Area wide variable charging

Road USer Charging - No charging

Travel Behaviour - No campaign

Public Transport - No improvements

Highways - Low level improvements

Road USer Charging - Motorway tolls

Travel Behaviour - Major Campaign
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Figure 5 Summary Breakdown of Comments

Summary and Conclusions

— The Government intends to spend an estimated sum of over £3 billion on widening the M1
motorway. The actual cost is likely to exceed this figure significantly.

— Studies have shown that new roads will simply attract more traYc until the congestion reaches its
former level.

— The decision to spend such a vast amount of taxpayer’s money appears to be based, at least in part,
on dubious conclusions from studies that had in fact indicated overwhelming public support for
transport measures not involving major expenditure on road infrastructure.

— The proposed widening of the M1 makes absolutely no contribution to the Government’s target
of reducing carbon emission from the transport sector, in fact it would make matters worse by
attracting and generating even more traYc.

— The M1 widening scheme is very short-sighted and cannot be regarded as an intelligent solution
that is fit for the 21st Century. The money earmarked for the scheme should therefore be invested
in alternative measures, for example measures that would encourage people to travel less, that
could make a real contribution to climate protection.

— The Environmental Audit Committee should call for an immediate re-appraisal of the M1
widening scheme, so that public opinion, the environmental impact, and a cost/benefit analysis
with regard to carbon emissions can be addressed properly and thoroughly.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by James Levy

Re: the dangerous adverse consequences of the present combination of biofuel incentives and free
trade policies.

I would like to testify that:

1. Attempts to reduce climate impacts using biofuel incentives are being frustrated by subservience to a
free trade agenda on the source commodities both by the UK and EU as a whole.

2. In particular, it is strongly evidence that the current free market policy on vegetable oils means that
biodiesel incentives are having a dramatically counter-productive eVect, since:

2.1 palm oil grown in tropical countries is able to undercut all other potential large-scale sources of
new supply.
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2.2 the additional market for palm oil is pushing its market price and leading to massive speculative
forest clearance for new plantations.

2.3 deforestation itself, and oxidation of peat beds accelerated by forest clearance, are very
considerable sources of carbon dioxide discharges, while the forests and peat beds are valuable
carbon sinks, but conventional biofuel life cycle emissions models do not account for this.

2.4 the eVect of these massive discharges is to narrow, not widen, the window of opportunity to
stabilize greenhouse gas levels below a critical threshold.

2.5 in addition, the loss of precious natural heritage (orang-utan) and displacement of native peoples
must be considered.

3. The eVect of the free market is that even if the government disqualified palm oil from the Renewable
Transport Fuels Obligation, the additional demand for veg-oil would create new demand for palm oil in the
wider veg-oil market.

4. Incentives for soya oil are also being criticized for encouraging forest displacement.

5. The consequences of incentives for bioethanol replacing petrol are more complex and unclear, but are
still deserving of scrutiny.

6. The government has not taken adequate account of, and has sometimes omitted reference to, major
adverse consequences of current biofuels policies:

6.1 The 2006 Budget (item 7.67) has not disqualified any kind of imported biofuels from the Fuel Duty
Discount. This creates a boundless market for imported biofuesl, in particular palm and soya oil,
beyond the dictates of the EU biofuels directive and regardless of their adverse consequences.

6.2 The 2006 Budget (item 7.66) stated that it intends to increase biofuel incentives after 2010–11
subject to infrastructure, vehicle capabilities nad cost, while “ensuring biofuels are sourced
sustainably” (7.68) with no caution expressed or mention of potential adverse environmental
consequences.

6.3 The 2005 Pre-Budget Report (item 7.54) announced consultations with “stakeholders” over the
implementation of biofuels incentives, but not with conservationists or anyone else.

6.4 “Climate Change, The UK Programme 2006” report notes that emissions savings are lower than
headline due to the agricultural and processing costs (section 5 Transport, 17). However, such
models do not allow for the massive carbon discharges when rainforests are displaced, or loss of
their value as carbon sinks, which is occurring considerably in practice (see 2.1–2.3 above).

6.5 The plans to encourage sustainable supply (ibid, 21-23) appear insuYcient to deter the
displacement of the additional demand for veg-oils on to new forest clearances for palm oil (as set
out in 2 above) in the current free market approach to the supply commodities adhered to by the
UK nad wider EU.

Appendices [not printed]

1. “Worse Than Fossil Fuel”, article b George Monbiot in The Guardian, 6 December 2005, pages 1–3.

2. Canadian government report “Vegetable Oils: Competition in a changing market”, 10 June 2005,
pages 1,4,14.

3. “CPO Prices Seen UP in 06 As Biodiesel Fuels Demand”, Dow Jones Newswires, 24 February 2006
pages 1–2.

4. “Asian peat fires add to warming”, BBC News, 3 September 2005 pages 1-2.

5. “Soya is not the solution to climate change”, letter by WWF-Brazil to The Guardian, 16 March 2006.

6. “EU must ensure bioenergy is really green”, press release by Birdlife (international federation of bird
protection societies), 7 December 2005.

April 2006

Memorandum submitted by Liftshare Ltd

1. Background

1.1 www.liftshare.com is the UK’s leading car share provider, with over 100,000 members and providing
car-sharing software to more than 400 Local Authorities, Hospitals, Businesses and Universities around the
UK. It is liftshare’s mission to “enable and encourage more eYcient use of the car”.
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2. How Car Sharing can Help Achieve the 20% Reduction

2.1 It is wholly reasonable for DfT to achieve the 20% reduction target by 2010 as long as a concerted
eVort is made to encourage more eYcient car use. liftshare recommends that more should be done to
encourage, facilitate and reward car-sharing along with other forms of more sustainable transport.

— With more eYcient use of vehicles, car sharing alone could achieve the 20% reduction necessary
by 2010.

— At present average car occupancy stands at 1.6, for commuter journeys this figures is 1.2.

— If car occupancy can be increased by 25% to 2.0 then CO2 emissions will be cut by 20%.

— In a typical work travel survey results indicated that 60% of car drivers would be willing to share
a car to work if there was someone suitable to travel with.

2.2 There are currently over 101,000 people formally car-sharing on the UK’s national car share network
www.liftshare.com and between them we estimate they are saving over 4,700 tonnes of CO2 each year. Our
current match rate is 32% and both membership and match rate is increasing month on month.

2.3 There is clearly demand for formal car-sharing facilities; the major issue preventing more people from
signing up is a lack of awareness of organised car-sharing as a travel alternative.

“The investment required to make this happen is very little. Car-sharing along with car-clubs and
other alternatives to single-occupancy car-use, doesn’t require any roads to be built or equipment to
be developed. All it needs it some promotion so that everyone in the UK understands the personal,
social and environmental benefits of responsible travel.”

(Car passengers on the UKs roads: An analysis, Imogen Martineau, 14 June 2005).

3. Recommendations from liftshare

3.1 liftshare makes the following recommendations for encouraging car-sharing:

— A government campaign should be launched to raise awareness of car-sharing and car-clubs as an
organised means of transport.

— Bus lanes should be made available to car-sharers.

— HOV lanes should be developed on busier routes.

— Park and Ride sites could also accommodate Park and Share parking spaces for those who want
to car-share into town centres.

— Planning agreements for all new business developments should include a travel plan with car-
sharing as part of it.

— All businesses with more than 50 car parking spaces should be encouraged to set up a car share
scheme.

— Car-sharing should be promoted within schools by changing the capital restrictions on the Travel
Plan Grant to allow funding to be allocated to information materials and travel websites such as
www.school-run.org.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Commission for Integrated Transport’s (CfIT)

Please find attached a Memorandum on the Commission for Integrated Transport’s (CfIT) current work
programme activities relating to transport and climate change, which I believe should be of interest to
your inquiry.

CfIT is an independent body set up by Government to advise on transport policy. As part of this role we
are currently investigating the impact of transport on climate change.

The overall aim for this particular piece of research is to examine the issues of long term policy adoption
to reducing carbon emissions. A Working Group is looking to provide their thoughts by autumn 2006.

While this submission does not directly respond to the key questions raised within the current inquiry, I
felt it important that you and the Committee of MPs were aware of our investigations which are directly
related to a number of the strategic issues the Committee is particularly interested in.

The Commission for Integrated Transport

1. The Commission for Integrated Transport (CfIT) was established by the 1998 Integrated Transport
White Paper. The Commission’s remit is as follows.

Providing policy advice via evidence based reports on:

— Future policy options, so-called “blue-sky thinking” on future strategic issues.
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— Policy issues spanning departmental boundaries (ie environments, social etc).

— Best practice amongst local authorities/delivery agencies to encourage improved performance and
to highlight barriers to best practice.

— Comparisons with European/International policy initiatives and dissemination of best practice.

— The impact of new technology on policy options.

— Specific issues as requested by the Department for Transport.

Refreshing the transport debate, based on published reports and with a view to raising the overall level
of the “Transport Debate” and where possible to build consensus among stakeholders.

Climate Change Programme Review

2. In March 2005 CfIT provided input into DEFRA’s Climate Change Programme Review. Our CCPR
response (1) identified questions and possible shortcomings in emissions projections and (2) identified a
range of possible measures to reduce carbon emissions (available from the CfIT website, www.cfit.gov.uk).
A series of “research gaps” were identified in the advice which, if filled, could enhance the eVectiveness of
transport policy in meeting the UK’s climate change commitments.

3. Commissioners were keen to explore further the transport sectors contribution to climate change
within the UK and identify the most cost-eVective policy options available now or in the future to meet
carbon reduction targets.

CfIT Working Group

4. A Working Group (WG) has been established to oversee and supervise the delivery of the work
programme. The Working Group consists of the following members:

— Michael Roberts (WG Chair, CfIT Commissioner and Director of Business Environment, CBI).

— Richard Turner (CfIT Commissioner & Chief Executive, Freight Transport Association).

— Archie Robertson (CfIT Commissioner and Chief Executive, Highways Agency).

— Andrew Sentence (CfIT Commissioner and Chief Economist and Head of Environmental AVairs,
British Airways).

— Nigel Campbell (Head of Transport Analysis and Review, Department for Transport).

— Chris Leigh (Head of National Climate Change Policy, Department for Environment, Food and
Rural AVairs).

— Edmund King (Executive Director, RAC Foundation).

— Simon Barnes (Technical Manager, Environment Team, Society of Motor Manufacturer and
Traders).

— Jason Torrance (Campaigns Manager, Transport 2000).

— Tim Larner (Director, Passenger Transport Executive Group.)

Work Programme

5. The initial phase of the work programme has involved developing a sound evidence base of work
currently underway in order to identify what further analysis might usefully be done, particularly for the
period post 2010. The Working Group has received evidence from a range of departmental stakeholders on
modelling of future emissions and is providing input into current updating activities and considering new
modelling work.

6. The Working Group is holding a seminar on public attitudes towards transport and climate change
on 14 February. The purpose of the seminar is to gain a better understanding of what is known about public
attitudes towards transport and climate change and what actually makes a diVerence in influencing
decisions. Based upon this information the WG will consider the need for new research.

7. The Working Group is considering an investigation into the transport industry’s stakeholders (eg fleet
managers, chief executives, supply chain designers); their influence on the climate change agenda; what are
the best ways to influence their thinking; what are the possible benefits; and how might Government
facilitate this?

8. The above pieces of work will feed into the Working Groups final analysis of transport’s contribution
to climate change within the UK and the most cost-eVective policy options available now or in the future
to meet carbon reduction targets.

9. The Working Group is looking to report back to the CfIT Plenary in the autumn 2006.

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Living Streets

Summary

— To meet CO2 targets, there must be a shift away from cars to other forms of transport,
including walking

— The Department for Transport has done some good work in promoting walking, including the
sustainable travel towns project

— However, a greater emphasis on walking is needed in the second round of local transport plans
— The transport innovation fund’s promotion of road pricing projects should be part of an overall

package of policies to reduce CO2 and not merely result in displacement of traYc

— Any reduction in traYc resulting from road pricing should be used to reallocate road space and
make streets more friendly to pedestrians so that the gains can be embedded in long-term
behavioural change

— Assessment of projects to be funded from the transport innovation fund should give weight to non-
monetarised elements like environmental and social costs alongside the monetarised cost-benefit
analysis

— A 20 mph limit for residential streets should be introduced to cut emissions and make it safer for
people to walk

— The OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister should use planning policy to reduce car dependency by
facilitating developments that encourage walking

— HM Treasury should recognise the importance of reducing CO2 emissions within the
comprehensive spending review and Government should consider how walking as an alternative
to car use can be encouraged within the revised climate change programme due to be published
in 2006

1. About Living Streets

1.1 Living Streets is a national charity which campaigns for better streets and public spaces for people
on foot.

1.2 The history of Living Streets demonstrates the strength of our agenda. We were formed in 1929, as
the Pedestrians Association. We have grown rapidly in the last few years and our work is supported by a
network of 46 branches and aYliated groups, 40 local authority members and a growing number of
corporate members.

1.3 As well as working to influence others, we also carry out a range of practical work to implement our
vision. This includes facilitating Community Street Audits (which engage with the people using streets to
identify improvements) and providing training and consultancy to practitioners who design and manage
our streets.

2. Responding to the Consultation

2.1 This response from Living Streets focusses on the contribution of walking alternatives to car use as
part of measures to reduce carbon emissions from transport. Although the inquiry’s call for submissions
focusses on the role of the Department for Transport, we have also addressed the role of Government more
widely in this agenda—particularly the OYce for the Deputy Prime Minister’s work on sustainable
communities and how this is translated in planning policy and local authority practice.

2.2 The response draws on our experience of working on sustainable transport policy and through our
work with other transport organisations.

2.3 The recommendations in the submission concentrate on central government’s role but much of what
can be done to encourage walking is the responsibility of local authorities.

3. The Contribution of Walking to Carbon Reduction

3.1 Whilst technological advances (for instance through lower emissions from vehicles using hybrid
technology and the use of alternative fuels) can contribute significant reductions in carbon emissions, they
will not in themselves enable the UK to achieve its targets to reduce CO2 emissions. A modal shift to other
forms of transport, including walking, is needed to complement technological change if targets are to be met.

3.2 The VIBAT study33 by the Bartlett School of Planning at University College London set out to
explore ways to reduce CO2 emissions by 60% by 2030. It concluded that technological change on its own,
even with a very strong push on eYcient vehicles and alternative fuels, could not provide the necessary
reductions in carbon emissions because of the additional car-based travel to be expected in the future.

33 Visioning and Backcasting for UK Transport Policy (Bartlett School of Planning, University College London and Halcrow
Group Ltd. Department for Transport—Horizons Research Programme, 2004–05). see http://www.ucl.ac.uk/xucft696/
vibat.html
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3.3 Walking can contribute to the modal shift required provided certain policies are put in place. Since
the end of the 1980s, the average amount of time spent travelling by car increased by 7% whilst the amount
of time spent walking decreased by 20% to 67 hours in 2004. People are also less willing to consider walking
for short distances compared to driving by car. In 2000 the proportion of people agreeing they could just
as easily walk or cycle as take the car for short journeys was 41% compared with 37% in 2002.34

3.4 To tackle this decline in walking, Living Streets argues for policy makers, planners and highways
engineers to work together to create an environment in which walking is more pleasant, less obstructed by
vehicle traYc and poor street design and where jobs and services are in walking distance of people homes.
Achieving behavioural change requires joint working across Government Departments and between
diVerent departments of local authorities working in partnership with other public agencies and the
community.

3.5 Joint working across and between central and local government should aim to produce:

— improved road safety—including lower speed limits and roadspace reallocation to give greater
space and priority to pedestrians, cyclists and public transport;

— a better connected and more legible pedestrian network in which people can walk to jobs and
services and in which signage and information allows pedestrians to find their way around;

— better personalised information for people so that they can make informed decisions about how
they can travel to their destination. This is particularly important as people often overestimate
walking times and underestimate car journey times. A study from Darlington found that people
underestimate the time for trips with motorised private modes by a quarter and massively
overestimate the time by other modes of transport.35

— better planning and development of new building and location of local jobs and services so that
people are able to walk.

3.6 The VIBAT study suggested that measures to enable and increase walking as a mode of transport
could directly or indirectly contribute to significant reductions in CO2 emissions. The measures and impacts
are listed below:

Policy theme Individual measures Reduction in contribution
million to overall

tonnes of target of
carbon % 60%

reduction
by 2030

Liveable — higher density urban areas with local centres 2.4 9.3%
Cities and decentralised services like schools and

hospitals
— upgraded public transport
— improved urban design
— heavy investment in walking and cycling

Soft factors — workplace travel planning 2.4 9.3%
— school travel plans
— personalised travel planning
— travel awareness

Ecological — slower speed limits, including implementing 4.6 17.8%
driving the Safer Streets Coalitions call for default 20

mph in residential streets

3.7 The measures outlined above are estimated to contribute 36.4% of the 25.7 mtc reduction in CO2

needed to cut emissions by 60% by 2030.

4. Role of the Department for Transport

4.1 The Department for Transport has done some good work to promote walking. The walking and
cycling action plan has been actively championed by the relevant team within the Department and with other
Departments.

4.2 The DfT’s sustainable travel towns project (with Darlington, Peterborough and Worcester) should
oVer good models of the potential for sustainable travel policies, although the impact of policies in isolation
may not be as eVective as the introduction of national policies to promote sustainable travel.

34 Transport Trends 2005 edition (DfT, 2006). Figures compare 1989–91 with 2004.
35 Darlington: Sustainable Travel Demonstration Town Travel Behaviour Research Baseline Survey 2004 (Socialdata and

Sustrans for Darlington Borough Council, 2005).
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4.3 Local transport plans have also been useful. Guidance on the second wave of plans emphasised the
need to include walking and cycling policies. However, the evaluation report on the first wave of LTPs36

found that few of the local authorities studied cited walking and cycling as key achievements. The report
also revealed that local authorities were spending significantly more per head on car and bus-related schemes
than on walking and cycling. The Department should seek to ensure that the second round of LTPs achieves
more for walking and cycling.

4.4 Living Streets is also concerned that there may be a move towards downgrading sustainability within
transport policy as productivity is stressed. Although the transport innovation fund has the priority of
congestion as well as productivity, we are concerned that it does not adequately address the need to tackle
emissions. Introducing road user charging, the key element of the congestion priority in the transport
innovation fund guidance, does not necessarily reduce emissions if traYc is merely displaced. We have
signed up to a position statement along with other organisations on the Transport Activists Roundtable (see
attached annex A).

4.5 To avoid displacement road user charging should be introduced on an area basis rather than on
individual roads. Road user charging may also oVer opportunities to balance road space more eVectively
and reallocate space to other uses such as widened pavements, cycle paths and bus lanes if traYc levels go
down. The advent of the congestion charge in London and the lower traYc levels that have resulted have
allowed local authorities to implement schemes to make streets more friendly to pedestrians. These include
more crossing points, introduction or increased time for pedestrian phases on crossings and re-engineering
of junctions to enable pedestrians to have greater priority.

4.6 The guidance for the transport innovation fund also seems to suggest that traYc should increase to
support productivity rather than a more sophisticated approach that looks at substitutes, as suggested in
the Government’s Foresight report on future transport infrastructure.37 The transport innovation fund
guidance does says that the assessment of potential productivity schemes will recognise the need for a
sustainable balance between wider economic growth, social inclusion and environmental objectives.
However the DfT puts increasing “the mobility of people or goods in a way that reduces business costs” as
the first component of this assessment.38 We are concerned that this does not give suYcient emphasis on
wider social and environmental objectives and does not recognise the opportunity to explore ICT and other
technologies to substitute for traYc growth.

4.7 We are also concerned about the extent to which assessments of value for money take account of
environmental concerns. The DfT’s “new approach to assessment”, key to the new approach to grow the
transport innovation fund compared to modal shares of funding within DfT, would appear to place less
emphasis on non-monetarised values, like the impact of CO2 emissions, compared to money based cost
benefit ratios.

4.8 Restricting the availability of parking can also help promote alternatives to car transport. The
Department for Transport introduced a new power for local authorities to levy charges on workplace
parking in the 2000 Transport Act once approval is granted by the Secretary of State for Transport.
However, the DfT has said that only Nottingham City Council is liaising with it over plans for a levy on
workplace charging. We are disappointed that more local authorities have not developed plans for
workplace car park charging.

4.9 Safer streets are an important element in encouraging more people to walk. The Department of
Transport should support proposals for a default 20 mph limit for residential streets. This would both reduce
emissions and make streets safer for people to walk.

5. Role of the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

5.1 The OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister (and in its earlier guises as DETR and DTLR) has recognised
that land use planning has an important role to play in promoting more sustainable transport and reducing
CO2 emissions.

5.2 Planning Policy Guidance Note 13 (from 2001) set out how land use planning could play a role in an
integrated transport strategy. It pointed out that the location, scale, density, design and mix of land uses of
development could “help to reduce the need to travel, reduce the length of journeys and make it safer and
easier for people to access jobs, shopping, leisure facilities and services by public transport, walking, and
cycling”.39

5.3 Planning Policy Statement 640 was consistent with this, stressing how new developments like shops
and oYces should be within walking distance or accessible by public transport.

36 Long Term Process and Impact Evaluation of the Local Transport Plan Policy (WS Atkins for Department of Transport,
2005).

37 Intelligent Infrastructure Futures: The Scenarios—Towards 2055 (OYce of Science and Technology, 2006).
38 Transport Innovation Fund: Guidance (DfT, January 2006), para 3.10.
39 Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: Transport (DETR, 2001).
40 Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning for Town Centres (ODPM, 2005).
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5.4 However, we are concerned that the draft Planning Policy Statement 3 on housing (currently out for
consultation) marks a move away from this. Planning Policy Guidance Note 3 (which PPS3 will replace
when it is approved) said that planning authorities should:

— “place the needs of people before ease of traYc movement in designing the layout of residential
developments;

— seek to reduce car dependence by facilitating more walking and cycling, by improving linkages by
public transport between housing, jobs, local services and local amenity, and by planning for
mixed use”.

5.5 The new draft PPS3 is much less clear. Transport is only discussed in relation to:

— the need to take account of local transport strategies,

— the focus for rural housing being focussed in market towns and other centres which are well served
by public transport,

— the level of housing density being informed by the location and level of public transport
accessibility.

5.6 Draft PPS3 seems to be responding to the push for meeting new homes targets, as is also reflected in
the Barker Review of Housing Supply, and away from planning’s contribution to environmental goals.

5.7 Draft PPS3 also marks a departure in terms of policy towards car parking. PPG3 talked about the
Government expecting significantly lower parking standards in the future.41 Draft PPS3 on the other hand
says that local planning authorities should develop parking policies which have regard to “expected car
ownership for planning housing in diVerent locations, the eYcient use of land and the importance of
promoting good design”.42 Draft PPS3 should be redrafted to be consistent with earlier guidance and the
expectation of lower parking standards.

5.8 Living Streets supports the move from community strategies to sustainable community strategies and
the oYcial definition of sustainable communities. Local strategic partnerships should also consider how
diVerent agencies can work together and pool resources to promote and develop alternatives to car use in
their development of sustainable community strategies.

6. Role of Other Government Departments

6.1 Other Departments have a role to play in tackling CO2 emissions from transport. The Treasury
should recognise in the comprehensive spending review that the long-term challenges for the UK include
climate change alongside productivity and international competitiveness. The Eddington study on the long-
term impact of transport decisions on the UK’s productivity, stability and growth should be looked at
alongside the need to create a more sustainable planning and transport system.

6.2 DEFRA also has a role with its stewardship of the UK Climate Change Programme, agreed in 2000.
Although policies to support walking as an alternative to car use are mentioned, we would like to see the
revised Climate Change Programme give a greater emphasis to this when it is published in 2006.

6.3 Other service delivery Departments will also have a role to play in promoting walking as an
alternative. Departments could do more to encourage walking for their staV and in local centres (eg job
centres, hospitals, schools, etc). A good example of this is the Department for Education and Skills’ work
with the DfT to promote walking to school.

Annex A

ROAD PRICING: A TRANSPORT ACTIVISTS ROUNDTABLE POSITION STATEMENT

February 2006

We support the principle of road pricing, believing that it has an important role to play in a sustainable
transport policy by helping change how much we travel and by what means. Distance-based charges for road
use will make the costs of motoring more transparent and encourage drivers to think more about the
individual journeys they make, about whether the journey is really needed or if they could use alternative
ways of making the journey.

However our support for road pricing in practice as well as in principle depends on the following
conditions being met in any scheme which the Government introduces:

41 PPG3 (DETR, 2000) para 11.
42 Draft PPS3 (ODPM, 2005) para 20.
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Road pricing must be designed not simply to cut congestion, but to cut carbon dioxide emissions from transport
and to meet other transport objectives

The Government seems to see road pricing simply as a way of tackling congestion. We believe that its
purpose must be much broader, aiming to change how much we travel and by what means. Its principal role
should be to help cut climate change emissions from transport. The Department for Transport now has joint
responsibility for delivering the Government’s Public Service Agreement on reducing climate change
emissions and a key policy measure such as road pricing must contribute to meeting this target.

Road pricing should also be used to meet other transport policy objectives such as improving air quality,
reducing transport’s contribution to social exclusion, improving road safety and bringing environmental
benefits to urban and rural areas.

Road pricing must be used to increase the overall cost of motoring

Government figures show that the cost of motoring has fallen in real terms since 1997. Road pricing must
be used as one means to reverse this trend and increase the overall cost of motoring.

Research shows that a revenue-neutral road pricing scheme under which road pricing charges are oVset
by cuts in fuel duty would lead to increases in both traYc levels and in emissions of carbon dioxide because
the cut in fuel duty would make driving cheaper on less congested roads in rural areas. A revenue-raising
scheme under which road pricing charges are added to existing motoring costs would lead to falls in traYc
levels, congestion and emissions of carbon dioxide.

Any revenue raised from road pricing should be invested in measures which encourage travel by means
other than the private car or which reduce the need to travel. This would mean that, whilst there would be
increases in the monetary costs of driving (in line with the “polluter pays” principle), these would be
compensated not only by the benefits of reduced congestion, but also by benefits to those using (or switching
to) other transport modes. Hence road pricing could be “cost neutral” to travellers overall. Alternatively,
some of the revenue could be used to support local services and other community facilities which reduce
travel demand, making it “cost neutral” to society in general. Either way, the links should be explicit, to
counter any suggestion that road pricing is a revenue-raising tool. The Government should investigate
these options.

Road pricing will not work on its own, but must be part of a package of measures

Road pricing on its own will not solve Britain’s traYc problems. Other demand management measures
are also needed, including road space reallocation, parking controls, higher density developments, speed
management and smarter choices.

Investment in alternatives to the car (public transport, cycling and walking) must be increased
immediately. Safer, more eYcient, more reliable and more aVordable alternatives to car use are needed now,
and must not be delayed until road pricing technologies and proposals have been fully developed.
Legislation must guarantee certainty in funding with clear plans for expansion and improvement of these
alternatives.

Road pricing charges must maintain incentives for using greener cars

Any road pricing scheme must be designed, and its charges set, so that it complements rather than
undermines fiscal incentives for using greener, more fuel-eYcient cars such as fuel tax and Vehicle Excise
Duty (road tax). Replacing fuel tax and road tax with a charge for road use that does not diVerentiate
between fuel-eYcient cars and gas guzzlers will not be acceptable.

Road pricing should not be introduced only for new capacity

Road-building is not the solution to the UK’s transport problems. Large-scale additional road capacity
is not needed. Road pricing should be applied to all existing roads rather than just new capacity. Nor should
road pricing be used as a way of generating money to invest in building new roads or wider motorways.

Further private toll roads and motorways should be ruled out

Further privately-funded and operated toll roads and motorways, such as the M6 Toll to the north of
Birmingham, should be ruled out as the revenue goes to the shareholders of the companies, and is not used
for investment in sustainable transport.
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Road pricing should not have adverse eVects on rural areas or increase urban sprawl

Road pricing should be designed so that traYc is not diverted on to cheaper, less congested rural roads.
Any scheme should be designed so that it reinforces policies to deliver an urban renaissance; and
accompanied by tough land-use policies so that it does not encourage development in inappropriate
locations. The Government should investigate providing clearly targeted support for those on low incomes
living in genuinely deep rural areas.

Local and regional schemes are useful stepping stones to a national scheme

A nationwide road pricing scheme is probably at least a decade away. As well as working towards this,
the Government should also continue to encourage the implementation of locally—and regionally-based
congestion charging or road pricing schemes. The Government should issue guidance to all regions and the
Highways Agency so that Regional Spatial Strategies adopt the default position for purposes of traYc
modelling that national road user charging is introduced during the lifetime of the Plans.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Lyondell

Introduction

1. Lyondell is one of the world’s largest chemical companies with 2005 revenues in excess of 18 billion
US dollars and manufacturing assets in all three principal regions of the world. Employees number around
10,000. Lyondell is also a major producer of fuel ethers for use as clean motor gasoline (petrol) components,
including bio-ETBE (ethyl tertiary butyl ether) produced from bio-ethanol feedstock. Lyondell’s assets
include a manufacturing facility at Stallingborough, Lincolnshire and a management oYce in Maidenhead,
Berkshire.

2. As a recognised leader in the field of clean transport fuels, Lyondell has extensively advised on the use
of fuel ethers in gasoline to minimise harmful emissions, while extending tight supplies of finished gasoline.
Since the Company’s initial production of fuel ethers in the 1970s, Lyondell technologists have provided
support and consultation to governmental authorities on transport fuel emission reductions and, more
recently, on biofuels policy and regulation.

3. The strategic issue on which Lyondell wishes to focus is the Committee’s question on what specific
steps the Department for Transport should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade. We wish to comment on the pathways to the reduction of carbon emissions
from road transport with particular emphasis on accelerating the adoption of biofuels. We hope it may be
useful to the Committee’s deliberations to rehearse the arguments relating to the contribution that biofuels
can and should be encouraged to make.

Overview of Bio-Etbe

4. Bio-ETBE is a gasoline component produced from bio-ethanol and isobutylene. Bio-ethanol
constitutes 47% by volume of bio-ETBE, and is typically derived from fermentation and distillation of sugar
or cereal crops. The other (isobutylene) portion of the molecule is commonly derived from butane sourced
from UK and other North Sea gas fields. Bio-ETBE can accelerate the penetration of biofuels within the
EU, and is acknowledged by the European Commission and a number of Member States for its potentially
significant contribution to carbon emissions reduction, lowering of crude oil dependence, and support for
CAP reform.

5. Bio-ETBE delivers substantial reduction in emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) when blended into
conventional hydrocarbon gasoline. Concawe data presented in Table 1 (below) show that Bio-ETBE
delivers substantial energy eYciency and CO2 reduction to gasoline, both in absolute terms, and relative to
those achieved from the direct blending of bio-ethanol.

Table 1

COMPARISON OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CARBON EMISSIONS DATA

Use of bio-ethanol (of the 1st Fossil energy consumption per unit Greenhouse Gas Emissions
generation; 2nd generation is of bio-energy contributed to the
expected to bring further gasoline pool
improvement) [MJfossil/MJethanol] [gram CO2 eq/MJethanol]

As ethanol, directly 0.65 46.6 (46% reduction)
As bio-ETBE 0.39 42.0 (51% reduction)
gasoline (for reference) 1.14 [MJfossil/MJgasoline] 85.9

Source: Concawe/Eucar/JRC, 2005.
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6. In practice, the magnitude of benefits outlined in Table 1 considerably understates the diVerential
benefits of bio-ETBE which arise from its properties of higher octane (anti-knock) performance and lower
volatility when blended into conventional gasoline. These properties enable avoidance of high intensity
refinery processing, and allow greater incorporation of materials exhibiting a more favourable CO2

emissions profile.

7. Bio-ETBE also delivers substantial improvement in air quality compared to conventional gasoline.
The EU CAFE (Clean Air For Europe) programme specifically recognizes unburnt hydrocarbons as
volatile organic components (VOC’s). VOC’s are precursors to low level ozone which, according to recent
research is particularly damaging to the health of children.

8. Air quality improvements derived from bio-ETBE arise principally from more complete combustion
imparted to gasoline by the oxygen content of the bio-ETBE molecule. Table 2 summarises the direct and
indirect benefits of bio-ETBE with respect to emissions reduction, which are additional to the lowering of
carbon dioxide presented in Table 1.

Table 2

AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT FROM BIO-ETBE

Mechanism Magnitude

Direct — Carbon Monoxide (CO):
eVect 1% CO emission reduction for every 1% of bio-ETBE in

gasoline
Oxygen content/more
complete combustion — Hydrocarbon components(HC):

1% total HC emission reduction (from incomplete combustion)
for every 1 to 2% of bio-ETBE in gasoline

Optimisation of gasoline — Bio-ETBE reduces direct Volatile Organic Components’
Indirect composition by addition (VOCs) Ozone Forming Potential (OFP) compared to other
eVect of bio-ETBE gasoline components: Reductions between 50% and 90%

achievable.

Source: EFOA, 2006.

Benefits of Converting Bio-Ethanol to Bio-ETBE

9. In spite of prominent advocacy and recent media coverage of bio-ethanol as a component for direct
blending into gasoline, Lyondell believes that, in practice, its most valuable contribution is as a feedstock
for conversion to bio-ETBE, whose physical properties provide considerably superior performance and fuel
systems compatibility. During 2005, more than 75% of EU bio-ethanol destined for gasoline use entered the
market as bio-ETBE, with much of the remaining bio-ethanol being delivered in field trials conducted in
controlled distribution systems unrepresentative of bulk gasoline supply distribution.

10. Bio-ETBE delivers bio-ethanol enhancement in the following ways:

10.1 Gasolines blended with bio-ETBE are commercially distributed within bulk fuel distribution
systems without the requirement for additional investment or non-standard operating procedures. This
unconstrained access to bulk distribution systems avoids significant cost, emissions and traYc congestion
otherwise required to transport liquid bio-fuels by road.

10.2 EU gasoline specifications permit the inclusion of bio-ETBE in gasoline at levels up to 15% volume,
equivalent to 7% volume of bio-ethanol, and suYcient to meet the EU Directive target of 5.75% energy
substitution by 2010. Direct blending of bio-ethanol is restricted to a level of 5% volume under the same
specifications.

10.3 Bio-ETBE delivers low volatility to gasoline, thus allowing the accommodation of materials which
impart favourable reduction of carbon monoxide exhaust emissions.

11. The conversion of bio-ethanol to bio-ETBE occurs through an eYcient, low cost process, the nature
and purpose of which can be usefully compared with the widely practised upgrade of rape seed oil to its
ester derivative to produce high quality biodiesel. In advocating bio-ETBE as a preferred pathway towards
accelerated penetration of biofuels, Lyondell acknowledges the contribution that bio-ethanol can make to
the fuelling of flexi-fuel fleets from controlled distribution systems, and the proportional benefits that second
generation lignocellulose technology can provide to the economics and availability of bio-ETBE in the
future.
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Availability

12. European fuel ethers production capacity currently comprises 5.8 million tonnes per year distributed
between more than 50 production units in 22 European countries (see Figure 1 below), with substantial
potential for further expansion. Bio-ETBE production, which uses well proven, eYcient and reliable process
technology, increased rapidly to around 1.1 million tonnes in 2005 (19% of total available capacity), and full
conversion of EU fuel ether units to bio-ethers can generally be achieved at modest cost and short lead times.

Figure 1: Fuel Ethers Production Capacity in Europe (numbers are in 1,000 tonnes/year)

ALGECIRAS        54

BILBAO               74

HUELVA              50

LA CORUNA       52

PUERTOLLANO 67

TARRAGONA a  54

TARRAGONA b  71

DUNKERQUE     65

FEYZIN               84

FOS SUR MER 750

GONFREVILLE  75

PLOCK    120

PLOCK b 204

ASPROPYRGOS 65

CORINTH             45

PORVOO    115

PORVOO    110

FAWLEY           122

GRIMSBY         100

KILLINGHOLME 82

GELA                45

MILAZZO          65

PRIOLO            41

RAVENNA      150

SANNAZZARO 41

SARROCH      237

COLOGNE       31

HEIDE              12

KARLSRUHE 163

MARL             250

SCHWEDT       80

SCHWEDT     160

VOHBURG 37

WESSELING   65

BOTLEK         600

EUROPOORT   98

GELEEN         138

PERNIS          153

STENUNGSUND 50

MAZYR              106

NOVOPOLOTSK 41

BOURGAS 82

KRALUPY 92

SZAZHALOMBATTA a 55

SZAZHALOMBATTA b 53

TISZAUJVAROS           31

MAZEIKIAI 80

MIDIA          35

ONESTI     100

PITESTI       40

PLOIESTI a 20

PLOIESTI b 25

NOVI SAD 35

BRATISLAVA 52

KREMENCHUG 24

SINES                 50

ANTWERP a  183

ANTWERP b  204

SCHWECHAT 65

SISAK 24

Source: EFOA, Lyondell.

13. Lyondell operates worldscale fuel ethers units at Botlek, in Rotterdam and at Fos-sur-Mer, near
Marseille with a total ethers capacity of 600,000 tonnes and 750,000 tonnes respectively. The Company’s
Fos facility first introduced commercial quantities of bio-ETBE in 1998, and has increased volumes to meet
the growing demand in Europe.

Lyondell’s Fos-sur-Mer and Rotterdam units have the combined capacity to consume ultimately as much
as 8 million hectolitres of bio-ethanol per year, when converted to full bio-ETBE operations.

Policy Recommendations

14. Lyondell supports the UK Government’s leadership in developing a flexible obligation mechanism
(RTFO) which targets an aggressive renewable substitution of transport fuels, while incorporating critical
elements of carbon assurance and sustainability.

15. Nevertheless, Lyondell believes that the successful implementation of such a scheme requires:

15.1 Equitable treatment of competing biofuel options with regard to tax treatment, and the application
of robust and sophisticated methodology for the calculation of carbon emissions and assurance. All direct
and indirect contributions to carbon reduction must be taken into account. In this respect, it is worth noting
that a number of published papers from leading institutions have failed to deliver complete and accurate
representation of bio-ETBE benefits.

15.2 EU harmonisation of biomass administration and certification in order to allow free product flow
and common bases for biomass credits. Lack of biofuel market penetration in some Member States can in
part be attributed to deficiencies in this respect.
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15.3 The adoption of existing international standards and methodology for sustainability assurance and
certification, where they exist. Notwithstanding WTO provisions which forbid such schemes which
discriminate against imports from developing nations, it is nevertheless important to ensure that EU
manufacturing businesses are not subject to disadvantage from rules which are not equitably applied on the
international stage.

15.4 A 5% volume RTFO target aligned with a system which tracks energy substitution, as directed by
the 2003 EU Biofuels Directive.

15.5 The maintenance of existing gasoline specifications which have been carefully formulated to
safeguard vehicle performance while minimizing the emission of harmful air pollutants. This is especially
important with respect to gasoline volatility.

15.6 Adequate assessment and relative ranking of biofuels in contributing to the reduction of VOC
precursors, and specifically to the achievement of CAFE targets. Lyondell believes that UK policy and
regulation needs to encourage solutions to harmful low level atmospheric pollution, in addition to that of
climate change and carbon reduction.

Summary

16. This memorandum addresses the specific steps which the Department for Transport should now take
to reduce road transport carbon emissions and congestion. Lyondell is a major producer of fuel ethers
including bio-ETBE. Bio-ETBE provides significant performance and environmental benefits to
conventional hydrocarbon gasolines and has the additional advantage of being produced from renewable
ethanol derived from agricultural crops, such as sugar and cereals. The Bio-ETBE capacity available for
production in Europe provides an opportunity to accelerate the adoption of biofuels, thereby helping
control and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and harmful atmospheric pollutants over the next decade.
Lyondell supports the RTFO initiative as a way of achieving this in the UK but additional policy changes
are required if it is to be implemented successfully.

17. Lyondell would be pleased to elaborate any of the points raised here in oral evidence to the
Committee if so required.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Meeting Without Moving Foundation

The Meeting Without Moving Foundation (MWMF) is a not-for-profit organisation which works with
businesses to adopt improved working practices, based around the use of collaborative technologies, in
order to facilitate a new work and travel culture aimed at:

— reducing carbon emissions from unnecessary road and air business travel, and therefore protecting
the environment;

— reducing unnecessary business travel, and therefore reducing work-related road traYc accidents.
One person every 15 minutes is killed or seriously injured whilst undertaking at-work travel
(source: RoSPA);

— improving productivity, by reducing wasted time spent travelling; and

— enabling a more flexible and sustainable work environment, therefore enhancing work/life
balance.

MWMF advocates the use of collaborative technologies such as video conferencing in the work place as
an eVective and environmentally friendly alternative to unnecessary business travel, therefore significantly
decreasing the amount of CO2 emitted by business.

We do not sell equipment, but provide consultancy and training to organisations to ensure they receive
a return on their original investment in the technology, and adopt improved working practices to help
protect the environment and reduce unnecessary at-work travel.

We also work within the public sector, and over the last year, we have been working with various
Government Departments including DEFRA and the Sustainable Development Unit.

We have been in recent discussion with UBS Wealth Management about these issues and that their 2005
Annual Report details 94% CO2 emissions from business air travel (nearly 350,000 flights last year). We are
in dialogue with them to significantly reduce this through the use of their existing video conferencing
systems. We are also in discussion with other international and FTSE 100 companies to understand a similar
impact on their CO2 emissions and ways in which they can be reduced at a reduced financial cost.

As highlighted in the announcement by the Environmental Audit Committee into this inquiry of reducing
carbon emissions from transport, transport’s share of total emissions is likely to increase substantially over
the coming years. MWM’s philosophy is not that business should oVset carbon emissions, but that there
should be a shift in culture away from actually making the journey itself, with businesses and individuals
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being encouraged to ask the question “is my journey really necessary?” We recommend that the Committee
and Government highlights the benefits of using technology such as video conferencing as a method of
sustainable, environmentally friendly working. If Government leads the way in using such technology, then
it will be in a good position to promote it to the private sector.

MWM welcomes this inquiry into reducing CO2 emission from transport but would argue that it needs
to be put into the broader context of an over-arching, cross-Departmental Government perspective to
address issues related to transport use which impact on not only carbon emissions, but other related issues
such as unnecessary travel, increased productivity and competitiveness, work-life balance and safety at
work. We would therefore recommend that the report from this Committee be referred to the Select
Committee for DTI, Work and Pensions Select Committee, Transport Select Committee and the Cabinet
OYce.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by Merseytravel

Thank you for giving Merseytravel the opportunity to contribute to the Environmental Audit
Committee’s (EAC) current inquiry.

Introduction

Merseytravel is the operating name of the Merseyside Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) and the
Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive (PTE).

The Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) is comprised of 18 elected councillors drawn from each of the
five metropolitan district councils in Merseyside: Liverpool City Council; Sefton Metropolitan Borough
Council; Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council; St Helens Metropolitan Borough Council and Wirral
Metropolitan Borough Council. The PTA was established in 1986 on the abolition of Merseyside County
Council.

The PTA sets the transport policies in the sub region, and the Passenger Transport Executive (PTE)
implements those policies. These policies are set out in the Merseyside Local Transport Plan, a statutory
document covering the period 2000–01 to 2005–06. The draft Local Transport Plan 2 was recently submitted
to the Department for Transport and was given a “very promising” outcome. This will be finalised in July
2006 and will set out the transport priorities for the sub-region between 2006–07 and 2010–11.

While there are seven PTAs and PTEs located in the metropolitan areas in the UK, Merseytravel is unique
in that the PTA and the PTE is one operating organisation.

Merseytravel is responsible for ensuring that an eVective public transport service is available, maintained
and developed throughout the Merseyside region. Merseytravel provides financial support to non-
commercial bus services and to the local rail network, as well as owing and operating both the Mersey
Tunnels and the Mersey Ferries.

One of Merseytravel’s core beliefs is the provision of sustainable transport to promote regeneration,
improved air quality, good health and accessibility across Merseyside and the wider region.

Our policies have been fully integrated to deliver economic, environmental and social benefits that include
regeneration for the sub-region and communities within it, and positive eVects on air quality, climate
change, energy consumption and resource use.

This will lead to improved accessibility and social justice for all. In addition they allow integration with
healthier forms of transport such as walking and cycling.

It is Merseytravel’s view that the Department for Transport (DfT) missed a significant opportunity by
not including climate change as one of the Local Transport Plan (LTP) shared priorities. Had it been made
one, then each LTP would have to have contained targets for carbon reduction. As it is, climate change is
considered as one of the quality of life issues and as such does not necessarily attract the same level of
commitment from those responsible for the production of the plans.

It is also diYcult to make a comment on progress with regard to the Government’s Climate Change
Programme, as that is currently being reviewed. The production of the review is long overdue.

One point to be made is that it is very diYcult to extract suYcient and adequate information from
Government websites on the data necessary to make such judgements. This is not made any easier by
diVerent departments such as DEFRA and DfT using diVerent base data and the lack of clarity on exactly
what has been included in any calculations.
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The growth in private vehicles on the roads seems to be set to outstrip any environmental benefits of
improved engine eYciency. The DfT believes it has a range of tools to address this, for example, the use of
diVering tax bands for carbon emissions, introduction of a renewable fuels obligation, potential road
pricing, surface transport to be included as part of the Emissions Trading Scheme, technological advances
including low carbon vehicles.

All the varying analytical tools that exist will take a diVerent amount of time to start yielding any results,
and the scale of the impacts on carbon is likely to vary considerably. Also, it is not clear exactly what benefits
each tool will deliver in terms of carbon emission reductions.

The key tool that is missing is a greater commitment to demand management. The number of journeys
made in private cars will have to be reduced if we stand any chance of halting the carbon emissions from
transport. This needs more radical measures.

It may be better if the Government made more definitive commitments to schemes such as car sharing,
car clubs, multiple occupancy lanes, low emission zones, parking restriction, access restrictions, workplace
user charging, in parallel to the promotion of public transport.

Merseytravel believes that little progress has been made in achieving the targets set out in the “Powering
Future Vehicles Strategy”. This would appear to be Government’s own view as contained in the Third
Annual Report (December 2005).

However, there does not seem to have been an active push on the take-up of low carbon vehicles. No
research appears to exist that indicates whether consumers are taking consideration of the varying tax bands.
Anecdotally the Toyota Land Cruiser continues to outsell the Toyota Prius with carbon emissions of three
times the hybrid car. Consumer awareness is a diVerent thing to positive action.

The Government made considerable promises with regard to the production of hybrid buses. The Energy
Saving Trust seems locked into a long running debate with the EC over the provision of grant-aid to
stimulate the market for this sort of technology. In eVect, this has stopped any progress being made. The
current prices for these vehicles are too expensive. There are very few alternative fuelled bus schemes that can
operate in a cost eVective manner. The majority of future fuel/vehicle projects will require outside funding.

The UK Government will require a lot more cross-sector collaboration for successful implementation of
alternative fuels on a large scale.

To make any significant changes to carbon emissions, large-scale changes in transport will be required;
however the Government and local authorities find it very diYcult to place legislative pressures on fuel and
vehicle suppliers. There is the sensitive issue over the price and tax of fuel in the UK.

It may be necessary for the Government to legislate to achieve greenhouse gas reductions.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by B Metcalf, Futurologist

Best ways of reduction in order of significance—some political non starters.

1. Travel less—especially by air.

— Leisure travel allowance?

— Trading in surplus allowances would be progressive re rich and poor.

Localize food production and marketing.

— farmers markets;

— higher proportion UK food—eat British campaign;

— promote home food growing for nutrition and health;

Localize education—ie reduce parental choice.

— Free bus travel only to nearest available school.

— School buses free and parents charged for bringing children to school by car (Travel to and from
schools has a major impact on traYc congestion and this suggests that it is a major element of
domestic travel).

Mathematical study of the best networking. ie what is the shortest distance between A and B going via
N other places? This could help firms making deliveries to minimize usage. Could be shaded by taking into
account time congestion and time for the journey and the possibility of lower CO2 output by driving on
motorways at optimum speed.

Localize services. eg bring back the logistics of paid care services into social services to reduce the total
travel time to and from clients. Many care visits are only half an hour but entail half an hour of driving.
Local carers would help reduce emissions. Less distances. More possibility of walking or biking to clients.
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Localize shopping.

(a) by stopping any further out of town developments.

(b) By stopping hypermarkets especially for convenience items.

(c) Rationalizing delivery services and delivering to lockers so that deliveries do not need to be so
strictly timed.

(d) provide a street or OAP complex with a minibus to a supermarket once a week cutting out personal
vehicle trips.

Localize jobs and services: encourage home based working.

Increase videoconferencing in business and local government.

Videophones might mean some journeys became unnecessary.

Localize health services—more GP based services

Smaller more numerous general hospitals.

Videophone consultations.

Town centre clinics.

GPs and pharmacies well dispersed across communities.

2. More favourable fuels

(a) Fuel cells may eventually reduce CO2 output (including CO2 output in their production) per mile,
vis a vis mineral oils.

(b) bioethanol and LPG are less harmful CO2 wise. Methane powered vehicles? Anaerobic digestion
gas output in cylinders would be a carbon eYcient indigenous fuel. Biodiesel.

(c) carbon capture for propelled vehicles—could be a philosopher’s stone

(d) microgeneration ie bicycle assisted propulsion units

(e) can one burn more of the fuel with fewer particulates in the exhaust?

3. More efficient vehicles

(a) Reduce Weight

— much lighter local vehicles

— eg polythene covered wickerwork shopping vehicles powered by pedal/small fuel cell

— eg rigid or elastic foamed vehicle bodywork for local trips

— eg H2 filled airships—with new materials—these could be less susceptible to explosion than the ill
fated ones in the past. My impression is that airships use far less kg of vehicle for each kg of payload
and hence would be relatively lighter.

(b) reduce burn rate per mile

(a) by influencing choice of vehicle

(b) by improving fuel usage and CO2 production per mile

Measures:

— eg much more heavily tax high CO2 vehicles

(a) by increasing purchase tax per unladen weight of vehicles

(b) by increasing purchase tax per consumption measured on standard test (these measures would
influence engineers and vehicle buyers)

(c) by putting governors in private cars—for safety this should be above the max speed limit but a
limit of 80mph would probably appreciably reduce consumption
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(c) Increase payload per trip and payload per unit of fuel.

This could mean using minibuses to reduce car usage where people do similar trips or car sharing for
commuting.

It could mean wide bodies aeroplanes—such as the wing shaped aeroplane.

It could mean airships. Propelling a floating vehicle has to be more fuel eYcient than powering upthrust
to keep a plane in the air. This will be at the cost of speed of journey—but gives the sort of advantage that
canals once had over roads—slower but with more payload and hence economically competitive for some
types of cargo.

4. Modal shift—some of which also comes under Point 3.

(a) consider the possibility of a broad gauge canal linking the NW (which has lots of rain) with
London and the SE. In the past and even today, canals are extensively used for moving water
supplies as a subsidiary benefit. Possibility of good payload per trip. Container barges? Ro-ro
barges?

Possibility of barges made of foamed materials being light and fuel eYcient per unit of payload. Another
advantage is that the slower speed will not encourage more commuting.

Much of the perceived demand for widening the M6 or putting an expressway alongside seems to derive
from dreams of economic expansion in the NW.

A new canal might divert some of the resulting freight. Huge potential savings of several billion pounds
could be diverted to the new project.

Canal freight was very fuel eYcient. 1horsepower was suYcient to take a horse from Birmingham to
London.

(Have no idea if this idea is practicable—but worth a thought.)

(b) Put the postal service back on the railways. (The reason given for the change was the unreliability
and cost of rail freight—but looking at the full costs including roadbuilding to reduce congestion,
and at the extreme slowness and unreliability of the post—it has to be cost eVective to subsidize
the cost of post going by rail rather than road where possible. At certain times of day the
motorways are awash with Royal Mail vehicles.

(c) sea-based freight from the NE to the SE of England to relieve the M1?

(d) Overhead monorail. This could be fuel eYcient if supported on an air cushion or magnetic
repulsion. ie like an airship or barge, this could be a matter of propelling a floating vehicle and
hence be very fuel eYcient. Could be an alternative to metro where there are redundant routes
which usefully link other places. There might be stretches of motorway where a good capsule
service would divert people from the roads with fuel and CO2 eYciency gains.

(e) ensuring that services are suYciently local to walk. Eg a post box within 400 yards of every home. A
post oYce within 1 mile of every home. (ie half a mile, bearing in mind one needs to come back.) etc

(f) free bicycle maintenance.

Dedicated bicycle routes in new neighbourhoods.

(g) Re-examining “secured by design” principles which discourage walking and cycling by creating
enclaves. Travel distances to places outside an estate are much greater and entail travel on busy
roads linking enclaves.

One might be able to achieve some of the same outcome by passive surveillance of walking and
cycling routes from windows. This deters oVenders and means that someone with a camera phone
could capture pictures of them.

(h) Ensuring passive surveillance by living people of footpaths and bicycle tracks in towns where
possible.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Modec

About Modec

— Modec is an independent vehicle manufacturer. The core team, led by Chairman Jamie Borwick,
previously developed the iconic TX1 London taxi.

— Modec has designed and developed new 50 mph, 120 mile range zero-emission electric vehicles.
The first model is an electric van (The Modec Van), designed for use specifically in congested urban
areas. This will be launched for sale at the Commercial Vehicle show in April 2006.
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— An electric-powered bus is also being developed for release later in the year. Similar in design to
the van, it will operate like a minibus with up to 16 seats, and is intended for use as a shuttle van
by councils, hotels, airports etc.

— Modec’s predecessor, the e-Mercury project, received a grant of £693,000 from the Energy Saving
Trust for research and development. This grant enabled three prototype vehicles to be produced
in 2004. Since then, neither e-Mercury nor Modec has received any financial assistance from the
Government.

Executive Summary

— Modec is an independent vehicle manufacturer of 50 mph, 120 mile range zero-emission electric
battery powered vehicles. The first to be launched will be the Modec Van, designed as a light
commercial vehicle specifically for sustained urban use.

— Operating as a mains-rechargeable vehicle, with the potential to be entirely powered from
renewable energy, the Modec Van would save 66 tonnes of CO2 being emitted into the atmosphere
per vehicle over a 12 year working life.

— Lower emissions could be achieved for CO2, and local pollutants such as NO2 and PM10, if
Government programmes clearly targeted diVerent types of alternative vehicles for diVerent
driving uses, most notably zero emission vehicles for urban use.

— A stable and secure fiscal and regulatory environment is essential to help increase the market
penetration of zero emission and low carbon vehicles.

— Measures that could help increase the commercial take-up of electric vehicles include:

— Sustained financial incentives to allow forward planning.

— 100% first year capital allowance for low carbon vehicles from HMRC.

— Re-instatement of the PowerShift grant programme, focused on emissions outcomes.

— Exemption for battery weight in applying restrictions to the driving of light goods vehicles.

— The Government wants the UK to lead the global shift to the low carbon economy, building
competitive advantage for Britain’s our automotive industries. Modec is oVering a product for
immediate market use that is capable of dramatically reducing carbon emissions and eliminating
local air pollutants.

— Modec hopes that the Government will enable innovative companies like us to compete with
established market players in oVering quality vehicles at a reasonable price, thereby ensuring that
zero emission and low carbon vehicles start to reduce the environmental impact of road traYc
sooner rather than later.

Introduction

1.1 The Prime Minister said in his Foreword to the Government’s 2002 Powering Future Vehicles
strategy that “. . . the UK should lead the global shift to the low carbon economy, building competitive
advantage for our automotive industries”

1.2 As a small, independent manufacturer Modec is keen to play its part in helping the UK become a
world leader in zero emission commercial vehicles.

1.3 Recent Government-led programmes to encourage low carbon emission vehicles have tended to
neglect electric vehicles. This may in part be due to misconceptions associated with old fashioned milk floats;
but is probably more indicative of a desire to focus on new, blue-sky technologies, such as fuel cells, that
are as yet unproven in commercial use.

1.4 However, battery powered electric vehicles oVer an immediately available, viable solution for
reducing emissions, combining zero local pollution with ease of “refuelling” from an existing infrastructure
that can draw on sources of renewable energy to also deliver zero CO2 emissions.

1.5 Modec’s hope is that the Powering Future Vehicles strategy can now be expedited for Light Goods
Vehicles. Slow progress with the strategy has been made to date, notably in the car sector, but with limited
assistance, existing electric vehicle technology could deliver substantial reductions in CO2 emissions from
the Light Goods Vehicles sector.

1.6 Modec’s aim is to oVer commercially viable, innovative solutions to the problems of greenhouse gas
and other polluting emissions from commercial road vehicles. As an entrepreneurial British company, keen
to play an immediate role in bringing zero emission vehicles to the marketplace, we look to the Government
to ensure that a stable and secure fiscal and regulatory environment is in place. This will enable ourselves,
and companies like us, to compete with established market players in oVering quality vehicles at a reasonable
price, thereby ensuring that zero emission and low carbon vehicles start to reduce the environmental impact
of road traYc sooner rather than later.
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The Modec Van

— The Modec Van will save 66 tonnes of CO2 being emitted into the atmosphere per vehicle over a
12 year working life.43 Operators are able to easily obtain their electricity from renewable sources,
including wind, wave, hydro and biomass options.

— The top speed of the Modec Van is limited to 50 mph, a safe and appropriate maximum speed for
driving in urban environments. It has a 70Kw motor that delivers 300Nm of torque, and therefore
has no diYculty accelerating from stationary.

— The Modec Van is able to deliver a driving range of around 120 miles with a typical load.

— The battery has an average life span of around four years of heavy duty use (1,000 full charging
cycles). Customers, however, will rent the battery and have it replaced when necessary.

— Compared to a hybrid vehicle, like the Toyota Prius, the Modec Van operates solely on electric
power. The Prius is only able to travel one mile in pure electric battery mode, at a top speed of 34
mph. Its battery has a 1.78 Kwh capacity, compared with 85 Kwh in the Modec van.

Response to strategic issues raised by the Committee

2. What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets; whether the targets set out in the
“Powering Future Vehicles” strategy were adequate and what progress has been made since 2002

2.1 The Powering Future Vehicles strategy (2002) is the key document with specific targets to reduce
carbon emissions from road vehicles. The strategy brings a welcome focus to the automotive industry’s
eVorts to bring low carbon emission vehicles to the commercial market.

2.2 The initial strategy set two specific targets to reduce carbon emissions from cars and buses, and
commits to develop other targets, including ones for ultra low carbon cars and for light goods vehicles.

2.3 Progress since 2002 has been disappointing.

2.4 For example, the Third Annual Report on the strategy, published in December 2005, in under-stated
terms comments on the 2012 low carbon car target: “it was always anticipated that progress towards this
ambitious target would be slow. this has indeed turned out to be the case”. Indeed, in 2004 only 481 vehicles
were sold that met the Government’s fuel eYciency target.44 This is only 0.02% of all new car sales in 2004;
demonstrating how much progress is needed if the Government’s target of 10% by 2012 is to be met.

2.5 Likewise, the setting of a target for ultra-low carbon car sales has been abandoned. This is particularly
disappointing given the cited reason that there is: “great uncertainty as to which technologies will prove
successful over such a long timescale.”45 Modec recognises that the target is intended principally for
technologies like fuel cells, however electric vehicles like Modec’s van are already “ultra low carbon”,
particularly when electricity is sourced from renewable suppliers.

2.6 Moreover, Modec is disappointed that the Third Annual Report into the strategy can only oVer the
process of another “working group” on low-carbon light goods vehicles. Tangible measures to increase the
take up of light goods vehicles already capable of delivering zero emissions could be promoted immediately,
not least if electric vehicles were esteemed as highly as other technologies which are not yet technologically,
let alone commercially, proven.

2.7 Modec also notes the scaling back in reporting the Powering Future Vehicles strategy. Substantial
annual reports were published in 2003 and 2004, with a greatly reduced report in 2005 coupled with the
statement that future progress on the targets will be reported in the DfT’s annual report instead.

2.8 Whilst we recognise it is for the Government to decide the best way to eVectively manage the strategy,
we hope the scaled back reporting is not indicative of reduced commitment to achieving its objectives.
Integration of the strategy into wider DfT will be welcome if this leads to more joined up thinking of how
to tackle carbon dioxide and other air pollutants emitted from road vehicles (see section four below).

2.9 Any reduction in assistance for low-carbon vehicles could seriously aVect investment decisions in the
industry. A stable environment, particularly in the durability of financial support measures is needed to
encourage innovation.

43 Based on an average van covering 15,000 miles each year; compared to a diesel 3.5 tonne Gross Vehicle Weight van emitting
around 220g of CO2 per Km.

44 The Fuel EYciency Target is 100g/km CO2 Powering Future Vehicles Strategy: Third Annual Report, p 3 paragraph 2.1.
45 Powering Future Vehicles Strategy: Second Annual Report, p 12, paragraph 2.12.
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Electric Vehicles and the Environment

“Battery vehicles produce no tailpipe (exhaust) emissions. Furthermore, calculations show they have big
CO2 benefits compared to conventional vehicles even when you consider the emissions from the power
stations used to produce electricity to recharge their batteries.”46

Battery vehicles can, literally, plug into the existing electricity infrastructure to access renewable energy.
There are at least eight suppliers of electricity from renewable sources:

— ecotricity
— Powergen
— npower
— ScottishPower
— Scottish & Southern Energy
— EDF Energy
— Green Energy UK
— Good Energy

3. Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities

3.1 The Powering Future Vehicles strategy is “founded on focusing on the bottom-line low-carbon
objective”.47 It also states that: “low carbon vehicles will have an important role to play in delivering air
quality improvements, especially in urban areas.”48

3.2 Indeed, the Prime Minister in his foreword to the strategy sets out his vision for: “quiet and
unpolluted city centres, with new vehicles run on clean and sustainable fuels.”49

3.3 This vision statement by the Prime Minister raises two key issues that should be central to a coherent
strategy to reduce carbon emissions from transport:

(i) Reducing local air pollution should have equal significance alongside carbon emission reduction
As the Deputy Prime Minister said, in his foreword to the Government’s Air Quality Strategy, “Air
pollution is a serious problem. Up to 24,000 people die prematurely every year in Britain because
of its eVects”.50 Road transport is the largest source of NOx, with 46% of total UK emissions in
2001, and the second largest of particulates, with 18% of total PM10 emissions.51

While climate change is undoubtedly the greatest long term challenge, the increased take-up of
vehicles with zero or low tailpipe emissions will enable other, more immediate, environmental and
health benefits.

(ii) Carbon and other air pollutant emissions could be reduced more quickly if Government strategy
promoted diVerent types of low emission vehicles tailored for diVerent journey types.
Vehicle programmes to meet the Government’s key carbon reduction targets tend to focus
exclusively on the development of hybrids. Whilst hybrid vehicles have a role to play they are not
a panacea. Instead, there should be a re-orientation of programmes to recognise that diVerent
vehicles are better suited for diVerent journey conditions.52

Some vehicles are almost exclusively used for urban use, eg light goods vehicles and buses. Battery
electric vehicles are ideally suited for such exclusively urban use. They oVer zero local emissions
of air pollutants and CO2 and give the driver the high and variable power required for driving in
traYc. For urban use they oVer clear advantages over hybrids.
There are no obvious near-term technologies available to reduce CO2 emissions on inter-city
journeys, other than biofuels. Pure electric vehicles are unsuited for long range motorway
journeys. The battery in a hybrid is almost inoperative in this application and instead confers a
disadvantage due to additional weight and drivetrain ineYciencies compared to a conventional
diesel engine.
Hybrids oVer flexibility, which users undoubtedly value, but which compromise their overall
contribution to reducing CO2 emissions. They are better for the environment compared to
conventional internal combustion engines in terms of CO2 in urban use, but are not as clean as

46 Energy Saving Trust (2006) Frequently Asked Questions http://est.custhelp.com/cgi-bin/est.cfg/php/enduser/
std–adp.php?p–faqid%104&p–created%1127728614&p–sid%hpRBmY*h&p–lva%&p–sp%cF9zcmNoPTEmcF9zb3J0X2
J5PSZwX2dyaWRzb3J0PSZwX3Jvd19jbnQ9OCZwX3Byb2RzPTAmcF9jYXRzPTAmcF9wdj0mcF9jdj0mcF9wYWdlPTE
mcF9zZWFyY2hfdGV4dD1iYXR0ZXJ5&p—li%&p—topview%1

47 “Powering future vehicles strategy” (2002) p 4, paragraph 1.6.
48 “Powering future vehicles strategy” (2002) p 4, paragraph 1.9.
49 “Powering future vehicles strategy” (2002) p 2.
50 “The Air Quality Strategy” (2000) p 3.
51 “Future Vehicle Emission Standards—2010 and beyond” (February 2004) p3 http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/

airquality/forum/meetings/130204/pdf/aqf4-04.pdf
52 Please see Annex for fuller comment on the diVering benefits of battery, hybrid and fuel cell vehicles.

Department for Transport Annual Report (2005) p 102, paragraph 9.8.
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pure electric vehicles. As explained above, Hybrids have the advantage of being able to undertake
long-distance journeys in addition to urban duties, despite oVering no benefits over conventional
internal combustion engines on these longer journeys.
Greater CO2 emission reductions would be achieved by encouraging zero emission electric vehicles
for urban use and biofuel in conventional internal combustion engines for inter-city transport (or
indeed a diVerent mode of transport, such as a lorry or train) than by promoting Hybrids as a
universal solution for all duties.

Comment from the British Lung Foundation

One in five people is particularly at risk from air pollution. We are not all equally sensitive to air
pollutants, people who already have a lung disease, the elderly and children are likely to be especially aVected
by high levels of pollution.

The majority of city smoke comes from diesel motor vehicle exhausts, but in some areas emissions from
coal burning or electrical generating power stations make up a significant proportion of total smoke. Large
smoke particles are trapped in the upper air passages and causes straining of the nasal secretions, but smaller
particles (PM10s) may travel deeper into the lungs.

High levels of PM10s cause increased breathing diYculties in people with asthma, chronic bronchitis,
emphysema and other lung conditions. They may also cause premature death in older people with heart and
lung disease. For this reason, PM10s are now thought to be the most important of the commonly occurring
air pollutants.

3.4 The DfT’s Annual Report for 2005 summarises Government-led measures to improve air quality and
tackle climate change, eg through low carbon vehicles, but fails to deliver a truly joined-up strategy. For
example, the Report states that: “there will be some areas (mostly urban and busy roadside locations) where,
with present policies and technologies, it is likely that we will not achieve the objectives for NO2 and PM10

by the relevant dates (2005 and 2010 respectively).”53

3.5 This failure to meet urban local air pollution objectives demonstrates a potential lack of coherence
in the DfT’s strategy. Lower emissions could be achieved for NO2 and PM10, as well as CO2, if Government
programmes clearly targeted diVerent types of alternative vehicles for diVerent driving uses, most notably
zero emission vehicles for urban use.

Fuel cells or batteries?

Conventional wisdom is that hydrogen fuel cells will oVer a cleaner and more eYcient method of powering
vehicles than other low-carbon power sources. However, scientific studies have shown that “power plant-
to-wheel” eYciencies of battery electric vehicles are around 66%, while the comparable figure for hydrogen
fuel cells is just 22%.54 As a means to reducing CO2 emissions, electric battery vehicles oVer an immediate
solution to an immediate problem.

4. What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport related carbon
emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so

4.1 Immediate advances could be made to reduce transport related carbon emissions by 2010, and further
by 2020, if the DfT introduced measures to help increase the take-up of light goods vehicles already capable
of delivering zero emissions (see section 5 for suggested measures).

4.2 Creating a regulatory environment where good consumer behaviour is rewarded is essential. The DfT
could help with “demand management” and accelerate the reduction in carbon emissions from road
vehicles, if it extended initiatives that acknowledged that consumers are making an environmentally-friendly
choice. For example, the fuel economy label scheme launched by the Government in February 2005 could
include an additional category for zero emission vehicles, to distinguish them from vehicles that only just
meet the 100g/km of CO2.

4.3 For the Modec van to be a success, first and foremost the vehicle must meet the customer’s
expectations for its utility as a light goods vehicle. For example, the van is capable of carrying typical
payloads (eg up to two tonnes), has a storage capacity that can be configured for diVerent customer needs,
and oVers excellent driving performance for urban use, eg top speed of 50 mph.

The eVects of air pollution

In January 2006, Ken Livingstone launched a consultation on the creation of a “Low Emission Zone” for
London, aimed at improving air quality in the capital.55 Improving the standards of diesel-driven lorries and
buses will help, but this is not a radical course of action to combat pollution-induced respiratory diseases.
Zero emission vehicles in town and city centres are the most eVective method of stopping local air pollution
and reducing carbon emissions.

53 “EYciency of Hydrogen Fuel Cell, diesel-SOFC-hybrid and battery electric vehicles,” Dr Ulf Bossel, 20 October 2003.
54 http://www.tfl.gov.uk/tfl/press-centre/press-releases/press-releases-content.asp?prID%679
55 http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/capital–allowances/eca-guidance.htm
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Transport Minister Stephen Ladyman said “The Government is committed to improving air quality. We
support the Mayor’s proposal for a Low Emission Zone for London, which could make a significant
contribution towards achieving our air quality objectives, as well as bringing health benefits for Londoners.”

5. What specific steps the Government can take to reduce road transport carbon emissions over the next decade

5.1 The Government has already introduced some measures to encourage the commercial take-up of
zero, or low-carbon, emission vehicles. Measures include:

(i) Exemption from the London congestion charge, worth up to £2,000 a year, for vehicles on the
PowerShift register.

(ii) Exemption from Vehicle Excise Duty for electrically powered vehicles.

5.2 But more could be done. Welcome measures include:

(i) Sustained financial incentives to allow for planning

The widespread take-up of alternative vehicles is undermined if financial incentives are withdrawn
prematurely. There has been a significant loss of confidence among fleet managers in purchasing
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) vehicles after the 40% reduction in fuel duty began to be phased out
after only two years. Similarly, the PowerShift scheme has been abruptly suspended after nine
years.

If innovate zero emission or low carbon vehicles are to penetrate the market, any incentives that
are oVered should be clearly defined. We believe stability is preferable to any short-lived incentives.

(ii) 100% first year capital allowance for low carbon emission vehicles from HMRC

100% first-year allowances (FYAs) may be claimed from H.M. Revenue and Customs by
businesses using “cars with low carbon dioxide emissions”.56 This exemption does not apply,
however, to vans and other vehicles. Equally, FYAs are available for assets appearing on the
Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA) list. Whilst we believe Modec’s vehicles would pass the
various criteria needed to qualify for the ECA list, the application process is lengthy and the
earliest Modec’s technology could be registered would be 2008. A two year wait to be considered
for such an important allowance is a severe disincentive for companies attempting to bring
innovative vehicles to the market.

Accordingly, Modec would like to see 100% first-year allowances extended to vans, as well as cars.
Given the nature of the vehicle’s need to return to a base to re-charge, this should not cause any
of the concerns over the giving of state aid, which have, in the past, been raised as barriers to
providing tax incentives to light commercial vehicles which are able to operate cross-borders.

(iii) Re-instatement of the PowerShift grant programme—focused on emissions outcomes

This previously oVered a 75% rebate on the diVerence in purchase cost between a diesel and zero
emission vehicle. The scheme could be re-introduced, subject to European Commission approval,
for zero emission vehicles only to drive the take-up of vehicles with the least environmental impact.

Modec hopes that the funds saved whilst EU approval is sought, should be set aside, and either
re-applied to the programme if and when it can be re-instigated or re-directed to other programmes
that could help the take-up of low carbon vehicles.

(iv) Exemption for additional battery weight in applying restrictions to the driving of light goods
vehicles

Currently, drivers who acquired a category B licence before 1 January 1997 are permitted to drive
vehicles between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes. But drivers who acquired their licence after 1 January 1997
are required to hold a category C1 licence to drive vehicles between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes.

Modec’s van has a Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) of 5.5 tonnes compared to a class maximum of
3.5 tonnes for Light Goods Vehicles with a payload of up to 2 tonnes. The diVerence in GVW is
largely accounted for by the weight of batteries (which can be in excess of one tonne) and their
supporting structure.

If an exemption was applied for the battery weight and concurrent supporting structure, Modec’s
van would be treated the same as vans of a similar class, saving drivers under the age of 29 from
the need to secure an additional licence.

(v) Allow zero emission vehicles to use bus lanes

The purpose of bus lanes is to improve air quality and lower carbon emissions by encouraging the
public to use public transport. Modec would suggest that zero emission vehicles should be allowed
to use bus lanes as they are in some Scandinavian countries. We understand that this would be a
powerful but essentially temporary concession as hopefully the number of zero emission vehicles
would grow and might use up bus lane capacity. However, at least for the short term, this would
be an immensely powerful signal.

56 Department for Transport Annual Report (2005) p 106, paragraph 9.26.
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5.3 Overall, Modec hopes that the Environment Audit Committee will urge the Government to focus on
immediate measures that will help increase the take-up of low or zero carbon emission vehicles. These
measures should be technologically neutral, based on outcomes, consistent with the DfT’s commitment that
“grants will be revised to incentivise the cleanest cars regardless of the technology or fuel type.”57

Whether the funding and organisations involved in the Powering Future Vehicles strategy is adequate

6.1 Modec welcomes the funding and grants available though the TransportEnergy programme of the
Energy Savings Trust. Modec’s predecessor, the e-Mercury project, received a grant of £693,000 from the
Energy Saving Trust to help with the research and development of the van.

6.2 For example, we are pleased that grants of 40% of eligible costs are currently available for electric
recharging points under the Refuelling and Recharging Infrastructure Programme. However, these grants
are only available if the recharging points are available for public use. This might make sense for the gas
and hydrogen refueling points it appears to be directed at. However for health and safety reasons it would
not be appropriate to mandate public access to electric recharging points that are necessarily (due to the
nature of the process and the time it takes) located within the facilities of electric vehicle operators.

6.3 However, as noted above, Modec is disappointed at the complete closure of the PowerShift
programme. If as the DfT pledges in its Annual Report it wishes to incentivise the cleanest cars regardless
of the technology or fuel type, a grant programme for truly zero emission vehicles should be a fundamental
element of the Powering Future Vehicles strategy.

6.4 Modec is also concerned that the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP) may miss opportunities
to ensure that all technologies to deliver zero or low carbon emissions are properly promoted. For example,
the commercial vehicles working group only addresses carbon emissions from heavy goods vehicles.
Innovation could be stifled and environmental benefits missed, if the LowCVP follows too narrow a remit
and is dominated by the views of existing major manufacturers.

Annex

COMPARING THE ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF HYBRID, FUEL CELL
AND BATTERY VEHICLES

Hybrids

— Most hybrids simply use electricity as a means to store and transfer energy within the vehicle—all
the energy used by the vehicle ultimately comes from petrol or diesel in the fuel tank. The practical
eVect is simply to enable petrol vehicles to compete in terms of fuel economy with diesels.

— In urban situations, the stop/start ability of the hybrid saves fuel (up to 50%) but on motorway
journeys the energy storage system becomes largely irrelevant, which is why practical fuel savings
from hybrids are generally reported as being around 15–20% compared to conventional
equivalents.

— Plug-in hybrids act as a pure electric vehicle to the extent that they use electricity from the mains
to supplement the energy from petrol or diesel. This configuration of vehicle typically has a pure
electric range of 10–20 miles and oVers some of the advantages of a pure electric vehicle. There are
currently no plug-in hybrid vehicles in production.

Fuel Cells

— Before the development of more advanced and eYcient fuel cell technology, using methanol from
renewable sources, hydrogen fuel cells have been proposed as an intermediate step, along with the
concept of a “hydrogen economy”. Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles have been demonstrated and small
scale hydrogen distribution systems built.

— The key point is that hydrogen is an energy storage mechanism, rather than a primary fuel. To
make hydrogen from natural gas produces more CO2 than to burn petrol or diesel. To make
hydrogen from water using electricity generated from renewable resources is the ideal. However,
to convert electrical energy into hydrogen, transfer, store it and convert it back into electricity to
drive a car is less eYcient than to simply transmit the electricity via the existing grid and store it
in a battery.

Battery electric vehicles

— Battery or ‘pure’ electric vehicles are charged up from the mains and as such they generate zero
local emissions. Although mains electricity is not inherently zero carbon, it is extremely easy to
connect to a renewable energy tariV and incentives such as the climate change levy (0.43p per KWh
for non renewable electricity supplied to businesses) are in place to encourage the use of
renewable energy.

Indicative environmental performance of vehicles can be thought of along two key axes:

57 ?????????????.
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February 2006

Memorandum submitted by National Express Limited

1. Submission

1.1 This submission is made by National Express Limited who runs a national network of scheduled and
contracted coach services.

1.2 The National Express network carries around 17 million passengers per annum. It is a totally
commercial operation and receives no direct subsidy to provide the services. Since 2003 we have also been
the major provider of network wide half fare travel for the over 60s and disabled which is funded by
Department for Transport. Services operate seven days per week and many routes operate through the full
24 hours.

2. Background on Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Coaches

2.1 Coaches are an extremely eYcient form of transport. The emissions of greenhouse gases on a per
passenger kilometre basis for our coach services is 32 gCO2e/pass.km.58 The emissions from typical medium
sized petrol car are 220 gCO2e/ km and the average for new cars 171 gCO2/km.

2.2 Through our customers using our services instead of the car for their journeys there is a net saving
of greenhouse gas emissions. If we stopped running services and assumed 80% of customers travelled by car
instead this would result in an extra 294,000 tonnes of CO2e per year being emitted from transport.

2.3 In 2004 our coaches operations accounted for less than 0.09% of CO2 emissions from transport in
the UK.

3. Emissions of Exhaust Pollutants

3.1 Our coach fleet is also extremely environmental friendly in terms of local air pollutants such as
Nitrogen Oxides, Particulates and Hydrocarbons. The reason for this is that we have continued to invest in
new modern vehicles. The average age of our fleet being 4.3 years for our franchise network operation and
5.5 years for our owned fleet.

3.2 New coaches with diesel engines that comply with the latest Euro IV engine specification are less fuel
eYcient than the older vehicles they replace. The reason for this is that the new cleaner engines are less
eYcient than the old engines. In addition to this new coaches have climate control (which customers now
expect as standard) and are heavier due to their more accessible design. Consequently our baseline emissions

58 This date is contained in the National Express Group Corporate Responsibility Report 2004 and was prepared in an
independent assessment of our greenhouse gas emissions by the Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Management. A copy of the
report is available at www.nationalexpressgroup.com
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of greenhouse gases, and fuel costs, are set to increase. This trade-oV between mitigation for local air quality
and mitigation for climate change is well know and subject to a recent report by the Air Quality Expert
Group (www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/consult/airqual-climatechange/index.ht).

4. Importance of Average Speed

4.1 The average speed of coaches has a major impact on both fuel eYciency and exhaust emissions. In
urban areas where average speeds are slow both the fuel eYciency (greenhouse gas emissions) and exhaust
pollutants are worse than at higher speeds. Increasing the average speed from say 15 to 25 kilometres per
hour reduces the emission of CO2 by approximately 25%.

5. Potential for Reducing Emissions

5.1 Currently there are very limited cost eVective options for improving fuel eYciency. Fuel is a major
cost in our operation so we have a big incentive to improve eYciency.

5.2 New technology such as hybrid engines, which when available, have great potential to bring about
big improvements in both greenhouse gas emissions and exhaust pollutants.

5.3 The Government has key role to play in terms of promoting the development of the new technology
identified in Powering Future Vehicles. It will also be critical that they provide incentives to operators to
enable them to early adopt this technology. It is currently not clear that there will be funding routes available
for coach operators.

5.4 Improving the average speed of coaches running on the road network, especially in and out of
congested urban centres, can result in large reductions in greenhouse gas emissions than new technology.
The DfT could do more to promote greater bus and coach prioritisation measures in cities. Consideration
should also be given to prioritisation measures on busy motorway or A road intersections with priority lanes
and perhaps even hard shoulder running on key motorway sections.

6. Modal Shift

6.1 Promoting the use of public transport instead of car or plane for journeys is the simplest way of
reducing the greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector. Despite being potentially the most eYcient
form of mass transportation coaches are often neglected by policy makers. Within the existing service levels
many more passengers could be carried without adding additional journeys making coach even more
eYcient.

6.2 Our market research has shown that over 50% of the adult population are potential customers.
Maintaining low ticket prices and minimising journey time are critical factors in growing the number of
customers using our services.

6.3 The real cost of running public transport has increased over the years whereas the real cost of the car
remains below 1980 levels. If this trend continues it will make it increasingly harder to attract new customers
onto our services. Congestion charging will be a helpful tool in reducing both congestion and making the
use of the car more expensive.

6.4 Decreasing journey time of coaches on the road network would be a key measure to help us grow
patronage and promote modal shift from road vehicles or low cost airlines. Government can influence this
by creating more prioritisation for bus and coaches.

6.5 Government policy relating to local air quality or accessibility has resulted in increased running costs.
Policy measures relating to climate have the potential to reverse to this trend and benefit the most eYcient
modes of transport which would include coaches.

6.6 Emissions trading is one of the key policy measures to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.
Currently transport is not included in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) although it looks like
aviation may be included in future phases. Serious consideration should be given to how transport fits into
this system. For transport the most sensible metric to use is emissions of greenhouse gases on a passenger
kilometre basis. Such a system should reward the most eYcient forms of transport such as coaches and thus
promote modal shift. At current prices the value of the net savings in CO2 identified in 2.2 is approximately
£5.25 million at current EU ETS prices ı this would fund an extra new 30 coaches every year.

6.7 The current EU ETS is a cap and trade system based on a historic baseline figure. It is diYcult to see
how this EU ETS can be applied to the metric of greenhouse gas emissions on a per passenger kilometre
basis.

6.8 There is the very real danger that if the EU ETS is applied to aviation that it will create perverse
incentives if then rolled out to other modes. The reasons for this are baseline emissions from coaches and
other forms of public transport are likely to increase as older vehicles are replaced with new modern engines
and congestion on the roads becomes worse. Despite this slightly increasing baseline coaches will remain an
extremely eYcient form of transport with very large net benefits in terms of greenhouse gas emissions.
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6.9 The Government should think seriously about the implications of including aviation and other forms
of transport in the EU ETS.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT)

The National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT) welcomes the opportunity to
provide written evidence to the Environmental Audit Committee inquiry: Reducing Carbon Emissions from
Transport.

The RMT organises over 72,000 members and negotiates on their behalf with over 150 employers across
all sectors of the transport industry. With over 45,000 members employed on the national rail network, the
RMT is the largest of the rail unions. Our long standing commitment to an environmentally sustainable and
fully integrated transport system is well documented.

Carbon Emissions from Transport

Transport Statistics 2005 indicates that in 2003 carbon emissions, measured by source category, from
domestic transport represented 23% of all UK carbon emissions. In the same year domestic transport was
responsible for 27% of all UK carbon emissions when measured by end user category (See tables).

Carbon dioxide emissions measured by source category 2003

Mode of Transport Million tonnes of carbon % of all UK carbon
emissions

Passenger cars 19.8 13
Light duty vehicles 4.4 3
Buses 1.0 1
HGVs 7.2 5
Mopeds and 0.1 0
Motorcycles
Railways 0.3 0
Civil aircraft 0.6 0
Shipping 0.9 1
All domestic transport 34.4 23

Carbon dioxide emissions measured by end user category 2003

Mode of Transport Million tonnes of carbon % of all UK carbon
emissions

Road Transport 38.3 25
Railways 1.5 1
Civil aircraft 0.7 "

Shipping 1.1 1
All domestic transport 41.6 27

Self-evidently rail remains a less polluting form of transport than cars, lorries and aircraft. Indeed, the
2004 Department for Transport’s National Atmospheric Inventory found that on a journey between
Edinburgh and London, car and air produced six and eight times respectively the level of CO2 emissions
than that produced by rail.

Public Service Agreement 2004

In 2004 the Government set itself the target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5% below 1990
levels by 2010. On carbon emissions, the targets are even more challenging—20% and 60% reductions below
the 1990 level by 2010 and 2050 respectively. Whilst the 12.5% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is set
to be met, the Government is now less confident that the carbon emissions targets set out in the 2004 PSA
will now be delivered.

However, RMT remains unclear as to how PSA targets to reduce carbon emissions are fully integrated
into transport infrastructure projects and plans. Such projects and plans would include;

— The Government’s high level output specification for rail due for publication in 2007.
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— New road building plans.

— The Eddington review into the UK’s future transport needs.

— The ODPM’s sustainable communities plan.

— Airport runway expansion schemes.

We would trust that the current inquiry will go some way in clarifying the issue.

In addition RMT’s parliamentary group of MPs has secured agreement from the DfT and DEFRA to
participate, alongside the TUC, in a seminar later this year on the “sustainable case for rail”. We believe
that this will prove to be a forum in which transport priorities can be identified, discussed and integrated in
the context of securing the PSA targets.

RMT remains unconvinced that Government is coherently co-ordinating the necessary steps to reduce
carbon emissions from transport and would endorse the comments made by the Commission for Integrated
Transport in its submission to the February 2005 Transport and Climate Change consultation;

“Overall there is a lack of understanding of how GHG (Green House Gas) reduction has influenced
the policy decision on transport; the Government has set a range of commendable targets to reduce
green house gas emissions. However it has failed to match its commitments with tough policies to
achieve these goals from the transport sector. Transport policy initiatives need to be supported by
clear targets and justification for these. The Department for Transport must set out exactly what
action it will take to put the transport sector back on track. If the target to reduce emissions by 60%
by 2050 is in sight, then severe cuts in emissions from transport will be required. This in turn will
require more than short term thinking and focus on technological change”.

RMT is firmly of the view that in order to meet the aspirations set out in the PSA to substantially reduce
carbon emissions by 2010 and 2050, Government has to bring forward a robust and integrated package of
policies which seeks to encourage modal shift from the private car to other more environmentally friendly
forms of public transport.

We would highlight the conclusions reached of the recent University College London Bartlett School of
Planning and Halcrow Group report Looking over the Horizon: Visioning and Backcasting for UK
Transport Policy indicates that transport carbon emissions are set to be 53MtC in 2030, with road transport
being responsible for 49MtC of the overall emissions.

The report explains that the way in which people travel needs radical change and that technological
advances including hybrid cars and green fuels are far less eVective in reaching Government carbon emission
targets than lifestyle changes including modal shift from private to public forms of transport.

Specific Steps to Reduce Road Transport Carbon Emissions

Government is taking some positive steps to reduce carbon emissions from transport. RMT welcomes
including the introduction of the Renewable Fuel Transport Obligation (RFTO) which requires 5% of all
UK solid fuels to come from a renewable source by 2010. Nevertheless even when this target is delivered
the UK will still lag far behind countries such as Brazil where biofuel use is extensive. However, RMT would
re-iterate that the RTFO and the increased fuel eYciency of private cars will prove to be insuYcient in
encouraging the scale of modal shift required to deliver sustained reductions in carbon emissions from
transport.

Demand management

RMT further welcomes the Transport Innovation Fund (TIF) which by 2014–15 will have an annual
budget of £2.5 billion, providing funds for local and regional authorities to introduce congestion charging
schemes. In the recently produced TIF guidance the Department for Transport acknowledges that a number
of demand management schemes exist including parking measures. They conclude that “we are therefore
most likely to fund packages involving road pricing, although we may, by exception, consider bids involving
a Workplace Parking Levy”.

The Government also appears committed to introducing national road-user charging as a means to
reduce congestion and tackle greenhouse gas emissions. A written parliamentary answer of 7 February 2006
indicates that the scale of the reduction in congestion that the Government believes will result from both
national and local road pricing schemes.

Chris Grayling: To ask the Secretary of State for Transport (1) what assessment his Department has made
of the eVect on congestion of (a) a national road pricing scheme and (b) road pricing schemes in local authority
areas; [48251]

(2) what assessment his Department has made of the likely eVect of (a) a national road pricing scheme and
(b) road pricing schemes in local authority areas on car use; [48252]

(3) whether his Department has made an estimate of how much travel on (a) rural roads, (b) urban roads
and (c) motorways would cost per mile under a national road pricing scheme. [48254]
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Dr. Ladyman: “The Feasibility Study of Road Pricing in the UK”, published by the Department for
Transport in July 2004, showed that road pricing could potentially reduce congestion by some 40 per cent. with
benefits of up to £12 billion a year in time savings and increased reliability. The study modelled a wide range
of theoretical schemes and charges including variants of national road pricing and of charging in local authority
areas. A copy of the study report was placed in the Library, and is also available on the Department’s website.

If Government projections are borne out then the implications for the rail industry will be extremely
profound. In 2004, cars, vans and taxis accounted for 85% of passenger transport journeys, with rail
(including the London Underground and light rail systems) accounting for 6% of all journeys. The national
rail network currently carries over one billion passengers a year—more than at any time since the 1950s.
Overcrowding is already a feature of many parts of the network and there are a number of engineering
pinch-points which act as a barrier to increasing capacity.

If the demand management schemes are successful and result in a modal shift of as little as 6% then rail’s
modal share would increase by 100%. This would leave the existing network unable to cope. It would be
wholly inadequate for Government to wait until revenue raised by local, regional or national demand
management schemes became available to fund capacity enhancements on the rail network. RMT is of the
view that the Department for Transport should bring forward, as soon as is practicable, robust, well-
financed plans to increase capacity in order that the extra demand which will result from the introduction
of road user charging schemes can be successfully met. A failure to do so will simply result in road users
paying the congestion charge and remaining in their cars, because the rail network had been insuYciently
enhanced to provide an attractive alternative. Such a development would contribute very little to
Government aspirations to reduce carbon emissions.

High Speed Rail link

It is a matter of serious concern to the RMT that Britain remains one of the last Western European
countries to develop high speed rail routes. Rather than develop high-speed routes as has become the norm
in mainland Europe, successive Government’s have overseen an explosion in cheap domestic flights.

In December 2005, the Institute of Civil Engineers published The Missing Link—A report on high speed
rail links in the UK that outlines the case for a new high speed rail link between London and Scotland. The
Institute argues that journey times to Manchester could be cut to 90 minutes, with even greater benefits on
longer distances to Newcastle and Glasgow. The new trains would have a speed of just over 155 mph (250kh)
if they run on new tracks. Capacity could be greatly enhanced by the provision of a high speed line. 220 new
trains per day could be provided, compared to a potential 98 additional trains per day following the West
Coast Main Line modernisation project. The new line would attract new users onto rail, ease congestion,
free up space for rail freight and most importantly in terms of reducing carbon emissions, provide an
attractive alternative to short-haul domestic air travel.

Where a dedicated high speed link, namely Eurostar, has been brought forward, rail now accounts for
71% of the market share between London and Paris. The advantages of rail over air are self-evident: faster
check in times and city-centre to city-centre journeys provided by an environmentally sustainable service.
Notwithstanding the cost explosion on the West Coast Mainline upgrade programme, the introduction of
the Pendolino fleet, on the WCML and the reduction of the journey time between London and Manchester
to two hours has strengthened rail’s market share between the two cities bringing with it obvious
environmental benefits.

Rail Freight

As part of our commitment to environmentally sustainable forms of transport RMT is, together with our
sister rail unions, Network Rail, the freight operating companies and Transport 2000, a member of the
Freight on Rail (FoR) partnership. Material produced by Freight on Rail indicates that tonne per tonne
carried rail freight produces 90% less carbon dioxide than road transport. An average freight train can
remove 50 HGVs and an average aggregates freight train up to 120 HGVS from our roads.

In terms of the package of greenhouse gas emissions rail freight compares extremely favourably with
Heavy Goods Vehicles (see table).

Mode Particulates Carbon Nitrogen Carbon Volatile
monoxide oxides dioxide organic

compounds

Rail 0.004 0.032 0.31 15 0.021
HGV 0.048 0.33 1.74 180 0.15

Self-evidently then rail freight represents an environmentally cleaner form of transport than HGVs. RMT
is therefore disappointed that the Westminster Government decided in 2003 not to award any future Freight
Facilities Grants (FFGs) in England. The Scottish Parliament and Welsh Assembly have not followed suit.
Indeed, in January 2006 the Scottish Executive awarded £5.2 million to JST Services (Rail) in order that the
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company could construct a new rail head in Ayrshire thus enabling them to transport timber by rail rather
than by road. Also in January the Executive awarded WH Malcolm £600,000 to transport plasterboard by
rail from Cumbria to a new FFG facility in Paisley. Both grants should see 1.5 million lorry miles taken oV
the roads. RMT would urge that the DfT re-visits its decision to freeze FFGs in England.

Fares policy

Steps to encourage the reduction of carbon emissions from transport should include making public
transport an accessible and aVordable alternative to the private car. However, it is widely accepted that the
public is faced with rail fares that are too high and an overly complex ticketing structure. Independent
research commissioned by the RMT in spring 2005 found that single standard tickets are up to three times
more expensive in the UK than those in mainland Europe.

Regrettably January 2006 saw above inflation increases in regulated and unregulated fares with
unregulated fares increasing by an average of 8.8% on GNER and WAGN services. The future of saver
tickets now also appears to be in some doubt. RMT is concerned that the train operators are seeking to price
passengers oV the rail network by increasing fares in a similar fashion to that employed all to often by the
British Railways Board in the 1970s. Such a course is seriously mistaken. Fares policy and ticketing
structures should be developed in order to encourage modal shift, thereby reducing carbon emissions. We
are firmly of the view that Government should conduct a review of fares policy with the overarching aim
of bringing forward proposals to encourage modal shift from road to rail.

Safer stations

In addition to reasonable priced and readily understood fare and ticketing structures the public should
be assured that their journey by rail, and other forms of public transport, will be safe and secure.
Unfortunately many of our rail stations are not at all welcoming environments, particularly outside of the
peak period. Around 47% of Britain’s stations are currently unstaVed, many others are not staVed from the
beginning to the end of traYc. The Department for Transport produced research in 2002 which found that
safer stations could increase rail use by 11%. In addition a recent study produced by the RMT demonstrated
that the £200 million a year saved by bringing passenger services into public ownership would provide
enough money to fund 1,600 extra staV and double the stations improvements budget from £150 million
per annum to £300 million. Increased patronage of the rail network facilitated by improvements to station
infrastructure and environment would make a useful contribution in reducing carbon emissions from
transport.

Conclusion

RMT welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Environmental Audit Committee’s investigation
into reducing carbon emissions from transport. EVective co-ordinated action is required if Government is
to meet targets to reduce carbon emissions in line with the 2004 Public Service Agreement. RMT believes
that plans should be brought forward which would seek to:

— Cope with the extra demand on the rail network which will result from the introduction of road
user charging schemes.

— Develop a dedicated high-speed, north-south rail link.

— Ensure that accessible rail links are fully integrated into the ODPM’s sustainable communities
plans.

— Re-instate Freight Facilities Grants and encourage the movement of freight by rail.

— Make station environments safer and more accessible.

— Review rail fares and ticketing structures with a view to encouraging modal shift from road to rail.

RMT would welcome the opportunity to provide oral evidence in support of our submission.

February 2006

Response by the Memorandum submitted by the Nuclear Industry Association

The Nuclear Industry Association (NIA) is the trade association and representative voice of Britain’s civil
nuclear industry. It represents over 120 companies including the operators of the nuclear power stations,
those engaged in decommissioning, waste management, nuclear liabilities management and all aspects of
the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear equipment suppliers, engineering and construction firms, nuclear research
organisations, and legal, financial and consultancy companies. Among NIA’s members are the principal
nuclear power station operators—as well as companies engaged as contractors and manufacturers in the
forefront of nuclear technology.
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We have confined our responses to the contribution that nuclear can make to the reduction of carbon
emissions from transport. Given the large and expanding proportion of carbon dioxide emissions that come
from the transport sector it is vital that action is taken to reduce emissions in this area and the electricity
sector in general and nuclear in particular have a valuable role to play in this.

The most direct way in which the electricity sector can help is in powering electric vehicles as the emissions
from the electricity used to power them are lower than those that would be emitted by an equivalent sized petrol
driven car. This eVect is enhanced if the low carbon proportion of the UK’s electricity generation is expanded.

The second area where nuclear has a role to play in the development of the hydrogen economy. Hydrogen
powered vehicles in operation produce no emissions other than water, however they only reduce carbon
dioxide emissions if the hydrogen has been produced by low carbon means. Most commercially available
hydrogen is produced by steam reformation of methane, an energy intensive process which releases large
quantities of carbon dioxide. For the hydrogen economy to have any beneficial eVect in reducing the UK’s
carbon emissions from transport it must be made by carbon free means, either by electrolysis or thermal
processing of water. Nuclear has the potential to help in both areas. If the electrolysis route is taken then
the UK’s electricity consumption will rise markedly and this expansion must be supplied from low carbon
sources. Nuclear provides high capacity continuous supply of electricity. If a nuclear power station was
connected to an electrolysis plant it could supply electricity to the grid at peak demand times and make
hydrogen with the oV peak electricity. In addition many of the next generation of nuclear power plants have
coolant temperatures high enough to thermally split water into hydrogen and oxygen. Such a plant could
cogenerate hydrogen and electricity simultaneously in normal operation with no carbon emissions.

For these reasons we believe that the committee should recognise the role that the low carbon electricity
generating sector can play in reducing carbon emissions from the UK’s transport sector.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Stephen Plowden

1. This is a huge subject, and the Committee has allowed only a very short time to deal with it. My main
purpose in replying is to draw attention to two very important and relatively neglected instruments of
transport policy: lower and better enforced speed limits and more modestly designed vehicles. There are two
ways in which CO2 emissions, along with all the other costs and nuisance of road traYc, can be reduced: by
reducing vehicle miles, and by reducing emissions and other costs per vehicle mile. Lower speeds work in
both ways. Vehicles are over-designed (too heavy, too powerful, too fast and with too much acceleration)
for the jobs that they now do, and in some cases it would be better if they did a diVerent job, which would
allow further reductions in emissions and other nuisance.

2. I tried to write an ad hoc memo for the Committee dealing with both these subjects and putting them
in the wider context of the other reforms needed in transport policy that they would complement and
reinforce, but it is impossible in the time. The best I can do is to send the committee memos formerly sent
to the HoC Transport Committee, which have been copied below [not printed]. I have done quite a lot of
work on these topics since these memos were written and can answer questions if the Committee wishes.

3. There are three wider points which it is important to make in contradiction of the view that the
Government seems to hold that to do anything eVective to tackle climate change would be
extraordinarily diYcult:

(1) As far as land transport is concerned, there is nothing that should be done because of climate
change that should not be done if global warming did not exist.

(2) It is a mistake to think that environmental improvements involve a sacrifice of transport eYciency.
On the contrary, both transport eYciency and the environment are threatened by the same things:
the excessive and indiscriminate use of motor vehicles, inappropriate vehicles and poor driver
behaviour.

(3) The idea that the necessary reforms would be unpopular is in most cases wrong. We know both
from social surveys and from the way that people behave when they are given the chance that they
would like a diVerent context and options. What is true, however, is that any reforms involving
speed would be opposed by a vocal minority, to whom the Government pays excessive regard.

Reducing CO2 Emissions From Air Transport

Everyone knows that the first and most important step is to tax aviation fuel. The reason why the
Government refuses to propose this is the fear of losing votes. The solution is for all political parties to
commit themselves to introducing or supporting this tax.

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Group Against Motorway Expansion (GAME)

Although in 2004, the Department for Transport adopted a Public Service Agreement (PSA) committing
itself “to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 12.5% below 1990 levels in line with [the] Kyoto commitment
and move towards a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions below 1990 levels by 2010”, in fact carbon
emissions from transport are expected to grow by about 10% from 2000 levels by 2010. Thus transport’s
share of total emissions is likely to increase substantially, as emissions from other sectors are due to fall.

Despite all this, the government are still continuing with the plans announced in 2004 that they would be
expanding the M6 between Cannock (junction 11a) and Knutsford (Junction 19)—either by widening or
building a private tolled expressway.

Knowing that this expansion of the motorway system will only add to the problem of this carbon dioxide
driven global warming, environmental activists in StaVord formed the “Group Against Motorway
Expansion” (GAME). We decided to oppose all and any form of expansion to the road network of Great
Britain, but specifically the M6 between Cannock and Knutsford. Our attitude is not that of a NIMBY (Not
In My Back Yard) nor are we anti-progress.

We regard expansion of the M6 as regressive—not progressive. Progress looks to the future, M6
expansion doesn’t. One of the most progressive things we can do is to plan now for climate change.

For some reason, expanding the M6 is seen as a solution to the problem of road congestion. We believe
that it is doubtful that expansion of this relatively short section of the M6 will help the situation at all.

Motorway expansion is not the solution that it’s cracked up to be. Instead, GAME suggests a two pronged
approach: Short term measures and longer-term measures. In the longer term society must stop pumping
fumes into the atmosphere. Do we really want to tarmac the countryside and make everywhere else into
parking spaces? Progress demands that the amount of traYc has to be reduced. We need to take all steps to
reduce the need for transportation of both humans and goods ı and when transport is necessary, public
transport systems should be provided.

In the shorter term, in order to tide us over until these long-term measures start taking eVect, there are
numerous motorway traYc management techniques that are already in use or in various stages of
development in this country and around the world. We should introduce them here as soon as possible. In
particular we support the Government’s intention to introduce road user charging, and feel this could have
a major impact on traYc levels on the M6 as an alternative to expanding the motorway which would help
rather than hinder the DfT’s commitment to reducing carbon emissions.

Another example of a relatively short-term measure is the diversion of a lot of the motorway traYc onto
the railway (by government monetary incentives), a measure that would have an almost immediate impact.

GAME cannot be exact about the best way forward, but road building is certainly NOT the answer. It
would only exacerbate the problem. It is imperative to stop building roads now. GAME admits that the
solution will not be an easy process—but the longer that the inevitable decision to stop building more and
more roads is put oV, then the more diYcult and painful it will be when eventually global environmental
crises force us to cut down on transportation.

If we intend to leave a planet worth living on to the children of our grandchildren, then we have to do
something now.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Renewable Energy Association

1. The Renewable Energy Association (REA) welcomes the opportunity to submit this evidence. The
REA has over 400 members, active across the entire range of renewable energy resources and technologies.
The REA specifically represents the interests of some 40 members involved in the development of a market
for renewable road transport fuels (biofuels), particularly biodiesel, bioethanol and biogas.

2. With its specific interest in biofuels, the REA’s response to the Committee’s inquiry will therefore be
limited to this somewhat narrow scope when considering how the Government is working to reduce carbon
emissions from transport.

3. In summary the REA has been disappointed that the Government has taken so long to recognise the
carbon saving benefits of renewable road transport fuels. It would appear that significant policy
developments have only emerged in response to initiatives from the European Commission and the UK
Government has been slow to embrace changes away from fossil fuel use.

4. Looking forward, the Government has committed to introduce a Renewable Transport Fuels
Obligation (RTFO), that has the potential to deliver a strong market for biofuels. At the proposed target
for 5% of road transport fuels to come from renewable sources by 2010, this measure could deliver annual
carbon savings of one million tonnes per annum.
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5. However, the Government has yet to determine whether the RTFO, which mirrors many of the
features of the Renewables Obligation in the UK power sector, will impose strong penalties upon those
obligated oil companies that choose not to supply biofuels. Weak penalties may simply result in these parties
opting to “buy-out” of their Obligation, imposing costs on the consumer but failing to secure either the
supply of biofuels or carbon savings.

6. Similarly, weak targets set by Government for the early stages of the Obligation, will fail to provide
meaningful market growth and will fail to incentivise the development of the supply chain. Consequently,
Government’s target for 5% of road transport fuels from renewable sources by 2010 may not be met.

Response to Questions Raised

1. What progress the DfT is making against key carbon reduction targets or forecasts included in the Ten Year
Plan (2000), the Climate Change Strategy (2000), the 2004 Transport White Paper, the 2004 PSA, Powering
Future Vehicles (2004), and other documents.

7. Neither the Government’s Transport Ten Year Plan (2000) nor the Climate Change Programme (2000)
made any mention of biofuels. While the Government was clear in the Climate Change Programme that
greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector would rise from 39.7 MtC in 1990 to 47.8 MtC in 2010,
none of the targets and policies referred to covered biofuels. In eVect biofuels appear to have been largely
ignored at this time.

8. Instead there was a heavy focus upon vehicle eYciencies, including the Voluntary Agreements on the
reduction of CO2 emissions from new cars, changes to Vehicle Excise Duty and company car taxation as
well as improvements in distribution, public transport and modal shift. It is somewhat ironic, in this respect,
that the EU Biomass Action Plan identifies biofuels as a potential means by which the Voluntary
Agreements on CO2 reductions from new cars will be met.

9. Some biofuels (but not biodiesel) were included in the scope of the Government Green Fuel Challenges
in 2001 and 2002. This inclusion was the only reference to biofuels in the Powering Future Vehicles Strategy
of 2002.

10. Biofuels only begin to feature seriously in UK Government policy after the appearance of the
European Commission’s proposals for and the subsequent adoption of the Biofuels Directive in May 2003.
The fuel duty rebate of 20 pence per litre for biodiesel was extended to bioethanol from January 2005. In
practice, however, this level of support has proved insuYcient to make any material diVerence to carbon
saving. This fact is reflected in the unambitious target for sales of biofuels in the UK by 2005 of 0.3%
(c.120,000 tonnes) against an indicative target in the Directive of 2% (c 800,000 tonnes).

11. Since 2003 the DfT has put biofuels closer to the heart of policy culminating in the publication of
their Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation Feasibility Study59 and the announcement in November 2005
of the introduction of an RTFO from April 200860. This is considered in more detail in question 5.

12. It is diYcult to see, when the DfT say that a 5% use of biofuels will result in an annual carbon saving
of one million tonnes, why it took such a long time for Government to acknowledge the key role that biofuels
could play in reducing carbon emissions. It is all the more puzzling and disappointing when many other
countries in Europe and beyond had recognised the value of biofuels considerably earlier.

2. Whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across the
department’s entire range of activities.

13. Biofuels are handled by a relatively small group of oYcials in the DfT and as far as we are aware there
is a coherent, if somewhat measured, strategy across the department.

3. Whether the current balance of expenditure between the DfT’s objectives (as revealed in its 2005
departmental report, Annex A) adequately reflects the environmental challenges it faces.

14. In the field of renewable road transport fuels the DfT have assumed their responsibility as delivering
policies which are either paid for directly in revenue foregone by the Treasury (Fuel Duty rebate, Enhanced
Capital Allowances), or by the consumer (RTFO). As yet the DfT have proposed no policies to promote
biofuels that would impact directly upon their own budget. If the RTFO fails to deliver on biofuel use and
consequent carbon reduction, this position may have to change with the introduction of more direct policies
such as biofuel grants.

59 RTFO Feasibility Report, Department for Transport, November 2005.
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–roads/documents/pdf/dft–roads–pdf–610329.pdf

60 Darling Takes Action To Make Transport Fuels Greener, 10 November 2005
http://www.gnn.gov.uk/environment/mediaDetail.asp?MediaDetailsID%135355&NewsAreaID%2&ClientID%202
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15. This may prove to be pressing problem if the major road transport fuel suppliers resist a move to
supply 5% ethanol blends in standard gasoline (petroleum) products—known as E5 Blend under the
Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation. A combination of technical and commercial factors suggests that
the major suppliers will seek to switch from conventional gasoline to E5 in a single coordinated action. This
will imply an increase from current levels of supply of 70,000 tonnes to one million tonnes per annum, over
a timetable of months. This provides little opportunity for an orderly increase in production capacity.
Furthermore, the timing of this switch is likely to be determined by the commercial perspective of the major
transport fuel suppliers, and could therefore be subject to delay against the Government’s target for 5% of
fuels from renewable sources by 2010.

16. In these circumstances, Government may need to pursue direct incentives for the development of
markets for ethanol, either to provide for a staged introduction of ethanol into the road transport fuel
market, or to compensate for a resistance to move to E5 blends on the part of the major fuel suppliers.

4. What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emissions, and the role that demand management should play in doing so.

17. The DfT have announced that they will introduce an RTFO at a 5% level by volume by 2010. This
falls well short of the indicative target set out in the EU Biofuels Directive 2003/30/EC, which stands at
5.75% by energy, equating to a target by volume of over 8%. The ostensible reason for this conservative
target is that fuel standards and engine specifications will not allow a mix of more than 5% as a blended fuel.
In reality there are many other ways of introducing biofuels into the fuel pool, for example dedicated fleets
for both biodiesel and bioethanol, greater use of E85 flex fuel vehicles and greater use of biofuels in the UK’s
bus fleets.

18. If the Government will not move beyond 5% before fuel and engine specifications are adjusted
upwards, then it must expedite the procedures to permit these adjustments to the Fuel Quality Directive
2003/17/EC and the related fuel specifications to 10% and, if appropriate, beyond. This has been advocated
in the European Commission’s Biomass Action Plan61 (December 2005) and their Strategy for Biofuels62

(February 2006). The government should then ensure that the RTFO targets are set to at least 10% by 2015,
in line with these adjustments. With suYcient lead time this will allow adequate time for a turn over of the
UK vehicle pool without exposing policy to undue complexity.

19. As has been recognised in the acceptance of the principle of the RTFO, demand management must
play a central role in UK biofuels policy for the short to medium term. The Government should commit to
retaining the RTFO for a minimum of 15 years from its date of introduction. In the short term, until the
market and the investing community have adjusted to the incentivising nature of the RTFO, the
Government should retain the fuel duty rebate.

5. What specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon emissions and
congestion over the next decade.

20. The Government has committed to introduce a Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO) in
April 2008, as the principal means by which it will bring forward the supply of biofuels to the UK road
transport fuel market. Government have announced a target for renewable fuels to meet 5% of the demand
for road transport fuels by 2010, and estimate that this measure will deliver carbon savings of 1.1 to 1.4
Mtonnes per annum at this target level63. The obligation to supply fuels is expected to rest with suppliers of
road transport fuels that currently pay Fuel Duty on these fuels, including both the major oil companies
and independent suppliers.

21. The RTFO bears a number of similarities to the Renewables Obligation already operating in the UK
electricity sector. A central element of both Obligations is the option for the obligated parties to “buy-out”
of their obligation through the payment of a penalty charge. The level of the “Buy-Out Price” remains to
be set by Government, and will determine whether the oil companies have a commercial incentive to supply
biofuels, or whether it is preferable to buy-out of their obligation.

22. Decisions reached by Government over the key elements of the RTFO will be critical in determining
whether the RTFO becomes an eVective means of transforming the UK road transport fuels market to
physically deliver 5% biofuels and thus secure Government’s carbon savings target. The Government has
already announced that a number of key decisions will be taken in the context of the Budget 2006. These are:

— The level of the Fuel Duty rebate for 2008–09. The Fuel Duty rebate is the principal policy measure
in place today for promoting the development of biofuels supply.

61 Biomass Action Plan, COM(2005)628 final, European Commission, Brussels, December 2005
http://europa.eu.int/comm/energy/res/biomass–action–plan/doc/2005–12–07–comm–biomass–action–plan–en.pdf

62 An EU Biofuels Strategy, COM(2006)34 final, European Commission, Brussels, February 2006
http://europa.eu.int/comm/agriculture/biomass/biofuel/com2006–34–en.pdf

63 Partial RIA Biofuels, Department for Transport, November 2005 http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–roads/
documents/pdf/dft–roads–pdf–610330.pdf
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— The interim targets for the RTFO for 2008–09 and 2009–10, prior to the introduction of the 5%
target for 2010–11.

23. An early decision from Government on the Buy-Out Price will also be necessary in order to provide
the maximum possible information to the market and so assist in driving the investment necessary to meet
the Government’s 2010 target in a timely and eYcient manner.

24. To deliver an eVective RTFO the Government must be bold in its use of Buy-Out Price penalties,
targets, and rebate. The industry has sought the following framework of measures from Government:

— A Buy-Out Price of 30 pence per litre of biofuels, in order to deliver a powerful incentive for
obligated parties to supply biofuels.

— Interim targets of 3% for 2008–09 and 4% for 2009–10, to achieve an orderly and eYcient
programme of investment that reflects the growing maturity of the market.

— Retention of the Fuel Duty rebate for a suYcient period to retain current investor confidence and
eVect an orderly transition from the current support framework to the incentive mechanism of the
RTFO. The Budget 2006 should retain the rebate at 20 pence per litre for biofuels supplied in
2008–09.

25. In addition, the Government should set targets for post-2010 that move rapidly into line with the
reference value of 5.75% recommended in the Biofuels Directive, and thereafter rise to a level of 10% of road
transport fuels from renewable sources by 2015, in line with expected revisions to the Fuel Quality Directive
and corresponding fuel standards. This approach will present a growing market, that will present an
opportunity to bring forward the second generation of biofuel technologies that can deliver greater resource
eYciency once a functioning biofuels market has been established.

26. There is a concern that Government will regard the RTFO as a single, simple means of delivering its
policy objectives, and so overlook other complementary measures that could assist in developing a
functioning biofuels market.

27. These measures include the early introduction of Enhanced Capital Allowances for biofuels plant,
that would provide early incentives for the development of the most eYcient and lowest-carbon biofuels
facilities. The Government has indicated that in the long-term it wishes to encourage lower-carbon biofuels
feedstock supply and production chains.

28. Changes in the fuel specification to increase the biofuel content in mass-market fuels provide the
opportunity for wholesale increases in biofuels utilisation. However, vehicle manufacturers’ warranties
typically limit the biofuel content in the fuels that that their engines may use. Since vehicle manufacturers
will seek to limit their potential liabilities under these warranties, transition to a higher proportion of
biofuels in mass market fuels will tend to occur as a series of step changes, the timing of which will be dictated
by the rate of turnover of the existing stock of cars (the “car pool”).

29. The development of a market for higher biofuels blends, such as 85% ethanol blend (E85) and 100%
biodiesel (B100), provide an opportunity for a steady and progressive evolution of biofuel demand, outside
of these constraints. This steady evolution is more consistent with a normal pattern of market maturing, and
will tend to encourage orderly investment. Demand for higher biofuel blends could be driven by:

— Incentives for flex-fuel vehicles, that can automatically switch between various blends of ethanol
and gasoline.

— Further incentives for investment in new or adapted refuelling infrastructure.

— Incentives for the conversion and specification of captive fleets (logistics, municipal contractors,
bus fleets, etc) to utilise higher blends.

30. A range of fiscal and financial incentives could be employed to deliver this demand growth, including
Enhanced Capital Allowances, Vehicle Excise Duty concessions, congestion charge concessions and capital
grants. Similar measures could also be employed to stimulate demand for, and production of biogas, that
can be used in place of fossil methane in natural gas vehicles.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

1. Introduction and Background

The RSPB is Europe’s largest wildlife charity with over one million members. We manage one of the
largest conservation estates in the UK with 188 nature reserves, covering more than 127,000 hectares. The
RSPB is part of the BirdLife International partnership, a global alliance of independent national
conservation organisations working in more than 100 countries worldwide.
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We consider that human-induced climate change poses the biggest long-term threat to global biodiversity.
A recent paper in Nature by a large group of scientists (including one from the RSPB) indicates that in
sample regions covering about 20% of the Earth’s land surface “15 to 37% of species in our sample of regions
and taxa will be ‘committed to extinction’ as a result of mid-range climate warming scenarios for 2050.”64

To avoid such a catastrophe, the anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change need
to be cut hard and rapidly. We therefore support policies and measures that do so, particularly those that
tackle transport-related emissions which are consistently the fastest growing source of emissions and may
well be the UK’s largest source by 2020.65 Indeed, in terms of carbon dioxide emissions by end-user,
transport emissions are already on a par with industry and the domestic sector, see the figure below.66
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Whilst we welcome the DfT taking on a Public Service Agreement to reduce carbon dioxide emissions (as
had previously urged them to do) we remain sceptical about UK transport emissions declining suYciently
to meet the DfT’s targets without very significant strengthening of the current suite of UK transport policies
and the addition of further policies and measures. Indeed, we consider that without urgent action on
transport policy, the UK is in danger of missing its national emission reduction targets.

In this response we focus primarily upon the last of the five strategic issues that the Committee expressed
an interest in, ie “what specific steps the department should now take to reduce road transport carbon
emissions and congestion over the next decade?” At the end, we provide some observations on what we feel
needs to be done to constrain growth in aviation emissions, which are of particular concern.

2. Road Transport

If we are to stand any chance of achieving our 20% carbon dioxide emission reduction target, we need at
least to halt and preferably reverse the current increase in transport-related emissions, which means that
existing measures need to be strengthened considerably and some new ones introduced. In the first part of
this section, we consider how to strengthen and add to existing, mostly fiscal, road transport measures. In
the second part, we examine other means of cutting emissions, such as by shifts between transport modes.

2.1 Strengthening and adding to existing measures

The voluntary agreements with EU, Japanese and Korean manufacturers

The EU car manufacturers have conceded that the voluntary agreements are not working as eVectively
as they had predicted. We doubt that they will deliver the target of a fleet average of 140g/km across the EU
by 2008–09.67 There thus appears to be a good argument for extending and significantly strengthening the
agreements and probably making the agreements mandatory. Whilst there may appear to be diYculties
associated with having mandatory agreements with non-EU companies, there are ways around them.
California has, for example, been highly successful in persuading foreign companies to comply with its
domestic legislation on vehicle emissions, largely because it is a very big market, as is the EU. By adopting
mandatory targets, the EU could not only reduce its own emissions but have an additional eVect worldwide.

64 Chris D Thomas et al, Extinction risk from climate change, Nature, 8 January 2004.
65 Updated Emissions Projections: Final Projections To Inform The National Allocation Plan (NAP), DTI, 11 November 2004.
66 http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/statistics/globatmos/kf/gakf07.htm
67 After making good progress in early years, progress has slowed. ACEA data indicates that European car makers achieved

only a 0.6% decrease in new car emissions in 2003, about the same as in 2002. The industry will now have to achieve annual
2.8% cuts every year from 2004 to meet the target. At this rate, the 140g target will be missed by at least 20%.
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We consider that there is a need for a mandatory upper limit on emissions from new cars. An initial aim
for 2010 might be 250 g/km. An upper limit would force the fleet average downwards and prevent the
manufacture of wasteful vehicles.

The agreements, voluntary or mandatory, should be extended to all road vehicles, including lorries, again
with overall, mandatory emission limits on new vehicles.

To make mandatory targets both politically acceptable, and achievable at lowest cost, it might be possible
to consider introducing the flexibility of trading, either within the automotive sector itself or, more probably,
by opting the sector into the EU ETS, at some point after the end of the second period.

Fuel taxes

The high rate of taxation on vehicle fuels has had a significant eVect on the types of vehicles that people
use, and we regret the dropping of the fuel duty escalator which sent a clear signal that prices were to
continue to rise.

However, taxes on fuel are not generally seen as an environmental measure and the way in which they are
perceived has not been helped by some tax breaks which, however well-intentioned, are not clearly good for
the climate change, such as the lower excise duty on LPG. In our opinion, this situation could be rectified
by the replacement of existing fuel taxes by a straightforward carbon tax (applied in proportion to the well-
to-tank carbon emissions of the fuel) or cap and trade scheme, which we discuss later in this document. At
the very least, fuel duty diVerentials and rebates should be increased to reflect diVerences in well-to-tank
carbon.

Vehicle Excise Duty and company car tax

We consider that basing VED and company car tax on carbon emissions is a good idea. We would,
however, significantly increase both diVerential between tax bands and considerably increase the duty
payable in higher, more polluting bands, perhaps reducing VED on cars under 100 g/km to zero. We would
also suggest harmonising VED bands with the A–F bands under the new voluntary car labelling scheme,
and increasing the number of bands used for the label, specifically by dividing the most polluting band, band
F, into at least two. At present, extremely ineYcient vehicles are treated on a par with less ineYcient ones.

Some have argued that these kinds of taxes are ineVective because they represent only a small proportion
of the costs of buying and running cars. However, not only do they send a clear signal that greenhouse gases
will be increasingly costly to emit but they force car buyers to be aware of the emissions from their vehicles,
because advertising literature cites, and now labels, emissions. There is thus a good reason for retaining and
strengthening the taxes, if only for public information reasons. This is especially true since the launch last
year of the UK voluntary car label.

Feebates

To reinforce the tax signals provided by carbon-based fuel duty and carbon-related VED, both of which
operate after the point of purchase, it would be very sensible to introduce a feebate system that operated at,
and therefore influenced, the point of purchase itself. Feebates would use revenue from purchase charges
on polluting vehicles to provide capital grants for eYcient vehicles. The overall eVect would be revenue
neutral, and socially progressive. The Feebate scale could be based on the labelling bands, with the middle
band attracting neither a charge nor a rebate.

Congestion/road user charging

The RSPB has long supported congestion charging and, to a lesser extent, road user charging because
they help to reduce vehicle emissions. However, because they do not directly target emissions, they are not
an instrument that can be relied upon to, alone, deliver substantial emission reductions. Indeed, we are
generally in agreement with the Government’s road pricing feasibility study which came to much the same
conclusion.

Biofuels

Whilst the RSPB is supportive of the increased use of biofuels for the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, we have biodiversity-related concerns about the potential scale, type and location of the energy
crops from which they are derived. If farmed intensively, on a large scale and in the “wrong” places, such
crops could have a considerable, adverse eVect upon wildlife, both at home and abroad. We therefore favour
an approach that includes spatial planning to determine the appropriate scale and location for development,
as well as strategic environmental assessment of any programmes that are proposed (following the example
of oVshore wind). Individual biomass or biofuel processing plant would also be subject to environmental
impact assessment. In addition, an accreditation scheme should be established for the growth of energy
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crops, detailed in our responses to the DfT consultation on a biofuels strategy and the Defra consultation
on the strategy for non-food crops uses which are available on request. This accreditation scheme would
consider both the life-cycle carbon balance of the biofuel source, and its other impacts on the environment,
including biodiversity.

If biofuels are to be used extensively, they will require government support. We consider that a biofuels
obligation of the type currently being developed by government, as a result of the Biofuels Directive, is
probably not the best approach. A more general approach that encourages the broad development of any
type of low or zero carbon fuel would be better and would not “pick winners” in the way that a biofuels
obligation would. We prefer a well-to-wheel carbon tax or a cap and trade scheme, which we discuss in the
next section.

A well-to-wheel carbon tax

A UK, or preferably EU-wide, carbon tax on vehicle fuels, replacing all existing duties on fuel, would be
a valuable addition to the current portfolio of measures for reducing emissions from road transport. A so-
called well-to-wheel (or more accurately, well-to-tank) duty levied in direct proportion to the carbon content
of fuel, including carbon arising from its extraction, refining and distribution, would clearly target the
problem of climate change whilst also encompassing a wide range of fuels and technologies, including
biofuels and hydrogen. It would be a fair tax, penalising the use of polluting fuels but not clean ones.

To be practical, a well to wheel tax would have work on average emissions from certain activities and
would probably need to avoid double counting emissions from some of them. However, we can see no major
technical obstacles to its introduction. As an interim measure, fuel duty diVerentials could be considerably
increased and more finely graduated to reflect life-cycle carbon emissions. This instrument could be made
revenue neutral.

Alternatively, a cap and trade scheme could be applied to the road transport sector, probably initially in
the UK. Because of the large number of individual sources of emissions, it would be administratively sensible
for the allocation to be made upstream, at oil depots where the fuel comes out of bond. Having an upstream
allocation would mean that it would have to be made on the carbon content of the fuel. Initially, such a
scheme would probably need to be run separately from the EU one, but could eventually be integrated with
the ETS. The scheme would replace existing fuel taxes. Alternatively, the obligation could be placed on car
manufacturers, based on fleet averages.

2.2 Other means of cutting emissions

The role of industry in developing and implementing low carbon vehicle and fuel technologies

The technology already exists to mass produce cars, such as petrol hybrids, that have significantly lower
carbon emissions. The key is, therefore, to overcome the barriers to the sale of such vehicles.

Much more must be done to inform people of the environmental eVects of transport use. The voluntary
car label, developed by the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, is a start. Although the label is a voluntary
scheme, the Government should push for it to be made mandatory across the EU, and to include eYciency
information on all vehicle adverts.

The cost of low emissions vehicles is an obstacle to their uptake. The Government must continue to review
the eVectiveness of the Transport Energy grants to ensure they are acting as a catalyst for real changes in
the UK vehicle fleet.

Getting the best out of our transport system

In recent years, the emphasis of Government road transport policy has been on getting the best out of the
transport system by tackling congestion. However, the RSPB considers that this emphasis should change to
reducing the amount of greenhouse gas emissions from road transport. In order to achieve this, Government
transport policy must refocus on achieving modal shift and reducing the need to travel. (Achieving modal
shift is discussed further in the next section.)

Reducing the need to travel does not necessarily mean restricting the movement of people and goods. It
means that people should be provided with the opportunity to go about their lives without having to travel
ever increasing distances. This can be achieved by utilising eVective planning policies and by the use of
information technology.

With regards to planning, there are a number of measures which can be introduced:

— tighten planning standards and guidance to ensure that new commercial and residential
development is high density with low levels of parking and designed to maximise walking and
cycling;

— retain and strengthen controls on out of town retail and business parks;
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— ensure new residential development has a wide range of local community facilities and services
within walking or cycling distance to reduce the need to travel. Protect/fund key local facilities such
as shops, post oYces, banks etc.

As a minimum, all of these measures should be integrated into the Government’s plans for sustainable
communities.

Information technology must be part of the solution to reducing carbon emissions from transport. The
use of broadband can make home working and shopping much easier. The Government should work with
the telecommunications industry to increase the coverage of broadband and to reduce the costs.

How to encourage and help people to make smarter choices about the way they travel

In order to make smarter choices about the way they travel, people must be provided with a viable
alternative to the car. Government must, therefore, increase funding of public transport systems to increase
frequency and reliability of services and to reduce the cost of travelling.

However, there is a range of other measures that can be introduced to encourage people to utilise more
sustainable modes of transport. These range from fiscal measures, such as, well-to-wheel fuel tax, road-user
charging and workplace parking levies, through to “softer” measures, some of which are described below.

Workplace and school travel plans can play an important role in reducing the traYc generated by specific
organisations and schools. The Government should make it a requirement for all schools with over 100
pupils and organisations with over 200 employees to develop travel plans.

The planning system can also help to encourage people to make smarter choices by designing new
developments with good public transport links and by supporting car clubs with reserved parking;
implementing them as a standard feature of new residential developments.

Provision of information can also be important in highlighting alternatives to car travel. The
Government’s Transport Direct project could be a useful tool, although it has had its initial teething
problems. This project should be built upon to develop a transport information database that can be relied
on by the public and businesses.

3. Aviation

Although aviation emissions are a quite small fraction of total UK emissions at about 5.7%, they are by
far the fastest growing source of emissions, at about 6% per year between 1993 and 2003, despite a slight
fall in 2001.68 EU aviation emissions are increasing at a similar rate (about 5.6% per annum) and as the
European Commission points out “If the growth continues as up to now, emissions from international
flights from EU airports will by 2012 have increased by 150% since 1990. This growth in the EU’s
international aviation emissions would oVset more than a quarter of the reductions required by the
Community’s target under the Kyoto Protocol.”69

UK air traYc forecasts (DfT 2000 currently being revised) indicate that passenger numbers will more than
double over the next 20 years, from 160 million in 1998 to 400 million in 2020 (mid-range forecast). The EU
Commission forecasts that emissions from aviation will triple by 2020 from 1990 levels to between 6 and
8% of all EU emissions. Other forecasts in general terms support the UK and EU’s figures, for example the
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) estimates that the global fleet of aircraft will double from
12,300 to 25,000 between 2002 and 2020.70 Some projected estimates of future fuel use are given below.71

Fuel used Fuel used Projected fuel Projected fuel
Inventory in early 90s in 2000 used in 2015 used in 2050

ANCAT/EC2 131.3 — 287.9 633.2
TRADEOFF 131.0 167.7 — 471.0
NASA 139.4 — 308.6 471.0
DLR 129.3 — 285.0 —
AERO (excl military) 134.2 166.0 (1997) 257.8 (2010) —

368.6 (2020)
EDGAR 167.8** — — —

68 Table 3.8 page 54 of Transport Statistics Great Britain 2005 Edition, TSO, DfT 2005. Here the figures used are for civil
(domestic) aviation and international aviation combined, as opposed to the more commonly used international aviation
figures.

69 Commission communication “Reducing the Climate Change Impact of Aviation” 27.9.2005 COM (2005) 459 final.
70 Report of the Sixth Meeting of ICAO’s Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection, 2 February 2004. 1.1.4.
71 “Study on air quality impacts of non-LTO emissions from aviation”, Norwegian Meteorological Institute 2004).
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Any such rates of growth are clear unsustainable in a world that should be curbing its greenhouse gas
emissions, especially because the eVect of aviation emissions taken together is greater than for carbon
dioxide alone. In 1999 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimated that the total
impact of aviation emissions on the atmosphere was between two and four times that of carbon dioxide
alone.72

Cutting Aviation Emissions

There are two main ways of cutting aviation emissions: technical improvements to aircraft (and to a lesser
extent improvement to their flight paths) and limiting demand. Although the fuel eYciency of aircraft has
constantly improved, these improvements have been more than cancelled out by huge increases in demand.
As mentioned above, all reputable forecasts envisage this trend as continuing and so measures that limit
demand for aviations are essential, even in a world of rising fuel prices. (Fuel prices are quite a small
proportion of aviation costs, at most 25%, according to IIATA.)

One obvious way of limiting emissions from aviation is by a fuel tax but this is unlikely to materialise in
the foreseeable future. In part, this is because aviation is an international business and its emissions really
need to be tackled globally, yet international taxes are hard to agree and impose, and the same would be
true of a worldwide set of harmonised national taxes. Also, and probably more importantly, emissions from
international travel come under the remit of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) for shipping
and the ICAO for aviation, rather than the Convention on Climate Change and its Kyoto Protocol as is the
case of all other emissions. ICAO was established by the 1944 Chicago Convention which, together with a
host of bilateral air service agreements, excludes taxes on fuel used for international flights, although
domestic taxes are allowed and some countries, notably the USA, have such taxes. Without amending both
the Chicago Convention and all of the bilateral agreements, a fuel tax is not legally possible and such
amendments would take decades. An EU aviation fuel tax has been mooted but EU member states are
signatories to the Chicago Convention and have their own bilateral air service agreements. The RSPB has
long argued that aviation emissions should come under the remit of the Climate Convention, rather than
ICAO, but this change in competence is, again, unlikely because a number of countries have long opposed
such a move, particularly the USA.

Three main alternatives to aviation taxes exist: a standing charge (such as the UK’s Air Passenger Duty),
an emissions or route charge, or including aviation emissions in a cap and trade scheme. Standing charges
could work and are a desirable first step. But, to be perceived as a fair means of limiting climate change,
they would need to levied at least roughly in proportion to the damage that any particular flight causes and
so would need to be highly diVerentiated on the basis of emissions per flight. Also, it is unlikely that charges
would be levied at a level that reflects the damage caused by aviation or even at a level that would put
aviation on a par with other transport modes. For example, if a charge were to be applied at the same rate
as petrol is taxed, the levy on a flight to Australia would be about £700. It would be politically hard to charge
this much. Also, it would be diYcult to coordinate any charge internationally although it would be possible
within the EU.

Emissions or route charges can work and have been applied (for NOx emissions) at Zurich Airport and
in Sweden. Again, however, it would be diYcult to apply a worldwide emissions charge or a harmonised set
of national ones, although an EU-wide charge would be feasible. A practical, and potentially a legal
diYculty with emissions charges is, however, that they would have to be linked to fuel consumption and a
charge would thus look like a fuel tax. The Swedish charge met with this problem, when the other
Scandinavian countries challenged its legality on the grounds that it was really a fuel tax.

The last main option is to have a cap and trade scheme for aviation. Like an emissions charge, this has
the advantage that the concept had not been thought of in 1944 and is thus not prohibited by the Chicago
Convention and, moreover, it is clearly not a tax. Ideally, were aviation emissions to be included under the
remit of Kyoto, then they would be capped by the Kyoto targets and could be traded under its global
emission trading scheme. Indeed, even ICAO concluded that what they called an “open” emissions trading
scheme would be the best way of coping with aviation emissions.73 (By “open”, ICAO’s Committee on
Aviation Environmental Protection meant a system in which aviation emissions would be traded with
emissions form other sources. The only global system of this type is the Kyoto one.)

It seems unlikely that the type of system envisage by ICAO will occur in the foreseeable future but the
European Commission has concluded that the best option for limiting EU demand for aviation would be
to opt EU aviation emissions into the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS).74 The UK and France
support this proposal. The RSPB also welcomed the Commission Communication on the subject and we sit
n the Commission working group considering the subject in more detail.

72 Aviation and the global atmosphere, JE Penner, DH Lister, DJ Griggs, DJ Dokken, M McFarland (Eds). Cambridge
University Press, UK. pp 373, 1999.

73 This and all other options for limiting demand are included in the Commission StaV Working Document, Annex to the
Communication from the Commission “Reducing the Climate Change Impact of Aviation”, Impact Assessment [COM (2005)
459 final].

74 Commission communication “Reducing the Climate Change Impact of Aviation” 27.9.2005 COM (2005) 459 final.
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However, before a Directive opting aviation into the EU ETS can be produced, a number of key issues
need to be resolved. The first of these is the scope of the scheme: should only flights between EU countries
be included or should all flights to and from the EU be included as well? We consider that it is essential that
all flights should be covered, not only because this is clearly the best option environmentally but also because
partial coverage could potentially distort the aviation market. If only intra-EU flights were included then
not only would a mere 32% of emissions be captured but airlines that operated both within and outside the
EU could cross subsidise internal flights from external ones, as the low cost airlines have pointed out.

The second main issue that a Directive needs to address is the non-carbon dioxide impacts of aviation
emissions. Aircraft have a number of eVects on the atmosphere that when added together, have two to four
times eVect of carbon dioxide alone.75 To capture these additional impacts in any climate change-related
measure is clearly important. There are potentially three ways of doing so: (i) via the use of a multiplication
factor on carbon dioxide, (ii) an eVect by eVect approach to account for CO2 and non-CO2 eVects over time
when they are more perfectly understood and (iii) a CO2 only emissions trading scheme and potential
ancillary instruments for non-CO2 eVects. Our view is that the best option would be a multiplier because the
other two options would almost certainly lead to long delays in implementation.

Thirdly, a question arises as to how to allocate emission allowances, and at what level; are they to be
allocated free of charge by member states, as for all other EU ETS allowances or should another method
be employed? Linked to this question is another one, which is who decides on the allocation: member states,
the Commission or another body? We consider that the simplest, and most environmentally eVective way to
resolve both questions would be for allowances to be auctioned. Auctioning would also address two further
diYculties: firstly, that a Directive will probably come into force well into the second phase of the EU ETS
(when all other allocations will have been agreed and given out) and, secondly, the fact that allowances will
be worth more to the aviation industry than to the rest of the traded sector. An auction will at least help
address these diYculties.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Society of Chemistry

The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) welcomes the opportunity to comment to the Environmental
Audit Committee on the subject of Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transport.

The RSC is the largest organisation in Europe for advancing the chemical sciences. Supported by a
network of 43,000 members worldwide and an internationally acclaimed publishing business, our activities
span education and training, conferences and science policy, and the promotion of the chemical sciences to
the public.

This document represents the views of the RSC and has been put together by our Environment,
Sustainability and Energy Forum. The RSC’s Royal Charter obliges it to serve the public interest by acting
in an independent advisory capacity, and we would therefore be very happy for this submission to be put
into the public domain.

The document has been written from the perspective of the Royal Society of Chemistry. The chemical
sciences and chemical scientists will play an essential role in driving forward technological breakthroughs
reducing carbon emissions from transport.

The evidence submitted was in the most part published in an RSC report entitled “Chemical Science
Priorities for Sustainable Energy Solutions” [www.rsc.org/Gateway/Subject/EnvEnergy/].

Summary

Oil derived liquids are at present the most cost eYcient transport fuels and the most eYcient energy
storage materials available to us.

A number of diVerent strategies for reducing carbon emissions from transport are required, the realisation
of which will require contributions from chemical scientists. In essence technologies are required to make
vehicles more eYcient and to provide alternatives to fossil fuels:

— The fuel eYciency of vehicles must be improved through the use lightweight materials and fuel/
engine additives to increase engine eYciency.

— Development of battery technology for hybrid vehicles will enable their more widespread
acceptability.

— Similar technological challenges face the development of fully electric vehicles as those facing the
development of hybrid cars, except the electricity should be generated from renewable or non-
carbon based sources to have a significant eVect on carbon emissions.

75 IPCC special report on aviation and the global atmosphere, Cambridge University Press, 1999.
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— Biofuels are a renewable, carbon neutral source of vehicle power but many technological
challenges must be overcome for their widespread use to be practicable.

— Hydrogen power vehicles too require many technological challenges be overcome before they can
become a reality.

— Reducing carbon emission from air transport too presents challenges: use of lightweight materials
will yield improved eYciency.

State of Play

In spite of current concerns about the constrained oil supply and high cost, most scenarios for the next
20 to 50 years suggest that the world’s growing demand for energy will be primarily met by fossil fuels.
Currently, about 74 million barrels of oil are consumed every day, mostly for transport, which is the sector
where oil is most suited as the primary energy carrier, and where substitution is arguably most diYcult. By
2020 this is predicted to have increased to about 110 million barrels per day (bpd). The demand for oil for
transportation in the Asia Pacific countries is growing at 3.5% per annum from a current demand of about
18 million bpd compared to growth in Europe of just 0.5% from a demand of about 15 million bpd.

Trends in vehicle design are being driven by the need to increase eYciency and reduce CO2 emissions. In
1997 there were 600 million vehicles on the world’s roads, with engines operating at eYciencies of 10–25%
for petrol and 15–35% for diesels. Transmission, road and other losses reduce eYciency significantly for the
overall vehicle. Vehicle engineers around the world are currently chasing every lead with a view to achieving
the goal of improved fuel eYciency coupled with reliability and aVordability. It is generally accepted that
the customer is unprepared to compromise his or her expectation of vehicle performance, reliability or cost,
so technological improvements are necessary alongside environmental developments.

Multidisciplinary teams including chemists and chemical engineers have already achieved significant
improvements in the operation of the internal combustion engine by developing direct injection spark
ignition systems and small diesels with more eYcient turbo chargers. EVorts to improve engine eYciency by
variable valve timing, cylinder deactivation, to reduce engine displacement during normal driving,
reductions in engine friction and accessory loads, and sophisticated engine management systems all show
promise.

The chemical sciences have been, and continue to be, pivotal in the development of systems that oVer
significant improvements to fuel and exhaust systems in vehicles; this has been demonstrated through the
development of unleaded petrol (eradicating harmful lead additives), detergent additives (that have
increased fuel economy and increased engine lifetime), oxygenated fuels (that improve fuel eYciency) and
catalytic converters (to reduce harmful carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds and NOx emissions).

Future Challenges

Reducing vehicle weight

Vehicle performance can be considerably improved by reducing weight through the use of lighter
construction materials. The past 20 years has seen a steady decrease in the amount of iron and steel in a
typical family car with a corresponding increase in the amount of polymer composites, aluminium and even
magnesium. Increased attention to the various bulk, surface and compositional chemistry aspects of the
forming, joining and recycling of these materials, to reduce manufacturing, design and assembly costs
without compromising safety, will greatly enhance the use of lightweight materials in vehicle construction.
This will require polymer and synthetic chemists to create new structural materials and designs to reduce
radically vehicle weight without compromising safety. Such materials are also required to conform to
legislation such as the EU ELV (End of Life Vehicles) directive and thus be demonstrably recyclable.

Systems engineering approach

A further fruitful area of research might be to consider personal mobility as a systems engineering
problem consisting of the engine and fuel, the transmission system, the vehicle itself including the wheels,
the road surface and construction, the refuelling infrastructure and the eventual recycling of the
components. Much of this will require a deep understanding of the chemistry and chemical engineering
aspects of the fuels, their combustion characteristics, the engine and vehicle shell materials, the control
systems and sensors required, transmission and energy storage and the re-use of the component materials.
The task of creating a sustainable transport system when cars will continue to be the preferred means of
personal mobility in the urbanised regions of the developed world is considerable and will require the
ingenuity of chemists as well as engineers.
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Hybrid vehicles

In the past few years some vehicle manufacturers have introduced hybrid drive trains into the market
place. Various arrangements are possible but the combination of a smaller gasoline or diesel engine coupled
to electric batteries and electric drive motors, together with recovery of the vehicles momentum through
regenerative braking, have led to dramatic increases in energy eYciency. Further improvements in this
approach will require lightweight construction materials and technology, eYcient low emission engines and
improved battery or alternative energy storage technology. Introduction of hydrogen fuel cells, alone or in
hybrid configuration with a battery, oVer the possibility of removing the car from the environmental debate,
as well as allowing the use of renewable and sustainable fuels.

Electric vehicles

Fully electric vehicles have a number of issues in common with hybrid vehicles in so much as energy
storage technology (eg battery technology) is absolutely critical to success. Electric vehicles diVer from
hybrid vehicles in that there is no back up supply, so when the battery runs down, the vehicle stops.
Therefore the range of the vehicle is dictated by battery technology available and also the weight (and thus
eYciency) of the vehicle is related to the number/size of the batteries required. For low emission vehicles the
electricity must be supplied through low emission electricity sources, such as that derived from, renewables,
nuclear power or fossil fuels coupled with carbon capture and storage technology. Therefore there is a need
for an infrastructure to supply “charging points” for electric vehicles. An electric vehicle supplied by low
carbon technologies would in theory be a very low carbon emission vehicle.

Biofuels

Today, biomass provides about 20% of Brazil’s primary energy supply, with much of this being alcohol
fuel, which accounts for about 30% of gasoline demand. In early 2003, the European Commission issued a
directive promoting the use of biofuels for transport, setting out two indicative targets for EU member
states—2% biofuels inclusion in the fuel pool by December 2005 and 5.75% by December 2010. The UK is
currently not on track to meet the 2010 target.

The relatively low conversion eYciency of sunlight into biomass means that large areas of arable land
would be required to allow a significant amount of the existing fuel pool to be substituted with biofuels.
Scenarios developed for the US and EU indicate that short term targets of up to 6% displacement of fossil
fuels with biofuels appear feasible using conventional biofuels. A 5% displacement of gasoline in the EU
would require about 5% of available cropland to produce ethanol and 15% to produce diesel (land
requirements for diesel are higher than for ethanol because of lower yields of liquid fuel per hectare).
Kheshgi et al estimate that the equivalent of 12% of US cropland would be required to produce enough
ethanol to replace the energy content of 10% of the US gasoline consumption in 1990. However, if all the
carbon dioxide emissions associated with the production, harvesting, and conversion of corn to ethanol were
to be oVset, the land area required would be nearer to 50% of available cropland.

Biofuels are more expensive than conventional transport fuels, but improved conversion technologies will
broaden the range of feedstock. For example, the cost eVective hydrolysis of lignocelluloses (for example
wood or straw) would considerably increase the source of biomass for bioethanol production to include
woody and grass crops as well as bio-waste. Work is underway in a number of countries and in particular
the US to reduce the cost of converting cellulose to sugars, although a considerable amount of biomolecular
and chemical engineering is required in order to achieve commercially attractive prices. Recent work in this
area has led to the concept of a “bio-refinery” similar to a petroleum refinery, which would use the whole
of the biomass feedstock to produce a number of products in addition to biofuels, such as high value
chemicals and co-generated electricity. Encouragement by US government and EU funding and targets for
inclusion of biofuels in the transport fuel pool should see rapid developments in this area. There is
considerable research interest in the UK in the area of the bio-refinery.

Gasification and thermochemical technologies are receiving increased attention as methods of converting
biomass into transport fuels. Gasification to syngas (a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide) enables
the production of a variety of fuels including methanol, ethanol, dimethyl ether and synthetic diesel.

Hydrogen vehicles

On-board storage of hydrogen is posing significant obstacles to delivering hydrogen-powered vehicles.
Hydrogen is a gas at room temperature and therefore needs to be liquefied, compressed or stored in some
other way to have enough onboard to travel a reasonable distance. Nearly all of today’s prototype hydrogen
vehicles use compressed gas, but this is relatively bulky. Liquid hydrogen could provide an ideal way to
transport hydrogen, but the boiling point of hydrogen at "253)C means that this storage method would be
extremely energy intensive, requiring considerable energy to keep and maintain such low temperatures.
Other advanced storage materials are being developed, such as carbon based adsorbents (carbon nanotubes)
and metal hydrides. However, the high temperatures and pressures required to liberate H2 and slow-H2

release are posing serious obstacles to these storage materials.
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There are also significant economic considerations surrounding the cost of fuel cells versus the internal
combustion engine, with the latter typically costing $30 for each kilowatt of power it produces while fuel
cells cost a hundred times more. Technical challenges such as making fuel cells rugged enough to withstand
the stress of driving, reducing their size and weight while increasing power density and fuel flexibility also
still exist. In the interim, while fuel cell technology is preparing for mass commercialisation, it is likely that
more and more hybrid electric vehicles will be deployed, oVering significant improvement in terms of energy
use and significant reductions in carbon emissions in comparison to the conventional internal
combustion engine.

Air travel

Air transport is receiving increasing attention because of environmental concerns linked to CO2

emissions, air quality and noise. Continuing atmospheric chemistry research into the impact of aircraft
emissions in the upper troposphere (extends from about 14 to 18 km) and lower stratosphere (extends from
the troposphere to about 50 km) is required. To reduce emissions, designs with reduced weight will benefit
fuel economy and eYciency. Embedded sensors and controls (in intelligent gas turbine engines) could reduce
noise, emissions and costs through more eVective diagnosis and maintenance processes. New materials are
required (eg low-cost composites, corrosion-resistant, damage-tolerant alloys and smart materials) to
reduce manufacturing, life-cycle costs and reduce travel time, whilst advanced coatings for the next
generation of gas turbine engines are required for improved fuel eYciencies and emission reductions. There
is a real need for innovative work in this area. Multidisciplinary teams of chemists and engineers are needed
to develop viable solutions.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Salisbury Transport 2000

1. Introduction

Salisbury Transport 2000 (ST2000) is a local group aYliated to Transport 2000, the national
environmental transport campaign. ST2000 was established in 1998 and campaigns for integrated and
sustainable transport and a reduction in car dependency.

The group has been involved in campaigns against the controversial road proposals (the Wylye Valley
Relief Road and the Brunel Link/Harnham Road) which emerged from the Salisbury Transport Study in
2000. The former scheme was rejected for central government funding in 2004, and our comments below
focus on the climate change impacts of the Brunel Link/Harnham Relief Road proposals and a general
failure to consider climate change impacts in local transport policy.

The Brunel Link/Harnham Relief Road scheme was provisionally accepted for government funding of
up to £13 million in 2000. Two separate planning applications have subsequently been submitted, but the
scheme has always been opposed by the statutory bodies and is currently a low priority on the list of schemes
submitted in the advice from the SW region to central government in January 2006.

2. Comments in Relation to the Environmental Audit Committee’s Investigations

We have specific comments which relate to the following strategic issue identified for review by the
Committee: “whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching
across the department’s entire range of activities”.

The Brunel Link/Harnham Relief Road proposals are predicted to increase CO2 emissions in the opening
year from 4,847 tonnes per year without the scheme to 5,466 tonnes per year with scheme, an increase of
12.7%. However this is dismissed in the Environmental Statement with the statement that “the mass of
emissions produced by the proposed route are an extremely small percentage of the national emissions.”76

The adverse CO2 impacts of the scheme have been down-played in earlier reports on the scheme—for
example in material submitted with the 2002 planning application (subsequently withdrawn) it is noted that
there is “no significant change in CO2 emissions” and the assessment is considered to be neutral77. We note
too that greenhouse gas emissions related to the road construction activity do not seem to be taken into
account.

Wiltshire’s Local Transport Plan acknowledges, in the chapter on “Problems and Opportunities” the
contribution of transport to climate change and states that policies to restrain traYc growth in order to
achieve reductions in CO2 levels are “vital”.78 However there is nothing in this document which refers to the
adverse climate change impacts of the Brunel Link/Harnham Relief Road.

76 Environmental Statement Harnham Relief Road/Brunel Link, RPS/Mouchel Parkman, March 2005, paras 3.65-66.
77 Harnham Relief Road and Brunel Link Stage 3 Scheme Assessment Report, Part 2, AST para 6.7.
78 Provisional Wiltshire Local Transport Plan 2006–07 to 2010–11, para 3.9.
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Comments from the statutory bodies on the planning application for the Brunel Link/Harnham Relief
Road included the observation that there was insuYcient reference to alternatives, including “no road” or
“do nothing” options. Development of the road scheme proposals continues regardless of these concerns.
We are disappointed that this bias is characteristic of Wiltshire County Council’s transport “strategy”,
which has shown a consistent preference for promoting road schemes and a failure to develop public
transport, walking and cycling or promote demand management measures.

The Salisbury roads have been encouraged by the Government OYce for the South West (GOSW), as
have other major highways schemes in the county, over many years. There appears to have been no attempt
by GOSW to direct Wiltshire County Council’s transport programme away from its roads bias and towards
public transport and demand management. Our local railways are suVering service cuts and lack of
investment in regionally desired improvements (such as dualling of the Salisbury Exeter line) yet DfT policy
appears to give local authorities, GOSW and regional assembly neither the mechanisms nor the funding to
correct this decline.

3. Conclusions

We conclude that we can find no evidence that the DfT’s carbon reduction target has been taken into
account in respect of the proposed Brunel Link/Harnham Relief Road in Salisbury. The attitude that an
increase in CO2 emissions is only a drop in the ocean as far as the national picture is concerned is
unfortunately all to common. Statements in Wiltshire’s provisional Local Transport Plan about the need to
ensure a reduction in CO2 levels are not backed up by measures to achieve this. The DfT will only be able
to claim that they have “a coherent strategy” when local transport decisions start to contribute to the DfT
targets rather than work against them.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Save Swallow’s Wood

1. Introduction

1.1 In the villages of Mottram, Hollingworth, and Tintwistle, plans for a bypass (the “A57/A628
Mottram-Tintwistle” bypass) have been on the table in various guises for the last 35 years. On 31 January
draft Orders were published for a scheme that was put to public consultation in 1992 and we expect there
will be a Public Inquiry. 1.4km of the proposed bypass is within the Peak District National Park boundary,
whilst the remainder will devastate several working farms and permanently destroy the character of the
valley, SSSI and LNR sites.

1.2 Save Swallow’s Wood is a local campaign group who opposes the A57/A628 Mottram-Tintwistle
Bypass on environmental grounds.

2. Impact of Current and Future Traffic FOrecasts on CO2 Emissions

2.1 The Highways Agency’s own published figures show that building the bypass will lead to a 124%
increase in traYc using the A628 and a 7% increase in local CO2. In contrast, the traYc if nothing is done
traYc growth is forecast to remain static, as the road network is already at capacity, which acts as a
constraint on this route.

2.2 By the Highways Agency’s own admission,79 the following Government policies relating to climate
change will be adversely aVected by this scheme:

— Energy White Paper—Our Energy Future Creating a Low Carbon Economy, DTI (2003)

— Climate Change—the UK Programme, DEFRA (2000)

2.3 The Highways Agency claims that the scheme is beneficial in terms relating to the Transport White
Paper—The Future of Transport: A Network for 2030 (2004), however it’s justification for this is based on
the scheme already being listed in the TPI and its purpose being to reduce congestions. What this assessment
does not consider is the impact on climate change within the White Paper, on which it clearly has an
adverse impact.

79 Refer to Environmental Statement A57/A628 Mottram-Tintwistle Bypass and A628/A616 Route Restraint Measures, H1.7
Other Government Policies, published by the Highways Agency.
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3. Consideration of Alternatives

3.1 Unlike many other road proposals, the Mottram-Tintwistle scheme is fairly unique in that alternative
solutions could be implemented if there were the political will to tackle them.

3.2 For example, the A628 runs parallel to the now disused Woodhead tunnel and railway line. Until 1982
this was a fully operational line, bringing passenger and freight across the Peak Park to Manchester from
SheYeld and Penistone.

3.3 In the last 10 years there have been three rail and two road management proposals put to decision
makers at all levels, and all have been rejected in favour of the road-building option. These alternatives are:

— Arriva’s proposal to re-open Woodhead tunnel and oVer passenger rail services between
Manchester and SheYeld.

— Central Railways’ proposal, to reopen Woodhead tunnel and as part of a high-speed North-South
network, enabling Transpennine rail-freight and passenger services.

— Translink’s proposal to reopen Woodhead tunnel as a rail-freight link, oVering rolling stock
carriage from the M1 to the M60.

— Weight restrictions on the A628, put forward by CPRE and investigated by independent
consultations Metropolitan Transport Research Unit (MTRU).

— Road user charging proposals, put forward by Derbyshire CC to the Transport Innovation
Fund (TIF).

3.4 Despite all these potential alternatives focussing on the problem of HGV movements, and HGV
movements being identified as the major justification for the building of the road proposal, none of these
proposals has been thoroughly investigated, nor measured against current Government policy regarding
sustainable transport and climate change. Furthermore, four of the five proposals would be privately funded
and self-financing, whilst a study conducted by MTRU concluded that for the fifth (weight-restriction), “the
benefits would outweigh the costs”, even without taking into consideration the character and
environmentally sensitivity of the area.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Scottish Renewables Forum

1. Please find enclosed our views relating to the Environmental Audit Committee Inquiry on “Reducing
Carbon Emissions from Transport”.

2. Scottish Renewables is Scotland’s leading renewables trade body, representing over 170 organisations,
businesses and individuals involved in the development of renewable energy projects in Scotland. Our
membership ranges from community groups and sole traders, up to major Scottish utilities and international
plcs. Between them they are active in the development of biomass, hydro, solar, wave, wind and tidal energy
projects. Further information about our work and our membership can be found on our website.

3. We recognise that the Scottish Executive has responsibility for the promotion of renewable energy and
sustainable transport, including biofuels. This response recognises that diVerent levels of government have
separate responsibilities and that, in responding to the inquiry, we have preferred to make a more
substantive submission indicating how co-ordinated actions across the UK are important in ensuring that
renewable energy and transport policy is eVective.

4. Due to the focus of our organisation on renewable energy, this response focusses on the Department
of Transport’s low carbon vehicle strategy.

5. We recognise the benefits of using biodiesel to power vehicles, not least that they reduce carbon
emissions from vehicles by as much as 70%, thereby helping meet UK emissions targets. As well as being
clean burning with very low particulates, sulphur and hydrocarbon emissions, biodiesel improves the fuel
economy of vehicles and provides good lubricity. The great strength of biodiesel as an early player in the
sustainable transport industry is the fact that it can be seamlessly integrated into existing infrastructure.
Unmodified diesel engines can run on any mix from 10% to 100%, with present tanks and pumping systems
requiring little alteration.

6. As the depletion and rising costs of fossil fuels continue, the issue of security of supply becomes
increasingly important. It is therefore necessary for the UK to increase its production and use of indigenous
biofuels for transport as a matter of urgency.

7. Biofuels can help improve the rural economy by stimulating the markets for certain crops and by the
creation of new jobs in the processing of the fuels. The production and transportation of biofuels could
potentially provide employment opportunities for UK farmers and other rural businesses. Research has
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suggested that about 2–5 farming jobs could be created (or sustained where crops substitute for other
cultivation) for each 1,000 tonnes of biofuel produced. A 100,000 tonne processing plant could therefore
create/sustain around 60–80 jobs directly and as many as 550 jobs in agriculture.80

8. Scottish Renewables, therefore, strongly supports the UK Government’s aim to increase the use of
biofuels in transport, with a move towards hydrogen fuel cells in the long-term. We support the targets set
by the European Union, namely that 2% of transport fuels should be sourced from biofuels by 2005 and
5.75% by 2010.

9. We also welcome the targets set out in the Powering Future Vehicles strategy. However, we note that
the UK is currently falling significantly short of its target. Further work therefore needs to be done by UK
Government to incentivise the production and uptake of biofuels for transport. The Scottish Agricultural
College report on Biodiesel Production from Oilseed Rape81 provides good analysis of the biodiesel
potential, and recommendations for action.

10. Scottish Renewables welcomes the announcement of the UK Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation.
This initiative should create instant demand for transport biofuels. We would, however, stress the
importance of meeting this demand through the use of indigenous fuels (such as oil seed rape, tallow and
used cooking oil), rather than imports, to reduce the associated carbon emissions involved in transporting
the fuel. In particular, we would stress that great caution be taken when considering the use of imported
resources, such as palm oil, which could have been grown in deforested regions of other countries.

11. We would also recommend that the UK Government encourages the interest and uptake of biofuels
amongst the general public by embarking on awareness-raising activities.

12. I hope that the above information is of assistance to you in your inquiry. If you would like further
information, we would welcome the chance to assist you further.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Dr Roger Sexton, Department of Academic Legal Studies,
Nottingham Trent University

BUS DEREGULATION INCREASES CARBON EMISSIONS

1. The Background—The Aim of Deregulation

Bus deregulation was introduced in 1986 in the hope that competition between bus operators would
increase ridership, reduce fares, and entice people out of their cars onto more environmentally friendly
transport.

Britain is unique in the Western world in having a deregulated system. The editor of a highly respected
German transport magazine Stadtverkehr once described British bus deregulation as “Driite Welt” ie “Third
World”. I agree.

2. The Consequences of Deregulation

Except in a few isolated areas, the expected growth in bus usage simply has not happened. Rather the
reverse. Outside London (which remains regulated) usage continues to fall. Fares are high. In particular any
journey which involves using buses of more than one operator can become very expensive.

3. Deregulation—An Environmental Disaster

(a) Urban areas. In many urban areas (Manchester is the extreme) there are too many buses chasing
too few passengers. Buses, which should be a cure to environmental and congestion problems, are
seen by many as a cause of such problems.

(b) Rural areas. Bus services are inadequate (often non-existent in the evenings and on Sundays).
There is no alternative but to use the car.

80 Research carried out on behalf of the East of England Development Agency (EEDA). Further information available via
www.eastofenglandobservatory.org.uk/

81 Booth E, Booth J, Cook P, Ferguson B, and Walker K (2005), Economic Evaluation of Biodiesel Production from Oilseed
Rape grown in North and East Scotland, Scottish Agricultural College. www.sac.ac.uk/mainrep/pdfs/biodieselreport.pdf
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4. Deregulated Buses Competing with More Environmentally Friendly Modes

A well-filled diesel bus is more environmentally friendly than the same number of people traveling alone
in their cars. But it is much less environmentally than a tram or trolleybus (or a gas-driven bus).

When the Germans, Swiss, Dutch etc are considering building a new tram route, one question they will
always ask their planners is, “How many diesel buses will be taken oV the road?”. That is because in
regulated continental Europe, if a tram route is built, parallel bus routes are reduced or withdrawn. In
deregulated Britain that does not usually happen. Just visit the Hilsborough area of SheYeld to see how daft
things can become.

5. Conclusion—Franchised Bus Services

Britain should scrap deregulation and adopt the regulatory franchising system operating in Sweden. In
particular, the committee should visit Jönköping to see a very environmentally friendly bus system, and
where the main bus franchisee is the British company Arriva.

Annex

The following submissions by me to the House of Commons transport (sub)-committee have background
relevance to the above memorandum.

1. Memorandum published in the seventeenth report of session 2001–02 (on the Bus Industry) volume two,
page 144.

2. Memorandum published in fifth report of session 2004–05 (on Rural Railways) volume two, page 94.

3. Memorandum published in tenth report of session 2004–05 (on Light Rail and Modern Trams) volume
two page 51. Note especially my paragraph 3.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by D Skrytek

This is in regards to the widening of the M1 motorway and the proposed completion of the inner ring road
in Derby and its “dualling” in some parts, to six lanes.

Derby

At the moment the inner ring road road carries approximately 34,000 vehicles daily and this is expected
to increase by approximately 10,000 daily in certain parts. Over 65% of the traYc is not local and there has
been a concerted campaign to refocus attention on the outer ring road, to no avail.

Questions to Derby Councillors at an Area Panel 3 meeting revealed that congestion charging is to be put
in place if the inner ring road is completed. To date this has not been made public. The closure of the central
Bus Station and proposed building of a new, smaller station will also result in extra congestion as the Council
has acknowledged that buses will not meet eight-minute slots because of road and development induced
congestion.

There are no figures available for the increase in local carbon dioxide emissions, as the council has not
made this calculation but we do know that carbon emissions from United Kingdom transport are expected
to grow by about 10% from 2000 levels by 2010, while emissions from other sectors are due to fall. Transport
is currently responsible for about a quarter of total UK carbon emissions—and this rises to more than a
third if all aviation emissions are included.

In 2004, the Department for Transport (DfT) adopted a Public Service Agreement (PSA) committing
itself “to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 12.5% below 1990 levels in line with [the] Kyoto commitment
and move towards a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions below 1990 levels by 2010”.

As this road—and the widening of the M1, amongst other road proposals—is to increase carbon dioxide
emissions, we do not believe that the United Kingdom Government can hope to meet the above
commitments.

£3 billion (which is the scheduled figure for the M1 widening though increased construction costs mean
that the actual final figure will be significantly higher)—would be much better spent in other ways if the
Government is serious about reducing CO2 emissions from the transport sector.

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Slower Speeds Initiative

Summary

A systems approach to reducing CO2 emissions from transport indicates that speed control should be a
priority. We discuss the rationale for lowering both the top 70 mph speed limit and the urban 30 mph speed
limit in order to reduce car use, curb emissions and restrain longer journeys.

1. Introduction

The Slower Speeds Initiative was founded in March 1998 by the Children’s Play Council, CTC, the
Environmental Transport Association, the Pedestrians Association, the Pedestrian Policy Group, the Road
Danger Reduction Forum, RoadPeace, Sustrans and Transport 2000. We work to raise awareness of the
benefits of lower speeds in controlling the adverse impacts of our transport system and enabling the use of
sustainable transport modes.

The best way to cut CO2 emissions from road transport is to replace as many fossil fuel powered journeys
as possible by non-fossil fuel modes, reduce total mileage and increase the fuel eYciency of the remaining
mileage by regulating vehicle design and use.

CO2 emissions from road transport are increasing with increasing road travel which, in the UK, has
accompanied increasing car ownership. Travelling further because you can travel faster is an important
driver of traYc growth. Between 1992–94 and 2005 the average distance travelled per person per year
increased by 5%, average trip length increased by 12% but the time spent travelling has remained about an
hour a day (Department for Transport 2005a).

TraYc on motorways has been growing faster than on other parts of the network (Department for
Transport 2005c) and this trend is expected to continue (Department for Transport 2003b). This makes
motorway speed limits an obvious and urgent point for intervention.

Increasing average journey lengths increase both car dependence and CO2 emissions. But cars are also
increasingly displacing the non-fossil fuel modes of walking and cycling for short journeys.

The acceptance of the dominance of the private car in transport, with the entire system designed around
it, stimulates traYc growth directly. The accompanying deterioration in conditions for more sustainable
modes, walking and cycling in particular, also stimulates traYc growth. This pattern of traYc growth is an
example of positive feedback (Clayton and RadcliVe 1997).

Positive feedback amplifies growth, forcing change in a direction that makes further change more likely.
Its system eVects include erosion, overshoot and collapse. Negative feedback checks and controls growth.
Climate change is occuring as a result of this form of positive feedback in human systems overwhelming
Earth’s homeostatic, negative feedback systems of regulation (Odum, 1975; Lovelock, 1979). Every day
there are signs that we are now approaching, and may even have arrived at, system overshoot (going beyond
a “target value” for the system, eg the atmospheric concentration of CO2 which would avoid runaway
climate change) and collapse. As the Committee recognise, forecasts of CO2 emissions by sector show that
it is the transport system that is most out of control and most urgently needs negative feedback. The question
is, are there any eVective and immediate points of control?

Volume, mix of modes and vehicle types and speed are the three dynamic and interacting characteristics
which directly determine the impacts of our transport system. Recent transport policy has focused primarily
on volume (congestion) and has acknowledged the relationship between mix and volume with policies to
reduce congestion through modal shift. So far these policies have failed.

The importance of speed control in reducing the impacts of transport (Plowden and Hillman, 1996) and
in influencing volume and mix has so far not been recognised within government policy. This is unfortunate
because there is an existing regulatory framework/the system of speed limits/which potentially enables
immediate and comprehensive control of the road transport system to reduce CO2 emissions.

2. Setting a System Boundary: Limiting Top Speed to Increase Fuel Efficiency and Reduce
Traffic Growth

CO2 emissions from motor cars are a function of speed, mileage, vehicle weight, fuel and engine type,
driving style and to an increasing extent optional features such as air conditioning.

Recent improvements in fuel eYciency have meant that CO2 emissions from transport have not risen as
quickly as traYc. However eYciency improvements have also lead to a trend of increasing vehicle weight,
size and power. As a result, the International Energy Agency has warned that “even a strong uptake of
eYcient technologies may not significantly reduce average fuel consumption per kilometre unless these
trends turn around” (International Energy Agency 2004, p 15).

Moreover, fuel eYciency improvements make travel cheaper, encouraging traYc growth.
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Despite improvements in fuel eYciency, the optimum average speed for all motor vehicles for fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions remains around 50 mph. Bringing interurban speed limits closer to this
optimum would reduce emissions.

It is possible to use oYcial statistics on vehicle speeds (Department for Transport 2005e), mileage
(Department for Transport 2005d) and fleet composition (Netcen 2003) to estimate how CO2 emissions
would change under diVerent speed limit regimes (Plowden and Hillman 1996). The Slower Speeds Initiative
has carried out simple calculations for cars and taxis on motorways using 2003 emissions coeYcients from
National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (Netcen 2003).

19% of Britain’s total annual mileage is driven on motorways, less than 1% of total road length. 75% of
the mileage on motorways is driven by cars and taxis. These vehicles do 18% of their mileage on motorways.
We estimated that they emitted around 4.08 MtC, or 10% of annual emissions by source from the road
transport sector.

We found that a properly enforced 60 mph limit would cut CO2 from cars on motorways alone by 0.82
MtC a year, reducing their emissions by 18% and overall emissions from road transport by 2%. This limited
measure would reduce the recent annual 2MtC increase in UK emissions (European Environment Agency
2005) by about 40%.

A 60 mph speed limit would deliver within a year about half the savings expected from the Ten Year Plan
by 2010 and 20% to 40% of the savings expected by 2010 from the EC voluntary agreements with car
manufacturers on average fleet eYciency.

In 2004 56% of cars exceeded the motorway speed limit. Simply enforcing the 70 mph limit would reduce
CO2 emissions from cars on motorways by around 0.45MtC a year.

We have developed this work with the UK Energy Research Centre using more comprehensive modelling
with more recent data to show that the total carbon savings would be far higher. These results inform a joint
submission to the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership’s Challenge for proposals to accelerate the shift to low
carbon vehicles and help meet climate change targets. The UKERC/SSI proposal has been accepted as one
of the four leading options and will be published in June.

A lower top speed limit has several advantages over all other transport policy measures to reduce CO2

emissions. Above all, it is certain/no technological development or innovation is required. It could be
introduced overnight while other measures remain in the pipeline. A lower motorway limit would require
less behavioural change than other non-technological measures and would be far less costly than the
technological measures for hybrid engines and biofuels and hydrogen (International Energy Agency 2005).
Reducing average speeds on motorways would significantly reduce casualties as well.

A lower top speed limit would have three other very important advantages for damping positive feedback
in the transport system.

Optimising existing capacity

A lower top speed limit would enable much better use to be made of existing capacity, reducing the
demand for traYc-generating increases in road space. 60 mph is the highest speed for maintaining maximum
motorway capacity. A lower motorway limit would reduce congestion (Highways Agency 2004). By
smoothing traYc flow, it would reduce CO2 emissions resulting from hard acceleration and braking. It
would also reduce crashes and incidents and the resulting congestion.

Getting traYc growth under control

By increasing journey times a lower top speed limit is the only fuel eYciency measure which would help
to restrain rather than stimulate demand for travel, so curbing the tendency for annual mileage to increase.

We have carried out calculations of the potential savings if a fixed travel time budget and increased travel
times curbed the distances driven. Using scenarios of moderate or maximum restraint, we have estimated
that a lower top speed limit would reduce or even reverse traYc growth, further boosting carbon savings in
the transport sector. This step would point the transport system towards sustainability.

Reducing waste in vehicle design

Modern cars are far more powerful than they need to be or should be. Most have top speeds far in excess
of the national limit. Lower top speed limits, properly enforced, would help to reverse the trend to heavier
and more powerful cars by removing their relative utility. Lighter weight construction would deliver the
same safety levels at lower speeds and the demand for powerful acceleration would be reduced. By limiting
vehicle speed and power through design, the enforcement burden would be minimised and it would be harder
for drivers to develop wasteful and dangerous driving styles. These changes at the top end would make cars
less damaging, wasteful and intimidating for the short journeys for which they are most often used.
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Enforcement

In the short term enforcement would be by automatic detection. Time over distance technologies would
be the most eVective. In the longer term enforcement would be through adapting the vehicle to ensure that
it underpinned rather than undermined system goals.

Other inter-urban speed limits and CO2 reductions

Reducing the 70 mph limit for motorways and dual carriageways would have implications for the 60 mph
national speed limit for single carriageway roads. Average speeds on these roads are below 50 mph, so it is
likely that much of the mileage is being driven much closer to the optimum eYciency. But a lower limit could
help to reduce emissions associated with hard acceleration and braking by drivers attempting to drive at or
above the current limit. Rationalising speed limits for the whole interurban network would assist
management of the network, including the targeting of resources for enforcement, engineering and
maintenance in order to control demand and reduce levels and impacts of traYc.

3. Radically Expanding the Use of Non-Fossil Fuel Modes for Shorter Journeys/Equitable
Management of the Road Network in Built Up Areas

In 2004, 39% of all motorised mileage was driven on urban roads. 22% of all mileage was driven on minor
urban roads. 58% of urban mileage is driven on minor roads (Department for Transport 2005d).

The amount of car use in built up areas, especially for shorter journeys, makes it an obvious candidate
for transfer to non-fossil fuel modes. Here the role of speed management is not to set a system boundary
but rather to control operating conditions, to ensure that the road environment is conducive to sustainable
road users. Road safety has an essential role to play in carbon reduction strategies.

Current travel patterns show the potential for modal shift

In 2004, 68% of all trips, regardless of mode, were under five miles. 42% were under two miles and 22%
under one mile (Department for Transport 2005a). Cars are now the most commonly used mode for all but
the very shortest trips. 58% of car trips are under five miles and 25% are under two miles. 20% of trips under
one mile were made by car in 2004.

These shorter car journeys could be walked or cycled as current trip lengths show. In 2004 77% of trips
under one mile, 32% of one to two mile trips and 5% of two to five mile trips were walked. While 54% of
bicycle trips are under two miles, 36% of bike trips are between two to five miles. About 34% of car trips fall
within the two to five mile band. This last comparison shows that the bicycle competes well with the motor
car for trips up to five miles long.

The public are aware that much car use is unnecessary

Numerous surveys demonstrate public understanding that the car is not always needed for such short
journeys. 58% say that they currently use a car to make journeys within walking and cycling distance
(Department for Transport 2003a). Nearly 40% of people agree that “many of the short journeys I now make
by car I could just as easily walk/cycle if I had a bike” (Department for Transport 2006). The 1998 Transport
White Paper found that 30% of trips were judged by car users as “hardly necessary at all” or ones for which
a “perfectly good alternative [was] already available but ignored” (Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions 1998, paragraph 2.47).

People may also be prepared to make changes in their mode choices: over 90% agreed that people should
be encouraged to walk to help their health (97%), help the environment (94%) and ease congestion (92%)
(Department for Transport 2003a).

Walking and cycling are in decline

However, walking and cycling are in continuing decline in spite of policies to increase the use of these
modes. Between 1990 and 2003 the number trips made on foot fell by 25% while those made on a bicycle
fell by 30% (Department for Transport 2005a). In the late 1990s the UK car mode share was the highest in
Europe while we had the second lowest level of walking per person in the EU and the sixth lowest level of
cycling (Atkins 2001c).
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Road danger is a pervasive and serious deterrent to the use of sustainable modes

The greatest deterrent to the uptake of sustainable modes is danger. A MORI study for the Commission
for Integrated Transport found 44% of people “said they would cycle more if the roads were safer and 26%
would travel less by car if the conditions for walking locally were better (Hutton and Klahr 2001).

The DfT research into attitudes to walking and cycling (Department for Transport 2003a) has found that
37% of those asked would use car less if there were safer walking routes. When asked what cycling measures
would encourage people to use their cars less those who cycle most frequently (once a week or more) score
the highest in wanting cycle tracks away from roads (55%) or more cycle lanes on roads (55%). This indicates
that current road conditions intimidate experienced cyclists. About half of cyclists use roads without cycle
lanes for their trips. Only one in 10 used mainly on-road cycle lanes or cycle tracks away from roads. Three
quarters of adults agreed with the statement, “The idea of cycling on busy roads frightens me” and nearly
half (47%) agreed strongly.

A more recent survey by Brake and Green Flag (2006) reveals that 68% worry about being killed on foot
and 36% of people who never cycle on the roads do so for reasons which include a fear of traYc.

Road danger was spontaneously mentioned as a barrier to cycle use in another survey (Department for
Transport 2004a). Speed featured in the top eight of unprompted local concerns in yet another (Department
of Transport, Local Government and the Regions 2001b).

Sustainable road users disproportionately bear the casualty burden: this demonstrates that safety concerns
are well founded

The road casualty record for built up areas bears out these concerns. 40% of road deaths, 59% of road
deaths and serious injuries and 68% of all road casualties occur on built-up roads. Of these pedestrians and
cyclists account for 45% of the deaths, 43% of the deaths and serious injuries and 26% of casualties of all
severities (Department for Transport 2005b).

31% of all road deaths, 50% of road deaths and serious injuries, and 59% of all road casualties occur on
roads with a 30 mph speed limit. The breakdown for vulnerable road users is not published but one would
expect it to be even higher than for built-up roads as a whole.

In the UK in 2003, per unit of exposure measured as distance travelled, pedestrians were 16 times and
cyclists were 20 times more likely to be killed or seriously injured than car occupants.

These figures do not take into account the problem of under-reporting and under-recording of casualties,
which are thought to lead to underestimates of serious injuries by a factor of three for all road users and
nearly six for cyclists (Department of Transport, Local Government and the Regions 2001a; Aeron-
Thomas 2000).

Speed is the single most important factor to control when reducing danger for non-fossil fuel modes

Speed is the most important risk factor in road safety and in terms of injury severity the next most
important is vulnerability (Elvik et al 2004).

Injury severity is related to impact speed. At an impact speed of 30 mph the probability that a collision
will be fatal to a pedestrian is about 50% (Elvik et al 2004). The transition from minor to non-minor injuries
occurs at around 20 mph (Elvik et al 2004; Ashton and Mackay 1979). Reducing travel speed from 30 mph
to 20 mph reduces the risk of killing a pedestrian by about 95%: in addition to reducing injury severity
should a collision occur, the lower speed allows more time to reduce speed still further (Ashton 2004).

All before and after studies of 20 mph zones indicate a very large potential for casualty reduction. 20 mph
zones have reduced injury collisions of all severities by 60% and those involving child deaths and serious
injuries by 70% (Webster and Mackie 1996). A recent study by the Transport Research Laboratory for
Transport for London shows that 20 mph zones reduce all casualties by 42% and deaths and serious injuries
by 53% (Transport for London 2003). 20 mph zones in Hull have reduced the number of people killed and
seriously injured by 90% (Kingston-upon-Hull City Council 2000).

A 20 mph speed limit is a necessary precondition for the expansion of sustainable modes

“Retrofitting” direct, convenient, safe, coherent and comfortable networks to enable appropriate levels
of walking and cycling in built-up areas would be expensive, impractical and probably impossible if it
depended on segregated paths, tracks and lanes to achieve levels of risk acceptable to the majority of the
travelling public. It would take an enormously long time. It would completely cede the road network to
motorised traYc in urban areas, resulting in . . . positive feedback.

A 20 mph speed limit for most urban roads, on the other hand, would allow the safe mixing of motorised
and non-motorised modes and would give pedestrians and cyclists the same direct and safe routes for their
journeys as those enjoyed by motorists.
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This is approach is increasingly adopted in European countries where rates of walking and cycling are
much higher and casualty rates for sustainable road users much lower than in the UK (Atkins 2001c).

“. . . the upper speed limit of 30 km/h [19 mph] is a fundamental condition from the traYc safety
point of view . . . Where the integration of such incompatible travel modes is aimed for, the 30 km/
h speed limit acts as the prerequisite for avoiding detrimental eVects of the speed and mass of
motorised traYc.” (Wouters 2001, p 19)

Area-wide 20 mph zones were found to be the one critical success factor underpinning best practice in the
balanced use of road space in the Commission for Integrated Transport 2001 study of European Best
Practice:

“Lower speed limits—blanket 30 kph speed limits on non-strategic roads were common to all case
study areas and, with eVective enforcement, were particularly important in achieving more
conducive conditions for non-motorised travel, reducing the perceived journey time diVerential
between the car and other modes, creating safer conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, and
reducing traYc noise.” (Atkins 2001c, p 22–23)

To achieve these results between 65–85% of the network has 30 kph limits. In Munich, with a “pedestrian
friendly city” policy, 80% of the road network has a 30 kph limit. Some residential areas have even lower
limits. Strategic roads with higher limits (50 kph, or 31 mph) have segregated cycle tracks. In Graz, Austria,
over 80% of the network has 30 kph limits. Cycle usage increased by 17% while cycling casualties fell.
Munich also has very low casualty rates for vulnerable road users. Graz and Munich exemplify best practice
because they have stabilised or reduced the use of the car, despite increasing levels of car ownership. Parking
restrictions, high quality public transport and public relations also play an important part in getting car use
under control (Atkins 2001a).

The use of 30 kph speed limits for roads in residential, shopping and other “mixed use” areas is nearly
universal in Germany. In Hilden, a town of 50,000 people near Dusseldorf a 30 kph speed limit was
introduced over most of the road network to improve safety and quality of life and to avoid the expense of
providing a comprehensive network of cycle lanes. 60% of trips to the town centre are made on foot or by
bicycle (Groll 2005).

Potential reduction of CO2 emissions

In its 2000 review of speed policy the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions argued
against a reduction in urban 30 mph limit on the basis of the potential increase in CO2 and other emissions,
but did not provide evidence for this position.

The trade oVs for CO2 at the urban level are complicated. It is true that engines of current design are less
eYcient at lower speeds. But driving style is responsible for 10–15% of emissions (Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution 1994). Slower urban speeds would help to smooth traYc, reducing fuel
consumption and pollution. Cold start short journeys are also excessively polluting but many of these would
be eliminated by the shift to walking and cycling. The arguments for and against a 20 mph speed limit for
the majority of built-up roads have not been considered in the context of reducing speeds on the interurban
network where the fuel ineYciencies resulting from current speed choice are very much greater. In the longer
term, as explained above, limiting speed at the upper end would reorientate vehicle design so that cars would
become more fuel eYcient at lower speeds.

Graz’s Tempo 30 policy has reduced the wider environmental impacts of motorised transport. Based on
measurements of their results, it has been estimated that a one third reduction in the modal share of the car
would reduce congestion by 30% and fuel consumption by 25% (Dekoster and Schollaert 1999).

The CO2 reducing eVects could be much wider if a 20 mph speed limit allowed more eYcient land use.
The Urban Task Force recommended that 20 mph should become “normal” in residential areas and high
streets and commended it as an example of a policy that discriminates in favour of pedestrians, cyclists and
public transport, would attract people back into urban areas and reduce the need for travel (Urban Task
Force 1999).

Enforcement and public support

There would have to be a commitment to securing compliance with a 20 mph limit through a combination
of engineering, enforcement and public information. But there is already evidence of public support for a
20 mph urban speed limit. In a British Social Attitudes survey in 2000 two thirds of people said that
pedestrians and cyclists should be given priority in towns and cities, even if this makes things diYcult for
other road users. 80% favoured 20 mph speed limits in residential roads to ensure this priority (Department
of Transport, Local Government and the Regions 2001b). The 2004 MORI attitudes survey found that
“motorists recognise the need to enforce speed limits, although there are suggestions that 30 mph is too fast
for dense urban areas” (Department for Transport 2004a, p 6). We assume that the high stakes and a
government information campaign to explain the need for lower limits would help to justify enforcement
but also would encourage widespread voluntary compliance.
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Economic rationale

Spending on road safety, including on 20 mph limits and zones, is irrationally limited. Road safety
interventions typically achieve a return on investment of 3:1 or higher. Department for Transport guidance
on value for money considers a return of 2:1 or more as “high” and advises that most if not all schemes with
this rate of return, or higher, should be pursued (Department for Transport 2004b). Schemes with
“significant non-monetised impacts relative to costs can be placed in a higher category. Because of their very
significant non-monetised costs, it can be argued that road safety schemes with a lower rate of return, near
the Treasury’s suggested 1.25 on opportunity costs, would be justified (Ward et al 2003).

Transport for London have estimated that introducing 20 mph zones on 60% of the borough road
network (8,000 km) would cost £230 million and would save an estimated £313 million in casualties
prevented in the first year, a return of 1.36 (Transport for London 2003). If engineering works are assumed
to have a lifetime of 15 years and require minimal maintenance, then the return on investment would be
nearer 20:1. The return on Hull’s 20 mph schemes has been estimated at 10:1 (IPPR 2002). Safety cameras
have a benefit to cost ratio of 2.7:1 (Gains et al 2005).

4. Committee Issues From This Perspective

Is the DfT’s strategy coherent?

The Government lacks a coherent speed policy. The reason for this may be an unwillingness to accept the
need for constraints on mobility. Promoting mobility while seeking to reduce the impacts of the transport
system maintains positive feedback. Policies to promote walking and cycling modes that do not fully accept
the need to reduce danger and ensure complete networks for these modes will not achieve meaningful modal
shift from the car for shorter journeys.

Does the expenditure balance adequately reflect the challenge?

As we have indicated, road safety expenditure should be considerably increased. Safety and
environmental objectives are mutually supporting and need to be given very much greater priority in order
to “balance the need to travel.” The current lack of balance significantly exacerbates the problem of traYc
growth and emissions.

What realistically could be achieved by 2010 and 2020?

If introduced immediately, a 60 mph limit on motorways and dual carriageways would prevent at least
four mega-tonnes of carbon entering the atmosphere by 2010. If lower speeds curbed or stopped traYc
growth the benefit would be much greater. More detailed calculations to be published in June indicate a
much higher figure for reductions. In the longer term (to 2020) the carbon reducing eVects of lower speed
limits would be far-reaching: reduced annual mileage, reduced motorised travel in built-up areas, more
appropriate vehicle design, more compact land use.

What specific steps should the Department take?

— Reduce the top speed limit to 60 mph maximum, reduce the speed limit for single carriageway
roads to 50 mph maximum, reduce the urban speed limit to 20 mph maximum, with higher speeds
the exception for strategic routes with enough space to accommodate full width pedestrian and
cyclist routes.

— Incorporate national carbon reduction targets in the forthcoming speed limit setting guidance to
local authorities.

— Treble, at minimum, expenditure on road safety for high quality traYc calming and street design
and speed limit enforcement.

— Reinstate the national target to treble cycling by 2010, and commit to an equivalent target for
walking.

— Introduce legislation requiring top speed limiters for all cars and incentives for the adoption of
variable speed limiters, including Intelligent Speed Adaptation. Bring forward legislation to
outlaw the sale of cars without speed limiters.
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Powering Future Vehicles

The Powering Future Vehicles strategy does not recognise the eVects of vehicle power, speed and
intimidation on modal choice and therefore transport impacts. It concentrates too much on fuel substitution
and fuel eYciency and not enough on the energy intensity of transport systems which promote
hypermobility. It prioritises very expensive solutions before fully specifying system parameters and using
appropriate system goals to optimise the behaviour of the system with current vehicles. The existing fleet
would be very much greener if driven more conservatively.
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Memorandum submitted by the Social Market Foundation

1. The Social Market Foundation welcomes this opportunity to provide our views on reducing road-
transport emissions in the UK. The following comments have been prepared by Jeegar Kakkad, Economist.

2. Currently the SMF is conducting a major research project on road-user charging in the UK. We are
using a programme of seminars and associated papers to pose three basic questions: what type of scheme is:

(a) technically and politically workable for the UK;

(b) gives appropriate priority to concerns about equity; and

(c) allows for significant contributions to reducing greenhouse emissions.

3. This brief will address what specific steps the DfT should take to reduce road transport carbon
emissions and congestion over the next decade.

The Evidence

4. The current primary form of road-transport taxation in the UK, fuel tax has had success in inhibiting
motoring, limiting growth in CO2 emissions and raising revenue. However, as traYc levels and congestion
are predicted, even under the most optimistic of estimates, to worsen over the coming decades, the fuel duty
is set to become increasingly unlikely to either cover the costs of, or inhibit, this additional motoring: the
marginal social costs of congestion and carbon emissions can vary more than diVerences in fuel duty.

5. Specific to location, road-type, and time-of-day but largely independent of distance travelled,
congestion is not homogenous. The nature of congestion depends on its location, with congestion on trunk
roads diVering from congestion on dense urban-road networks. The environmental costs of greenhouse gas
emissions are incurred system wide, but also vary by speed, type of congestion and fuel eYciency.

6. For example, greater allocative eYciency, or the level of motoring optimal from society’s point of view,
on trunk roads and motorways implies increasing the straight-line traYc flows and speeds, which might
increase the level of emissions on these roads.82 In dense urban networks, such as London, much of the
reduction in congestion and carbon emissions stem from reducing the queuing times at junctions.

7. Consequently, reducing congestion is not a suYcient condition for reducing either overall traYc levels
or carbon emissions. Rather, by considering carbon emissions and congestion separately, we believe it is
possible to understand where demand measurement techniques could be used to target reducing either
carbon emissions or congestion, or the both together.

82 http://www.guardian.co.uk/frontpage/story/0,16518,1642044,00.html (14 November 2005).
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Carbon Emissions and Road Pricing

8. Since 1990, CO2 emissions by road transport have increased 8%. Although the growth in light-delivery
vehicles (LDVs) and heavy-goods vehicles (HGVs) traYc has only accounted for 29.0% of the total growth
in vehicle-kilometres since 1990, LDVs and HGVs have accounted for over 97.7% of the increase in road-
transport CO2 emissions over the same period. In contrast, although the level of vehicle-kilometres driven
by passenger cars since 1990 has risen 18.5%, their carbon emissions have only risen 2.1%.83

9. Looking forward to 2010, the DfT estimates an increase of 15–22% in passenger car traYc; a 19–20%
increase in LGV traYc; and a 5–6% increase in HGV traYc.84 Moreover, estimates show that carbon
emissions from road transport are predicted to grow only slightly more slowly from 2005–15 than in the
previous 10 years.85

10. We believe these statistics can be decomposed into two trends:

(i) the fuel tax has encouraged passenger cars to lower the fuel duty without necessarily reducing
mileage, by switching to more eYcient fuels, primarily diesel, which, on average, gets over 28%
more miles per gallon than petrol.86

(ii) The increase in just-in-time and e-commerce deliveries has accelerated the growth of the number
of and vehicles-kilometres travelled by LDVs, fostering increases in fuel consumption and carbon
emissions.

11. Consequently, carbon emissions could be reduced if light and partly loaded truck travel was reduced,
particularly for pick-up and delivery services. Trends suggest delivery-related traYc is on the increase, with
just-in-time and e-commerce deliveries as primary drivers of this growth.87 As light commercial vehicles
generally travel with spare capacity—almost 40% of all van traYc in 2004 utilised only 0–25% of capacity—
one objective for demand management should be to encourage better organisation and eYciency, which
might allow this spare capacity to be utilised, thus reducing mileage and greenhouse gas emissions.88

12. One potential solution for lowering carbon emissions from both passenger cars and road freight is to
increase the fuel duty. In addition to slowing the growth in traYc in the UK, one of the eVects of the fuel
tax has been for motorists to mitigate increases in fuel duty by switching to more eYcient fuels. Indeed, since
1994, the consumption of petrol by cars and light goods vans dropped by 11% and 64%, respectively, while
the consumption of diesel for cars and light goods vehicles more than doubled over that period.

13. However, Euro standards on fuel eYciency are such that although using diesel reduces CO2 emissions,
it raises road transport NOx emissions, which have increased 472% since 1990: road-transport’s share of
overall NOx has risen from 1.8% in 1990 to 12.0% in 2003, even as total passenger car fuel consumption has
remained relatively constant since 1994.89

14. As increases in the fuel duty are economically and politically untenable, other measures could
facilitate increases in fuel eYciency (though not necessarily through increased consumption of diesel). Tax
incentives, for example, to use hybrid passenger cars and delivery vehicles, and to develop and eventually
consume alternative fuels could all reduce emissions. However, we would like to stress that reducing
greenhouse gas emissions through such tax incentives lowers the cost of motoring and so could lead to
increases in traYc levels and, therefore, potentially oVsetting increases in greenhouse gas emissions.

15. Another solution could be to use a road-user charge that diVerentiates LDVs and HGVs from
passenger cars. As the freight sector, however, has an inelastic demand for motoring, there are few modal
alternatives for LDVs (and to a lesser extent HGVs). Consequently, one of the primary purposes of
diVerentiated road pricing would be to decouple the taxation of freight haulage from passenger cars.

16. For example, the Swiss LSVA lorry charge is based on distance, weight and emissions class. By
explicitly incorporating emissions and weight classes into the charge, the Swiss scheme was able to optimise
freight and fleet management; to encourage consolidation and cooperation within the industry; and to
improve allocative eYciency and thus lowering the trend in mileage for HGVs. Annual increases of 7% in
HGV mileage in the years before the charge were followed by a 4% drop in 2001, a further 3% decline in
2002 and no change in 2003. Emissions of NOX, CO2 and PM10 are predicted to drop 6–8% by 2007.

17. A charging scheme aimed at reducing the traYc and greenhouse gas emissions of freight haulage
would invariably diVer from a scheme targeting congestion. The former would ideally include charging by
distance, emissions class, and weight, while the latter would ideally charge by location, time-of-day,
congestion levels, and road-type. All these various charges could be layered into a single scheme, but at the
cost of added complexity for the motorist.

83 DfT, TraYc Statistics Great Britian:2005 Edition, Defra, e-digest of Environmental Statistics (22 February 2006), and authors
calculations.

84 Ibid.
85 Cambridge Econometrics, UK Energy-Environment-Economy, http://www.camecon.biz/cgi-bin/EPW–CGI (2 February

2006).
86 Table 3.4, DfT, Transport Statistics of Great Britain: 2005.
87 In 2004, the Department for Transport revised upwards growth estimates for light delivery vans. See also, http://

www.greenhouse.gov.au/local/reduction/transport/measures–freight.html, (13 February 2006).
88 DfT, Survey of Van Activity: 2004, 30 June 2005.
89 Table 3.1, DfT, Transport Statistics of Great Britain: 2005.
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18. It is important to note, however, that road-user charging, either for passenger cars of for LDVs and
HGVs, is more than likely a medium to long-term solution. Other pricing mechanisms, such as steeper
gradations in the vehicle excise duty and tax incentives to use hybrid technologies and consume bio/
alternative fuels could consequently be, especially over the next decade, as important as road pricing in
encouraging more eYcient uses of delivery infrastructures; a reconsidering of trip planning and transport
patterns; enhancing bundling of consignments; and improving the eYciency of the transport business.

Congestion and Road Pricing

19. The considerable uncertainty over the economic and political feasibility of the fuel duty to capture
the marginal external costs of motoring has left a role for road pricing in changing motorists’ behaviour and
raising revenue.

20. However, how local and national authorities propose to spend the revenues would be vital to how a
road-user charge would impact on motorists’ behaviour. By spending the revenue in ways that would aVect
the demand for motoring, such as financing public transport improvements or reducing the fuel duty,
politicians would be more likely to change individuals’ price sensitivity to the costs of motoring.

21. Road-user charging on a revenue neutral basis with reductions in the fuel duty could reduce
congestion while taxing motorists in a more eYcient way. However, reductions in congestion, especially on
motorways and trunk-roads, may not translate directly into reductions in traYc and greenhouse gas
emissions.

22. Consequently, a road-user charge that would primarily target congestion but that would also be
economically and politically viable; give priority to concerns about equity; and enable reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions would seem to favour significant levels of investment in complementary transport
services, such as improvements to public transportation and road maintenance, management and capacity.

Moving Forward

23. Over the next decade, we believe pricing measures, such as steeper gradations in vehicle excise duties
and incentives to increase fuel eYciency, could help facilitate the changes necessary in the freight hauling
and forwarding industries to reduce carbon emissions and curtail the growth in traYc.

24. In addition, investment over the next decade in measures complementary to road pricing, such as
fostering the consolidation of the freight industry; investment in public transportation; and improved road
maintenance, management and capacity, should play a central role in reducing road transport greenhouse
gas emissions and congestion.

25. While road-user charges for passenger cars, LDVs and HGVs have a central in comprehensive
demand management packages aimed at reducing overall traYc; greenhouse gas emissions and congestion,
we believe road pricing across the UK is realistically 10–20 years away.

26. Although road pricing does have the ability reduce congestion and carbon emissions, we would like
to stress that reducing congestion is not guaranteed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Nor is reducing
carbon emissions at the expense of increasing other greenhouse gas emissions, such as NOX and PM10 an
environmentally sustainable approach.

27. Rather we believe that the long-term strategies currently pursued by the DfT, such as the “Congestion
TIF Schemes”, can be bolstered by over the next decade by other demand management measures discussed
in this brief.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by David Starkie

1. The Committee has invited evidence in relation to the above Inquiry and is particularly interested in
a number of specific issues. This memorandum is focused on its strategic issues and, in particular, on bullet
points 4 and 5 listed in the press release.

2. The dominant source of transport emissions is road traYc and, because of this, attention has focused
on changing the fuel mix of vehicles and reducing their average fuel consumption as a result of developments
in vehicle technology. The Department for Transport’s low carbon vehicle strategy is such an example. What
is overlooked is the important relationship between vehicle speed and fuel consumption and hence between
speeds and emissions of carbon. The proposition in this memorandum is that limiting or eliminating
excessive traYc speeds, and especially by achieving compliance with national speed limits, would make a
major contribution to meeting the Kyoto targets on carbon emissions.

3. The reason why compliance with speed limits, and particularly with the maximum limit of 70mph,
would make a major contribution to reducing carbon emissions is two-fold.
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4. First, fuel consumption, and hence greenhouse gas emission, of vehicles is basically u-shaped with
respect to speed. The economical speed for most vehicles is between 50 and 60 mph. Increasing speed beyond
this level increases fuel consumption at a progressively faster rate, so that a vehicle travelling at, say, 90 mph
is emitting far more pollutants than a vehicle travelling at 70 mph.

5. Second, speeding on Britain’s roads is endemic, especially on motorways and trunk roads, which
account for about one-third of total vehicle miles. The table below illustrates this situation with respect to
driving speeds on motorways and dual carriageways over the 10 year period 1994–2004. I have compiled
the table by adapting figures in the Department for Transport’s annual publication Vehicle speeds in Great
Britain. These figures are based on survey sites where the traYc is likely to be free flowing but slower
recorded speeds during the morning and evening peak periods suggest that this is not always the case.
Consequently, the survey data probably under-estimates free flow speeds.

6. From the table it can be seen that car speeds have been steadily increasing over the period such that
by 2004 the average speed of cars on motorways exceeded the national speed limit and on dual carriageways
was almost identical to the national speed limit. On motorways well over half of cars were exceeding the
speed limit, whilst on dual carriageways almost one half exceeded the limit. Importantly, a large number of
cars (and light goods vehicles) exceeded the limit by more than ten miles per hour. This proportion has also
grown over time with the result that on motorways nearly one in five cars exceeds eighty miles per hour and
thus emits disproportionately large quantities of carbon.

Table

CAR (LIGHT GOODS)L SPEEDS ON MOTORWAYS AND DUAL CARRIAGEWAYS 1994–2004

Year Average speed Speed limit Per cent over More than 10mph
(mph) (mph) limit over limit

Motorways
1994 68 70 47 14
2004 71 70 56 (51) 19 (17)

Dual Carriageways
1994 67 70 40 9
2004 69 70 48 (44) 14 (13)

Source: Adapted from Vehicle Speeds in Great Britain 1994 and 2004 editions.
L Statistics for light goods vehicles shown in parenthesis.

7. Increased enforcement of existing limits using traditional policing methods is not an option, if only
because the police give speed enforcement low priority and are not willing to commit more resources to the
task, given what they perceive as the high opportunity costs of doing so.

8. In urban areas greater use is being made of technology, particularly speed cameras, to deter speeding.
It is doubtful, however, that the approach of using vehicle recognition technology would have much success
in reducing speeds on motorways and trunk roads unless the commitment of resources was very
considerable. This is because exceeding the 70mph limit is so wide-spread that changing behaviour will be
very diYcult without a very large number of prosecutions (which would probably be unacceptable
politically). The circumstances might suggest that the maximum speed limit should be increased and coupled
with stronger enforcement, but it is not at all clear that this would eliminate a tail of vehicles exceeding a
revised limit. It is most likely to lead to an overall increase in emissions (and accident rates).

9. Another approach is to extend the application of speed-limiters to vehicles. Mechanical speed-limiters
have been fitted to all new heavy goods vehicles (with a maximum weight in excess of 7.5 tonnes) since 1992
and since that date most buses and coaches have been fitted. This has led to a significant drop in the number
of such vehicles exceeding the motorway speed limit with a consequential saving in emissions. The
technology has developed since the early 1990’s so that electronic devices are now probably cheaper and
more eVective (the technology is similar to that incorporated in vehicle cruise control).

10. There are a number of options for extending the application of speed limiters, which present
themselves. The generic options are:

— to incorporate speed limiters in newly registered vehicles after a specific date; and

— to retrofit tranches of the existing national stock of vehicles (not already speed-limited), in
accordance with a roll-out programme.

11. Because parts of the existing stock of vehicles (HGVs and buses and coaches) are already fitted with
speed limiters, there are also options in terms of which other classes of vehicle might be (electronically) speed
limited. My order of preference would be as follows:
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— Medium weight goods vehicles: under current regulations large commercial vehicles of up to 7.5
tonnes are not fitted with speed limiters and are also free to use the third lane on motorways.
Because of the vehicle mass involved, high-speeds by these vehicles are associated with particularly
high fuel consumption.

— Taxis and mini cabs: these are essentially a form of public transport and are increasingly used for
long-distance journeys, particularly to airports. (I also have personal experience of an unpleasant
journey in a taxi at over 90 mph between Gatwick and Crawley).

— Light goods vehicles (including the white van brigade).

— Company cars: surveys have shown that company motorists admit to speeding more than any
other group of drivers and have more points on their licences (see RAC Report on Motoring,
2001–02).

— Private cars.

12. There are most likely to be objections to such a proposal from those of a libertarian disposition.
However, it is diYcult to present a civil liberties argument in relation to most company cars and vans that
are driven on behalf of third parties. The incorporation of all but the last category of vehicle in the above
list would also address, to some extent, the issue of employer liability and manslaughter. It would allow the
employer to claim that s/he had taken reasonable steps to ensure vehicles were driven at the maximum legally
permitted speed limit.

13. In addition to the important emission benefits that the proposal would introduce, it would also have
considerable benefits in relation to road safety.

14. There are also likely to be benefits in relation to road capacity. Removing the tail of vehicles exceeding
the limit is also likely to lead to smoother flows of traYc because vehicle speeds will be more convergent;
(this is what variable speed limits on the M25 for example try to achieve). It is possible that a reduction in
accidents that could be expected to accompany the elimination of excessive speeds, and that would otherwise
have interrupted the traYc flow, might be suYcient to oVset the reduction in maximum speeds; average
journey times might be aVected little if at all by the speed constraint.

15. In conclusion, I am of the view that extending electronic/mechanical speed limiters to more groups
of vehicles would make a major contribution to reducing emissions from road vehicles. This is because of
the disproportionate use of fuel as vehicle speeds increase progressively beyond 50/60 mph, the very high
proportion of vehicles exceeding national speed limits on motorways and trunk roads, and the fact that these
road categories account for about one third of all vehicle miles. Precise estimates would require technical
study but I would hazard a guess that if all vehicles were to comply with the 70mph national speed limit,
this alone would reduce total road vehicle emissions by 5 to 10%. The object of doing so should form part
of the national strategy for achieving the carbon reduction targets.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Sustainable Development Commission

1. The Sustainable Development Commission

1.1 The SDC is the UK government’s independent advisory body on sustainable development issues.
Climate Change and transport is a key concern for the Commission. We therefore welcome the opportunity
to contribute to this Inquiry. We strongly support the emphasis on the need to reduce emissions of CO2 from
transport in the period to 2020.

2. CO2 Emissions from Transport

2.1 In the 2003 Energy White Paper, the Government outlined its long-term objective to cut CO2

emissions by 60% from 1990 levels by 2050, with significant progress by 2020. It is likely that CO2 cuts of
more than 80% by 2050 will now be required, in line with more recent scientific thinking, and it is increasingly
clear that we need substantial reductions in the period 2006–20 to put us on the right trajectory.

2.2 Transport has an important role to play in achieving reduction targets. In the transport sector, carbon
accounts for 96% of greenhouse gas emissions. After electricity generation, the transport sector is the second
largest source of carbon (and greenhouse gas) emissions in the UK and the only sector where emissions are
predicted to be higher in 2020 than in 1990. Current and future carbon emissions for UK road, and other
transport are detailed in Table 1. Carbon emissions by mode are provided in Table 2.
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Table 1

CARBON EMISSIONS (MtC) BY ROAD AND OTHER TRANSPORT IN 2005 AND
PROJECTED TO 2020

2005 2010 2015 2020

Road transport 32.4 34.5 36.5 38.2
Other domestic transport 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1

Source: Department for Transport (2005) Transport Statistics Great
Britain.
These figures include personal and freight transport and assume the full
impact of the Climate Change Programme. Not including the impact of the
CCP would result in emissions being approximately 5.6 MtC higher in 2010.

Table 2

CARBON EMISSIONS (MtC AND PERCENTAGE) BY MODE IN 2003

Mode Source Emissions (MtC)

Passenger cars 19.8 (56%)
Light duty vehicles 4.4 (13%)
Buses 1.0 (3%)
HGVs 7.2 (21%)
Mopeds and motorcycles 0.1 (")
Railways 0.3 (1%)
Civil aircraft 0.6 (2%)
Shipping 0.9 (3%)

Source: Department for Transport (2005) Transport
Statistics Great Britain.

2.3 Table 2 shows emissions by mode. End user emissions, which include a share of the emissions from
the combustion of fossil fuels at power stations and other fuel processing industries are typically around
10% higher except for rail travel which increases to 1.5 MtC on this basis. Aviation and shipping figures in
Table 2 refer to domestic travel, in line with the UNFCCC reporting requirements. If international travel
is included emissions are much higher—civil aircraft produces 10.6 MtC and shipping 6.6 MtC.

2.4 We respond here to the two strategic issues identified by the Committee:

What realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in terms of reducing transport-related carbon
emission, the role that demand management should play in doing so and the specific steps the department
should now take to reduce road transport and carbon emissions over the next decade?

2.5 We consider the two periods of time together because most of the steps proposed for 2010–20 require
preparatory action by 2010 and separate personal transport (private and public transport) from freight. We
do not address shipping, but suggest that this is an area that needs further research and action. Given the
remit of the Inquiry we do not consider aviation here, but note our concerns in the covering letter.

3. What Realistically could the DfT Achieve by 2010 and 2020 in Terms of Reducing Transport-
related Carbon Emissions, what Role should Demand Management Play in doing so and what
Specific Steps should the Department now take to Reduce Road Transport Carbon Emissions and
Congestion over the next Decade?

Personal transport—private

3.1 Carbon emissions from private vehicles can be reduced by:

(i) using more eYcient, lower carbon vehicles;

(ii) using lower carbon fuels;

(iii) using existing vehicles more eYciently;

(iv) reducing the number and length of trips; and

(v) using alternative modes.

3.2 In the Sustainable Development Commission response to the Climate Change Programme Review
we outlined how the government could secure savings of up to 3.5 MtC per annum from the personal
transport sector, which we discuss below alongside the findings of more recent studies.
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Using more eYcient, lower carbon vehicles

Changes in Vehicle Excise Duty

3.3 At present, improvements in vehicle eYciency have been oVset by consumers purchasing larger, less
fuel eYcient vehicles with increased features such as air conditioning that raise fuel use. Graduated Vehicle
Excise Duty bands were introduced by Government in 2001 to encourage people to purchase more fuel
eYcient vehicles. However, the maximum diVerential between each band is £15 and therefore this has had
limited impact on consumer purchasing decisions. The SDC recommended a £300 diVerential between each
band (following research by MORI), and the introduction of a new higher band of £1,800 a year for vehicles
which emit more than 221g CO2/km. With vehicles that emit less than 100g CO2/km zero rated, we believe
that this policy would dramatically improve the aVordability and the market demand for highly eYcient
vehicles such as hybrid cars.

3.4 Our assessment is that the introduction of these measures would result in savings of 0.5 MtC per
annum.

3.5 We proposed that this policy should be brought into eVect in 2008 and the policy should be
announced as soon as possible, preferably as part of the revised Climate Change Programme Review.

3.6 This policy measure would also help contribute to achieving the Government’s Powering Future
Vehicle Target for 10% of new vehicle sales to have emissions of 100g CO2/km or lower by 2012. The market
share today is only 0.03%.

Voluntary agreements on emission reductions

3.7 Voluntary agreements on transport emissions reductions, between car manufacturers and the
European Commission, are operational until 2008–09. The SDC recommends that it is important to set
post-2008 targets now, in order to provide a clear signal of intent to accelerate the development and
implementation of low-carbon technologies

Using lower carbon fuels

Increased use of biofuels

3.8 Biofuels can and should play an increasingly important role in the UK fuel mix for transport. They
can oVer reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, as well as increased opportunities for energy security, and
rural employment. If biofuels contribute 5% of fuels in 2010 Government indicates that carbon savings of
around 1 MtC could be achieved.

3.9 The SDC has examined the impacts of increased biofuel production in relation to wider sustainable
development issues. We particularly recommend the use of agricultural waste products including crop and
forest residues and animal wastes as the main source for biofuels. Using primary crops for biofuel
production leads to diYculties in validating greenhouse gas emissions over the whole life cycle of the crop,
and in assessing the potential impacts in the UK and overseas from loss of biodiversity and water stress from
land use and crop management change, and social impacts particularly overseas. Using waste products as
a feedstock for biofuels eVectively avoids any of these negative impacts and has the added advantage of
productively managing a waste stream.

3.10 Whatever the biofuel source, it is essential that bio-fuels are accredited, to validate their full life-
cycle carbon savings and to ensure that they are produced sustainably.

Using existing vehicles more eYciently

Speed limits

3.11 We recommend that the DfT examine the role that changes in speed limits could make to reducing
carbon emissions. France enforced strict speed limits on main motorways in 2004 and succeeded in reducing
carbon emissions by 19% and accidents by 30%. Our assessment is that around 1.5 MtC could be saved per
year through speed control measures.

3.12 In advance of these changes a national awareness campaign could inform people about the financial
costs of speeding (economic impact of delays due to speed-related accidents, costs to the NHS), the personal
and social costs of injuries and deaths, and the trivial amount of time saved compared with maintaining a
steady safe speed.

3.13 Assessments suggest that “eco-driving” could result in emissions savings of around 20% after initial
training and about 5% in the longer term.90 This includes shifting into a higher gear as soon as possible and
making sure cars are not carrying unnecessary excess weight for example empty roof-racks and boxes.

90 Eco-driving (2001) http://www.ecodrive.org/pdf/broschure.pdf
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Reducing the number and length of trips

3.14 Improvements in land use planning could result in reductions in traYc of up to 2% by 2010.91 DOE/
DOT92 suggested that land use planning policies in combination with transport measures could reduce
transport emissions by 16% over a 20 year period.

3.15 Current typical housing densities of 30–50 dwellings per hectare or less will reinforce the dependence
on travel by private car. Housing densities in proposed growth areas and other new developments need to
be at least 50 dwellings per hectare to justify the provision of comprehensive services including shops,
healthcare, chemists, good public transport links and improved walking and cycling facilities. Examination
of some developments in the housing market renewal areas reveals the disconnect between improving the
housing standards, encouraging regeneration of the area, but the failure to embed sustainable transport
practices into the community, as the provision of good bus services, and attractive and safe cycle routes is
not developed at the start of the regeneration process. This leaves many new residents with the only option
to buy a car to get to work, school or the nearest shops and services.

Using alternative modes—behaviour change measures

3.16 Technology is often viewed as the primary solution to reducing carbon emissions from
transport.93,94. However, both behavioural and technological change are necessary to reduce transport
emissions, because:

— measures to influence behavioural change can be implemented quite quickly;

— technological gains may not be as high as anticipated; and,

— behavioural change may be required to secure the potential savings from technological change,
for example to turn fuel eYciency into fuel conservation, as the “rebound” eVect of increased
travel can be the result of improved eYciency gains.

3.17 Behavioural change measures include green travel plans, school travel plans, car clubs, information
about public transport, and “lock in” measures to discourage car use (see below). These measures, could
together result in an 11% reduction in national traYc levels over a 10 year period if introduced under a “high
intensity scenario”.95 With political will these reductions could be achieved more quickly and could save 0.5
MtC per annum.

3.18 TraYc reductions will free up road space, which could then again encourage more car use. It is
therefore essential that demand management measures are introduced that “lock in” the traYc reduction
and carbon savings associated with behavioural change measures. Demand management measures include:

— road space re-allocation in favour of public transport, walking and cycling;

— co-ordinated parking restraints between local councils to ensure a consistent approach
discouraging vehicle use;

— congestion charging to discourage driving in towns; and

— a national road pricing scheme that combines both congestion and distance charging.

Road pricing

3.19 The SDC supports the introduction of a national road pricing scheme to help address the social and
environmental costs of transport. We are concerned, however, that road pricing could lead to increased
emissions if it is based only on congestion or if it replaces incentives to buy more fuel eYcient vehicles (eg
fuel duty in a revenue-neutral scheme). If based only on congestion, cheaper rural motoring and oV-peak
travel could result in increases in traYc volumes, and if incentives for more fuel eYcient vehicles are removed
then average vehicle emissions are likely to increase. We therefore recommend that from the outset the
scheme design must take account the need to reduce carbon emissions as well as congestion, with charge
bands graded to reflect carbon impacts.

91 WS Atkins and Partners (1999) Assessing the EVects of Integrated Transport White Paper Policies on National TraYc: Final
Report. WS Atkins and Partners, Epsom.

92 Department of the Environment, Department of Transport (1993) Reducing Transport Emissions Through Planning.
HMSO.

93 Department of Trade and Industry (2002) Energy White Paper: Our Energy Future—Creating a Low Carbon Economy.
94 UK Government (2005) Sustainable Development Strategy.
95 Cairns S, Sloman L, Newsome C, Anable J, Kirkbride A, and Goodwin P, (2004) Smarter Choices—Changing the Way we

Travel.
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A National TraYc Reduction Strategy

3.20 A national strategy on traYc reduction, with targets, would be key for a co-ordinated approach to
behavioural change and the associated demand management measures. The two strands of the strategy
could be mutually reinforcing if revenue raised from demand management measures were used to fund
behavioural change.

3.21 The congestion aspect of the transport innovation fund and the three sustainable travel towns
(Darlington, Peterborough and Worcester) are potentially important exemplars which demonstrate the
merits of behavioural change and demand management measures, but mainstream funding is now
necessary.

Comprehensive Spending Review

3.22 The forthcoming Comprehensive Spending Review is an opportunity to reallocate more funds to
behavioural change and demand management measures from projects that would reinforce dependence on
travel by private car.

Modal shift from car to public transport

3.23 Modal shift from car to public transport can result in carbon savings. However, the level of saving
depends on vehicle occupancy, vehicle eYciency and assumptions about the diversion factor from cars.
Assumptions may also need to be made about the proportion of car journeys that can be replaced by public
transport. The timescale over which the savings are calculated is also important: in some cases there may
be a delay of several years between investment in public transport, increased rates of use and modal shift.
We suggest that this is an area where further analysis is needed, in particular to assess the impact that
improved public transport may have in influencing people’s transport choices at diVerent stages of their life.
For example, moving house or job is often linked to new transport choices, and younger and older people
tend to rely more on a pedestrian-scale environment and public transport. Improvements in public transport
may encourage people not to purchase a car, not to renew it, or to give it up.

Personal Transport—public

3.24 Public transport makes a small contribution to overall carbon emissions from transport. Buses are
estimated to produce around 1.0 MtC and rail 1.5 MtC each year96 (end user emissions).

3.25 Nevertheless reductions can be achieved. Diesel electric hybrid buses can achieve carbon reductions
and fuel savings of 33% per vehicle kilometre. If all buses were hybrids then about 0.33 MtC could be saved
each year.

Reform of Bus Duty Rebates

3.26 Bus companies that operate local and regional registered bus services currently receive a grant from
the Department for Transport to reimburse 80% of the excise duty paid on the fuel used in operating those
services. This subsidy eVectively removes the incentive for operators to purchase more fuel eYcient, lower
carbon vehicles. A review of bus subsidies was undertaken in 2002, but no changes were made. We
recommend that the current subsidy is replaced with a per passenger subsidy with a support mechanism to
enable concessionary services to be cross-subsidised from the highly used bus services.

3.27 Carbon emissions from rail could be reduced through increased electrification. Electric trains oVer
substantial reductions in carbon emissions compared with diesel trains. The extent of carbon savings will
depend on the proportion of diesel trains replaced and the proportion of low-carbon sources of electricity
in the UK grid mix. The DfT should explore the use of its franchise agreements with train operators as a
method for increasing electrification.

Freight

3.28 Freight accounts for around 35% of transport emissions and this figure is expected to increase in the
future. Therefore, the impact of the Sustainable Distribution Strategy on carbon emissions must be carefully
monitored to ensure savings are achieved. This strategy with associated grants and advice is expected to
achieve savings in the region of 0.4 MtC. Further carbon saving measures must also be introduced.

3.29 One method would be to further increase the proportion of freight carried by rail and the waterways.
Investment in developing the capacity of the rail network to accommodate longer and wider trains, and to
improve freight handling facilities will help reduce the costs of rail and ease potential problems of
competition with passenger services.97

96 Department for Transport (2005) Transport Statistics Great Britain.
97 Freight on Rail. Goods without the Bads: A guide to the planning and developing a rail freight strategy.
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3.30 For further savings we outline below the findings from a study by the Bartlett School of Planning,
and Halcrow.98 Although the study considers a 2030 timescale, the results may be of use to this Inquiry.

3.31 The use of hybrid and biofuels technologies could save between:

— 1.8 MtC (assumes hybrids reduce freight emissions by 25% and 20% biofuel penetration); and

— 9.1 MtC per annum (assumes hybrids reduce freight emissions by 50% and 50% biofuel
penetration).

3.32 Load consolidation and reduced transport content of products (“freight dematerialisation”) could
achieve a 19% reduction in billion tonne kilometres and save 2.5 MtC per annum through measures such
as introducing whole life cycle product responsibility by manufacturers.

3.33 Reducing the distances in the flow of goods, more localised production and consumption (so-called
“freight subsidiarity”), could save up to 0.7 MtC a year through measures including:

— the promotion of “regional” consumer markets,

— by improving public awareness and information, particularly on the carbon content of goods; and,

— diVerentiated road pricing and increases in real road transport costs.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Sustraco Ltd

Five Strategic Issues Are Listed:

1. Progress by the DfT

This can presumably be established by reference to the relevant statistics.

2. Coherent strategy

To an outsider there appears to be no evidence of any coherent DfT strategy for reducing carbon at all,
let alone one that stretches across the entire range of DfT activities. In fact just the reverse seems to be true,
as the following points illustrate:

— The DfT is responsible for the Bus Service Operators Grant, which donates £1 million per day
subsidy to buses by reducing the cost of their diesel fuel. This subsidy seems to contradict
Government’s policy of promoting energy eYciency and actively encourages transport emissions.

— The criteria under which DfT awards funding for LTP projects are weighted so that “accessibility”
receives 30%, “safety” receives 25% and “air quality” (pollution) only 5% weighting. This gives out
a clear signal to local authorities that pollution and carbon emissions are not important to DfT.
This is particularly ironical since toxic emissions from transport’s burning of fossil fuels are
oYcially responsible for the “premature mortality” of no less than 24,000 people a year, as
compared with road safety accidents which account for 3,200 deaths. This means that emissions
are more important to “safety” than the issues normally addressed under that heading, such as
reducing traYc accidents. It also makes zero emission transport a prime example of a “no regrets”
climate change policy.

— The public pronouncements of the Minister for Transport constantly stress the priority which he
gives to supporting urban diesel buses, rather than light rail, despite the fact that buses are
themselves a major source of pollution (cf Oxford Street, London or Carfax, Oxford) and require
at least three times as much energy (ie fuel ! pollution) to do the same job as a similar sized light
rail vehicle. The Minister recently called for a “model guided bus system” to be developed to
replace the Leeds tram project for which he refused funding, rather than calling for innovation to
reduce the cost of light rail. He also found time to attend the launch of the absurd “ftr” or “bus that
thinks it’s a tram”, whilst apparently being too busy to discuss innovative, low-cost, zero-emission
electric trams that have been already demonstrated successfully to the public over a number of
years.

— numerous Government grant schemes are in operation for reducing carbon emissions from “road
transport” (eg Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, New Vehicle Technology Fund, Foresight
Vehicle, Energy Savings Trust transport schemes, Low Carbon Bus Programme and “other
important initiatives” referred to in the PFV report). The DfT definition of “road transport” is
however unique in that it excludes trams, even though trams have been running on roads all over
the world for two centuries and are everywhere in direct competition with buses. Repeated eVorts
to get the DfT to provide an explanation for their arbitrary exclusion of innovative light rail from

98 The Bartlett School of Planning and Halcrow Group Ltd (2006) Visioning and Backcasting for UK Transport Policy (VIBAT)
Stage 3 Report Policy Packaging and Pathways.
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all these programmes have been unsuccessful. The result is that innovative, electric, zero-emission
light rail vehicles have been oYcially discriminated against, by comparison with ineYcient diesel
buses.

— The DfT seem unwilling to acknowledge the established fact that vehicles on steel wheels, running
on steel rails, are three times as energy eYcient as similar capacity vehicles running with rubber
tyres on tarmac. Adapting buses to run on rails can thus provide the “step change” in energy
eYciency in transport, called for by the Cabinet OYce in their White Paper on energy—even diesel
powered light rail vehicles would be able to eVect this “step change” in reducing carbon emissions.

— Trams have been proven to be far more popular than buses all over the world. They are therefore
likely to create a much greater degree of modal shift from cars to public transport than can be
achieved with buses. By doing so they can make a double impact on emissions.

— DTI and DfT both claim, at Ministerial level, that innovative, low-cost light rail is eligible for
funding under existing grant programmes. But at oYcial level this is acknowledged not to be the
case. There are currently no grant funds available, for example, to support the development of a
prototype hydrogen fuel cell powered tram, even though all the necessary technology is available.
Such a vehicle could be as much as ten times more eYcient than the fuel cell powered CUTE buses
running in London, which cost over £1 million and were paid for by EU and the Government. This
represents a serious misallocation of limited R&D funding. Its development is currently blocked
by lack of Government support which eVectively also acts as a barrier to private funding.

— The National Audit OYce, in their report on light rail published in April 2004, recommended on
page 11 as follows:

“The Department (for Transport) should bring this report to the attention of the Department
of Trade and Industry and the Energy Saving Trust, for them to consider the case for including
the developers of light rail technologies as eligible recipients of grants for energy savings
technologies.” On page 8 it states that “there are barriers to the development and adoption of
new and cheaper technologies. For example there are no government grants available to develop
innovative, energy saving light rail technologies” and later, the Department “should also
consider the case for establishing its own grant scheme to promote and develop innovative light
rail technologies as a means of supporting the government’s objective to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions through cleaner vehicles”.

Despite repeated eVorts to obtain a response from DfT and DTI both Departments have refused
to act on these NAO recommendations whilst declining to give their reasons for ignoring them.
The result is that light rail has been discriminated against whilst generous support has been
lavished on subsidising buses and bus development, with negligible eVect on pollution as compared
with what could have been achieved by channelling the funds into innovative light rail, with its far
higher levels of energy eYciency, public popularity and hence modal shift.

— The DfT claims that it does not have funds to support innovative low-cost light rail projects.
Innovation, they say, can only be introduced by local authorities. But the DfT does not require
local authorities to invite bids for supplying transport systems without specifying the technology
to be used, so that technologies can compete with each other. Thus if a local authority such as
Luton insists that it wants to replace existing rail track with a guided bus system there is no way
to compare this with an Ultra Light Rail system, even though the former would cost £78 million
as compared with £24 million for the latter, according to figures revealed only because they were
given in evidence at a Public Inquiry.

— Local authorities will only purchase vehicles that have been proven in service, but since public
transport vehicles can only operate in service if they are chosen by local authorities, this constitutes
an eVective oYcial “Catch 22” barrier to innovation in public transport.

3. This is a point on which the Department is probably best able to comment.

4. Carbon reduction targets for 2010 and 2020

It is suggested that the DfT needs first to make a realistic market assessment of the kind of public transport
system which the public prefers. This is because the first rule of successful marketing is always to find out
what people actually want and then oVer it to them—swimming with the tide rather than against it. There
is already plenty of international evidence available from reputable independent consultants, such as
Carmen Hass-Klau, to show that higher levels of modal shift are achieved by tram systems than by buses.
There is also ample evidence that the marginal cost of successfully increasing urban bus patronage, in places
such as London, is extremely high. There is also proven evidence that innovative low-cost light rail can
provide tram systems in towns and cities at a cost of no more than £2 million per kilometre, as compared
with five times that amount for Conventional Light Rail. It is suggested therefore that DfT should initiate
a phased re-allocation of bus subsidies into the development of low-cost light rail, to provide popular, zero-
emission, modern public transport systems. Not only would this save money and increase public transport
patronage but it would also constitute a significant first step towards meeting the rapidly approaching crisis
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when fossil fuel prices and availability enter a period of extreme volatility before being exhausted. We neglect
energy security at our peril. Planning an orderly and economical transition process from fossil fuels to
alternative energy sources will take many years and it is suggested that it needs to start now.

Five specific steps to reduce carbon emissions—these should include the following:

— reclassification of road transport to include light trams designed to run on roads as well as on
segregated routes. This will at least create a level playing field between buses and trams

— phasing out of Bus Service Operators Grant to encourage clean, energy eYcient vehicles

— phased switching of bus subsidies generally towards innovative zero-emission light rail

— increased weighting to be given to air quality in LTP assessment and a serious public health
campaign initiated to tackle air quality in co-operation with the Department of Health

— reappraisal of existing evidence that trams are more popular with the public than buses, backed
by a new study of the public transport market in UK, if this is thought to be necessary

— initiation of a strategic DfT plan for gradually phasing out reliance on fossil fuels, taking into
account the fact that there is now a consensus of oil experts that world production of oil will peak
between 2008 and 2020—if it has not peaked already

— priority to be given in all considerations of “safety” to the public health issues arising from toxic
emissions from traYc, rather than just from traYc accidents

— implementation of the NAO recommendation for either DfT or joint DfT/DTI grant funds for
developing and demonstrating innovative light rail

— initiation of a joint DfT/DEFRA policy for the production of Renewable Natural Gas (methane)
from organic wastes and a programme of incentives for its use as an alternative transport fuel, thus
reducing the release of methane into the atmosphere and at the same time integrating transport
with waste recycling, thereby avoiding special cultivation of expensive, energy intensive fuel crops
which take up scarce land and water

— introduction of new public procurement rules which ensure that local authorities call for transport
system tenders without specifying the technology to be used. This will allow promoters of
innovative low-cost light rail to tender in competition with guided bus and conventional light rail
so that DfT obtains lowest pollution as well as best value for money

— Priority to be given in DfT funding awards for (a) value for money (b) energy eYciency of vehicles
and c) clean operation so that more attention is given to reducing emissions.

DfT’s “Low Carbon Vehicle Strategy” As Set Out in Powering Future Vehicles:

Adequacy of PFV Targets

Since these targets did not apply to the most energy eYcient form of transport, namely trams designed to
run on roads, they were plainly inadequate. Refusal to acknowledge the superior energy eYciency of railed
vehicles has cost, and is costing, Government many £ millions in wasted time and eVort. Since rail vehicles
require only a third as much energy as vehicles with tyres to do the same job it is an obvious waste of money
to apply new technology, such as hybrid drive-trains/fuel cells, to ineYcient buses.

Adequacy of funding and coordination between funding sources

Most funding sources, such as LCVP or EST, claim that they have inadequate funds even to support their
favoured buses. It seems therefore that not only is there a need to divert funding from buses to more energy
eYcient light rail but also a need to increase the absolute amount of money available. In this respect it would
seem sensible for the DfT and DTI to learn from the delegation which DTI funded to visit Japan in 2004 to
find out why the Japanese were so far ahead of UK in developing fuel cell powered transport. One of the
delegation’s main conclusions was that the Japanese Government policy of awarding 100% grants for
demonstrations of innovative vehicles, at all the diVerent stages leading up to the market, provided the
principal incentive for bringing new technology to the market. Even a modest 5% of the amount spent
annually on the counter-productive BSOG, would be enough to revolutionise UK’s public transport by
paying for demonstrations of popular new forms of public transport, which can operate with maximum
energy eYciency and zero pollution. Such systems are ready to go but can only do so if they receive oYcial
support from the public sector, which controls all public transport.
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Ultra Light Rail—The Fast Track to Fuel Cells

Introducing Fuel Cells to the Commercial Public Transport Market

Fuel cells are now recognised as the key technology in the process of weaning the modern world from its
dependence on fossil fuels and leading it into a new age of hydrogen energy. The principal obstacle still to
be overcome is the high cost of fuel cells. In transport, for example, one kilowatt from a fuel cell costs $3,000,
compared with $30 per kilowatt for an internal combustion engine. Somehow a reduction of two orders of
magnitude has to be achieved if fuel cells are to compete with alternatives in the commercial market for
transport.

There are two complementary approaches to achieving this reduction. The first and most obvious is to
increase the eYciency of the fuel cell in producing electricity from hydrogen. But producing electricity is not
an end in itself. It is rather a means to enable us to achieve the end objective, which is to provide people with
useful services such as heat, light and mobility. The cost of mobility can therefore be reduced just as much
by increasing the energy eYciency of the system in which the fuel cell is used, as by increasing the eYciency
of the fuel cell itself.

Ultra Light Rail is a transport system designed to eliminate the two orders of magnitude gap between the
fuel cell and the internal combustion engine. The first step is to increase the eYciency of the vehicle system
in which the fuel cell is used. This can be done in a number of ways but the most dramatic “step change” in
energy eYciency can be achieved by using a vehicle running with steel wheels on steel rails. This immediately
reduces the energy requirement by a factor of three, since the lower rolling resistance allows a tram to use
only one third of the energy required by a similar sized bus.

Further cost reductions in the vehicle system can be achieved by introducing an on-board energy storage
system in a hybrid electric drive train, similar, in principle, to that used in the Toyota Prius and other cars
and even in some buses. This makes possible a lower rating for the prime on-board power source which is
required only to run at its optimum level, in order to keep the energy storage system topped up. It also allows
for the energy from braking to be recaptured and used, rather than dissipated in heat vented to the
atmosphere. Still more eYciency can be introduced by integrating the electric motors into the wheels. The
overall weight of the vehicle can be reduced by each of these innovations whilst the body itself can be
manufactured from carbon fibre composite materials in a monocoque form. The whole process, using
standard proven technology, creates a spiralling cost reduction, resulting from each innovative feature.

Using only some of these features, recent practical test work carried out by Sustraco Ltd, with support
from a Carbon Trust grant, has shown that a 25 kilowatt fuel cell would be suYcient to power a light tram
with similar capacity to the fuel cell buses currently running in London under the EU’s CUTE programme.
These buses are doing an invaluable job in demonstrating to the public that fuel cells are no diVerent to
internal combustion engines in performance and safety. However the buses themselves are grossly ineYcient
in commercial terms, costing, as they do, some five times as much as a similar diesel bus and requiring 250
kilowatts fuel cell to operate them. The next logical step in commercialising the operation of fuel cell
powered public transport vehicles must therefore be to integrate the fuel cell into an energy eYcient tram.
This will eliminate one order of magnitude in the cost diVerential.

Eliminating the second order of magnitude involves engineering down the cost of the transport system
within which the vehicle operates. Conventional trams are, in eVect, railway trains only slightly adapted to
run on roads. Using overhead continuous electrification they have to earth the current through the rails.
This necessitates underground insulation and removal of utility services from under their path. The excessive
weight of the trams, together with their insulation needs, means that heavy rails and a massive substructure
are required. Ultra Light Rail, using bus-type vehicles adapted to run on rails, does away with this needlessly
expensive infrastructure. A further significant cost saving arises from the superior durability of trams which
normally have a life of 30! years as compared with 8–13 for buses. This has environmental advantages as
well as sharply reducing the amortisation cost of operating trams as opposed to buses.

Installing an on-board power source allows the ULR system to eliminate continuous overhead
electrification and the insulation that goes with it. The reduced weight of the tram means that light rail can
be used, which is easy and relatively cheap to install and also to move when road excavations are necessary
to service utilities, which do not need to be moved. Light temporary track can easily and quickly be laid for
diversions.

ULR is designed to be the natural, zero-emission, next-generation successor to the diesel bus as fossil fuels
are phased out. The passenger capacity of the trams is therefore designed to be similar to the standard city
buses currently in operation all over the world. Rather than increase the size, weight and obtrusiveness of
the public transport vehicle it is often preferable to use vehicles with a passenger capacity of around 100
people, plus or minus 50%. As pedestrianised areas are extended in city centres less obtrusive, pedestrian-
friendly trams will increasingly be in demand. Passenger capacity can most easily be increased, with
maximum flexibility, by increasing the frequency of the service, which is not a problem on a tram track. A
100-passenger tram every three minutes is more convenient and popular than a 200 passenger tram every
six minutes. The extra driver cost provides additional employment and contributes more to the local
economy than amortising heavier hardware. However much larger capacity vehicles can be developed,
observing the same principles, at a substantially lower cost than Conventional Light Rail (CLR).
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All these features, which diVerentiate ULR from CLR, result in massive savings in infrastructure costs.
Typically a ULR system can be installed at a cost of around £1 to £1.5 million per kilometre as compared
with £10 to £15 million per kilometre for CLR systems. This eliminates the second order of magnitude and
delivers a public transport system which is non-polluting, popular and low-cost, with essential flexibility in
carrying capacity.

Light, zero-emission trams with on-board power generation can be used under cover, inside buildings
such as stations and shopping malls, where buses cannot penetrate. A major advantage in planning to
replace buses with light trams is that it does not involve persuading the public to accept a new unpopular
transport system with which they are not familiar. On the contrary the reverse is true, as trams are
universally more popular with the public than buses, as market studies around the world have shown. This
popularity is conducive to higher levels of modal shift as people are more willing to leave their cars behind
and travel on the tram system. This in turn has a positive knock-on eVect on property values, which can be
used to facilitate the funding of city regeneration projects.

ULR is designed to bridge the current cost gap between internal combustion engines and fuel cells by
using standard production fuel cells more eYciently, rather than waiting for fuel cell prices to come down.
However, as they do come down, ULR systems will simply become even more economical.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by PJ Thompson

1. Introduction

1.1 I wish to comment, at sections 2 & 3 below, on just two of the strategic issues specified by the EAC,
followed by a brief comment on aviation at the end. Although I have no professional qualifications or
business involvements in this general area I have been interested in transport, town planning and the
environment for many years, and I use public transport (and very occasionally my car) to get to work. I am
a local and national taxpayer and am interested in our general state of aVairs at national and local levels.

1.2 It seems unprofitable to discuss transport and its consequences without reference to land use, given
that this determines transport patterns. The creation (in 1997 ?) of the Department of Environment,
Transport and the Regions (DETR) seemed an ideal arrangement, but this was dismantled after a short life,
and “Transport” was put back under a single ministry.

1.3 If we are now really faced with life changing and threatening challenges, then no major emissions
generating sector can just continue on a “business as usual” basis. So some unpalatable, awkward and
embarrassing questions must be asked and faced, and some long-held assumptions as well as long-
entrenched vested interests must be re-examined and challenged so as to protect our quality of life and even
our very existence.

1.4 It seems that the DfT’s brief is to cater for any and all road traYc demand, rather than first examining
why it is there and whether its presence is desirable or undesirable. The Highways Agency used to monitor
(and no doubt still does) the vehicles per day (VPD) flow on roads, and when VPD came near the design
capacity of a road then a widening case was made. There seemed to be no analysis of traYc into trips which
were purely “voluntary” and those which were “compelled”. The latter would comprise those who would
choose a non-road mode if one were available, and those who did not want to make the journey at all but
were forced to do so by change in work location outside their control. The HA just assumed each VPD was
a sort of vote in favour of more roads.

1.5 There is a diVerence between mobility and access. To cater exclusively for the first can hinder the
second, as well as prompting many journeys.

1.6 There is the issue of whether transport is a cost or a benefit. It depends upon one’s standpoint in the
process; to the producer needing to move his product to market it is a cost; it is a benefit to the transport
provider who will want to encourage as much of it as possible; to the bystander aVected by increasing traYc
it is an unadulterated nuisance. Excessive use of transport might be a sign of wasteful activity not true
economic gain (eg: out-going holiday flights ?). The government has to balance these conflicts somehow.

1.7 There are increasingly sophisticated facilities based on telecommunications technology which lessen
the need to make personal journeys, and these should be encouraged and integrated into life- and work-style
packages, to save us all time and eVort as well as the climate.

2. Whether DfT’s Carbon Reduction Target is Underpinned by a Coherent Strategy

2.1 To the lay person, the answer seems to be a resounding “No”

2.1.1 This may be unfair because central government is funding Quality Bus Corridors in partnership with
Passenger Transport Executives in the (six ?) former Metropolitan County Council areas; these are achieving
some increase in bus ridership. I do not know if this funding is via the DfT or via ODPM.
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2.2 Given road traYc’s emissions problem, one would expect to see alternative travel modes being encouraged
in a really major way, but this is not so.

2.2.1 The Manchester “Metrolink” tram expansion scheme—which will switch many commuter journeys
from cars, as well as regenerate poorer areas of that conurbation—is still on hold because of price increases.
Then early in November 2005 the DfT rejected the Leeds and Liverpool plans for new tramways.

2.2.2 Far worse, the DfT is currently reviewing the Northern Rail franchise on grounds of excessive cost.
Actual rail closures are feared—even of lines through up-market car commuter areas—and this
(unbelievably) in the congested and urbanized Greater Manchester area where rail can greatly help to relieve
road congestion. Even more fatuously it is suggested that some local trains be replaced by buses using
already congested roads. To close a train service is to destroy commuters’ consumer choice.

2.2.3 In other parts of the UK, small scale rail improvements could bring considerable benefits but these
are rejected while much more expensive local road improvements are nodded through.

2.2.4 The trolleybus is not on anyone’s agenda. Most UK residents, politicians and policymakers don’t
even know what it is, despite London having had the largest fleet of them in the world during the 1950s, and
San Francisco using many on its hills to good eVect.

Trolleybuses are to be seen in many Eastern and not a few Western European cities (they have just
returned to Rome), and they are a useful hybrid combining the advantages of the tram and the diesel bus.
Many UK cities and larger towns had them until the 1960’s.

2.3 Historically the DfT worked on the basis of predict road traYc and provide road space for it. Currently
it is being said that we cannot build our way out of congestion, ironically after we have built our way into
it. This stated change of policy would be most welcome if it were accompanied by corresponding changes
in DfT attitudes and practices, see 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 above. “Predict and provide” may indeed be a very hard
organism to kill, but kill it we must.

3. Specific Steps the DfT Should Now Take To Reduce . . . Emissions and Congestion

3.1 A good “shopping list” would be:

3.1.1 Examine the origins of and reasons for the traYc flows which cause the congestion.

This is the land use issue, eg green field site developments which generate new journeys by car because they
cannot have the public transport access characteristic of in-town locations. The plans for many thousands of
houses in SE England will also generate many new car journeys, as well as destroying farm land which might
be sorely needed in a globally uncertain future; these housing plans seem additionally undesirable when it
is learnt that water supplies for them could be problematical.

The under-use of train services through high income car commuter belts because of sheer lack of
imagination, co-ordinated policies and appropriate road pricing and rail funding is another failure to limit
car journeys. Car users will use trains if they are reliable, convenient and reasonably priced; they will not
use buses. Many do use trains, and the railway should be able to claim a “double credit” for such users who
have paid to use the road but do not; instead they pay out even more to use the train and so relieve the roads
at peak times.

3.1.2 Re-examine forecasts of road traYc growth and evolve policies to prevent this growth or to
transfer it to other modes.

Measures to cope with the problems in 3.1.1 would be to stop further developments on green field sites,
and locate them to existing urban areas; also road congestion charging coupled with improvements to local
commuter rail services. Tighter urban parking controls would assist public transport which must be visibly
good enough to oVset these disadvantages imposed on the motorist.

3.1.3 Give maximum support to alternative transport modes to lessen road traYc.

Reverse the recent Light Rail delay and rejection decisions. Protect all local rail services and get them
better used. Give statutory protection to all abandoned but still intact former rail routes for future re-
opening to freight and passenger use, or conversion to tramway. There is a case for re-nationalizing the
railway to get its operating costs down and pass these on in lower fares and freight charges. Ensure the
trolleybus option is put back into the planning mix. Consider the old canals for some freight journeys.

3.1.4 Reject once and for all any further increase in the size of lorries.

Existing large lorries damage localities by being run along totally unsuitable roads; they are parked on
pavements, damaging not only the paving but also water and gas mains underneath. The last time lorry size
was increased there was a definite shift of freight from rail to road. To move to 60-tonnes would intensify
all these problems.

3.1.4.1 The lorry sector needs far tighter supervision. The Classic FM radio travel report at around
6.40pm Monday to Friday almost always features at least one major lorry accident each day, causing great
congestion. Unbelievably many of these are lorries on fire; others are lorries overturning, and this all in
moderate weather conditions. These sound like stories from the 1920’s with primitive vehicles on solid tyres
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with wooden bodies and indiVerent petrol engines; fires and overturning then were fully understandable. It
is quite incomprehensible that such accidents still occur in 2006. In the bus and rail industries they would
result in major public outrage and enquiries. Punitive fines should be imposed in such cases, specifically to
drive incompetent and negligent, even criminal, lorry operators out of the business, and rules devised to
prevent the individuals involved from re-entering it.

3.1.5 Cease all further roadbuilding, and limit construction to junction improvements, traYc management
schemes and provision of local access to new local developments.

3.1.5.1 This seems Luddite, but stems from the fact that over 40 years I have never seen a road scheme
which has done what it said on the tin, ie: cure the congestion it was aimed at; for a time traYc flowed well
but within five years it had increased, and was creating the delays which had prompted the earlier scheme;
any further road expansion would have meant destruction of part of the locality, and sometimes this was
undertaken. It seems that to expand road space merely increases road traYc, which is self-defeating and a
waste of public money, given the many other competing social priorities far more important than traYc.
Indeed the Treasury in John Major’s time blocked any road expenditure designed to cure peak time traYc
problems; “peak spreading” was the preferred solution.

3.1.5.2 New roads were often justified as creating jobs; they will have done so, but there seems no analysis
of the loss of jobs inflicted on many of the localities involved. Easier road movement enables big business
to concentrate its multifarious activities at a very small number of key locations after having shut down a
larger number of smaller ones. This increases profits but also car and lorry journey lengths. “Just in Time”
deliveries also raise profits by minimizing/eliminating warehouse space. This is good for business but not
for the local economy, nor the public purse (infrastructure demands) nor for those who have to endure the
resultant traYc and who are compelled to drive the longer distances.

3.1.5.3 The view that new roadbuilding is needed to keep traYc moving to prevent emissions from
standing traYc is profoundly suspect (see 3.1.5.1), and it also torpedoes any policy aimed at road traYc
limitation.

3.1.6 Scrap the annual vehicle excise duty (except for a nominal annual re-licensing fee to accredit the
vehicle on the DVLA system), and replace it by either a very much higher fuel price, or by road pricing which
would vary according to congestion.

This would more accurately show the cost of each vehicle trip; at the moment, once the tax is paid and
the tank full, road use “feels” free, even though everyone knows it isn’t; perversely, the annual VED could
be a spur to more vehicle use, so as to get the most use out of the road network for that year’s payment.
Whereas “pay as you go” on the road would provide some saving if a car owner used public transport or
just did not make the trip. Modal switch might occur more often. Car usage rather than ownership is the
problem.

3.1.7 Re-regulate all provincial bus operations so as to provide the same standard of network stability
and route predictability as exists in the still regulated London bus system.

The UK is said to be the only Western (and westernized) country to deregulate its provincial urban bus
transport. Bus loadings had been reducing since the late-1950’s start of mass motoring, and continued slowly
ever since. The October 1986 de-regulation unleashed so much instability in services, timetables and
operators that passenger decline accelerated and service quality plummeted.

It also brought great concentrations of poorly maintained buses on to profitable routes, causing local air
quality problems.

4. European Public Transport. This is Purely Subjective, and Based on Recent Visits to Milan,
Budapest, Vienna and Bratislava, as well as to Ghent, Antwerp and Brussels. These All Share
Certain Features.

4.1 Public transport is regulated, and each city has only one provider for the area, even if there are various
modes (tram, trolleybus, bus, underground metro). Other operators from other areas ran in, but they
appeared to have some arrangement with the main urban provider. The passenger vehicles are painted in a
livery distinctive to the city, and staV wear uniforms to a house style. Route networks and service numbering
are co-ordinated and stable, and route maps of the overall area are generally available. Stopping points are
well provided with timing and route details of services calling there. Railway stations are well served, making
interchange with trains quite easy.

4.2 There is therefore a high degree of predictability in the service, and it is quite easy to get around these
places by public transport which is frequent with aVordable fares and multi-ride tickets valid over the whole
system. It was also very well used at most times of the day. There is an intangible feeling that the system is
a valuable asset which belongs to the city and is valued as such by the local inhabitants.

4.2.1 A recent visit to Oxford revealed at least two competing bus operators with their own exclusive
tickets and route networks. To travel about there needed two sets of tickets; car usage is more convenient
when faced with these frustrations.
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4.3 Belgian Railways (SNCB) have a basic hourly frequency on all lines, with more journeys on busier
routes and extras at peak times. SNCB seem to have aimed at a memorizable timetable—the hourly times
on a given line are always the same “minutes to or past” throughout the whole day. The UK has improved
here but there is still a way to go. SNCB, although it makes a loss like all the other European State railways,
is very well used with fares which feel very cheap to the UK visitor; on every journey made, the train ran
more or less to the minute, rolling stock was clean, and the smartly uniformed train conductor checked
tickets after every station.

4.4 Dutch Transport Planning. In 1989 discussions there advocated not allowing public transport fares
to rise faster than the variable costs of motoring. Another proposal was to reduce a motorist’s annual car
tax by the cost of public transport season tickets, should he/she buy these.

4.5 The public transport contrast between the UK and much of Europe is stark, and shows us up very
badly. It is often said that we have the worst public transport and (to rub salt into the wound) the most
expensive. Buses outside London must be re-regulated and railways either re-nationalized or run on a not
for private profit basis. This would restore the predictability and community stakeholdership we once had,
the aim being to provide an improved and co-ordinated set of networks to induce people to use their cars
less and to attract some freight oV the roads.

5. Closing Comments

Transport impacts upon numerous areas of our lives outside the DfT’s remit, so there should be
productive inter-departmental working between the DfT and those ministries which deal with these other
areas. Four areas are at 5.1–5.4, below. To remedy the transport related problems which aVect these will
both assist the carbon emission problem and improve these areas of life.

5.1 Health and Safety. Transport’s impacts include accidents/fatalities, noise, pollution, stress of journey
to work (duration and quality), lack of exercise because of the tendency to drive everywhere and not walk
or cycle. Rail’s very low accident rate should be contrasted with higher road casualties. Driving is—unless
one is specifically paid to do it—ineVective time; on a train or tram (less so on a bus) one can read or do
some work while in transit.

5.2 The Urban Built Environment. Transport’s impact here has been quite brutal in the past; some good
properties were swept away with those which admittedly were expendable; the longer term social
consequences of neighbourhood disruption may not have been appreciated. We are now faced with a re-run
of this in Liverpool, partly for road widening reasons.

5.3 Loss of Open Space and Farmland. Easier road access (provided at public expense) to such areas has
resulted in their development for substantial private profit, in preference to urban brownfield sites. The
result is more travel emissions and loss of irreplaceable natural resources. Loss of local open space also
forces people to make longer journeys to open space further afield.

5.4 The local economy. To revive this with all its multifarious “co-located” activities would surely lessen
the need for lengthy passenger and freight trips. It is not clear how this can be done in today’s global era.
Local light rail systems, especially the currently stalled Manchester “Metrolink” expansion plans, would be
a start because a fixed track network knits together the areas it serves and encourages many trips between
and among them, so fostering a sense of local identity. More roads, by complete contrast, just promote even
more “anywhere to anywhere” journeys and even further dispersal of dwellings, journeys and economic
activities.

5.5 Blocks to Progress. Recent tram scheme delays and rejections seem to stem from the dead hand of
Treasury control, and this must be contested; how much is caused by the costs of the current controversial
defence involvements? Stopping tram schemes just to save money seems like cutting the funds to repair the
New Orleans levees, and we all saw what happened there.

5.5.1 Historically, road expenditure has been seen as “investment” and desirable, whereas rail expenditure
has been seen as “subsidy” and undesirable. This is most ironic because the rail sector has from its very
inception 170-odd years ago always had some sort of an accounting system to show profit and loss, which
with some extra eVort could produce analyses by individual railway line. The road sector is totally deficient
in this respect, and in strict accountancy terms road expenditure is money thrown into a black hole.

5.5.2 Road, rail, air, canal and coastal sea should all be planned together so as to produce a balanced
transport system where all the modes work together to best advantage and with minimum environmental
impact. I fear however that this is quite beyond the abilities of the government machinery, although there
must be people within it who could ably rise to the challenge, given the chance.

5.6 Aviation. Given that we can now get almost anywhere by air, it seems reasonable that aviation,
because of its significant emissions problem, should be limited to function within a pre-determined emission
quota on journeys where it performs to best global advantage. Short haul overland flights must be replaced
by trains, and aviation’s tax loopholes and exemptions must be entirely and immediately stripped away.
Cheap fares airlines must be carefully examined to ensure they are not breaking safety and hygiene rules.
The policy for increasing air travel by a large amount by 2030 should be rejected.
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6. Finally, I wish the EAC every success in its deliberations which I hope will achieve action on this fraught
subject to bring us all some long term benefits and safety.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Transport 2000 SW Network

The South West Region has recently had sustainability assessment of its Regional Spatial Strategy. Land
Use Consultants (LUC), together with Collingwood Environmental Planning and Levett-Therivel have
been retained by the South West Regional Assembly to independently assess the emerging RSS in order to
meet the statutory requirements of the SEA Directive and to comply with ODPM guidance.

On the issue of climate change, the consultants have indicated that the way that the region responds to
meet government carbon dioxide reduction targets remains as a diYcult challenge. The Strategic
Sustainability Assessment Report identifies the issue of airport expansion and the delivery of economic
growth by improving connectivity as particularly important in terms of resulting in likely negative
sustainability impacts for the region. Certainly Transport 2000 would agree, especially because that
connectivity is to be achieved by road and not rail, and carbon emissions are bound to increase.

If transport-related carbon emissions are to be reduced, the South West region needs much greater
investment in rail, rather than road, to achieve connectivity. Certainly the policies in the RSS are in place
for rail, but lack of government funds for either the expansion of rail freight or passenger rail have meant
that many aspirations for rail have fallen flat. The Greater Western Franchise final proposals in fact suggest
a reduction in passenger rail services. Meanwhile road building is seen by many as the only easily deliverable
mode of transport.

New development, it is widely agreed, needs to be planned around sustainable transport. But again,
without investment in all types of public transport—not just the bus—we are hard pressed as a region to
achieve the reductions in carbon emissions that we might aspire to because we will cannot achieve modal
shift, or enable our planners to design innovative layouts for new housing and employment areas orientated
around public transport. There seems to be little communication between the DfT and ODPM when it
comes to the public transport infrastructure to support new development and developer funding is
insuYcient or diYcult to direct to supporting public transport infrastructure; the easy default is again
new roads.

The problem of revenue support to run public transport services is already leading to service cuts, for
example in the Greater Bristol area and needs intervention. A Passenger Transport Executive or similar to
manage the public transport network of the Greater Bristol city region is becoming increasingly essential.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Road Block

Introduction

Road Block is an alliance of groups and individuals campaigning against road-building. It was launched
in response to the U-turn in transport policy, where the Government’s original commitments to a policy of
traYc reduction were abandoned for the old-fashioned notions of predict-and-provide, which characterise
present policy. The present massive roads programme is in direct contradiction to the logic and spirit of the
stated concerns of Government for a policy of environmental protection, sustainability, social inclusion and
integration.

Climate Change

Nothing so well illustrates the move away from the assertion that “the Environment is at the heart of
government policy” as the faltering commitment of the Government to action on climate change. This
Government has made great play on the world stage of its greenhouse gas commitments, stressing how it
would meet not only its Kyoto commitment of 8% below 1990 levels of CO2 by 2008–12; not only its EU
commitment of 12.5% below 1990 levels by 2010; but would meet its own standard of 20% below 1990 levels
by 2010 (note that none of these levels comes near what Climate Change scientists say is necessary to avert
disaster, especially considering it leaves out the worst potential emitter—the aviation industry99). The
government has given up on its boasted 20% target but has consistently boasted (Ministers like Margaret
Beckett and Elliot Morley for example) until very recently that it “is on course to meet its Kyoto targets”.

99 Clearly the protection of the profligate aviation industry is the greatest scandal of climate change, but your press release
precludes discussion of this.
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If this were true, it would be very diYcult to assert that it had anything to do with government measures
to reduce emissions. The main contributor to Britain’s decline in greenhouse gas emissions has been the
trailing eVect of the destruction of the British coal industry and the flight to gas (coal energy from oxidising
carbon—output CO2; gas energy from oxidising carbon and hydrogen—output CO2 and water).
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The Kyoto progress merely appears to pick up the tail end of the coal decline:
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The important thing is that the coal eVect is bottoming out (reflected in the graphs for the energy industry
generally). What we know about road transport, however, is that the emissions are rising (where the energy
industries and other industries have declined by about 12% [2004 on 1990], road transport has increased by
about 9%:
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The mythology promoted by the DfT and DEFRA is that automobile technology will ensure new
eYciencies. Technology clearly is improving all the time, but automobile technology is a mature
technology—unless there are fundamentally new insights into the technology (and there haven’t been for
40 years or more) the normal model of technology development may be expected to apply—ie incremental
eYciency gains get smaller with time. There is no obvious sign that the growth in road transport emissions
is asymptotically slowing—indeed we can pretty well fit a straight line by normal statistical least squares
processes—the red graph above extrapolates the trend.

So industry emissions are apparently bottoming out, the residential emissions are rising (not shown here)
and the transport emissions are rising, without prospect of remission. The net eVect is becoming obvious in
the tail of the Kyoto graph. The bottoming out of the Kyoto basket appears to have occurred at 2001. While
the data does not permit too much extrapolation, the current trend in the Kyoto basket puts the figure at
the end of the Kyoto window (2012) at "5% on 1990 levels instead of our commitment of "8%, and at the
2010 point, instead of our commitment under the EU of "12.5% (and our own boast of "20%), we will
achieve only about "6.5%. In all cases the situation continues to worsen into the future.

Why is Road Transport protected?

Apart from the particular disgrace of air transport, road transport appears to be given special
dispensation by Government to go on polluting. We do not understand why this should be so. It seems
extraordinary to us that central government is actually going out of its way to encourage profligate use of
resources for an activity which appear not to confer any net economic benefit on the nation. Compared with
manufacturing or financial service sectors of the economy, which clearly are wealth-generating, it is not clear
to us how the road transport sector is contributing net value.

It appears to be assumed that road transport is an unqualified good in the economy. Yet such studies as
there have been (eg the Blueprint studies of Professor Pearce) have shown that road transport externalises
about µ of its costs (taxes collected in hypothecation amount to about ´ of the quantifiable externalised
costs). Without road transport paying its true costs it is hard to see why one should assume that it represents
an overall economic good for the nation. Indeed there appears to be no evidence from the overall statistics
that investment in road infrastructure has an economic benefit.

We can, for example, relate economic growth to the length of new road built. As an example we can
mathematically correlate a time series of GDP growth rate and motorway-km built per year.100 If we do this
we for 1957–2004 we get the curve below:

100 General trends of measures are not sensibly correlated, since unrelated things that happened to increase with time
(hamburger consumption and mobile phone usage for example) would show correlation. What are sensibly tested for
correlations are the fluctuations on trends—economic growth rate and miles of new road construction per year are fluctuating
quantities—if the fluctuations correlate then this is prima facie evidence that the quantities are related.
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What this mathematically signifies is that, on average, across the nation, a year or so after building a road
there is a negative economic benefit (as one would expect from any investment—all cost and no return), but
not only does this not recover, but it gets worse, and overall for more than 10 years after the investment the
statistics indicate that the economy tends to suVer from the investment (if the conventional, government
view of the economic benefit of roadbuilding were correct this curve should be for the greater part
positive).101

We are not saying that transport, including road transport, is not necessary to the wellbeing of an
economy, merely that the evidence suggests that road transport is at a level beyond economic usefulness.
The famous observation that Glasgow supermarkets sell milk from Dorset, when there are plenty of cows
in Scotland, is a simple demonstration of a distorted economics, which we can assume is brought about by
road users not paying the true costs of their activity.

Road transport is probably, therefore, a net consumer of wealth. And yet compared with other economic
activity it is considered less necessary to tackle its adverse climate change eVects. The DfT may have adopted
a PSA committing itself to reduce greenhouse gases in line with the overall EU commitment and enshrining
an aim to meet the more stringent 20% objective, but there is no evidence yet that it is actually going to do
anything. As seasoned observers of the DfT we know that it will not do anything unless the top level of
government forces it to.

We would observe for example that the DfT still justifies its road investment by its COBA assessment
which gains its presumed benefit of investment from increasing the traYc. The DfT is certainly planning
huge increases in road infrastructure, all of which will increase traYc and emissions (quite apart from the
resource use and emissions from the activity of construction itself).

Where did we go wrong?

The intellectual argument on road traYc was won more than 10 years ago. Government acknowledged
that “we cannot build our way out of congestion”—road building merely generates traYc and solves no
problems. Parliament acknowledged that there was too much traYc 10 years ago, but in 1998 the
Government eVectively emasculated the TraYc Reduction Bill by promising good intentions (“trust us”)—
John Prescott (Guardian 6/6/97): “I will have failed if in five years time there are not many more people using
public transport and far fewer journeys by car. It’s a tall order but I urge you to hold me to it”. And the
Secretary of State for the Environment (Today programme 1/12/1997): (we will deliver) “a major change in
the use of transport” and bring about “the reduced use of cars and vehicles on the road”.

So what happened? The Fuel Protest was the excuse for the U-turn, but the scale of the protest does not
explain this. The actual Fuel Protest was a tiny aVair compared with environmental protests—at its peak
fewer people were involved in picketing the refineries than were involved on the construction site every day
for five months at Twyford Down for example. The protest only had its eVect at the petrol pump as a result
of media hysteria and the police not taking any of the sort of action they have always been very happy to
take with environmental protest.

The ability to make the U-turn was undoubtedly partly down to a personal anti-environmentalism at the
heart of government, at considerable odds with the posturing on climate change there. But the promised
traYc reduction path was also undoubtedly undermined by the ever subtle workings of the DfT—the old

101 It might be argued that the trend of this correlation suggests a move into the positive after 10 years and thus road building
represents a long-term investment. In fact continuing the graph to 20 years does show a brief interlude of positive benefit,
followed by a further plunge into the negative; but this is in any case to push the statistics too far into the noise—correlating
over 20 years on 50 years of data is highly suspect.
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trahison des clercs. Opponents of roadbuilding soon realised what was going on. For example, the discovery
by Government of what everyone knew, that building roads generated traYc, was brilliantly subverted by
the DfT. Where most people would think that adding traYc was only making a manifest problem worse,
the DfT began computing benefit from it. The COBA process now explicitly adds benefit to the appraisal
of a road scheme, by considering induced traYc is the realisation of an opportunity to make more journeys.

Now the DfT is as big a road-builder as it ever was under the discredited Roads for Prosperity policy.
Major schemes are now promoted by as gung ho a Highways Agency as ever. The supposed new deal of
1997 was suborned in dozens of ways. The language of environmentalists was taken over. Objectors at
Inquiries found that roads were being astonishingly represented as performing an environmental purpose,
that “sustainability” was absorbed into the oxymoronic notion of “sustainable growth”, that even
“integration” was suborned into the notion that new roads allowed local authorities to introduce public
transport.

In the infamous multi-modal studies, consultants, with a long pedigree of business in highway planning,
would supposedly examine the transport requirements of corridors, but only come up with new roads as
fundable schemes and righteous public transport future wish lists that they knew would be unfundable.

What can be done?

If we believed that the DfT actually means to abide by the PSA commitment it has asserted then it takes
very little imagination to think of how they could achieve climate change gas emission reduction. Having
observed how the wishes of Parliament expressed in the Road TraYc Reduction Bill and the international
commitments we have made on Climate Change, have been suborned by the DfT, however, we have very
little faith that they will mend their ways.

As we have said, very little can be expected from improvements in the technology of motor vehicles. The
other greatly misleading hope that Government expresses is for increased use of biofuels. It is now clear that
the market for biofuels is driving destruction of large areas of Amazonian and Borneo jungles. How the
clearance of rainforest, the great sink of CO2, can be reckoned to assist the combating of global warming is
beyond any sensible imagining. And the use of scarce land for fuelling motor cars in the rich west, when two
billion people on this planet are short of food, is simply monstrous.

The single most eVective thing that could be done is to change the purpose and structure of the Highways
Agency. If government were the least bit serious about tackling climate change it would order an instant
moratorium on all road building. This should not be a moratorium of the dishonest kind that we had 10
years ago, that could be subtly undermined by the assiduous workings of civil servants, but a real
acknowledgement that the age of road building was over. As such the Highways Agency would have no
more responsibility for planning and building roads, but merely maintaining them.

As we have said it is obvious what measures can be taken to reduce climate change emissions. Essentially
we need to reduce road traYc. The obvious process for this in the short term is to step back on the fuel price
escalator. No tax is more fair and equitable—firstly the road user is merely beginning to pay some of the
huge externalised costs he/she is placing on society, and secondly it is obviously much better/fairer to tax
polluting activity than, say, income.

In the longer term, satellite-based road pricing is much more discriminating—it can tackle road traYc
where it most does damage (ie where it most externalises its costs). Actually we do not understand why the
government sees road pricing as such a distant prospect (global warming and our failure to meet our climate
commitments are decidedly short term). This can have nothing to do with the technology as is asserted, since
the technology already exists—it is merely a matter of government will.

Additionally we ought to reduce the speed of traYc, since firstly this reduces the emissions of a given trip
and secondly, slowing traYc down will increase the time of trips and through elasticity factors deter a certain
fraction of trips from being made or divert those trips to other more environmental modes.
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COBA fuel costs as function of speed
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From the COBA manual assessment of fuel consumption costs, which directly map to CO2 emissions, we
see that cars minimise their emissions per kilometre if they travel at 45 mph and large goods vehicles at 40
mph. A simple immediate measure would be to lower the motorway and dual carriageway maximum speed
to 60 mph and the national maximum speed limit elsewhere to 50 mph. Provided this was properly policed
this would also have a much-needed additional benefit of reduced accidents—we consider the Government
has done far too little to tackle the lingering disgrace of road accidents. If road pricing were introduced speed
becomes a factor in pricing and can additionally be used to prosecute excessive speed.

Conclusion

Action on Climate Change is long overdue. Aviation is the worst oVender, but road transport has to be
tackled. This needs a fundamental reappraisal of our attitudes and policies. It will require restructuring of
the DfT to take on the role of encouraging sustainable transport policy. We must stop building new roads
and must reduce traYc on existing roads. The polluter must be made to appreciate the damage he/she is
doing.

We must do this quickly—there is no long term in this. The imperative is urgent. But if it were not for the
dangers of climate change we would have to adjust to a lower energy world anyway, as a result of the
depletion of resources following Peak Oil. Restructuring our society, rethinking our priorities towards a
more sustainable society now will help us as this other imperative begins to bite.

Should the Government take its responsibilities seriously there will no longer be the necessity for an
organisation such as ours or the myriad campaign groups across the country that we support and that
support us. We would enter such oblivion thankfully and would be able to get on with our lives.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the TUC

The Environmental case for Rail and Biofuels

To reach its challenging targets to cut carbon emissions, the TUC believes that it is essential to plan for
an expanded role for rail transport, whether in mainline passenger services, rail freight, light rail, metro or
modern trams. Equally, there are significant CO2 and industrial opportunities to be won from the successful
development of a UK-based biofuels industry, provided it is given suYcient active support from
Government now.
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Growing the railways

In their report, Greening the workplace102, the TUC and aYliated unions on TUSDAC (the Trade Union
Sustainable Development Advisory Committee, a joint TUC/DEFRA body), argued that:

— The Government should make the environmental case for rail more forcefully, and resists any
proposals for rail replacement that fails to take full account of the environmental and social
impact.

— Measures in the 2005 Railways Act may lead to cuts in regional and branch routes, or substitute
bus services, to the detriment of the government’s environmental targets.

— The Government should urgently review the potential for rail expansion, especially in planned
growth areas such as the Thames Gateway.

Currently the UK rail network employs around 130,000 people and includes approximately 21,000 miles
of track, 1,000 signal boxes, 40,000 bridges and tunnels, 2,500 stations and 9,000 level crossings. Every day
the network moves 2.5million passengers and 400,000 tonnes of freight on 20,000 trains.

Using the same 1990 base level the UK Government has pledged to reduce carbon emissions by 20% by
2010 and by 60% by 2050.

Currently road transport is responsible for over a quarter of all UK carbon emissions. Furthermore, road
traYc is projected to increase by up to 40% by 2020 and the CBI has estimated that traYc congestion costs
the UK economy up to £20 billion a year. It is clear that an extensive road-building programme would be
an inappropriate way of dealing eVectively with either road traYc or congestion. The historical experience
is that extra roads lead to extra traYc bringing with it an increase in the volume of harmful greenhouse gases
emitted into the atmosphere.

Rail, however, provides a viable and environmentally sustainable alternative.

Since 1994–95 there has been a 33% increase in rail passenger journeys and a 38% increase in rail passenger
kilometres. In 2004, rail journeys exceeded one billion for the first time since the pre-Beeching era.

Rail links can help to discourage medium distance car journeys thereby reducing harmful emissions. The
presence of a dedicated rail service encourages business to invest in the local economy in a way, which is not
the case if a town is served only by buses. Such investment can help to create employment opportunities,
retail outlets and other leisure facilities thereby encouraging social development and economic regeneration.
The creation of a vibrant local economy encourages people to work and shop locally thereby reducing the
need to commute to work or travel to shops and other leisure facilities outside of the local area.

However, the rail network is straining under this huge rise in demand. Unless Government seriously
considers enhancing capacity then the likelihood remains that the private train operators will resort to
pricing passengers oV the network thorough increased fares. This will inevitably lead to an increased use of
the private car; encourage social exclusion and lead to a further increase in the emission of harmful
greenhouse gases.

Moreover there currently appears little evidence of joined up thinking between Government departments
on sustainable communities. The case in point being the Government’s sustainable communities including
a massive expansion in housing for the Thames Gateway, London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor, Ashford,
and Milton Keynes-South Midlands. We are not aware of any new public transport links that have been
factored into these plans.

The Railways Act

The Railways Act passed into legislation in April 2005. Regrettably, there are a number of provisions in
the Act that raise serious concerns that the railways are to be cut back on regional and branch routes. These
fears were compounded by reports of a senior DfT oYcial telling rail industry insiders “what you people
have to understand is that the future is about service cuts and fare increases”. A cuts agenda on rail will be
extremely detrimental to the Government securing and delivering their environmental objectives.

The Act puts in place arrangements making it easier for bus quality contracts to be introduced if this is
part of a wider strategy which includes reductions in rail services. Passenger Transport Authorities (PTAs)
will be given powers to make a bus quality contract scheme if they are satisfied that the scheme “is an
appropriate way of securing the transport needs of the potential users of a relevant railway service that has
been or is to be reduced or discontinued are met”.

Past experience of widespread “bustitution” is not positive. After the Beeching cuts in the late 1960s many
rural rail services were replaced by buses. Passenger ridership was not high leading to local authorities
removing the replacement bus services. More than 30% of the bus services were eventually cut leaving some
local communities without access to any form of local public transport. The result was economic stagnation,
social exclusion and the reliance on the private car, resulting in an overall increase in environmental
pollution.

102 www.tuc.org.uk/economy/tuc
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This threat of “bustitution” is compounded by other proposals in the Act, which will make it easier for
funding authorities (funding authorities are the Government, PTAs TFL, Welsh Assembly, Scottish
Executive and TFL) to close railway lines. The Act appears to weaken safeguards against line closures.
Whereas previously the criteria was whether closure would increase passenger hardship, the new guidelines
(which will be provided by the Secretary of State) will also cover “economical, financial, environmental and
social factors”. In addition the assessment will no longer be made by the regional rail passenger committees
(which are to be abolished) but by the funding authority actually making the proposals for closure.

Fears that the Act could lead to a contraction in the railways are heightened by the fact that that there
will no longer be a responsibility to promote the railways. The SRA is currently required to “promote the
use of the rail network”, “secure the development of the rail network” and “to contribute to the development
of an integrated system of passengers and transport.” As the Act stands this responsibility will be removed
and not passed to the Government.

In addition there will be changes to the powers of the OYce of the Rail Regulator (ORR). At present the
Government is obliged to pay what the ORR decides is necessary to maintain the network. Now if the
Government feels that the Regulator has made an excessive requirement it will be able to revise the decision.
So if the Treasury decides to reduce subsidy or not increase it, services or lines may have to close.

Rail Freight

— Since 1994 there has been a 50% growth in freight on rail.

— An average freight train can remove 50 HGV journeys from the UK road network.

— An aggregate freight train can remove 120 HGV journeys from the UK road network.

— HGVs only pay between 59%–69% of their full social and environmental costs (greenhouse gas
emissions, air pollution, noise, congestion, accidents etc).

— A 40 tonne, five axle lorry causes over 10,000 times more damage to the road surface than the
average car.

— Emissions from road freight increased by 59% between 1990–2002.

Mainline Passenger Services

— In 2003–04 over one billion passenger journeys were made on the UK rail network.

— In 2003–04 40.9 billion passenger kilometres were travelled on the UK rail network.

— Passenger rail produces on average, 73 gCO2 per passenger kilometre.

— Cars, produce on average, 114 gCO2 per passenger kilometre.

— Short haul aircraft produce on average, 330 gCO2 per passenger.

— Between London and Edinburgh a passenger travelling by train would be responsible for 12kgs of
carbon emissions, by car 71kgs and by air 96kgs.

It is the case that safety crumple zones, improved accessibility for disabled passengers and air conditioning
reduces the energy eYciency of new rolling stock. However even this is taken into consideration the
environmental benefits of rail over both cars and short-haul aircraft is substantial.

Light Rail and Metro

— There are currently seven light rail systems in the UK; Manchester Metro, SheYeld Supertram,
West Midlands, Nottingham Express Transit, Tyne & Wear Metro, Croydon Tramlink and the
DLR.

— Typically light rail and trams can carry loads of over 3,000 an hour in vehicles containing 350
passengers.

— Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive estimates that cars produce 30% more CO2

per passenger kilometre than trams and buses produce about 17% more.

— The Manchester Metrolink is expected to produce two-thirds less particulates per passenger
kilometre than a car.

— one in five light rail users have transferred from the car—resulting in 22 million less car journeys
a year.

— In addition to passengers carried on the 7 light rail systems, 948 million passenger journeys were
made on the London Underground and 13.3 million passenger journeys were made on the
Glasgow Underground in 2003–04.

A new biofuels industry
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In its Budget submission 2006103, the TUC welcomed the Transport Secretary’s announcement in
November 2005 of plans to introduce the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO). This would
require 5% of all UK fuel sold on UK forecourts to come from a renewable source. We would urge the
government to move rapidly to implement this measure. With carbon emissions from transport now 10%
above 1990 levels due to increases in car usage and road freight, there is a strong case to bring forward the
planned implementation date of 2010, along with the duty incentive, currently 20p a litre.

The RTFO is predicted to save around one million tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions in 2010, equivalent
to taking one million cars oV the road. Its successful implementation will support a new UK industry,
employment growth and cuts in emissions. The RTFO is predicted to save around 1 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide emissions in 2010—the equivalent of taking 1 million cars oV the road. The TUC would recommend
that the Committee commissions further work on the employment potential of this industry—one EEDA-
commissioned independent report estimated 12,000 new jobs in biofuels manufacture and associated
activities, linked to a Renewable Fuels Obligations to encourage its use. The TUC warmly welcomes the
announcement of a possible enhanced capital allowance (ECA) scheme for the cleanest biofuels production
plant, subject to state aids approval.

Annex

2002 Carbon dioxide emissions by end user category

Mode Million tonnes of carbon Percentage of 2002 total

Road Transport 38 26
Railways 1 1
Civil Aircraft 1 1
Shipping 1 1

2002 Carbon emission by source category

Mode Million tonnes of carbon Percentage of 2002 total

Road Transport 32 22
Railways 0 0
Civil Aircraft 0 0
Shipping 1 1

2002 greenhouse gas emissions in thousand tonnes

Mode Nitrogen oxides Carbon monoxide VOC’s Particulates

Road Transport 762 1,935 385 41
Railways 19 4 3 1
Civil Aircraft 6 5 5 0
Shipping 38 5 3 1

Average CO2 emission per tonne kilometre

Mode Average gCO2 per tonne kilometre

Rail (2000 freight mix) 23
Heavy Goods Vehicle 176

Average CO2 emission per passenger kilometre

Mode Average gCO2 per passenger km

Passenger rail 73
Car 114
Short-haul air 330
Bus 77

February 2006

103 Budget Submission 2006, A Budget for fairness, TUC January 2006.
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Memorandum submitted by Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, Manchester

1. The Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research is a network of universities that brings together
climate scientists, engineers and social scientists to develop sustainable responses to climate change. This
memorandum reflects the views of Tyndall Centre researchers at the University of Manchester. The Tyndall
Centre as an organization does not adopt policy positions.

2. Tyndall Centre (Manchester) researchers have generated a suite of scenarios related to the various
emissions sectors. Whilst some of these scenarios scope out emission trajectories for the full energy system,
others are more detailed evaluations of aviation in particular. The Decarbonising UK scenarios, whilst
considering all sectors, do have considerable focus on transport emissions, analysed in relation to private
road, public road, road freight, rail, shipping and aviation. Complementing this work, is a more detailed
analysis of civil aviation emissions associated with the UK and EU up to 2050. Tyndall scenarios are related
to a range of targets, broadly based on the UK and EU making their fair contribution to a future under
both a 450ppmv and 550ppmv concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide.104

3. The emission scenarios demonstrate a wide range of futures in which transport can be reconciled with
various emission reductions. Whilst some of these are primarily demand-led, others contain significant
technology and fuel developments allied with modal shift. The aviation analysis is developed in greater detail
and clearly demonstrates that unless both the UK and EU serious tackle the growth in this sector as a matter
of urgency, meaningful carbon dioxide reduction targets will simply not be credible. This analysis considers
a range of issues, including, for example, historical trends, the impact of 9/11, new plane eYciency, fleet
turnover, etc, as well as being based on the very latest emissions data, in stark contrast to the Government’s
own analysis.

4. Work within Tyndall Manchester illustrates the significance of diVerent target atmospheric carbon
dioxide regimes in terms of the emissions reduction necessary within the EU and UK. It is increasingly
evident that unless the UK is to rethink its interpretation of “dangerous climate change” as correlating with
a global mean surface temperature rise of two degrees centigrade, it must accept a significant reduction from
the 550ppmv figure that it continues to work towards. The scientific consensus is that a carbon dioxide
concentration of below 450ppmv is more likely to correlate with two degrees centigrade; the implication of
this for UK and EU emission targets, and hence policies, cannot be underrated. Considering a 450ppmv
future in relation to aviation highlights the scale of the problem. At projected growth rates and a 450ppmv
target, by 2050, UK and EU aviation emissions alone will constitute between 80% and 100% of carbon
emissions permissible for their respective economies, assuming no “uplift” of aviation emissions. If the
additional climate warming generated by the production of condensation trails, cirrus clouds and the
resultant formation of other greenhouse gases were to be taken into account by applying an uplift multiplier,
aviation growth is likely to result in a requirement for full carbon neutrality of all other sectors sometime
between 2020 and 2050.105

5. Given the magnitude and significance of these findings, we suggest that, in relation to the Committee’s
question: whether the DfT’s carbon reduction target is underpinned by a coherent strategy stretching across
the department’s entire range of activities, the answer is a clear and categorical “no”. In particular, we have
yet to see any evidence that the DfT is taking long term climate change targets, whether related to 550ppmv
or 450ppmv, seriously.

6. One approach increasingly heralded as a solution to the aviation issue, is the industry’s inclusion within
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. However, as it is currently structured and in relation to the various
emission caps arising from member states national allocation plans, the EU ETS would appear to oVer little
hope of significantly reducing overall emissions. Moreover, ICAO has yet to bring forward any practical
plans for incorporating aviation emissions in international emissions trading.

7. Another issue that the Tyndall Manchester team have raised, and to some degree quantified, is the
increasing emissions burden arising from international shipping. This, almost wholly, neglected sector is
growing rapidly yet remains essentially outside the DfT’s emissions brief. Such an omission cannot be
reconciled with any claim that a “coherent strategy stretching across the department’s entire range of
activities” is in place—or even being considered.

104 Bows, A, Anderson, K and Upham, P (2006) “Contraction and Convergence: UK Carbon Emissions and the Implications
for UK Air TraYc”, Technical Report, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change, http://www.tyndall.ac.uk/research/theme2/
final—reports/t3–23.pdf

105 The use of an “uplift factor” to account for the additional climate warming impacts of aviation is a highly contentious issue
given the diYculties in using one metric to account for very diVerent types of emissions. For example, a contrail released by
an aircraft will last a number of days, and only aVect the region where it is emitted, whereas carbon dioxide emitted by aircraft
remains in the atmosphere for around 100 years, and eventually becomes well mixed throughout the atmosphere.
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8. In relation to the Committee’s question: what realistically the DfT could achieve by 2010 and 2020 in
terms of reducing transport-related carbon emissions, and the role that demand management should play
in doing so, Tyndall work gives clear examples of responses, for instance:

(a) Aviation growth being curtailed as a matter of urgency;

(b) A moratorium on airport expansion and consideration of whether additional infrastructure should
be selectively permitted on the basis of regional regeneration criteria, not market demand alone;

(c) Stringent minimum eYciency standards introduced for private cars, and possibly all other
transport modes. These would be phased in to provide adequate market signals and then
subsequently ratcheted up on a two yearly basis. (eg all cars sold on UK forecourts by 2010 should
achieve a minimum of 40mpg, and this will be increased by 5% every two years thereafter until a
review in 2020).

9. Compensation in terms of enhancing biological sinks (especially for bioenergy), energy eYciency and
renewable energy projects all carry ethical and practical environmental risks. Yet DfT should at least be
investigating schemes to deploy these options, given their likely political and consumer acceptability relative
to emissions, fuel charges, or infrastructure restrictions.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by West Midlands Friends of the Earth

West Midlands FOE would like to submit a short piece of evidence appropriate to this region and at the
same time endorse the submission from Friends of the Earth; England, Wales and Northern Ireland.

West Midlands FOE has been campaigning on roads and carbon emissions within this region for a
number of years.

We are currently struggling with the huge road building plans for the region emanating from; not only
the DfT but also from the West Midlands Regional Assembly through the Regional Funding Allocation,
Local Authorities through the Local Transport Plans and possibly through the TIF process. It is very
diYcult to see how these proposals fit within the PSA as referred to in your invitation for evidence. A huge
road building programme for this and any other region will not send out the correct messages to the general
public that we are serious with respect to our climate change commitments in relation to transport. Indeed
it is taking us in the completely opposite direction. There is only so much that technology can do in terms
of reducing emissions from transport and it is to the reasons for why traYc is generated that we must seek
long term solutions. This will come from an integrated land use and transport planning regime which places
walking and cycling at its heart and catering for the single car user well at the rear of the hierarchy.

The region is currently grappling, for example, with expansion of the M6 corridor, pressures for
expansion of the M42 corridor, the expansion of not only Birmingham International Airport but also
Coventry Airport as well as a series of smaller road building proposals right across the region. This at a time
when we collectively should be making far more eYcient use of our mature road network and investing in
the provision of the alternatives and indeed measures which reduce our need to travel.

The time scales over which these schemes are due to be in place are variable but many are well into the
next decade and beyond. These schemes of course need long term planning BUT if we are indeed to meet
our global commitments this is setting us all on the wrong course of action.

We are living with the first pay as you go toll road, the M6 Toll, here in the West Midlands. Our experience
is that this sort of scheme should not be repeated. We would not see this form of “demand management”
as the most sustainable or equitable for the UK as whole. The M6 Toll is really about providing choice to
pay for motoring for those who already have chosen to drive and does not create the correct conditions for
people to choose to use public transport. Indeed in a region where 25% of households do not have access
to a car it is to them that we should be seeking to benefit from our demand management measures. We also
do not see the M6 Toll as a way forward in terms of the dangers that arise from the avoidance of the Tolls
both in terms of transfer to inappropriate local roads or low usage due to the levels of toll especially for
HGV’s. Therefore we would support a much more comprehensive, variable and sophisticated road charging
regime covering the entire road network of the UK. This could have far greater social and environmental
outputs that the current M6 Toll regime. This, in harmony, with a greater variation in road tax and indeed a
reintroduced fuel escalator could send the correct price mechanisms to attract people onto public transport,
walking and cycling.

We look forward to your response and would be prepared to present to your inquiry. We would finally
like to thank you for this opportunity to contribute to this import topic.

March 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Chris Skrebowski FEI

The “UK Energy and CO2 Emissions Projections—Updated Projections to 2020”

It is my contention that we now have an eVective oil floor price of $35/b to $40/b. This arises because,
with little or no low cost oil being found or remaining undeveloped, the marginal new and future supplies
will come from Canadian oil sands, a very limited number of non-Opec, non-OECD producers—Angola,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Azerbaijan, Brazil—and some minor African producers such as Mauritania. Possible
sources of incremental Opec production are also limited and eVectively confined to Iraq, Kuwait, UAE,
Saudi Arabia, Libya and Algeria.

For a variety of reasons all these incremental supply sources will require relatively high prices if they are
to be developed. In the case of Canadian oil sands, prices of $35/b to $40/b are needed for investment. Lower
prices, or the expectation of lower prices, would simply lead to project cancellations.[The recent record price
paid by Shell for some Canadian oilsands resources eVectively confirms oilsands higher cost/higher value
status]

The non-Opec, non-OECD producers have been aggressively seeking higher revenues—low prices would
lead to supply curtailment, notably by Russia, but others might follow in order to induce higher prices.

Opec producers would certainly curtail production to drive prices above $40/b. Cost of new supply are
escalating rapidly, so I see no realistic possibility of oil prices below $35/b. All the alternatives and biofuels—
ethanol and fuel oilseeds—all require prices of over $35/b for long-term viability.

In terms of gas prices, the world appears to be moving towards a global price. The realistic possibility of
Russia heading up a ‘Gas Opec’ (see Petroleum Review, May 2006) also contributes to the idea of gas prices
remaining closely linked to oil prices going forward. Whereas only a year or two ago the predictions were
for ample, even excessive, gas supplies, the current view is that, with recent discovery rates of no more than
half of consumption, gas supply may soon become quite tight. This view is underpinned by the fact that
virtually all the gas becoming available from upcoming LNG plants has already been contracted. A
spectacular example of this was the Pluto gas discovery oVshore Australia in April 2005. By autumn 2005,
an LNG project slated to start in 2010 had been committed to, and by end-2005 most of the gas had been
contracted.

It appears that, barring a broadly based international recession/depression, we now have an eVective floor
price of between $35/b and $40/b, and its gas equivalent.

Determining the high end of a realistic oil price range is rather more diYcult. If, as I predict, global oil
supplies peak around 2010/2011, then oil prices will have to rise to the point where the available supply is
rationed to the highest values uses, with prices rising further if, and when, supply declines. The principal
danger is an economic collapse and the consequent move into recession/depression.

Assuming, for the moment, that supply merely remains very tight, there are two reasons for believing that
prices will remain high or escalate further. Firstly—until economic setback—there will be aggressive bidding
for available supplies. Secondly, the perception among suppliers will be of the great value of their resource,
which is likely to mean they would only sell at high prices and might actually restrict supply on the “saving
it for later generations” or “saving it for our own people” rationalisation.

The basis of the “favouring gas” scenario seems to me to be dubious on the grounds that gas supplies are
unlikely to be markedly easier than oil supplies, so only limited fuel switching would be possible. Most of the
straightforward switching between oil and gas has probably already been done as there has been a financial
advantage since the oil shocks of the 1970s. In the case of the UK gas is already a larger supplier of primary
energy than oil suggesting that a move back to oil is probably as likely as a further move to gas. With oil
and gas prices now broadly equivalent on a calorific basis, and likely to remain so there would be little
financial benefit from fuel switching, although there would be a CO2 emissions benefit.

The “favouring coal scenario” looks more plausible. However, with other countries looking to make the
same shift, and considerable investment being required to significantly increase coal supplies, it appears
inevitable that coal prices will rise quite rapidly—even with carbon emission penalties.

Thus the falling coal prices used in all scenarios looks implausible.

My general conclusion would be that all hydrocarbon prices will remain at or above current levels until
well after 2010. The only way they could be significantly lower would be if there was a major and sustained
economic recession. Professor Oswald of Warwick University has done work suggesting that the economic
impact of an oil price rise is lagged by around 18 months. If this is so we are so far only experiencing the
impact of $40 oil and have yet to see the economic impact of $50, $60 and $70 oil.

In all planning, the primary pressures are usually fairly obvious—it is spotting the size and timing of the
secondary reactions that is diYcult.

The experience of the 1973 and 1979 oil crisis may be instructive. The immediate reaction to the rapid
price rises was recessionary. Over time, redesigned equipment, fuel switching and substitution started to
impact. Oil production/consumption volumes fell from 1973 to 1975, but had recovered to 1973 levels by
1976, with the next price hike coming in 1979 after the Iranian revolution. Demand then fell away after 1979,
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not reattaining 1979 levels until 1990. Prices, however, held high from late 1979 to late 1985, when the price
collapse occurred. This extended period of high prices was achieved by Saudi Arabia cutting production to
take the slack out of the system and defend the high price level.

Parallels with the present should be treated with some caution. It is, however, true that in the post-1979
period most of the easy oil substitutions were made. Fuel oil was largely backed out of the power generation
market. Fuel oil currently accounts for just 9% of global power generation, largely confined to islands such
as Madeira, the Canaries etc and the Far East. Much heating oil demand was displaced by gas usage. The
displacement of heavy industry to the Far East from Europe and North America has transferred a lot of
heavier oil products demand from Europe and North America to the Far East.

In my opinion, excessive attention has been paid to the rapid improvement in the energy intensity of
economic growth in Europe and North America. But, this is partly a function of the displacement of heavy
industry to the Far East, so in global terms the overall improvement is much smaller. Global demand
determines global energy prices, so any extrapolation of European/North American experience can be very
misleading.

In summary, my conclusions about the price assumptions used in the report are:

— Table 5a—all prices are too low for 2010, 2015 and 2020.

— Table 5b—oil and gas prices are slightly too low for 2020, 2025 and 2020; coal prices are far too
low for 2010, 2015 and 2020.

— Table 6a—oil and gas prices are reasonable; coal is too low for 2010, 2015 and 2020.

— Table 6b—oil and gas prices are ridiculous for 2010, 2015 and 2020; coal prices are also ridiculous
for 2010, 2015 and 2020.

I personally think that, overtly or covertly, two other scenarios should be examined:

1. High energy prices and geopolitical upheaval causing an extended economic recession/depression,
probably starting around 2010.

2. Availability of oil and, at some later point, gas becoming so constrained that governments are forced
to intervene, rationing and allocating available supplies.

May 2006
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